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ABSTRACT

SCALE, a modular code system for Standardized Computer Analyses Licensing Evaluation, has been

developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory at the request of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The

SCALE system utilizes well-established computer codes and methods within standard analysis sequences that

(1) allow an input format designed for the occasional user and/or novice, (2) automate the data processing and

coupling between modules, and (3) provide accurate and reliable results. System development has been

directed at problem-dependent cross-section processing and analysis of criticality safety, shielding, heat

transfer, and depletion/decay problems. Since the initial release of SCALE in 1980, the code system has been

heavily used for evaluation of nuclear fuel facility and package designs. This revision documents Version 4.4

of the system.
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PREFACE

Introduction

This Manual represents Revision 6 of the user documentation for the modular code system referred
to as SCALE. The previous revision documented version 4.3 of SCALE, released in October 1995. This
revision documents version 4.4a of SCALE. Prior to the release of version 4.4a, SCALE 4.4 was released in
September 1998. Many minor corrections and enhancements have been made since that time and are being
included in SCALE 4.4a. The corrections and enhancements in versions 4.4a and 4.4 are documented
separately below. All modifications in version 4.4 are included in version 4.4a.

Background

The history of the SCALE code system dates back to 1969 when the current Computational Physics
and Engineering Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) began providing the transportation
package certification staff at the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission with computational support in the use of
the new KENO code for performing criticality safety assessments with the statistical Monte Carlo method.
From 1969 to 1976 the certification staff relied on the ORNL staff to assist them in the correct use of codes
and data for criticality, shielding, and heat transfer analyses of transportation packages. However, the
certification staff learned that, with only occasional use of the codes, it was difficult to become proficient in
performing the calculations often needed for an independent safety review. Thus, shortly after the move of the
certification staff to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commnission (NRC), the NRC staff proposedthe development
of an easy-to-use analysis system that provided the technical capabilities of the individual modules with which
they were familiar. With this proposal, the concept of the Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing
Evaluation (SCALE) code system was born.

The NRC staff provided ORNL with some general development criteria for SCALE: (1) focus on
applications related to nuclear fuel facilities and package designs, (2) use well-established computer codes and
data libraries, (3) design an input format for the occasional or novice user, (4) prepare "standard" analysis
sequences (control modules) that will automate the use of multiple codes (functional modules) and data to
perform a system analysis, and (5) provide complete documentation and public availability. With these criteria
the ORNL staff laid out the framework for the SCALE system and began development efforts. The initial
version (Version 0) of the SCALE Manual was published in July 1980. Then, as now, the Manual is divided
into three volumes - Volume I for the control module documentation (Sections C4, C6, D1, S 1- S5, and HI),
Volume 2 for the functional module documentation (Sections Fl- F17), and Volume 3 for the documentation
of data libraries, and subroutine libraries, and miscellaneous utilities (Sections MI- M17).

System Overview

The original concept of SCALE was to provide "standardized" sequences where the user had very few
analysis options in addition to the geometry model and materials. Input for the control modules. has been
designed to be free-form with extensive use of keywords and engineering-type input requirements. The more
flexible functional modules have a more difficult input logic and require the user to interface the data sets
necessary to run the modules in a stand-alone fashion. As the system has grown in popularity over the years
and additional options have been requested, the control modules have been improved to allow sophisticated
users additional access to the numerous capabilities within the functional modules. However, the most
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important feature of the SCALE system remains the capability to simplify the user knowledge and effort
required to prepare material mixtures and to perform adequate problem-dependent cross-section processing.

The modules available in Version 0 of SCALE were for criticality safety analysis sequences (CSAS)
that provided automated material and cross-section processing prior to a one-dimensional (1-D) or
multidimensional criticality analysis. Since that time the capabilities of the system have been significantly
expanded to provide additional CSAS capabilities, new shielding analysis sequences (SAS) that also include
depletion/decay capabilities for spent fuel characterization, and a heat transfer analysis sequence (HTAS). At
the center of the CSAS and SAS sequences is the library of subroutines referred to as the Material Information
Processor or MIPLIB (see Section M7). The purpose of MIPLIB is to allow users to specify problem materials
using easily remembered and easily recognizable keywords that are associated with mixtures, elements, and
nuclides provided in the Standard Composition Library (see Section M8). MIPLIB also uses other keywords
and simple geometry input specifications to prepare input for the modules that perform the problem-dependent
cross-section processing: BONAMI, NITAWL-II, and XSDRNPM. A keyword supplied by the user selects
the cross-section library from a standard set provided in SCALE (see Section M4) or designates the reference
to a user-supplied library. Several utility modules from AMPX1 have been included to provide users with the
capability to edit the cross-section data and reformat user-supplied libraries for use in SCALE.

Over the history of the project several modules have been removed from the system because they are
no longer supported by the development staff at ORNL. Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of the major
applications of each of the control modules and functional modules currently in the SCALE code system. The
control modules were designed to provide the system analysis capability originally requested by the NRC staff.
The CSAS module (sometimes denoted as the CSAS4 module and documented in Section C4) is the primary
control module designed for the calculation of the neutron multiplication factor of a system. Eight sequences
enable general analysis of a I -D system model or a multidimensional system model, capabilities to search on
geometry spacing, and problem-dependent cross-section processing for use in executing stand-alone functional
modules. CSAS6 is a newer criticality control module to provide automated problem-dependent cross-section
processing andcriticalitycalculations viathe KENO-VI functional module. The SASI and SAS3 modules (see
Sections S I and S3, respectively) provide general 1 -D deterministic and3-D Monte Carlo analysis capabilities.
The SAS2 module (see Section S2) was originally developed to perform a depletion/decay calculation to obtain
spent fuel radiation source terms that were subsequently input automatically to a 1 -D, radial shielding analysis
in a cylindrical geometry. Over time the depletion/decay portion of the SAS2 module has been significantly
enhanced and interfacing to the other shielding modules has been provided. An alternative sequence for
depletion/decay calculations is ORIGEN-ARP (Section D1), which interpolates pre-generated ORIGEN-S
cross-section libraries versus enrichment, burnup, and moderator density. The SAS4 module (see Section S4)
enables automated particle biasing for a Monte Carlo analysis of a transportation package-type geometry. The
HTAS I module (see Section H1) is the only heat transfer control module and uses the various capabilities of
the HEATING code to perform different sequences of steady-state and transient analysis that enable the normal
and accident conditions of a transportation package to be evaluated. Like SAS4, the HTAS I module is limited
to a package-type geometry. The capability to perform a point-kernel shielding analysis within the SCALE
system has been developed in the QADS control module.

A 238-energy-group neutron cross-section library based on ENDF/B-V2 is the latest cross-section
library in SCALE. All the nuclides that are available in ENDF/B-V are in the library. A 44-group library
has been collapsed from this 238-group library and validated against numerous critical measurements.3 These
libraries are available in this version of SCALE.

It
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Technical Assistance and Updates

To obtain technical assistance regarding the installation and use of SCALE, download software updates, or
report problems, you may contact us through the following channels:

* E-mail questions to scalehelp~ornl.gov

* The SCALE Users Electronic Notebook on the Web:
http:/lwww-rsicc.ornl.gov/ENOTE/enotscal.htmnl

* SCALE Web Site (including Download, Training, Benchmarks, and Newsletter pages):
http://www.cped.ornl.gov/cadnea/text/scale-home.html

* SCALE Newsletter:
http:llwww.cped.ornl.gov/cadnea/text/scalenews.html

* FAX to SCALE Help, 815-327-6460 or 865-576-3513

Significant Updates in SCALE 4.4a

A significant number of updates have been made to SCALE since the initial release of SCALE 4.4 in
September 1998. Most of these updates were minor corrections or enhancements. Because some of these
updates could be important to SCALE users, this interim release of SCALE 4.4a is being made available.

SAS4 and PICTURE were enhanced to allow the generation of two-dimensional (2-D) plots when the
"PARM=CHECK" option is used. This option is similar to the plotting option in the CSAS criticality

sequences. Another innovation was the addition of an option that allows users to specify an X-Y, X-Z, or Y-Z
plot and have the code automatically calculate the cosines used for the plot.

A discrepancy in scoring boundary crossings of surface detectors was corrected in MORSE.
Contributions to user-specified surface detectors in MORSE in SCALE 4.4 could have been underestimated
because of a failure to determine which surface detector to score. This failure was due to the comparison of
a single precision variable to a double precision variable. Most affected cases would have a zero result for the
surface detector, indicating that no particles have crossed the surface detector boundary. Detector location
coordinates of four digits or less would not be expected to experience this problem.

A coding error introduced in QAD-CGGP in SCALE 4.4 has been identified and corrected. Because
of inconsistent array dimensions, if more than a very limited number of bodies are input in one zone, the
additional zone data are lost or stored incorrectly. This situation typically causes the code to fail. Though
extremely unlikely, it might be possible for a case like this to run if the incorrectly stored geometry happened
to be valid. SCALE 4.4 users should check under the "input zone data" header in the QAD-CGGP output to
verify that the zone data agree with their input.

SAS2 was corrected to fix an error introduced in SCALE 4.4 that caused the PARM=OLDSAS2
option to fail. Another discrepancy introduced in SCALE 4.4 caused spent fuel isotopic data written to file
FT72F001 to be incorrect in certain cases. This error, which has been corrected, occurred in cases where
burnable poison rods or other inserts are removed from or inserted into the fuel assembly between fuel cycles.
SAS2 can now correctly handle multiple fuel zones in the path B model. A minor discrepancy was corrected
where invalid characters were being written to title records in the ORIGEN-S binary library. Some text editors
could not read the SAS2 output file when invalid characters were present.

A large number of enhancements were made to XSDRNPM. The Fortran source for XSDRNPM was
converted to Fortran 90 free format. The input/output units were all moved to the 0$ array. The energy of the
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average lethargy causing fission was added to the balance tables. The output files from the balance tables and
the activities were modified and converted to ASCII files. A new ASCII file was created that contains the input
and derived data from a problem. The coarse mesh generation algorithm used in rebalancing the inner
iterations was modified to correct a problem that prevented convergence for a very small class of problems.
The code was modified to recycle if the final iteration performed after convergence failed the convergence test.
For group banding cases, convergence is now reset after initial convergence to an order of magnitude less than
overall convergence to prevent looping through iterations and never converging. The default value for flux
convergence tolerance, PTC, was reduced from 1 0-4 to 10-5. The calculation of activities by interval, an option
that was available many years ago, was reintroduced in the code.

The XSDRNPM mesh generation algorithm in MIPLIB was modified to address two problems:
(a) insufficient number of mesh intervals for thick reflectors of low absorbing material and (b) too many mesh
intervals for highly absorbing regions. New input options to override the automatic mesh generation were
added. Although this enhancement was designed primarily for CSAS1X, it potentially affects all control
modules except SAS2H that use XSDRNPM.

KENO-VI was modified to detect intersecting HOLEs in the global unit. A problem will now terminate
if intersecting HOLEs are detected in the global unit. Intersecting HOLEs are illegal in KENO-VI geometry
but were not detected in the global unit in SCALE 4.4. Intersecting HOLEs in units other than the global unit
are detected during tracking of particles through the intersecting regions. Several corrections were made to
KENO-VI to prevent a particle from becoming lost and causing the code to enter an infinite loop.

MORSE was updated to correct a problem in determining the correct day of the week for dates after
December 31, 1999.

Many other minor changes included in SCALE 4.4a are listed under "SCALE 4.4a Minor
Modifications."

SCALE 4.4a Minor Modifications

In addition to the major enhancements noted above, SCALE 4.4a contains many minor modifications,
including corrections to errors in SCALE 4.4 and changes to improve portability to different computing
platforms. Note that some of these modifications may be duplicate listings of items mentioned in the previous
section.

PICTURE MRR98-056
Updated to handle the call by SAS4 when the "PARM=CHECK" option (added to the SAS4 control module
in MRR98-057) is used. Also, added an option that allows users to specify an X-Y, X-Z, or Y-Z plot and have
the code automatically calculate the cosines used for the plot.

SAS4 MRR98-057
Added a "PARM=CHECK" option that calls PICTURE from within the SAS4 to plot geometry but not run
MORSE. SAS4 prepares or reads MARS geometry input data, reads PICTURE input, and calls PICTURE.
Several other changes were made to error messages and formats.

SAS2 MRR98-058
Updated to correct an error introduced in SCALE 4.4 that caused the PARM=OLDSAS2 option to fail. Also
corrected another problem introduced in SCALE 4.4 that caused spent fuel isotopic data written to file
FT72F001 to be incorrect in certain cases where burnable poison rods or other inserts are removed from or
inserted into the fuel assembly between fuel cycles.
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MORSE MRR98-059
Corrected a discrepancy in scoring boundary crossings of surface detectors. A roundoff error caused by
comparison of a double precision variable to a single precision constant resulted in boundary crossings not
being scored. The epsilon value for the comparison was also increased from 0.0005 to 0.001.

SAS4 MRR98-060
Updated to correct the dimensions on two arrays. Also changed a test comparing 2 floating point variable
names equivalenced to integer variables to use function ISET. (This test has previously caused floating point
underflows on some platforms.)

QADS MRR98-061
Added a test on the MIPLIB error flag that terminates execution of the problem if an error occurred.

KENO-VI MRR98-062
Updated to allow a particle to cross from one hole directly into an adjacent hole even if the crossing is outside
the allowed tolerances. This prevents some cases from entering an infinite loop.

SAS2 MRR98-063
Corrected minor discrepancy that resulted in invalid characters being written to title records in ORIGEN-S
binary library. Some text editors could not read SAS2 output file when invalid characters were present.

MIPLIB MRR98-064
Updated to allow control modules to specify a sensitivity library from NITAWL and to allow number density
input for an element that has multiple isotopes.

XSDRNPM MRR98-065
The Fortran source for XSDRNPM was converted to Fortran 90 free format. The input-output units were all
moved to the 0$ array. The energy of the average lethargy causing fission was added to the balance tables.
The output files from the balance tables and the activities were modified and converted to ASCII files. A new
file was created which contains the input and derived data from a problem. The flux file was changed to double
precision. The code was modified to not run with fluxes out of core unless explicitly requested in the input.
The coarse mesh generation algorithm used in rebalancing the inner iterations was modified to correct a
problem that prevented convergence a very small class of problems.

C5TOC6/K5TOK6 MRR98-066/MRR98-067
The input file generated for CSAS6/KENO VI incorrectly labeled regions generated to surround HOLEs if
there were more than one region in a unit that contained HOLEs. Because of a change in KENO-VI, these
regions should no longer need to be generated. Subroutine PUNCHGEOM was modified to not generate these
regions.

QAD-CGGP MRR98-068
Updated to correct an error introduced in SCALE 4.4. The dimension on one variable in the geometry was not
updated when the input format was changed to match that of MARS input. This caused some jobs to fail.
Also, updated to correct misspelled name of unit used for error output.

ARPLIB MRR99-001
Updated to accept either lower or upper case input.
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PRISM MRR99-002
Updated to accept either lower or upper case input.

XSECLIST MRR99-003
Updated to accept either lower or upper case input.

SAS2 MRR99-004
Updated for compatibility with the newest revisions to XSDRNPM (MRR98-065). The routines that wrote
the XSDRNPM input files needed to be changed to account for the changes to XSDRNPM input. Subroutine
COPYNX had to be changed to add the 0$ array to the XSDRNPM input file, and to move setting the logical
unit number of the flux output file from the 2$ array to the 0$ array.

UNIXLIB MRR99-006
Changes to update XSDRNPM required a double precision ERF function. This function is part of the Fortran
intrinsic library for the DEC Alpha's and the IBM RS/6000, but is not part of that library for the HP or the
SUN workstations. This modification provided an update for the necessary routines to compute the double
precision ERF when it is not part of the intrinsic library.

BONAMI MRR99-007
Updated to correct a problem that caused cases to fail when zero number density input is used.

SAS4 MRR99-008
Updated to change the convergence criteria because the criteria in XSDRNPM were changed. Also added an
input variable NDAB to allow the user to specify the number of direct access blocks allocated.

XSDOSE MRR99-009
Added option to turn off angular flux print and made the default to be no angular flux print.

MODIFY MRR99-010
Updated subroutine LODATA for compatibility with changes in MRR98-064(MIPLIB).

XSDRNPM MRR99-011
(1) The code was modified to re-cycle if the final iteration performed after convergence failed the convergence
test. For group banding cases, convergence is now reset after initial convergence to an order of magnitude less
than overall convergence to prevent looping through iterations and never converting. (2) The default value for
flux convergence tolerance, PTC, was reduced from 104 to 10-5. (3) Errors were corrected in the calculation
of activities by interval. This previously undocumented option is now documented in the XSDRNPM input
description.

KENO-VI MRR99-012
Modified KENO-VI to detect intersecting HOLEs in the global unit. A problem will now terminate if
intersecting HOLEs are detected inthe global unit. Intersecting HOLEs are illegal in KENO-VI geometry but
were not detected in the global unit in SCALE 4.4. Intersecting HOLEs in units other than the global unit are
detected during tracking of particles through the intersecting regions.

ORIGEN MRR99-014
A new subroutine was added to provide the user the option of more significant digits in the output tables.
Unit 71 was set as the default file number for the binary file containing concentrations and spectral data.
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MIPLIB MRR99-015
The XSDRNPM mesh generation algorithm was modified to address two problems: (a) insufficient number
of mesh intervals for thick reflectors of low absorbing material and (b) too many mesh intervals for highly
absorbing regions. New input options to override the automatic mesh generation were added too. Consistent
with MRR99-01 1, the default value of PTC was reduced from 104 to 10-5. Although this enhancement was
designed primarily for CSAS1X, it potentially affects all control modules that use XSDRNPM.

KENO-VI MRR99-016
The code was corrected to define LCHK as a logical variable in subroutine POSIT. In addition, an IMPLICIT
NONE statement has been added to the beginning of the subroutine. All variables have been explicitly typed
as appropriate.

MODIFY MRR99-017
Program MODIFY was changed for consistency with the change in the direct access file made in
MRR99-015(MLPLIB).

KMART MRR99-018
An error that resulted in calculated volumes of zero for hemicylinders and arrays (if an array number was
skipped) was corrected.

CSAS6 MRR99-019
The argument list for the call to subroutine PRTPLT was modified for consistency with changes made to
KENO-VI in MRR99-012.

SAS2 MRR99-020
Calls to subroutine EPSIG were changed for consistency with MIPLIB modifications in MRR99-015.

MORSE MRR99-021
The code was updated to correct a problem in determining the day of the week for dates after December 31,
1999.

KENO-VI MRR99-022
The code was updated to fix a roundoff problem that sometimes caused particles to get into an infinite loop
when they transferred from one array location to another but in the process missed the unit boundary.

SUBLIB MRR99-023
Subroutine YREAD turns off the normal invalid character check done by the free form reading routines, but
does not make any checks of its own for invalid characters. This can lead to erroneous results in some cases
where a user mistypes a character when entering the array data to KENO. Checks were added to the array
reading routine to give warning messages if illegal characters are read. Corrections were also made so YREAD
would store correctly a double precision array.

KENO-VI MRR99-024
The code was updated to fix a problem where the unit boundary shares surfaces with other geometry regions
and the unit is in an array. This problem could result in an infinite loop because the code fails to detect a
particle crossing the boundary.
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SAS2 MRR99-025
The following modifications were made: (1) The calculation of the light element concentrations in ORIGEN-S
was corrected when multiple fuel zones (MX=500) are used in the PATH B model. The code previously
assumed only one fuel zone was present, and did not sum the zone volumes when multiple zones were present,
resulting in erroneous light element concentrations in the ORIGEN-S depletion calculations. (2) The depletion
of light element nuclides with mixture numbers 50 through 59 is now permitted. (3) The use of 1$ data for
MXT (input level 3) when reading a second working library in NITAWL is now permitted.

HEATING MRR99-027
The code was updated, including Fortran 90 dynamic memory allocation, to improve portability on both
workstation and PC platforms.

UNIXLIB MRR99-028
Subroutine JSTIME was modified to return time to the precision supplied by the system.

SAS4 Sample Problems DRR99-001
Updated SAS4 sample problems 1,3, and 5 to remove references to variables FRI, FR2, FR3, and FR4, which
became obsolete in SCALE 4.4.

XSDOSE Sample Problem DRR99-002
The XSDOSE section of the SCALE Manual documents the output of the sample problem and includes the
printing of the fluxes. The input was modified to turn on the new angular flux print option in XSDOSE (see
MRR99-009).

KENO V.a Sample Problems DRR99-003
Input data for sample problems 17 and 18 were changed. The number of neutrons started in sample problem
18 was changed to agree with the number per generation. Problem 17 was changed to specify the NBK
parameter because the default was not large enough.

238- and 44-Group ENDFIB-V Libraries DRRs 99-004 and 99-005
Changes were made because problems were discovered with "8Np, 250Cf, 253Cf, 249Bk, 242Am, and 233Pa. The
corrections for 250Cf, 233Pa, and 249Bk were very minor and should have no important effects. However,
significant errors were identified for 238Np, 253Cf, and 2 4 2 AM. In addition, these three nuclides do not have
fission cross sections specified in the fast region in ENDF/B-V. This omission is obviously wrong, and because
it could lead to very non-conservative answers for kf, these three nuclides were removed from the library.

Major Enhancements in SCALE 4.4

Many enhancements and corrections were made to SCALE in the three years between the release of
SCALE-4.3 and 4.4. SCALE 4.4 is compatible with the year 2000 (see "SCALE 4.4 is Year 2000
Compliant"). User-specified surface detectors have been added to SAS41MORSE to improve its computational
flexibility and efficiency (see "Improvements to SAS4 and MORSE"). The KENO-VI input requirements for
HOLEs have been simplified and made more consistent with KENO V.a (see "KENO-VI HOLE Input is
Simplified"). Additionally, some significant improvements to the speed and stability of KENO-VI have been
made (see "KENO-VI Stability and Speed Improvements"). A large number of changes have been made to the
SAS2H depletion module (see "SAS2H Corrections and Enhancements").

Several enhancements have been made to the PC version of SCALE 4.4. A significant effort has been
made to minimize the programming differences between the PC and Unix workstation versions. Both versions
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will contain the same modules. The heat transfer modules HTAS 1, HEATING, and the HEATING auxiliary
codes are now available in the PC version for the first time. The PC version can recognize MS-DOS, Windows

95, Windows 98, and Windows NT operating systems and run under any of these systems from a single user
command. CSAS can now be run directly from the CSASIN input processor.

ORIGEN-ARP, which was first released inthe PC versionof SCALE-4.3, has beenenhanced and now

runs under the SCALE driver, so it can run easily on workstations as well as PCs. ORIGEN-ARP has been
improved significantly. ARP now interpolates on moderator density as well as burnup and enrichment for
BWR fuel types. Several auxiliary codes have been added that enable users to generate their own ORIGEN-

ARP cross-section libraries via SAS2H.
The default number of histories in KENO V.a and KENO-VI have been increased to 200,000 to

produce more statistically accurate results. Color plots are now the defaults in both these codes.
PICTURE has been upgraded to generate two-dimensional (2-D) color plots of MORSE/MARS and

QADS/QAD-CGGP geometry models like the color plots generated by KENO V.a and KENO-VI in SCALE-
4.3. A new utility, LEGEND, has been created that adds a color/material legend and title to the color plots
generated by KENO and PICTURE.

KMART is a new module to allow post-processing of a KENO V.a restart file, along with a working

format cross-section library, to generate activities and/or broad-group fluxes and to compute the fission
production activity if the components are available in the working cross-section library for the requested
nuclide.

The group banding procedure in XSDRNPM was modified to significantly improve convergence for

many large problems. Two examples of improvement include a fixed-source calculation with an 85 % reduction
in run-time and a keff calculation with a 50% reduction in run-time.

A correction was made to MIPLIB to allow the use of moderator in the gap region of a lattice cell

calculation. Prior to this correction, if the same mixture number was specified in the moderator and the gap
regions, the moderator density was incorrectly increased by a factor of two in the Dancoff factor calculation.
In CSAS or CSAS6, this error results in a non-conservative calculated kf value that is approximately 0.5 to

1% low.
Other additions to SCALE 4.4 include the capability to perform a one-dimensional criticality search

in CSAS1X (see "Criticality Search in CSASlX"); the new KENO biasing weights library for 16-, 27-, 44-,
218-, and 238-group problems (see "New KENO Weights Library and Modules to Generate Weights"); the

C5TOC6 and K5TOK6 conversion utilities for KENO-VI, and the QORDPN binary to ASCII conversion

utility for functional module FIDO input files (see "New SCALE Utility Programs"); and the new zirconium
hydride cross section data in the 238- and 44-group ENDF/B-V libraries (see "Zirconium Hydride Cross
Sections").

The SCALE manual is distributed in electronic format on CD with the software. The manual is

formatted in PDF files that can be read, searched, and printed using Adobe Acrobat Reader with Search.

Users who desire a hard copy of the manual may obtain one from RSICC for an additional charge to cover
reproduction costs.

Many other minor changes included in SCALE 4.4 are listed under "SCALE 4.4 Minor Modifications."

SCALE 4.4 is Year 2000 Compliant

Current and earlier versions of-SCALE should calculate results correctly beyond the year 2000.
However, when the year 2000 occurs, the output from some codes in these earlier versions will incorrectly
display the year as 1900 instead of 2000. All known instances of this problem have been corrected in SCALE
4.4.
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Improvements to SAS4 and MORSE

SAS4 and MORSE have been enhanced to allow users to specify multiple non-overlapping surface
detectors on each surface (previously defaulted to 4 locations). These surface detectors can be divided into
'sub-detectors" that enable the user to obtain detailed dose rate profiles. The flexibility in the use of these

surface detectors makes them suitable for the substitution of point detectors, which are much less
computationally efficient. Another enhancement to SAS4 was the addition of two options to pass data to
PICTURE for plotting. One option generates geometry data only for the purpose of running PICTURE to view
2-D slices of the geometry. The other option provides "PARM=CHECK" option that calls PICTURE from
within the SAS4 to plot geometry but not run MORSE. SAS4 prepares or reads MARS geometry input data,
reads PICTURE input, and calls PICTURE.

Improvements to MORSE include orderly termination of a problem when errors in tracking to detector
exceed a limit, an option to print/not print flux output after each batch, user capability to specify the number
of direct-access blocks allocated on scratch units, compatibility with the year 2000, and reduction of the
amount of error output in some cases.

KENO-VI HOLE Input Is Simplified

HOLE input in KENO-VI has been simplified. These changes are significant improvements requested
by many users. The HOLE boundary no longer needs to be specified in the unit containing the HOLE. The
HOLE boundary is automatically added by the program based on the unit specified in the HOLE record and
its ORIGIN and ROTATE data. HOLEs cannot intersect. An example of the original and the new methods
for adding HOLEs to a unit is given below. The input data no longer required are highlighted in the old input.

Old KENO-VI input *
unit 1
hexprism 10 1.0 10.0 -10.0
media 1 10
boundary 10
unit 2
cuboid 10 6p2O.O
hexprism 20 1.0 10.0 -10.0 origin x-5.0 y=3.0 rotate a2=90
media 2 10 -20
hole 1 20 origin x=5.0 y=3.0 rotate a2=90
boundary 10
******** New KENO-VI input *
unit 1
hexprism 10 1.0 10.0 -10.0
media 1. 10
boundary 10
unit 2
cuboid 10 6p20.O
media 2 10
hole 1 origin x=5.0 y=3.0 rotate a2=90
boundary 10

Note that in addition to the lack of a geometry record which defines the HOLE boundary, the HOLE record
no longer has a vector definition array. The new version of KENO-VI should be able to read most old input
files correctly, but they will take longer to run.
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KENO-VI Stability and Speed Improvements

Improvements have been made to KENO-VI since the last Web update to increase the stability and the
speed of KENO-VI. To improve the code's stability, logic has been added to KENO-VI to check if a particle
is still in the boundary region of a unit when it is no longer in any region. If this occurs, an error message is
printed and the program terminates. This situation is often caused by an undefined volume in a unit and could
previously lead to the program entering an infinite loop.

To improve the execution speed of KENO-VI, the following modification has been made: When a
particle is in an array, the particle is tracked both in the unit where it is currently within the array and in the
unit containing the array. It needs to be tracked in the unit containing the array so it knows when it crosses out
of the array. Previously, the crossing distance to every surface in that unit was calculated. The code has been
changed to calculate only the crossing distance to the surfaces related to the array boundary. This change will
significantly reduce the running time of problems where particles spend most of the time in an array or where
the array is in a complex unit containing many additional regions unrelated to the array boundary. Running
times have been reduced by as much as 15% for arrays contained in complex units.

SAS2H Corrections and Enhancements

A large number of corrections and enhancements have been completed in SAS2H for the release of
SCALE 4.4. They are listed below.

* Two errors were corrected for cases where there were more than three zones prior to the mixture 500 zone
in the Path B model: (1) The atomic densities were not updated with depleted values in the cross-section
processing/spectrum calculations when fuel was input to more than one zone (including the cell-weighted
mixture 500 zone). (2) Nuclides that only appear in the moderator were depleted. An example of a model
that would be affected is a BWR Path B model with Gd-poisoned fuel pin, gap, clad, moderator, and
mixture 500. Usually these discrepancies cause only slight errors in the neutronics part of such BWR
cases, but could significantly impact the results for some unique fuel models.

* Input checks and error messages were improved.

* A programming error that caused problems with "MXREPEATS=0" cases to fail on PCs was corrected.
These cases are typically used to remove or insert burnable poison rods from one cycle to the next in a
depletion.

* A modification was made to correctly calculate the fuel bundle area printed in the shipping cask geometry
for the triangular-pitch lattice type of fuel.

* The FUELBNDL input parameter was changed from integer to floating point to allow fractions of fuel
assemblies.

* The temperatures of the zones (except the gap) in the Path A model may now be changed for each cycle,
similar to the BFRAC and H20FRAC variables.

* The limit on the total number of libraries (NCYC*NLIB/CYC) was increased to 9,999. However, because
the number of unique output file names in SCALE is currently limited to 10;000 and there are typically
11 output files per pass in SAS2H, the practical limit for users is approximately 900 total libraries.
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* A significant change was implemented to enable fixed sources (volumetric source or angular flux at a
boundary) to be used with INPUTLEVEL=3 cases. This change gives users the capability to model cases
such as the irradiation of target materials without explicitly including the irradiation facility in the SAS2H
model. Previously the driver geometry and its specific power were required as input to govern the depletion
calculation. This fixed-source option is specified in the INPUTLEVEL=3 data as either a volumetric or
boundary source. SAS2H then determines the flux based on this fixed source and passes it to ORIGEN-S
for use in a flux-driven depletion calculation.

* SAS2H was modified to allow two zones in the Path A model to contain the same nuclide, one at a density
of 10-20 and the other at a density of greater than 10-10.

* The fixed dimension of 1000 for the Path B mixing table arrays was removed where possible and increased
otherwise. The size needed for these arrays can be as large as five times the Path A mixing table size
(currently a maximum of about 300 in the 44-group library) plus the number of nuclides outside the zone
of mixture 500. The dimension of the arrays that remain fixed was increased to 5000. The remaining
arrays were variably dimensioned to the maximum of 2000 or the sum of the Path B mixing table size plus
100 (to allow increases of at least 100 nuclides for INPUTLEVEL=3).

Criticality Search in CSAS1X

MIPLIB has been updated to add input options to MORE DATA that allow specifying an XSDRN
adjoint solution, a zone width search, a unit number for the balance table file, and suppressing the cross section
weighting. The addition of the zone width search option now gives CSAS1X the capability to perform
one-dimensional criticality searches on the size of a geometry zone in XSDRNPM.

New KENO Weights Library and Modules to Generate Weights

Because there was a need to be able to automatically generate a set of weights for use in KENO for
arbitrary group structure and material, a new control module GWAS and a new functional module GENWGTS
have been added. GWAS sets up an adjoint XSDRNPM case and generates weights automatically from the
fluxes. GENWGTS is calledby GWAS toreadthe adjoint fluxes, automatically generate the KENO weighting
functions from them, and write an output file for use by program WGT. The biasing weights library for KENO
V. a and KENO-VI was updated using the new modules GWAS and GENWGTS. The library contains weights
for paraffin, water, concrete, and graphite in 16, 27, 44, 218, and 238 energy groups. The new library was
created because there were no biasing data for use with the new ENDF/B-V 44- and 238-group libraries that
were released in SCALE-4.3. The old library only contained data for 16, 27, and 123 groups. Note that the
123-group library was removed in SCALE-4.3. Results using this new weights library with the 16- and 27-
group cross-section libraries will be different but should agree within statistical uncertainty.

New SCALE Utility Programs

Several new utility programs have been developed for SCALE. A new utility LEGEND has been
created that adds a title and legend to the color GIF files generated by KENO V.a or KENO-VI. LEGEND
was released last summer with the updated version of KENO-VI (see the June 1996 issue of the Newsletter).
The versions of KENO V.a and PICTURE in the next release of SCALE will use LEGEND as well.

K5TOK6 and C5TOC6 are new utilities that convert KENO V.a and CSAS input files to KENO-VI
and CSAS6 input files by translating the KENO V.a geometry input to KENO-VI format. Since the converted
input files are based on the KENO V.a geometry input, they are generally not the most effective in terms of the
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KENO-VI geometry features. They do provide the user with a working KENO-VI input file that can be
modified for improvements.

Another new utility is QORDPN. It converts a binary input file generated by a CSAS or SAS control
sequence for one of the functional modules that use FIDO input such as BONAMI, NITAWL-II, ICE, and
XSDRNPM, to an ASCII input file. The user can easily edit the ASCII input file to run a modified version
of a problem. This capability allows the user to specify input parameters that are not available in the standard
control sequences.

Zirconium Hydride Cross Sections

The ENDF/B-V cross-section libraries in SCALE 4.4 have been updated with thermal scattering data
for zirconium hydride. New standard compositions have been added to the Standard Composition Library to
allow access to these new cross sections. The new standard compositions are the following:

ZRH2 - density 5.61 g/cc, 1 zirconium to 2 hydrogen atoms
ZR5H8 - density 5.61 g/cc, 5 zirconium to 8 hydrogen atoms
H-ZRH2 - density 1.0 g/cc, the hydrogen in zirconium hydride
ZR-ZRH2 - density 1.0 g/cc, the zirconium in zirconium hydride

SCALE 4.4 Minor Modifications

In addition to the major enhancements noted above, SCALE 4.4 contains many minor modifications,
including corrections to errors in SCALE-4.3 and changes to improve portability to different computing
platforms. Note that some of these modifications may be duplicate listings of items mentioned in the previous
sections.

18-Group Gammna Library: (1) Processed through CORECTOL to mark it as NITAWL-II compatible.
Could not be processed by NITAWL-II prior to this correction. (2) Updated to replace the Henderson and
Claiborne-Trubey dose factors because the data overestimated the doses by about 25%. The replacement data
were taken from the 22n-18g group coupled library.

27-Group Burnup Library: Updated data on rhodium-103 so that Bondarenko factors are generated in
the unresolved resonance range. A test case based on 4.5 Wt % U02 burned to 54,585 MWD/MTU, cooled
for 5 years, was run. The calculated keff increased by 0.06% with the new Rh-103 cross sections.

44-Group ENDF/B-V Library: The 44-group neutron cross-section library was recollapsed from the
238-group library using the corrected version of MALOCS. The impact of the MALOCS corrections should
be negligible. See MALOCS corrections below for more information.

238-Group and 44-Group ENDF/B-V Libraries: (1) Corrected negative scattering and total cross
sections for minor actinides, fission products, and beryllium metal. Also corrected thermal Bondarenko factors
for potassium. Only significant impact should be on cases where potassium is important in the thermal range.
(2) Updated to remove resonance parameters from specially weighted stainless steel nuclides because they were
being doubly applied. Also, zirconium and hydrogen cross sections for zirconium hydride were added to both
libraries.

AJAX: Corrected a portability problem in subroutine ANN caused by the array D being typed real by default,
and then printing variables from it using an integer format.
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ARP: Updated for optional interpolation on moderator density and made more general to handle user-created
basic cross-section libraries. ARP now runs under SCALE driver on PCs and workstations.

ARPLIB: This is a new utility program that creates binary ORIGEN libraries for ARP. It extracts libraries
at the desired burnups from large multi-burnup library files generated by SAS2H.

AWL: Added AWL to SCALE to convert AMPX working format libraries between ASCII and binary
formats. It is required for the SCALE Criticality V&V package.

BONAMI: (1) Updated to improve error handling procedure and messages. (2) Corrected a problem that
caused cases to fail when zero number density input was used.

C5TOC6/K5TOK6: The input file generated for CSAS6/KENO VI incorrectly labeled regions generated
to surround HOLEs if there were more than one region in a unit that contained HOLEs. Because of a change
in KENO-VI, these regions should no longer need to be generated. Subroutine PUNCH_GEOM was modified
to no longer generate these regions.

COUPLE: Updated for year 2000 compatibility, PC version compatibility, uppercase or lowercase input
files, and for printing the banner page only when COUPLE is first called.

COUPLE Sample Problem: Updatedto change the inner radii in the 3$$ array to zero for consistency with
the NITAWL-II input requirements.

CSAS/KENO V.a /KENO-VI/SAS2H Sample Problems: Updated to use the 44-group library.

CSAS and MODIFY: CSAS was updated to add additional required data to the direct access file written
for a search problem. MODIFY was updated to read this file. A check for valid parameter constraints and the
printing of an error message if they are invalid were also added.

H7MAP: For 1-D problems, if the number of nodes is large enough.that the output exceeds one page in
length, only part of the output is displayed. The output from the first page is repeated, and the rest of the
output is never printed. Correcting this problem involved simply moving one statement from within a DO loop
to a point before the DO loop.

H7TECPLOT and H7MONITOR: Outdated comment lines in the BLOCK DATA subroutine that are
used to activate or deactivate computer-system-dependent blocks of code resulted in memory not being
allocated for variably-dimensioned arrays. An additional correction was made in H7TECPLOT, where the x
and y axes were reversed when a translation was done from spherical to Cartesian coordinates.

HEATING Sample Problems: The input file for the second HEATING sample problem was modified to
first compile and run a simple Fortran program to convert an ASCII node connector file to binary format for
use by HEATING. This modification improves installation portability on different Unix workstation platforms.

KENO V.a: (1) Updated subroutine RDPLOT to correct the format used to print the error message for
incomplete input data. (2) Corrected variable type in format statements for debug prints. This discrepancy
causes problems on some systems, including PCs when debug print is turned on (DBG=YES). (3) Changed
default plot type to color. (4) Updated to correct an error in the keff calculation that caused a doubling of kff
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when using an ICE mixed AMPX format working library. This error was introduced in SCALE-4.3.
(5) Updated to allow printing the frequency distributions for 1-group problems. (6) Updated to match
KENO-VI with respect to matrix calculations. The calculation of lifetime was corrected because it was not

based on a fair game. These changes can cause the lifetime to be substantially different. The error in the

lifetime calculation has probably been in KENO V.a since its initial release in SCALE-3.

KENO-VI: (1) Updated to correctly number error messages, replace the word PICTURE with the word

PLOT throughout the program, and print plot symbol data only for character plots. (2) Updated subroutine

TRACK to correctly sum fluxes. The fluxes didn't sum properly for units that were crossed by an array

boundary. (3) Enhanced to allow HOLEs to be used without explicitly defining a geometry region where the
HOLE was to be inserted. The code automatically adds to the unit containing the HOLE the equations that

define the boundary of the unit contained within the HOLE, properly rotated and translated as specified on the

HOLE record. (4) Fixed problem writing restart file on Sun workstation. (5) Modified the subroutine

GEOMIN to correct an infinite loop problem. A pointer to the array that contained the unit boundary x, y, and

z position was improperly specified. The pointer LBOXGM has been respecified. (6) Corrected a problem
where a particle's inability to cross an array boundary due to round-off problems caused an infinite loop.
(7) The code was updated to correct a problem that could cause cases containing arrays with complex

boundaries to incorrectly calculate kef. (8) Corrected a discrepancy that caused the code to go into an infinite

loop when boundaries consisted of a body with multiple sets of paired planes. (9) Corrected an error that

prevented a restart problem from producing a readable file if it stored data in the generation before the code
entered the infinite loop. (10) Corrected a problem involving nested arrays and hexprisms that sometimes
caused the code to go into an infinite loop if a collision occurred very near a boundary. (11) Corrected a
problem that occurred when a particle crossed a boundary and immediately had a collision that reversed its

direction without traveling any distance. The particle sometimes got lost and entered an infinite loop.

(12) Modified subroutine TRACK to correct a problem that occurred when an array shared a boundary with
a hole that contained the array. If the distance to cross out of the array is less than EPS, the particle now exits

the array instead of crossing from one unit to another within the array. (13) Corrected an error in placement

of starting points for start type 6. (14) Corrected an error in the flux calculation for regions containing holes

or arrays. (15) Corrected a roundoffproblem with arrays offset a long distance from the origin. This problem

couldsometimes cause an infinite loop. (16) Corrected avariablethat was misnamed and, as a result, was used
without being initialized. (17) Set a lower limit for the calculated crossing tolerance to prevent the code from

entering an infinite loop. Also made minor changes to the particle-tracking output when parameter TRK=YES.

(18) Updated to allow starting points in a volume larger than the global unit. (19) Updated to terminate a

problem if a particle in subroutine TRACK gets lost. Also, updated to allow problems that contain array data

but do not reference the arrays in the GEOMETRY data block to run. (20) Updated to change the logic in

calculating the array boundary crossing distance (decreases running time for some problems) and to change
the default plot type to color. (21) Updated to correct a problem with non-cuboidal albedo boundaries and to

add additional space for matrix data. The standard deviations for average k-effective by generation skipped are
now accumulated in batches. Because of these changes, any matrix information and the table of average
k-effective by generation skipped in the sample problem output will be different. (22) Corrected tracking to

allow simultaneous crossing of multiple shared boundaries and to correctly sum fluxes after a collision. Also
corrected error related to calculating the x-offset of an array. Changed input logic for ORIGIN and ROTATE
data to sum values for an auxiliary keyword for a given geometry record rather than use the last value. This

last change was made for compatibility with C5TOC6. (23) Updatedto allow a particle to cross from one hole
directly into an adjacent hole even if the crossing is outside the allowed tolerances. This prevents some cases

from entering an infinite loop. (24) Modified to detect intersecting HOLEs in the global unit. A problem will
now terminate if intersecting HOLEs are detected in the global unit. Intersecting HOLEs are illegal in

KENO-VI geometry but were not detected in the global unit. Intersecting HOLEs in units other than the global
unit are detected during tracking of particles through.the intersecting regions.
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KENO-VI Sample Problems: Sample problem 22 has been altered in the KENO-VI input file. The
geometry data were changed to take advantage of the simplified method of adding HOLEs.

KMART: This new module was added to allow post processing of a KENO V.a restart file, along with a
working format cross-section library, to generate activities and/or broad group fluxes and compute the fission
production activity if the components are available in the working cross-section library for the requested
nuclide. A resonance self-shielded value is used for the fission cross section.

MALOCS: (1) An error was corrected in weighting a coupled master library using a neutron spectrum from
a neutron library combined with an explicitly specified gamma-ray spectrum. Also introduced several options
for truncating upscattering terms. Changes were made to properly weight the delayed and prompt values of
v. (2) A discrepancy was corrected that caused the storage of invalid data in the temperature array. In the
44-group library this caused the data for the third temperature to be overwritten and to be used for a
temperature that is effectively zero degrees Kelvin.

MARSLLB: (1) Updated to change the value of epsilon used to check for round-off errors in the geometry
and, thereby, reduce the number of such errors. This modification eliminated the errors previously experienced
with several of the SCALE Shielding V&V problems. (2) Variables IR in subroutine AZIP and IRET in
subroutine UNIS are now initialized to 0 before they are used as arguments to function IREAD. In AZIP and
in UNIS a 'CALL EXIT' was changed to a 'STOP'. In subroutine ALBERT, the nH was removed from two
formats and replaced with quotes.

MIPLIB: (1) Updated to allow moderator mixture in a lattice cell to be used in the gap and to add the ability
to specify the inner radius to the resonance data. (2) Updated to allow a control program to suppress certain
output by setting flags. Added input options to MORE DATA to allow specifying an XSDRNPM adjoint
solution, a criticality search in XSDRNPM using the zone width search option, a unit number for the balance
table file, and suppressing the cross section weighting. (3) Corrected an error allowing the input of a number
density for a compound or alloy. This error was introduced in SCALE4.3. (4) Updated to allow number
density input for an element that has multiple isotopes.

MIPLIB, SUBLIB, UNIXLIB, COMPOZ, MODIFY: Updated to use new direct access routines for
character data and replaced references to specific intrinsic FORTRAN functions with their generic names for
Fortran 90 compatibility. Also corrected an error in the Dancoff factor calculation that occurs for cylinders
in a MULTIREGION problem. This error results in an error in the calculated kfvalue of approximately 0.1%
for a cylinder the size of a typical fuel rod. Note that this error did not occur in the LATTICECELL geometry
option.

MORSE: (1) Updated the limit on number of tracking errors, the unit number for surface detector results,
and increased dimensions on surface detector arrays. (2) Updated to include changes to surface detectors for
SAS4 cases, to correct a problem in DIREC for NDSG=17 case, to allow orderly termination of a problem
when errors in tracking to detector exceed a limit, to add an option to print/not print flux output after each
batch, to input the number of direct-access blocks allocated on scratch units, to change the way date is output
(to handle the year 2000 and beyond) and to reduce the amount of error output in some cases.

MORSE Sample Problem 8: The 10** array was modified by adding a 22rO.0 at the end.

NITAWL: Corrected the potential cross section used for higher order resonances (L>0). The impact should
be negligible in most cases. L
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ORIGEN-S: (1) Updated cross-section edit of binary libraries to add option to change cross-section values
to quantities derived from total flux (as in ORIGEN2) instead of thermal flux. (2) Corrected calculation of
printed average power. (3) Added error message if number of time steps is less than 4 for reactor startup case.
(4) Updated to correct the loop index for re-normalizing the R8 array. (5) Updated for year 2000 compatibility
and to correct calculation of He-3 and H-3 for long time steps and high flux. (6) Updated to allow saving
concentrations and then continuing with a subcase using a new library. (7) Updated to allow the flux input
value for the last time step to be zero.

ORIGEN-S Master Photon Library: The library was updated to correct the photon yield data for
Ra-222 and Th-226, and the photon yields for gammas accompanying (a,n) and spontaneous fission reactions
were updated to reflect small changes that occurred during the last decay data update.

OSBICO/OSBIRE: Updated for compatibility with lastest version of ORIGEN-S.

PERFUME: Improved the selection of new moments when a moment is found to be invalid and converted
coding to a more standard Fortran 90.

PERFUME Sample Problem: The special cross-section data file required for the PERFUME sample
problem has been added to SCALE, and the sample problem input data have been updated to use it. This
problem has not been included in SCALE since SCALE was moved from the mainframe to the workstation
several years ago.

PICTURE: (1) The module was updated to add option of generating 2-D color GIF plot files of the geometry
model input for the SCALE shielding modules MORSE or QAD-CGGP. This capability already exists in the
SCALE criticality modules KENO V.a and KENO-VI. (2) The module was also updated to handle the call
by SAS4 when the "PARM=CHECK" option is used. (3) An option was added that allows users to specify
an X-Y, X-Z, or Y-Z plot and have the code automatically calculate the cosines used for the plot.

PRISM: This is a new utility program for ARP that can read a single SAS2H or other type of input file and
generate multiple copies by replacing generic symbols with specified values.

QADS/QAD-CGGP: (1) Updated to make the combinatorial geometry input data have the same format as
the combinatorial portion of the MARS geometry input which is used in other SCALE modules. Old input files
will no longer run. (2) Updated to add error checks for limits on number of compositions and elements and to
fix the code to handle upper- or lower-case input. (3) Added a test on the MIPLIB error flag that terminates
execution of the problem if an error occurred.

QADS and QAD-CGGP Sample Problems: Updated to change the geometry input format to agree with
the changes made to QADS and QAD-CGGP.

RADE: Corrected an error in subroutine MCHEK that caused RADE to fail on a Sun workstation.
A constant was passed as an argument to subroutine MCHEK to be used for dimensioning, but MCHEK later
used the same variable for other purposes. The argument was renamed and used in the dimension statement.

SAS1: Scratchunit NI 6 was not opened when SCALE driver returned to SAS 1 after cross-section processing
and prior to XSDRNPM shielding calculation. This problem caused SAS1 to fail on the PC. The OPEN
statement was moved to the beginning of main program so it would always be opened.
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SAS2H: (1) Updated to fix a problem where the reload feature failed to reload correctly for the final cycle
type. (2) Modified subroutine SZNSEG so that it would not cause the ORIGEN library creation to fail by not
recognizing the cross-section library specified. The problem was anuninitialized variable ERSET. The change
was to initialize the variable as "FALSE" before calling subroutine GETLIB. A change was also made so that
the library name was passed to GETLIB instead of only the first 4 characters. (3) Updated to correct an error
in the mass of the clad when the clad was input as an isotope and the mass was not input as a light element in
Data Block 15. (4) A problem was corrected where the atomic densities were not updated with depleted values
in the cross-section processing/spectrum calculations when fuel was input to more than one zone (including the
cell-weighted mixture 500 zone) and there were more than three zones prior to the mixture 500 zone. For
example, consider a BWR Path B model with Gd-poisoned fuel pin, gap, clad, moderator, and mixture 500,
where there are four zones prior to the mixture 500 zone. Usually this discrepancy causes only slight errors
in the neutronics part of such BWR cases, but could significantly impact the results for some unique fuel
models. (5) The module was updated for compatibility with the newest revisions to XSDRNPM. The routines
that wrote the XSDRNPM input files needed to be changed to account for the changes to XSDRNPM input.
Subroutine COPYNX had to be changed to add the 0$ array to the XSDRNPM input file, and to move setting
the logical unit number of the flux output file from the 2$ array to the 0$ array.

SAS3: (1) Variable IR in subroutine OAKTRE is now initialized to 0 before it is used as an argument to
function AREAD. Subroutine RINPUP was updated to initialize the variables JMK and IML in COMMON
JOMK because they are used when SAS3 calls MARSLIB routines and they were not being defined prior to
the calls to JOMIN. (2) Updated to be compatible with the new MORSE input options and to implement the
PARM=SIZE parameter which was not being passed to MORSE.

SAS4: (1) Subroutine MORINP was updated to add common JOMK and to initialize the variables JMK and
IML in common JOMK because they are used when SAS4 calls MARSLIB routines and they were not being
defined prior to the calls to JOMIN. (2) The code was modified to translate the user input to lowercase. This
change was necessary to make SAS4 capable of handling input files in either upper or lowercase, as the other
SCALE neutronic codes already do. (3) The code was updated to correct the dimensions on two arrays. Also
changed a test comparing 2 floating point variable names equivalenced to integer variables to use function
ISET. (TIhis test has previously caused floating point underflows on some platforms.) (4) Added a
"PARM=CHECK" option that calls PICTURE from within the SAS4 to plot geometry but not run MORSE.
SAS4 prepares or reads MARS geometry input data, reads PICTURE input, and calls PICTURE. Several
other changes were made to error messages and formats. (5) The convergence criteria was updated because
the criteria in XSDRNPM were changed. (6) The input variable NDAB was added to allow the user to specify
the number of direct access blocks allocated.

SAS4 Sample Problems: (1) A ninth sample problem was added to illustrate the new enhanced surface
detector option. (2) SAS4 sample problems 1, 3, and 5 were updated to remove references to variables FRI,
FR2, FR3, and FR4, which became obsolete in SCALE 4.4.

SCALE Driver: (1) Updated to allow processing the rest of the input data after invalid input data are
detected. (2) The driver has been updated to obtain and act on error codes from the modules. The driver now
prints error codes and stops further sequence execution.

Standard Composition Library: (1) The default density of B4C was corrected from 2.54 to 2.52 glcc.
This error was introduced in SCALE4.3. For an LWR fuel problem with B4C pins between fuel assemblies,
the calculated kff value increased less than 0.2%. (2) Updated to reference the nuclides used for zirconium
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hydride which have been added to ENDFIB-V libraries and to add four new standard composition names
related to zirconium hydride. (3) The densities for SS304 nuclides were made identical to the standard versions

of the same nuclides. (4) Updated the standard composition ZIRC2 for consistency with current technical

standard andupdated densities for SS304 and SS316. (5) Mass of copper was corrected (it was in atomic mass
units instead of C-12 mass units). Density of C-GRAPHITE was changed from 1.0 to 2.3 g/cc. The following
compositions were added: GRAPHITE, KEROSENE, KERO(H20), NORPAR13, NORPAR(H20),
POLYVINYLCL, PVC, PVC(H20), TBP, TBP(H20).

SUBLIBJUNIXLIB: (1) Updated to remove year 2000 problems. These changes basically-changed the year
format for the QA verification table to 4 digits. Additionally, the date format was changed to use a 3-character
month abbreviation so that the date would be unambiguous. A new line was added to the QA verification table
printout to identify the machine on which the program was run. (2) Updated to remove an artificial limit of
8-character-lengthfilenames for non-standard files insubroutine OPNFIL. (3) Modified subroutines LISTQA
and VERGET for consistency of the length of the string containing the executable name, the creation date, and

the directory path to the executable. The directory path was increased to 256 characters. (4) Updated
subroutine FINDQA to place underscores in place of the blanks in the date to simplify the automatic updating
of the QA verification table. (5) Replaced the CHARACTER*8 type of variable CAT with a variable length
CHARACTER type in subroutine NOTE. This corrected a problem in WAX on the Sun workstation.
(6) Added comments to subroutine OPENDA indicating how to replace the Fortran 90 specific INQUIRE
statement with a Fortran 77 compatible statement. (7) Replaced all STOP statements with calls to EXIT with
the appropriate error return code for proper detection by the driver. (8) Modified subroutine DREAD to
correctly process data following the second digit of an exponent when called by the array reading subroutine
YREAD. Previously, exponents of 10 or greater sometimes caused errors in the reading of FIDO-type input
arrays. This discrepancy was discovered in an ORIGEN-S case. (9) Changes to update XSDRNPM required
a double precision ERF function. The necessary routines were added to compute the double precision ERF
when it is not part of the intrinsic library.

XSDOSE: An option was added to turn off angular flux print and no angular flux print was made the default.

XSDOSE Sample Problem: The input was modified to turn on the new angular flux print option in
XSDOSE.

XSDRNPM: (1) The special activity file and balance table file were not written correctly, and the correct
file structure is not what was documented. Subroutine SETUP was changed such that it would not read or
write dummy records after the files were opened. These read/writes were the only way to open the files before
Fortran 77, but when the code was converted to Fortran 77 and OPEN statements were added to explicitly
open the files, the extra statements were not removed. (2) Updated to correct the accumulation of zone fluxes
when inner-cell weighting is selected. (3) Updated to correct the value of productions/absorptions when a direct
buckling search is done. (4) The code was also modified to collapse prompt u and delayed u using the same
procedure as used to collapse the total u. (5) Corrected calculation of broad group balance tables to be
consistent with fine group tables. Broad group cross sections were not in balance when upscatters were
collapsed. (6) Updated to print clearer messages when allocated memory is insufficient. Also, in these cases
if an output file could not be written, any previously existing file was deleted to prevent subsequent calculations
from reading it. (7) The Fortran source for XSDRNPM was converted to Fortran 90 free format. (8) The
input/output units were all moved to the 0$ array. The energy of the average lethargy causing fission was

added to the balance tables. (9) The output files from the balance tables and the activities were modified and
converted to ASCII files. A new file was created which contains the input and derived data from a problem.
The flux file was changed to double precision. (10) The code was modified to not run with fluxes out of core
unless explicitly requested in the input. (11) The coarse mesh generation algorithm used in rebalancing the
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inner iterations was modified to correct a problem that prevented convergence of a very small class of
problems.

XSECLIST: This is a new utility program for ARP which prints lists of absorption and fission cross sections
vs burnup for nuclides from ORIGEN-S multi-burnup binary libraries.

Portability

Version 4.4a of the SCALE system has been developed to ensure portability among various computing
platforms. The system is maintained and enhanced at ORNL under quality assurance and configuration
management plans. The system has been routinely tested on IBM and DEC workstations. In addition, a
version for personal computers (PCs) is included in the package. The PC version runs on Windows 95, 98,
and NT4.0 and platforms. The system also has been installed and tested by ORNL on SUN and HP
workstations. Information needed to install and run SCALE on each of these systems is included in README
files with the software package distributed by the code center.

Related developments

The definition of "easy-to-use" has changed considerably since the late 1970s. As funding has allowed,
the ORNL development staff has sought to develop user interfaces that provide a distinct aid to novice or
occasional users of the system.

The ORIGNARP input processor is a MS-DOS PC program designed to assist a user in creating an
ORIGEN-S input file. It is coupled with the ARP code, which interpolates on standard LWR ORIGEN-S
binary libraries, in the ORIGEN-ARP system (Section DI).

CSPAN (Criticality Safety Input Processor for Analysis) is the Windows GUI replacement for the
CSASIN input processor for the CSAS criticality sequences in SCALE. CSASIN was an MS-DOS program
developed in 1990-91 to assist new and occasional SCALE users. Because CSASIN is incompatible with
Pentium II and later PCs, a new easier to use and more powerful Windows program has been developed.
CSPAN can be used to read and modify an existing SCALE input file or to create a new input file. CSPAN
can call SCALE to execute CSAS using the input file it creates. The SCALE Standard Composition library
and the selected SCALE cross-section library are read by CSPAN and the user is only allowed access to those
compositions available on the selected cross-section library. The program handles the entry of basic standard
compositions, solutions, and arbitrary materials, unit cell data, optional parameter data, and KENO V.a input
data. CSPAN can call SCALE to execute any CSAS case. CSPAN runs under Windows 95, 98, or NT.
Checks for errors are included throughout the program to verify that the input is valid. The initial version
distributed with SCALE 4.4a is considered a beta test version. Help files have not been developed yet, but will
be made available soon.

The initial version of a Windows-based GUI for HEATING named Visual Heating is also included
in the SCALE 4.4a release. Visual Heating assists the user in preparing a HEATING input file and includes
a 3-D graphics display of HEATING geometry models using OpenGL. Visual HEATING can execute the
HEATING case in SCALE and display the output file in a text editor. It includes an HTML Help system
similar to many commercial Windows programs. The help system is accessible both from the main menu bar
and by pressing the Fl key. Most of the information in the HEATING User's Manual (Sect. FIO of the
SCALE Manual) is included in the help system along with explanations of Visual HEATING input screens.
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Availability

The SCALE code system andthe other software designated under "Related Developments" have been
packaged by the Radiation Safety Information Computational Center (RSICC). The SCALE system and the
related software may be obtained by contacting

Radiation Safety Information Computational Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6362
Telephone: (865) 574-6176
FAX: (865) 574-6182
E-mail: rsic@ornl.gov
Internet: http:Hlwww-rsicc.ornl.gov
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Table 1 Analysis capabilities summary of the SCALE control modules

Functional

Control modules Section

module Analysis function(s) executed reference

CSAS

CSAS6

ORIGEN-ARP

SAS1

SAS2

SAS3

SAS4

QADS

HTAS1

1 -D deterministic calculation of neutron multiplication
3-D Monte Carlo calculation of neutron multiplication
Problem-dependent cross-section processing
Multiplication search or spacing

3-D Monte Carlo calculation of neutron multiplication

Point depletion/decay of nuclear fuel and

radioactive material

1-D deterministic calculation of radiation transport
through shield and dose evaluation at a point

Calculation of dose at detector based on leakage from
critical volume

Point depletion/decay of nuclear fuel
1-D radial shielding analysis in cylindrical geometry

Dose evaluation using MORSE Monte Carlo code

Calculation of dose outside of transportation package
using MORSE code and automated biasing techniques

3-D point-kernel gamma-ray shielding analysis

R-Z steady-state and transient analyses of a
transportation package

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
KENO V.a
ICE

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
KENO-VI

ARP
ORIGEN-S

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
XSDOSE

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
COUPLE
ORIGEN-S
XSDOSE

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
MORSE-SGC

BONAMI
NITAWL-II
XSDRNPM
MORSE-SGC

QAD-CGGP

OCULAR
HEATING

C4

C6

D1

Si

S2

S3

S4

S5

141

_
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Table 2 Analysis capabilities summary of the SCALE functional modules

t
Section

Module Function reference

BONAMI

NITAWL-II

XSDRNPM

XSDOSE

COUPLE

ORIGEN-S

ICE

MORSE-SGC

HEATING7.2

KENO V.a

OCULAR

KENO-VI

Resonance self-shielding of cross sections with Bondarenko factors

Resonance self-shielding of cross sections with resolved resonance data

General 1-D, discrete-ordinates code for:
* zone-weighting of cross sections
* eigenvalue calculations for neutron multiplication
* fixed-source calculation for shielding analysis
* adjoint calculation for determining importance functions

Module for calculation of dose at a point based on the 1-D leakage flux
from a finite shield

Interface module for preparation of cross-section and spectral data for
ORIGEN-S

General-purpose point-depletion and decay code to calculate isotopic,
decay heat, radiation source terms, and curie levels

Cross-section utility module for mixing cross sections

Monte Carlo code with combinatorial and array geometry features used
to perform radiation shielding analysis

Finite-volume, multidimensional code for conduction and radiation heat
transfer

Monte Carlo code for calculation of neutron multiplication factors

Calculation of radiation exchange factors

Monte Carlo code for calculation of neutron multiplication factors
for complex geometries

Fl

F2

F3

F4

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

Fl1

F16

F17

r
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ABSTRACT

ORIGEN-ARP is a sequence that serves as a faster alternative to the SAS2H sequence of the SCALE
system to perform point-depletion calculations with the ORIGEN-S code using problem-dependent cross
sections. ARP (Automatic Rapid Rrocessing) uses an algorithm that allows the generation of cross-section
libraries for the ORIGEN-S code by interpolation over pre-generated SAS2H cross-section libraries. The
interpolations are carried out on the following variables: burnup, enrichment, and water density. ORIGEN-
ARP also provides an easy-to-use interface via the ORIGNARP PC input processor. ORIGNARP implements
a pulldown menu system that sets up a SCALE input file to execute ARP and ORIGEN-S.
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D1.1 INTRODUCTION

The SAS2H sequence of the SCALE code system has been used worldwide for treating problems
related to the characterization of spent nuclear fuel from light-water reactors and other types of reactors for
disposal, storage and shipment. The calculations, in generaL consist of determining the isotopic compositions
of the various materials present in the problem as a function of time, which subsequently enable the
determination of the heat generation and radiation source terms. In the SAS2H scheme, time-dependent
material concentrations are obtained using the ORIGEN-S code based on a point-depletion calculation that
utilizes problem-dependent cross-section libraries generated by functional modules in the SAS2H sequence.
ORIGEN-ARP is a SCALE analytical sequence that serves as a faster alternative to the SAS2H sequence by
using the automatic rapid processing (ARP) methodology for generating problem-dependent ORIGEN-S
cross-section libraries. ORIGEN-ARP runs in approximately 2% of the time required by SAS2H but conserves
the rigor and accuracy of the SAS2H methodology. ORIGEN-ARP has been validated extensively, as
documented in Ref. 1.

ORIGEN-ARP differs from the conventional SCALE analytic sequences because it does not have a
control module that reads the input and calls the functional modules. ORIGEN-ARP consists of the
ORIGNARP PC input processor and the ARP and ORIGEN-S functional modules. ORIGNARP is an MS-
DOS menu-driven program that creates an input file for ARP and ORIGEN-S, based on user responses and
input. ORIGNARP can automatically call the SCALE driver to immediately execute ARP and ORIGEN-S
on the PC, or the ARPIORIGEN-S input file can be transferred to another computer for execution.
ORIGNARP runs on MS-DOS and Windows personal computers (PCs). It provides a pull-down menu system
with online help to assist the user in the setup of an ORIGEN-ARP input file. ARP employs an interpolation
algorithm on burnup, enrichment, and, optionally, moderator density to rapidly generate problem-dependent
ORIGEN-S cross-section libraries from specially prepared SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup libraries.

The following section describes the ORIGNARP input interface program and how to use it. Then the
ARP methodology and input are discussed. The ORIGEN-ARP sample problems are presented and described
in the final section.

In Appendix A the method for generating a set of ORIGEN-ARP basic cross-section libraries is
presented, and the basic libraries distributed with SCALE are documented. Utility programs developed to
support the ORIGEN-ARP methodology are documented in Appendix B. These utilities assist users in the
production of their own ORIGEN-ARP cross-section libraries. PRISM is a utility that reads a single generic
SAS2H or other type of input file and generates any number of input files for specific enrichments, densities,
or other parameters. ARPLIB converts SAS2HIORIGEN-S binary cross-section libraries into ARP basic
cross-section libraries. The ORIGEN-S burnup-dependent, cross-section data can be listed with the
XSECLIST utility.
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D1.2 ORIGNARP INPUT PROCESSOR

ORIGEN-S is a powerful and flexible computer code for performing isotopic generation and depletion
for many applications, including spent fuel characterization. ORIGEN-S computes time-dependent
concentrations and source terms of a large number of isotopes, which are simultaneously generated or depleted
through neutronic transmutation, fission, and radioactive decay. Input requirements include initial nuclide
compositions, irradiation and/or decay history, and an appropriate cross-section library. Its design is general
in nature. The number of input parameters and options can be overwhelming, which contributes not only to
its flexibility, but also to its complexity. In order to provide a user-friendly interface program to a wide range
of users that would be easy to learn and useful for most applications, a PC input processor named ORIGNATE
was developed as part of the OFFSCALE suite of PC input processors for the SCALE-4 code system (Ref. 2).

ORIGNARP is an updated version of ORIGNATE designed to assist an ORIGEN-S user in preparing
an input file for execution of fuel depletion and/or decay cases within the ORIGEN-ARP analytical sequence.
ORIGNARP is designed to work with the Automatic Rapid Processing (ARP) code, which interpolates on
specially prepared ORIGEN-S multiburnup binary libraries to prepare case-dependent ORIGEN-S binary
libraries. The purpose of the ORIGEN-ARP sequence is to provide an updated fast and easy-to-use interface
for performing spent fuel analyses on a PC or workstation.

The ORIGNARP program is written in Microsoft BASIC 7.1 (Ref. 3) and runs on an MS-DOS or
Windows PC. ORIGNARP generates a SCALE input file that may be used to execute ARP and ORIGEN-S
in succession. ORIGNARP features a pulldown menu system similar to the type used in many PC software
products. The menu system organizes the major command categories as menu titles and puildown commands
and may be used with either a keyboard or a mouse.

When an option is selected from the menu system, a data entry screen or series of screens is displayed.
Each field on a screen has a help message associated with it, which may be displayed by pressing a help key.
The message gives a brief description of the input parameter and occasionally refers to a section in the SCALE
manual for more detailed information. This feature minimizes the amount of time that might be used searching
through the documentation when setting up an ORIGEN-S input file. Some fields have a multiple-choice menu
associated with them. These menus minimize the possibility of input errors by providing a complete list of
valid choices for given parameters. Depending on input options selected, the program protects other fields that
are not needed for those options. ORIGNARP performs extensive error checking for each input screen and
displays appropriate warning and error message boxes when applicable.

D1.2.1 INSTALLATION AND EXECUTION

ORIGNARP is installed automatically as part of the PC version of SCALE. The workstation version
of SCALE includes the ORIGNARP installation files for workstation users to install it on a PC. ORIGNARP
is executed by running the batch file ORIGICON.BAT. On Windows 95/98/NT systems, the user may simply
double click on the ORIGEN-ARP icon that is linked to the batch file.

The easiest way to learn how to use ORIGNARP is to read through the rest of the documentation while
running the program and use the options and keys as they are described. The following two sections, "Using
the Menu System" and "Using the Input Screens," give an overview of how to use the program. Following
these sections is a detailed description of how to use each of the menu options.
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D1.2.2 USING THE MENU SYSTEM

The ORIGNARP puildown menu system contains a menu bar across the top of the screen. Under each
menu bar option there is a unique pulldown menu. The menu bar options are summarized below.

Files Options to retrieve files, save files, execute ORIGEN-ARP, and exit the program
Initial Input Options to input compositions and energy group edit structure
Case Types Options to input depletion cases and decay cases
Modifying Cases Options to insert cases and delete cases

When ORIGNARP begins, it presents the Files pulldown menu. The user may move across the
menu bar to open the other puildown menus by using the left and right arrow keys. Options from a puildown
menu may be accessed by using the up and down arrow keys. A description of the highlighted option will
appear on the bottom line of the screen. To execute the option, simply press the <Enter> key or the highlighted
letter (known as the "hot key") of the desired option.

The mouse may also be used to select an option by moving it left or right along the menu bar or up and
down on a pulldown menu. To choose a puildown menu command, simply move the mouse cursor over the
desired option and click the left mouse button. Some users may prefer to "drag" the mouse (holding the left
mouse button) over the menus and then release the left button when the cursor is over the desired command.
One difference between the two methods of using the mouse is that dragging the mouse will cause the
description of the highlighted option to be displayed on the bottom of the screen, as when using the keyboard.

Some puildown menu commands are black with a hot key, while others are gray. The black commands
are active; the gray commands are inactive and will produce no effect if selected. Commands will be activated
as necessary data are entered. For example, once the Initial Input data are entered, the Case Types options are
active. Most of the options will become active when ORIGNARP files are retrieved.

D1.2.3 USING THE INPUT SCREENS

Once an option is selected, an input screen or series of input screens will be displayed. The cursor will
appear at the first data field on the screen that is not protected. Fields may be protected by the program,
depending on the input options selected. For example, on the Compositions screen, if "Input" is "Dataset," the
nuclide fields for card input are protected. To move from one field to the next, press <Enter> or <Tab>. To
move backward to the previous field, press <Shift+Tab> or <Backspace>. The cursor must be at the beginning
of the field for <Backspace> to move to the previous field, because within a data field it moves back one space
and deletes the previous character. The user may also change fields with the arrow keys, but the movement
will be somewhat erratic because the cursor skips fields if there is more than one field per screen line. <Home>
moves the cursor to the beginning of the field, and <End> moves to the end of the field. The <Ins> and <Del>
keys perform their normal functions for editing a field. <Ctrl+Home> moves the cursor to the first field on the
screen, and <Ctrl+End> moves the cursor to the last field. <PgUp> and <PgDn> may perform the same
respective functions, if they are not active functions listed on the bottom of the current input screen.

Some fields have a multiple-choice menu associated with them. Pressing <Enter> or the Space Bar
at one of these fields will activate the multiple-choice menu. When this menu is displayed, all other processing
and function keys are disabled until a choice is selected and the menu disappears from the screen. Pressing a
letter on the keyboard will move the cursor to the next choice that begins with that letter. The up and down
arrow keys, <PgUp>, <PgDn>, or the mouse may be used to make a selection. <Home> moves the cursor to
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the first choice, and <End> moves the cursor to the last choice. Once the desired choice is highlighted, press
<Enter> to select it and remove the menu.

Logical (YES or NO) fields use "Y" and "N" or "X" and"". No other values will be accepted. The
user may toggle between the two choices with the space bar.

Most fields have a help message associated with them. Pressing <Fl> displays the message. Often
the message will refer to a section of the SCALE manual for more detailed information. Press <Enter> or
<Esc> to remove the message from the screen. If there is no message for a particular field and it is one of
several identical fields on a screen, try moving the cursor to the first of these fields on the screen and pressing
<Fl>. For the Compositions screens, the help messages are only active for the first screen and the first
occurrence of each field on subsequent screens.

Title and comment fields must be entered whenever they appear on an input screen. Delimiters are
automatically provided by ORIGNARP and should not be input by the user.

D1.2.4 MENU SYSTEM GUIDE

The purpose of this section is to present an overview of the menu system commands. Menu bar options
are presented next to square bullets; corresponding pull-down commands are listed next to round bullets. The
underlined letter in commands discussed below represents the hot key for the command; these hot keys appear
on the screen as bright letters, and they allow immediate access to an item by pressing the highlighted key.

X Files

The Files menu allows the user to retrieve and save files, execute ORIGEN-ARP, and exit the
program.

* Retrieve Files

This option allows the user to retrieve random-access binary files that have been saved previously with
ORIGNARP. A random-access file is saved for each puildown menu option for which data are entered. Each
ORIGNARP file for a problem has the same file name as specified by the user but a different file extension
designated by ORIGNARP. A listing of these file extensions is given in Table D1.2.1. ORIGNARP presents
a list of all files in the current directory that have the ".CMP" file extension (this random-access file is always
required). When the user selects the desired file name, ORIGNARP loads all files with that file name and one
of the extensions listed in Table D1l.2.1. The program copies the files to a set of temporary files,
ORIGTEMP.* (i.e., file extensions remain the same). If the user wishes to retrieve only a portion of the
ORIGNARP files associated with a previously generated ORIGEN-S input file (e.g., the Compositions data),
those files should be renamed or copied using the same file extensions. Four sets of sample files are provided
in SCALE. These sample problems are discussed in detail in Sect. DlA.
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Table D1.2.1 ORIGNARP storage and output files

ORIGNARP
file extensions Contents

.CMP Compositions input'

.DCY Decay cases'

.DPL. Depletion cases'

.GRP Energy group structures'

.INP Card-image input file for ARP and ORIGEN-S

'Binary file.

* Save Fes I Input Deck

This option saves the data entered in random-access files, which can later be retrieved by the program
for modification. ORIGNARP will not save files in this option unless sufficient data have been entered to
generate a meaningful ORIGEN-S input file. A random-access file will be saved for each menu option used
to input data, up to a maximum of four files. ORIGNARP will prompt the user for the file name for
the ORIGNARP files. In addition to the random-access files, ORIGNARP also writes a card-image SCALE
input file to execute ARP and ORIGEN-S. Using this option followed by Quit allows the user to exit
ORIGNARP without immediately executing the case. This option is convenient for (1) saving an input file to
be transferred to another computer for execution, (2) a case that requires manual changes to the ORIGEN-S
input file, or (3) later execution of a large number of cases in batch mode. Workstation users should check
carefully for any MS-DOS commands following "#shell" in the SCALE input file that is created. These £
commands should be removed or replaced with Unix commands.

* Save Partial Files

This option saves ORIGNARP random-access files, regardless of the amount of data entered. It does
not generate a card-image ORIGEN-S input file. This option is designed to allow the user to occasionally save
input data so that they will not be lost if the program terminates abnormally. Note that if ORIGNARP does
fail, the data entered still exist in the ORIGTEMP.* files. When ORIGNARP is restored, it notifies the user
that it has detected these files and provides an opportunity to rename and save them.

* Execute ORIGEN-ARP

This option saves files as the Save FileslInput Deck option does. In addition, it writes an MS-DOS
batch file, C:\ARP_XXX.BAT that executes ARP and ORIGEN-S immediately.

* Quit

This option terminates the program. If the input data have not been saved, the program will warn the
user before termination. Because this option does not save files, this option may be used to cancel any changes
made since the last time the files were saved.
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XInitial Input

The Initial Input menu provides the user with selections to input the case-independent initial data
required by ORIGEN-S.

* Compositions

Nudlide compositions are required input for ORIGEN-S to define the initial configuration of the system
being analyzed. This option is the only active option other than Retrieve Files when the user enters the
program. Select either "Cards" or "Dataset" as the source of input in the first field. If "Cards" is selected, the
second field gives the user a choice of input units (choices are grams, gram-atoms, or curies). The user
specifies each nuclide by element from an alphabetized menu and then type the isotope [e.g., "U(92)" and "235"
for U-235 and "Xe(54)" and "135m" for Xe-135 metastable]. The program checks the isotope number to
ensure it is valid for the element selected. A complete list of valid isotopes is given in Sect. F7.A. To obtain
the natural abundances of an element in the ORIGEN-S light-element library (NEXI=4 in the ORIGEN-S 75$
array), input "Nail" for the isotope. If the specified nuclide appears in more than one of the ORIGEN-S master
libraries (light element, actinide, or fission product), a menu is provided of the available libraries. Select a
library based on the origin of the nuclide and the desired edit grouping. If only one library is valid, the program
automatically fills the field with the appropriate library. Then input the concentration in the units previously
selected. The concentration that is input for each nuclide determines the "basis" of the problem (e.g., fuel
assembly, metric ton of uranium, etc.). Note that the problem basis is important because it determines the
values of other input parameters (e.g., power for depletion cases) and the units of output parameters
(e.g., nuclide concentrations or source terms).

This option displays a maximum of three screens. Each screen contains 10 nuclides, for a maximum
of 30 nuclides. The <PgDn> and <PgUp> keys are used to move forward and backward, respectively,
between screens. To change an element selection, simply select a new one from the multiple-choice menu. To
erase an element that has been selected, press <Ctrl+E> while the cursor is on that element field.

If the user wants ORIGEN-S to read the nuclides from a dataset written by a previous ORIGEN-S job,
select "Dataset" as the source of input in the first field. All nuclide fields are then blanked and protected. The
second field then represents the input/output (I/O) unit number of the dataset and the position of the
concentrations in the dataset. For example, "71+2" specifies 110 unit number 71 and the second position in
the file. Note that ORIGEN-S prints the position in the file when it writes the data. If the user omits the
position number from this field, ORIGNARP assumes that the user wants to read from the first position in the
file. The user must specify the appropriate restart dataset in the script or job control language that executes
the ORIGEN-S case. For example, if executing ORIGEN-S on a PC and the 11O unit number is specified as
71 in ORIGNARP, the restart dataset should be named FT71FOO1.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If the user reads and writes restart data in the same job, ORIGEN-S begins writing
data in the file position immediately following the one from which it read. It does not search for the end of file.
If the user is reading from a position prior to the last one in the file, the data that follow may be
overwritten if new restart data are saved.

Use <F4> to cancel or <FlO> to save the data and return to the main menu.
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* Neutron/Gamna Groups

This option displays two screens, one each for the energy group structure for neutron spectra edits and
gamma spectra edits. These edits are for individually selected time steps in the decay cases for which source
terms are desired to perform shielding calculations. The first field on each screen gives a multiple-choice list
of energy group structures corresponding to commonly used neutron or gamma cross-section libraries. The
user may choose one of these or input their own group structure by selecting "Other." If the user is running
only depletion cases or the user does not want these edits, the user may select "None."

If the user selects one of the standard group structures or "None," ORIGNARP protects the remaining
fields on the screen and advances to the next screen. <PgUp> and <PgDn> may be used to move from one
screen to the other. If the user selects "Other," specify the number of energy groups. ORIGNARP requires
the user to input the maximum-energy cutoff in eV for each group, beginning with group 1 (the highest-energy
group). The field following the maximum-energy cutoff for the lowest-energy group must contain the
minimum-energy cutoff for that group. The remaining fields on the page remain protected. ORIGNARP
verifies that the energies are entered in order from highest to lowest.

E Case Types

The Case Types menu provides the user with selections to enter depletion and/or decay case data.
(A "case" in ORIGNARP is equivalent to a "subcase" in ORIGEN-S.) Each case is limited to ten time
steps, because this is the maximum number that fit across a page of the ORIGEN-S output. Each case has a
title card and a basis card. The basis card is a subtitle in the ORIGEN-S output that describes the basis for
the calculations performed as determined by the concentrations input (e.g., a fuel assembly or a metric ton of
uranium). All depletion cases are entered via one option, and all decay cases are entered via another option.
The order in which they are entered determines the order in which they appear in the ORIGEN-S input file and
is reflected by the case number that is displayed in ORIGNARP.

0 Depletion Cases

A depletion case consists of a series of time steps where nuclear fuel is irradiated. The power at which
the fuel is irradiated and the time duration are required for each time step. This option displays three screens:
(1) the depletion case input, (2) the depletion case IO options, and (3) the depletion case library specifications.
The screen initially displayed is the depletion case input for a new case with a case number one greater than
the last case saved. The data for a case are saved by pressing <FIO> to advance to the next case, or <F9> to
go back to the previous case. To avoid saving changes on the screen, press <F4> to return to the main menu
system. ORIGNARP asks whether to save the changes on the screen before returning. To review existing
cases, press <Ctrl+R>. This option displays a list of case numbers, types, and titles.

Each depletion case consists of a series of time steps. The beginning time, which is defaulted to zero,
and the ending time for the case, are specified first. Then the power (MW/basis unit) and the cumulative time
from the case beginning time are input for each time step.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The power must be consistent with the basis for the calculation (e g., fuel
assembly, MTU, etc.) in order for the calculated results to be correct.
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To specify downtime during or at the end of the case, input 0 for the power. For periods greater than
100 days, a separate decay case is recommended. The time entered for the last time step must match the
"ending time" field. In addition, the program checks that the cumulative time for each step is greater than the
previous step. The maximum recommended increment per time step is 100 days, or 0.3 years, and the
recommended minimum number of steps is three per case. If the time-step increments are larger or the number
of time steps is less, ORIGNARP prints a message on the screen and automatically inserts additional steps up
to the maximnum of ten steps per case. The intent of this feature is to allow the user to specify only the times
at which the power level changes or output is needed and let ORIGNARP determine any remaining steps needed
to ensure accurate results. The user can modify the steps generated by ORIGNARP by simply editing the
fields. ORIGNARP only checks the data once per edit of each case. If the user later returns to a case and edits
any of the data, ORIGNARP checks the length and number of time steps again.

The option to write restart data for a time step is set by typing an "X" in the appropriate field. These
data may be written for as many time steps as desired. If the Compositions input specified reading from a
dataset, these data are written to the same unit, immediately following the input data read. As noted previously,
this action will result in a loss of any data following the input data in that dataset. If the Compositions
input was specified on cards, the restart data are written to I/O unit 71.

The I/O options screen is accessed by pressing <Ctrl+O>. This screen only controls the I/O options
for depletion cases. This screen must be edited and saved for the first depletion case. ORIGNARP
automatically displays it with a set of default values when the user presses <F10> to initially save the first case.
The options stay in effect until they are changed in a subsequent case. The time units that are displayed on the
depletion case input screen are selected on this screen.

The library options screen is accessed by pressing <Ctrl+L> when entering data for the first depletion
case. ORIGNARP automatically displays the library options screen when the user presses <F10> to initially
save the first case The input data on this screen (fuel assembly type and enrichment) are written to the ARP
input file for use by the ARP program in generating the ORIGEN-S binary depletion libraries. The fuel
assembly types include 8 x 8 (for BWR fuel), 14 x 14 (for ABB Combustion Engineering-type PWR fuel with
large water holes), and 15 x 15 and 17 x 17 (for Babcock & Wilcox and Westinghouse-type PWR fuel).
Additional data written by ORIGNARP to the ARP input file include the average power history in MWIMTU
for each depletion case. To convert the power history from MW/basis unit to MWIMTU, ORIGNARP
automatically calculates the MTU per basis unit (or metric ton heavy metal for mixed-oxide fuel) in the
Compositions input.

ARP produces problem-dependent ORIGEN-S cross-section libraries by reading a set of standard
libraries for a fuel assembly type and interpolating on enrichment and burnup. These problem-dependent
libraries are written to a file named ft33fO01 for use by ORIGEN-S. The ARP program is described in detail
in Sect. D1.3.

* Decay Cases

A decay case consists of a series of time steps where irradiated material undergoes radioactive decay.
This option displays three screens: (1) the decay case input, (2) the decay case I/O options, and (3) element
fractions. The screen initially displayed is the decay case input for a new case with a case number one greater
than the last case saved. The <F4>, <F9>, <F10>, and <Ctrl+R> keys function the same as on the depletion
case input screen.

Like a depletion case, each decay case consists of a series of time steps. The beginning time, which
is defaulted to zero, and the ending time for the case are specified first. The time entered for the last time step
must match the "ending time" field. In addition, the program checks that the cumulative time for each step is
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greater than the previous step. The recommended maximum initial time step is 100 days, or 0.3 years, and the
cumulative time for subsequent steps should be <3.3 times the cumulative time for the previous time step.
Because the nuclides decay exponentially, this factor ensures accurate results. This rule is commonly known
as the "Rule of 3s." If the time-step increments are larger, ORIGNARP prints a message on the screen and
automatically inserts additional steps up to the maximum of ten steps per case. For a cumulative time of
3 raised to a power of 10 (0.3, 3, 30, 300, etc.), ORIGNARP sets the time for the next step to 10 raised to the
same power of 10 (1, 10, 100, 1000, etc.). The intent of this feature is to allow the user to specify only the
times at which output is needed and let ORIGNARP determine any remaining steps needed to ensure accurate
results. The time steps generated by ORIGNARP may be modified by simply editing the fields. ORIGNARP
only checks the data once per edit of each case. If the user later returns to a case and edits any of the data,
ORIGNARP checks the length and number of time steps again.

The decay case input screen allows the user to save restart file data in the same manner as the depletion
case input screen. In addition, it allows the user to request neutron and gamma source spectra output edits for
any time step. These are printed by ORIGEN-S according to the energy group structures designated in the
Neutron/Gamma Groups option. If "None" is selected for both group structures, requesting an edit on this
screen has no effect.

The I/O options screen is accessed by pressing <Ctrl+O>. This screen only controls the IIO options
for decay cases. This screen must be edited and saved for the first decay case. ORIGNARP automatically
displays it with a set of default values when the user press <FIO> to initially save the first case. The options
stay in effect until they are changed in a subsequent case. The time units that are displayed on the decay case
input screen are selected on this screen. The (a,n) source is typically U0 2, unless the user is modeling high-
level waste in borosilicate glass. (See Sects. F7.2.8 and F7.2.9 for details.) ORIGEN-S allows the cutoff for
the decay output edits to be in the units of the edit or % of the total. The latter is designated by typing "%" at
the end of the cutoff value. In order to simplify the output edits menu, the 63 choices possible in the
ORIGEN-S 65$ array (Sect F7.6.10) have been reduced by grouping according to the three dimensions of the
array. This procedure may result in more output than desired in some cases (e.g., if you wanted only grams
of light elements but grams and curies of fission products). The ORIGEN-S card-image input generated
by ORIGNARP has been formatted and labeled by subgroups so that an experienced ORIGEN-S user can
easily modify the input by turning on or off individual edit options in the 65$ array.

The element fractions screen is an optional screen that allows the user to keep or remove all or part
of a maximum of ten elements from the previous case. This option allows the user to isolate part of the
problem being modeled, such as the endfittings of a fuel assembly. To access this screen, type "Y" for the
element fractions' field on the decay case input screen and press <Ctrl+F>. Select whether to keep or remove
the elements, then select the elements from a multiple-choice menu, and specify the fractions of each to be kept
or removed.

* Review Cases

This option displays a list of case numbers, types, and titles for all cases that have been created. This
function may also be performed by pressing <Ctrl+R> at the main menu or while using screens that require
case numbers: Depletion Cases (screen 1) and Decay Cases. To remove the list from the screen, press <Enter>
or <Esc>.
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' Modifying Cases

The Modifying Cases menu contains options for inserting or deleting cases, so that the user can
retrieve an existing set of cases and modify them to model different scenarios, such as adding or deleting a cycle
from the burnup history of a fuel assembly.

* Insert Cases

This option presents a dialog box with two fields: the type of case to be inserted (depletion or decay),
and where to insert it (the new case goes before the case selected). Use the <Tab> and <Shift+Tab> keys to
move between the two fields and the up and down arrow keys to select the choice for each field. The mouse
may also be used in the dialog box. Selecting the <Cancel> button at the bottom of the box or pressing <Esc>
returns to the main menu system without inserting a case. When the user presses <Enter> or click the mouse
to accept the choices made, ORIGNARP automatically adjusts the case numbers and moves directly to the
depletion or decay input screen to enter the data for the new case.

* D~elete Cases

This option presents a dialog box with a list of all cases. Select the case to delete by using the up and
down arrow keys or the mouse. The case numbers for the remaining cases will be automatically adjusted.
Selecting the <Cancel> button at the bottom of the box or pressing <Esc> returns the user to the main menu
system without deleting a case.

D1.2.5 ORIGNARP PROGRAM FILES

Files included in the installation which are necessary for running the ORIGNARP program are listed
in Table D1.2.2. ORIGNARP.EXE is the executable program. ORIGNARP.QSL is the ORIGNARP
QuickScreen library developed with Crescent Software's QuickScreen program4 and contains all the input
screens displayed by ORIGNARP. In addition, ORIGNARP contains several routines from Crescent
Software's QuickPak Professional Library.5 The files with the ".FRM" extension contain the form definition
for each of the screens in the ORIGNARP QuickScreen library. The files with the ".BSV" extension were
written with Microsoft BASIC's BSAVE command3 and contain the following data: nuclides, elements,
neutron-energy-group boundaries, and gamma-energy-group boundaries.
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Table D1.2.2 Files required by ORIGNARP I
C
C

E
r
E
E
C

C
C
C
C
N

IN
IN

IN
C
C
C
C
R
S

File name Extension

:OMPNUC1 .FRM
,OMPNUC2 .FRM
)ECACAS1 .FRM
)ECACAS2 .FRM
)ECACAS3 .FRM
)EPLCAS1 .FRM
BEPLCAS2 .FRM
)EPLCAS3 .FRM
'180RIG2 .BSV
,18SCALE .BSV
'20 .BSV
,44 .BSV
,ROUP1 .FRM
,ROUP2 .FRM
1218 .BSV
122 .BSV
1227 .BSV
1238 .BSV
127 .BSV
147 .BSV
BRIGCOMP .BSV
)RIGELEM .BSV
)RIGNARP .EXE
MRIGNARP .QSL
£ENAMFIL .FRM
AVEFIL .FRM

Description

Compositions screen No. 1 form
Compositions screen No. 2 form
Decay case screen No. 1 form
Decay case screen No. 2 form
Decay case screen No. 3 form
Depletion case screen No. 1 form
Depletion case screen No. 2 form
Depletion case screen No. 3 form
ORIGEN2 18-gamma-group structure
SCALE 18-gamma-group structure
BUGLE 20-gamma-group structure
ENDF/B-V 44-gamma-group structure
Neutron-group screen form
Gamma-group screen form
ENDFIB-IV 218-neutron-group structure
Straker 22-neutron-group structure
ENDFIB-V 227-neutron-group structure
ENDFIB-V 238-neutron-group structure
ENDF/B-IV 27-neutron-group structure
BUGLE 47-neutron-group structure
ORIGEN-S nuclides for compositions input
ORIGEN-S elements for compositions input
ORIGNARP executable program
Input screen library
Rename temporary files form
Save files form
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D1.3 ARP

D1.3.1 ARP METHODOLOGY

The main feature of the ARP methodology is that problem-dependent ORIGEN-S cross-section
libraries can be obtained by interpolation. As is well known, the success of an interpolation procedure depends
on the choice of independent variables pertinent to the problem under consideration and consequently on the
selection of a suitable interpolation scheme that provides results within the accepted error margin. To
implement the ARP methodology, cross-section changes vs several parameters were computed, and it was
found that enrichment, burnup and water density were the independent variables best suited for interpolation.
Therefore, cross-section libraries as a function of enrichment, burnup and water density are created using the
SAS2H sequence of the SCALE system. In particular, the water density effects impact BWR systems because
the axial liquid-to-steam change in these systems leads to a variation in the water density and significant cross-
section changes as a function of the water density are observed. These pre-generated cross sections serve as
the basic libraries from which the interpolation is performed. Significant cross-section changes, as a function
of these variables, are observed. As an example, cross-section variations with burnup in a typical PWR
assembly are illustrated in Fig. Dl.3.1 for the 2'0Pu isotope. This situation corresponds to a 15 x 15-type
assembly with initial enrichment of 3.0 wt % of 235U, water density 0.7135 gtcn 3 irradiated with a specific
power of 40 MWIMTU for 1500 days.

The interpolation on the burnup variable is carried out with a scheme developed by Greene,6 which
has been thoroughly tested and validated in the AMPX cross-section processing codes. The interpolation
scheme was developed originally for interpolation in Bondarenko factor tables. It states that for a function f(x)
with known values at xl,x2,...x.., any value f(xq) can be interpolated according to

f(x)= f(Xi) + - (f(x 1 ,1 ) - f(xi)) (D1.3.1)

where p is a function of x and is allowed to vary linearly as

p(xq) = p(x0) + Xq i (p(xi+,) - p(x1)) (D1.3.2)

It is clear that for a constant p equal to 1, this scheme reduces to the familiar linear interpolation
method. In general, however, the p values are determined from the known set { xi;f(xi) } according to
Eq. (Dl.3.2) in such a way that the function f(x) is reproduced within the desired accuracy.

Note that the change of the effective absorption cross sections with enrichment has been found to
approach a linear shape in a logarithrnic-linear scale. This feature is shown in Fig. D1.3.2 for some isotopes.
Therefore, logarithmic-linear interpolation is conducted for the cross section as a function of enrichment.
Cross-section change with water density for some isotopes is shown in Fig. D1.3.3. Similar to enrichment, the
effective absorption cross section varies linearly in a logarithmic-linear scale with the water density, and a
logarithmic-linear interpolation is used.
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D1.3.2 ARP INPUT DESCRIPTION

When running ORIGEN-ARP via the ORIGNARP input processor, ORIGNARP automatically
generates a SCALE input file for ARP and ORIGEN-S. Ordinarily the user will not have to be concerned
about the ARP input because it is generated by the input processor. However, the input file is documented here
for completeness and for the unusual situation where the user may need to set up or modify the ARP input file.

Like all other SCALE modules, the ARP input begins with either an "=" or "#," followed by the module
name (e.g., =ARP) and terminates with the keyword END in the first three columns. A detailed input
description is provided in Table Dl.3.1. Sample input files are shown in Sect. Dl.4.

In addition to the user input file, ARP also reads a file named ARPDATA.TXT. This file is stored
in the same directory as the SCALE data libraries, including the ARP basic cross-section libraries (see
Sect. DL.A). ARPDATA.TXT contains the input describing the pregenerated ARP libraries available for ARP
to use. A detailed description of the input format for ARPDATA.TXT is listed in Table Dl.3.2. A listing of
the standard ARPDATA.TXT file is given in Table Dl.3.3. This file may be modified or replaced by users
who create their own ARP libraries using the techniques described in Sect. Dl.A.2.

Table D1.3.1 ARP input description

Line No. Parameter Description Comments

1 CONFIG Fuel assembly configuration 8x8, 14x14, 15x 15, 17x17 are valid
type Users may add other fuel assembly types to

ARPDATA.TXT for libraries they create

2 ENRT Enrichment (wt % 235U) Must be > 1.5% and •5%

3 NCY Number of cycles Usually the same as the number of
depletion cases

4 TIRAD0  Fuel irradiation period (days) NCY entries required
for each cycle

5 SPFa Average power for each cycle NCY entries required

6 NLCY4 No. of libraries for each cycle NCY entries required. Usually NLCY=l
for each cycle

7 RHO Water density (glcm3) One value for all cycles. Has no effect
with the distributed ARP basic cross-
section libraries

8 OUTLIB Name of interpolated library ft33f001 is used in ORIGEN-ARP
output by ARP for use by
ORIGEN-S

aMay be continued on subsequent lines as needed.
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Table D1.3.2 ARP library input data in ARPDATA.TXT

Line No. Parameter Description Comments

1 CONFIGNAM Fuel assembly configuration Must begin with "!' in column one,
type (40-character maximum) followed by the fuel assembly type

(e.g.,! 15x15)

2 NENRICH Number of enrichments Standard value = 5

ND Number of water densities Standard value = 1

NBURN Number of burnups Standard value = 10

3 ENRa Enrichments (wt % 235U) at (NENRICH entries)
which ARP basic libraries were Standard values are 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,
generated 4.0, 5.0

4 DENSa Water densities (glcm3) at (ND entries)
which ARP basic libraries were Standard value = 1
generated

5 F]LEa Filenames of ARP basic (NENRICH * ND entries)
libraries for this fuel assembly Increment first on density, then on
type enrichment. Enclose each filename

in single quotes

6 BURNW Burnups (MWdIMTU) at which (NBURN entries)
cross-section data exist on ARP First burnup must be zero
libraries

NOTE: Repeat all of the above entries for each fuel assembly configuration type.

'May be continued on subsequent lines as needed.
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Table D1.3.3 ARPDATA.TXT listing

!14x14
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's114xI4' 's214x14' 's314x14' 's414x14' 's514x14'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!15x15
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
'sll5xl5' 's215x15' 's315x15' 's415x15' 's515x15'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!17x17
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
'sI17x17' 's217x17' 's317x17' 's417xI7' 's517x17'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!8x8
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's18x8' 's28x8' 's38x8' 's48x8' 's58x8'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
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D1A ORIGEN-ARP SAMPLE PROBLEMS

Four sample problems are presented in this section. Input listings of each problem are included in the
following sections. The input files for each problem are listed in Table D1.4.1. Note there is a single
"stand-alone' SCALE input file for each problem, as is usually done for other SCALE sequences. These files
are located in the SCALE sample problems directory on both workstation and PC versions. In addition, there
is a set of files for each sample problem that was generated with the ORIGNARP input processor. These files
are installed in the sample problems directory on the PC.

Table D1.4.1 ORIGEN-ARP sample problem files

Input files generated
Stand-alone with input processor
input files (PC only) Description

ARPDEMO.INP DEMO.ARP
DEMO.CMP
DEMO.DCY ( Simple demonstration sample problem
DEMO.DPL
DEMQ.GRP )
DEMOINP

ARPHBROB.INP HBROB_1.ARP
HBROB-I.CMP |
HBROB_1.DCY H. B. Robinson PWR sample problem
HBROB-I.DPL j
HBROB-l.GRP
BBROBl.INP

ARPBWRINP BWR.ARP
BWR.CMP
BWRDCY } Cooper BWR sample problem
BWR.DPL{
BWR.GRP
BWR lNP

ARPPWR.INP PWR.ARP )
PWR-CMPI
PWR.DCY Turkey Point PWR sample problem
PWR.DPL I
PWR.GRP J
PWR.INP
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D1.4.1 SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION SAMPLE PROBLEM

The first sample problem is a simple demonstration problem. This problem models the three-cycle J
depletion of a 3 wt % 235U 17 x 17 PWR fuel assembly. The basis for this model is 1 MTU of fuel. The basic
data used to generate the input file are listed in Table D1.4.2. The input file is shown in Fig. DA.4.1.

Table D1.4.2 Data for simple ORIGEN-ARP demonstration problem

Burnup history data

Power Cumulative time
Fuel loading Cycle No. (MW/MTU) (days)

Basis = 1 MTU 1 38 100
234U = 0.0254 wt % 40 250
235U = 3.0000 wt % 35 300
236U = 0.0138 wt % 37 350
23U = 96.9608 wt % 0 399

2 35 100
0 130

34 300
33 405

0 475

3 16 200
15 455

I,
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=arp
17x17
3.8
3
350
375
455
38.28571
33.98667
15.43 956

1
1
1
1
ft33fOOl
end
#origens
0$$ a4 33 e t
17x17 library, interpolated to 3.8 wt% -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 1 0 a16 2 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 6 6 a6 3 alO 0 a13 4 al5 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 l.e-5 .2966102 e t
cycle 1
1 mtu
58** 38 40 40 35 37 l.e-20
60** 100 175 250 300 350 399
66$$ al 2 aS 2 a9 2 e
73$$ 922340 922350 922360 922380
74** 254 30000 138 969608
75$$ 2 2 2 2 t
17x17 library, interpolated to 3.8 wt% -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 2 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 7 7 a6 3 alO 6 al5 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 I.e-5 .3177966 e t
cycle 2
1 mtu
58** 35 l.e-20 34 34 33 33 l.e-20
60** 100 130 215 300 352 405 475
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
17x17 library, interpolated to 3.8 wt% -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 3 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 5 5 a6 1 alO 7 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 i.e-5 .3855932 e t
cycle 3
1 mtu
58** 16 16 15 15 15
60** 100 200 300 375 455
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
56$$ fO t
end

Figure D1.4. 1 Simple demonstration problem input listing
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D1.4.2 H. B. ROBINSON UNIT 1 PWR SAMPLE PROBLEM

This problem models assembly B05, pellet sample N-9C-D from R B. Robinson Unit 1. The assembly
is a 15 x 15 PWR fuel assembly. It was used for two consecutive cycles and then discharged. Measured
chemical assay data from this pellet sample have been used to benchmark SAS2HIORIGEN-S. 8 The data used
to model this problem are based on data in Ref. 8 and presented in Table D1.4.3. Note that each cycle was
divided into two depletion cases. This modeling technique should increase the accuracy of the cross sections,
because ARP generates a new library for each depletion case. The basis for this problem is 1 MT of U0 2,
rather than U, because the assay data were reported per g of U02. The input file is given in Fig. D1.4.2.

Table D1.4.3 Data for H. B. Robinson Assembly B05, Pellet N-9C-D

Burnup history data

Cumulative
Cycle Power Power Time burnup

Fuel loading No. (MWIMTU) (MW/MTU0 2) (days) (MWd/MTU)

Basis = 1 MT of U02  1 44.68 39.39 243.5 10,880
88.15wt%U 0 0 40.0
11.85 wt % O 40.25 35.48 243.5 20,680
234U= O.023 wt % U 0 0 64.0
235U = 2.561 wt % U
236U= 0.013 wt % U 2 36.61 32.27 156.0 26,390
23sU = 97.403 wt % U 0 0 39.0

33.78 29.78 156.0 31,660

Discharge 0 0 3936
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Yarp
1Sx15
2.561
4
243.5
243. 5
156
156
44.6852
40.24957
36.60806
33.78333

1
1
1
1
1
ft33fOOl
end
#origens
0$S a4 33 all 71 e t
15xl5 westinghouse pwr library -- ft33fOOl
3$S 33 a3 1 0 a16 2 a33 0 e t
35S$ 0 t
56S$ 4 4 a6 3 alO 0 a13 5 alS 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 l.e-S .304756 e t
cycle 1, partl hb robinson n-9 226 cm (31.66 gwd/t)
metric ton of uo2
58** 39.39 39.39 39.39 l.e-20
60** 100 172 243.5 283.5
668$ al 2 aS 2 a9 2 e
73$S 922340 922350 922360 922380 80160
74*- 202.74 22575.22 114.60 858607.45 118500
758$ 2 2 2 2 1 t
15xl5 westinghouse pwr library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 2 0 a330 e t
35S$ 0 t
56$$ 4 4 a6 3 alO 4 al5 3 alB 1 e
57** 0 a3 i.e-S .304756 e t
cycle 1, part2 hb rob. n-9 (31.66 gwd/mtu)
metric ton of uo2
58** 35.48 35.48 35.48 l.e-20
60** 100 172 243.5 307.5
66$$ al 2 aS 2 a9 2 e t
15x15 westinghouse pwr library -- ft33fOOl
3S$ 33 a3 3 0 a33 0 e t
35S O t
56S$ 3 3 a6 3 alO 4 alS 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 l.e-5 .1952441 e t
cycle 2, partl hb rob. n-9 (31.66 gwd/mtu)
metric ton of uo2
58** 32.27 32.27 1.e-20
60** 100 156 195
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
15x15 westinghouse pwr library -- ft33fOOl
3S$ 33 a3 4 0 a33 0 e t
35S$ 0 t
56$S 4 4 a6 1 alO 3 alS 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 1.e-5 .1952441 e t
cycle 2, part2 hb rob. n-9 (31.66 gwd/mtu)
1 mtu of fuel
58** 29.78 29.78 29.78 29.78
60** 50 100 128 156
66S$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54S$ a8 1 e
565$ a2 5 a6 1 alO 4 al5 3 e
57** 0 e t
3936 day decay, hb robinson n-9 c-d, 226 cm (31.66
metric ton of uo2
60** 100 300 1000 3000 3936
61** f.0l
658$
'gram-atoms grans curies watts-all watts-

3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 32
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 32
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 32

56S$ 0 0 alO 5 e t
56S$ fO t
end

gwd/ t)

-gamma
6z
6z
6z t

Figure D1.4.2 H. B. Robinson PWR input listing
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D1A.3 COOPER BWR SAMPLE PROBLEM

This BWR problem models assembly CZ205 from Cooper Nuclear Station. This assembly was in core
for three cycles, out of core for two cycles, and in core for two more cycles. Decay heat measurements of this
assembly have been used as benchmarks for SAS2H1ORIGEN-S calculations. 9 The data used in the ORIGEN-
ARP model setup are given in Table D 1.4.4. The two cycles out of core, cycles 4 and 5, were modeled as a
decay case because of the length of time involved. Generally, any nonpower time of 100 days or greater should
be modeled as a decay case rather than as a zero-power timestep in a depletion case. Light-element loadings
are included in the fuel loading because they are important for decay heat and radiation source term
calculations. The input file is listed in Fig. D1.4.3.

Table D1.4.4 Data for Cooper BWR assembly CZ205

Burnup history data

Cycle Outage
Cycle Power Burnup length length

Fuel loading No. (MW/assembly) (MWd/MTU) (days) (days)

Basis = 1 assembly 1 2.427 10,298 807 59
(0.l902 MTU) 2 4.608 7,414 306 31

3 3.464 2,987 164 35
U wt % = 0.022 4a 0.0 0 370

235U wt % = 2.500 5a 0.0 0 394 b

236Uwt%= 0.012 6 1.118 1,864 317 48
'3

8 U wt % = 97.466 7 1.520 2,781 348 _b

H 3.1000 kg/assembly Total 25,344 1942
B 0.0130 kg/assembly
0 50.5000 kg/assembly
Cr 0.4500 kg/assembly
Mn 0.0290 kg/assembly
Fe 1.2000 kg/assembly
Co 0.0046 kg/assembly
Ni 0.4500 kg/assembly
Zr 98.2000 kg/assembly
Sn 1.6000 kg/assembly
Gd 0.5440 kg/assembly

Cooling-time data

Measured decay
Cooling time heat

(days) (W)

857 324.0
871 343.5
886 331.8
892 327.5
899 311.4
946 317.1

aAssembly was out of core during this cycle.
bNot applicable.
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-

=arp
8x8
2.5
5
807
306
164
317
348
12.76025
24.22713
18.21241
5.878023
7.991588

1
1
1
1
1
1
ft33fOO1
end
#origens
0$$ a4 33 e t
bwr 8x8 library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 1 0 a16 2 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 10 10 a6 3 alO 0 a13 15 al5 3 al8 1 e
57** 0 a3 l.e-5 .415551 e t
cycle 1, cooper bwr nuclear station, assembly cz205
fuel assembly (0.1902 mtu)
58** 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 2.427 1.e-20
60** 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 753 807 866
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e
73$$ 922340 922350 922360 922380 10000 50000 80000 240000
250000 260000 270000 280000 400000 500000 640000

74** 42 4755 23 185380 3100 13 50500 450 29 1200 5 450 98200 1600 544
75$$ 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 t
bwr 8x8 library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 2 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 5 5 a6 3 alO 10 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 1.e-5 .1575695 e t
cycle 2, cooper bwr nuclear station, assembly cz205
fuel assembly
58** 4.608 4.608 4.608 4.608 1.e-20
60** 100 200 253 306 337
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
bwr 8x8 library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 3 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 4 4 a6 1 alO 5 alS 3 a18 1 e

Figure D1.4.3 Cooper BWR input listing
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57** 0 a3 i.e-5 8.444902e-02 e t
cycle 3, cooper bwr nuclear station, assembly cz205
fuel assembly
58** 3.464 3.464 3.464 3.464
60** 50 100 132 164
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54$$ a8 1 e
56$$ a2 3 a6 3 alO 4 a15 3 e
57** 0 e t
cycles 4&5, decay of assy cz205 in spent fuel pool
assembly cz205
60** 100 300 799
61** f.5
65$$
'gram-atoms grams curies watts-all watts-c

3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z
3z 1 0 0 3z 3z 3z

bwr 8x8 library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 4 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 5 5 a6 3 alO 3 a15 3 a18 I e
57** 0 a3 i.e-5 .1632338 e t
cycle 6, cooper bwr nuclear station, assembly cz205
fuel assembly
58** 1.118 1.118 1.118 1.118 l.e-20
60** 100 200 258 317 365
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
bwr 8x8 library -- ft33fOOl
3$$ 33 a3 5 0 a33 0 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 4 4 a6 1 alO 5 al5 3 al8 1 e
57** 0 a3 l.e-5 .1791967 e t
cycle 7, cooper bwr nuclear station, assembly cz205
fuel assembly
58** 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52
60** 100 200 274 348
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54$$ a8 1 e
56$$ a2 9 a6 1 alO 4 al5 3 e
57** 0 e t
final decay, cooper bwr assy cz205
assembly cz205
60** 50 150 400 857 871 886 892 899 946
61** f.5
65$$
'gram-atoms grams curies watts-all watts-(

3z 3z 3z 1 0 0 3z
3z 3z 3z 1 0 0 3z
3z 3z 3z 1 0 0 3z

56$$ fO t
end

gamma
6z
6z
6z t

L

*gamma
6z
6z
6z t

Figure D1.4.3 (continued)
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D1.4 TURKEY POINT PWR SAMPLE PROBLEM

This case is a model of assembly D-15 fromrTurkey Point Unit 3. This assembly was loaded for three
consecutive cycles and then discharged. Decay heat measurements of this assembly have also been used as a
benchmark for SAS2HIORIGEN-S. 9 The data for this assembly are presented in Table D1.4.5. Once again,
the light-element loadings are included because they are important for decay heat and radiation source-term
calculations. The input file is listed in Fig. Dl.4.4.

Table D1.4.5 Data for Turkey Point 3 PWR assembly D-15

Burnup history data

Cycle Outage
Cycle Power Burnup length length

Fuel loading No. (MW/assembly) (MWd/MTU) (days) (days)

Basis = 1 assembly
(0.4561 MTU) 2 13.771 9,480 314 58

234U wt % = 0.023 3 13.603 9,752 327 62
23

5
U wt % = 2.557 4 13.040 8,920 312 --

236U wt % = 0.012
238U wt % = 97.408 Total 28,152 953

0 62.000 kg/assembly
Cr 2.700 kg/assembly
Mn 0.150 kg/assembly
Fe 5.900 kg/assembly
Co 0.034 kg/assembly
Ni 4.500 kg/assembly
Zr 101.000 kg/assembly
Nb 0.320 kg/assembly
Sn 1.600 kg/assembly

Cooling-time data

Measured decay
Cooling time heat

(days) (W)

962 1423
1144 1126
2077 625
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=arp
15x15
2.557
3
314
327
312
30.19294
29.8246
28.59022

1
1
1
1
ft33fe01
end
#origens
0$$ a4133 et
pwr 15x15 library 33 ft33fOO1
3$$33 a3 1 27 a162 a33 18 et
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 5 5 a6 3 a7O 0 a13 13 a.4 3 a18 1 t
57** 0 a3 .e- l .3294858 e t
turkey point 3 cycle 2 assembly d-15
fuel assembly (0.4561 mtu)
58** 13.771 13.771 13.771 13.771 1.e-20
60** 100 200 257 314 372
66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e
73$$ 922380 922350 922340 922360 80000 24
270000 280000 400000 410000 500000

74** 444278 11662 105 55 62000 2700 150 5900 34
75$$ 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 t
pwr 15x15 library -- ft33fOO1
3$$ 33 a3 2 27 a33 18 e t
35$$ 0 t
56$$ 5 5 a6 3 a1O .5 a15 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 I.e-S .343127 e t
turkey point 3 cycle 3 assembly d-15
fuel assembly
58** 13.603 13.603 13.603 13.603 1.e-20
60** 100 200 263 327 389
66$$ a1 2 al 2 a9 2 e t
pwr 15x15 library -- ft33fOO1
3$$ 33 a3 3 27 a33 18 et
35$$ 0 t4
56$$ 4 4 a6 1 a.O 5 al8 3 a18 1 e
57** 0 a3 i.e-S .3273872 e t
turkey point 3 cycle 4 assembly d-15
fuel assembly
58** 13.04 13.04 13.04 13.04
60** 100 200 256 312

10000 250000 260000

I1 4500 101000 320 1600

Figure D1.4.4 Turkey Point PWR input listing
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66$$ al 2 a5 2 a9 2 e t
54$$ a8 1 e
56$$ a2 5 a6 1 alO 4 a15 3 e
57** 0 e t
turkey pt assy d-15, decay: measured
assembly d-15
60** 100 300 962 1144 2077
61** f.l

625 watts @ 2077 days

65$$
'gram-atoms grz

3z 3
3z
3z

ams
3z
3z
3z

curies watts-all watts-gamma
3z 1 0 0 3z
3z 1 0 0 3z
3z 1 0 0 3z

6z
6z
6z

81$$ 2 0 26 1 e
82$$ 0 0 0 0 2
83** l.e+7 1
3.e+6 2.5e+1
l.e+6 8.e+5
2.e+5 l.e+5
84** 2.e+7 1
9.e+5 4.e+5
5.5e+2 l.e+2
1.77e+0 1.299'
4.e-1 3.25e-
3.e-2 9.999'

3.e+6
2.e+E
6. e+5
5. e+4

6.5e+6

3.e+65.434e+6

5.e+6
1.66e+6
4.e+5
1.e+4

1.85e+6
1.7e+4
l.e+1
l.e+O
9.999985e-2
t

4.e+6
1.33e+6
3.e+5

1.4e+6
3.e+3
3.04999e+0
8.e-1
5.e-2

99e+0
-1
998e-3

1.e+5
3.e+1
1. 12999e+0
2.25e-1
l.e-5

turkey pt assy d-15, decay: measured 625 watts c 2077 days timestep 5
56$$ fO t
end

Figure D1.4.4 (continued)
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DM.A ARP BASIC CROSS-SECTION LIBRARIES

D1.A.1 DESCRIPTION OF STANDARD ARP BASIC CROSS-SECTION LIBRARIES

The ARP program creates multiple ORIGEN-S cross-section libraries by interpolating over basic
cross-section libraries pregenerated by SAS2H and processed by ARPLIB (see Sect. Dl.B.2). The ARP basic
cross-section libraries distributed in SCALE were generated at enrichments of 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 wt %
of uSU and ten burnup steps from 0 to 60 GWdIMTU. To generate these basic ARP cross-section libraries,
the following steps were performed for each enrichment:

1. SAS2H calculations were performed for 21 cycles with 1 library per cycle. The first cycle was
extremely short (1 x 10-15 days) so that the cross-section library created in the first cycle contained
fresh-fuel cross sections. The remaining cycles were 3 GWd/MTU each.

2. ARPLIB was used to reduce the number of cross-section libraries vs burnup from 21 to 10
according to the following the criteria:

a. Fresh-fuel cross sections were retained.

b. Minimum, maximum, and points of inflection derived from the shape of the absorption cross
section with burnup for various isotopes of the library were retained.

c. The remaining points were the ones that best represent the burnup-dependent 240Pu absorption
cross sections. The 24OPu absorption cross section was used as the criterion because it changes
more significantly with burnup than that of any other major actinide.

See Table Dl.A.l for a listing of the burnup associated with each library. The libraries used were the
first seven (0, 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, 13.5, 16.5 GWd/MTU), the 12Th (31.5 GWd/MU), the
17th (46.5 GWdMTrU), and the 21 (58.5 Gwd/MTU). Basic ARP cross-section libraries were generated for
fuel assembly designs 8 x 8 (General Electric BWR), 14 x 14 (ABB Combustion Engineering PWR), 15 x 15
(Westinghouse PWR), and 17 x 17 (Westinghouse PWR). The SAS2H input files used to generate the
libraries for the enrichment of 3.0 wt % 235U are shown in Figs. Dl.A.1 through D1.A.4, respectively. The
design data for the 14 x 14 and 15 x 15 PWR assemblies can be found in Ref. 8. The operational conditions
assumed for the fuel and moderator temperatures and the moderator water density for each assembly are
displayed in Table Dl.A.2. The remaining libraries for 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0 wt % of 23

5
U were created using

a SAS2H input similar to that shown in these tables. For a given 2
5
U enrichment, the uranium isotope weight

percentages were calculated according to the following expressions:

234U (wt %) = 0.0089 x 235 U (wt %)

236U (wt %) = 0.0046 x 235U (Wt %)

238U (wt %) = 100 - (234U (wt %) + 235U (wt %) + 236U (wt %))

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table DI .A. 1 Twenty-one burnup positions of the SAS2H-generated libraries

Position Burnup (MWd/MTU)

1 Oa

2 1500a

3 4500a

4 7500a

5 10500"

6 13500a

7 16500"

8 19500

9 22500

10 25500

11 28500

12 31500"

13 34500

14 37500

15 40500

16 43500

17 46500"

18 49500

19 52500

20 55500

21 58500"

"These values represent the 10 bumup positions in the ARP basic cross-
section library.
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=sas2h parm='halt2l,skipshipdata'
8x8 BWR Assembly
IFuel enrichment 3.0 wt-% of u-235, Fuel Temperature 840 k
'Moderator Temperature 558 K, Moderator Density 0.4323 g/cc

Twenty-one cycles and one library per cycle including fresh fuel
Cross section.

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 den=9.871 1 840
92234 0.0267 92235 3.0 92236 0.0138 92238 96.9595 end
'hot-den=10.96(the theor.-den)*0.94(%-td)*(.416/.425)**2 cold/hot diam
co-59 3 0 1-20 558 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 840 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 840 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 840 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 840 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 840 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 840 end
Change needed for ENDF/B-V
zircalloy 2 1 620 end

zirc2 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.4323 1 558 end

mixtures of larger-unit-cell:

uo2 9 den=9.871 1 840
92234 0.0267 92235 3.0 92236 0.0138 92238 96.9595 end
arbm-gdburn 9.871 7 0 1 1

64154 2.18 64155 14.80 64156 20.47
64157 15.65 64158 24.84 64160 21.86
8016 150.0 9 0.040 840 end

....above is 4.0 wt % gadolinium (as gd2-ox3) in the
burnable poison pins of bwr assembly....

Change needed for ENDF/B-V
zircalloy 10 1 588 end

zirc2 10 1 588 end

Figure DL .A. 1 SAS2H input used to generate 21 BWR 8 x 8 cross-section libraries
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... above is zircalloy casing around assembly
b-10 11 0 7.15-6 552 end
2o 11 0.669 552 end
I ... . above is channel moderator at higher density
end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.6256 1.0795 1 3 1.25222 2 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=63 fuelnght=1993.26 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4 lightel=10 inplevel=2 numzones=6 end
9 0.53975 2 0.62611 3 0.91715 500 3.6398 10 3.8103 11 4.3261
* . . these mixtures & radii place gadolinium pin at center

of 1/4 of assembly fuel, casing & channel mod.
power=40 burn=l.Oe-15 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=1500.0 end

h 16.4 b 0.068
o 265 cr 2.4 mn 0.15
fe 6.6 co 0.024 ni 2.4
zr 516 sn 8.7

- _ _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - -

end

Figure Dl.A. 1 (continued)
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=sas2h parm='halt2lskipshipdata'
14x14 PWR Assembly CE
'Fuel enrichment 3.0 wt % of u-235, Fuel Temperature 873 K
'Moderator Temperature 570 K, Moderator Density 0.7332 g/cc

Twenty-one cycles and one library per cycle including fresh fuel
cross section.

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 den=10.045 1 873

92234 0.0267 92235 3.0
c 1 den=1.8-4 1 873
n 1 den=2.3-4 1 873
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 873 end
mo-94 1 0 1-20 873 end
nb-95 1 0 1-20 873 end
mo-95 1 0 1-20 873 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 873 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 873 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 873 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 873 end
sn-126 1 0 1-20 873 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 873 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 873 end
cs-135 1 0 1-20 873 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 873 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 873 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-144 10 1-20 873 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-146 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 873 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 873 end
sm-147 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-148 1 0 1-20 873 end
pm-148 1 0 1-20 873 end
sm-148 1 0 1-20 873 end
pm-149 1 0 1-20 873 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 873 end
nd-150 10 1-20 873 end
sm-150 1 0 1-20 873 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 873 end
eu-151 1 0 1-20 873 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 873 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 873 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 873 end
gd-154 1 0 1-20 873 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 873 end
gd-155 1 0 1-20 873 end
gd-157 1 0 1-20 873 end
gd-158 1 0 1-20 873 end
gd-160 1 0 1-20 873 end

92236 0.0138 92238 96.9595 end
end
end

Figure D1.A.2 SAS2H input used to generate 21 PWR 14 x 14 cross-section libraries
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need the following to use endf/b5 library:
from st5: (2nd line same as def. of zircalloy in sect. m8, scale-4.1)

zircalloy 2 1 620 end
I zirc2 2 l 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.7332 1 570 end
arbm-bormod 0.7332 1 1 0 0 5000 100 3 330.8e-6 570 end

331 ppm boron (wt) in moderator

end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.4732 0.9563 1 3 1.1176 2 0.9855 0 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=176 fuelnght=787.52 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=1
printlevel=4 lightel=9 inplevel=2 numztotal=5 end
3 1.314 2 1.416 3 1.662 500 5.203 3 5.243
power=40.0 burn=l.Oe-15 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40.0 burn=75.0 down=1500.0 end

o 119 cr 5.2 mn 0.29
fe 11. co 0.066 ni 8.7
zr 195 nb 0.63 sn 3.2

end

Figure D1.A.2 (continued)
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=sas2h parm='halt2l,skipshipdata'
15xl5 PWR Assembly Whestinghouse
Fuel enrichment 3.0 wt % of u-235, Fuel Temperature 923 K
Moderator Temperature 579 K, Moderator density 0.7135 g/cc

Twenty-one cycles and one library per cycle including fresh fuel
cross section.

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 den=9.944 1 923

92234 0.0267 92235 3.0 92236 0.0138 92238 96.9595 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 579 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 923 end
mo-94 1 0 1-20 923 end
nb-95 1 0 1-20 923 end
mo-95 1 0 1-20 923 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 923 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 923 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 923 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 923 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 923 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 923 end
cs-135 1 0 1-20 923 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 923 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 923 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 923 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 923 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 923 end
nd-146 1 0 1-20 923 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 923 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 923 end
sm-147 1 0 1-20 923 end
nd-148 1 0 1-20 923 end
pm-149 1 0 1-20 923 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 923 end
sm-150 1 0 1-20 923 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 923 end
eu-151 1 0 1-20 923 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 923 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 923 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 923 end
gd-154 1 0 1-20 923 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 923 end
gd-155 1 0 1-20 923 end
gd-157 1 0 1-20 923 end
gd-158 1 0 1-20 923 end
gd-160 1 0 1-20 923 end

need the following to use endf/b5 library:
from st5: (2nd line same as def. of zircalloy in sect. m8, scale-4.1)

zirc2 2 1 595 end
zircalloy 2 1 595 end
h2o 3 den=0.7135 1 579 end

Figure Dl.A.3 SAS2H input used to generate 21 PWR 15 x 15 cross-section libraries
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arbm-bormod 0.7135 1 1 0 0 5000 100 3 652.5e-6 579 end

end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

I.squarepitch 1.4300 0.9294 1 3 1.0719 2 0.9484 0 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=204 fuelnght=824.34 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=5 lightel=9 inplevel=2 numztotal=4 end
I the 10 larger unit cell zones follow for 2 passes
3 0.65024 2 0.69342 3 0.80680 500 2.64088

bp, 2 passes h2o :

power=40 burn=l.Oe-15 down=0.0
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40
power=40

o 119
fe 11.
zr 195

end

burn=75.0
burn=75 .0
burn=75.0
burn=75.0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75 .0
burn=75.0
burn=75.0
burn=75 .0
burn=75.0
burn=75 .0

cr 5.2 mn
co 0.066 ni
nb 0.63 sn

down=0 .0
down=0.0
down=0.0
down=0 .0
down=0 .0
down=O0.0
down= 0 . 0
down=0.0
down=O0.0
down=0.0
down=O0.0
down= 0.0
down=0.0
down=O.0
down=O.0
down=O.0
down=O.0
down=0.0
down=0.0
down=1500.0
0.29
8.7
3.2

end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end

end

Figure DL.A.3 (continued)
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=sas2h parm='halt2l,skipshipdata'
17x17 PWR Assembly Whestinghouse
Fuel enrichment 3.0 wt of u-235, Fuel Temperature 811 K
Moderator Temperature 570, Moderator Density 0.7295 g/cc

Twenty-one cycles and one library per cycle including fresh fuel
cross section.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 0.945 811 92234 0.0267 92235 3.0 92236 0.0138 92238 96.9595 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 811 end
mo-94 1 0 1-20 811 end
nb-95 1 0 1-20 811 end
mo-95 1 0 1-20 811 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 811 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 811 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 811 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 811 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 811 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 811 end
cs-135 1 0 1-20 811 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 811 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 811 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-146 1 0 1-20 811 end.
nd-147 1 0 1-20 811 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-147 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-148 1 .0 1-20 811 end
pm-149 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-150 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-151 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 811 end
gd-154 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 811 end
gd-155 1 0 1-20 811 end
gd-157 1 0 1-20 811 end
gd-158 1 0 1-20 811 end
gd-160 1 0 1-20 811 end

Change needed for running sas2h with ENDF/B-V library
zircalloy 2 1 620 end

zirc2 2 1 620 end
40000 97.91 26000 0.5 50116 0.86 50120 0.73 2 1 620 end

h2o 3 den=0.7295 1 570 end
arbm-bormod 0.7295 1 1 0 0 5000 100 3 550.0e-6 570 end

Figure D1.A.4 SAS2H input used to generate 21 PWR 17 x 17 cross-section libraries
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550 ppm boron (wt) in moderator

end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.25984 0.81915 1 3 0.94966 2 0.83566 0 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=264 fuelnght=787.28 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4 lightel=9 inplevel=1 ortube=0.61214 srtube=0.5715
numinstr=1 end
power=40 burn=l.Oe-15 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=O.O end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=1500.0 end

o 135 cr 5.9 mn 0.33
fe 13. co 0.075 ni 9.9
zr 221 nb 0.71 sn 3.6

end

Figure DL.A.4 (continued)
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Table DI.A.2 Operational conditions used in creating ARP basic cross-section libraries

Assembly Fuel Moderator temperature Density of moderator
type temperature (K) (K) (g/cc)

BWR8x8 840 558 0.4323

PWR 14 x 14 873 570 0.7332

PWR 15 x 15 923 579 0.7135

PWR 17 x 17 811 570 0.7295

Various utility programs (Sect. Dl.B) have been developed to automate the procedure to create basic
ARP cross-section libraries. The generation of the ARP basic libraries is performed only once for each fuel
assembly type and enrichment. The procedure for generating the ARP basic libraries is discussed in the
following section.

Dl.A.2 HOW TO GENERATE ARP BASIC CROSS-SECTION LIBRARIES

To generate the basic ARP cross-section libraries for a particular LWR fuel assembly type, one needs
to follow the steps outlined below. Note that extension beyond 5 wt % enrichment has not been investigated
at ORNL. Likewise, extension to non-LWR fuel has not been investigated. Such applications of the ARP
methodology should be tested carefully and validated.

Construct SAS2H input with the descriptions (pin cell description such as dimensions, concentrations,
etc.) of the reactor assembly under consideration for five enrichments. The recommended enrichments are 1.5,
2.0, 3.0,4.0 and 5.0 wt % of 235U. For a BWR assembly, in addition to enrichment and burnup, one has also
to consider the water density variation for each enrichment. The recommended water density values for BWRs
are: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 g/cm3. No water density variation has been used at ORNL for
PWRs.

For each enrichment and water-density combination, perform a SAS2H calculation with 21 cycles and
1 library per cycle. The cross-section libraries created in this step must contain fresh-fuel cross sections for
the first cycle. From studies performed with PWR and BWR assemblies, it is recommended that a specific
power of 40 MW/MTU and a total irradiation period of 1500 days be applied for a total burnup of
60,000 MWd/MTU. To obtain the 21 burnup-dependent cross-section libraries, use one burnup step of
1 x 10.15 days and 20 burnup steps of 3000 MWd/MTU. With the exception of the first library in the zero-
burnup position, the remaining 20 libraries correspond to a burnup position at the midpoint of each burnup
step. The burnup positions are listed in Table Dl .A. 1.

A single SAS2H input file can be constructed with generic flags substituted for the parameters that
vary from case-to-case (i.e., enrichment and water density). This single SAS2H input file can be processed
through the PRISM utility (see Sect. Dl.B.l) to generate specific SAS2H input files for each
enrichment/density combination. A generic SAS2H example input file for a BWR 7 x 7 fuel assembly is
shown in Fig. Dl.A.5. The generic flags are highlighted in bold type. A PRISM example input file is listed
in Fig. D1.A.6 that generates 40 specific SAS2H input files from the generic file in Fig. D1.A.5. The specific
SAS2H input file created by PRISM for 3.0 wt % 235U and 0.5 g/cc water density is shown in Fig. Dl.A.7.
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=sas2 parm='halt2l,skipshipdata'
sas2 cooper bwr 7x7, a- wt% u-235, ddd g/cc h2o density

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

44group latticecell
uo2 1 den=10.32 1 840
92234 u234wt% 92235 zar 92236 u236vt% 92238 u238wt~x end
co-59 3 0 1-20 558 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 840 end
nb-95 1 0 1-20 840 end
mo-95 1 0 1-20 840 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 840 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 840 end
sn-126 1 0 1-20 840 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-135 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 840 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-144 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-146 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-149 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-150 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-150 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-151 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 840 end
zircalloy 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=ddd 1 558 end

I mixtures of larger-unit-cell:

uo2 5 den=10.32 1 840
92234 u234wt% 92235 e- 92236 u236wt% 92238 u238wtx end

arbm-gdburn 10.32 7 0 1 1
64154 2.18 64155 14.80 64156 20.47
64157 15.65 64158 24.84 64160 21.86
8016 150.0 5 0.034 840 end

I .... above is 3.4 wt % gadolinium (as gd2-ox3) in the

Figure D1.A.5 SAS2H generic input example for the generation of ARP basic cross-section libraries
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I burnable poison pins of bwr assembly....
n 6 0 1-5 840 end
zircalloy 7 1 558 end
I .... .above is zircalloy casing around assembly
h2o 11 den=0.7627 1 552 end

I .... .above is channel moderator at higher density
end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.875 1.212 1 3 1.430 2 1.242 0 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=49 fuelngth=1944.52 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4 lightel=8 inplevel=2 numzones=7 end
5 0.606 6 0.621 2 0.715 3 1.058
500 3.311 7 3.412 11 3.845

power=40 burn=l.Oe-15 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=O.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=O.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.O end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.O end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=l500.o end

h 14.5 o 236 cr 2.1
mn 0.13 fe 5.8 ni 2.1
zr 455 sn 7.7

end
=shell
mv ft33fOOl SRTNDIR/bwr7x7_enrddd.lib
end

Figure Dl.A5 (continued)
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=shell
cp $RTNDIR/cooperbwr.inp
end
=prism
cooper.bwr.inp
bwr7x7-enrddd.inp
5 40
enr
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
u234wt%
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
0.01335 0.01780 0.02670 0.03560 0.04450
u236wt%
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
0.00690 0.00920 0.01380 0.01840 0.02300
u238wt~x
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
98.47975 97.97300 96.95950 95.94600 94.93250
ddd
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
end
=shell
cp bwr7x7*.inp $RTNDIR
end

Figure D1.A.6 PRISM input example to generate specific SAS2H input files for the generation of
ARP basic cross-section libraries
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=sas2 parm='halt2lskipshipdata'
sas2 cooper bwr 7x7, 3.0 wt% u-235, 0.5 g/cc h2o density

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

44group latticecell
uo2 1 den=10.32 1 840
92234 0.02670 92235 3.0 92236 0.01380 92238 96.95950 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 558 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 840 end
nb-95 1 0 1-20 840 end
mo-95 1 0 1-20 840 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 840 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 840 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 840 end
sn-126 1 0 1-20 840 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-135 1 0 1-20 840 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 840 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 840 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-144 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-146 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-147 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-148 1 0 1-20 840 end
pm-149 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 840 end
nd-150 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-150 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-151 1 0 1-20 840 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 840 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 840 end
zircalloy 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.5 1 558 end

mixtures of larger-unit-cell:

uo2 5 den=10.32 1 840
92234 0.02670 92235 3.0 92236 0.01380 92238 96.95950 end

arbm-gdburn 10.32 7 0 1 1
64154 2.18 64155 14.80 64156 20.47
64157 15.65 64158 24.84 64160 21.86
8016 150.0 5 0.034 840 end

.... .above is 3.4 wt % gadolinium (as gd2-ox3) in the
burnable poison pins of bwr assembly....

n 6 0 1-5 840 end
zircalloy 7 1 558 end
I .... above is zircalloy casing around assembly

Figure D1.A.7 SAS2H specific input created by PRISM for 3.0 wt % 235U and 0.5 g/cc water density
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h2o

end comp

11 den=0.7627 1 552 end £
.... above is channel moderator at higher density I

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.875 1.212 1 3 1.430 2 1.242 0 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=49 fuelngth=1944.52 ncycles=21 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4 lightel=8 inplevel=2 numzones=7 end
5 0.606 6 0.621 2 0.715 3 1.058
500 3.311 7 3.412 11 3.845

power=40 burn=l.Oe-15 down=O.O end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=O.O end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=0.0 end
power=40 burn=75.0 down=1500.0 end

h 14.5 o 236 cr 2.1
mn 0.13 fe 5.8 ni 2.1
zr 455 sn 7.7

Vl

end
=shell
mv ft33fOOl
end

SRTNDIR/bwr7x7_3.0_0.5.lib

Figure D1.A.7 (continued)
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Reduce the 21-burnup SAS2HIORIGEN-S libraries to l-burnup ARP basic cross-section libraries
using ARPLIB following these criteria:

a. retain the fresh-fuel cross sections;

b. retain the minimum, maximum, and inflection points derived from the shape of the absorption cross
sections with burnup for various isotopes of the library; and

c. select points that best represent the burnup-dependent 2Pu absorption cross sections.

The ten burnup positions resulting from the application of steps a, b and c to LWR fuel are: 0, 1500,
4500,7500, 10500, 13500, 16500,31500,46500, and 58500 MWd/MTU for PWR and BWR systems. They
are indicated in Table Dl.A.1 with the superscript letter a. The procedure for reducing the burnups is
performed with the utility ARPLIB (see Sect. D1.B.2). An example ARPLIB input file to reduce the
SAS2H1iORIGEN-S BWR 7 x 7 libraries to ARP basic cross-section libraries for the 40 enrichmentldensity
combinations is presented in Fig. D1.Ak.

Finally ARPDATA.TXT must be modified to include the data for the new ARP basic cross-section
libraries. An example of the modified ARPDATA.TXT file containing the standard ARP libraries and the new
ARP BWR 7 x 7 libraries is given in Fig. DI.A.9.

Note that the procedure for generating ARP basic libraries is performed only once for each fuel
assembly type and enrichment. Users should not use these cross-section libraries for fuel assembly
configurations other than the ones for which they were generated.
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=shell
cp $RTNDIR/bwr7x7*.lib
end
=arplib
bwr7x7_1.5_0.2.lib
bl_7x7_2
bwr7x7_2.0_0.2.lib
b2_7x7_2
bwr7x7_3.0_0.2.lib
b3_7x7_2
bwr7x7_4.0_0.2.lib
b4_7x7_2
bwr7x7_5.0_0.2.iib
b5_7x7_2
bwr7x7_1.5_0.3.lib
bl_7x7_3
bwr7x7_2.0_0.3.lib
b2_7x7_3
bwr7x7_3.0_0.3.lib
b3_7x7_3
bwr7x7_...4.0__0.3.lib
b4_7x7_3
bwr7x7_5.0_0.3.lib
b5_7x7_3
bwr7x7_1.5_0.4.lib
bl_7x7_4
bwr7x7_2.0_0.4.lib
b2_7x7_4
bwr7x7_3.0_0.4.Iib
b3_7x7_4
bwr7x7_4.0_0.4.lib
b4_7x7_4
bwr7x7_5.0_0.4.lib
b5_7x7_4
bwr7x7_1.5_0.5.lib
bl_7x7_5
bwr7x7_2.0_0.5.lib
b2_7x7_5
bwr7x7_3.0_0.5.lib
b3_7x7_5
bwr7x7_4.0_0.5.lib
b4_7x7_5
bwr7x7_5.0_0.5.lib
b5_7x7_5
bwr7x7_1.5_0.6.lib
bl_7x7_6
bwr7x7_2.0_0.6.lib
b2_7x7_6
bwr7x7_3.0_0.6.lib
b3_7x7_6
bwr7x7_4.0_0.6.lib
b4_7x7_6
bwr7x7_5.0_0.6.lib
b5_7x7_6
bwr7x7_1.5_0.7.lib
bl_7x7_7

Figure D1.A.8 ARPLIB example input to reduce SAS2H1ORIGEN-S libraries to ARP basic cross-
section libraries
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bwr7x7_2.0_0.7.lib
b2_7x7_7
bwr7x7_3.0_0.7.lib
b3_7x7_7
bwr7x7_4.0_0.7.lib
b4_7x7_7
bwr7x7_5.0_0.7.lib
b5_7x7_7
bwr7x7_1.5_0.8.lib
bl_7x7_8
bwr7x7_2.0_0.8.lib
b2_7x7_8
bwr7x7_3.0_0.8.lib
b3_7x7_8
bwr7x7_4.0_0.8.lib
b4_7x7_8
bwr7x7_5.0_0.8.lib
b5_7x7_8
bwr7x7_1.5_0.9.lib
bl_7x7_9
bwr7x7_2.0_0.9.lib
b2_7x7_9
bwr7x7_3.0_0.9.lib
b3_7x7_9
bwr7x7_4.0_0.9.lib
b4_7x7_9
bwr7x7_5.0_0.9.lib
b5_7x7_9
end
=shell
cp b?_7x7? $RTNDIR
end

Figure D1.A.8 (continued)
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!14x14
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's14x14' 's214x14' 's314x14' 's414x14' 's514x14'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!15x15
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's115x15' 's215x15' 's315x15' 's415xl1' 's515x15'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!17x17
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's117x17' 's217xl7' 's317x17' 's417x17' 's517x17'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!8x8
5 1 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
1.
's18x8' 's28x8' 's38x8' 's48x8' 's58x8'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0
!bwr7x7
5 8 10
1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
'bl_7x7_2' 'bi_7x7_3' 'bi_7x7_4' 'bl.7x7_5'
'bl_7x7_6' 'bl_7x7_7' 'bl_7x7_8' 'bl_7x7_9'
'b2_7x7_2' 'b2_7x7_3' 'b2_7x7_4' 'b2_7x7_5'
'b2_7x7_6' 'b2_7x7_7' 'b2_7x7_8' 'b2_7x7_9'
'b3_7x7_2' 'b3_7x7_3' 'b3_7x7_4' 'b3_7x7_5'
'b3_7x7_6' 'b3_7x7_7' 'b3_7x7_8' 'b3_7x7_9'
'b4_7x7_2' 'b4_7x7_3' 'b4._7x7_4' 'b4_7x7_5'
'b4_7x7_6' 'b4_7x7_7' 'b4_7x7_8' 'b4_7x7_9'
'b5_7x7_2' 'bS_7x7_3' 'b5_7x7_4' 'b5_7x7_5'
'bS_7x7_6' 'b5_7x7_.7' 'b5_7x7_8' 'bS_7x7_9'
0.0 1500.0 4500.0 7500.0 10500.0 13500.0 16500.0 31500.0

46500.0 58500.0

Figure DlA.9 Modified ARPDATkTXT example
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D1.B ARP UTILITY PROGRAMS

D1.B.l PRISM

PRISM is a utility that reads a single input template file containing generic parameter flags and
replaces them with specific values designated by the user to generate any number of files containing desired
combinations of specific parameter values. PRISM was developed to provide an easy mechanism to convert
a generic SAS2H input file for a particular fuel assembly design into a large number of SAS2H input files
containing combinations of specific fuel enrichment and moderator densities and/or other parameters for
generating ARP basic cross-section libraries. However, the program was designed in a general manner so
PRISM can be used to generate multiple files from any generic template file.

The input description for PRISM is presented in Table Dl .B. 1. The input format is free form. The
user input includes the name of the template file to be read; the pattern for the name of the output files to be
generated, using the generic parameter flags; the number of generic parameter flags; the number of files to be
generated; each generic parameter flag and the specific values to be substituted in each output file.

The template file is the generic SAS2H or other input file containing the generic parameter flags.
PRISM creates copies of the template file and substitutes specific values for the generic flags. Note that the
character length of each specific value must be the same as that of the associated generic flag.

An example using PRISM to generate 40 SAS2H BWR input files for combinations of five fuel
enrichments and eight water densities has been presented previously in Figs. Dl .A.5-7. A simple example is
presented here of a generic CSAS1X input file for a PWR fuel pin cell with specific values of 235U wt %,
23

8U wt %, and water density. The user input to PRISM is shown in Fig. D1.B. 1. The generic CSAS1X
template file is shown in Fig. D11.B.2. The first file generated by PRISM in this example would be named
"pwr 1.50_0.2.inp." It would contain values of 1.50, 98.50, and 0.2 for the 235U wt %, M8U wt %, and density,
respectively. The 40' and last input file would be named 'pwrj5.00_0.9.inp" and would contain values of
5.00, 95.00, and 0.9, respectively.
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Table D1.B.1 PRISM input description

Line No. Parameter Description Comments

1 TEMPLATE Template file name 80 characters maximum

2 OU1T_TEMPLATE Pattern for output file 80 characters maximum
names Must contain enough generic

parameter names to create unique
filename for each output file

3 NUMPARMS Number of generic
parameter types

NUMFILES Number of output files to
be generated

NOTE: Repeat the following data for each generic parameter type (i.e., a total of
NUMPARMS times).

4 PARAM_NAME Generic parameter name as 80 characters maximum
it appears in template file

5a PARAMETERS Specific values of generic NUMILES entries required.
parameter for each output Length of value must be same as
file length of PARAMNAME

aMay be continued on subsequent lines as needed.
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=prism
prism.template.inp
pwr_u235_ddd.inp
3 40
u235
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
1.50 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
u_238
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
98.50 98.00 97.00 96.00 95.00
ddd
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
end

Figure DlB.31 PRISM input example

#csaslx
pwr fuel pin cell
44group latticecell
uo2 1 0.95 293 92235 u235 92238 u_238 end
zirc2 2 1 end
h2o 3 den=ddd 1 293 end
end comp
squarepitch 1.25 0.8 1 3 0.95 2 0.84 0 end
end

Figure DI.B.2 Generic template example for PRISM
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D1.B.2 ARPLIB

ARPLIB is a utility program specifically designed to read a SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup binary
cross-section library and copy the cross-section data from only the desired burnup positions to create an ARP
basic cross-section library. The default behavior of ARPLIB is to read a 21-burnup SAS2H/QRIGEN-S
library and reduce it to a 10-burnup ARP basic cross-section library. The ten default burnup positions in the
library are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 17, and 21 (see Table D1.A. 1).

The input for ARPLIB is described in Table D1.B.2. The input format is free form. The use of the first
input parameter depends upon whether the user wants to select the ten default burnup positions from the
SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup library. If the default positions are desired, the first parameter is the total
number of multiburnup library files to be converted (NUMLIBS). If the user wants to override the defaults,
the first input parameter should be any negative integer. If a negative integer is used, it should be followed by
the number of burnup positions in each SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup library (NL), flags for each burnup
position (IN(I), I=1, NL), and the total number of multiburnup libraries to be converted (NUMLIBS). The
final portion of the input file in all cases is the filename of each SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup library,
followed by the filename of the reduced ORIGEN-ARP basic cross-section library to be created from it.

The input to ARPLIB has been demonstrated previously in Fig. DI.A.8. An input example for saving
nondefault burnup positions is given in Fig. DI.B.3. Note that the first burnup position is always saved,
regardless of the input value for IN(l). The cross sections in the first burnup position are assumed to be the
fresh fuel cross sections.
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Table D1.B.2 ARPLIB input description

-

Parameter .

NUMLIBS

Description Comments

Number of SAS2HI/ORIGEN-S multi-
burnup library files (>0) or flag to
read following optional data (<0)

NUMLIBS <0 if number of burnups
and/or burnup positions to keep
differ from default'

NL

IN

NUMLIBS

FILENAME

FILENAME2

NOTE: The following data are read only if NUMIBS <0.

Number of burnup positions on each Input if NUMLIBS <0
multiburnup library Default = 21.

Flag for each burnup position to keep Input if NUMLIBS <0
or remove cross sectionsa NL entries required

= 0 Remove cross sections
> 0 Keep cross sections

Number of SAS2HIORIGEN-S multi- Input if NUIMLIBS <0
burnup library files

NOTE: End of optional input for NUMLIBS <0.

NOTE: The following entries are entered in pairs NUMLIB times.

Input SAS2H/IRIGEN-S
multiburnup library filename

Output ORIGEN-ARP basic
cross-section library filename

80 characters maximum

80 characters maximum

aDefault is to keep cross sections from the following ten burnup positions of a 21-burnup cross-
section library: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 12, 17, 21. The first burnup position (i.e., fresh fuel) is
always kept, regardless of user input.

=arplib
-1
21
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
4
bwr2.0_0.3.lib
bwr6x6_2wt_3
bwr2.0_0.4.lib
bwr6x6_2wt_4 .
bwr2.0_0.7.lib
bwr6x6_2wt_7
bwr2.0_0.8.lib
bwr6x6_2wt_8
end

Figure D1.B.3 ARPLIB input example
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D1.B3 XSECLIST

The XSECLIST program is intended to provide an interpreted listing of any ORIGEN-ARP or
SAS2H/ORIGEN-S multiburnup cross-section library. This utility program allows users to list the absorption
and/or fission cross sections of any or all nuclides in the library as a function of burnup. The absorption cross
sections are given for light elements, actinides, and fission products. At the present time there are 689 light-
element nuclides, 129 actinides, and 879 fission products, totaling 1697 nuclides. Some of the light-element
isotopes present may also appear as fission products; therefore, a few isotopes may be listed twice, but the
cross-section values for each listing may be different. Fission cross sections may be listed for any or all
actinides with nonzero values.

ORIGEN-S cross sections are normalized to thermal flux, rather than the more conventional method
of applying total flux. Either thermal flux or specific power may be input to irradiation cases.

The nuclide ID numbers used in library data have the form IZ*10000+IA*10+IS,

where

IZ = the atomic number;
IA = the atomic weight;
IS = 0, for ground state;
IS = 1, for metastable state.

The XSECLIST input is described in Table Dl.B.3. The input format is free form. The user specifies
the SAS2H/ORIGEN-S or ORIGEN-ARP multiburnup library filename, the number of burnup positions in
the library, and the burnup (GWd/MTU) corresponding to each burnup position. The user then indicates
whether the cross-section data listings are for absorption, fission, or both; and whether the listings are for all *
nuclides or only certain specified ones.

An example input file for XSECLIST is shown in Fig. D1.B.4. This example contains two cases. The
first case lists both absorption and fission cross sections for 24OPu in the ORIGEN-ARP 5 wt % enriched PWR
14 x 14 basic cross-section library. The output listing for this case is displayed in Fig. Dl.B.5. The second
case lists the fission cross sections for all nuclides in the ORIGEN-ARP 1.5 wt % enriched PWR 14 x 14 basic
cross-section library. The output from this case is not presented here because of its size.
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Table D1.B.3 XSECLIST input description

Line No. Parameter Description Comments

1 FILENAME SAS2H/ORIGEN-S or 30-character maximum
ORIGEN-ARP multiburnup
library filename

2 NL Number of burnup positions in
library

3a BURN Burnup (GWd/MTU) of each NL entries required
burnup position in library

4 CHARD Cross-section data to be printed a = absorption
f = fission
b = both

5 CHARL List entire library (all nuclides) y = yes
n = no

NOTE: The following optional data are entered only if CHARL
=n.1

6 MT Number of nuclides for which
cross-section listings are desired

7a MTRD Nuclide IDsb MT entries required

alnput may be continued on subsequent lines as needed.
bNuclide ID = Atomic No. * 10000 + Atomic wt * 10 + IS, where IS = 0 for ground state
and 1 for metastable state.
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=xseclist
s514x14
10
0.0 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 31.5
46.5 58.5
b
n
1
942400
end
=xseclist
s114x14
10
0.0 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 31.5
46.5 58.5
f
y
end

Figure D1.B.4 XSECLIST input example
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****** absorption cross sections ******

----------- light elements -----------
------- end of light elements --------

------------- actinides --------------

material= 942400
burnup

O.OOOOOE+00
1.50000E+00
4.50000E+00
7.50000E+00
1.05000E+01
1.35000E+01
1.65000E+01
3.15000E+01
4.65000E+01
5.85000E+01

--------- end of

(pu240 )
xsec

1.80359E+03
1.86136E+03
1.74640E+03
1.58809E+03
1.43944E+03
1.31221E+03
1.20584E+03
8.78435E+02
7.20012E+02
6.49990E+02

actinides -----------

--------- fission products ----------
------ end of fission products -------

***** end of absorption cross sections ****

****** fission cross sections *****

material= 942400
burnup

O.OOOOOE+00
1.50000E+00
4.50000E+00
7.50000E+00
1.05000E+01
1.35000E+01
1.65000E+01
3.15000E+01
4.65000E+01
5.85000E+01

(pu240 )
xsec

4.80163E+00
5.05037E+00
5.18527E+00
5.26234E+00
5.30021E+00
5.30902E+00
5.29514E+00
5.01853E+00
4.60936E+00
4.32095E+00

***** end of fission cross sections *****

Figure Dl.B.5 XSECLIST listing of "'Pu data
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ABSTRACT

The SAS 1 control module was developed to provide an easy-to-use tool for a one-dimensional,
discrete-ordinates shielding analysis. Automated preparation of a working cross-section library is performed
using the BONAMI and NITAWL-II functional modules of SCALE. Cell-weighting of cross sections is
optionally allowed by a call to XSDRNPM in the SAS lX sequence. The one-dimensional radiation transport
calculation is also done using XSDRNPM. The XSDOSE functional module then uses the surface angular flux
from XSDRNPM to generate dose rates at points on, or some distance from, the shield surface.

Simplified, free-form input is used in SAS 1. Default values are provided for all nonphysical
calculational parameters (e.g., angular quadrature, number of iterations, etc.) except the spatial mesh.
Radiation sources can be optionally read from an ORIGEN-S output file. In addition, the angular boundary
flux from a preliminary XSDRNPM criticality calculation, in the SAS 1X sequence, can be optionally used as
the input source to the final XSDRNPM shielding calculation.
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S1.1 INTRODUCTION

Shielding Analysis Sequence No. 1 (SAS 1) is a SCALE control module developed for problem-
dependent cross-section preparation and subsequent one-dimensional (1-D) shielding calculations. The control
module has two analytic sequences-SAS1 and SASlX. Input for the module is designed to be simple and
direct. The SCALE free-form reading routines (see Sect. M3) are used for data input.

The SAS 1 module basically consists of three major steps: (1) preparation of the cross sections and
mixing table used for the shielding calculation, (2) execution of a 1-D radiation transport analysis, and
(3) calculation of dose rates outside the defined shield. The first step is accomplished using the Material
Information Processor, which is described in Sect. M7. This processor uses the standard input data for the
cross-section library, material compositions, and problem geometry (see Sect. M7.4) to generate input data
automatically for calls to the BONAMI and NITAWL-ll modules of SCALE. BONAMI performs resonance
self-shielding calculations for materials having Bondarenko data (see Sects. Fl, M7.2.5. 1, and M7.A), while
NITAWL-Il applies the Nordheim resonance self-shielding correction to materials having resonance parameters
(see Sects. F2, M7.2.5.2, M7.2.5.3, and M7.A). The radiation transport analysis of the second step is
performed via a call to the XSDRNPM module of SCALE (see Sect. F3). This module performs the l-D fixed
source calculation that provides the neutron and/or gamma fluxes used to determine the dose rates. It also
calculates the dose rates inside the system. The last step of the SAS 1 sequence is a call to the XSDOSE
module of SCALE (see Sect. F4) that calculates the dose rate for selected points outside the system (or at the
surface) using XSDRNPM fluxes and standard flux-to-dose conversion factors available in SCALE.

The SAS IX sequence follows the steps of the SAS 1 sequence except that an additional call is made
to the XSDRNPM module to prepare cell-weighted cross sections or perform a simple criticality analysis to
obtain a boundary source for the final XSDRNPM shielding analysis. The SAS 1X sequence can prepare cell-
weighted cross sections for one problem region where a homogeneous representation of a heterogeneous
configuration is needed (see Sect. M7.5.12). The boundary source option was added to allow an easy means
to evaluate the dose from a postulated criticality accident as a function of shield design or detector location.
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S1.2 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

The SASI module was designed to enable general 1-D shielding analyses to be performed without
requiring the user to be experienced in the use of such functional modules as NITAWL-IL BONAMI,
XSDRNPM, or XSDOSE. The modeling approximations and validity, along with the solution techniques
associated with each of these functional modules, is described in detail in other sections of the SCALE manual,
viz. Sects. M7 and Fl-F4. Likewise, the Material Information Processor (which uses engineering-type input
data for problem mixtures, geometry, and boundary conditions to prepare much of the functional module input
automatically) is described in detail in Sect. M7. This section highlights various methods, techniques, or
features incorporated into SAS 1 for ease of use and/or flexibility.

S1.2.1 SOURCE SPECIFICATION

The SAS1 control module allows source spectra to be input (1) as part of the user input file, (2) from
an ORIGEN-S binary output file (see Sect. F7), or (3) from an XSDRNPM boundary flux distribution
calculated within SAS lX. The last option was added to allow multiple shielding analyses to be performed
using the leakage spectrum from an XSDRNPM MULTIREGION criticality calculation as a boundary source.
This option is discussed in more detail in Sect. S 1.2.4. The second option was added to allow easy input of the
neutron and gamma source spectra calculated by ORIGEN-S for spent fuel assemblies and/or other radiation
sources. Neutron, gamma, or coupled neutron-gamma libraries and sources may be used. (Note: The
ORIGEN-S source spectra must have the same energy group structure as the cross-section library used in
SAS 1.) Depending on the cross-section library type (neutron only, gamma only, or coupled) used in the
calculation, SAS 1 will employ the appropriate portion of the coupled source located on the ORIGEN-S output
file. Source spectra from the user input file or the ORIGEN-S output file can be specified for more than one
zone. For applications involving spent nuclear fuel, the SAS2H module (see Sect. S2) within SCALE could
be used to simulate the fuel depletion and generate the fuel source spectra. Saving the output from unit 71 of
a SAS2H case provides the ORIGEN-S output file containing the source spectra (see Sect. S2.5.6).

The shielding module of the SAS 1 sequence-XSDRNPM-requires the source spectra normalized
on a per unit volume basis. For spectra from ORIGEN-S output files, the SAS I module assumes a source
spectra normalized on a per assembly basis [standard from a SAS2H case] and uses the following formula to
modify the source spectra to a per unit volume basis:

Si NASS

ZVOL

where
si = source strength for energy group i per unit volume
Si = source strength for energy group i per assembly from ORIGEN-S output file
NASS = SAS 1 input parameter (integer) indicating the number of assemblies in the source

zone
ZVOL = SAS 1 input parameter indicating the volume of the actual source zone.

If an assembly fraction is required (as may be for consolidated fuel), the ZVOL parameter can be adjusted since
NASS must be an integer.
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For stand-alone ORIGEN-S cases, the units for the source spectra on the ORIGEN-S output file
depend on the BASIS provided in data block 6 of the ORIGEN-S input (see Sect. F7.6. 10). The "basis" or
units for the source spectra on the file can be obtained from the printout of the corresponding ORIGEN-S case.
Knowing the units for the source, the SAS 1 user can convert the source units to the per unit volume basis by
using appropriate input values for the ZVOL and NASS parameters. SAS 1 always uses the above formula
to convert the ORIGEN-S file source to the properly normalized source for use in SAS 1.

Source spectra input in the user input file are renormalized to the input source strength per unit
volume. For flexibility, variables to specify the total unit volume neutron source strength (XNN) and total unit
volume photon source strength (XNG) are provided in SAS 1.

Boundary source spectra input from the XSDRNPM criticality calculation in SASIX require no
normalization.

S1.2.2 MESH INTERVAL SIZE SPECIFICATION

For each zone entered in the SAS 1 input, the user is required to input the number of equal-size mesh
intervals desired for that zone. This method of specifying the mesh was selected because it is easy to input
while still providing the user with control of the mesh size from zone to zone. The completely automatic mesh
generator developed for the SAS2H control module (see Sect. S2.2.9) is adequate for the specific class of
problems for which it was designed, but unsatisfactory mesh intervals can be generated when it is applied to
other classes of problems. Because SAS1 was developed for solving general 1-D shielding problems, the
currently available automatic mesh generator was not used. Therefore, the SASI user must exercise some
judgment in specifying the number of zone mesh intervals, or unsatisfactory results could be obtained.

Ideally, the mesh spacing in a material should be no more than the shortest mean free path obtained
by comparing neutron and gamma cross sections for all energy groups. This procedure has the potential to
generate a very fine, but perhaps costly and unneeded, mesh spacing. For example, in heavy metal shields
where the mean free path for low-energy gammas is very short, these criteria can be loosened. Trial and error,
or a lot of a priori experience, is necessary to obtain a sufficiently adequate and efficient mesh size for a
problem. The final criterion by which to judge the input mesh is the flux profile. A smoothly varying flux
profile is desired. However, some general suggestions can be provided for the novice user seeking a point of
reference from which to start a calculation:

1. In a gamma radiation field, the mesh size for a heavy-metal shield should range from about
0.3 (uranium) to 0.7 cm (iron). If no gammas are present, the mesh size can be increased to about
1.0 cm.

2. In a neutron radiation field, typical neutron moderators should have a mesh size of 0.8 to 1.0 cm. For
some materials such as carbon, the mesh size can be increased to about 2.0 cm.

3. A typical mesh spacing for light elements is 1.0 cm.

4. For gases and voids, the mesh spacing can be rather large, 3 to 5 cm.

5. Radical changes in the mesh size from one zone to the next can be detrimental, particularly because
greater flux gradients typically occur at material interfaces. If necessary, the SASi user can provide
extra zones with intermediate mesh spacings on either side of a material interface to provide for
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better transition from one material mesh size to another. (Note: Radical mesh size changes within the
same material can also cause large undesirable flux changes between the mesh intervals.)

The previous suggestions provide a minimum of guidance to the inexperienced user, but all users are
duly cautioned that only after the calculation is complete can the results be analyzed and the mesh judged
adequate. The appropriate check is the groupwise scalar fluxes (in XSDRNPM output). These should not
undergo significant changes (>50%) from one interval to the next. Again, exceptions occur because the low-
energy fluxes may be allowed to change radically from interval to interval without affecting the validity of the
final doses. Thus, when there is uncertainty in the user's mind, the safest and best approach is to repeat the
calculation with a finer mesh until successive calculations show little or no change in the desired dose results.

S1.2.3 COMBINED CRITICALITY AND SHIELDING CALCULATIONS

After the original SAS 1 module was developed and tested, an enhancement was added that allows the
user to take the leakage spectrum from an XSDRNPM criticality calculation and input it as a boundary source
to subsequent shielding calculations. This option can be valuable in assessing the effectiveness of criticality
accident alarms at various locations when shielded by different materials. The modifications were made using
existing input variables such that there is no impact on the input for previous SAS I and SAS 1X calculations.

The SAS lX procedure executes BONAMI, NITAWL-ll, and XSDRNPM to process cross sections
for subsequent shielding calculations by XSDRNPM. Although the first XSDRNPM calculation called by
SASIX was originally intended to produce cell-weighted cross sections, the analysis can also be used to
provide the value and the leakage spectrum for the 1-D geometry input with the MULTIREGION treatment
(see Sect M7.2.4.3). When properly specified, the SAS IX sequence reads the angular flux file written by the
first XSDRNPM criticality calculation and prepares a boundary source for input to subsequent XSDRNPM
shielding calculations. This boundary source is input to the boundary of the first zone of the shielding problem.
This first zone must be designated as a void region, and its boundary dimension must be identical to the outer
boundary of the XSDRNPM criticality calculation.

Error checking for consistent input is performed to ensure that the input for this SAS 1X option is
accurate. The following checks are performed:

1. The geometry option input to the Material Information Processor must be MULTIREGION.

2. The zone designated for the boundary flux input must be a void region and must be the first zone of
the shielding analysis.

3. The boundary dimension of the zone designated for the boundary flux input must be identical to the
outer boundary dimension of the XSDRNPM criticality calculation.

4. The number of intervals in the zone designated for the boundary flux input must equal one.

5. The angular quadrature (ISN) for the XSDRNPM criticality and shielding calculations must be
identical.

No mixture that is used in the XSDRNPM criticality calculations may be used in the XSDRNPM shielding
calculation.
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In order to obtain a calculation of activities from XSDRNPM with SAS IX, the user must input a trace
amount of the ACITVITIES dummy nuclide from the Standard Composition Library in one of the mixtures
in the XSDRNPM shielding calculation. This is not necessary when using the SASI sequence because the
sequence automatically places the ACTIVITIES dummy nuclide on the cross-section library. However, in
the SASIX sequence the XSDRNPM criticality calculation generates a second cross-section library with
the cell-weighted cross sections that are used in the XSDRNPM shielding calculation. This library does not
contain the ACTIVITIES nuclide; thus it must be input by the user.

The dose results from SASIX are given in rem/hour normalized to a fission source rate of 1 fission
neutron born/second. In order to normalize the dose to total fissions, the following calculation should be
performed:

Dose (rem) = total fissions*dose rate Iremh * 1 neutron/s * 1 h
neutronsls fission rate (fissions/s) 3600 s

The dose rate is taken from the XSDOSE output, and the fission rate is taken from the XSDRNPM criticality
case output Dose rates from the optional XSDRNPM calculation of activities can be interpreted in the same
manner.

In order to normalize the dose rate to power, the following calculation should be performed:

Dose rate (rem/h) = dose rate ( nemlh ) * power (watts) *

1 neutron/s 1
fission rate(fissonsls) eg rwatt-ssi

energy per fission fsin

where energy per fission is typically on the order of 3 x 101 watt-s/fission. Caution should be exercised in
using the equations presented above if dose factors other than the default ANSI standard are used. The units
of measure for other dose factors may differ, requiring modifications to the above equations.

S1.2.4 SPECIAL FEATURES AND PARAMETER DEFAULT VALUES

The SAS 1 control module has been developed to enable several different shielding calculations to be
run using the same cross-section working library. This is done by separating data for the cross-section
processing and data for the shielding analysis by a Problem Control Card. If the Problem Control Card in the
input data is left blank, additional shielding problems following the current problem will be solved using the
same cross-section set and mixing table. If this card contains the keyword LAST, the program terminates on
completion of the current problem. Generation of the cross-section working library can also be skipped (i.e.,
calls to BONAMI NITAWL-II, XSDRNPM for cell-weighting are bypassed) by saving the working library
from a previous SAS 1 case (output from NITAWL-II to the file in unit 4) and using the PARM=RESTART
option on the module specification card (see Sect. S 1.4). For the restart case, the working library is read from
the file in unit 4, and the Material Information Processor portion of the data (see Sect. S 1.4) must be the same
as that used in preparation of the working library (to ensure a valid mixing table is generated). Generation of
a working library without execution of the shielding analysis can also be done by using the PARM=HALT
option on the module specification card. These features for using the same working library with multiple
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shielding calculations are very beneficial for design analyses when only the geometry or source specification
differs between problems. To use the PARM=HALT and PARM=RESTART options with the SASIX
sequence, the working library output by XSDRNPM to the file in unit 3 must be saved. If the XSDRNPM
boundary flux from the criticality calculation is to be used as a source in the shielding calculation, the file in
unit 94 (containing the angular boundary fluxes) must also be saved.

Another attractive feature of the SAS 1 module is the optional COLLAPSE parameter. This keyword
parameter is available as an option in the MORE DATA section of data for the Material Information
Processor. Engaging the COLLAPSE parameter causes the thermal neutron groups available on the cross-
section set to be collapsed to one group. The collapse is done using a typical thermal reactor flux spectrum
(Maxwellian to I/E to fission). The sources read from an ORIGEN-S file are also collapsed to remove multiple
thermal neutron groups. However, sources input in the user input file are assumed to be collapsed by the
user prior to input. In shielding problems where the neutron thermal group structure is not needed, the
COLLAPSE option can significantly enhance the calculational efficiency with little or no impact on the final
dose rates. In particular, this option is aimed at the 27-group neutron and 27n-18y group libraries available
in SCALE that contain 13 thermal neutron groups. As shown in the sample problems (Sect. S1.5), the
COLLAPSE option can prove very beneficial in reducing CPU time without affecting results.

Default values are provided in SAS 1 for parameters commonly used in XSDRNPM (for shielding
analysis) and XSDOSE. Parameters for which default values are provided, but that can be easily modified,
are shown in Table S 1.4.7.a The default values were selected for a variety of reasons. An angular quadrature
order (ISN) of 16 was chosen for use in XSDRNPM because it generally provides enough scattering angles
for the typical 1-D shielding problem. An angular quadrature of 8 is often adequate, but ISN = 16 is a more
prudent choice for thick shields. The outer iteration limit (1CM) of 4 was selected based on experience with
evaluating doses from spent fuel shipping casks using the SCALE 27n-18y group library. Cases run without
the COLLAPSE option typically took more than four outer iterations to converge (because of the large amount
of thermal upscatter), but the dose results were only slightly affected.

Default dose factor identifiers (IDs) and detector locations for use by XSDOSE are also provided in
SAS1. The default dose factors are the ANSI standard neutron and gamma flux-to-dose-rate factors.' The
default detector locations are at 0, 1, 2, and 4 m from the outer shield surface. In addition to the dose rates
available from the XSDOSE output of SAS 1, the dose rates internal to the shield are always provided in the
activity tables at the end of the XSDRNPM output. Activity No. 1 is the neutron dose (rem/h) based on the
ANSI neutron dose conversion factors, while Activity No. 2 is the gamma dose (rem/h) based on the ANSI
gamma dose conversion factors. A calculation of activities for the same dose factor identifiers may also be
obtained from XSDRNPM by specifying a trace amount of the ACTiVITIES dummy nuclide from the
Standard Composition Library in one of the mixtures in the shielding analysis. If optional dose factors are
specified in the input, the activities provided by XSDRNPM will use those specified.

aNote that the optional parameter data in the Material Information Processor input (see Table S 1.4.5) does
not affect the XSDRNPM case run for the shielding analysis.
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S13 PROGRAM FLOW

The general flow of the SAS 1 control module is given in this section along with a brief description of
the subroutines. An abbreviated flowchart for the SAS 1 sequence is shown in Fig. S 1.3.1. In the figure, the
SCALE driver is represented as the large rectangular block at the left, functional modules are represented by
hexagons, major program segments are contained in rectangularized ovals, and subroutines are denoted by
boxes. The SCALE driver (described in Sect. Ml) initiates the correct sequence based on the module name
read from the first card (module specification card) in the user input data file. Subroutine SAS 1 or subroutine
SAS IX is then accessed by the driver. Data are transferred from the SAS 1 module to the functional modules
and between functional modules by sequential binary data files.

As noted in previous sections, the functional modules accessed in SASI are described in detail in
Sects. F1-F4 of the SCALE Manual. Likewise, the Material Information Processor is described in Sect. M7.
In fact, all documentation pertaining to the Material Information Processor is valid here. Thus, only the
initiating subroutine C4DATA is described in the following subroutine descriptions. All subroutines in the
Shielding Data Processor program segment are briefly described.

SAS1 - This subroutine initiates an analytic sequence to perform cross-section processing without
cell-weighting, solve one or more 1-D radiation transport problems by discrete ordinates
calculations, and generate the radiation doses at points in, or outside of, the problem
boundary. It sets information in COMMON to communicate with the SCALE driver. It sets
the sequence indicator and loads it in COMMON. MAIN is called to activate the data
reading and checking procedure, and to provide information to the SCALE driver so that the
desired functional modules will be executed in the proper order.

SAS 1X - This subroutine is identical to subroutine SAS 1 except the sequence initiated performs an
eigenvalue calculation using the XSDRNPM module. Cell-weighted cross sections or the
leakage spectrum from this XSDRNPM analysis are used in the subsequent shielding
calculation.

MAIN- This routine is called from subroutines SAS1 or SASIX and opens the appropriate
input/output units based on the sequence to be run. Subroutine IONUMS is called to define
the input/output units used by the free-form data routines. On the first call to MAIN, data
preparation is initiated, and module execution flags are set for processing the cross-section
data. Flags are set to signal the SCALE driver to execute BONAMI and NITAWL-fl. If
called from SAS 1X, execution of XSDRNPM is also flagged. MAIN uses the subroutine
library routine ALOCAT to call C4DATA and initiate the Material Information Processor
(see Sect. M7.3 for more details). These program segments are accessed to read and check
the control module input data and prepare input data for the functional modules. After
completion of cross-section processing, the driver returns control to MAIN (via the SAS 1 or
SASiX subroutines). Flags are set to direct the SCALE driver to execute XSDRNPM and
XSDOSE for the shielding and dose analysis. DATIN is called via ALOCAT to initiate the
program segment entitled Shielding Data Processor. This program segment reads data input
to the control module and prepares the input data for execution of the functional modules.
If the program -control card is set to LAST, a flag is set to terminate the control module
following execution of XSDOSE. If there are other cases to follow, the program control card
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Figure S 1.3.1 General SASI flow diagram
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is blank, and the SCALE driver is instructed to return to MAIN following the execution of
XSDOSE in order to repeat the shielding analysis portion of the sequence with another set
of data.

ALOCAT- This routine is part of the SCALE subroutine library (Sect. M2). It is used to dynamically
allocate an array and pass it, along with its dimension, to another subroutine supplied as an
argument. It is used in SAS 1 to call C4DATA and DATIN.

C4DATA - This is the subroutine through which the Material Information Processor is activated. It
opens the units that will be used to pass data to the functional modules (96 for BONAMI,
97 for N1TAWL-II, and 98 for XSDRNPM). Throughout the subroutine, pointers are
defined for various types of data, and the STOP subroutine library routine is called to write
a message if the data arrays require more storage than is available. All other subroutines
called by C4DATA carry out operations to prepare and check data that will be used by the
functional modules activated by the sequence. A description of the other subroutines in the
Material Information Processor is provided in Sect. M7.3. A list of warning and error
messages issued by the Material Information Processor is provided in Sect. M7.7.

DATIN - This subroutine is called from MAIN via ALOCAT to initiate the program segment
designated the Shielding Data Processor. It calls all the subroutines used for data input and
data processing needed to prepare the XSDRNPM and XSDOSE input data files.

FREE-FORM Subroutines SCANON, SCANOF, IREAD, FREAD, and AREAD are a part of the SCALE
READING subroutine library and are called at various places throughout the program to control the
ROUTINES - reading of free-form data. SCANON and SCANOF turn on and off the scan-ahead feature

that checks to see if the next item in the input is an END. IREAD, FREAD, and AREAD
read input as integer, floating-point decimal, or alphanumeric data, respectively. See Sects.
M2 and M3 for more detailed descriptions of these library routines.

RDICE - This subroutine is called twice from DATIN. On the first call the ICE binary input file
(written by the Material Information Processor) is read to obtain the dimensions of the mixing
table. The second call reads the mixing table data from the ICE input file.

SETA - This subroutine is called by DATIN to read the problem title, coordinate system
specification, and the left boundary condition needed for slab and disc geometries. Library
routines SCANON, SCANOF, and AREAD are called.

RDZON - This subroutine reads the zone description data and transfers it to a scratch data set. It
counts the number of various types of entries for use in dimensioning the appropriate data
storage arrays. Library routines SCANON, SCANOF, AREAD, IREAD, and FREAD are
called.

BFLUX - This subroutine reads the XSDRNPM angular flux file to obtain the boundary flux from the
XSDRNPM criticality analysis input to the shielding analysis.
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ZONDAT - This subroutine reads the scratch data set written by RDZON and loads the zone data into
the appropriate arrays.

SOURCE - This subroutine is called from DATIN to read the input source spectra from an ORIGEN-S
binary output data set and/or from the user input file. Library routine FREAD is called.

SETB - This subroutine is called from DATIN to read optional parameter values that override the
default values. Library routines AREAD, FREAD, and IREAD are called.

DOSD1 - This subroutine reads the dimensions needed by XSDOSE and sets the array sizes for the rest
of the XSDOSE data arrays. Library routine FREAD is called.

DOSD2 - This subroutine is called by DATIN to read the remainder of the data used by XSDOSE. It
sets the default values of dose factor IDs and detector locations when the default values are
used. Library routines FREAD, SCANON, and SCANOF are called.

CORMIX - This subroutine modifies the mixing table to make homogenized mixtures of source zone
material with other input mixtures as required by the module data input. It is called from
DATIN.

SNORM - This subroutine normalizes the input source spectra to the correct values for each source
zone. Normalization of both ORIGEN-S and user input file source spectra are done.
SNORM is called by DATIN.

XSDRNA- This subroutine is called by DATIN to prepare the input data required by the functional
module XSDRNPM. The data are written, in binary, on the appropriate units for use in the
subsequent XSDRNPM execution by the SCALE driver.

XSDOSA- This subroutine is called by DATIN to prepare the input data required by the functional
module XSDOSE. The data are written, in binary, on the appropriate unit for use in the
subsequent XSDOSE execution by the SCALE driver.

In addition to the subroutines described above, the SAS 1 module makes use of several of the
subroutines described in the SCALE subroutine library (Sect. M2).
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S1.4 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION

The input to SASI consists of an Analytical Sequence Specification Card, the Material Information
Processor data, a problem control card, and the shielding problem data. An outline of the SAS 1 input is
provided in Tables S1.4.1-S1.4.6. The data for each segment are entered using the SCALE free-form reading
routines described in detail in Sect. M3. A review of the free-form input features is provided below, followed
by the input requirements for each segment of data.

The word 'END" is a special data item An "END" may have a name or label associated with it. The
name or label associated with an "END" is separated from the "END" by a single blank and is a maximum of
12 characters long. At least 2 blanks MUSTfollow every labeled and unlabeled "END." It is the user's
resoonsibilitv to ensure compliance with this restriction. Failure to observe this restriction can result in the
use of incorrect or incomplete data without the benefit of warning or error messages.

S1.4.1 ANALYTICAL SPECIFICATION CARD

The analytical sequence specification =SAS1 or =SAS1X ("#" can also be used in place of "=") should
begin in column 1. The SAS1X sequence prepares cell-weighted cross sections (by XSDRNPM) for use as
a homogenized mixture in the subsequent XSDRNPM shielding calculations. Input data for the sequence can
be checked, or portions
beginning in column 11.

PARM=CHECK
PARM=CHK

PARM=SIZE nnnnnn

PARM=HALT

PARM=RESTART

of the sequence execution can be skipped, by entering various keyword options

This option causes the input data to be read and checked without execution
of any functional modules. Appropriate error messages are printed.

The region size for a problem can be specified by the user by entering
PARM=SIZE nnnnnn starting after column 10 of the analytical sequence
specification. The region size, nnnnnn, is specified in words. The default size
is 200000.

This option causes the sequence to halt after generation of the cross-section
library. The Shielding Problem Data input is read and checked even though the
shielding modules are not executed.

This option allows a mixing table to be generated with the input material
information data but allows the cross-section preparation modules to be skipped
and, instead, uses an existing working library (consistent with the material
information data) read on unit 4 and the boundary flux file on unit 94 (if
XSDRNPM boundary source is input).

The PARM=HALT and PARM=RESTART options can be cost-effective when many shielding analyses are
to be performed with a single cross-section library over a period of time.
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Table S 1.4.1 Outline of data for SAS 1 module

Data
position Type of data Data entry Comments

I Sequence specification =SASI or
=SAS IX

Begin in column 1. PARM=CHK beginning in column
11 checks the input for errors, while PARM=HALT and
PARM=RESTART, respectively, stop and restart the
sequence after completion of the Material Information
Processor

80 characters (prints 72 characters in XSDRNPM)2 Title Enter a tide

3 Cross-section
library name

4 Type of calculation

27N-18COUPLE
22N-18COUPLE
18GROUPGAMMA
27BURNUPLIB

INFHOMMEDIUM
LATTICECELL
MULTIREGION

These are the commonly used cross-section libraries
available in SCALE for shielding analyses. See Sect. M4

These are the available options. See the explanation in
Sect. M7.4.3. Note the LATrICECELL specification
is normally applicable only for the SAS IX sequence where
cell-weighted cross sections are desired

5 Standard composition
specification
data

Enter the
appropriate
data

Terminate this data block with END COMP.
Table S1.4.2. Section C4.4.4 provides a detailed
explanation.

See

6 Cell geometry
specification

7 Optional parameter
data

Enter the
appropriate
data (Omit for
INFHOMMEDIUM)

Enter the desired
data

Omit for INFHOMMEDIUM.
See Table S1.4.3 for LATTICECELL.
See Table S1.4.4 for MULTIREGION.
Detailed explanations are provided in Sects. M7.4.6 and
M7.4.7

Precede this data block by MORE DATA if more
parameter data are to be entered. Otherwise, omit
these data entirely. See Table S1.4.5 for parameter
description. See Sect. M7.4.8 for more information

8 Terminate
information
processor data

9 Problem
control card

END

Blank or
LAST

Must begin in column 1. Except for END COMP,
this is the only END keyword in the Material Information
Processor data that should start in column one

Keyword LAST (begin column one) indicates the
subsequent shielding problem data is the last to be entered.
A blank record indicates another problem control
card/shielding problem data combination is expected

10 Shielding
problem data

Enter appropriate
data

See Table S1.4.6

11 Terminate
analytic sequence

END Must begin in column 1. Repeat entries 9, 10, and 11 for
1 1 for additional shielding problems
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Table S 1.4.2 Material if ormation Processor data: standard composition specifications

Entry Variable Entry
number name Type of data requirement Comments

1 SC Standard composition
component name

Al ROTH Theoretical density
of material (g/cc)

A2 NEL Number of elements
in the material

A3 IVIS No longer used but
must still be entered

A4 ICP Compound indicator

A5 IRS No longer used but
must still be entered

A6 NCZA D: number (from far
right column of Table
M8.2.1)

A7 ATPM Number of atoms of
this element per
molecule of arbitrary
material
or
Weight percent of this
element in this
arbitrary material

2 MX Mixture ID number

Always Enter once for each standard composition. Enter the
alphanumeric description from Table M8.2.1. Additional
allowed names include those beginning with ARBM for
arbitrary materials, and SOLN for solutions

ARBM Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material

ARBM Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material

ARBM Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material. Enter 0 or 1.

ARBM Enter once for each standard composition component that is
an arbitrary material. Enter 1 for a compound and 0 for
alloys, mixtures, etc.

ARBM Enter once for each standard composition component that
is an arbitrary material. Enter 0 or 1.

ARBM Repeat the sequences A6 and A7 for each element
in the arbitrary material before entering entry
number 2. Enter the number from the far right column of
Table M8.2.1. (Premixed standard compositions cannot be
used in an arbitrary material definition.)

ARBM
and
ICP=1

or
ARBM
and
ICP=O

Repeat the sequence A6 and A7 for each element
in the arbitrary material before entering entry 2. Do not
enter a value unless ICP=l

or
Repeat the sequence A6 and A7 for each element
in the arbitrary material before entering entry number
2. Do not enter a value unless ICP=0

Always Enter once for each standard composition component
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Table S 1.4.2 (continued)

Entry Variable Entry
number name Type of data requirement Comments

Si FD Fuel density (grams of U
or Pu per liter of solution)

S2 AML Acid molarity of the
solution

01 SPGR Specific gravity of the
solution

SOLN

SOLN

Enter once for a solution

Enter once for a solution. AML=0 if there is no acid
in the solution

or
ROTH

or
Density of the basic
standard composition

Optional If the specific gravity (SPGR) of the solution is known,
it should be entered as SPG=SPGR

or
If the density of a basic standard composition (ROTH)
is to be entered, use DEN=ROTH

3 VF Density multiplier

4 ADEN Number density (atoms/b-
cm) for the nuclide

5 TEMP Temperature, in degrees K

6a 1ZA Isotopes ZA number

See
comment
column

VF=0

Enter the density multiplier (density fraction, volume
fraction, or a combination). Default value is 1. This
item can be omitted if entries 4, 5, 6a, and 6b are also
omitted. VF=0 is not allowed for SOLN or ARBM

Enter only if VF=0.0

See Default value is 293 K. This entry can be omitted
comment if entries 6a and 6b are also omitted
column

VF¢0 Enter for each isotope in the standard composition
component. Omit if VF=0. Entries 6a and 6b are entered in
pairs until each isotope in the component is defined

6b WTP Weight percent of the
isotope

7 b END Terminate a standard
composition

VFPe0 Enter for each isotope in the standard composition
component. Omit if VF=0.0. Entries 6a and 6b are entered
in pairs until each isotope in the component is defined

Always Enter once for each standard composition component.
This terminates the data for a standard composition
component. Enter END to terminate the component. Repeat
entries 1 through 7 until all the mixtures have been defined.
At least two blanks must separate entry 7 from the next entry

END
COMP

Terminate the data block Terminus Enter once for a problem. Enter the words END
COMP when all the standard composition components have
been described. At least two blanks must follow the keyword
END COMP

aSee Sect. M7.4.4 for detailed description of each input variable.
bNOTE: Entry 7 should not begin in column 1 unless a name is associated with it. At least two blanks should separate the last

entry 7 from the keyword END COMP.
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Table S 1.4.3 Material Information Processor data:
unit cell specification for LATTICECELL problemsa

Entry Variable Entry
number name Tye of data requirement Data entry Comments

I CTP Type of lattice Always

2 PITCH Arraypitch

3

4

5

6

7

FUELOD

MFUEL

MMOD

MMOD2

TKMOD2

Outside dimension
of fuel (cm)

Fuel mixture number

Moderator mixture
nurmber

2nd moderator
mixtue number

2nd moderator
thiclness
or
2nd m1oderatr
diameter (cm)

Outside diameter
of clad (cm)

Clad mixture number

Inside diameter of
clad (cm)

Gap mixture munber

Terminate
LATrICECELL data

Always

Always

Always

Always

Annular
Cell

ASYMSLABCELL

or
annular CCl

Ifflad

fclad

Ifgap

Ifgap

Always

SQUAREPITCH
ASQUAREPITCH
ASQP
TRIANGPITCH
ATRIANGPITCH
ATRP
SPHSQUAREP
ASPHSQUAREP
ASSP
SPHTRIANGP

ASPETRIAGP

ASTP

SYMMSLABCELL
ASYMSLABCELL

Appropriate

Appropnate

dimension

Mixture number

Mixture number

Mixture nunber

Thckneas

or
Diameter

Clad OD

Mixture number

Clad ID

Mixtare nurnber

END

follow entry 12

Describes the type of lattice or array
configuration
Use for cylindrical rods in a square pitch
Use for anular cylindrical rods in a square pitch
Use for annular cylindrical rods in a square pitch
Use for cylindrical rods in a triangular pitch
Use for annular cylindrical rods in a triangular pitch
Use for annular cylindrical rods in a triangular pitch
Use for spherical pellets in a cubic lattice
Use for annular spherical pellets in a cubic lattice
Use for annular spherical pellets in acubic lattice
Use for spherical pellets in a bicentered or face-centered hexagonal dose-
packed lattice
Use for spherical pellets in a bioentered or face-centered hexagonal close.
packed lattice
Use for spherical pellets in a bicentered or face-centered hexagonal close-
packed lattice
Use for a symmetric amray of slabs
Use for a periodic but asymmetric array of slabs

The centerto-center spacing (cm) between fuel lunps. For
(cm)dimensionasymnmetric slab oell, enter the distance from the center of
one moderator to the center of the other moderator (cm)

Outside dianeter of fuel (cm), or the thickness of the fuel in a slab

Mixture mnuber representing the fuel

Mixwre number representing the moderator

Mixture number representing the second moderator

Thicluess of the second moderator (cm) for ASYMSLABCELL

or
Diareter of inner moderator (cm) forotberannular cells

OMIT IF NO CLAD. For a slab, CLADOD is the sum of thickness
of the fuel, gap, and clad

OMIT IF NO CLAD. Mixture number representing the clad

OMIT IF NO GAP between the fuel and clad

OMIT IF NOGAP between the ful and dad. A mixture number of zero is
often used

Terninate the LATTICECEILL input data by entering the word
END. Do not start in column 1. At least two blanks must

10

12

12

CLADOD

MCLAD

CLADID

MGAP

END

'See Sect. M7.4.6 for detailed description of each input variable.
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Table S 1.4.4 Material Information Processor data: geometry specification for MULTIREGION problemsa

Entry Variable Entry
number nare Type of data reuimrement Data entry Conmm ents

1 CS Type ofgeometry Always Descnibes tbe type of geometry. The options are listed below
SLAB Use for slab geomete y
CYLINDRICAL Use for cylindrical geormetry
SPHERICAL Use for spherical geometry
BUCKLEDSLAB Use for slab geometry with a bukling correction for the two

transverse directions
BUCKLEDCYL Use forcyliniical geometry with a buckling correction in the axial

direction

2 BR Rigbloutside Required for VACUUM This provides a nonreturn condition at the boundary.
boundary BUCKLEDSLAB REFLECTED Do not use for cylindrical or spherical
condition & PERIODIC Do not use for cylindrical or spherical

BUCKLEDCYL WHITE This provides isotropic return at the boundary
Optional for other Default is VACUUM.
geometnes

3 BL Left/inside Required for VACUUM This provides a nonreturn condition a the boundary
boundasy BUCXLEDSLAB REFLECTED Recommended for cylindrical or spherical

condition & PERIODIC Do not use for cylindrical or spherical
BUCKLEDCYL WHITE This provides isotropic return at the boundary
Optional for other Default is REFLECTED.
geometries

4 ORGN Location of left BUCKLEDSLAB Appropriate Default is 0.0. Should not be changed for cylindrical or spherical
boundary on the & dimension geometry. A value must be entered if subsequent data are to
x-axis (cm) BUCKLEDCYL be entered

Optional for other
geometries

5 DY Buckling height (cm) BUCKLEDSLAB Appropriate OMIT FOR SLAB, CYLINDRICAL, and SPHERICAL This
& dimension corresponds to one of the transverse dimensions of an actual

BUCKLEDCYL 3-D slab assernbly or to the length of a finite cylinder

6 DZ Buckling depth BUCKLEDSLAB Appropriate OMIT UNLESS BUCXLEDSLAB WAS SPECIFIED. This

dimension is the buckling depth corresponding to the second transverse
dimension

7 END End geometry Always END Enter the word END. Do not start in column 1. At least two
parameters blanks must separate entry 7 frorn the first entry 8

8 MXZ Mixture number in Always Mixture Repeat entry numbers 8-10 until all zones we defined Enter

the zone number the mixture number for this zone

9 RZ Outside radius of the Always Appropriate Repeat entry numbers 8-10 until all zones are defined. Enter
zone (cm) dimension the outside dimension of the zone (cm)

10 XMOD External moderator Optional Repeat entry numbers 8-10 until all zones we defined

index Entry 10 is optional and can be omitted. If it is omitted, repeat
entries 8 and 9 until all zones are defined

NOEXTERMOD No moderating materials in the adjacent zones
ONEEXTERMOD A moderating material is present in one adjacent zone
TWOEXTERMOD Moderating materials ae present in two adjacent zones

END ZONE Terminate zone data END ZONE Enter when all zones have been defined by repeating entries 8
daaigh 10 foreach zone. At least two blanks must follow this entry

'See Sec. M7.4.7 for detailed information on each input variable.
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Table S1.4.5 Material Information Processor data: optional parameter dataa

Entry Keyword Type of Module - -
number name data using data Comments

Summary of available optional parameter data (see Sect. M7.4.8)

1 MORE DATA Input flag This signals that optional parameter data are to be entered

2 ISN=

3 SZF=

4 IIM=

5 ICM=

6 EPS=

7 PTC=

8 BKI=

9 iUS=

Order of
angular
quadrature

Spatial mesh
size factor

Maximum
number of
inner
iterations

Maximum
number of
outer
iterations

Overall
convergence
criteria

Point
convergence
criteria

Buckling
factor

Upscattering
scaling factor

XSDRNPM The default value is 8. This allows using another value

XSDRNPM The default value is 1.0
SZF<1.0 gives a finer mesh
SZF>1.0 gives a coarser mesh

XSDRNPM The default value is 20. This allows using another value

XSDRNPM The default value is 25. This allows using another value

XSDRNPM The default value is 0.0001. This allows using another
value

XSDRNPM The default value is 0.0001. This allows using another value

XSDRNPM The default value is 1.420892. Use ONLY for a
MULTIREGION problem that specifies BUCKLEDSLAB
or BUCKLEDCYL

XSDRNPM The default value is zero. IUS=0 does not utilize upscatter
scaling. IUS=I uses upscatter scaling to accelerate the
solution and/or speed convergence

10 RES= Resonance BONAMI
data NITAWL

Enter the mixture number, geometry type (SLAB,
CYLINDER, SPHERE) and the thickness of the slab or
radius of the sphere or cylinder, in cm. Optionally enter the
inner radius (cm) to specify an annular cylinder or sphere.

11 DAN(mm)= Dancoff
factor for the
specified
mixture

BONAMI
NITAWL

Enter the mixture number to which the Dancoff factor
applies, mmn, inside the parentheses; enter the Dancoff factor
after the equal sign

Repeat items 10 and 1 1 for all resonance mixtures used in
the problem that are not treated in the LA1TICECELL or
MULTIREGION description
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Table S 1.4.5 (continued)

Entry Keyword Type of Module
number name data using data Comments

12 BAL= Key to print XSDRNPM The default is FINE. BAL=NONE causes the balance
balance tables table print to be suppressed. BAL-ALL prints all balance

tables. BALFINE prints only the fine-group balance tables

13 DY= First XSDRNPM The first transverse dimension in centimeters used in a
transverse buckling correction to calculate leakage normal to the
dimension principal calculation direction (i.e., the height of a slab or

a cylinder)

14 DZ= Second The second transverse dimension in centimeters used for
transverse a buckling correction (i.e., the width of a slab)
dimension

15 COF= Diffusion XSDRNPM The default is 0. See Sect. F3.5, 3$ array, variable
coefficient IPN
option for
transverse
leakage
corrections

16 FRD-= Unit from XSDRNPM Enter the unit number from which the flux guess for
which fluxes XSDRNPM will be read
will be read

17 FWR= Unit on XSDRNPM Enter the unit number where the binary fluxes from
which fluxes XSDRNPM will be written
will be written

18 DAB= Number of MJPb The default is 200. Number of blocks allocated for direct
direct access access unit 90
data blocks

19 COLL Key to MPe Enter COLL to collapse all thermal groups into one group
activate for the shielding sequences
collapse of
thermal
groups

20 END Terminus Terminate the optional parameter data

'See Sect. M7.4.8 for detailed information on each variable.
bMIP is the Material Information Processor.
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Table S 1.4.6 Input for shielding problem datae

Entry Variable Type of Entry Data
number name data requirement entry Comments

1 TITLE Title Always Enter a title 80 characters

2 CS Type of geometry Always SPHERICAL For spherical geometry
CYLINDRICAL For cylindrical geometry
SLAB For slab geometry
DISC For slab geometry with only disc-shaped portion of surface used

for dose evaluation; dose from top of a cylinder

Left boundary SLAB or VACUUM No return condition at boundary
3 BL condition DISC REFLECTED Mirror reflection at boundary

._______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 MXZ Mixture number
in zone

5 RZ Outer zone
dimension

6 IMZ Mesh intervals for
zone

7 ISZ Source identifier
for zone

Always

Always

Always

Always

Valid mixture
number for zone

Appropriate outside
dimension of zone (cm)

Number of equal
mesh intervals

0, no source; N, source
from ORIGEN-S
file or from XSDRNPM
criticality case; -N,
source from user input file

Valid mixture number
or 0 for void

Volume fraction
or 0 if not used

=0 XSDRNPM
boundary source
>0 unit number with
ORIGEN-S file

S MIXC Mixture number to ISZ*0
mix with MXZ

9 VFC Volume fraction of ISZ*0
MIXC

10 NSOU Unit number with ISZ>0
ORIGEN-S output
file

11 NPOS Source position ISZ>O
number on & NSC
ORIGEN-S file

12 ZVOL Values to convert ISZ>0
source to per cm3  & NSC
basis

13 NASS Number of fuel ISZ>0
assemblies in a & NSC
zone

14 XNN Neutron ISZ<0
normalization
factor

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone
Enter 0 for void, 500 for ceD-weighted mixture

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone. Enter I for the first zone if a
boundary source is used (see Sect. SI.2.3)

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone
If now,% zone will be composed of mixture MIXC and mixture
MXZ so that pam = (VFC)I(p,,9) (I - VFC)(p,)

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone
Position number obtained from ORIGEN-S printout

For spectra in per assembly units
Enter inverse of value for conversion to per cm3 of zone
(see Sect. Sl 2.1). Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

For spectra in per assembly units (see Sect SI.2.1)
Set to I if not used
Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

Source position
1U>0 number

OU>O
Zone volume (cm3 )
conversion
parameter

Integer number of
OU>0 assemblies in

zone

Total source
strength per cm3

15 XNG Gamnma
normalization
factor

ISZ<0 Total source
strength per cm3

Repeat items 4-15 for each zone

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table S1.4.6 (continued)

Entry Variable Type of Entry Data
number name data requirement entry Comments

END Keyword Completion of END ZONE Enter once for a problem after all data for zones have been entered.
ZONE to zone input

tenninate data
zone

16 SOU Source spectra Any ISZ<0 One entry per group Repeat spectrum entries for each source
._______________________________________________________________________________________________

17 Optional Optional ISN=integer Enter to change order of angular quadrature (16)
parameter data IIM-integer Enter to change inner iteration limit (20)

ICM=integer Enter to change outer iteration limit (4)
IDI=-110/1 Enter to change flux edit option (-1)
SC7-integer Enter to change order of Legendre expansion used (3)
PRT=-21-1/OIN Enter to change cross-section print option (-2)
PBT=-110/1 Enter to change balance table print (0)
EPS=floating point number Enter to change overall convergence (IEA4)
PTC=floating point number Enter to change flux convergence (I E4)
DY=floating point number Buckling height of cylinder or slab (0)
DZ=floating point number Buckling width of slab (0)
IFSI0/I Enter I to eliminate fission source (0)
NDETEC=integer Enter to change default detector locations
NFACTR=integer Enter to change default dose factor IDs

._______________________________________________________________________________________________

18 READ Keyword Items 19,20, READ XSDOSE Input to allow entry of data for XSDOSE-items 21,
XSDOSE 21, or 22 to 19-22

be entered

19 DIMENI Shield If SLAB, DISC, Height for SLAB Omit if SPHERICAL geometry
dimensions or CYLINDRICAL Disc radius for DISC
in cm geometries Height for CYLINDRICAL

20 DIMEN2 Shield SLAB Width of SLAB Omit if DISC, CYLINDRICAL, or SPHERICAL
dimensions geometry geometries
in cm

21 DOSE Dose factor IDs NFACTR>0 NFACTR entries See Table Sl.4.8
NFACTR=0 provides ANSI IDs

22 Detector NDETEC>O NDETEC detector NDETEC=0 gives 0, 1, 2,4 m from surface at
coordinates centerline
in cm

R for SPHERICAL
R,Z for CYLINDRICAL Z from cylinder bottom
RZ for DISC Z from surface
Y,Y,Z for SLAB X from surface of YZ slab

aSee Sect. S1.4.4 for detailed description of each input variable. Note dashed lines indicate blocking of input data into records whose
input should begin on a new line.
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To run SAS 1 and utilize more than one of the PARM options, use commas between each option and
parentheses or single quotes at the beginning and end:

=SAS 1 PARM=(CHECKSIZE=300000)
=SAS 1 PARM=(SIZE=300000,CHECK)
=SAS 1 PARM='CHECKSIZE,300000'
=SAS 1 PARM='SIZE-300000,CHECK'

S1A.2 MATERIAL INFORMATION PROCESSOR DATA

These data are needed to generate the mixing table and cross sections used in the shielding analysis.
The input for this portion of the data is described in detail in Sects. M7.4.3-M7.4.8. An outline of the data entry
requirements is provided in Table S1.4.1. Tables S1.4.2-S1.4.5 provide a summary of the input format for the
standard composition data, cell geometry specifications, and optional parameter data. These data must be
terminated with an END beginning in column 1.

S1.4.3 PROBLEM CONTROL CARD

This card allows the user to control the number of subsequent shielding analyses performed with the
cross-section working library. If this card contains the keyword LAST (starting in column one), the job will
terminate at the end of the calculation for the Shielding Problem Data following this card. If this card is left
blank, another Problem Control Card/Shielding Problem Data combination is expected, and the same working
library and mixing table will be utilized.

S1A.4 SHIELDING PROBLEM DATA

The Shielding Problem Data are used to describe the shielding geometry, radiation sources, detector,
and dose information used by the problem. This input segment must be terminated with the keyword END
beginning in column 1. Other occurrences of the keyword END used in this input segment must not begin in
column 1. If a blank Problem Control Card precedes this set of Shielding Problem Data, then another
combination of Problem Control Card and Shielding Problem Data is expected by the control module. Input for
the Shielding Problem Data is outlined in Table S1.4.6. The following detailed explanation denotes variable
names with capital letters and input keywords or variable names by boldface capital letters.

1. TITLE An 80-character title of the shielding problem (only 72 characters will be printed by
XSDRNPM).

2. CS Type of geometry. The available input keywords are listed below.

SPHERICAL The shielding problem uses spherical geometry.

CYLINDRICAL The shielding problem uses cylindrical geometry.

SLAB The shielding problem uses slab geometry.
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DISC XSDRNPM solves the radiation transport problem in slab geometry, and
XSDOSE calculates the dose rates from a disc-shaped portion of the
outer slab surface. This is the option to use in evaluating the dose out the
top of a cylinder.

3. BL Left boundary condition. This parameter is required only when SLAB or DISC geometries are
specified. A reflected left boundary condition is automatically used by SPHERICAL and
CYLINDRICAL coordinate systems because the left boundary corresponds to the centerline. The
right boundary condition is set to vacuum for all geometry options. The available input keywords are
listed below.

REFLECTED All particles crossing the left boundary of the system are specularly reflected
(i.e., mirror image reflection).

VACUUM All particles crossing the left boundary of the system leave the system.

Items 4 through 15 of the Shielding Problem Data comprise the zone input data. Items 4 through 7
are required for each zone, while items 8 through 15 are used only for source zones. If a zone has no source,
only items 4 through 7 are entered. If a boundary source or a source from an ORIGEN-S output file is to be
used in a zone, items 4 through 9 and 14 through 15 are entered. The zone data must be terminated with an END
ZONE keyword.

4. MXZ Mixture number of material in this zone. This must be a mixture number defined in the
Material Information Processor data. To use cell-weighted cross sections generated by the
SAS 1X sequence, enter 500. Mixtures used to create the cell-weighted mixture 500 should
not be used as a zone mixture. Enter 0 for a void (SAS1 will instruct XSDRNPM to put the
first nonzero mixture in the zone and give it a density factor of 0.0). A 0 is rmquire in the first
zone if a combined criticality/shielding case is desired (see Sect. S1.2.3).

5. RZ Outer radius of this zone for spheres or cylinders, or distance from left boundary for slabs and
discs, in centimeters.

6. DMZ Number of space mesh intervals used by XSDRNPM in this zone (see Sects. S 1.2.2 and
S1.2.3). Enter 1 for the first zone if a boundary source is used (see Sect. S1.2.3).

7. ISZ Source identification number for this zone.
Enter 0 for zones with no source.
Enter a positive source identification number for a source spectrum input from an
ORIGEN-S output file or from the XSDRNPM criticality analysis.
Enter a negative source identification number for a source spectrum entered in the input file
in item 16 (SOU).

If this zone has no source (ISZ=0), this ends the data for the zone.

8. MIXC Mixture number of material to be mixed homogeneously with the source zone material such that
pzONE = VFC x P mmc + (1 - VFC)pmxz. Enter 0 to designate a void or if the first zone of a
combined criticality/shielding case (see Sect. S 1.2.3).
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9. VFC Volume fraction of mixture MIXC to be blended with mixture MXZ in the source zone. The
volume fraction of mixture MIXC in this zone will be VFC, while the volume fraction of
mixture MXZ actually used in this zone will then be (1.0 -VFC). Enter 0 if not used.

If the source spectrum is entered in the input file, skip to item 14.

10. NSOU Unit number for data set with ORIGEN-S output file containing the source spectrum. Enter
0 if a boundary source is used and terminate the data for this zone.

11. NPOS Position number of source spectrum on the ORIGEN-S output file. The position number and
the associated burnup and decay times are given in the ORIGEN-S printout. See Sect. F7 for
information needed to generate and save an ORIGEN-S output file. The output file is saved
in a SAS2H case by saving output to unit 71 (see Sect. S2.5.6).

12. ZVOL Parameter used for converting ORIGEN-S output file spectra to per-zone-unit volume (cm3).
Division of the spectra by this parameter value should convert it to a per-cm3 basis. For file
spectra with per assembly units, ZVOL should be the zone volume in cm3. See Sect. S1.2.1 for
a discussion.

13. NASS For file spectra with per assembly units [from SAS2H cases and many ORIGEN-S cases],
NASS is the number of assemblies in the zone. See Sect. S 1.2.1 for a discussion. Set to 1 if
not needed. WARNING: DO NOT ENTER 0. Entering 0 will eliminate source entirely.

Items 12 and 13 are used to convert the ORIGEN-S source spectra (Si) to a per-cm3 basis (si) by the formula
Si= NASS

l ZVOL

Knowing the units on Si (from ORIGEN-S or SAS2H printout), ZVOL and NASS can be input accordingly.
If the source spectra is from ORIGEN-S, this ends the data for the zone.

14. XNN Normalization factor for neutron source entered in the input file. Enter 0 if not used.

15. XNG Normalization factor for gamma source entered in the input file. Enter 0 if not used.

XNN and XNG are typically the total neutron and gamma source strength per unit volume (per cn3) in the zone.
For a coupled neutron/photon problem, if only one of these factors is nonzero, both sources will be normalized
such that the spectrum corresponding to the nonzero value gives the correct total source. For example, if
XNG=0 and XNN is nonzero, the final neutron source total will be correct, and the gamma source, if any, will
be altered by the same factor as the neutron source. For photon-only problems, XNN should be zero, while for
neutron-only problems, XNG should be zero.

END ZONE is used to terminate the zone data. Enter these keywords (do not start in column 1) after input of
data for the last zone.

16. SOU Source spectrum from cards in order from highest to lowest energy group. Repeat for each source
spectra. Each spectrum must have one entry for each group. If more than one source is entered, they
must be in order of the zone number the source is used in. If the same source is used in more than
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one zone, the spectrum must be repeated for each additional zone. If the COLLAPSE feature is used,
SOU should already be collapsed to reduce the thermal neutron groups to one.

17. Optional Parameters
Some of the commonly used parameters for XSDRNPM shielding calculations and XSDOSE are
assigned default values that are useful for many problems. If a value different from the default is
desired, it may be entered by specifying the parameter name followed immediately (no space) by an
equal sign and the desired value. For example, ICM=l0 changes the outer iteration limit to 10. One
or more of the parameters can be entered in any order. Default values are used for parameters not
entered. Each entry should be separated from the previous by a blank. Table S 1.4.7 provides a
description of the optional parameters and their default values.

18. READ XSDOSE
Keyword allowing entry of shield and detector data used by XSDOSE. Must be entered to allow
entry of items 19-21.

19. DIMEN1
Dimension (cm) describing the extent and/or location of the outer shield surface. For SLAB,
enter the slab height.
For DISC, enter the disc radius.
For CYLINDRICAL geometry option, enter the height.
Omit for the SPHERICAL geometry option.

20. DEMEN2
Secondary dimension (cm) describing the extent and/or location of the outer shield surface of slab.
Enter slab width. Omit for other geometries.

21. DOSE
Dose factor IDs (NFACTR entries). The available dose factor IDs in SCALE are provided in
Table S 1.4.8. If NFACTR=0 (the default value), the ANSI dose factor IDs are used and these entries
should be omitted.

22. Detector Coordinates (cm)
Omit if NDETEC=0 (the default value), and the detectors will be located by default at the surface,
and at 100, 200, and 400 cm from the surface along the centerline. If NDETEC > 0, then NDETEC
sets of coordinate entries are required. The input coordinates depend on the geometry option selected:

R Sphere radius for SPHERICAL geometry option.
R,Z Cylinder radius and height from bottom for CYLINDRICAL geometry option.
R,Z Disc radius and height from surface for DISC geometry option.
X,Y,Z Slab, x distance from the surface of a y by z section for SLAB geometry option.

23. END Terminate Shielding Problem Data. Always entered starting in column 1. This keyword also
terminates the analytic sequence if LAST is entered in the preceding Problem Control Card.
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Table S 1.4.7 Optional parameter input for the shielding problem data

Name Default Meaning, conmnents

ISN= 16 Order of angular quadrature

IIM= 20 Inner iteration maximum

ICM= 4 Outer iteration maximum. After ICM outer iterations, the problem will be forced
into the termination phase and the program will continue as if full convergence was
attained. A message to this effect is printed

ID1= -1 Flux edit option:

-1 no flux print,
0 scalar flux print,
I scalar flux and angular flux print

SCT= 3 Order of Legendre expansion to be used

0 Isotropic
1 P1
2 P3
3 P5

PRT= -2 Cross-section print option:

-2 no cross-section print,
-1 print 1-D cross sections,

ON print PL arrays through order N

PBT= 0 Balance table print option:

-1 no balance table print,
0 fine group balance table print,
1 fine and broad group balance table prints

EPS= 1.E-4 Overall problem convergence. This is used by XSDRNPM after each outer iteration
to determine if the problem has converged. A smaller value tightens the
convergence criteria; a larger value loosens the convergence criteria. See Sect.
M7.2.5.8 for additional information

PCT= 1.E4 Scalar flux convergence. This is the point flux convergence criteria used by
XSDRNPM to determine if convergence has been achieved after an inner iteration.
A smaller value tightens convergence; a larger value loosens it

DY= 0 First transverse dimension (cm) used by XSDRNPM in a buckling correction to
calculate leakage normal to the principal calculation direction (i.e., the height of a
cylinder or slab)

DZ= 0 Second transverse dimension (cm) used by XSDRNPM for buckling correction (i.e.,
the width of a slab)

IFS= 0 A value of 1 will cause the fission source to be eliminated

NDETEC= 0 Number of detectors for XSDOSE dose rate calculation. The default value of
NDETEC will automatically provide detectors located on the centerline at the
surface and at 100, 200, and 400 cm from the surface

NFACTR= 0 Number of dose factor IDs for dose rate calculation. The NFACTR default provides
dose factor IDs for the ANSI standard neutron and gamma dose factors
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Table S1.4.8 Special dose factor ID numbers available in SCALE

t
ID No.

9001

9002

9026

9027

9028

9029

9501

9502

9503

9504

Response function

Hurst dose factors (mradlh)I(neutronslcm 2 ls)

Snyder-Neufeld dose factors (mrad/h)/(neutronslcm2 ls)

Snyder-Neufeld conversion from flux to biological dose
(mrem/h)/(neutrons/cm2 /s)

Henderson conversion from neutron flux to absorbed dose rate in tissue
(rad/h)/(neutronslcm2 /s)

Straker-Morrison conversion factors (mrem/h)/(neutronslcm 2 /s)

ANSI standard (1977) neutron flux-to-dose-rate factors'
(rem/h)/(neutrons/cm2 /s)

Straker-Morrison conversion factors (mRlh)/(photonslcm2/s)

Henderson conversion factors (rad/h)/(photons/cm2/s)

Claiborne-Trubey conversion factors (rad/h)/(photons/cm2/s)

ANSI standard (1977) gamma-ray flux-to-dose-rate factors'
(rem/h)/(photons/cm2 /s)

Availabilitya

1,2

1,2

1,2

1,2

1

1,2,3,5

1,4

1,2,4

1,2,4

1,2,4

'Reference numbers of cross-section libraries:
1. 22N-18COUPLE
2. 27N-18COUPLE
3. 27BURNUPLJB
4. 18GROUPGAMMA
5. 27GROUPNDF4
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S1.5 SAMPLE PROBLEMS

S1.5.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The SAS1 control module provides automated analytic sequences that use the XSDRNPM and
XSDOSE codes to calculate the neutron and gamma fluxes and dose rates on the surface of a spent fuel
shipping cask or other shielded body and at other points beyond the outer surface of the body. XSDRNPM
is used to model one-dimensional (1-D) radiation transport through the shield, while XSDOSE is used to model
radiation transport from the exterior surface, through an external void, to the point or points of interest.
Preliminary cross-section processing is performed automatically as the SAS 1 control module first invokes the
BONAMI and N1TAWL-I resonance self-shielding codes. In the SASIX sequence, a preliminary XSDRNPM
calculation is performed to prepare cell-weighted cross sections for one region (typically the source region)
where a homogeneous representation of a heterogeneous configuration is desired. For example, the resulting
mixture 500 from a SAS1X LATTICECELL calculation can be used to represent the homogenized fuel
assemblies in one or more zones of the final XSDRNPM shielding calculation of the sequence. On the other
hand, if the cell weighting of the cross-section data is not deemed of great importance (as is frequently the case
in shielding calculations), the user may specify the actual volume fraction for each material in the homogenized
representation of the fuel (or other radioactive material) and invoke the basic SAS 1 sequence.

Although the SASi control module is designed to solve a variety of 1-D shielding problems, the
features of the module will be mainly illustrated via analysis of the spent fuel shipping cask shown in
Fig. S1.5.1. The cases that are illustrated are summarized in Tables S1.5.1 and S 1.5.2. The heavily annotated
input data for each case is included to illustrate how such a cask may be described under accident and
nonaccident conditions using a variety of modeling approximations and input options.a The modeling
approximations and input options illustrated included calculations (1) with and without the neutron shield,
(2) with and without the axial shock absorber, (3) using the LATTICECELL, MULTIREGION, and infinite
homogeneous media cross-section processing options, (4) collapsing down to 1 thermal group or retaining as
many as 13, (5) using or not using the buckling approximation in the 1-D shielding analysis, (6) entering the
source spectrum directly or reading an ORIGEN-S source file, (7) using lower order angular quadratures,
(8) allowing more outer iterations, (9) including more detector locations than those shown in Fig. S 1.5.1, and
(10) using alternate sets of flux-to-dose conversion factors. The radial and axial analyses for the shipping
casks are discussed in Sects. S1.5.2 and S1.5.3. The final sample problem discussed in Sect. S1.5.4
demonstrates the use of the SAS 1X sequence for a combined criticality and shielding problem as described in
Sect. S 1.2.3. Note that SASL sample problems 1-2, 5-8, and 22-25 are not included in the distribution
version of SCALE to reduce the amount of CPU time required for users to verify their installation of SAS 1.

Note that all problem results shown in Sects. SJ.5.2-SJ.5.4 represent those obtained during testing
of the module in an earlier version of SCALE on an IBM-3090 mainframe at ORNL. These results will not
exactly match those distributed with the code package. The inputfor the SAS] cases tested at ORNL were
prepared to ensure an exact match between the source input directly and the source provided by the
ORJGEN-S file. Users wishing to compare results between cases run at their installation will need to ensure
their sources also match (i.e., the ORIGEN-S source used by ORNL to test will not exactly duplicate that
generated at any specific installation).

aLines of input data containing an apostrophe () in column 1 will be ignored by the SASi input processor
and treated as an embedded comment. This feature is very helpful in documenting user input.
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Table S 1.5.1 Effect of using various options in the solution of the radial SAS 1 sample problem under different conditionsa

Fuel model used Collapse Neutron ORIGEN
in cross-section option shield source ISN=default (16) ISN=default (16) ISN=8

calculation used present file used ICM=default (4) ICM=1o ICM=default (4)

LATTICECELL (SAS IX) No Yes No 9.35/23.71 [1,245]b -

LATTICECELL (SASIX) No Yes Yes 9.35/23.71 [2,2451 - -

LATTICECELL (SASIX) Yes Yes No 9.72/23.89 [3,96]b - -

LATTICECELL (SASIX) Yes Yes Yes 9.72/23.92 [4,961 -

INFHOMMEDIUM (SASi) No Yes Yes 9.32/23.788 [5,242]c 9.55/24.02 [6,440] -

INFHOMMEDIUM (SASi) No No Yes 269.9/29.28 [7,238] 273.3/29.29 -

[8,370]
INFHOMMEDIUM (SASi) Yes Yes Yes 9.70/24.00 [9,94] 9.61/24.20 [10,33]de

INFHOMMEDIUM (SAS1) Yes No Yes 269.9/29.28 [13,90] 269.6/29.63 [14,32]

aMe tabulated results (Dn/Dg) show the calculated neutron and gamma dose rates in mrem/h on the surface of the cask under the various conditions. The data in brackets
[id, t] show the case id number corresponding to the sample input and the XSDRNPM running time (s) for the shielding problem on an IBM-3090.

bDose rates obtained using the collapsed 15n-library vs the 27n-library may differ more if one had a thermal-neutron-absorbing/gamma-producing material like boron in
the neutron shield near the outer portion of the cask. Such situations must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

cInput for case [5] also illustrates use of additional detector sites (NDETEC=6) and an additional set of flux-to-dose conversion factors.
dCase [11] was identical to case [101 except that an axial buckling of 595.64 cm was used in the XSDRNPM shielding calculation. In this case, Dn = 8.99 mrem/h, Dg

= 23.40 mrem/h, and the required CPU time was 33 s.
'Case [12] was identical to case [10] except that the outer fuel region and the adjacent void were smeared together in the XSDRNPM shielding calculation. In this case,

Dn = 9.92 mrem/h, Dg = 24.05 mrem/h, and the required CPU time was 32 s.



Table S 1.5.2 Effect of using various options in the solution of the
axial SAS 1 sample problem under different conditions

Geometric model Geometric model Collapse
for the N1TAWL for the XSDRNPM neutron With axial Without axial

cross-section shielding cross shock absorber shock absorber
calculation calculation' sections on the end on the end

MULTIREGION 15.28/12.40 [15,401]
1NFINITE SLAB BUCKLED SLAB Yes 15.27/12.38 [16,39]C 143.2/19.13 [17,29]

MULTIREGION
INFINiTE SLAB INFINITE SLAB Yes 132.0/31.74 [18,411 912.7/24.45 [19,311

INFHOMMEDIUM BUCKLED SLAB No 15.30/12.34 [20,115] 143.2/19.13 [21.85]

INFHOMMEDIUM BUCKLED SLAB Yes 15.27/12.38 [22,39] 143.2/19.13 [23,29]

INFHOMMEDIUM BUCKLED SLAB Yes 132.0/31.74 [24,41] 912.7/24.45 [25,31]

The tabulated results (Dn/Dg) show the calculated neutron and gamma dose rates in mrem/h on the end of the cask
under the various conditions. The data in brackets [id, tQ show the case ID number corresponding to the sample input, and
the XSDRNPM running time (s) for the shielding problem on an IBM-3090.

bIn all cases the finite radius of a circular disk corresponding to the end of the cask was used in the XSDOSE portion
of the shielding calculation. For values at points on the surface (reported above), this will make no difference, but for those
points farther away from the end of the cask, the actual size will affect the calculated dose rate and is correctly accounted
for by XSDOSE in all cases.

'Cases [15] and [16] are identical except that case [15] illustrates how to input the 27n-18y source spectra for the spent
fuel directly after the zone input data, while case [16] shows how to use the same data directly from an ORIGEN-S binary
source file.

S1.5.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RADIAL PROBLEMS

Cases 1 through 14 of Table S1.5.1 illustrate different approaches to the 1-D radial problem for the
cask shown in Fig. S 1.5.1.

Dose results using the ANSI-standard flux-to-dose conversion factors' are summarized in Table S 1.5.1
with the respective case number and computation time. Comparisons of these results show the effect of using
the various options and modeling approximations-both in terms of the calculated neutron and gamma dose
rates on the surface of the cask and the corresponding running time for the 1-D XSDRNPM shielding
calculation. Listings of the annotated input data for cases 1 through 14 may be found in the following tables:

Table S1.5.3
Table S1.5.4
Table S1.5.5
Table S 1.5.6

Cases 1-2
Cases 3-4
Cases 5-8
Cases 9-14
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Table S 1.5.3 Annotated input for cases 1 and 2

#saslx
cases 1 & 2 (prep) -- latticecell used for x-sect processing, collapse=no
27n-18couple latticecell

description of materials in a pwr fuel pin:
[see mix 8, below, for additional comments]

uo2 1 0.90172 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 2 1 560 end

mix 3 is used between the inner and outer row of assemblies in the cask:
ss304 3 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 3 7.7066e-2 end

mix 4 is the structural steel used in the cask body
mix 5 is the u-metal gamma shield
mix 6 is the neutron shield (defined here; used in some cases, but not all)
mix 7 is the internal basket material (ss304) between assemblies
mix 8 corresponds to nitrogen at 2 atm pressure, 560 deg-k (0.00122 g/cc).

note: users are generally free to use mixture number 0 to represent a void
in any geometric zone. the single exception is that it cannot be used as
the -moderator- when performing a lattice cell calculation for a dry cask.
in this case, the user must actually enter the standard composition
specifications for some other material that, for all practical purposes,
is the same as a void. here mix 8 has been used for that purpose.

ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end
ss304 7 0.11879 560 end
n 8 0.00122 560 end

' the keywords lend comp- should begin in column 1:
end comp

description of lattice in a westinghouse 17*17 pwr fuel assembly:
squarepitch 1.2598 0.8357 1 8 0.94996 2 end

end

case 1 -- latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=no, source spec entered below

note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

the -1 indicates that source spectrum 1 is entered below (after zone data)
xnn=6.91e+02 n/s/cc in homogenized spent fuel; xng=2.59e+10 photons/s/cc

500 12.75 20 -1 7 0.17994 6.91e+02 2.59e+10
3 21.72 8 0

zone 3 (like zone 1) consists of 17.994 vol% ss304 (mix 7), plus
82.006 vol% (= 100.0-17.994) homogenized fuel cells (mix 500)

500 38.05 30 -1 7 0.17994 6.91e+02 2.59e+10
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone' must not begin in column 1:
end zone
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Table S1.5.3 (continued)

27n-18g source spectrum 1 is now entered:
1.27e+01 1.45e+02 1.62e+02 9.06e+01 1.22e+02 1.33e+02 2.60e+01
20z
3.92e-01 1.84e+00 9.41e+00 2.34e+Ol 4.45e+04 3.58e+05 1.20e+07
4.83e+06 2.74e+08 1.08e+09 1.39e+09 9.90e+09 3.10e+09 2.83e+08
4.18e+08 1.52e+09 1.75e+09 6.19e+09

read xsdose
I enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
last
case 2 -- latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=no, source spec from origen-s file

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend card and the title card

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file
500 12.75 20 +1. 7 0.17994 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
3 21.72 8 0

zone 3 (like zone 1) consists of 17.994 vol% ss304 (mix 7), plus
82.006 vol% (= 100.0-17.994) homogenized fuel cells (mix 500)

500 38.05 30 +1 7 0.17994 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

read xsdose
' enter full
595.64
end

height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table S 1.5.4 Annotated input for cases 3 and 4

#saslx
cases 3 & 4 (prep) -- latticecell used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple latticecell

' description of materials in a pwr fuel pin:
uo2 1 0.90172 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 2 1 560 end

' mix 3 is used between the inner and outer row of assemblies in the cask:
ss304 3 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 3 7.7066e-2 end

mix 4 is the structural steel used in the cask body
mix 5 is the u-metal gamma shield
mix 6 is the neutron shield (defined here; used in some cases, but not all)
mix 7 is the internal basket material (ss304) between assemblies
mix 8 corresponds to nitrogen at 2 atm pressure, 560 deg-k (0.00122 g/cc).

note: users are generally free to use mixture number 0 to represent a void
in any geometric zone. the single exception is that it cannot be used as
the 'moderator' when performing a lattice cell calculation for a dry cask.
in this case, the user must actually enter the standard composition
specifications for some other material that, for all practical purposes,
is the same as a void. Here mix 8 has been used for that purpose.

ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end
ss304 7 0.11879 560 end
n 8 0.00122 560 end

' the keywords lend comp" should begin in column 1:
end comp

description of lattice in a westinghouse 17*17 pwr fuel assembly:
squarepitch 1.2598 0.8357 1 8 0.94996 2 end

' to collapse the 27 neutron groups down to 15 groups enter:
more data collapse end

end

case 3 -- latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=yes, source spec entered below

note that a blank line, or a line with 'last typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

the -l indicates that source spectrum 1 is entered below (after zone data)
xnn=6.91e+02 n/s/cc in homogenized spent fuel; xng=2.59e+10 photons/s/cc

500 12.75 20 -1 7 0.17994 6.91e+02 2.59e+10
3 21.72 8 0

zone 3 (like zone 1) consists of 17.994 vol% ss304 (mix 7), plus
82.006 vol% (= 100.0-17.994) homogenized fuel cells (mix 500)

500 38.05 30 -1 7 0.17994 6.91e+02 2.59e+10
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
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Table S 1.5.4 (continued)

I note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

, collapsed 15n-18g source spectrum I is now entered:
1.27e+01 1.45e+02 1.62e+02 9.06e+01 1.22e+02 1.33e+02 2.60e+01
8z
3.92e-01 1.84e+00 9.41e+00
4.83e+06 2.74e+08 1.08e+09
4.18e+08 1.52e+09 1.75e+09

2.34e+01 4.45e+04 3.58e+05
1.39e+09 9.90e+09 3.10e+09
6.19e+09

1.20e+07
2.83e+08

read xsdose
I enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
last
case 4 - latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=yes, source spec from origen-s file

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file
500 12.75 20 +1 7 0.17994 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
3 21.72 8 0

zone 3 (like zone 1) consists of 17.994 vol% ss304 (mix 7), plus
82.006 vol% (= 100.0-17.994) homogenized fuel cells (mix 500)

500 38.05 30 +1 7 0.17994 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone' must not begin in column 1:
end zone

read xsdose
' enter full
595.64
end

height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
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Table S 1.5.5 Annotated input for cases 5-8

#sasl
cases 5-8 (prep) -- infhommedia used for x-sect processing, collapse=no
27n-18couple infhommedia

the uo2 and zircalloy volume fractions preserve the amount of fuel associated
with the 264 fuel pins in the space occupied by a Westinghouse 17*17 assembly
(in a 17*17 assembly, only 264 of the 289 available pin positions are used.)
here, the homogenized fuel (mix 1) now contains some ss304 representing the
internal basket material between assemblies. (in the latticecell x-sect
model, this was called mix 7 and was later blended with mix 500 in the
zone input data for the cask shielding calcs -- see cases 1, 2, 3 or 4.)

uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 1 2.1375e-2 560 end

' mix 2 is used between the inner and outer row of assemblies in the cask:
ss304 2 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 2 7.7066e-2 end

mix 3 is a dummy material not used in these examples
mix 4 is the structural steel used in the cask body
mix 5 is the u-metal gamma shield
mix 6 is the neutron shield (defined here; used in some cases, but not all)

he 3 end
ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end

the keywords lend comp, should begin in column 1:
end comp

end

case 5 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; n-shield present; isn=16,icm=4

note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card
for the following shielding calculation. this is also true for any

' additional shielding calculations that follow this case.

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

notes regarding the data for zone 1:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file
the 0 0.0 indicates that zone 1 is not to be diluted with mix 0 (void)
origen source: on unit 60, 2-nd decay time in file, zvol=1.8679e+5,
number of fuel assemblies in this first zone = 1

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 number of fuel assemblies in third zone = 6
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
1 inner steel shell:
4 48.90 2 0
I u-metal gamma shield:
5 57.40 30 0
1 outer steel shell:
4 61.35 6 0

neutron shield (water):
[for the accident scenario where the n-shield is assumed
to be lost, simply change the "6" to a 10" on next card]

6 72.78 16 0
outside steel barrel:
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Table S1.5.5 (continued)

4 73.22 1 0
note: the keywords 'end zone, must not begin in column 1:

end zone

* source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

* note: the following list of optional control parameters for the shielding
* portion of the calculation doesn't start with 'more data' and doesn't end
Iwith "end, -- if used, they're just entered by themselves.
the following list is included for illustrative purposes only.
generally one does not need any of the optional control parameters,
and the following card may simply be deleted. the code will supply
the necessary default values shown in the manual.

isn=16 icm=4 ndetec=5 nfactr=4

read xsdose

enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64

because we had set nfactr=4 (above), we must now enter the corresponding
id numbers for the four flux-to-dose conversion factors of interest. had

Ithe "nfactr=" parameter not appeared above, this data would not have been
required, and the code would have automatically used the ansi-standard
flux-to-dose conversion factors (9029 for neutrons and 9504 for gammas).
no harm is done if some of the id's entered are not available in the

* particular x-sect library being used (like the straker-morrison factors,
9028 and 9503, in the "27n-18couple" library). in such cases, the code
will simple ignore those id's.

9029 9504
9028 9503

because we had set ndetec=5 (above), we must now enter the corresponding
location for each of the five detectors. note that these will override and
replace the 4 detector locations that sasl would normally use by default

Ihad the Indetec=" parameter not appeared above. for cyl geometry enter:
r(l) h(l)
r(2) h(2)
etc.. .where h is the height of the detector above the base of the cask.

note: h=0.0 always corresponds to the base of the cask, and
here, h=595.64 would correspond to the top of the cask

73.22 297.82
173.22 297.82
273.22 297.82
473.22 297.82
473.22 595.64

end

case 6 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; n-shield present; isn=default,icm=10

I note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4, had
I to be placed between the previous "end" card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0. 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
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Table S1.5.5 (continued)

4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
' neutron shield (water):
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone' must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

optional control parameters go next (if used):
icm=l0

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end

case 7 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; no n-shield used; isn,icm=defaults

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous lend, card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0

neutron shield (now void):
for the accident scenario here, the n-shield is assumed
to be lost, so mixture 0 was used in place of mixture 6.

0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone' must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
last
case 8 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; no n-shield used; isn=defualt,icm=10

note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous lend' card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0. 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
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Table S1.5.5 (continued)

4 61.35 6 0
1 neutron shield (now void):
I for the accident scenario here, the n-shield is assumed
I to be lost, so mixture 0 was used in place of mixture 6.
0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
1 note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

I

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

, optional control parameters go next (if used):
icm=10

read xsdose
I enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
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Table S 1.5.6 Annotated input for cases 9-14

#sasl
cases 9-14 (prep) -- infhommedia used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple infhommedia

the uo2 and zircalloy volume fractions preserve the amount of fuel associated
with the 264 fuel pins in the space occupied by a westinghouse 17*17 assembly
(in a 17*17 assembly, only 264 of the 289 available pin positions are used.)
here, the homogenized fuel (mix 1) now contains some ss304 representing the

' internal basket material between assemblies. (in the latticecell x-sect
model, this was called mix 7 and was later blended with mix 500 in the
zone input data for the cask shielding calcs -- see cases 1, 2, 3 or 4.)

uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 1 2.1375e-2 560 end

' mix 2 is used between the inner and outer row of assemblies in the cask:
ss304 2 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 2 7.7066e-2 end

mix 3 is a dummy material not used in these examples
mix 4 is the structural steel used in the cask body
mix 5 is the u-metal gamma shield
mix 6 is the neutron shield (defined here; used in some cases, but not all)

he 3 end
ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end

the keywords *end comp" should begin in column 1:
end comp

to collapse the 27 neutron groups down to 15 groups enter:
more data collapse end

end

case 9 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isn,icm=defaults

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend card and the title card
for the following shielding calculation. this is also true for any
additional shielding calculations that follow this case.

cylindrical

description of each zone follows:

notes regarding the data for zone 1:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file
the 0 0.0 indicates that zone 1 is not to be diluted with mix 0 (void)
origen source: on unit 60, 2-nd decay time in file, zvol=1.8679e+5,
number of fuel assemblies in this first zone = 1

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0

number of fuel assemblies in third zone = 6
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
' inner steel shell:
4 48.90 2 0
1 u-metal gamma shield:
5 57.40 30 0
I outer steel shell:
4 61.35 6 0

neutron shield (water):
[for the accident scenario where the n-shield is assumed
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Table S1.5.6 (continued)

to be lost, simply change the '6' to a *0' on next card]
6 72.78 16 0
1 outside steel barrel:
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

optional control parameters would go next (if used)

read xsdose
I enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end

case 10 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isn=8,icm=default

note that a blank line, or a line with "last' typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous lend, card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
1 neutron shield (water):
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords 'end zone' must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

optional control parameters go next (if used):
in this case, a low-order s8 angular quadrature is being used for cheap
scoping calculations. a higher-order s16 (default), s24, or s32 set
should normally be used in the final analysis.

isn=8

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end

case 11 - same as case 10, with axial buckling of 595.64 cm used in xsdrn calc

note that a blank line, or a line with 'last' typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous 'end' card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
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Table S 1.5.6 (continued)

1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
1 neutron shield (water):
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

optional control parameters go next (if used):
in this case, a low-order s8 angular quadrature is being used for cheap
scoping calculations, and an axial buckling of 595.64 cm is being used in
the xsdrnpm calculation. (as noted in section f4.1.2.1 of the scale manual,
however, the use of an axial buckling correction in 1-d radial shielding
calculations should generally be avoided. a higher-order s16 [default],
s24, or s32 quadrature set should also be used in the final analysis.)

isn=8 dy=595.64

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end

case 12 - same as case 10, with outer fuel zone smeared with adjacent void

note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous lend, card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0

in case 10, the outer fuel zone extended from r=21.72 cm to r=38.05 cm,
with an adjacent void region extending from r=38.05 cm to r=47.63 cm.
in this case [12], the two zones have been modeled as one combined zone.
this combined zone contains 45.68 vol% void (mix 0), plus 54.32 vol%
(=100.00-45.68) fuel mix 1. note that the volume (zvol) of the
combined fuel region is now 2.0647e-6 cc rather than 1.1215e+6 cc
[2.0647e+6 = pi*(47.63**2 - 21.72**2)*(144*2.54)]. when using source
terms & spectra from an origen file (n/s/assy & photons/s/assy), this
volume (zvol) must be entered so that sasl properly normalizes the
source per unit volume, which is then used in the xsdrnpm calculation.
as in the previous case, this zone contains 6 pwr fuel assemblies.

1 47.63 30 +1 0 0.4568 60 2 2.0647e+6 6
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
1 neutron shield (water):
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

optional control parameters go next (if used):
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Table S 1.5.6 (continued)

in this case, a low-order s8 angular quadrature is being used for cheap
scoping calculations. a higher-order s16 (default), s24, or s32 set
should normally be used in the final analysis.

isn=8

read xsdose
I enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
case 13 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn,icm=defaults

:.note that a blank line, or a line with last' typed in columns 1-4, had
' to be placed between the previous lend, card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0

neutron shield (now void):
for the accident scenario here, the n-shield is assumed
to be lost, so mixture 0 was used in place of mixture 6.

0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end
last
case 14 - infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn=8,icm=default

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4, had
to be placed between the previous lend, card and the above title card.

cylindrical
description of each zone follows:
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file

1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0

neutron shield (now void):
for the accident scenario here, the n-shield is assumed
to be lost, so mixture 0 was used in place of mixture 6.

0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

note: the keywords lend zone must not begin in column 1:
end zone
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Table S 1.5.6 (continued)

source spectrum is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 1 and case 3.
optional control parameters go next (if used):
in this case, a low-order s8 angular quadrature is being used for cheap
scoping calculations. a higher-order s16 (default), s24, or s32 set
should normally be used in the final analysis.

isn=8

read xsdose
' enter full height of cask to be used by xsdose calc (=2*297.82):
595.64
end

Cases 1 through 4 of Table S1.5.1 show how the user may invoke the SAS1X control module to
perform a preliminary XSDRNPM latticecell calculation for a Westinghouse 17 x 17 fuel assembly to obtain
cell-weighted cross-section data that may later be referred to as "mixture 500" in the specification of one or
more zones in the 1-D shielding problem. While all four cases utilize the SCALE 27n-18y cross-section library
(see Sect. M4 for more information), cases 1 and 2 retain all 27 neutron groups in the final 1-D shielding
calculation, while cases 3 and 4 collapse the 13 neutron energy groups below 3.05 eV down to one thermal
energy group prior to performing the 1-D shielding calculation. Because of these differences, cases 1 and 2
were both run as separate steps in one SAS 1X calculation, while cases 3 and 4 were both run as separate steps
in another SASIX calculation (cf. Table S1.5.1). Note that in cases 1 and 2, the running time for each
XSDRNPM shielding calculation was approximately 4 min on an IBM-3090, while cases 3 and 4 using the
collapsed neutron data required only 1.6 min for each XSDRNPM case. It should also be noted that the
calculated neutron and gamma dose rates on the surface of the cask are not significantly different in this case,
although they may differ more if one had a strong thermal-neutron-absorbing/ganma-producing material like
boron in the neutron shield near the outer portion of the cask.

Cases 1 and 3 illustrate how the user may describe the neutron/gamma source spectra directly in the
SASi or SAS1X input file for the general case when one retains all 27 neutron groups and for the collapsed
case where the 13 thermal groups have been collapsed to one thermal sink group, leaving a total of 15 neutron
groups and 18 gamma groups. Cases 2 and 4 solve exactly the same problem but illustrate how the
neutron/ganma source spectra may be read from an ORIGEN-S source file on logical unit 60. Note that the
same ORIGEN-S source file may be used regardless of whether or not the COLLAPSE option has been
invoked. If the COLLAPSE option is used, the SASl or SAS1X control modules will collapse the source
spectra as well as the cross-section data. (To avoid listing the 27n-18y or 15n-18y spectral data an excessive
number of times for the various sample input cases, most of the cases shown here assume that these data are
being read from an ORIGEN-S source file. Primarily for completeness, the exact same data have been given
explicitly in cases 1 and 3.) In all four cases the neutron shield was assumed to be present.

Although mixture 500 may indeed be typical of the homogenized spent fuel in the innermost radial zone
of the 1-D shielding calculation, it does not include any of the stainless steel in the basket between assemblies
(mixture 7). In cases 1 through 4, the zone input data for zone 3 are used to indicate that (azimuthally) the
material in this zone is 82% spent fuel and 18% stainless steel from the basket.

Cases 5 through 14 assume that the user has simply entered the appropriate volume fraction of U02,
Zircaloy, and stainless steel necessary to describe the spent fuel and the internal basket structure as a single
homogenized material that will be treated as an infinite homogeneous media in the resonance self-shielding
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calculation. Because a preliminary XSDRNPM latticecell calculation will not be performed, the SAS 1
sequence should be used in lieu of the SAS 1X sequence. Cases S through 8 use all 27 neutron groups, while
cases 9 through 14 use an assumed Maxwellian neutron spectrum to collapse the 13 thermal neutron groups
down to one thermal sink group prior to the 1-D shielding calculation. While the two sets of results are
generally in good agreement, a 3% difference in the external neutron dose rate is seen in those analyses where
the neutron shield is present (cf. Table S 1.5.1, case 5 vs case 9). Cases 6 and 8 show the effect of using
additional outer iterations (ICM=10) to better converge the flux spectrum. While four outer iterations are
generally adequate to converge the internal fission source in a heavily poisoned cask with one thermal sink
group, unpoisoned casks (or analyses performed with more thermal energy neutron groups) may require
additional iterations. Better convergence of the thermal neutron flux in the outermost portion of the neutron
shield may also have a slight impact on the external dose rate (cf. Table S 1.5.1, case 6 vs case 5). However,
the penalty for increasing the number of outer iterations is approximately 50 to 100% for the cases shown.

Cases 10 and 14 (15n-18y, with and without the neutron shield) are similar to cases 9 and 13,
respectively, except that a lower order S8 quadrature was used for illustrative purposes. While an S16 or higher
quadrature is recommended for final analysis, a lower order Ss quadrature may be used for debugging purposes
and/or for large series of scoping calculations where the need for accuracy is not paramount. As shown in
Table S 1.5.1, the S16 shielding calculations each required approximately 1.6 min of CPU time on an IBM-3090,
while the Ss calculations required only 0.55 min each and gave surface dose rates that were less than 1%
different from S16 results. For problems involving thicker shields or for problems having only gamma source
terms, the sensitivity to the quadrature will generally be somewhat greater. Also, while the dose rates at the
surface of the cask may be relatively insensitive to the order of the quadrature, the calculated dose rates at more
distant points outside the cask will always be more sensitive to the order of the quadrature.

The input data for case 11 are listed below (cf. Table S 1.5.6) to illustrate how an axial buckling
correction may be used in the XSDRNPM 1-D radial analysis. In this case an axial buckling of 595.64 cm
was used to approximate the axial leakage from the cask. As noted in the footnote to Table S1.5.1, the
calculated dose rate on the outside of the cask is just marginally lower than the normal (more conservative) case
where a buckling correction is not used. This insensitivity is characteristic of the 1-D radial calculation due
to the length of the cask relative to its radius. It should also be realized that the DB24) correction is treated as
an absorption term in the transport equation solved by XSDRNPM and that it, therefore, represents an
"isotropic" correction; whereas, in reality, some of the angular fluxes would be affected greatly by the finite
dimensions of the cask, while the most outward-directed angular fluxes important in shielding calculations
would be affected to a much smaller degree. For that reason the use of an axial buckling correction should
generally be avoided when performing 1-D calculations in the radial direction. For 1-D calculations in the axial
direction, however, failure to use a realistic buckling correction may cause the calculated dose rates to be
unrealistically high (cf. cases 16 and 18 in Sect. S1.5.3).

Lastly, the input for case 12 is listed below (cf. Table S 1.5.6) to illustrate still another way in which
the interior of the cask could be modeled. Here, the outer fuel region and the adjacent void were smeared
together in the XSDRNPM shielding calculation. This more conservative model tends to dilute the fuel in the
outer region so that it provides less spatial self-shielding than what one might actually have when modeled as
shown in Fig. S 1.5.1. The calculated results show a 3% increase in the external neutron dose rate and a
negligible change in the gamma dose rate. Nevertheless, this is the type of modeling sensitivity that users
should investigate when analyzing any new shielding configuration. More extensive notes have also been
provided, as commented in the input data listing, to show how the source terms for the smeared zone (zone 3)
should be modified to correctly account for the volumetric dilution of the spent fuel.
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S15.3 DISCUSSION OF THE 1-D AXIAL PROBLEMS

Cases 15 through 25 (cf. Table S1.5.2) illustrate different approaches to the 1-D axial problem with
and without the axial shock absorber on the end of the cask. The effect of collapsing the cross-section data
using different geometric models and the effect of using a buckling correction in the 1-D shielding analysis were
all examined. In addition, the annotated input listed in Tables S 1.5.7 through S 1.5.9 is used to illustrate
(1) how the fuel should be smeared over the entire inner volume of the cask and how the zone description data
may be used to accomplish that task, (2) how the source terms on the zone description card(s) should be
renormalized to accurately represent the neutron and gamma sources in the fuel (cf. cases 15 and 16), and
(3) how one might account for the activation sources in the hardware at the top of the fuel assemblies (cf. case
15). Alternate ways of entering these data are also illustrated in Tables S1.5.7 through S1.5.9.

Cases 15 through 19 used a multiregion infinite slab model in the Nordheim resonance self-shielding
calculation for the cross-section data, while cases 20 through 25 performed the resonance self-shielding
calculation for each material as if one had an infinite homogeneous region of the given material. In the
multiregion case, the resonance energy neutrons in each material have a finite free-flight escape probability,
and the moderating effect of adjacent materials may be represented in the Nordheim equation as a 1/E slowing-
down source (unless there is no external moderator, as was the case here). With an infinite homogeneous
media, the free-flight escape probability in the Nordheim equation is set to zero, and only the nuclides in the
given material are assumed to have any moderating effect on the neutron spectrum used to weight the group-
averaged, resonance self-shielded cross-section data. Because many neutron shielding materials do not contain
resonance nuclides and because such shields tend to be many mean free paths thick, the infinite homogeneous
media approximation is generally good if the final objective is to use the resulting cross-section data in a 1-D
shielding analysis. Here, for example, cases 15, 16, and 22 all give identical results, cases 18 and 24 give
identical results, cases 17 and 23 give identical results, and cases 19 and 25 give identical results
(cf. Table S 1.5.2).

The effect of collapsing the 13 thermal neutron groups in the 27n-18y library down to one thermal sink
group was also investigated (cf. cases 20 through 23). In all cases the external gamma and neutron dose rates
appear to be unaffected, although that may not be the case if one had a strong thermal-neutron-
absorbing/gamma-producing material like boron in the outer portion of the cask. It should be noted, however,
that the 27n-18y calculations ran 2.9 times longer than the collapsed 15n-18y calculations.

Unlike the 1-D radial calculations where the buckling correction generally made very little difference
in the external dose rate, the 1-D axial calculations generally require a buckling correction if the calculated dose
rates at the surface are to be anywhere close to realistic. Even with a realistic buckling correction where DY
and DZ are both set equal to the diameter of the cask, one can generally get only within 10 to 50% of the
correct dose rate using a 1-D axial model. (See Table 7.4 of ref. 2 for more detailed comparisons against 3-D
MORSE Monte Carlo results.) Without a buckling correction, however, the SAS 1 results at the surface may
be off by an order of magnitude. Results for cases 16 and 18, or for cases 22 and 24 (cf. Table S 1.5.2), show
that the calculated neutron dose rate at the surface may vary from 15.28 to 132.0 mrem/h, depending on the
buckling correction used in the XSDRNPM calculation, while the gamma dose rate may vary from 12.40 to
31.74 mrernvL In addition to directly reducing the axial leakage of both neutrons and gammas, the transverse
leakage also serves to reduce the subcritical neutron multiplication in the fueled portion of the cask. That,
together with the longer mean free path of neutrons in the dry cask, causes the external neutron dose rate to be
more sensitive to the buckling correction than the external gamma dose rates. In both cases, however, the axial
representation of the cask as a series of 1-D slabs must be regarded as a very crude first-order geometric
approximation, and the corresponding results should be treated accordingly. For more accurate results in the
axial direction, one should use the multidimensional MORSE Monte Carlo code as embodied in the SAS4
control module (see Sect. S4).
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Table S 1.5.7 Annotated input for cases 15-19

#sasl
cases 15-19 (prep) -- multiregion slab used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple multiregion

the uo2 and zircalloy volume fractions preserve the amount of fuel associated
with the 264 fuel pins in the space occupied by a westinghouse 17*17 assembly
(in a 17*17 assembly, only 264 of the 289 available pin positions are used.)
here, the homogenized fuel (mix 1) also contains some ss304 representing the
internal basket material between assemblies. note that this description of
mix 1 is the same as that used for the material in zones 1 & 3 of the l-d
radial calculations (see cases (5] through [14)). for the axial calculations,
however, the fuel should be smeared over the entire inner volume of the cask
cavity (i.e., over what were zones 1-4 in the radial model). this additional
dilution is accomplished below, by using the mixing option in the zone
description data for the axial shielding calculation.

uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 1 2.1375e-2 560 end

* mix 2 is an homogenized model of the hardware on the end of the assembly:
ss304 2 4.8714e-2 end
zircalloy 2 1.2838e-2 end

mix 3 is the stainless steel used in the cask lid
mix 4 is the u-metal gamma shield embedded within the lid

* mix 5 is the external shock absorber (balsa wood) on the end of the cask;
while mix 5 is defined here, it is only used in some of the cask models.

ss304 3 end
u(.27)metal 4 end
balsa 5 end

I the keywords lend comp" should begin in column 1:
end comp

geometry specification card for x-sect processing calc
(note: no geom spec card is required for infhommedia)

Slab end

multiregion zone description used in the cross section
' resonance self-shielding calculation performed by nitawl:
1 182.88 noextermod
2 219.02 noextermod
0 224.10 noextermod
3 225.37 noextermod
4 233.87 noextermod
3 237.82 noextermod
5 297.82 noextermod

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

to collapse the 27 neutron groups down to 15 groups enter:
more data collapse end

end

case 15 -- multiregion x-sects; collapse=y; buckled slab model; with shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with 'last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card
for the following shielding calculation. this is also true for any

' additional shielding calculations that follow this case.
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Table S1.5.7 (continued)

disc reflected

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the top half of the fuel assembly.
two zones were used here so that a coarse mesh of about 2.74 cm
[=137.16/50] could be used in the lower region while a finer mesh of
about 0.91 cm j=(182.88-137.16)/501 could be used near the top of the
assembly where the fuel itself provides less spatial self-shielding.

the -1 indicates that source spectrum 1 is entered below (after zone data).
in the radial shielding calculations (cf. cases [1] through [141) the
homogenized fuel represented by mix 1 above was located in radial zones 1
(extending from r=0.0 cm to r=12.75 cm) and 3 (extending from r=21.72 cm to
r=38.05 cm), with a void region [zone 4] extending from r=38.05 cm to the
inner wall of the cask at r=47.63 cm. the actual volume fraction of this
homogenized fuel mixture inside the cask is therefore given by
vfmixl=(fvol/zvol)=0.50189, where

fvol= 1.30834e+6 cc = pi*(12.75**2 + 38.05**2 - 21.72**2)*(2*182.88)
zvol = 2.60680e+6 cc = pi*(47.63**2)*(2*182.88)

in the axial calc, the source density in this larger homogenized region
corresponding to the cask cavity must be reduced by a similar amount. thus,
xnn(casel5)=0.50189*xnn(casel) and xng(casel5)=0.50189*xng(casel), ie:
xnn(casel5)=3.468e+2 neut/s/cc and xng(casel5)=1.300e+10 photons/s/cc.

since the borated steel between the inner and outer row of assemblies does
not provide any shielding in the axial direction, the material in radial
zone 2 (like radial zone 4) should be treated as a void. the effective
volume fraction of the void space inside the cask cavity (i.e. the space
not occupied by mix 1) is then given by vfvoid = l.0-vfmixl = 0.49811.
the *0 0.49811' therefore indicates that axial zones 1 & 2 contain
49.81 vol% void (mix 0), plus 50.19 vol% (=100-49.81) fuel mix 1.

1 _137.16 _50_---0-0.4981------_______

1 137.16 50 -1 0 0.49811 3.468e+2 1.300e+10
1 182.88 50 -1 0 0.49811 3.468e+2 1.300e+10

hardware on the end of the assembly (zone 3):
---------------------------------------------

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).

xnn = 0.0 n/s/cc in this zone & xng = 1.2984e+7 photons/s/cc in this zone.

the gamma source in this zone represents all the activation sources in the
steel components at the end of the cask. for many l-d axial calculations,
the dose rate due to this activation is not negligible. actual activation
source strengths (& spectra) 'per mtihm, or 'per assembly, or 'per kg of
hardware, may be obtained from an origen-s analysis. the total volumetric
source terms (xnn & xng) will then have to be normalized by the user to
account for the amount of activated hardware in this portion of the l-d
axial model of the particular shipping cask.

------------------------------------

2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 1.2984e+7

void between top of assembly and inner lid of cask (occupied
by small locking devices not included in this model):

0 224.10 5 0

* inner portion of cask lid (ss304):
3 225.37 2 0

u-metal gamma shield in cask lid:
4 233.87 30 0
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Table S1.5.7 (continued)

outer portion of cask lid (ss304):
3 237.82 6 0

external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0

note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum 1 is being entered directly and goes next.
note: while the collapsed I5n-18g spectrum entered here is identical
to that used in case [31, the actual spectral source densities for
this axial problem will be renormalized using the values of xnn and
xng given above (see input data for zones 1 & 2).

1.27e+0l 1.45e+02 1.62e+02 9.06e+0l 1.22e+02 1.33e+02 2.60e+01
8z
3.92e-01 1.84e+00 9.4le+00 2.34e+0l 4.45e+04 3.58e+05 1.20e+07
4.83e+06 2.74e+08 1.08e+09 1.39e+09 9.90e+09 3.10e+09 2.83e+08
4.18e+08 1.52e+09 1.75e+09 6.19e+09

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next.
this 15n-18g spectrum represents the activation source in
the hardware near the end of the fuel assembly. because of
that, the source is non-zero in only two gamma energy groups.
such activation data may be obtained from an origen-s analysis.
the actual spectral source densities for this axial problem
will be renormalized using the values of xnn and xng given
above (see input data for zone 3).

15z 8z 0.1574 0.8426 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
unlike the l-d radial calculations where the buckling correction

* generally made very little difference in the external dose rate,
the l-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction

* if the calculated dose rates at the surface are to be anywhere
close to realistic. even with a realistic buckling correction, one
can generally only get within 10-50% of the correct dose rate using
a l-d axial model. without a buckling correction the sasl results
at the surface may be off by an order of magnitude. see table 7.4
of ornl/csd/tm-246 for more detailed comparisons against 3-d morse
monte carlo results.

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
' enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end

case 16 -- same as case 15, but with source spectrum from origen source file

* note that a blank line, or a line with "last" typed in columns 1-4,
* had to be placed between the previous "end, card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

notes regarding the data for zones 1 & 2:

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the top half of the fuel assembly.
two zones were used here so that a coarse mesh of about 2.74 cm
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Table S1.5.7 (continued)

[=137.16/501 could be used in the lower region while a finer mesh of
about 0.91 cm [=(182.88-137.16)/50] could be used near the top of the
assembly where the fuel itself provides less spatial self-shielding.

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
origen source: on unit 60, 2-nd decay time in file, zvol=2.60680e+6,
no. of fuel assemblies in these first two axial zones (i.e. in cask)=7

in the radial shielding calculations (cf. cases (5] through (14]) the
homogenized fuel represented by mix 1 above was located in radial zones 1
(extending from r=0.0 cm to r=12.75 cm) and 3 (extending from r=21.72 cm to
r=38.05 cm), with a void region [zone 4] extending from r=38.05 cm to the
inner wall of the cask at r=47.63 cm. the actual volume fraction of this
homogenized fuel mixture inside the cask is therefore given by
vfmixl=fvol/zvol, where

fvol= 1.30834e+6 cc = pi*(12.75**2 + 38.05**2 - 21.72**2)*(2*182.88)
zvol = 2.60680e+6 cc = pi*(47.63**2)*(2*182.88)

this yields vfmixl=0.50189. Since the borated steel between the inner and
outer row of assemblies does not provide any shielding in the axial
direction, the material in radial zone 2 (like radial zone 4) should be
treated as a void. the effective volume fraction of the void space inside
the cask cavity (i.e. the space not occupied by mix 1) is then given by
vfvoid = l.0-vfmixl = 0.49811. The 10 0.49811" therefore indicates that
axial zones 1 & 2 contain 49.81 volt void (mix 0), plus 50.19 vol%
(=100-49.81) fuel mix 1. when using source terms & spectra from an origen
file (n/s/assy & phot/s/assy), the smeared source vol (zvol=2.60680e+6 cc)
must be entered so that sasl properly normalizes the source per unit volume,
which is then used in the xsdrnpm shielding calculation. the 7 indicates
that this smeared source volume contains 7 fuel assemblies.

1-137.6-50-+-0-0.4811-602-------e-6-

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

hardware on the end of the assembly (zone 3):

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).

in this case, xnn & xng would normally equal the number of neutrons/s/cc
in this zone and the number of photons/s/cc in this zone. when both are
specified as zero (as shown here), it indicates that the source spectrum
entered below (after the zone data) has already been normalized by the user
to the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this particular
zone, and that this spectrum is not to be renormalized by the code.

the spectrum referred to in this case represents the activation source in
the steel components at the end of the cask. for many l-d axial calcula-
tions, the dose rate due to this activation source is not negligible.

------------------------------------

2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

: data for remaining zones:
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0
1 external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0

note: the keywords "end zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
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Table Si .5.7 (continued)

therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case 115]. (note that xnn & xng
on the zone 1 description card for case [15] have been adjusted
for the smeared fuel volume in zone 1 of the 1-d axial model.)

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next.
this 15n-18g spectrum represents the activation source in
the hardware near the end of the fuel assembly. because of
that, the source is non-zero in only two gamma energy groups.
such activation data may be obtained from an origen-s analysis.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
(1-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction)

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
I enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end

case 17 -- multiregion x-sects; collapse=y; buckled slab; without shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lends card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:
--------------------------------

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
I the 10.0 0.01 indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

if the external axial shock absorber were present it would be next.
in this accident, scenario, it is assumed to be lost or destroyed.
note: the keywords lend zone must not begin in column 1:

end zone

* source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case [15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
(1-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction)

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
' enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
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Table S1.5.7 (continued)

case 18 -- multiregion x-sects; collapse=y; infinite slab model; with shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4,
* had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
I the "0.0 0.0- indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0
1 external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0
end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case [15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation
would go here if used. [since the transverse dimensions (dy & dz) are
not specified here, xsdrnpm will use an infinite, slab model with no
buckling correction. for 1-d axial models, this will yield conserva-
tive (but unrealistically high) dose rates at the cask surface.]

read xsdose
' enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
last
case 19 -- multiregion x-sects; collapse=y; infinite slab; without shock abs

note that a line with "last" typed in columns 1-4, had to be placed
between the previous "end" card and the title card for this final case

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
I the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

if the external axial shock absorber were present it would be next.
in this accident" scenario, it is assumed to be lost or destroyed.
note: the keywords "end zone, must not begin in column 1:

end zone
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Table S 1.5.7 (continued)

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case (15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation
would go here if used. [since the transverse dimensions (dy & dz) are
not specified here, xsdrnpm will use an infinite slab model with no
buckling correction. for l-d axial models, this will yield conserva-
tive (but unrealistically high) dose rates at the cask surface.]

read xsdose
' enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
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Table S 1.5.8 Annotated input for cases 20 and 21

#sasl
cases 20-21 (prep) -- infhommedia used for x-sect processing, collapse=no
27n-18couple infhommedia

the uo2 and zircalloy volume fractions preserve the amount of fuel associated
with the 264 fuel pins in the space occupied by a Westinghouse 17*17 assembly
(in a 17*17 assembly, only 264 of the 289 available pin positions are used.)
here, the homogenized fuel (mix 1) also contains some ss304 representing the
internal basket material between assemblies. note that this description of

' mix 1 is the same as that used for the material in zones 1 & 3 of the 1-d
radial calculations (see cases [5] through [14]). for the axial calculations,
however, the fuel should be smeared over the entire inner volume of the cask
cavity (i.e., over what were zones 1-4 in the radial model). this additional
dilution is accomplished below, by using the mixing option in the zone
description data for the axial shielding calculation.

uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 I 2.1375e-2 560 end

mix 2 is an homogenized model of the hardware on the end of the assembly:
ss304 2 4.8714e-2 end
zircalloy 2 1.2838e-2 end

mix 3 is the stainless steel used in the cask lid
mix 4 is the u-metal gamma shield embedded within the lid
mix 5 is the external shock absorber (balsa wood) on the end of the cask;

* while mix 5 is defined here, it is only used in some of the cask models.
ss304 3 end
u(.27)metal 4 end
balsa 5 end

' the keywords lend comp, should begin in column 1:
end comp

end

case 20 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; buckled slab model; with shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with Blast, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:
________________________________

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the fuel assembly (z < 182.88 cm).
' two zones were used so that the spatial mesh size could be varied.

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
the "0 0.49811" indicates that axial zones 1 & 2 contain 49.81 vol% void
(mix 0), plus 50.19 vol% (=100-49.81) fuel mix 1. see case [16] for
additional comments on this and the source normalization factor (zvol).

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized to
the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this region.

2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0

note: the keywords lend zone" must not begin in column 1:
end zone
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Table S1.5.8 (continued)

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here. note that since the collapse=y option was not
used, the spectrum would have to be input using the 27n-18g format
shown in case [1] -- not the 15n-18g format shown in case (15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

* since the collapse=y option was not used, this spectrum must be input
using a 27n-18g format (not the 15n-18g format shown for cases 16-20).

27z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

* optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
(1-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction)

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
I enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
last
case 21 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=n; buckled slab; without shock abs

note that a line with 'last' typed in columns 1-4, had to be placed
between the previous lend" card and the title card for this final case

disc reflected

: description of each zone follows:

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the fuel assembly (z < 182.88 cm).
two zones were used so that the spatial mesh size could be varied.
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.

I the "0 0.49811" indicates that axial zones 1 & 2 contain 49.81 vol% void
(mix 0), plus 50.19 vol% (=100-49.81) fuel mix 1. see case [161 for
additional comments on this and the source normalization factor (zvol).

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
* the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
I the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized to
I the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this region.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

if the external axial shock absorber were present it would be next.
in this "accident" scenario, it is assumed to be lost or destroyed.
note: the keywords "end zone" must not begin in column 1:

end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
* therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here. note that since the collapse=y option was not
used, the spectrum would have to be input using the 27n-18g format
shown in case [1] -- not the 15n-18g format shown in case [15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.
since the collapse=y option was not used, this spectrum must be input
using a 27n-18g format (not the 15n-18g format shown for cases 16-20).

27z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z
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Table S 1.5.8 (continued)

I optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
I in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
I (l-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction)

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
' enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
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Table S 1.5.9 Annotated input for cases 22-25

#sasl
cases 22-25 (prep) -- infhommedia used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple infhommedia

the uo2 and zircalloy volume fractions preserve the amount of fuel associated
with the 264 fuel pins in the space occupied by a westinghouse 17*17 assembly
(in a 17*17 assembly, only 264 of the 289 available pin positions are used.)
here, the homogenized fuel (mix 1) also contains some ss304 representing the
internal basket material between assemblies. note that this description of
mix 1 is the same as that used for the material in zones 1 & 3 of the l-d
radial calculations (see cases [5] through [14)). for the axial calculations,

* however, the fuel should be smeared over the entire inner volume of the cask
cavity (i.e., over what were zones 1-4 in the radial model). this additional
dilution is accomplished below, by using the mixing option in the zone
description data for the axial shielding calculation.

uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 1 2.1375e-2 560 end

mix 2 is an homogenized model of the hardware on the end of the assembly:
ss304 2 4.8714e-2 end
zircalloy 2 1.2838e-2 end

mix 3 is the stainless steel used in the cask lid
mix 4 is the u-metal gamma shield embedded within the lid
mix 5 is the external shock absorber (balsa wood) on the end of the cask;
while mix 5 is defined here, it is only used in some of the cask models.

ss304 3 end
u(.27)metal 4 end
balsa 5 end

the keywords lend comp, should begin in column 1:
end comp

to collapse the 27 neutron groups down to 15 groups enter:
more data collapse end

end

case 22 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; buckled slab model; with shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card
for the following shielding calculation. this is also true for any
additional shielding calculations that follow this case.

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

notes regarding the data for zones 1 & 2:
-----------------------------------------

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the top half of the fuel assembly.
two zones were used here so that a coarse mesh of about 2.74 cm
[=137.16/50] could be used in the lower region while a finer mesh of
about 0.91 cm [=(182.88-137.16)/501 could be used near the top of the
assembly where the fuel itself provides less spatial self-shielding.

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
origen source: on unit .60, 2-nd decay time in file, zvol=2.60680e+6,

* no. of fuel assemblies in these first two axial zones (i.e. in cask)=7
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Table S1.5.9 (continued)

in the radial shielding calculations (cf. cases [5] through [14]) the
homogenized fuel represented by mix 1 above was located in radial zones 1
(extending from r=0.0 cm to r=12.75 cm) and 3 (extending from r=21.72 cm to
r=38.05 cm), with a void region [zone 4] extending from r=38.05 cm to the
inyer wall of the cask at r=47.63 cm. the actual volume fraction of this
homogenized fuel mixture inside the cask is therefore given by
vfmixl=fvol/zvol, where

fvol= 1.30834e+6 cc = pi*(12.75**2 + 38.05**2 - 21.72**2)*(2*182.88)
zvol = 2.60680e+6 cc = pi*(47.63**2)*(2*182.88)

this yields vfmixl=0.50189. since the borated steel between the inner and
outer row of assemblies does not provide any shielding in the axial
direction, the material in radial zone 2 (like radial zone 4) should be
treated as a void. the effective volume fraction of the void space inside
the cask cavity (i.e. the space not occupied by mix 1) is then given by
vfvoid = 1.0-vfmixl = 0.49811. The "0 0.49811" therefore indicates that
axial zones 1 & 2 contain 49.81 vol% void (mix 0), plus 50.19 vol%
(=100-49.81) fuel mix 1. when using source terms & spectra from an origen
file (n/s/assy & phot/s/assy), the smeared source vol (zvol=2.60680e+6 cc)
must be entered so that sasl properly normalizes the source per unit volume,
which is then used in the xsdrnpm shielding calculation. the 7 indicates
that this smeared source volume contains 7 fuel assemblies.

1 -137. --- 0- +-0-0-4 811--0 2-----------

137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

hardware on the end of the assembly (zone 3):

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).

in this case, xnn & xng would normally equal the number of neutrons/s/cc
in this zone and the number of photons/s/cc in this zone. when both are
specified as zero (as shown here), it indicates that the source spectrum
entered below (after the zone data) has already been normalized by the user
to the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this particular
zone, and that this spectrum is not to be renormalized by the code.

v the spectrum referred to in this case represents the activation source in
the steel components at the end of the cask. for many 1-d axial calcula-
tions, the dose rate due to this activation source is not negligible.

actual activation source strengths (& spectra) 'per mtihm" or 'per assembly"
or 'per kg of hardware" may be obtained from an origen-s analysis. the
total volumetric source terms (or spectra) will then have to be normalized
by the user to account for the amount of activated hardware in this portion
of the l-d axial model of the particular shipping cask.

------------------------------------

2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

void between top of assembly and inner lid of cask (occupied
by small locking devices not included in this model):

0 224.10 5 0

inner portion of cask lid (ss304):
3 225.37 2 0

u-metal gamma shield in cask lid:
4 233.87 30 0

outer portion of cask lid (ss304):
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Table S1.5.9 (continued)

3 237.82 6 0

external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0

note: the keywords 'end zone, must not begin in column 1:
end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data-manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case [151. (note that xnn & xng
on the zone 1 description card for case [151 have been adjusted
for the smeared fuel volume in zone 1 of the 1-d axial model.)

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next.
this 15n-18g spectrum represents the activation source in
the hardware near the end of the fuel assembly. because of
that, the source is non-zero in only two gamma energy groups.
such activation data may be obtained from an origen-s analysis.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.
unlike the l-d radial calculations where the buckling correction
generally made very little difference in the external dose rate,
the 1-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction
if the calculated dose rates at the surface are to be anywhere
close to realistic. even with a realistic buckling correction, one
can generally only get within 10-50% of the correct dose rate using
a 1-d axial model. without a buckling correction the sasl results
at the surface may be off by an order of magnitude. see table 7.4
of ornl/csd/tm-246 for more detailed comparisons against 3-d morse
monte carlo results. ~_

dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
I enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end

case 23 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; buckled slab; without shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with last, typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous lend, card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

together, zones 1 & 2 represent the fuel assembly (z < 182.88 cm).
two zones were used so that the spatial mesh size could be varied.
the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
for additional comments about data on next two cards, see case [22].

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
I the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized to
I the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this region.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
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Table S1.5.9 (continued)

4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

if the external axial shock absorber were present it would be next.
in this "accident, scenario, it is assumed to be lost or destroyed.
note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:

end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case (15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
' the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.
15z 8z 2.044e+6 l.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation:
' in this case, dy & dz are both set to the diameter of the cask.

(l-d axial calculations generally require a buckling correction)
dy=146.44 dz=146.44

read xsdose
enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:

73.22
end

case 24 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; infinite slab model; with shock abs

note that a blank line, or a line with "last" typed in columns 1-4,
had to be placed between the previous "end" card and the title card

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:
--------------------------------

the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
for additional comments about data on next two cards, see case [22].

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7

the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).
the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized to
the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this region.

2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0
, external shock absorber on end of cask (balsa wood):
5 297.82 60 0
end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case [151.

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

l5z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation
would go here if used. (since the transverse dimensions (dy & dz) are
not specified here, xsdrnpm will use an "infinite" slab model with no
buckling correction. for 1-d axial models, this will yield conserva-
tive (but unrealistically high) dose rates at the cask surface.]
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Table S 1.5.9 (continued)

read xsdose
I enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
last
case 25 -- infhommedia x-sects; collapse=y; infinite slab; without shock abs

note that a line with "last, typed in columns 1-4, had to be placed
between the previous lend, card and the title card for this final case

disc reflected

description of each zone follows:

* the +1 indicates that source spectrum 1 comes from an origen-s file.
for additional comments about data on next two cards, see case [22].

1 137.16 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 182.88 50 +1 0 0.49811 60 2 2.60680e+6 7
1 the -2 indicates that source spectrum 2 is entered below (after zone data).

the "0.0 0.0" indicates that spectrum 2 has already been normalized to
I the correct number of neutrons/s/cc and photons/s/cc for this region.
2 219.02 40 -2 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 224.10 5 0
3 225.37 2 0
4 233.87 30 0
3 237.82 6 0

if the external axial shock absorber were present it would be next.
in this "accident, scenario, it is assumed to be lost or destroyed.
note: the keywords lend zone, must not begin in column 1:

end zone

source spectrum 1 is being read from an origen-s file on unit 60,
therefore we don't need to input that data manually. if needed,
it would go here, as illustrated in case (15].

source spectrum 2 is being entered directly and goes next. this is
the activation source in the hardware at the end of the assemblies.

15z 8z 2.044e+6 1.094e+7 8z

optional control parameters for the xsdrnpm shielding calculation
would go here if used. [since the transverse dimensions (dy & dz) are
not specified here, xsdrnpm will use an "infinite, slab model with no

' buckling correction. for l-d axial models, this will yield conserva-
tive (but unrealistically high) dose rates at the cask surface.]

read xsdose
I enter radius of cask used by the xsdose calc:
73.22
end
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S1.5.4 DISCUSSION OF THE COMBINED CRITICALITY/SHIELDING PROBLEM

Another sample problem, case 26, illustrates the application of the SASIX capability to perform a
combined 1-D criticality and shielding analysis by taking the leakage spectrum from an XSDRNPM criticality
calculation and using it as a boundary source to subsequent shielding calculations. This problem models a
sphere of homogenized fuel, clad, and moderator surrounded by 4.6 m (15 ft) of water. A critical radius search
was performed with XSDRNPM in stand-alone mode to determine the critical size of the homogenized
fuel/clad/moderator sphere surrounded by an infinite water reflector (30 cm). SASiX was then used to analyze
this problem. The criticality calculation in SASlX modeled the homogenized fuel/clad/moderator sphere
surrounded by 30 cm of water, identical to the XSDRNPM search case. The shielding case modeled the
remainder of the 4.6 m (15 ft) of water surrounding the sphere. The SASiX input deck for this case is
presented in Table S 1.5.10.
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Table S 1.5.10 Annotated input for case 26

#saslx parm='size=300000'
case 26--homogeneous sphere of fuel/clad/mod surrounded by 15 ft of h2o

the size parameter must be specified because of the large number of zones
necessary to model 15 feet of h2o reflector.

27n-18couple multiregion

multiregion must be specified to run combined criticality/shielding problem.

mix 1 is the homogenized mixture of fuel, clad, and mod
u-235 1 0 5.20215-4 end
u-238 1 0 3.77716-5 end
h 1 0 3.14930-2 end
o 1 0 1.72350-2 end
al 1 0 3.00340-2 end

* mix 2 is the water reflector for the criticality calculation
h2o 2 end

mix 3 is the water reflector for the shielding calculation.
this must be a different mixture than the one used in the criticality calc,

* because xsdrnpm performs cell-weighting on mixtures in the criticality calc,
' and saslx does not allow their use in the shielding calculation.
a trace of activities is included in order to obtain the calculation of
activities from the xsdrnpm shielding calculation.

h2o 3 end
activities 3 0 l.Oe-24 end
end comp

' the criticality calculation input
spherical vacuum end
1 18.5136
2 48.5136
end zone
isn=16 is specified to match the angular quadrature in the shielding calc.

more data isn=16 end more data
end
last
storage pool dose

the shielding calculation input

spherical
first mixture must be void of 1 interval with outer dimension that matches
outer dimension of shielding calculation.
flags indicate boundary source will be input from xsdrnpm criticality calc.

0 48.5136 1 1 0 0 0
3 475.71 427 0
end zone

read xsdose
end
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S1.5.5 ILLUSTRATION OF OUTPUT

The SAS1X output for cases 3 and 4 is shown in Table S1.5.11, while the SASI output for cases 9
through 14 is shown in Table S1.5.12. These listings are limited to the output actually produced by the SASI
control module with the PARM=CHK option (i.e., the XSDRNPM and XSDOSE output for each case is not
listed). Annotated example output listings for XSDRNPM and XSDOSE may be found in Sects. F3.7 and
F4.5, respectively. Thebulk of the SAS1X or SAS1 output shown in Tables S1.5.11 and S1.5.12 is common
to all control modules that use the SCALE Material Information Processor. Only the final subsections, labeled
System Geometry" and "XSDOSE Data," are unique to the SAS1 control module and the 1-D shielding
configuration specified by the user.
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Table S1.5.11 SAS1X output for cases 3 and 4 with PARM=CHK

primary module access and input record ( scale driver - 95/03/29 - 09:06:37
module saslx will be called

cases 3 & 4 (prep) -- latticecell used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple latticecell
uo2 1 0.90172 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 2 1 560 end
ss304 3 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 3 7.7066e-2 end
ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end
ss304 7 0.11879 560 end
n 8 0.00122 560 end
end comp
squarepitch 1.2598 0.8357 1 8 0.94996 2 end
more data collapse end

case 3 -- latticecell x-sect proc,
cylindrical
500 12.75 20 -1 7 0.17994
3 21.72 8 0
500 38.05 30 -1 7 0.17994
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone
source for zone 1

l.lOe+0l 1.26e+02 1.41e+02 7.89
8z
3.39e-01 1.60e+00 8.15e+00 2.03
5.07e+06 3.08e+08 1.20e+09 1.32
4.38e+08 1.60e+09 1.92e+09 6.50
1 source for zone 2
l.lOe+01 1.26e+02 1.41e+02 7.89,
8z
3.39e-01 1.60e+00 8.15e+00 2.03.
5.07e+06 3.08e+08 1.20e+09 1.32.
4.38e+08 1.60e+09 1.92e+09 6.50
read xsdose
595.64

collapse=yes, source spec entered below

6.02e+02 2.65e+10

6.02e+02 2.65e+10

e+0l 1.06e+02 1.16e+02

e+01
e+09
e+09

4.68e+04 3.78e+05
l.OOe+10 2.97e+09

2.26e+01

1.24e+07
2.98e+08

2.26e+0l

1.24e+07
2.98e+08

e+01 1.06e+02 1.16e+02

e+01
e+09
e+09

4.68e+04 3.78e+05
1.OOe+l0 2.97e+09

case 4 - latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=yes, source spec
cylindrical
500 12.75 20 +1 7 0.17994 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
3 21.72 8 0
500 38.05 30 +1 7 0.17994 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone
read xsdose
595.64

from origen-s file

module saslx is finished. completion code 0. cpu time used 12.03 (seconds).
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Table S1.5.11 (continued)-

cases 3 & 4 (prep) -- latticecell used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes

problem parameters

lib 27n-18couple library
MXX 8 mixtures
msc 9 composition specifications
izm 3 material zones
ge latticecell geometry
more 1 0/1 do not read/read optional parameter data
msln 0 fuel solutions

**** problem composition description *

sc uo2 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.9017 volume fraction
roth 10.9600 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

92000 1.00 atom/molecule
92234 0.029 wt%
92235 3.200 wt%
92236 0.016 wt%
92238 96.755 wt%

8016 2.00 atoms/molecule
end

sc zircalloy standard composition
mx 2 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 6.5600 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

40302 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc ss304 standard composition
mx 3 mixture no.
vf 0.0217 volume fraction
roth 7.9200 theoretical density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 69.500 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end

sc b4c standard composition
mx 3 mixture no.
vf 0.0771 volume fraction
roth 2.5400 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

5000 4.00 atoms/molecule
5010 18.431 wt%
5011 81.569 wt%

6012 1.00 atom/molecule
end
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

sc ss304 standard composition ~
Mx 4mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 7.9200 theoretical density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 69.500 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end

sc u(.27)metal standard composition
mx 5 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 19.0500 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

92235 0.270 wt%
92238 99.730 wt%

end

sc h2o standard composition
mx 6 mixture no.
vf 0.9440 volume fraction
roth 0.9982 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

1001 2.00 atoms/molecule
8016 1.00 atom/molecule

end

sc ss304 standard composition
mx 7 mixture no.
vf 0.1188 volume fraction
roth 7.9200 theoretical density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 69.500 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end

sc n standard composition
mx 8 mixture no.
vf 0.0012 volume fraction
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

7014 1.00 atom/molecule
end

**** problem geometry *

ctp squarepitch cell type
pitch 1.2598 cm center to center spacing
fuelod 0.8357 cm fuel diameter or slab thickness
mfuel 1 mixture no. of fuel
mmod 8 mixture no. of moderator
cladod 0.9500 cm clad outer diameter
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Table S1.5.11 (continued)

mclad 2 mixture no. of clad

**** special parameters ****

isn
iim
icm
szf
eps
ptc
bkl
ius
bal
dy
dz
ipn
frd
fwr
msh
mlv
axs
coll

8
20
25

1.00000e+00
1. 000OOe-04
l.OOOOOe-04
1.42089e+00

0
fine

0.00000e+00
0. 0000e+00

0
0

-1
2001

2
0

order of angular quadrature
inner iteration maximum
outer iteration maximum
size factor for spatial mesh
overall problem convergence
scalar flux convergence
buckling factor
thermal upscatter scaling
balance table print flag
buckling height
buckling depth
diffusion coefficient option
logical unit number to read flux guess
logical unit number to write flux guess
number of intervals for res. intgrtns
max Ivalue for res. intgrtns
logical unit number to write anisn lib
collapse all thermal neutron groups to one group

zone specifications for latticecell geometry

zone 1 is fuel
zone 2 is clad
zone .3 is mod

S1.5.41
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

cases 3 & 4 (prep) -- latticecell used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes

*** ******* data library information **********
* ****

unit volume
number data set name name unit function

89 c:\scale43\datalib\ft89fOOl standard composition library

88 c:\scale43\datalib\ft88fOOl cross section library *

11 c:\scale43\work\ftllfOOl short cross section library

90 c:\scale43\work\ft9OfOOl input data direct access

***t

standard composition library data

unit number : 89

dataset name : c:\scale43\datalib\ft89fOOl

library title: scale-4 standard composition library
637 standard compositions, 490 nuclides
90 elements with variable isotopic distrbutions.

creation date: 6/30/95

cross section library data

unit number : 88

dataset name : c:\scale43\datalib\ft88fOOl

library title: scale4 - 27 neutron 18 gamma group shielding library
based on endf-b version 4 data
compiled for nrc 1/27/89

last update 08/12/94
*** l.m.petrie ornl
* ****

* xsdrn mesh intervals *

6 mesh intervals in zone 1
4 mesh intervals in zone 2
4 mesh intervals in zone 3
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

**** additional data ****

mixing table from standard compositions data

mixture
no.

1
1
5
1
1
5
1
6
2
3
4
7
3
4
7
3
4
7
3
4
7
3
3
3
6
8

nuclide
no.

1092234
1092235
5092235
1092236
1092238
5092238
1008016
6008016
2040302
3024304
4024304
7024304
3025055
4025055
7025055
3026304
4026304
7026304
3028304
4028304
7028304
3005010
3005011
3006012
6001001
8007014

atom
density

6.50089e-06
7.14277e-04
1.31783e-04
3.55623e-06
2.13240e-02
4.80620e-02
4.40967e-02
3.15151e-02
4.33078e-02
3.78409e-04
1.74286e-02
2.07034e-03
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
2.06259e-04
1.28878e-03
5.93579e-02
7.05113e-03
1.67632e-04
7.72070e-03
9.17142e-04
1.69854e-03
6.83682e-03
2.13384e-03
6.3030le-02
5.24670e-05

n.i.t.
pointer

454
455
455
456
458
458

33
33

179
96
96
96
98
98
98

106+
106
106
117
117
117

23
24
26

6
30

complete mixing

mixture nuclide
no. no.

1 1092234
9 1092234
1 1092235
9 1092235
5 5092235
1 1092236
9 1092236
1 1092238
9 1092238
5 5092238
1 1008016
9 1008016
6 6008016
2 2040302
9 2040302
3 3024304
4 4024304
7 7024304
3 3025055
4 4025055
7 7025055
3 3026304
4 4026304
7 7026304

table

atom
density

6.50089e-06
2.24678e-06
7.14277e-04
2.46862e-04
1.31783e-04
3.55623e-06
1.22907e-06
2.13240e-02
7.36982e-03
4.80620e-02
4.40967e-02
1.52403e-02
3.15151e-02
4.33078e-02
4.37266e-03
3.78409e-04
1.74286e-02
2.07034e-03
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
2.06259e-04
1.28878e-03
5.93579e-02
7.05113e-03
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

3
4
7
3
3
3
6
8
9

3028304
4028304
7028304
3005010
3005011
3006012
6001001
8007014
8007014

1.67632e-04
7.72070e-03
9.17142e-04
1.69854e-03
6.83682e-03
2.13384e-03
6.30301e-02
5.24670e-05
2.90364e-05

mmt
ires
ibl
ibr
Ms
isct
dy
dz
vsc

26 nuclides from cross section library
10

1
3

26
3

0 .0000
0 .0000
0 .0000

resonance nuclides
left bdy condition 0/1/2/3 vacuum/reflected/periodic/white
right bdy condition 0/1/2/3 vacuum/reflected/periodic/white
entries in the mixing table
order of scattering
first transverse buckling dimension
second transverse buckling dimension
void streaming
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

resonance data (3* array)

id
1092234
1092235
5092235
1092236
1092238
5092238
2040302
3025055
4025055
7025055

temp
560.00
560.00
293.00
560.00
560.00
293.00
560.00
293.00
293.00
560.00

geom abar
2 4.17850e-01
2 4.17850e-01
0 0.OOOOOe+00
2 4.17850e-01
2 4.17850e-01
0 0.OOOOOe+00
2 4.74980e-01
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00

dancoff
9.59610e-01
9.59610e-01
0.OOOOOe+00
9.59610e-01
9.59610e-01
0.OOOOOe+00
8.43998e-01
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00

inner rad.
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
4.17850e-01
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00

nsubO ita ml
6.50089e-06
7.14277e-04
1.31783e-04
3.55623e-06
2.13240e-02
4.80620e-02
4.33078e-02
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
2.06259e-04

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15.991
15.991
238. 051
15. 991
15. 991

235.044
0.000

11. 009
55.845
55. 845

sigmal itl m2
2.63660e+04 1 237.955
2.39966e+02 1 238.049
4.49548e+03 1 0.000
4.81978e+04 1 237.954
8.03798e+00 1 235.040
3.26360e-02 1 0.000
0.OOOOOe+00 0 0.000
9.12983e+02 1 21.192
3.46630e+02 1 55.925
3.46630e+02 1 55.925

sigma2
4.17470e+04
3.68163e+02
0.OOOOOe+00
7.63248e+04
4.04452e-01
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
8.31474e+02
1.25576e+02
1.25576e+02

it2
1

1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

lump vol
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

C4

LA
i4~

0

0



Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

nitawl data csas(xsdrn) data bonami data

nuclide
identifier

1 1092234
2 1092235
3 5092235
4 1092236
5 1092238
6 5092238
7 1008016
8 6008016
9 2040302

10 3024304
11 4024304
12 7024304
13 3025055
14 4025055
15 7025055
16 3026304
17 4026304
18 7026304
19 3028304
20 4028304
21 7028304
22 3005010
23 3005011
24 3006012
25 6001001
26 8007014

thermal
scatter temp.
5.60000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02

zone
boundaries

0
4.17850e-01
4.74980e-01
7.10766e-01

mixture
numbers

*1
2
8

scatter
by zone

3
3
3

sigma h
by mixture
4.90122e-02
1.44256e+00

0
0
0
0
0
0

temperature
by mixture

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

**** system geometry ****

case 3 -- latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=yes, source spec entered below

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number
Mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc
xnn 6.02
xng 2.65

1
500

12.75
20
-1
7

0.1799
00e+02
00e+10

zone number 2
mxz 3
rz 21.72
imz 8

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
neutron source normalization
gamma source normalization

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
neutron source normalization

zone number
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc I
xnn 6.02'
xng 2.65'

3
500

38.05
30
-2
7

0.1799
lOOe+02
DOe+10 gamma source normalization

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0 mixture no.

47.63 cm right boundary location
5 mesh intervals

5
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5

57.40
30

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

7
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

8
6 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

9
4

73.22
1

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

I source for zone 1
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Table S 1.5.11 (continued)

source spectrum no. -1 from cards

source for zone 2

source spectrum no. -2 from cards

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenI 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry ****

case 4 - latticecell x-sect proc, collapse=yes, source spec from origen-s file

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number 1
mxz 500
rz 12.75
imz 20
isz 1
mixc 7
vfc 0.1799
nsou 60
npos 2
zvol 1.8679e+05
nass 1

zone number 2
mxz 3
rz 21.72
iMz 8

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume

zone number
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol 1.12:

3
500

38.05
30

2
7

0.1799
60
2

L5e+06
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Table S1.5.11 (continued)

nass 6 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
Mxz
rz
imZ

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0 mixture no.

47.63 cm right boundary location
5 mesh intervals

5
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5

57.40
30

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

7
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

8
6 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

**** xsdose data *

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimensioncm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+0l z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02
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Table S 1.5.12 SAS1 output for cases 9-14 with PARM=CHK

primary module access and input record ( scale driver - 95/03/29 - 09:06:37
module sasl will be called

cases 9-14 (prep) -- infhommedium used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes
27n-18couple infhommedium
uo2 1 0.25553 560 92234 0.029 92235 3.2 92236 0.016 92238 96.755 end
zircalloy 1 0.08282 560 end
ss304 1 2.1375e-2 560 end
ss304 2 2.1712e-2 end
b4c 2 7.7066e-2 end
he 3 end
ss304 4 end
u(.27)metal 5 end
h2o 6 0.944 end
end comp
more data collapse end

case 9 -- infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isnicm=defaults
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
nd zone
read xsdose
595.64

case 10 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isn=8,icm=default
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0

end zone
isn=8
read xsdose
595.64

case 11 - same as case 10, with axial buckling of 595.64 cm used in xsdrn calc
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2- 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone
isn=8 dy=595.64
read xsdose
595.64
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Table S1.5.12 (continued)

case 12 - same as case 10. with outer fuel zone smeared with adjacent void
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 47.63 30 +1 0 0.4568 60 2 2.0647e+6 6
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
6 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone

isn=8
read xsdose
595.64

case 13 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn,icm=defaults
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone
read xsdose
595.64

case 14 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn=8.icm=default
cylindrical
1 12.75 20 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.8679e+5 1
2 21.72 8 0
1 38.05 30 +1 0 0.0 60 2 1.1215e+6 6
0 47.63 5 0
4 48.90 2 0
5 57.40 30 0
4 61.35 6 0
0 72.78 16 0
4 73.22 1 0
end zone
isn=8
read xsdose
595.64

module sasl is finished. completion code 0. cpu time used 16.20 (seconds).
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

cases 9-14 (prep) -- infhommedium used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes L
problem parameters *

lib 27n-18couple library
MXX 6 mixtures
msc 9 composition specifications
izm 1 material zones
ge infhommedium geometry
more 1 0/1 do not read/read optional parameter data
msln 0 fuel solutions

problem composition description *

sc uo2 standard composition
Nx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.2555 volume fraction
roth 10.9600 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

92000 1.00 atom/molecule
92234 0.029 wt%
92235 3.200 wt%
92236 0.016 wt%
92238 96.755 wt%

8016 2.00 atoms/molecule
end

sc zircalloy standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0828 volume fraction
roth 6.5600 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

40302 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc ss304 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0214 volume fraction
roth 7.9200 theoretical density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 560.0 deg kelvin

24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 69.500 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end

sc ss304 standard composition
mx 2 mixture no.
vf 0.0217 volume fraction
roth 7.9200 theoretical density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 69.500 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

Sc b4c
mx
vf
roth
nel
icp

end

sc he
mx
vf
roth
nel
icp

end

Sc ss304
nx
vf
roth
nel
icp

end

2
0.0771
2.5400

2
1

5000

6012

3
1.0000
1. 0000

1
1

2004

4
1.0000
7.9200

4
0

24304
25055
26304
28304

standard composition
mixture no.
volume fraction
theoretical density
no. elements
0/1 mixture/compound

4.00 atoms/molecule
5010 18.431 wt%
5011 81.569 wt%

1.00 atom/molecule

standard composition
mixture no.
volume fraction
theoretical density
no. elements
0/1 mixture/compound

1.00 atom/molecule

standard composition
mixture no.
volume fraction
theoretical density
no. elements
0/1 mixture/compound

19.000 wt%
2.000 wt%

69.500 wt%
9.500 wt%

standard composition
mixture no.
volume fraction
theoretical density
no. elements
0/1 mixture/compound

0.270 wt%
99.730 wt%

sc u(.27)metal
mx 5
vf 1.0000
roth 19.0500
nel 2
icp 0

92235
92238

end

sc h2o
mx
vf
roth
nel
icp

end

standard composition
6 mixture no.

0.9440 volume fraction
0.9982 theoretical density

2 no. elements
1 0/1 mixture/compound

1001 2.00 atoms/molecule
8016 1.00 atom/molecule

**** problem geometry ****

**** infinite homogeneous medium ****
mfuel 1 mixture no. of the infinite homogeneous medium

**** special parameters ****

isn 8 order of angular quadrature
iim 20 inner iteration maximum

NUREGICR-0200,
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

icm
szf
eps
ptc
bkl
ius
bal
dy
dz
ipn
frd
fwr
msh
mlv
axs
coll

25 outer iteration maximum
l.OOOOOe+00 size factor for spatial mesh
l.OOOOOe-04 overall problem convergence
l.OOOOOe-04 scalar flux convergence
1.42089e+00 buckling factor

0 thermal upscatter scaling
fine balance table print flag

0.OOOOOe+00 buckling height
0.OOOOOe+00 buckling depth

0 diffusion coefficient option
0 logical unit number to read flux guess

-1 logical unit number to write flux guess
2001 number of intervals for res. intgrtns

2 max lvalue for res. intgrtns
0 logical unit number to write anisn lib

collapse all thermal neutron groups to one group

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table S1.5.12 (continued)

cases 9-14 (prep) -- infhommedium used for x-sect processing, collapse=yes

*** ********** data library information *********

*** unit volume
* number data set name name unit function

89 c:\scale43\datalib\ft89fOO1 standard composition library ***

88 c:\scale43\datalib\ft88fOOl cross section library

11 c:\scale43\work\ftllfOO1 short cross section library

90 c:\scale43\work\ft9OfOOl input data direct access

standard composition library data

unit number : 89

dataset name : c:\scale43\datalib\ft89fOOl

library title: scale-4 standard composition library
637 standard compositions, 490 nuclides
90 elements with variable isotopic distrbutions.

creation date: 6/30/95

* ****

cross section library data

unit number : 88

dataset name : c:\scale43\datalib\ft88fOOl

library title: scale4 - 27 neutron 18 gamma group shielding library
based on endf-b version 4 data

compiled for nrc 1/27/89
last updated 08/12/94 ***

l.m.petrie ornl
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

**** additional data ****

mixing table from standard compositions data

mixture
no.

1
1
5
1
1
5
1
6
1
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
2
2
2
3
6

nuclide
no.

1092234
1092235
5092235
1092236
1092238
5092238
1008016
6008016
1040302
1024304
2024304
4024304
1025055
2025055
4025055
1026304
2026304
4026304
1028304
2028304
4028304
2005010
2005011
2006012
3002004
6001001

atom
density

1.84223e-06
2.02412e-04
1.31783e-04
1.00777e-06
6.04282e-03
4.80620e-02
1.24962e-02
3.15151e-02
3.58675e-03
3.72536e-04
3.78409e-04
1.74286e-02
3.71140e-05
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
1.26878e-03
1.28878e-03
5.93579e-02
1.65030e-04
1.67632e-04
7.72070e-03
1.69854e-03
6.83682e-03
2.13384e-03
1.50456e-01
6.30301e-02

n.i.t.
pointer
454
455
455
456
458
458
33
33

179
96
96
96
98
98
98

106
106
106
117
117
117
23
24
26
15
6

complete mixing table

mixture nuclide atom
no. no. density
1 1092234 1.84223e-06
1 1092235 2.02412e-04
5 5092235 1.31783e-04
1 1092236 1.00777e-06
1 1092238 6.04282e-03
5 5092238 4.80620e-02
1 1008016 1.24962e-02
6 6008016 3.15151e-02
1 1040302 3.58675e-03
1 1024304 3.72536e-04
2 2024304 3.78409e-04
4 4024304 1.74286e-02
1 1025055 3.71140e-05
2 2025055 3.76992e-05
4 4025055 1.73633e-03
1 1026304 1.26878e-03
2 2026394 1.28878e-03
4 4026304 5.93579e-02
1 1028304 1.65030e-04
2 2028304 1.67632e-04
4 4028304 7.72070e-03
2 2005010 1.69854e-03
2 2005011 6.83682e-03
2 2006012 2.13384e-03
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

3 3002004 1.50456e-01
6 6001001 6.30301e-02

mnmt
ires
ibl
ibr
Ms
isct
dy
dz
vsc

26
10

1
1

26
3

0. 0000
0.0000
0.0000

nuclides from cross section library
resonance nuclides
left bdy condition 0/1/2/3 vacuum/reflected/periodic/white
right bdy condition 0/1/2/3 vacuum/reflected/periodic/white
entries in the mixing table
order of scattering
first transverse buckling dimension
second transverse buckling dimension
void streaming

NUREG/CR-0200,
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M 6

.9 Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

resonance data (3* array)

id temp
1092234 560.00
1092235 560.00
5092235 293.00
1092236 560.00
1092238 560.00
5092238 293.00
1040302 560.00
1025055 560.00
2025055 293.00
4025055 293.00

geom abar
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00
0 0.OOOOOe+00

dancoff
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00

inner rad.
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOe+00

nsubO
1.84223e-06
2.02412e-04
1.31783e-04
1.00777e-06
6.04282e-03
4.80620e-02
3.58675e-03
3.71140e-05
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03

ita ml
1 15.991
1 15.991
1 238.051
1 15.991
1 15.991
1 235.044
1 15.991
1 15.991
1 11.009
1 55.845

sigmal
2.63660e+04
2.39966e+02
4.49548e+03
4.81978e+04
8.03798e+00
3.26360e-02
1.35421e+01
1.30873e+03
9;12983e+02
3.46630e+02

itl m2
1 131.863
1 130.677
1 0.000
1 131.868
1 74.712
1 0.000
1 148.290
1 132.112
1 21.192
1 55.925

sigma2
6.41355e+04
5.71928e+02
0.OOOOOe+00
1.17252e+05
7.22985e+00
0.OOOOOe+00
2.63771e+01
3.17998e+03
8.31474e+02
1.25576e+02

it2
I
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

lump vol
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1. 0000
1.0000
1.0000

LA'
00



Table S1.5.12 (continued)

bonam3. data
nitawl data csas(xsdrn) data bonami data

nuclide
identifier

1 1092234
2 1092235
3 5092235
4 1092236
5 1092238
6 5092238
7 1008016
8 6008016
9 1040302

10 1024304
11 2024304
12 4024304
13 1025055
14 2025055
15 4025055
16 1026304
17 2026304
18 4026304
19 1028304
20 2028304
21 4028304
22 2005010
23 2005011
24 2006012
25 3002004
26 6001001

thermal zone
scatter temp. boundaries
5.60000e+02 0
5.60000e+02 1.OOOOOe+00
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
5.60000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02
2.93000e+02

mixture
numbers

1

scatter
by zone

3

sigma h
by mixture

0
0
0
0
0
0

temperature
by mixture

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

**** system geometry ****

case 9 -- infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isn,icm=defaults

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number 1
mxz 1
rz 12.75
iMz 20
isz 1
mixc 0
vfc 0.0000
nsou 60
npos 2
zvol 1.8679e+05
nass 1

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol 1.12:
nass

2
2

21.72
8

3
1

38.05
30

2
0

).o0000
60
2

L~e+06
6

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz

4
0 mixture no.

47.63 cm right boundary location
5 mesh intervals

48.

57.

61.

72.

5
4 mixture no.

.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5 mixture no.

.40 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

7
4 mixture no.

.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

8
6 mixture no.

.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location

NUREGICR-0200,
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

imz 1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry ****

case 10 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; n-shield present; isn=8,icm=default

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number 1
mxz 1 mixture no.
rz 12.75 cm right boundary location
imz 20 mesh intervals
isz 1 source spectrum no.
mixc 0 mixture number for homogenized core
vfc 0.0000 volume fraction for mixc material
nsou 60 origen-s source unit no.
npos 2 origen-s source position
Zzvol 1.8679e+05 zone volume
nass 1 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number 2
mxz 2
rz 21.72
imz 8

zone number 3
mxz 1
rz 38.05
imz 30
isz 2
mixc 0
vfc 0.0000
nsou 60

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

npos 2 origen-s source position
zvol 1.1215e+06 zone volume
nass 6 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0

47.63
5

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

5
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5

57.40
30

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

7
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

8
6 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

optional parameters

t

isn 8 order of angular quadrature

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(O indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02
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Table S1.5.12 (continued)

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry ****

case 11 - same as case 10, with axial buckling of 595.64 cm used in xsdrn calc

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number
mxz
rz
irz
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol 1.86
nass

zone number
mxz
rz
iMz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

1
1

12.75
20
1
0

O.0000
60
2

7 9e+0 5
1

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

2
2 mixture no.

21.72 cm right boundary location
8 mesh intervals

3
1 mixture no.

38.05 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol
nass

2
0

0.0000
60
2

1. 1215e+06
6

source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0

47.63
5

5
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5 mixture no.

57.40 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

7
4

61.3 5
6

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

8
6 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

optional parameters

isn 8 order of angular quadrature
dy 5.95640e+02 buckling height of slab or cylinder

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry ****

case 12 - same as case 10, with outer fuel zone smeared with adjacent void

cs cylindrical coordinate system

I

zone number
mxz
rz
imZ
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol 1.86'
nass

1
1

12.75
20

1
0

2.0000
60
2

79e+05
1

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

2
2

21.72
8
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

zone number
mxz
rz
irz
isz
mixc

3
1 mixture no.

47.63 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals
2 source spectrum no.
0 mixture number for homogenized core

vfC
nsou
npos
zvol
nass

0.4568
60
2

2.0647e+06
6

volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

5
5

57.40
30

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

6
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

7
6 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

8
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

optional parameters

isn 8 order of angular quadrature

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimensioncm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry ****

case 13 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn,icm=defaults

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone nu
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol
nass

mber 1
1 mixture no.

12.75 cm right boundary location
20 mesh intervals

1 source spectrum no.
0 mixture number for homogenized core

0.0000 volume fraction for mixc material
60 origen-s source unit no.

2 origen-s source position
1.8679e+05 zone volume

1 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

2
2 mixture no.

21.72 cm right boundary location
8 mesh intervals

zone nu
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc
nsou
npos
zvol
nass

mber 3
1 mixture no.

38.05 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

2 source spectrum no.
0 mixture number for homogenized core

0.0000 volume fraction for mixc material
60 origen-s source unit no.

2 origen-s source position
1.1215e+06 zone volume

6 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0 mixture no.

47.63 cm right boundary location
5 mesh intervals

5
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5 mixture no.

57.40 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

7
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

zone number 8
mxz 0
rz 72.78
imz 16

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(O indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(O indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factcer id numbers 9029. 9504.

detector no. 1
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

**** system geometry **

case 14 - infhommedium x-sects; collapse=y; no n-shield used; isn=8,icm=default

cs cylindrical coordinate system

zone number 1
mxz 1 mixture no.
rz 12.75 cm right boundary location
imz 20 mesh intervals
isz 1 source spectrum no.
mixc 0 mixture number for homogenized core
vfc 0.0000 volume fraction for mixc material
nsou 60 origen-s source unit no.
npos 2 origen-s source position
zvol 1.8679e+05 zone volume
nass 1 no of fuel assemblies in zone

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

2
2

21.72
8

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

zone number
mxz
rz
imz
isz
mixc
vfc C
nsou
npos
zvol 1.123
nass

1
38.05

30
2
0

.0 000
60
2

.Se+06
6

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals
source spectrum no.
mixture number for homogenized core
volume fraction for mixc material
origen-s source unit no.
origen-s source position
zone volume
no of fuel assemblies in zone

mixture no.
cm right boundary location
mesh intervals

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

zone number
mxz
rz
imz

4
0

47. 63
5

S
4 mixture no.

48.90 cm right boundary location
2 mesh intervals

6
5 mixture no.

57.40 cm right boundary location
30 mesh intervals

7
4 mixture no.

61.35 cm right boundary location
6 mesh intervals

8
0 mixture no.

72.78 cm right boundary location
16 mesh intervals

9
4 mixture no.

73.22 cm right boundary location
1 mesh intervals

1

source spectrum no. 1 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

source spectrum no. 2 from origen-s
position 2 for 1826.3 days

optional parameters

isn 8 order of angular quadrature

**** xsdose data ****

ndetec 0 number of detectors
(0 indicates default detector locations)

nfactr 0 number of dose factor id numbers
(0 indicates default id for ansi standard)

dimenl 73.22 primary dimension, cm
dimen2 595.64 secondary dimension,cm
dose factor id numbers 9029. 9504.
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Table S 1.5.12 (continued)

detector no. .
r= 7.3220e+01 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 2
r= 1.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 3
r= 2.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02

detector no. 4
r= 4.7322e+02 z= 2.9782e+02
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ABSTRACT

The SAS2 control module was originally developed for SCALE to provide a sequence that generated
radiation source terms for spent fuel and subsequently utilized these sources within a one-dimensional (1-D)
radial shielding analysis of a shipping cask. One of the principal uses of SAS2 over its history has been fuel
depletion analyses to obtain radiation and heat generation sources and spent fuel isotopics to be used in
subsequent analyses. This document describes the new, significantly enhanced version of the SAS2 control
module which is denoted as SAS2H. For each time-dependent fuel composition, SAS2H performs 1-D neutron
transport analyses (via XSDRNPM) of the reactor fuel assembly using a two-part procedure with two separate
lattice-cell models. The first model is a unit fuel-pin cell from which cell-weighted cross sections are obtained.
The second model represents a larger unit cell (e.g., an assembly) within an infinite lattice. The larger unit-cell
zones can be structured for different types of BWR or PWR assemblies containing water holes, burnable
poison rods, gadolinium fuel rods, etc. The fuel neutron flux spectrum obtained from the second (large) unit-
cell model is used to determine the appropriate nuclide cross sections for the specified burnup-dependent fuel
composition. The cross sections derived from a transport analysis at each time step are used in a point-
depletion computation (via ORIGEN-S) that produces the burnup-dependent fuel composition to be used in the
next spectrum calculation. This sequence is repeated over the operating history of the reactor. Optionally, a
1-D cask shielding analysis is performed after the depletion portion of the sequence is completed. This
document presents input requirements, computational procedures, applications and uncertainties, subroutine
descriptions, and sample problems for the SAS2H sequence.
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S2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Shielding Analysis Sequence No. 2 (SAS2) control module was originally developed for the
SCALE code system to provide a sequence that generated radiation source terms for spent fuel and
subsequently utilized these sources within a one-dimensional (1-D) shielding analysis of a shipping cask.
Although the shielding portion of the sequence can still be optionally accessed, the principal use of SAS2 over
its history has been fuel depletion analysis to obtain radiation sources, decay heat, and spent fuel isotopics.
The sequence can be halted after the depletion/decay portion is complete. When calculation of radiation
sources was the prime objective, a unit fuel-pin cell could be used to obtain the burnup-dependent flux
spectrum necessary to prepare burnup-dependent cross sections during the reactor depletion analysis. This
simple procedure has been shown to produce conservative actinide inventories for pressurized-water reactor
(PWR) spent fuel and does not provide the flexibility required for depletion of boiling-water reactor (BWR)
fuel. Thus, the original SAS2 sequence was considerably enhanced to produce the SCALE-4 version which
is denoted SAS2H.

The criteria applied in developing SAS2 were the following:

1. to predict spent fuel characteristics for spent fuel assemblies having a specified reactor history;
2. to predict radiation dose rates for a radial model of a shipping cask containing spent fuel with the

calculated characteristics;
3. to permit the user to supply a minimal quantity of input in the relatively convenient format of the

SCALE system;
4. to apply standard analytical models that represent the physics of the system being analyzed (within

the 1-D transport limits of the problem);
5. to apply acceptable and documented data bases that can be updated in the future; and
6. to automate the use of known methods of calculating some of the input parameters and the

selection of appropriate control options for the various codes applied in the analysis.

Using a prescribed reactor history and cooling time, the SAS2H module is able to determine the spent
fuel characteristics (isotopics, heat generation, and radiation sources) and then subsequently compute the
neutron and gamma dose rates at various distances from a specified shipping cask. The fuel region in the cask
may be either dry or filled with water. A 1-D transport treatment is applied in the bumup-dependent flux
calculation of the fuel assembly and the shielding analysis of the shipping cask. A matrix exponential
expansion model is used to solve the nuclide generation and depletion rate equations.

The neutron transport analysis of the reactor fuel assembly for each time-dependent fuel composition
is basically a two-part procedure in which two separate lattice-cell calculations are performed, determining the
neutron spectrum and, subsequently, the nuclide cross sections. At specified times during the burnup, the cross
sections are updated using resonance processing codes and 1-D transport analyses. These updated cross
sections are used in the depletion computation that produces the time-dependent fuel composition to be used
for the next cross-section update. This sequence is repeated over the operating history of the reactor.

Even though the flux in the axial direction of the assembly is assumed to be constant, the two-part
procedure more nearly characterizes the major two-dimensional (2-D) effects than the one-step procedure
applied in the SCALE-3 version of SAS2. For example, in addition to simulating the fuel pins in the method
used in earlier versions, the model may include either the guide tubes or burnable poison pins that may be a
part of various types of assemblies. Also, the model description may contain the fuel-element casing and the
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channel moderator, which may significantly affect the flux, particularly in a BWR. Nuclide compositions are
computed for a specified reactor assembly, which is allowed to decay for a given cooling time after discharge.
The subsequent gamma source includes radiation from fission products, activation products of both the fuel
and structural materials, and (ny) reactions resulting from neutrons produced by some of the heavy isotopes.
The neutron source includes neutrons from spontaneous fission and (a,n) reactions with oxygen isotopes. The
final dose rates are calculated in the shielding analysis by applying these sources in a specific radial model of
a shipping cask.

Only basic data are required to perform the SAS2 evaluation of a shipping cask. These data, briefly,
include:

I. the material zone dimensions of the shipping cask, the fuel-pin cell, and the larger unit-cell
representation of the fuel assembly;

2. the material densities of the fresh-fuel assembly and the shipping cask;
3. the material temperatures;
4. the specific power, exposure time and shutdown time of the fuel assembly in each appropriate

cycle of the reactor history;
5. various control parameters used to select libraries, optional parameters preferred over the defaults,

the level of printout, and modifications to the transport computations (e.g., the fineness of mesh
intervals or the problem convergence criteria);

6. other optional data such as dose detector distances that differ from default values or light-elemnent
weights per assembly; and

7. an optional input method, where the shorter and easier input description of the larger unit cell
normally supplied to SAS2H is replaced by user input of the actual data used by the codes (e.g.,
the 1$ or the 35* arrays in XSDRNPM, Sect. F3) in performing the second cell computation.

The SAS2 control module converts the user input to data required by the functional modules, which
are used in the execution of the case. The SCALE system driver (reported in Sect. Ml) invokes the execution
of the various codes requested by SAS2 and then returns control to SAS2. Pertinent results computed by one
functional module are used in generating input data for subsequent modules. Passes through the functional
modules are repeated until the case is completed.

The model and the methods or techniques involved in the SAS2 control module are discussed in the
following section. Then, the general structure and subroutine descriptions are presented. Finally, the input
requirements are described, and sample cases are presented.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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S2.2 METHOD AND TECHNIQUES

The method followed by SAS2 in performing the fuel depletion and analysis of a spent fuel shipping
cask is presented here. The procedure, basically, is a combination of techniques by which data are prepared
for the execution of the various SCALE functional modules required for the problem.

S2.2.1 OVERVIEW OF MODULES AND LIBRARIES

Six different codes plus several routines in the SCALE subroutine library are utilized by the SAS2
control module. The basic functions of the six functional modules, as applied by SAS2, are described below.
References are given to sections in the SCALE manual or other reports that describe the codes in detail.

BONAMI applies the Bondarenko method of resonance self-shielding for nuclides that have
Bondarenko data included with their cross sections. BONAMI is described in Sect. Fl, and the Bondarenko
methods and applicability are discussed in Sects. M7.2 and M7.A.

NITAWL-fl performs the Nordheim resonance self-shielding corrections for nuclides that have
resonance parameters included with their cross sections. NITAWL-lI is described in Sect. F2, and the
Nordheim Integral Treatment is also discussed in Sects. M7.2 and M7.A.

XSDRNPM performs a 1-D discrete-ordinates transport calculation based on various specified
geometries requested in the data supplied by SAS2H. The code, as applied by SAS2H, has three particular
functions:

1. to produce cell-weighted cross sections for fuel depletion calculations;
2. to determine cell-weighted cross sections for spent fuel assemblies in a specified shipping cask;

and
3. to compute the angular flux data for the specified shipping cask, which are then applied by

XSDOSE in computing dose rates.

XSDRNPM is described in Sect. F3 and Ref. 1. Also, the automatic quadrature generator, the unit-cell mesh
generator, and convergence criteria applied by the code are presented in Sect. M7.2.5.

COUPLE updates the cross-section constants included on an ORIGEN-S nuclear data library with data
from the cell-weighted cross-section library produced by XSDRNPM. Also, the weighting spectrum computed
by XSDRNPM is applied to update all nuclides in the ORIGEN-S library that were not specified in the
XSDRNPM analysis. COUPLE is described in Sect. F6.

ORIGEN-S performs both nuclide generation and depletion calculations for the specified reactor fuel
history. Also, the code computes the neutron and gamma sources generated by the fuel assembly. ORIGEN-S
is described in Sect. F7.

XSDOSE applies the angular flux at the surface of a shipping cask, as produced by XSDRNPM, to
compute dose rates at specified detector positions outside the shipping cask. XSDOSE is described in Sect. F4.

Other subroutine packages applied by SAS2 are

1. the SCALE Free-Form Reading Routines (Sect. M3);
2. the Material Information Processor of the SCALE system (Sect. M7); and
3. the SRCALC subroutine package for computing neutron sources. SRCALC is a separate utility

code that has also been incorporated into ORIGEN-S. The routine was originally written for
SAS2 (Sect. S2.2.7).
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Data libraries that are utilized by SAS2 include:

1. SCALE Cross-Section Libraries (Sect. M4);
2. the SCALE Standard Composition Library (Sect. M8);
3. an ORIGEN-S Binary Working Library (Sects. M6.1.2 and M6.7); and
4. an ORIGEN-S Master Photon Binary Data Base (Sect. M6).

S2.2.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF METHOD

Three areas require the knowledge and attention of cask shielding analysts-radiation source
generation, radiation transport and dose evaluation, and proper utilization of cross-section data. Several
different codes may be required to determine an adequate radiation source and, subsequently, to calculate the
required dose. The complexity of the radiation transport analysis that is applied can vary widely depending
on the desired accuracy, the level of geometry detail to be included, and the computer time limitations. The
SAS2 control module provides an automated sequence to generate the radiation source, performs a 1-D
radiation transport analysis through the side of a cask, and evaluates the dose at selected points away from the
cask. The complete shielding analysis is performed with a single set of input specifications.

The method applied by SAS2 starts with the data describing a fuel assembly as it is initially loaded
into a particular reactor. The composition, temperatures, geometry, and time-dependent specific power of the
fuel assembly are required. For each time-dependent fuel composition, the new SAS2H sequence performs 1-D
neutron transport analysis (via XSDRNPM) of the reactor fuel assembly using a two-part procedure with two
separate unit-cell-lattice models. The first model is a unit fuel-pin cell from which cell-weighted cross sections
are obtained. The second model represents a larger unit cell (e.g., an assembly) within an infinite lattice. The
larger unit-cell zones can be structured for different types of BWR or PWR assemblies containing water holes,
burnable poison rods, gadolinium fuel rods, etc. Problem-dependent resonance self-shielding of the cross
sections is performed using the BONAMI and NITAWL modules.

The neutron flux spectrum obtained from the second (large) unit-cell model is used to determine the
appropriate nuclide cross sections for the specified burnup-dependent fuel composition. The cross sections
derived from a transport analysis at each time step are used in a point-depletion computation (via ORIGEN-S)
that produces the burnup-dependent fuel compositions to be used in the next spectrum calculation. This
sequence is repeated over the operating history of the reactor. Ultimately, the nuclide inventory (actinides,
fission products, and light elements) is computed at the burnup corresponding to the discharge of the assembly
from the reactor.

The buildup and decay of the nuclides in the fuel assemblies are subsequently computed by ORIGEN-S
for the cooling time (from discharge) of interest for the assemblies. The gamma source spectrum, in the
required energy group structure, is computed from photon-intensity data for nuclides present in the final
compositions of the fuel, its activation products, the fission products, and the activation products of the clad
and structural materials. Also, the neutron source spectrum, in the appropriate energy group structure, is
derived from actinide nuclide data for neutron emission during spontaneous fission and neutron production by
the interaction of alpha particles with the 170 and ISQ atoms in the fuel. The heat generation rate (total and by
nuclide) is also computed in the final ORIGEN-S case.

The shielding analysis of the shipping cask is performed in three parts: First, cell-weighted cross
sections are computed for the fuel-pin lattice representation of the given assemblies, either moderated or dry,
within the specified shipping cask. For a dry cask calculation, cell-weighting of the fuel cross sections is
usually not necessary and can be optionally skipped in order to reduce the overall computing time requirements.
Second, applying processed cross-section data of other zone materials in the shipping cask, together with the
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cell-weighted fuel cross sections and zone-averaged fixed sources of the fuel zone, angular neutron and photon
fluxes are computed for the system. The use of coupled neutron-photon cross sections in the fixed-source
transport calculation accounts for secondary gamma production during the radiation transport. Third, a
multidimensional treatment is applied to the angular leakage fluxes to compute gamma and neutron dose rates
at specified detector locations outside of the shipping cask.

The SAS2 module allows the following data sets to be saved: ORIGEN-S reactor cross-section
libraries, unformatted nuclide concentrations and radiation sources, formatted nuclide atom densities and
assembly sources, and case restart data. These data sets are used as interfaces to ORIGEN-S (Sect. F7),
PLORIGEN (Sect. F15), SASI (Sect. S 1), SAS4 (Sect. S4), restarts of SAS2, and other codes. The data sets
are described further in the input/output requirements of Sect. S2.5.5.

The above description is a brief summary of the entire SAS2H procedure. The following subsections
S2.2.3 through S2.2.9 discuss the various parts of the procedure in more detail.

S2.2.3 PREPARATION OF FUEL CROSS SECTIONS

The previous section provided a brief description of the entire SAS2H procedure. A diagram of the
basic flow path invoked by SAS2H and the SCALE driver is shown in Fig. S2.2.1. Appropriate parameters are
returned to the SCALE driver to properly invoke the functional modules in the SAS2H method. The upper part
of Fig. S2.2.1 shows the basic flow for the neutronics-depletion analysis "passes" that create a cross-section
library at specified burnup intervals. First, in path A, BONAML NITAWL-ll, and XSDRNPM are invoked
to produce the cell-weighted cross sections of the fuel zone. The second return to the driver for path B of the
reactor pass invokes all five functional modules. The compositions for the first reactor library pass are simply
the nuclide mixtures of the new, or freshly loaded, fuel assembly. After completing the neutronics code
computations, execution continues with COUPLE.updating an ORIGEN-S working library with data on the
XSDRNPM weighted working library. The ORIGEN-S execution is invoked to compute the time-dependent
densities of the nuclides in the fuel and burnable poison, if present, for the specified power and exposure times.
Finally, SAS2 is invoked for the next control function in the procedure.

The neutronics models used in path A and path B of the computational flow are discussed below in
Sect. S2.2.3. 1. Then Sect. S2.2.3.2 provides more information on the procedures used to process data for the
neutronics-depletion analysis.

S2.2.3.1 Description of the Neutronics Models

The flow chart of Fig. S2.2.1 indicates two computational paths (path A and path B) for the neutronics
portion of the depletion analysis. Although the neutronics modules used in these sequential flow paths are
similar (both access BONAMNINITAWLJXSDRNPM), the models analyzed are quite different. The model
used in path A is similar to that used in earlier SAS2 versions, through SCALE-3, inclusively. The addition
of flow-path B and its model produces the new version of SAS2 that is denoted SAS2H.

Basically, the model used in path A represents the fuel by an infinite lattice of fuel pins. Cross sections
are processed using a resonance self-shielding calculation followed by a discrete-ordinates l-D transport
computation of the neutron flux in a unit cell with white boundary conditions. The cell-weighted cross sections
produced by this path-A model are then applied to the fuel region of the path-B model. The model used in path
B is a larger unit-cell model used to represent part or all of an assembly. The concept of using cell-weighted
data in the 1-D XSDRNPM analysis of path B is an approximate method for evaluating 2-D effects found in
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fuel-pin lattices containing different types of rods or water "holes." The path-B model is used by SAS2H to
calculate an "assembly-averaged" fuel region flux that considers the effects due to the path-A model and
channel moderation, if present.

The path-B model represents a larger unit cell within an infinite lattice. Two examples of the larger
unit cells are depicted in Fig. S2.2.2, where diagram (a) applies to a PWR control rod assembly and diagram
(b) applies to a BWR burnable poison assembly. Variations to diagram (b) (e.g., omitting the casing and
channel moderator) would apply to different types of BWR or PWR assemblies. The essential rule in deriving
the zone radii is to maintain the relative volumes for all zones in the actual assembly. The control region of
the larger cell can be modeled as an assembly guide tube, a burnable poison rod containing no fuel, an orifice
rod, an axial peaking rod, a fuel rod containing a burnable poison, or almost any other pin-cell-type rod. The
moderator of the path-A model is included with an outer radius equal to the unit-cell radius. Then a fuel region
surrounds the moderator with a radius that maintains volume conservation of fuel and moderator for the entire
assembly (see Sect. S2.6.7 for an example). Also, the fuel assembly housing material, or casing, and channel
moderator between assemblies may be added by conserving volumes. A fuel assembly in which only part of
the guide tubes contain burnable poison rods during a specified operating cycle is analyzed by an approximate
effective mock-up, conserving material mass. Assembly rod spacers and other hardware that may be present
are usually ignored. However, if their effects are estimated to be significant, they may be input by using zone
average or effective densities. Reactor types, other than PWRs and BWRs, in which the path-B models require
more than one fuel zone may also be represented within certain conditions or limitations.

Although there is a distinct improvement in the geometry applied by SAS2H over that of earlier
versions, there still remain geometrical approximations. In designing assemblies there appears to be an attempt
to have control rods or burnable poison pins separated at equal distances. But, in practice, these distances are
not exactly equal, as assumed in the model. Also, when there is a channel moderator, the simulation places part
of it as the outer zone of each larger unit cell (which may only represent a portion of the assembly) instead of
placing all of it around the whole assembly. However, in either of these cases, the approximations in the
placement of the moderator, burnable poison, or assembly casing appear to be significantly less than in models
depicting those materials (with volume conservation) in an extra zone around each fuel-pin cell. In these cases,
a neutron leaving a fuel pin may be scattered by the extra moderator before entering the adjacent cell, whereas
in the SAS2H model and in actual assemblies the neutron would normally cross at least two fuel-pin cells
before interacting with the extra moderator or poison.

S2.2.3.2 Data Processing Procedures

To prepare the fuel cross-section library for ORIGEN-S, the SAS2H sequence uses several SCALE
functional modules. Fundamentally, the chief function of the SAS2 control module is to convert user input
data, plus data available within the SCALE system into the input required by these functional modules and
subsequently write the input on the interface units read by the codes. To assist in this process, SAS2H uses
the Material Information Processor (see Sect. M7) and another neutronics data processor similar to the
Material Information Processor.

Isotopic and other material densities, required by the codes, are prepared by the Material Information
Processor from both the user input (e.g., volume fractions) and the contents of the Standard Composition
Library. The mixture compositions of the reactor-loaded fuel assembly (i.e., fresh-fuel isotopics) and the
shipping cask materials are specified in the user input, representing a "total problem" composition description.
The spent fuel composition is excluded, since it is computed in the SAS2H procedure. The first three input
mixtures are used to describe the fuel-pin unit-cell of the path-A model; all other mixtures apply to either the
larger unit cell of the path-B model or the shipping cask. This method produces a single "input mixing table."
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The term "mixing table" pertains to the grouping of composition data for nuclides into three corresponding sets
that define the nuclide identification (ID) number, the mixture number, and the number density of the nuclide
in the mixture. A "master mixing table" for the problem is derived from the input mixing table plus trace
densities (1 x 101 atoms/b-cm) of those actinides that are both on the specified neutron cross-section library
and in the Block Data list for the COMMONIFUELID/ (listed in Table S2.2.1). Trace amounts of these
selected nuclides are automatically included by SAS2 to ensure appropriate cross sections are available for
important nuclides that build up in the fuel during depletion. Additional trace nuclides can be input by the user.

Table S2.2.1 List of fuel nuclides automatically
included by SAS2 for inclusion in neutronics

processinga when on SCALE library

Xe-135 Pu-240
Cs-133 Pu-241
U-234 Pu-242
U-235 Am-241
U-236 Am-242m
U-238 Am-243
Np-237 Cm-242
Pu-238 Cm-243
Pu-239 Cm-244

1/v-absorberb

aUnless overridden by user input, these nuclides
are added to the initial fuel mixture with a number
density of lO- atoms/b-cm.

bUsed to calculate the THERM parameter applied
in ORIGEN-S (see Sect. F7.6.12).

For the fuel-pin-cell model (path A of Fig. S2.2.1), the input data files for BONAMI, NITAWL-ll,
and XSDRNPM are prepared as described in Sect. M7. The cell-weighting option is used with the fuel-pin-cell
model to produce cross sections appropriate for the region denoted as the fuel zone in the larger unit cell of the
path-B model. The interface data sets for the three neutronics codes pertaining to the path-B model are then
developed by techniques that are either similar to those used for the fuel pin cell or, at least, reasonably
appropriate for this type of analysis.

Two geometry-dependent parameters are computed by the Material Information Processor for the fuel-
pin model of path A that are prepared differently by SAS2 for the larger unit-cell model of path B. The first
parameter is the effective escape cross-section input to account for heterogeneous effects in BONAMI (see
Sect. F1.2.1). If the zone contains fuel and is the most central zone, the value is taken from the fuel zone of
path A. If this is not true, the effective escape cross section is taken to be the reciprocal of the mean chord
length for the zone or 0.51(r, - ri-1) for the ith zone, where r, are zone radii and ro = 0. The second parameter
computed differently in the path-B procedure is the Dancoff factor (see Sect. M7.2.5.3 for a definition) used
in NITAWL-II for the resonance nuclides not in the fuel zone. If the zone is interior to the fuel zone, the
contribution to the Dancoff correction from neutrons escaping outward from the zone is neglected since their
probability of colliding or interacting with the large fuel zone is rather high. Thus, the Dancoff factor for
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resonance nuclides in a zone interior to the fuel zone is computed based on the volune-weighted nuclide
densities in zones interior to the zone containing the resonance nuclide. For nuclides in zones exterior to the
fuel zone, the Dancoff factor is not likely to affect final results and is set to zero. The path-B model also uses
the cell-weighted cross-section option and collapses the cross sections as required in updating an ORIGEN-S
library.

After the neutronics code interfaces are completed, SAS2 generates interface files for codes that couple
burnup-dependent densities into the model for producing time-dependent cross sections. First, an interface data
set is produced for COUPLE, which updates cross-section constants on libraries input to ORIGEN-S. Finally,
an input data set for ORIGEN-S is developed to execute a depletion case in which computed densities of the
fuel are saved in a data set at prescribed time intervals. More about the meaning of these intervals will be
discussed in the next section.

S2.2.4 FUEL IRRADIATION ANALYSIS TO PRODUCE TIME-DEPENDENT
CROSS SECTIONS

The fuel cross sections vary with burnup because of the change in nuclide concentration and because
of the resulting shift in the energy spectrum of the neutron flux. The neutronics-depletion procedure of
Fig. S2.2.1, as discussed in Sect. S2.2.3, is applied repeatedly by SAS2H to produce cross-section libraries
for the irradiation intervals requested in the input. This subsection discusses the "bootstrapping" method by
which SAS2H repeatedly "passes" through the neutronics-depletion procedure. The major data differences for
the sequential "passes" are in the nuclide densities and reactor history parameters. Note that each "pass"
through the procedure involves (1) preparation of new data interfaces by SAS2, (2) return of control to the
SCALE driver for execution of the three codes in the path-A model, (3) SAS2 preparation of the code
interfaces for the path-B model, (4) another return to the SCALE driver for execution of the five codes in the
path-B model, and (5) return to SAS2.

The user input specifies the number of cycles (e.g., the number of years the assembly resides in the
reactor), the number of libraries to make per cycle, the specific power in each cycle, and both the total
operation time and downtime of each cycle. Thus, the irradiation-time interval associated with each library
is derived from the input. With the exception of the initial fresh-fuel library, each cross-section library is based
on number densities obtained for the midpoint of the irradiation-time interval. The midpoint number densities
for an irradiation interval are computed from an ORIGEN-S case that uses the library from the previous
irradiation interval.

The procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig. S2.2.3 for a two-cycle case where two libraries per
cycle are requested. The first step is to produce the "PASS 0" library prepared using the fresh-fuel isotopics.
This initial library is used in the first ORIGEN-S case to generate number densities at the midpoint of the first
irradiation interval. The "ass 0" (fresh fuel cross sections) library is only used for this purpose. It is not
saved for the final ORIGEN-S case. Next, the SAS2 module (1) computes density-dependent parameters for
the resonance calculations, (2) increments the required data set unit numbers, (3) adds "PASS 1" to the
ORIGEN-S library title, (4) updates the ORIGEN-S input for the second case to deplete from the beginning
of the first irradiation interval and to save number densities for the starting point and the midpoint of the second
irradiation interval, and (5) rewrites all code interfaces using the new data. Then, the "PASS 1" library is
produced by invoking execution of the codes in both path A and path B of Fig. S2.2.1 a second time with the
new input interfaces. Each additional pass applies the same procedure as used for "PASS 1." The irradiation
interval midpoint densities are applied to the neutronics analysis to produce a new library for that interval. The
depletion computation applies this library and the densities calculated for the start of the pass. A decay
computation with zero power is applied for reactor downtime, if specified for the end of a cycle, before deriving
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densities for the next pass. All ORIGEN-S libraries are saved, starting with the "PASS 1" library. The last
pass is the only one in which there is a major difference in the procedure. After the completion of COUPLE
in the final pass, the required libraries have been produced. The final ORIGEN-S case corresponding to the
last pass uses all the libraries and runs through the entire reactor history input the SAS2 module. This final
case is described in detail in Sect. S2.2.5. Starting with SCALE 4.2, all the cross-section data libraries
produced during all passes are combined into the final multiburnup-dependent ORIGEN-S binary library made
by the case.

The time-dependent number densities applied in the neutronics analysis are obtained by different
methods. Number densities for the heavy nuclides of the fuel, together with their activation products and
fission products, are all computed by ORIGEN-S. In addition, ORIGEN-S calculates the depletion of most
light elements, including the burnable poisons boron, gadolinium, and cadmium, and most isotopes of the
specified structural materials. However, the densities of alloys or elements in the clad, moderator, or structural
materials, and oxygen in the fuel remain constant. The use of time-dependent densities for structural materials
or clad light elements in place of constant densities is probably not very significant in the neutronics analysis
of light-water reactors (LWRs), except for the isotopes of burnable poisons. In general, within a single subcase
to ORIGEN-S, a depleted density may be computed for only one initial density of each nuclide. Thus, light-
element nuclide depletion (typically of a burnable poison) is restricted to either those nuclides in mixtures
outside of the fuel zone of the larger unit cell or those in the fuel and clad. Detailed selection conditions are
presented in Data Note A of Sect. S2.5.4. Note two exceptions to the point-depletion limitation of ORIGEN-S
within SAS2H concerning light-element (LE) nuclides. Some of the fission-product (FP) nuclides are on both
the FP library and the LE library. Such a nuclide input as a trace in the fuel mixture is computed as being
produced from fissioning in the fuel. In the case where the fission-product nuclide is input in both the clad and
the fuel, the computation for production and depletion in the fuel is calculated for the nuclide as an FP isotope,
and the depletion and activation product calculation in the clad is treated for the nuclide as an LE isotope. The
same nuclide (the FP in the fuel) input in a nonmoderator zone outside of the fuel zone of the path-B model (see
Fig. S2.2.2) may also undergo a LE depletion calculation. The other exception to the single depletion
restriction concerns a LE nuclide (not in the FP library) contained in both the fuel and the clad. A single
depletion of a properly combined density for the nuclide is applied by SAS2H to subsequently derive the
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individual depleted densities in both of the materials. Many of the LE depletion capabilities of SAS2H have
a more significant value in certain product or research reactor designs rather than in the usual LWR designs.

The moderator (water) density does not change from the initial material specification unless requested
by the user. The fraction of the first-cycle (initial material specification) density of the water or soluble boron
may be specified by the user for each cycle. Also, the moderator boron concentration is automatically changed
during the passes of a cycle, if more than one library per cycle is requested. The boron density is assumed to
vary linearly from 1.9 to 0.1 times its average (input) density during the time interval of the cycle. The value
applied is determined from linear interpolation to the midpoints of each library time interval. This method is
applied to somewhat approximate a typical decrease in the boron as a function of time for each cycle. Thus,
if multiple libraries are requested per cycle, the user should ensure that the linear fit is appropriate for the cycle
history. Alternatively, a user can increase the number of cycles requested, request only one library per cycle,
and input a boron fraction that best models the actual amount of soluble boron in the reactor.

SAS2 always performs a "Pass 0" depletion with fresh fuel nuclide concentrations and cross sections
to the midpoint of the first irradiation-time interval to get cross sections based on the midpoint number
densities. The purpose of the Pass 0 depletion is only to obtain cross sections based on midpoint number
densities to use in generating the "Pass 1" library (see Figure S2.2.3). SAS2 then depletes Pass 1 starting with
fresh fuel nuclide concentrations and using the "Pass 1" cross-section library based on the midpoint number
densities.

For one library per cycle, the midpoint for Pass 1 (endpoint for Pass 0) is the midpoint of cycle 1 (see
Figure S2.2.4). The midpoint for Pass 0 is 25% of cycle 1. The average boron for each pass is the boron at
the midpoint of the pass. Thus, for Pass 0 the average boron is 1.45 times the input value (halfway between
1.9 times the input value at zero burnup and 1.0 times the value at mid-cycle). Pass 1 will use the average
boron for the cycle (1.0 times the input value). The boron concentration used in the cross-section library
generation is adjusted to be consistent with that point in the cycle depletion. For example, the boron
concentration used to generate the Pass 1 cross-section library is the average boron for the first cycle (1.0 times
the input value). Thus, for one library per cycle the average boron concentration, as specified by the user, is
always used.

The pin-cell zone temperatures also may be changed at different cycles. Note that all temperatures are
changed to the same value, which is input to BONAMI and NITAWL-II. This feature is not applicable to
periods during normal reactor exposure operations. Usually the fuel temperature change is either small or none
between cycles. However, SAS2 has been used to compute (via XSDRNPM) the infinite multiplication factor
(k.) for cold spent fuel at various burnup or decay times by applying an irradiation pulse and reducing the
system temperature.

The three Path-A pin-cell zone temperatures also may be changed at different cycles. If the
temperatures of the Path-B nonfuel zones (Sect. S2.2.3.1) are to be changed, this may be done by simply
changing the mixture number for the zone. Note, that the temperature may be specified for the material of each
mixture.
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S2.2.5 FINAL DEPLETION AND DECAY ANALYSES

The ORIGEN-S case in the final pass of the reactor irradiation period has a different function than that
of previous passes. Prior to the final pass, the purpose of the neutronics depletion method was to produce a
set of time-dependent, cross-section ORIGEN-S working libraries that apply to the specified fuel assembly at
various points during its irradiation history. Now, these libraries, which are ultimately combined into a
multiburnup-dependent ORIGEN-S binary library, and the initial nuclide densities form the input to the final
ORIGEN-S depletion case. The user may observe from the SAS2 printout that densities in the previous
ORIGEN-S cases are in atoms/b-cm, while the quantities input in the final case are given in total grams per
assembly. A short (zero-time)-decay subcase is applied, in order to list input grams, simply to aid as a problem
definition check. During depletion calculations, ORIGEN-S prints results only in units of gram-atoms per fuel
input (e.g., gram-atoms/assembly for the final SAS2 application).

A separate depletion subcase is performed, in turn, for each of the input ORIGEN-S working libraries.
All the nuclides in the library on unit number 21 (the large ORIGEN-S binary library) are available in the
analysis. These include over 1600 nuclides (for details see Sects. M6, F6.5, and F7.6.3). All chains are
automatically provided in the library processing by ORIGEN-S and COUPLE. Cross-section constants are
either updated directly from XSDRNPM output, or for those nuclides not included in the pin-cell analysis, from
broad-group flux weight factors (Sects. F6.2. 1 and F6.4.2).

First, in the procedure given here, the nuclide generation and depletion computation using the "PASS 1
library is performed. The first-cycle power and "PASS 1" time interval are applied. Four equal-size time steps
are used during the irradiation time, followed by a single downtime interval. If no downtime was specified, a
zero-time interval is applied. Next, a similar computation is performed using the compositions determined at
the end of the "PASS 1 " calculation and the cross-section data on the "PASS 2" library. The analysis proceeds
with each succeeding library and corresponding assembly power and time interval. Ultimately, the discharge
composition of the fuel assembly is determined. Finally, a decay-only subcase (six equal-size time steps) is
computed for the requested spent fuel cooling time. These calculated compositions are applied in both the final
shipping cask analysis and the determination of neutron and gamma sources.

The user may note that while light-element inventory in kilograms/assembly may be specified in the
input description, there is no corresponding input for the fuel. In addition to standard composition and unit-cell
specification data, the number of fuel pins per assembly and the fuel length of the pins are the only fuel data
required by SAS2. The code simply computes fresh-fuel nuclide inventories from this density and geometry
data. The assembly light elements, converted to proper units, are applied in both the cross-section processing
and the final ORIGEN-S cases. Their composition has a small effect upon the conversion of input power to
the flux applied in the computation because ORIGEN-S uses a recoverable energy per fission that includes
energy from the (n,y) reactions for all specified nuclides. Also, the contribution to the gamma source by the
light elements (e.g., cobalt) may be significant and is computed by ORIGEN-S. When an element or nuclide
is input both as a standard composition specification and a light element in kilograms/assembly, the standard
composition density is used only in the ORIGEN-S cases for cross-section processing, and the light-element
data are used in the final ORIGEN-S case to derive final spent fuel results.

S2.2.6 THE GAMMA SOURCE SPECTRUM

The last subcase (decay portion) of the ORIGEN-S case described in Sect. S2.2.5 invokes the option
for computing the gamma source spectrum of the spent fuel assembly. The spectrum is calculated for the
photon energy group structure present on the cross-section library specified for use in the shipping cask
shielding analysis.

I The code first converts inventories of all nuclides of the cooled fuel assembly to disintegrations per
second. Then, applying the ORNL Master Photon Data Base,2 it sums individual nuclide photon spectra to
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determine the total gamma source spectrum. The intensity of a line at energy E, from the data base, is.
normalized to Eas, the average energy of the group, using direct multiplication by the factor E/E, with one
exception. In cases where E - El or E2 - E is less than 0.03 (E2 - El), where El and E2 are the boundaries of
a group, one-half the initial intensity is applied to each of the two groups having the boundary near the line.
These procedures maintain the conservation of energy rather than photon intensity, which should give a more
correct computation of dose rates in the shielding analysis. As a final correction, the ratio of total nuclide
gamma energy (from data in the ORIGEN-S working library) to the gamma energy of only those nuclides
having line data, is multiplied times the spectrum computed from the data base. Later, the spectrum is
converted to a uniform volumetric photon source for the shielding analysis.

The ORNL Master Photon Data Base3 includes photon intensity and energy data for the following
physical processes: X rays and gamma rays emitted during radioactive decay of 427 nuclides, or more, taken
from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF);3 prompt fission gamma rays from spontaneous
fission of heavy nuclides; gamma rays from the fission products produced in spontaneous fission; gamma rays
from (a,n) reactions for heavy-metal dioxides; and bremsstrahlung production from beta and positron
deceleration in U0 2 and water using beta energy data from ENSDF (see Sect. M6).

S2.2.7 THE NEUTRON SOURCE SPECTRUM

An energy-dependent neutron source is required for computing neutron dose rates in the shielding
analysis. Since ORIGEN-S did not calculate neutron source spectra at the time SAS2 was written, the
procedure for computing neutron spectra described here was developed for SAS2. Also, substantially improved
spontaneous fission and (a,n) reaction yield data were applied. The data and method originally used in
ORIGEN6 overpredicted the (a,n) yields by a factor of approximately 2. Presently, the model described here
is used in ORIGEN-S and supplied to SAS2, in place of making the calculation in SAS2.

The major part of the neutron source is produced from spontaneous fission of the heavy nuclides. Data
required to compute the neutron production rate from this process include the spontaneous fission half-life, the
average neutron yield per spontaneous fission, vd, and the concentration for each contributing nuclide.
Spontaneous fission half-lives for the more significant nuclides are those from the ORIGEN-S card-image
actinide decay data library7 (see ORIGEN-S Data Libraries, Sect. M6). For several less-important nuclides,
unmeasured half-lives are taken from Ref. 8. These data were estimated with a correlation between measured
data and so-called fissility parameters.9 The Vsf data are taken from Ref. 8. Measured values are available for
21 nuclides, including the most significant. An equation, derived8 to compute vd, produces values that are
within two experimental standard deviations for all except three nuclides. This equation is applied by the model
for nuclides that do not have measured data.

A significant neutron source is produced from 170(0,n) and ' 80(a,n) reactions in the U0 2 and other
oxygen compounds of the spent fuel. Thin target cross sections"0 for these reactions and alpha stopping power
data were applied to compute neutron yields of the fuel material. Measurements"0 of thin target cross sections
for the 17 0(a,n) and '8 0(a,n) reactions produced improvement over earlier data." Thick target energy-
dependent (cn) yields for 238UNAT0 2 were computed,'0 having estimated accuracies within 10%. These data
are applied by ORIGEN-S to the various alpha energies of the actinide nuclides. Although alpha energies are
not explicitly given in the ORIGEN-S decay data base (Sect. M6), these data were derived from the same
sources as those used to produce the decay data base. ENDF/B-VI data12 were used for a large majority of the
actinides. Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF) data3,4 were used, if available, for those not in
ENDFJB-VI. Then, for the remaining actinides (of lesser significance), available alpha-energy data from the
Table of Radioactive Isotopes"3 were applied. All the yields, energies, and associated data are edited during
the execution of the neutron source option if the edit of the actinide library option is requested. These data,
which are not contained in the ORIGEN-S library, are supplied in the Block Data COMMON/SPECDT/.
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The isotopes "Cm and 2'Cm characteristically produce all except a small percentage of the
spontaneous fission and (a,n) neutron source in spent PWR fuel over a 10-year decay time. The next largest
contribution is usually from the (a,n) reaction of alphas from 38Pu, which is approximately 1 to 2% of the
source. Neutron energy spectra of both the spontaneous fission and (a,n) reactions have been determined for
the curium isotopes1 4' 15 and 138Pu (Ref. 16). The measured spontaneous fission neutron spectrum of 2"Cm was
found to be quite similar to that from 3U and 5Cf. Thus, the spectrum for 2Cm was computed'5 from these
measurements. The (a,n) neutron spectra were determined by extrapolating the neutron spectrum from Po-a-O
source measurements' 7 to the alpha energies of '24Cm, 2'Cm, and "Pu. The energy distribution of the
spontaneous fission neutron spectrum is computed from the spectra for 'Cm and 2"Cm described above, using
the calculated concentrations of those two isotopes. This spectrum is then renormalized to include the total
neutron source from all spontaneously fissioning isotopes. A similar calculation, using the data for all three
isotopes, is performed for the (a,n) neutron spectrum. The spectra are collapsed from the energy group
structure of the data to that of the SCALE library requested for the shipping cask computation. The procedure
assumes uniform distribution within each group and simply sums the quantities based upon energy fractions
common to both groups in the two group structures. The total neutron source spectrum is then computed as
the sum of the spontaneous fission and (a,n) spectra.

Neutrons produced by photofission and photoneutron reactions are not included in the source term
computed by SAS2. Cross sections for these reactions have been reported for several heavy nuclides'8 (e.g.,
2381J) and for the light nuclides:' 9 2H, 6Li NAILi, 9Be, and "3C. The photon reaction energy thresholds in these
data are 1.67 MeV for 9Be, 2.23 MeV for 2H, and approximately 5 MeV for the other nuclides. The gamma-
source energy range in spent fuel for significant intensities is 0 to 10 MeV, with only a somewhat minor
fraction >5 MeV. Cross sections for the light nuclides are <2.5 millibarns for energies <10 MeV. Since the
effective photoneutron cross sections (i.e., in the range 5 to 10 MeV) of nuclides of intermediate mass20 are
smaller than that of 238U, relatively fewer neutrons would be produced from these nuclides. Calculations,
applying the photon flux computed for typical PWR spent fuel, various time-dependent gamma sources derived
by ORIGEN-S cases, and the referenced cross-section data, indicate the quantitative significance of the photon
reactions. The contributions from photofission and photoneutron reactions with `8U are approximately 0.1%
of the neutron source at a 1-d cooling time, approximately 0.01% at 90 d, and less at later times. Calculations,
considering masses equal to that of 238 U, produce comparable results for 6Li and an appreciable decrease for
13C. However, due to the quantity of photon emission in the 2.5- to 3.0-MeV range, sources from 2H and 9Be
may require consideration. Approximately 1 kg of either of these two isotopes in the fuel region of the shipping
cask may produce a significant part of the neutron source and dose rate. The evaluation of a dry shipping cask,
where the neutron and gamma dose rates tend to be near the same magnitude, may require an additional
analysis of photoneutrons if appreciable quantities of 2H and 9Be are present. One source of 2H is the 0.015
atom % deuterium in natural hydrogen in the water coolant of various shipping casks. Fortunately, when the
reduction in neutron dose from the effect of water is taken into account, the estimated 2H neutron source
fraction is <1% at 1-d cooling time and less significant at later times. However, SAS2 may not produce an
adequate neutron source for systems containing large quantities of 9Be intermixed with the fuel.

Given the concentrations of heavy-element nuclides in spent fuel, the major uncertainty in the computed
neutron source strength is in the neutrons produced by spontaneous fission of "Cm and 2'Cm. The
uncertainties in ve for these isotopes is reported8 to be 3 to 4% and the reported7 uncertainty of the spontaneous
fission half-life is 10% for "Cm and 0.1% for 2 "Cm. Thus, over a 10-year cooling time the combined
uncertainty in the computed neutron source from the spontaneous fission is in the range 4 to 8%, with a
decrease as a function of time resulting from the 163-d half-life of 242Cm. By considering the uncertainty of
the thick target (a,n) yield data,° 'the possible error in applying 238UO2 stopping powers for other nuclides of
the spent fuel, and the fact that the computed (a,n) source is 10% of the total, it is estimated that the total
neutron source has an additional uncertainty of about 2%. This total uncertainty (<10%) in the complete
neutron source strength is less significant than inaccuracies arising from the neutron spectrum data, the
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concentration predictions and the neutronics analysis which are ultimately applied by SAS2 in computing the
neutron dose rate.

S2.2.8 DOSE RATES FROM THE SHIELDING ANALYSIS OF THE SPENT
FUEL SHIPPING CASK

Two additional passes through SAS2 are required after the final ORIGEN-S calculation is performed.
These passes prepare data for the shielding analysis and the computation of dose rates outside the spent fuel
shipping cask. The purpose of the first pass is the cell-weighted calculation of the fuel-pin lattice cross sections
within fuel zones in the cask. During the second pass, the cross sections for other zones of the shipping cask
are processed and the transport calculation for the entire shipping cask is performed to get the neutron and
photon angular flux at the surface of the cask. Alternatively, the user can request the cell-weighting pass be
skipped because the cell-weighting feature changes dose results insignificantly when used for a cask in which
the fuel zones are dry. Finally, gamma and neutron dose rates are computed at either specified or default
detector locations outside of the shipping cask.

The cell-weighted cross-section calculation is optionally provided for the user who desires to correct
the spent fuel cross sections by a self-shielding resonance treatment and weight the cross sections in accordance
with flux magnitudes of the unit-cell zones. SAS2 prepares the data similar to that used in the Path-A model
of the irradiation analysis. The fuel zone nuclide densities of the unit cell are those calculated by the last
ORIGEN-S case (i.e., that of the cooled spent fuel). The moderator zone densities, for the cask cooled with
water, are computed by using a routine from the LEOPARD code2 and applying the user input temperature
and pressure of the cask. The cask input temperature is also used to change the fuel temperature from that
applied in the irradiation cases. The XSDRNPM case is supplied the following: the fixed gamma and neutron
sources, buckling parameters for the cask fuel zone (the largest radius of multiple fuel zones), and print options
or control parameters supplied by the user input. The SCALE library specified in the input may contain either
neutron-photon or only neutron or photon cross sections, producing corresponding type dose rates. The
BONAM, NITAWL-IL and XSDRNPM functional modules are invoked by the driver during the pass to attain
the final objective (i.e., the production of the cell-weighted working library).

During the final pass, SAS2 completes preparation of other data required for the shielding analysis.
Important considerations here pertain to data describing both the materials and geometry of the shipping cask,
and the type of cross-section treatments to apply for these materials. The convention used in SAS2 input
assumes that standard compositions identified by mixture numbers >3 may apply to the shipping cask materials
other than the fuel pin cell. (Note: the fuel assembly, as defined here, includes the moderator of the unit cell
used in the optional cell-weighting case.) Other materials, such as the fuel basket and water between the
assemblies, may be specified as extra material in a fuel zone. The user specifies the radial dimensions of all
zones and the number of fuel assemblies per fuel zone. Then, SAS2 converts all unit-cell densities from the
cell-weighted case to homogenized densities of a fuel zone by applying the conservation of mass. The source
densities are similarly computed, conserving the total source. The light-elements input for the depletion
analysis by ORIGEN-S, other than that specified in mixtures 1 and 2 (e.g., 0 in U0 2 or Zr in clad), are not
applied unless specified again with a mixture number >3. Thus, all densities are supplied from either the spent
fuel composition computed by ORIGEN-S, or the master mixing table described in Sect. S2.2.3, and only
nuclides in the mixing table are used. In addition to the mixing tables applied by the shielding analysis codes,
other specifications are used as presented in the following paragraphs.
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The BONAMI case applies an infinite homogeneous geometry in the treatment of nuclides having
Bondarenko data with their cross sections. Material from all of the zones, except the cell-weighted nuclides,
are considered.

The NITAWL-i case applies the infinite homogeneous mediumNordheimintegral method, as required,
for all materials not in a fuel zone. Any materials added to the cell-weighted nuclides of a fuel zone are
considered for the resonance treatment in the analysis of a "dry" shipping cask. This resonance computation
is omitted in the case of a "wet" cask, because the assumption that the water is homogeneous produces more
unsatisfactory results than the application of the unprocessed cross sections of the nuclides (e.g., those of the
fuel basket). Also, the NITAWL-ll case merges the cross sections from the other zones with those that have
been cell weighted, to produce the working library needed by XSDRNPM.

The XSDRNPM case performs the transport shielding analysis for the fixed volumetric sources and
the multiregion geometry of the shipping cask. In addition to the application of data described above in this
section, the spatial intervals of all zones are developed from the mesh generator discussed in Sect. S2.2.9.
Since fission cross sections of fuel nuclides are supplied, both neutron multiplication and attenuation are
computed. Secondary gamma production is computed from (n,y) transfer data on the neutron-photon library
applied. The attenuated neutron and photon flux is ultimately calculated, producing the angular flux at the
shipping cask surface.

The final functional module executed in the last pass through SAS2 is XSDOSE. This module
performs the required numerical integration of the angular flux over the finite surface of the cylindrical shipping
cask to compute the scalar flux at specified detector locations. Flux-to-dose-rate conversion factors on the
SCALE cross-section libraries are applied in the ultimate calculation of the desired gamma and neutron dose
rates predicted for the case. The standard, or default conversion factors are those derived (in multigroup
format) fromtheAmerican National Standard InstituteNeutron and Gamma-Ray Flux-to-Dose-RateFactors.1
The dose rates that are automatically evaluated by SAS2 are at locations on the midplane of the shipping cask
at distances of 0, 1, 2, and 4 m from the surface, unless specified differently in the user input.

S2.2.9 THE SHIELDING GEOMETRY MESH GENERATOR

The user input to SAS2 does not require mesh interval input for the Geometry of the problem. The
automatic mesh generator derived (see Sect. M7.2.5.6) for the Material Information Processor is applied in all
unit fuel cell calculations in SAS2. A modified version of this mesh generator, applied to the multiregion
geometry in the shipping cask analysis, is described here.

Three additional considerations for the shielding analysis problems are

1. the application is for the treatment of both neutrons and photons,
2. the zones may be thick in comparison with mixture diffusion lengths, and
3. the uncollided flux tends to be reduced by the inverse square law.

The first parameters computed in the algorithm of the mesh generator are the total neutron cross
sections of neutron shielding zones, ZT, the epithermal asymptotic diffusion lengths of neutrons within fuel
zones, L, and an analogous variable for photons, L.. The estimates of L and L. for a mixture of K nuclides
in the zone included by radii r;,I and r, are derived from:

(IL) 2 = 3 2aEl(1 - ft)(1 - 4 Za 5Tt) (S2.2.1)
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lILg = Y (10-lOMf + M1IlO)N>, (S2.2.2)
i-l

where,

j = nuclide identifier in the mixture of zone i,
2a = macroscopic absorption cross section of zone i,
2 = macroscopic total cross section in zone i,
H = average cosine of scattering angle per collision in zone i,
Mj = atomic mass of nuclidej,
Nj = atom density of nuclide j.

The method described here produces the smallest intervals near the inner boundary, with increasing
sizes in the first one-fourth of the zone thickness. Then, equal size intervals are applied along the remainder
of the radial distance across the zone, except that the outer two intervals are reduced to half the size.

The number of intervals, Y, in the first one-fourth of the zone of thickness, d, is computed from the
following definitions and set of equations:

a = 2L/d
b = 6L/d
Y. = [1+9/(lOa - 1],, for inner zones including the outer fuel zone
Yj = 0.5 dT, for zones beyond the fuel zone
Y2 = [1+941lP -1) d

Y = max(Y],Y 2) (S2.2.3)

For each zone, let rt, be mesh radii for n = 1to Y and r, be the inner radius of the zone. Then, rn is the
smaller of 1.14 rn., and that derived by

r, = rnI + 0.25 d logjO[I + 9(10Y- 9n)] . (S2.2.4)

A constant size interval, S. approximately equal to the maximum interval size computed by Eq. (S2.2.4), is
determined by:

Z = [0.75 dI(ry- ry-,)lr.aw

S = 0.75 dZ (S2.2.5)

All the mesh radii beyond the first one-fourth of a zone are computed from S. of Eq. (S2.2.5), except for the
additional split in the last interval using S.

The mesh interval sizes may be changed from those generated by the above method, through the
specification of SZFCASK in the user input. Sizes are approximately the value of SZFCASK times their
default values, which are produced by SZFCASK= 1.
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S2.3 APPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS,
AND UNCERTAINTIES

The SCALE-4 version of SAS2, referred to sometimes as SAS2H, has eliminated much of the
conservatisminherent in earlier SAS2 versions, particularly, at long cooling times. Earlier SAS2 versions used
an infinite lattice pin-cell model for the neutronics analysis and so only variations in lattice design and
composition could be considered. With the SAS2H model, the presence of water holes, control rods, burnable
poison rods (BPRs), orifice tubes, and other assembly design features can be considered in an approximate
fashion. This new capability allows actinide concentrations to be more accurately computed by the SAS2H
procedure and thus leads to a more accurate evaluation of source terms and dose rates at long cooling times
(>10 years) where actinide contributions are more important. However, the SAS2H procedure still requires
only a relatively simple input description.

Even though numerous improvements have been made in the SAS2 control module, definite
assumptions and limitations remain. The neutron flux and compositions are assumed to be constant in the axial
direction of the assembly. Although this is a relatively small approximation in the PWR case, there is a large
enough axial change in BWR fuel moderator density that a prior determination of a power-weighted moderator
density is recommnended. Other major limitations to the SAS2 module are in the final dose rate computations.
Dose rates cannot be calculated for the ends of the cask or for any drain or instrumentation ports that may be
included in a cask design. Techniques are available, however, for using ORIGEN-S and the neutronics
modules in order to estimate the photon source in the assembly end fittings; These sources can subsequently
be used in other shielding analysis codes (e.g., SAS4 sequence of SCALE) to obtain end dose rates.

Even though the end product from SAS2 is to compute shipping-cask dose rates, it has a much wider
application. First, it has the capability of updating the cross-section constants on time-dependent ORIGEN-S
libraries. Then, from these libraries, ORIGEN-S may compute nuclide inventories, cooling-time-dependent
decay heat powers, neutron and gamma source strengths, and neutron and gamma source spectra. The
intermediate results printed in the ORIGEN-S cases of SAS2 may be useful since the accuracies of the dose
rates computed by SAS2 depend, in part, upon the accuracy of intermediate ORIGEN-S results.

The purpose of this section is to discuss the limitations and uncertainties in SAS2H as they affect the
intermediate results (i.e., nuclide inventories, decay heat, etc.).

S2.3.1 NUCLIDE INVENTORIES

With the development of the SAS2H version in SCALE-4, the nuclide inventory comparisons with
measurements referred' to in the SCALE-3 documentation of SAS2 no longer apply. Nuclide inventory
results computed by SAS2H have been compared with radiochemical analyses of the discharged fuel as
reported' for data on Calvert Cliffs PWR, H. B. Robinson PWR, Obrigheim PWR, Trino Vercelles PWR,
and Turkey Point PWR. Other validation studies for BWR data have been conducted and are to be published.
The average differences in the SCALE-4 computed and measured PWR isotopic concentrations for 235U, 238Pu,
239pU, 240Pu, 24'Pu, 24'Am, and 244Cm were - 1%, 2%, 3%, -5%, 5%, -6%, and -24%, respectively, when
applying the 27-group cross-section library and -1%, - 3%, -1%, <1%, -1%, - 1%, and - 9%, respectively,
when using the 44-group library. When using mass spectrometer measurements of 2 3 Cm + 24 Cm the
differences were - 16% and -2% in using the 27-group and 44-group cross-section libraries, respectively.
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The effect of including additional fission products in the depletion analysis should be considered by
the user. SAS2 input requires the composition of the initial fresh fuel. However, time-dependent cross sections
are produced for only the fuel nuclides included in the input to the neutronics codes. Thus, in order to update
cross sections for important nuclides that are generated during depletion but are not present in the initial
composition, the trace density of 10-20 atoms/b-cm is usually included for each nuclide. The most significant
actinides, together with 135Xe and 133Cs, are always added by the code (see Table S2.2. 1). Also, the user may
add other fission products included in the SCALE cross-section library. Since these nuclides are applied in
the neutronics computation and influence the neutron flux, their inclusion in the case may somewhat change
the calculated actinide inventories.

As discussed in Sect. S2.2.3, the SAS2H neutronics model attempts to provide a simple, yet accurate,
model of the neutronic characteristics within a fuel assembly. Besides the geometry model, other simplifying
approximations within SAS2H are

1. axial uniformity;
2. densities within the fuel pin are considered uniform with space;
3. a constant temperature is applied in each zone of the unit cell; and
4. a single fuel-pin unit-cell type is assumed (i.e., all assembly pins are assumed to have a constant

enrichment and pitch.

These simplifying approximations can somewhat affect the neutronics variables within fuel pins. In addition,
the substantially different burnups and assembly enrichments that exist across a reactor core can influence the
neutronic characteristics of a particular assembly. However, as noted above, preliminary validation of SAS2H
against measured isotopic data indicates acceptable actinide inventories are obtained with SAS2H. To obtain
more accurate results for actinide inventories in neutronically complex systems may require application of a
multidimensional neutronics model. Even though the acceptability of actinide inventories computed by SAS2
depends upon both the reactor characteristics and the intended application, fission-product inventories, with
the exception of two or three important isotopes, are not significantly dependent upon cross-section
calculations. The total fission-product inventory computed for a given burnup is expected to be highly
accurate, since it depends directly upon a relatively accurate calculation of removable energy per fission. Also,
little difference in fission-product inventory is expected in between the SCALE-3 and SCALE-4 versions of
SAS2.

S2.3.2 DECAY HEAT POWERS

Next, consider decay heat power computed by ORIGEN-S and the SAS2H-produced libraries. The
part of the power from actinides is 3 to 5% during the first 30 d of cooling time and increases to 15 to 25% at
10 years for most LWR fuel after burnup exposure in the range of 25 to 50 GWdIMTU. Thus, the
uncertainties in nuclide compositions of actinide nuclides convert to a much lower percentage of the total decay
heat power. More uncertainty exists in fission-product power at discharge and immediately thereafter than at
later cooling times. The la uncertainty of fission-product power at the later times, excluding that from "13Cs,
is estimatedP to be approximately 3%. At cooling times where the actinide power is less than 10% of the total
(i.e., cooling times less than 0.5 to 2 years for most cases,') the total decay heat power uncertainty is about
4.5%. There is an increase thereafter because the uncertainty in '"Cm and other actinide inventories have an
increased importance.
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Relatively good agreement was indicated in comparisons of decay heat power computed by the
SCALE-3 version of SAS2232 and three measurements of reactor assemblies with cooling times near
2.5 years.'s This older version of SAS2 overpredicted the power within 5.6%. Also, the total fission-product
power from 15 U and 3Pu, excluding that resulting from (n,y) reactions, was computed by both the earlier
SAS2/ORIGEN-S and the ANSI StandardP method. The maximum differences were 3.5% for ' 5U and 2.6%
for 39Pu, with the larger values computed by the ANSI method. The data in the ANSI method were principally
derived from ENDF/B-IV data, and that for the SAS2IORIGEN-S method were primarily from ENSDF-3
data. The average beta energy is derived from a more accurate method& for ENSDF data than that applied'
for ENDFJB-IV data, which accounts for a major part of the differences.

With the availability of additional calorimetric measurements of spent fuel assembly heat rates, a more
thorough validation of the calculated decay heat power has been performed 32 for the new SAS2H version within
SCALE-4. In this study, calculated and measured results were compared for ten PWR and ten BWR spent fuel
assemblies. The fuel was from three reactors: Point Beach Unit 2 PWR, Turkey Point Unit 3 PWR, and
Cooper Nuclear Station BWR. A summary of percentage differences in comparisons of measured and
calculated spent fuel decay heat rates for all cases and assemblies is presented in Table S2.3.1. The average
heat rate computed was less than the measured for the BWR assemblies, and the opposite was true for the
PWR assemblies. The final average difference for all 20 spent fuel assemblies was 0.4 + 1.4%. At a
confidence level associated with two standard deviations, the percentage differences lie in the range -2.4 to
3.2%. Thus, at the 2a confidence level and for the design and operating parameters of the given assemblies,
the nonconservative (negative decay heat) error in computed decay heat rates does not exceed 2.4% plus any
nonconservative bias in the measurements. Detailed results and discussion on the measured and calculated
decay heat rates are presented in Ref. 32.

Table S2.3.1 Summary of decay heat rate comparisons

Type of summary Number % differencea ± std dev

Summary by cases:
Average Point Beach case 6 3.6 ± 2.3
Average Turkey Point case 8 0.1 ± 1.3
Average PWR case 14 2.1 ± 1.4
Average BWR case 25 -1.4 ± 1.7

Average PWR and BWR av-case 0.3 ± 1.1

Summary by assemblies:
Average Point Beach assembly 6 3.0 ± 1.9
Average Turkey Point assembly 4 -0.7 ± 1.7
Average PWR assembly 10 1.5 ± 1.3
Average BWR assembly 10 -0.7 ± 2.6

Final average, all assemblies 20 0.4 ± 1.4
a(Calculated/measured - 1)100%.
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S2.3.3 GAMMA SOURCE SPECTRA

The accuracy of gamma source spectra is dependent upon the energy. Photon rates computed for
fission products tend to be more accurate than those for actinides, since the calculations of their inventories
have less uncertainty. Even though the uncertainty of fission-product photon rates of some groups may be
comparable with that of their decay heat power, there could be a tendency for the spectra uncertainties to be
somewhat greater because when fewer nuclides dominate the emission for the energy group, it becomes less
likely that opposite biases in data will have a cancellation effect. Note that shortly after discharge and
thereafter, the photon emission rates in the higher energy range are dominated by actinides. Typically, this is
true at energies above 4 MeV at all cooling times and at energies above 3.5 MeV after 10 years. The major
part of this higher range of the spectrum is contributed by 2'Cm after 90 d and at least 90% appears to be from
2'Cm during the range of 10 to 50 years cooling time?

Because there is a significant uncertainty in the measured 2'Cm in spent fuel, there is a
correspondingly large uncertainty in the higher energy groups of the gamma spectra. Fortunately, for spent
fuel there is a reduction by many orders of magnitude in the source above 3.5 MeV. After weighing the
importance of each energy group source strength upon the dose rate from typical shipping cask shield
dimensions, the effective uncertainty in the gamma spectra tends to increase from that of decay heat power to
the vicinity of 10 to 15% in the energy range 0.5 to 2.5 MeV where the spectrum has a dominant effect upon
the dose rates for most cases. The uncertainty determined from fission yield data and half-lives alone would
not be this large. However, a significant part of the spectrum in this range is contributed by -34Cs and '54Eu,
two fission products that are produced only from the neutron reaction with '33Cs and 153Eu rather than from
the more commonly assumed process of direct fission yields and subsequent decays. The uncertainty in the
computed cross sections for these reactions is expected to be greater than that of fission yield and decay data.
Also, there is additional uncertainty applied to the shielding analysis. If there were no other sources of
uncertainty or bias in the computation, the 10 to 15% spectra uncertainty discussed above leads to an
uncertainty of 5 to 7.5% in the calculated gamma dose rates.

S2.3.4 NEUTRON SOURCE SPECTRA

The uncertainties associated with the neutron source strength are discussed in Sect. S2.2.7. The
neutron emission is mainly from '2Cm at shorter cooling times and from 'Cm at longer times. The source
computed from a given quantity of '"Cm is more accurate due to less uncertainty in its spontaneous fission
half-life. Probably the largest contribution to final neutron source strength uncertainties is from the inventory
calculation. Although the (a,n) reactions produced a maximum of about 10% of the source, its importance is
increased by the fact that it contributes almost all of the emission in the two highest energy groups of the
SCALE 27-group neutron library. No reported uncertainties were noted in the data applied for calculating the
neutron spectrum. Spectra measurements that include uncertainties have been reported33 for 252Cf and 242Cm
total neutron yields. A comparison with the data applied by SAS2 indicates that uncertainty for the data used
in the lower neutron energy range is approximately 10% and for the higher energy range, which includes the
(cn) produced neutrons, the data uncertainty is probably in the vicinity of 20%.

At discharge, the neutron source is almost equally produced from '4Cm and 4Cm. The half-lives of
"Cm and 2'Cm are about 163 d and 18 years, respectively. The measurements of absolute quantities of these

isotopes in spent fuel were usually performed by determination of peak intensities with alpha counters.
Because the energies of the peaks differ by only a few percent, and differences in measurements34 of three
dissolver runs were significant, it is difficult to adequately derive a very precise uncertainty in the computed
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inventory of the two isotopes. Thus, there remains some deficiency in the knowledge of the curium isotope
uncertainties. However, applying reasonable estimates of uncertainties associated with the spectrum, the total
uncertainty of the neutron spectrum is expected to lie in the range between 10 and 35%.

S2.3.5 SHIIPPING CASK DOSE RATES

As discussed above, there has been no complete uncertainty analysis performed for the dose rates
computed by SAS2. This uncertainty would depend upon uncertainties in the source spectra, the cross sections,
and the approximations in the shielding analysis. Also, the uncertainty would tend to be problem-dependent.
The presence of water in a shipping cask tends to reduce the neutron dose rate more than the gamma dose rate.
In these cases (i.e., "wet" shipping casks) the gamma source may be considerably more significant on a relative
basis. Thus, the total dose rate uncertainty from the "wet" cask depends substantially upon the gamma dose
rate uncertainty.

Several types of errors or uncertainties could be introduced into the shielding calculation applying the
primary gamma source. For discussion purposes, these errors are divided into the following five categories
pertaining to gamma uncertainties: input data; point cross sections; collapsed cross sections; control
parameters selected for the case; and approximations or assumptions inherent in the shipping cask problem.
The following provides a simplified analysis of the gamma dose-rate uncertainties. When "uncertainty" is used,
it implies a magnitude of la.

The major uncertainty in the input, for a given cask design, is usually that of the gamma source
spectrum (Sects. S2.3.2 and S2.3.3). Uncertainties in the calculated spent fuel inventories (Sect. S2.3.1)
applied for the fuel zone mixture should be of much less importance.

The sensitivity of the transmission fraction F of monoenergetic photons through a thickness x can be
seen in the following simplified equations (i.e., with buildup for scattering ignored). Let Z be the linear
attenuation coefficient or total cross section, I, and Ibe the incident and transmitted intensities, a be standard
deviation, and a, = 0. Then,

F = lo= e, (S2.3.1)

aF= oUdF/9W=- azxes. (S2.3.2)

The uncertainty in F is:

qF/F = - x.cxa2) = InF(ao/z). (S2.3.3)

This applies rigorously only to a single energy for I,, and L For multienergy photons there are scattering
transitions from higher energies to the lower energy of . This would mean that for part of the path at the
higher energy 2 would be somewhat less, but the path length increase from angular scattering may have a
greater and opposite effect. A more rigorous treatment would be required to take these effects into account.
However, Eq. (S2.3.3) does provide an estimate of the relationship between the uncertainties of the flux
attenuation and cross sections. In the significant energy groups of a sample cask problem, the transmission
fraction varied from lO- to 10-. Since In (10-) = -11.5 and In (1O ) = -16.1, it follows, from Eq. (S2.3.3)
that the uncertainty in the flux attenuation and, subsequently, the dose rate at the shipping cask surface, is
about an order of magnitude greater than that of the cross sections.
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The 18-group gamma libraries of the SCALE system were prepared using the SMUG code? 5 and
accurate ENDF/B point cross-section data such as that of Ref. 36. The evaluated uncertainty in the total
photon point cross sections for heavy elements (e.g., uranium and lead) is in the range of 1 to 2%20,37.38 for
energies most significant to the problem (i.e., 0.4 to 3 MeV). Those pertaining to lighter elements are
somewhat lower, but they have less effect upon most shipping cask analyses. Another source of error, possibly
more important, is that a flat flux was assumed in the process for collapsing point data to cross sections for
the energy group structure of the library. Also, the gamma line intensity of a source nuclide is converted to
a group intensity in ORIGEN-S by applying the ratio of its energy to that of the midpoint of the group. The
application of a photon energy group structure, which is very fine and properly distributed around the major
line data, would indicate the magnitude of the uncertainty from collapsing gamma line data into broad energy
groups.

The sizes of control parameters input to the case (e.g., mesh interval size) can significantly affect the
quality of the results. Defaults of these parameters are input to sample case 2 in Sect. S2.6. Other values are
applied in sample case 1 for the same problem, which decreases the computer time but also reduces the
accuracy. The gamma dose rate at 2 mdecreasedby 27% in thecomputation in sample case 1. This illustrates
the combined effect of the particular parameter changes.

The 1-D radial model in SAS2 assumes each component of the cask to be cylindrical in the radial
direction and infinitely uniform in the axial direction. The infinite height of the cask is assumed for the
radiation transport through the cask walls and calculation of the surface angular flux. However, in calculating
the flux and dose outside the shield, the XSDOSE module only integrates the surface angular flux over an axial
height specified by the user as the cask height. This analysis procedure has been shown to provide favorable
dose results along the axial centerline in comparison to analysis techniques that accurately model the radial and
axial shape of the cask.39"4 Another approximation is required from the fact that square cross-sectional areas
of the assemblies are represented by circular zone geometries. Equal areas (i.e., equal densities) may be
maintained in describing the problem, or the radius may be conservatively extended to the outer corner of the
assemblies. The type of geometry conversion scheme applied in SAS2 for the fuel zone is decided by the user
and should be evaluated if the nonconservative scheme (equal areas) is selected.

It is difficult to derive a good estimate of the uncertainty of the computed gamma dose rates. However,
Eq. (S2.3.3) shows that the uncertainty in the cross-section data can be highly significant for the large
attenuations that are usually encountered in spent fuel cases. The indication that the error depends upon 2x,
in addition to avE, shows that the final uncertainties tend to vary proportionately with the thickness of a given
material. Thus, at least for some problems, the cross-section uncertainty may be the dominant source of error.
Examples of the propagated uncertainty were calculated, assuming: the cross-section uncertainty after
collapsing, is 1.5 to 3%; the cross-section bias is 0.5 to 1%; the la of the source spectrumis 10 to 15%; other
la is 5 to 10%; -In F is 12 to 15 for a uranium shield thickness of 10 cm; and the final dose rate is equally
divided distributed into four energy groups (causing the la of each group to be 5 to 7.5%). The computed
gamma-dose-rate uncertainty, based upon Eq. (S2.3.3) and quadratic error propagation was in the range 17
to 39% [i.e., 12 x 0.015 = 0.18 and 0.5(0.182 + 0.12 + 0.052) + 12(0.005) = 0.166, etc.]. A reduction from
the 10-cm thickness would produce correspondingly lower uncertainties.

The uncertainty in the computed neutron dose rate is more difficult to estimate than the photon dose
rate. There are much larger cross-section and source uncertainties for neutrons. Improved determinations of
heavy-element inventory uncertainties and a neutron sensitivity analysis are required to evaluate this
uncertainty.

In addition, a photon source is produced from (n,y) reactions. It appears that for many shipping cask
designs, the fraction of the dose rate from this source is relatively small, although certain aspects of a cask
design may make the fraction significant. Several neutron-photon cross-section libraries are included in the
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SCALE package. The user may determine the contribution from these secondary photons by comparing the
gamma dose rates of two cases that are identical in all input with the single exception that one applies the
neutron-photon library and the other applies the library for only photon reactions.
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S2.4 LOGICAL PROGRAM FLOW

This section presents the logical program flow and description of routines of the Shielding Analytical
Sequence No. 2. Subroutine descriptions are combined into blocks, in separate subsections, according to their
relationships in producing a common function, rather than using an alphabetical order by names. This
procedure should enhance the clarity of the flow and structure of the program.

The SAS2 control module is basically a program that prepares or preprocesses data for other codes.
All SCALE functional modules (other codes) may receive their code input data from a binary interface data
set. Because these code interfaces are produced and updated later in the execution of the SAS2 case, the
general approach in SAS2 is to produce a "master interface data set" containing each type of functional module
case and then perform an updated copy of the proper data interface case as required in the logical flow of the
program. It is helpful, or perhaps necessary, to read parts or all of Sects. S2. 1 and S2.2 before reading this
section. The program is divided into the following subroutine blocks: basic control and region allocation
preparation routines; Material Information Processor and neutronics data preprocessor for the path-A model
(see Fig. S2.2.1); neutronics data preprocessor for the path-B model (seeFig. S2.2.1); depletion analysis input
and data preprocessor; master mixing table processor; shielding analysis input and data preprocessor; and
recycle update processor. The chief controlling subroutine name is given in each block of routines. The routine
that calls it is indicated (or, sometimes the multiple path of routines in the flow are listed). Major routines are
shown, which are either directly or indirectly called. Other utility routines, common to various blocks, are
listed. They are described either in Sect. S2.4. 10 or in the SCALE section referenced in Sect. S2.4.11. A brief
explanation of the function of each block of routines is also presented.

The final three subsections show the master and supplementary interface formats, briefly describe
utility routines not given elsewhere, and present a cross reference to all routines in alphabetical order.

S2.4.1 BASIC CONTROL AND REGION ALLOCATION

Routine Name: SAS2

Calling Routine: This is the entry routine from the SCALE driver.

Routines Called: MAINS2, SAPREP, RECYC, ALOCAT, STSAS2, NEXPAS

Utility Routines: ENDNOW, CHARIN, ERROR, GETMS, OPNFIL, RESETM

Function: This block of subroutines (1) checks flags from the SCALE driver and returns a stop flag if error
is in the last execution of a functional module [i.e., IC(7) = 0], and (2) saves and restores the array list from
the driver, establishing a list of functional modules invoked by the driver in array AC. On the first pass, flow
through MAINS2 and SAPREP prints the unit numbers, opens data sets either for the required file connection
on a CRAY computer (or other machines) or for proper region allocation by ALOCAT on an IBM computer,
and proceeds to perform data preprocessing in STSAS2. On later passes, these routines proceed to a type of
update processor controlled by RECYC and NEXPAS. ENDNOW and CHARIN pertain to use of the halt
and restart features of SAS2. GETMS and RESETM get and store arrays that interface with the SCALE
driver.
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S2.4.2 MATERIAL INPUT AND NEUTRONICS Path-A DATA
PREPROCESSOR

Routine Name: STSAS2

Calling Routine: SAPREP via ALOCAT

Routines Called: NIXSUB, KNIGHT, NIXNEW, NITXSD, COPYNX, REDSAS, SETPRG, SETDRG,
SHIELD

Utility Routines: BINRCF, BINRCY, FINDID, IDXCIT, MIPID, UPDATE, GETLIB, WL VOLJB,
STOCHK, EPSIG, IDSET, INQOPN, LENWRT, MESAGE, and routines associated
with KNIGHT (Sect. M7.3).

Function: This block of routines activates the KNIGHT Material Information Processor (for converting user
input and Standard Composition Library data to arrays for preprocessor routines), the NIXNEW master mixing
table processor, and the N1TXSD data preprocessor (for processing data and writing code interface data sets
for the BONAMI-S, NITAWL-IH and XSDRNPM-S depletion analysis of path A). The KNIGHT routine
block is described in other SCALE sections. COPYNX modifies the interfaces obtained from NITXSD for
neutronics codes through calls to UPDATE, BINRCF, BINRCX and writes these interface files on the master
interface data set, unit number MAS. REDSAS, SETPRG, and SETDRG are described in Sect. S2.4.3. See
Sect. S2.4.4 for NIXNEW and NIXSUB and Sect. S2.4.6 for functions of SHIELD. STSAS2 performs the
major control of flow during the first pass through SAS2 plus minor data and pointer management. It also
writes the header and last records on MAS. Note that data processing for the path-A model is done by
N1TXSD, whereas the path-B model processing is produced by S2HDAT (see Sect. S2.4.5).

S2.4.3 DEPLETION ANALYSIS INPUT AND DATA PREPROCESSOR

Routine Names: REDSAS, SETPRG, SETDRG

Calling Routine: STSAS2

Routines Called: SETDCO, WRITRG, S2HDAT

Utility Routines: UPDATE, BINRCF, BINRCX, COPYNX, LENWRT, WRTBY1, WRFLUX, ERROR,
SCALE Free-Form Reading Routines.

Function: This block of routines reads operating history data for the reactor fuel assembly and converts it to
the interface case data required for COUPLE and ORIGEN-S. REDSAS applies the SCALE Free-Form
Reading Routines in reading data, checks for errors, and prints the "Reactor History Data." SETDCO writes
the interface for COUPLE. SETPRG sets pointers for ORIGEN-S arrays. SETDRG prepares data for each
pass through ORIGEN-S during the depletion calculation (looping NCYC*NLIB/CYC times), and saves values
of power and time of each pass on MAS (see Sects. S2.2.3 and S2.2.4). SETDRG calls WRITRG to write
the case interface and then copies it onto MAS. (Later, the interface case is simply updated in each recycle
pass.) Following the time-depletion loops, SETDRG and WR1TRG repeat the process (IPASS=2) with power
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and mass converted to that of the assembly, as applied in the final case (Sect. S2.2.5). Note that
concentrations during the time-dependent library production cases are in atoms/b-cm, which can be more easily
updated on neutronics code interfaces. The power is converted similarly. Finally, the decay subcase is
prepared (Sect. S2.2.5). The call from REDSAS to S2HDAT initiates the neutronics data preprocessor for
the path-B model (Sect. S2.4.5).

S2.4.4 MASTER MIING TABLE PROCESSOR

Routine Name: NIXNEW

Calling Routine: STSAS2 via NIXSUB

Routines Called: NUCFLG, NEWMIX, N]TIDS, NITEMP, NITDAT

Utility Routines: GETLIB, SHLIB, NUCFLG, STOCHK, WI

Function: There is a twofold purpose for reprocessing the mixing table produced by the Material Information
Processor. First, several trace amounts of nuclides are added to the fresh fuel, so that cross sections are
produced for all important nuclides (see Table S2.2. 1). Second, since the mixing table from input contains
path-A and path-B unit-cell data and shipping-cask data, N]XNEW separates the data for the separate
problems. NIXNEW calls NUCFLG to check the SCALE library before adding new nuclides in the /FUELID/
list of Table S2.2. 1. From the new size, MSNEW, of the depletion case mixing table, it sets pointers used by
NITXSD. NIXNEW then: calls NEWMIX to expand the mixing table of the unit cell to include the trace
nuclides; calls NiTIDS to reorder the ID array for NITAWL-II when necessary; calls NITEMP to set
temperature data for NITAWL-II; and, finally, calls NITDAT for adding resonance data for the trace nuclides
applied by NITAWL-ll.

S2.4.5 NEUTRONICS Path-B DATA PREPROCESSOR

Routine Name: S2HDAT

Calling Routine: STSAS2 via REDSAS

Routines Called: BPMOCK, MTBLOC, RDlS2H, RD2S2H, SETGEO, MTAB2H, S2HBON, S2HNIT,
S2HXSD, S2HOUT, SZNSEG

Utility Routines: BALNCE, ERDX, GETLIB, INQOPN, LENWRT, SCALE Free-Form Reading
Routines

Function: This block of routines controls the four main phases in data processing for the path-B portion of
the depletion model (i.e., the larger unit-cell computation). First, user input data are read in calls to RDlS2H
(for level-i or level-2 input) and RD2S2H (for level-2 or level-3 input). Second, S2HDAT prepares most of
the remaining parameters for the neutronics codes through calls to BPMOCK, SETGEO, and MTAB2H. The
main purpose of SETGEO is to standardize geometry data of the unit cell from lower-input levels (0 and 1)
to that read with level-2. Most of the other data required by neutronics modules are prepared into a more
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organized form by MTAB2H. The optional call to MPMOCK is triggered if the input (BPRNUM) specified
that only part of the guide tubes contain burnable poison rods (BPRs). Then the mock-up geometry is derived
by conserving mass, and a material balance table of BPRs is printed by BALNCE. The dominant part of the
process in MTAB2H is the construction of all mixing-table arrays for the larger unit cell. This step involves
the storing or calculating of data for arrays containing ID numbers, mixture numbers, atom densities, and
temperatures of all nuclides in the depletion analysis.

The processing in MTAB2H includes various features that "smear" fuel zone densities, account for
fuel combined with burnable poisons, store neutron poison nuclides at the start of the mixing array (to obtain
depleted densities of these nuclides through a later call to DPOISB), compute approximate estimates of Dancoff
factors through the call to SHELC (Sect. M7.3.8), set up NITAWL-II input data for resonance nuclides, and
generate mesh intervals for XSDRNPM-S. The standard interval size for a burnable poison zone (with no fuel)
is set near 0.05 cm. All fuel zones use a 0.2-cm interval, while all remaining zones use 0.08 cm. Intervals
adjacent to zone boundaries are split into two intervals of equal size. These standard sizes are multiplied by
the input factor FACMESH (see Table S2.5.1) when it is input.

The third control phase of S2HDAT produces the neutronics code input data interfaces, on unit No.
70, for the path-B model. This control phase is performed by S2HBON, S2HNIT, and S2HXSD. Note that
for level-3 input, the level-2 input preparation is simply overridden by any FIDAS-type array data input by
level-3 rules (see Appendix A).

The fourth phase of S2HDAT is the printout of user input (non-FIDAS) through a call to S2HOUT.

S2.4.6 SHIELDING ANALYSIS INPUT AND DATA PREPROCESSOR

Routine Name: SHIELD

Calling Routine: STSAS2

Routines Called: SHDATA, SHRITE, SHRHO, SHDRY, CELLWT, SHMIX, SHBON, SHRES,
SHNIWR, SHMESH, SHXSWR, WI, SCALE Free-Form Reading Routines

Utility Routines: STOCHK, DENH20, UPDATE, NEWREC, SHLIB, WI, SHXI, EPSIG, GEPSIG,
BINRCX, ERROR, GETLIB, INQOPN, LENWRT

Function: The objective of this subroutine block is to set up, using initial data, the cell-weighted case
(optionally applied for the fuel cross sections in the final shielding analysis), and the final region geometry case
applied to analyze the shipping cask. Then, the only changes required in the pass to SAS2 before these cases
are executed are the final spent-fuel densities and neutron and gamma source data. In controlling the flow,
SHIELD computes pointers derived mainly from mixing table sizes. SHIELD calls SHDATA to read and
check the shipping cask input data, including the geometry, control parameters, etc. The data are printed and
volume fractions are computed in SHRITE. SHRHO returns atom densities of the water from FUNCTION
DENH20 for the input temperature and pressure in the cask, if DENFM = 0 and DRYFUEL = NO (see
Table S2.5. 1). Then, CELLWT makes the three code interfaces required for the shielding cell-weighted case
by using the interfaces from the path-A model depletion case and making the necessary changes in moderator
nuclides, their densities, zone temperatures, and control parameters (e.g., for fixed source and cell-weighting).
Moderator densities are either DENH and DENO, from DENH20, or the input DENFM times the old reactor
values. Allowance for sodium (e.g., from LMFBRs) is provided only by using DENFM. Update copies of an
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interface are performed with calls to UPDATE and NEWREC. CELLWT writes the interfaces for
BONAMI-S, NITAWL-II and XSDRNPM-S in the next positions on the master interface data set.

SHIELD then calls routines to prepare the region geometry case. SHMIX prepares the mixing table
from arrays of the master mixing table (see Sect. S2.4.4). The three neutronic codes can have lengths and ID
numbers (identifiers) in their mixing tables that are different. The IDs of the SCALE library are used in array
NB 1 (4$ data) and duplicate IDs are modified in NBX (10$ data) of BONAMI-S. Then, XBX, the density
array, is the same for BONAMI-S and XSDRNPM-S. Note that the size of NBX is the sum of the number
of master library nucdides requested by NITAWL-ll (MMT) plus the product of the number of cell-weighted
nuclides (NWT) times the number of zones containing fuel. A counter, KOUNT, is incremented for
BONAMI-S and XSDRNPM-S, whereas KOUNTN is used for NITAWL-ll. Duplicate IDs are avoided by
adding MS (number of compositions for path-A unit cell) to the position value, or KOUNT. The first MMT
positions for NITAWL-Il (2$ data) are new nuclides of the cask, and the last MWT positions contain the same
IDs as in the cell-weighted case, which gives the required order for library merging. An approximation is
applied by using the fresh-fuel densities in BONAMI-S. A single temperature of the cask is applied, in order
to simplify input. Individual code parameters of the shielding case are selected as described in Sect. S2.2.8.

SHIELD calls SHRES to prepare resonance input data for NITAWL-II and calls SHMESH to produce
the mesh intervals for XSDRNPM-S (Sect. S2.2.9). The cask shielding case data are written in the next
positions on the master interface data set by: SHBON for BONAMI-S; SHNIWR for NITAWL-Ll; and
SHXSWR for XSDRNPM-S. Data for XSDOSE are not written until a later pass in SAS2 (see Sect. S2.4.7).

S2.4.7 RECYCLE UPDATE PROCESSOR

Routine Name: NEXPAS

Calling Routine: RECYC via ALOCAT

Routines Called: PASNEW, CWTCYC, CASCYC, XSDOSE, FINXSD, NSOUR, SRCALC, DPOISB,
DPOISN, DPOISX, WRFT33

Utility Routines: STOCHK, UPDATE, NEWREC, NEWDEN, CWTDEN, IDXCIT, INQOPN,
MOVMAS, ENDNOW

Function: This subroutine block controls the flow during all passes into SAS2 after the first pass. The method
used by SAS2 for managing problem data is to set up a typical interface case for all functional module cases
during the first pass, to save the data on the master and supplementary interface data sets. Then, during later
SAS2 passes, the interface data sets are updated as necessary using data produced by the execution of earlier
cases. This substitution or updating process is the main function of routines called by NEXPAS. Also, prior
to calling other routines, NEXPAS writes (in BCD) atom densities, source spectra and other data for each cycle
on unit No. 72. During the passes pertaining to the production of time-dependent cross sections (see
Sect. S2.2.4), the flow is directed to PASNEW. The paths taken for processing the path-A or path-B models
of the depletion analysis (see Fig. S2.2.1) are determined by the condition of WHICHP equaling FIRST or
SECOND, respectively. These control variables are set in MAINS2, which is called by the entry routine,
SAS2. NEWDEN supplies or adjusts the nucide densities produced by ORIGEN-S. Burnable poison nuclide
densities are obtained or processed by calls to DPOISB, DPOISN, and DPOISX. New mixing-table densities
are applied in producing interfaces for BONAMI-S, NITAWL-lI, XSDRNPM-S and ORIGEN-S. In the
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processing for path A, the "full" densities produced by an ORIGEN-S depletion case are input to the neutronics
codes. In the processing for path B, these densities are reduced properly or "smeared" over the cell, with the
exception of those for burnable poisons (which must remain "full" densities, as input to the path-B case).
Boron in the moderator is treated as stated in Sect. S2.2.4. Proper unit numbers are changed for COUPLE and
ORIGEN-S. The times and powers of the cycle are read from MAS in NEXPAS. ORIGEN-S libraries
produced in the previous pass through COUPLE are consolidated into a final library by WRFT33.

In the pass to SAS2 following the completion of the depletion analysis, NEXPAS calls CWTCYC for
preprocessing the data from the optional shielding cell-weighted case. CWTCYC copies the BONAMI-S
interface from MAS, since it is not changed. Then, the spent-fuel densities are returned from CWTDEN and
used in writing the updated NITAWL-lI interface. Similarly, the XSDRNPM-S interface is updated. Source
data are read in FINXSD from the data sets produced by ORIGEN-S. The gamma source is converted from
that of an assembly to source per cm3. The neutron source is determined from NSOUR and SRCALC
(Sects. S2.2.7 and S2.4.8). Then the XSDRNPM-S interface is completed in FINXSD.

The final pass into SAS2 calls CASCYC and subroutine XSDOSE from NEXPAS. CASCYC
produces interfaces by copying them from MAS for BONAMI-S and NITAWLII (since there is no new
resonance treatment for the cell-weighted fuel nuclides), and obtains densities and sources similar to that for
the cell-weighted case. The XSDRNPM-S interface is produced by CASCYC and FINXSD (with KASK=1,
set to denote the shipping cask case). Finally, subroutine XSDOSE produces the interface for the XSDOSE
module using default or input detector distances.

S2.4.8 FORMATS OF MASTER INTERFACE AND SUPPLEMENTARY
INTERFACE DATA SETS

Scratch data sets are applied to communicate data from one pass to another in SAS2. These sets are
called the master interface data set and the supplementary interface data set. Most of the information is in the
form of the data interface to one of the functional modules. It is either exactly the data as applied, or it has the
general structure so that new data (e.g., time-dependent atom densities) may be easily substituted. In addition
to interface data, there are control parameters and variables in header records and the two last records. This
subsection lists the type of each record, or set of records, to assist in reading or modifying the code.

A. Header Records on Master Interface Data Set:

1. The header record containing JPL and JP plus a list of parameters in the commons /SASCM/,
/SASCM2I, /EXTRCM/ and /FRACIN/.

2. Powers and times applied by ORIGEN-S for each of the NSEG different time-dependent libraries
produced. There are NSEG records, NSEG-NCYC*NLIB/CYC, from input data.

B. Sets of Master Interface Data (By Code, Case Type):

1. BONAMI-S, depletion unit-cell of path-A model;

2. NITAWL-II, depletion unit-cell of path-A model;

3. XSDRNPM-S, depletion unit-cell of path-A model;
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4. COUPLE, depletion library update;

5. ORIGEN-S, time-dependent depletion densities;

6. ORIGEN-S, final depletion and decay case;

7. BONAMI-S, cell-weight shield unit-cell;

8. N1TAWL-ll, cell-weight shield unit-cell;

9. XSDRNPM-S, cell-weight shield unit-cell;

10. BONAMI-S, region geometry shipping cask;

11. N1TAWL-II, shipping cask library merge;

12. XSDRNPM-S, region geometry shipping cask.

C. Final Records on Master Interface Data Set:

1. dose rate detector distances from shipping cask surface; and

2. shielding library unit number, group sizes, fuel zone size, factor, and light-element data.

D. Sets of Supplementary Interface Data (By Code, Case Type):

1. BONAMI-S, depletion unit-cell of path-B model;

2. NITAWL-ll, depletion unit-cell of path-B model; and

3. XSDRNPM-S, depletion unit-cell of path-B model.

The three sets are repeated for each of the NSEG libraries, if MXREPEATS=0 (see Table S2.5.1).

S2.4.9 UTILITY ROUTINES

Utility routines applied by SAS2, which are not described above or in other SCALE sections, are
briefly presented. The labeled common /FUELLDI is also included.

CHARIN - Reads characters for "Halt," "Restart," and other features from "=SAS2" card.

COPYNX - Copies code interface data, with minor updating, to MAS for BONAMI-S, NITAWL-ll and
XSDRNPM-S.

ENDNOW - Prints STOP 0 when "Halt" feature invoked, writing restart data on unit No. 55.
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ERDX - Prints level-3 input error messages.

ERROR - Calls STOP and prints STOP 100, when an error occurs. L
FINDID - Converts SCALE ID to ORIGEN-S ID and library type No.

/FUELID/ - This is a COMMON that is initialized in a BLOCK DATA routine. It contains the list of
nuclides which SAS2 always inputs in trace quantities (1 x 1WO atoms/b-cm) when not input
by user. The nuclide list is 135Xe, 133Cs, 234U, 235U, 236U, 238U, 237Np, 23pU, 23pU, Pu, 241pU
24 2 P4 '4 1Am, '-2Am, 243Am, 242Cm 243Cm, 2'"Cm, and the 1/v absorber. The l/v absorber is
used to calculate the THERM parameter applied in ORIGEN-S (Sects. F6.2. 1 and F7.6.12, and
Eqs. F6.2.7, F6.2.8, and F7.6.13).

GEPSIG - Computes l/Lg in Eq. (S2.2.2) for mesh generator.

GETLIB - Converts input library name to appropriate output unit number (see Table M4. 1.1 of Sect. M4).

IDSET - Reduces SCALE neutron cross-section library to include only the nuclides for the case, through
a call to SHORTX (Sect. M7.3).

IDXCIT - Computes ID for excited-state nuclides in ORIGEN-S.

lNQOPN - Opens a file via OPNFIL, when INQUIRE finds the file not opened.

LENWRT - Writes the array allocation size data in the - 1$$ record on binary interfaces to functional
modules, if needed.

MOVMAS - Reads to start of current cycle interface data on MAS2 for path-B model PASNEW processing,
if MXREPEATS=0 (see Table S2.5.1).

NEWREC - Writes and possibly edits one pair of code interface records.

SHLIB - Reads number of energy groups and nuclide ID numbers of a SCALE "master" library.

STOCHK - Compares total array size used with that allocated. If within 400 words, prints message. If full,
calls ERROR to stop.

SHE - Determines scattering power of nuclide for preprocessing of resonance data by subroutine
SHRES.

UPDATE - Copies standard interface formatted data until the array identifier, IA, and data entry number,
IBGN, are found. Only reads the record pair requested. Usually, the calling routine updates
the record pair with NEWREC, BINRCX or B1NRCF. When the output unit number is zero,
the routine simply reads or skips to the proper record. The routine also returns after reading a
negative identifier-since this signals the end of a code interface. Thus, a complete code interface,
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excluding the single record of title for XSDRNPM-S, is skipped by requesting an identifier -1
(or -9 as usually sent by SAS2).

WIIWJ - Debug type edit of: name, array size, and array. WI is for floating-point data and WJ is for
integers. Used in HALTXX case.

WRFLUX - Sets the "flux guess" array to 1 and writes the "flux guess" and "moments" array.

WRTBY1 - Writes pair of interface records for all nonzero parameters in data list, L, for array identifier,
IA. This is similar to specifying all data with an Ai in FIDO (see Sect. M10), where i denotes
the ith entry. This method allows the use of UPDATE more effectively.

S2.4.10 SUBROUTINE REFERENCE INDEX

The reference indices to subroutines written for SAS2 or directly called in the new SAS2 coding are
given below. The functions of other subroutines (e.g., those applied by KNIGHT) are presented in
Sects. M7.3.1 and M7.3.2. The conventions and applications of Free-Form Reading Routines are given in
Sect. M3.

Name Subsections (Described or Applied)
ALOCAT M2.2.1, S2.4.1, S2.4.2, S2.4.7
AREAD M2.2.3, M7.3, S2.4.3, S2.4.5, S2.4.6
BINRCF M7.3, S2.4.2, S2.4.3
BINRCX M7.3, S2.4.2, S2.4.3, S2.4.6
CASCYC S2.4.7
CELLWT S2.4.6
CHARIN S2.4.1, S2.4.9
COPYNX S2.4.3, S2.4.9
CWTCYC S2.4.7
CWTDEN S2.4.7
DENH20 S2.4.6, Ref. 21
DPOISB S2.4.5, S2.4.7
DPOISN S2.4.7
DPOISX S2.4.7
ENDNOW S2.4.1, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
EPSIG C4.3.3, M7.3, S2.4.2, S2.4.6
ERDX S2.4.9
ERROR S2.4.9, S2.4.1-S2.4.8
FINDID S2.4.2, S2.4.9
FINXSD S2.4.7
FREAD M2.2.32, M3.3, S2.4.3, S2.4.5, S2.4.6
GEPSIG S2.4.6, S2.4.9
GETLIB S2.4.2, S2.4.4, S2.4.5, S2.4.6, S2.4.9
GETMS C4.3.2, S2.4.1
IDSET S2.4.1, S2.4.9
IDXCIT S2.4.2, S2.4.5, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
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INQOPN
IREAD
KNIGHT
LENWRT
LREAD
MAINS2
MESAGE
MOVMAS
MTAB2H
MTBLOC
NEWDEN
NEWMDX
NEWREC
NEXPAS
N1TDAT
NITEMP
N1TIDS
N1IXSD
NIXNEW
NIXSUB
NUCFLG
OPNFIL
PASNEW
RD1S2H
RD2S2H
RECYC
REDSAS
RESETM
SAPREP
SAS2
SCANON
SETDCO
SETDRG
SETGEO
SETPRG
SHBON
SHDATA
SHDRY
SH1ELD
SHLIB
SHMESH
SHMIX
SHNIWR
SHORTX
SHRES
SHRHO

S2.4.2, S2.4.5, S2.4.6, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
M2.2.40, M3.3, S2.4.3, S2.4.5, S2.4.6
M7.3, C4.3.3, S2.4.2
S2.4.3, S2.4.5, S2.4.6, S2.4.9
M2.2.48, M3.3, S2.4.5
S2.4.1
M2.2.49, S2.4.2
S2.4.7, S2.4.9
S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.7
S2.4.4
S2.4.5, S2.4.6, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
S2.4.1, S2.4.7
S2.4.4
S2.4.4
S2.4.4
S2.4.2
S2.4.2, S2.4.4
S2.4.2, S2.4.4
S2.4.4
C4.3.2, S2.4.1, S2.4.9
S2.4.7
S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.1, S2.4.7
S2.4.2, S2.4.3
C4.3.2, S2.4.1
S2.4.1, S2.4.2
S2.4.1
M2.2.61, M3.3, S2.4.3
S2.4.3
S2.4.2, S2.4.3
S2.4.5
S2.4.2, S2.4.3
S2.4.6
S2.4.6
S2.4.6
S2.4.2, S2.4.6
S2.4.4, S2.4.6, S2.4.9
S2.4.6
S2.4.6
S2.4.6
M7.3, S2.4.9
S2.4.6
S2.4.6
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SHRITE
SEXI
SHXSWR
STOCHK
STOP
STSAS2
S2HBON
S2HDAT
S2HN1IT
S2HOUT
S2HXSD
SZNSEG
UPDATE
VOLJB
WI
wJ
WRFLUX
WRLTRG
WRTBY1
XSDOSE

S2.4.6
S2.4.6, S2.4.9
S2.4.6
S2.4.2, S2.4.4, S2.4.6, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
M2.2.63, S2.4
S2.4.1, S2.4.2, S2.4.3, S2.4.4, S2.4.6
S2.4.5
S2.4.2, S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.5
S2.4.2, S2.4.3, S2.4.6, S2.4.7, S2.4.9
M7.3, C4.3.3, S2.4.2
S2.4.2, S2.4.4, S2.4.6, S2.4.9
S2.4.9
S2.4.3, S2.4.9
S2.4.3
S2.4.3, S2.4.9
S2.4.7
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S2.5 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION

The user prepares SAS2 input by following the SAS2 input data requirements table in this section.
Various free-form input features are reviewed to assist new users of SCALE control modules. A brief outline
of all input data is given. The input description is presented by a summary-type format in the input
requirements table. However, prior to the table, a discussion on certain meanings and use of the table is
presented. Following the table, data notes are presented for clarifying details of the description and denoting
particular exceptions to the definitions. Finally, a "Halt" and "Restart" feature and other major supplemental
options are described.

The user familiar with the SCALE-3 version of SAS2 may note the additions to input resulting from
the change to the SAS2H model. In practice, the amount of the additional data depends largely upon the type
of fuel assembly modeled. Usually either short or no input additions are required for PWR control rod
assemblies. There may be significant input additions, however, for BWR or PWR burnable poison assemblies.

S2.5.1 REVIEW OF FREE-FORM INPUT FEATURES

All 80 columns of a card (or card-image record or line) may be used.
A data entry, numeric or alphanumeric, may be entered anywhere on the line, but without dividing the

entry between two lines.
Numerical data must be followed immediately by a comma or one or more blanks.
Alphanumerical data must be followed by two blanks or an equal sign (=). Sometimes alphanumerical

data may be followed by one blank in place of two (e.g., after entries for EL in Table S2.5.1) and within the
data following the requirements of CSAS4. Even though some users may prefer to correctly apply one blank,
the "two-blank rule" is the general convention of SAS2, and always produces correct results.

Floating-point data may be entered in various forms (e.g., the value 12340.0 may be entered as:
12340, 12340.0, 1.234+4, 1.234E+4, 1.234E4, 1.234E04, or with exponent indicator D replacing E).
(Also 0.012 may be 12-3, 1.2-2, etc.)

Comment lines may be added to the input by using an apostrophe (T) in column one and followed by
a comment in the other 79 columns. These lines may appear anywhere (before or after any of the data entries
in the input) except the positions just prior to a title line or a module activator line (e.g., =SAS2H).

Other features are presented in Sect. M3.

S2.5.2 OUTLINE OF INPUT DATA

I. Reactor Material and Lattice Data
A. Title, Library, and Lattice-Type
B. Material Compositions

1. Fuel-Pin Cell (required to be input first in the list)
2. Other Pin Cell or Guide Tube Cell
3. Fuel Element Casing
4. Channel Moderator
5. Shipping Cask

C. Fuel-Assembly Unit-Cell Geometry
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Il. Reactor History Data and Larger Unit-Cell Geometry
A. Fuel-Assembly Parameters
B. Larger Unit-Cell Geometry
C. Power and Moderator History

III. Shipping-Cask System Data
A. Library and Cask Parameters
B. Shipping Cask Geometry

1. Detector Positions (Optional)
2. Zone Description
3. Fuel-Assemblies/Fuel-Zone

S2.5.3 USE OF INPUT DATA REQUIREMENT TABLES

Before preparing input, the user should read Sects. S2.1 and S2.2. The input requirements are
presented in Table S2.5.1. The left-hand column of the table gives the data block reference number, which is
not an input entry. The next column of the table lists the variable name or keyword of the entry, and the
remainder of each line defines the variable and gives useful comments. Sometimes the name is only for
reference purposes and for denoting either integer (I, J, K, L, M, and N as first character) or floating-point data
(unless specified in comments). Some of the variable names and keywords must be entered as part of the input
data. These required entries are denoted by an asterisk. The variable names may be reduced to the first four
left-hand characters plus the equal sign, if the user prefers that they be more concise than descriptive. If
additional characters are added to the first four, a name may not exceed 12 characters before the "=." Variable
names without an asterisk should not be entered.

The input description is divided into separate blocks of data, which are included between consecutive
horizontal dashed lines. The first entry of a block of data must begin on a new line. Additional entries may
be entered on the same line. When the block ends with the keyword END, the next entry must be on a new line.
Except for the module activator (e.g., =SAS2H) and the title line, more than one line is permitted per block.
Examples are sometimes shown after the block of data.

The general approach applied in SAS2 is to use the Material Information Processor of SCALE in
reading all data through data block 6 (under I in the outline of Sect. S2.5.2). Except as noted in Table S2.5. 1,
any appropriate option listed in Table M7.4.3 and described in Sect. M7.4 is permitted in SAS2 also. For
example, arbitrary materials could be included in the material data. These data blocks include all data for the
initial case executed by the neutronics codes except for trace nuclides (see Table S2.2. 1) which are added
automatically by SAS2. Additionally, the Standard Composition block includes all material descriptions for
the shipping cask except for the spent fuel compositions and cask coolant densities in the fuel zone. The
multiple application of the Standard Composition block requires the fixed specifications of certain mixture
numbers as shown (i.e., MX < 3 for the fuel pin mixtures). Also, the volume used in computing the volume
fractions, VF, of components in spent fuel zones should total the zone volume minus the total number of pins
in the fuel zone (FUELBNDL*NPIN/ASSM) times the unit-cell volume. Any extra water in the assembly (e.g.,
lattice "holes") (see Sect. S2.3.1) should be part of the additional components in spent fuel zones (see Data
Note A in Sect. S2.5.4).
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Table S2.5.1 SAS2 input data requirements
Name or

'- v
Data
block

1

keyword
=SAS2a

Definitions, comments, and examples
(or =SAS2H as an alias name) Module activator, column 1.
See Halt Feature and other PARM= parameters in Sect.
S2-5.6

2 TITLE An 80-character title. (Prints only 72 in XSDRNPM-S)

LIB Name of SCALE library to be used in reactor analysis:
44GROUPNDF5 (recommended); 27BURNUPLIB (next
alternative); 27GROUPNDF4; 238GROUPNDF5;
HANSEN-ROACH; or for any other name the code uses

3 library on unit number 70. See Sect. M4 for more
information on available libraries

GE Reactor lattice type. SAS2 always requires
LATTICECELL

-- Example: 44GROUPNDF5 LATTICECELL

(For more details, see Data Note A.)
All of the Standard Compositions input and the geometry
description of Data Blocks 5 and 8 produce the nuclide
mixing table, which is limited to 5000. The precise
explanation of the mixing table size is given in Sect. S2.A.

SCb Component name from Standard Composition Library (see
name in Sect. M8 and SCALE library contents in Sect.
M4). (For input of arbitrary materials, see Table M7.4.5.)

MX Mixture number of SC. MX•3 if pin-cell; MXŽ4 if cask or
larger unit-cell mixture

DEN=a Density of the standard composition (optional), g/cm3

VF Density multiplier. Set to zero if using ADEN. May omit
4 if END is next (1)

ADEN Atom density, atoms/barn-cm. Enter only if VF=0
TEMP Temperature, K, applied only if MX s 3 or if larger unit-

cell mixture May omit if END is next (293)
IZA SCALE ZA number. Omit if VF=0. Use only for multiple

isotope elements in Table M8.4.1
WTP Wt % for IZA. Repeat IZA-WTP pairs for 100% sum
ENDa End of this SC data. Repeat for all SC of case

Examples: U02 1 0.94 1000 92235 3.1 92238 96.9 END
FE 40 4.2-3 END
SS304 6 END

END COMPa Ends entire material data input. See Data Note A and Table
M7.4.5 for more information

…-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ---- …-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)
Data Name or
block keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

CPT Type of fuel lattice: SQUAREPITCH, TRIANGPITCH, or
SYMMSLABCELL only allowed in SAS2. Only
SQUAREPITCH may be used with INPLEVEL < 2 (in Data
Block 7).

PITCH Center-to-center spacing between fuel pins or fuel slabs, cm
FUELOD Outside diameter of fuel in pin or fuel thickness in slab, cm
MFUEL Mixture number of fuel. Always enter 1 in SAS2
MMOD Moderator mixture number. Always 3 in SAS2

5 CLADOD Clad outside diameter of rod or distance between outer clad
surfaces of slab, cm. There must be SC for clad.

MCLAD Clad mixture number. Always 2 in SAS2
CLADID Clad inside diameter of rod or distance between inner clad

surfaces of slab, cm. Omit this and next entry if no gap.
MGAP Gap mixture number, if gap. Always 0 in SAS2
ENDa End of reactor-lattice. See Data Note A and Table M7.4.7 for

more information
Example: SQUAREPITCH 1.5 0.94 1 3 1.06 2 END

MORE DATA' Optional data for XSDRNPM cases run during depletion
analysis. Entries may be in any order

SZF=~a Spatial mesh factor. SZF: < 1 for finer; >1 for coarser mesh
(1)

ISN=a Order of angular quadrature (8)

LIMOa Maximum number of inner iterations (20)

ICM=a Maximum number of outer iterations (25)
6

EPS=a Overall convergence criteria (0.0001)

PTC=za Scalar flux point convergence (0.0001)

IUS=a IUS=:1, upscatter scaling to speed convergence; 0, not scaled
(0)

ENDa End of option. See Table M7.4.9 and accompanying
description for additional options and more detailed
information

-_Exarnpl eMORE DATA ISN=16 SZF=0.9 END
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)

Data Name or
block keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

(The first seven of the following may be in any order. See
Data Note B for discussion.)

NPINIASSM=a

FUELNGTH=a

NCYCLES=a

NLIB/CyC=a

LIGHTEL-a

PRNTLEVEL-a

Number of fuel-rods/assembly; control rods not included;
burnable-poison fuel rods included

Active length of fuel in rods, cm

Number of cycles exposed; commonly number of years; no
maximum limit except that given for HALT feature in Sect.
S2.5.6 (3)

Number of libraries made per cycle (1)

Number of light elements in clad and assembly input in Data
Block 10

Print level (integer) requested. See Data Note C (4)
(Omit the remainder of this block and Data Block 8, if
INPLEVEL=0 or PARM=OLDSAS2.)

Total volume of the fuel (MX=l) in the entire assembly or
quantity to which POWER applies, cm3. Always applied if
non-zero. Do not enter for cylindrical fuel rods. Always enter
for slab-lattice. See Data Note B for discussion of slab. (0.0)

7

VOLFUELTOT=a

INPLEVEL=a

NUMHOLES=a

NUMINSTR=a

MXTUBE=a

ORTUBE=a

SRTUBE=a

ASMPlTCH=a

Input level of data below. Only SQUAREPITCH (in Data
Block 5) may be used with INPLEVEL<2. (0)

Number of second type pins or "holes"/assembly
Required only if INPLEVEL=l

Number of instrument tubes/assembly (1). Required only if
INPLEVEL=1

Mixture number of guide tube (2). Required only if
INPLEVEL=1

Outside radius of guide tube, cm. Required only if
INPLEVEL=1

Inside (small) radius of guide tube, cm. Required only if
lNPLEVEL=l

Pitch between assemblies, cm. Required only if INPLEVEL=1

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)

Data Name or
block keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

NUMZTOTAL-a

MXREPEATS=a

7
(cont.)

BPRNUM=a

GTHOLENUM=a

FACMESH=a

LIMVNTGEO=a

Number of zones in describing larger cell. Code requires:
NUMZTOTAL >1; and a maximum of 20. Required only if
INPLEVEL=2 or 3

=0/1; MIXES and RADIUS required: for each library
made/only once (1). Required only if INPLEVEL=2 or 3

Mixture number of moderator (3). Required only if
INPLEVEL--2 or 3

Array data of number of burnable poison rods (BPRs) per
assembly for each library segment of the
NCYCLES*NLIB/CYC libraries. (First entry applies to first
segment of first cycle, etc.) Not required if no BPRs or if all
guide tubes contain BPRs. May omit final zeroes in the array.
See next entry. Never required unless INPLEVEL=2 or 3.
See Data Note F for discussion of BPRs.

Number of guide tubes without BPRs per assembly in first
cycle of case. The number of guide tubes without BPRs for
the remaining cycles is known implicitly by the total number of
guide tubes minus BPRNUM.
May include if BPRNUM is input or let code compute it.
Never required unless INPLEVEL=2 or 3. See Data Note F.

Mesh size factor: Interval size = (default size)(FACMESH) is
applied (1.0). Required if INPLEVEL=2 or 3

Upper limit to the number of geometry intervals, after the
default interval sizes and FACMESH are applied. If this value
is exceeded, FACMESH is increased to where LIMINTGEO is
not exceeded (200). Required only if INPLEVEL--2 or 3.

End of INPLEVEL scalar constants, required if INPLEVEL>0
See Appendix S2.A, which gives additional input, for
INPLEVEL=3

ENDa

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A _- - - - - - - - - - -
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)

Data
block

Name or
keyword

MIXES

8

(Enter
NCYCLES x
NLIBICYC

times if
MXREPEATS=

0)

Definitions, comments, and examples
(Repeat the following, as pairs of data, NUMZTOTAL times.)

Mixture number of path-B zone, inner zone first. The next
pair of data applies to the adjacent zone, etc. Use 500 for the
fuel zone, composed of densities of the homogenized path-A
unit cell computed by code. May not use 500 in the first fuel
zone. Use mixture numbers 50 to 59, inclusive, for additional
fuel zones. For these mixtures, specify only the standard
composition input for the light elements added to the
composition of mixture 500 (input number densities for the
light elements should be multiplied by the fuel volume fraction
for the cell since the light element is homogenized over the
cell). Required if INPLEVEL = 2 or 3

Outer radius of zone; ascending order, cm
Example: 3 1.3 2 1.4 3 1.7 50 5.197

5 6.1 7 8.2 51 12.6 7 16.1 500 22.2 6 30.1
Enter the following set for each cycle or NCYCLES times.
Entries may be in any order, except for "END." See Data
Note B

RADIUS

___________________________________.

9

POWER=a

BURN=a

DOWN=a

BFRAC=a

H20FRAC=a

TMPFUEL=a

TMPCLAD=a
TMPMOD=_a

ENDa

Average power (megawatts) of either the assembly, an
extended assembly increased to FUELNGTH, or the total fuel
volume (if VOLFUELTOT > 0.0)

Fuel irradiation period of reactor, d
Downtime, d, following BURN; except for last cycle where it
is cooling time of spent fuel used in cask analysis

Fraction of first-cycle boron density (from Data Block 4) for
this cycle (1)
Fraction of first-cycle H20 density for this cycle. Note, "O" in
H20FRAC is a letter (1)

Temperature of the fuel nuclides for this cycle, K.

Temperature of the clad nuclides for this cycle, K.
Temperature of the moderator for this cycle, K These
temperatures may be input after the first cycle, which has the
Standard Composition input values.

Required if any entry omitted
Example: POWER=15.2 BURN=330 DOWN=35.25 END
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)
Data Name or
block keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

(Repeat the following LIGHTEL times, if LIGHTEL > 0)

10 EL Chemical symbol of element for which gamma source is to be
(Enter included and (ny) Q-valuelfission applied

LIGHTEL
times) WTL1TE Effective weight/assembly, kg. See Data Note D

Example: FE 6.2 CO 0.04 ZR 100

ALIB Name of SCALE library used for cask shielding analysis:
27N-18COUPLE; 22N-18COUPLE; or 18GROUPGAMMA,
or those listed for LIB
(The following entries may be in any order.)

TEMPCASK=a Cask temperature, used for all mixtures, K. Replaces TEMP
in standard composition data for cask cases

NUMZONES=a Number of material zones in cask (i.e., number of radii, R)
DRYFUEL=a Enter YES (if dry, i.e., no H20) to denote removal of fuel zone

11 water derived from the moderator mixture, MX=3. Default of
NO is for flooded cask. Follow with two or more blanks (NO)

DETECTORS=a Number (integer) of dose detector locations. Limit of 30.
If zero, locations are 0, 1, 2, and 4 m from cask surface in
midplane. If 20, ANSI standard dose conversion factors are
used. If <0, other factors, possibly, are used (see Data Note F)
(0)

END Required only if one of the above entries is omitted
Example: 27N-18COUPLE TEMPCASK=300
NUMZONES=6 END

12 (DETECTORS number of entries. Omit, if DETECTORS=0)
(Enter DTEC Surface-to-detector distance, cm

DETECTORS Example: 0 34.5 100 500
times)

(Repeat pair of entries NUMZONES times. See Data Note E.)
13 MXZ Zone mixture number; applies all SC of Data Block 4, where

(Enter MX=MXZ
NUMZONES R Radius of zone, cm

times) Example: 4 24.5 6 24.8 5 50.2 6 50.4 7 60.8 6 61

____________________________________________________________________________________________

I1
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Table S2.5.1 (continued)

Data Name or
block keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

(Repeat pair of entries for each fuel zone; limit of 5)

ZONE-a Zone number of fuel zone, or position of MXZ-R pair
14 FUELBNDL-- Number of spent fuel assemblies in zone. May be

(Enter for interger or decimal (for fractional addition). See Data
each fuel zone) Note E

Example: ZONE=1 FUELBNDL-1 ZONE=3
FUELBNDL_ 5.625

(Enter, if required, or for changing defaults; in any order)

PRESSURE-a Cask water pressure, psia, for deriving densities. Either
this or next entry required if DRYFUEL=NO (14.696)

DENFM=-a Ratio of coolant density to that of the same moderator in
reactor case. Always required in treating sodium

SZFCASK=a Mesh size factor: Interval size=(default size) x
(SZFCASK) is applied (1.0)
(In entries below, x=C or x=S. The entry applies to
XSDRNPM-S in the cell weight case if x=C, and for

15 XSDRNPM-S in the shipping cask case if x=S)
ISNx-a Order of angular quadrature (8 for ISNC, 16 for ISNS)

ICMx=a Maximum number of outer iterations (25)

EPSx=a Overall convergence criteria (0.0001)

PTCx=a Scalar flux point convergence (0.0001)

ICMx=a Maximum number of outer iterations (25)

ITMx=a Maximum computer (CPU) time allowed in
XSDRNPM-S, min. (defaults: 10, if x=C; 30, if x=S)

ENDa Required if all of the above entries are omitted
Otherwise, it is optional. Starts after column one

16 ENDa End of SAS2 module data. Starts in column one. A new
SCALE case may follow

a Keyword (including "=') must be part of data entry. Only first four characters of keyword and
"=" are required.

bSAS2 requires that all SC components for the Path-A pin-cell (i.e., for MX•3) be input first, before
larger unit-cell or cask components (MXŽ4).
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Any data entry specified in the table is always required unless a condition for its omission or "optional"
is stated in the comments. When the entry may be omitted, a default value is supplied by the code, usually the
value is shown in parentheses at the end of the comments. The only exceptions to this method are the defaults
computed by equations listed in Data Note B for INPLEVEL-=.

At the time of the present writing, the 123-group SCALE library, which may be specified by LIB,
contains incomplete data for application by SAS2. It is required that fluxes (MT=1099) be added for properly
weighting the library during the energy collapse with XSDRNPM-S.

S2.5.4 IMPORTANT DATA NOTES

The user experienced in applying SAS2 or other SCALE control modules may find that Table S2.5. 1
is sufficient for most cases. However, since some definitions or comments in the table could be subject to
interpretation or may have an unusual exception, the following data notes are included.

S2.5.4.1 Note A, Material and Lattice Input

Data Blocks 2-6 provide input to the Material Information Processor as described in Sect. M7.4.
However, the input and description in Table S2.5.1 is significantly reduced from that shown in Table M7.4.3.
The user should refer to Table M7.4.5 to augment Table S2.5.1 if an arbitrary material (one for which a
standard composition is not available) is needed in the mixture specification. Also, the MORE DATA data
block of Table S2.5.1 does not list all the optional parameters allowed by the Material Information Processor;
however, it does list all the ones that are the most important to typical LWR designs. The recommended library
to use for most LWR cases is denoted by 44GROUPNDF5. Finally, the restriction of SAS2 applicability to
LATMICECELL geometries limits the necessary input description. The following information in this Data
Note provides additional information to help the user better understand the Material Information Processor
input as required by the SAS2 control module.

As in other control modules of the SCALE system (e.g., Sect. C4) material definitions are input as
"standard composition specification data." Each mixture of a material zone includes all standard composition
components, SC, having the same value of MX. All standard composition input names (e.g., U02, U-235,
H20, or ZIRCALLOY), and their theoretical densities are listed in Sect. M8. The names of all compositions
of each SCALE library are given in Sect. M4. The code ignores nuclides that are not on the SCALE master
library and alerts the user in a nonfatal warning message. When there is no entry for DEN, ADEN, or IZA
and an arbitrary material is not being requested, the nuclide composition densities are derived from VF times
the theoretical density included in the standard composition library. Pairs of IZA and WTP are entered only
when the desired isotopic distribution is different from the natural isotopic distribution of Sect. M8. Note the
sum of all WTP input must equal 100%. The theoretical density in the Standard Composition Library may
be replaced by input of DEN= value, entered between MX and VF. Then the material density used is
DEN*VF.

In order to apply the total material description to both the depletion calculation of the reactor and the
shipping cask shielding analysis, it is necessary to restrict mixtures 1-3 (MXs3) to the assembly pin-cell
depletion cases. Specifically, the user should apply MX=1 for the fuel mixture, MX=2 for the pin-clad, and
MX=3 for the moderator mixture. These mixtures must appear first in the input file, before the other
mixtures (MX 4). Since all nuclides that are generated during the irradiation period and have significant
effects upon the problem should be included in the neutronic analysis portion of SAS2 (to ensure the current
spectrum calculation), the code automatically introduces the most important nuclides in trace amounts (1O0-
atoms/b-cm) to the fuel mixture MX=1 if they are not already input by the user. These automatically supplied
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nuclides must be on the master library and in the list for /FUELID/ (see Sect. S2.4.9 and Table S2.2. 1). Other
nuclides may be input by the user by entering SC (e.g., TH-232) and also MX=1, VF=0, and ADEN=1-20.

Other mixture numbers (MX>4) apply to either the larger unit cell of the SAS2H model or the
multiregion geometry shipping cask case. The user may refer to Fig. S2.2.2 and Data Note B for details of how
the mixture numbers of the larger unit cell are applied in the complete cell description. This more complex
geometry represents the fuel assembly coupled with the spider assembly containing either guide tubes, burnable
poison pins, or rods of some other type. Also, channel moderator (between assemblies) and the casing or
housing enclosing the assembly in some designs, require mixture numbers. In particular, mixtures (other than
2, 3, or 500) specified by MXTUBE, MIXMOD, or MIXES, in Data Blocks 7-8 require standard composition
specifications for the mixture.

Since part of the light elements (e.g., clad elements or alloys) are not depleted by SAS2 during the
library production portion of the burnup analysis, the following special selection conditions are used to
determine which light-element nuclides are acceptable for depletion in ORIGEN-S during the library production
portion of SAS2 calculation.

1. The light-element nuclide must be input as a SCALE Standard Composition isotope, not an element or
an alloy. WTP entries change elements appropriately to isotopes. Refer to Sect. M4 and Sect. M8 for
a list of valid Standard Composition. It must represent a single nuclide whose numeric ID is not a multiple
of 1000.

2. The nuclide density must be at least 10.10 atoms/b-cm.

3. The mixture number, MX, partly controls its selection. Only the fuel-zone (MX=1) and the clad-zone
(MX=2) nuclides, except 'H and 16Q, are depleted in the fuel pin (Path A) case. In the larger unit-cell
(Path B) case, in addition to the fuel-zone nuclides, the following selection rules are used to determine
which nuclides are acceptable for depletion:

- light-element nuclides with 4•MXs 10 and for which Z <85 (where Z is the atomic number)
- light-element nuclides with 50 •MX •59 and for which Z <85.

4. When a nuclide appears more than once in nonfuel zones of the larger unit cell, the one with the largest
acceptable mixture number is used.

5. When a nuclide is acceptable to both the larger unit cell and the fuel pin cell, the one with the larger mass
per assembly calculated by the code is used.

Any mixture with 50 •MX •59 is treated as a fuel zone with a special significance. The composition
of these mixtures is determined as the standard composition specification input for the mixture, plus the fuel
mixture 500 composition. The addition of mixture 500 is performed automatically by the code, and the
re-specification of the fuel composition for these mixtures is neither required nor permitted. This option
provides the user with a means of specifying multiple fuel zones in the Path B model with different light-
element compositions. As an example, if a user specifies B4C as a standard composition with a mixture
number of 50, the code will automatically add the mixture 500 fuel compositions to the B4C mixture 50, and
place the combined mixture into the Path B model wherever mixture 50 exists. Mixtures with 50 •MX •59
are depleted according to the selection rules above. Mixture 500 may be used in multiple zones in the Path B
model.
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In addition to the above selection rules for light-element depletion, SAS2 will allow for the depletion
of fuel containing burnable poison for mixtures 4 sMX s 10 located in the central zone of the Path B model
(e.g., MX=9, as in the SAS2 Sample Case 4 in Sect. S2.6.8). For these cases, the burnable poison mixture
is specified along with the fuel densities in the standard composition description for the center zone mixture.
For this special case, only one zone of MX=500 is permitted, and no mixtures 50 through 59 are allowed.

The light elements selected by the above criteria are included in the ORIGEN-S case of each pass, and
the depleted number densities are used in the neutronics codes to update the cross-section libraries. The effect
that other light elements have on the ORIGEN-S input power-to-flux conversion is considered by including the
light-elements input in Data Block 10 (and not selected by the above criteria). If a light-element nuclide is
being depleted in accordance with the above criteria and it is not included in the data associated with Data
Block 10, the densities input for the neutronics codes are converted to the weight per assembly for use in the
final assembly depletion computation by ORIGEN-S. Also, if the mixture in which the nuclide is being depleted
in the library passes is not the only material containing the nuclide, the correct total quantity of the nuclide may
be depleted in the final ORIGEN-S case by including it in Data Block 10. (Also, see Data Note D on light
elements of fuel assembly.)

The nuclide concentrations applied in ORIGEN-S during the library production portion of SAS2 are
in units of atoms/b-cm as they exist in the fuel material (e.g., U02 pins for an LWR). In order to correctly
apply the concentrations of light elements in the non-fuel zones that are input to ORIGEN-S for depletion, the
number densities of the nuclides in non-fuel zones are multiplied by a factor equal to the zone volume divided
by the total fuel volume. This adjustment is performed by the code to preserve the nuclide reaction rates and
correctly account for the (ngamma) energy per fission contribution to the total MeV/fission value. The fuel
volume is derived as the sum of the areas for all mixture 500 zones, plus the areas of any zones with mixture
numbers between 50 and 59.

The above rules prevent neutron depletion from being computed for moderator (MX=3) boron which
is changed by input and/or linear interpolation (see Sect. S2.2.4). The moderator boron input in the standard
composition specification should be the average (midpoint) boron for the first irradiation cycle. Over a cycle
irradiation time (input as BURN entry in Data Block 9), a linear interpolation (assuming 1.9 times the average
initially and 0.1 times the average at the end) is used to determine the appropriate boron level (at the midtime
between libraries) if multiple libraries per cycle are requested (NLIB/CYC of Data Block 7). Average
moderator-boron levels for later cycles are set by entering BFRAC in Data Block 9. This entry value is used
in each cycle to scale the initial boron level (as specified in the standard composition input data) to obtain the
correct average boron. The initial boron level is used in Pass 0 (see Fig. S2.2.3).

As stated above, mixtures denoted by MX24 pertain to either the larger unit cell or materials to be used
in the shipping cask analysis. Three of the materials in the shipping cask are not input as standard composition
data of Data Block 4. They are (1) the spent fuel material, which is computed and applied by the code; (2) the
clad, which is derived from the code for each fuel zone; and (3) the shipping cask coolant (or part of the
coolant, at least, as explained below), which is derived from other input data. These three materials are part
of that contained in a cask fuel zone (see Data Note E).

For each shipping cask fuel zone, a unique mixture number must be available to identify the extra
material to be added to the zone for the shielding analysis. The extra material mixture identified for a fuel zone
is combined with the spent fuel mixture and then the total mixture (spent fuel plus extra material) is identified
in the code with the unique "extra material" mixture number input by the user. For K fuel zones, the extra
material mixture numbers must be MX=3+k, k=l, K. Nonfuel zones then must have mixture numbers
MX>3+K. If no extra material is desired for a fuel zone, the user should supply a dummy mixture with VF=0
and ADEN=1-20 to be used in the MXZ entry of Data Block 13 for the fuel zone.
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Extra material to be included in a shipping cask fuel zone is determined with the same methods as used
for other materials. Its zone-averaged atom density may be entered in ADEN, or, if an element or compound
is at full theoretical density, its volume fraction in the zone may be entered in VF. Otherwise, VF = (fraction
of the zone volume) * (fraction of theoretical density). Usually, for the wet cask, extra water (water in the cask
cavity but not included in the pin-cell description) must be added by using the following rule. Compute the
extra water volume from:

V,,r = (the zone volume)
- (other extra material volume)
- (FUELBNDL*NPIN/ASSM*PITCH 2*FUELNGTH), (S2.5. 1)

where the last line is the total volume of all the pin cells in the cask as computed by the input provided in Data
Blocks 7 and 14. Using V,,,,,,, the volume fraction VF may be derived.

The code uses the material and geometry input data for the fuel pin cell, the final spent fuel inventory,
the number of pins per assembly (NPIN/ASSM entry of Data Block 7), the number of assemblies per cask
(sum of FUELBNDL entries in Data Block 14), and the fuel length (FUELNGTH entry of Data Block 7) to
calculate the appropriate material number densities for the cask fuel zones. Note that setting DRYFUEL=YES
removes that part of the shipping cask coolant (specifically H20 compositions) in the fuel zone derived from
the input moderator mixture MX=3 (a necessity to ensure a "dry" cask).

Certain limitations of SAS2 are required for LMFBR cases. The LMFBR ORIGEN-S library must
be input to SAS2 on unit No. 21. Since sodium is the reactor moderator, either sodium must be the shipping
cask coolant or a dry cask case must be applied. Changing to water is not an available feature in the present
SAS2 code.

Data describing the gap between fuel and clad may be omitted in the reactor-lattice data. The
differences in results between the use of hot or cold dimensions usually is not significant, if total fuel per
assembly is the same.

Water densities at various pressures and temperatures may be interpolated from Tables S2.5.2 and
S2.5.3, which were computed by the DENH20 routine borrowed from the LEOPARD-U code.2 ' These data
may be used in deriving VF for the reactor moderator or DENFM for the shipping cask coolant.
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Table S2.5.2 Density of subcooled water (glcm3) at various temperatures and pressures

Premm mia

Temperature Temperawre
(0C) (IF) 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 800 600 400 200

10.0 S0 1.004 1.0069. 1.0055 1.0040 1.0025 1.0019 0.0013 1.0007 1.0000
37.8 100 1.0018 1.0004 0.9989 0.9975 0.9960 0.9954 0.9948 0.9942 0.9936
65.6 150 0.9893 0.9878 0.9864 0.9S49 0.9834 0.9828 0.9822 0.9815 0.9809
93.3 200 0.9725 0.9709 0.9694 0.9679 0.9663 0.9656 0.9650 0.9644 0.9637

121.0 250 0.9522 0.9505 0.9489 0.9472 0.9455 0.9449 0.9442 0.9435 0.9428
148.9 300 0.9289 0.9271 0.9252 0.9234 0.9215 0.9208 0.9200 0.9192 0.9185
176.7 350 0.9026 0.9006 0.8985 0.8964 0.8943 0.8934 0.8925 0.8916
204.4 400 0.8733 0.8709 0.8685 0.8660 0.8634 0.8624 0.8613 0.8603
232.2 450 0.8405 0.8375 0.8345 0.8314 0.8281 0.8268 0.8255
260.0 500 0.8029 0.7992 0.7952 0.7911 0.7869 0.7851
265.6 510 0.7947 0.7907 0.7866 0.7822 0.7776
271.1 520 0.7862 0.7820 0.7776 0.7729 0.7680
276.7 530 0.7775 0.7729 0.7682 0.7632 0.7579
282.2 540 0.7683 0.7635 0.7584 0.7530 0.7472
287.8 550 0.7589 0.7537 0.7482 0.7423
293.3 560 0.7490 0.7434 0.7374 0.7310
298.9 570 0.7386 0.7326 0.7261 0.7190
304A 580 0.7278 0.7212 0.7141 0.7062
310.0 590 0.7164 0.7092 0.7012 0.6923
315.6 600 0.7043 0.6963 0.6874
321.1 610 0.6915 0.6825 0.6724
326.7 620 0.6777 0.6676 0.6558
332.2 630 0.6629 0.6512 0.6370
337.8 640 0.6467 0.6329
343.3 650 0.6288 0.6119
348.9 660 0.6086 0.5866
354.4 670 05850
360.0 680 0.5559
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Table S2.5.3 Water densities (glcm3) in low range

of temperatures and pressures

(Computed by the DENH20 routine)

Pressure, psia
Temperature Temperature

(OC) (OF) <25 50 100 150 200

10.0 50 0.9995 0.9996 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
23.9 75 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974 0.9976 0.9977
37.8 100 0.9930 0.9931 0.9933 0.9934 0.9936
51.7 125 0.9874 0.9874 0.9876 0.9877 0.9879
65.6 150 0.9804 0.9805 0.9806 0.9808 0.9809
79.4 175 0.9723 0.9724 0.9725 0.9727 0.9728
93.3 200 0.9632 0.9632 0.9634 0.9636 0.9637

107.2 225 0.9531 0.9532 0.9534 0.9535 0.9537
121.0 250 0.9423 0.9425 0.9426 0.9428
135.0 275 0.9305 0.9307 0.9309 0.9311
148.9 300 0.9181 0.9183 0.9185
162.8 325 0.9046 0.9049 0.9051
176.7 350 0.8905 0.8908
190.6 375 0.8755

p-sat 0.9467 0.9276 0.9035 0.8858 0.8717
(T-sat, OF) (115.6) (138.3) (163.9) (181.1) (193.9)

S2.5.4.2 Note B, Assembly, Larger Unit Cell, and Cycle Parameters

This data note discusses the input in Data Blocks 7-9.
The number of fuel rods/assembly, NPIN/ASSM, for a square-lattice of the reactor, is usually smaller

than the square of the number of rods per row, (i.e., there are guides and control rods in the assembly). The
actual number of pins in an assembly should be input.

The time for each reactor cycle (entries of Data Block 9) may correspond to (1) the time between
reactor refueling (traditionally one year), (2) shorter times, at which the history changes (due to power steps
or shutdowns), or (3) the complete irradiation time of the assembly. The latter option is used to only
approximately represent the average history and requires the least computer time. The user determines
NCYCLES, the total number of cycles. NLIB/CYC is the number of equally spaced libraries produced per
cycle irradiation time, BURN. The total number of libraries produced for the final depletion calculation equals
NCYCLES*NLIB/CYC. For each cycle, the average moderator boron concentration can be set using the
multiplier BFRAC of Data Block 9. The value of BFRAC is multiplied by the boron number density in the
moderator (MX=3) to obtain the average boron for a cycle. If NLIB/CYC>1, then the boron concentration
for the midtime between libraries is obtained using the average boron concentration and a linear interpolation
(assuming 1.9 and 0.1 times the average boron is present at the start and completion of the cycle, respectively).
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If the actual boron curve over the cycle time cannot be reasonably approximated by this linear interpolation,
then the number of cycles should be increased and NLIBICYC set equal to 1. The boron change over the
reactor history can then be approximated using the BFRAC entry. Note that if H20FRAC and BFRAC are
equal, the boron concentration remains constant. Where important shutdowns or power magnitudes change
within the refueling cycle, it may be logical to increase the number of cycles.

In addition to the standard type fuel pin, a second type of rod or guide tube may be included in the
SAS2 assembly model description. Unless "PARM=OLDSAS2" is denoted on the module activator card (see
Sect. S2.5.6), a larger-unit-cell description is required in the input. Two examples of the larger unit cell are
shown in Fig. S2.2.2. The cell geometry starts with the INPLEVEL entry of Data Block 7. The four input-
level requirements are discussed below.

Level 0 Data Block 7 requires no additional input data. A PWR control rod assembly is developed from
the fuel-pin cell and number of fuel pins input plus an assumed guide tube size. Default data are
given below. If the INPLEVEL entry is omitted (giving level 0 input by default), the END entry
must be excluded and Data Block 8 is skipped. Even though the input data can be identical to
that if PARM=OLDSAS2 is specified, the older version assumes an infinite lattice of fuel pin
cells and does not include the effect of water holes and guide tubes.

Level 1 This input level uses the same assembly design model (i.e., Fig. S2.2.2(a) with fuel pins and an
empty guide tube) as that in level 0, except that the guide tube and assembly pitch data may be
specified.

Level 2 This input level is needed for all other types of PWR and BWR assemblies and allows the larger
unit-cell model to be specified.

Level 3 Input for this level is explained in Appendix S2.A. INPLEVEL=3 is a more complex method of
providing user-supplied data to each functional module and allows more complex models to be
evaluated. However, the adding or changing of one or two parameters from that set in level-2
input, usually is not difficult.

All the following defaults are applied in level-0 input and also in other input levels when required and
not overridden:

MXTUBE = 2;
MNIMOD = 3;
NUMHOLES = (NPIN/ASM L + 1)2 (NPIN/ASS - 1;

NUMINSTR = 1;

ASMP1TCH = (NPhlIASSM L + l)(P1TCH);
ORTUBE = (0.5)(P1TCH) - 0.05;
SRTUBE = ORTUBE - 0.045085.

All the above variable names are defined in Data Block 7 (except PITCH, which is found in Data
Block 5) of Table S2.5.1. The equation for NUMHOLES assumes one instrument tube and
NPlN/ASSMŽ(N-1)2 for an NxN assembly lattice. These conditions may not always be correct, and, if not,
the user may apply corrected data in level 1 input. The equation for ASMPITCH assumes the same conditions
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and no additional channel space. Although ORTUBE is arbitrary, the thickness of the guide tube is the average
of that found in a 15 x 15 and a 17 x 17 fuel assembly. The mixtures used for the clad and moderator are the
same as those used in the fuel pin-cell calculation. The mixture number of the fuel zone is always set internally
by SAS2 to 500. The mixture 500 composition is computed internally by the code using cell-averaged or
homogenized densities of the fuel-pin-cell case.

Six of the seven default values of level-0 input may be changed in level-i input. The other parameter,
MIXMOD, can be only changed by level-2 input. Note that changing MIXTURE to another mixture number
requires a standard composition (with SC, etc.) for the mixture.

Level-2 input is more detailed and requires an explicit geometry description of the entire larger unit
cell, as depicted in Fig. S2.2.2(b). The "second" type of pin, different than the fuel pin, is at the center of the
cell. The moderator surrounding it has an outer radius which should be equal to the maximum radius of the
fuel pin cell (producing an area of PITCH2). Then the fuel zone should be next, with an outer radius that
conserves the fuellmoderator volume ratio and a mixture number always set to 500. Finally, zones such as a
fuel element casing or channel moderator may be given outside the fuel zone. Note that a different moderator
composition from that of the fuel could be used. Often there is no change in the moderator components, but
their densities are different. This density change can be input by adding standard composition data using new
densities with a different mixture number.

Although the primary application of SAS2 is to the depletion analysis of PWR or BWR fuel
assemblies, the SAS2 procedure may adequately apply to other types of reactors. These reactors include the
Canadian deuterium-uranium reactor (CANDU), the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), the materials testing
reactor (MTR), the Molten Salt Reactor Experient (MSRE), and possibly other types. SAS2 accepts either
the cylindrical fuel rod geometry of PWRs and BWRs, or fuel plates (slab geometry) of MTRs and the HFIR.
Also, the use of multiple fuel zones (e.g., as in the HFIR) may be included in the input by using mixture
numbers 50 to 59, inclusive. Then, additional standard composition data may specify other material additions
to these fuel zones by using the same mixture numbers (i.e., MDES=MX). The code computes the total fuel
volume for cylindrical geometry from the fuel pin input and NPIN/ASSM. However, the total fuel volume,
VOLFUELTOT, is required if specifying a slab geometry. Then, POWER must be the power (megawatts)
for the volume of fuel equaling VOLFUELTOT. Although some reactors or their fuel assemblies are not
adequately described by the limited features of SAS2, it is possible to sufficiently model the entire core of other
reactors.

There are cases in which the coupled assembly is changed during reloading to a different type, such
as from a burnable poison assembly in one cycle to a control rod assembly in the next cycle. A different set
of mixture numbers and radii can be input for each library produced by setting MXREPEATS=0. The MIXES
and RADIUS data must be repeated NCYCLES* NLIBICYC times, if MXREPEATS=0. If a nuclide is
produced essentially from one of the nuclides being removed as part of an unloaded mixture, the product
nuclide is also unloaded (as may be necessary in the evaluation) only by including it with a density 2 10.10

atoms/b-cm as part of the same mixture.
All burnable poison assemblies (for either BWR or PWR fuel) require level-2 input data. Note that

the neutron poison element may be contained either within a fuel pin or within a rod containing only light
elements. When fuel and burnable poison are in the same pin, the standard composition specification data for
the fuel and burnable poison element or isotopes should have the same mixture number and the fuel
composition cannot be changed from that of the standard fuel pin in the assembly. Since the SAS2 method does
not deplete more than one set of fuel densities in these cases, the code sets the fuel composition to be uniform
throughout the fuel and burnable poison region. Even though constant fuel density and enrichment are
assumed, the effects from the flux changes due to the neutron poison, as well as that from zones outside of the
fuel zone, are weighted into the final cross sections.
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Burnable poison rods (BPRs) in current PWR designs typically contain borosilicate glass and clad
located within all or part of the guide tubes of the fuel assembly. The Level-2 input described above applies
to the case in which BPRs are coupled into all of the guide tubes. However, in normal reactor operations, the
BPRs are frequently contained in only part of the guide tubes. An option is provided in SAS2 that uses an
approximate mockup to effectively analyze the fuel assembly during cycles in which the guide tubes are
partially filled with BPRs.42 The number of BPRs is entered in BPRNUM and the number of guide tubes
without BPRs in the starting cycle may be entered in GTHOLENUM. As a default, GTHOLENUM is

GTHOLENUM = (V'NPIN/ASSM ,, + 1)2 - (NPIN/ASSM) - NUMINS - BPRNUM(1) .

The input to BPRNUM is array data for the number of library segments, NCYCLES*NLIB/CYC (or the
number of cycles if NLIB/CYC = 1). The later data entries to BPRNUM may be omitted if all remaining data
are zeroes (usually the case after the first cycle). Note that Data Bock 8 does not need to be repeated if
MXREPEAT=1, which is permitted when using BPRNUM data. Also, the user's laborious precalculation of
effective mock-up BPR input data is unnecessary in applying this option.

The models utilized by SAS2, either in path A or path B, always assume a constant material
composition and power in the axial direction of the fuel assembly. Even though only a part of the assembly
designs have axial variations in fuel and burnable poison compositions, there are axial changes in moderator
densities and power in all assemblies. The approximation used to determine the average water density may
have a significant effect upon the results.

The axial moderator density of the PWR assembly, in general, changes considerably less than that for
the BWR. Thus, a frequent practice in using SAS2 for PWR assemblies is to derive the average density from
Table S2.5.2, using the water pressure and the average core temperatures. Of course, accurate values of axial
water densities and powers could be used to derive a power-weighted value as a better effective density.
However, in PWR cases, there probably would not be a highly significant change in the results from this
method because the density change is not extremely large.

A much greater axial change occurs in the moderator density in fuel assemblies for the BWR than those
for the PWR. Consequently, it has been shown that a significantly improved approximation of the effective
water density in the BWR is an important requirement in achieving more nearly the same accuracy in isotopic
results for the BWR as that obtained for the PWR. In general, the BWR assembly is contained within a casing,
which separates the water into the fuel zone moderator and the channel moderator. Different methods are used
to obtain "effective" moderator densities. Acceptable values of effective moderator density may be known from
previous analyses. If moderator density and relative power are known as a function of axial zone, a
power-weighted density may be applied. When the data are available at various fuel burnups, the densities may
be changed in SAS2 for each cycle used. Where only the moderator densities are given, BONAMI-S,
NITAWL-II, and XSDRNPM-S may be applied to unit-pin-cell (cylindrical) and slab models to estimate the
axial power distribution. In one possible method, only the power for fresh fuel, as derived by these neutronics
codes, may be applied. In an extension of this method, preliminary depletion calculations may be used to
change the fuel composition and the computed power as a function of burnup or cycle. Also, simple
applications of axial densities would be to use either the average density or the volume-weighted density.
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Other considerations in making the BWR model may be very significant. Using the same procedure
as that described for the PWR plus axial power-weighted moderator densities tends to overmoderate the system
and subsequently underestimate the resonance region cross sections. The decreases in computed cross-section
values appear to have a major influence on elements heavier than uranium. The following considerations may
help reduce the overnoderation bias:

1. Determine the effective axial moderator density from volume weighting instead of power weighting,
which is usually significantly larger.

2. Frequently, it is assumed that the density of the water in the channel is that of the inlet or the average
of the first node (about 20% of height) of the axial dimension. It may be estimated that this density
is constant because there is a very low transfer of heat through the moderator having large void
fractions inside the channel tube. However, any density decrease plus the channel water displacement
resulting from the average axial position of the control rods may be simulated by reducing the channel
moderator density. Even though the reduction may be only estimated, a reasonable decrease (about
10%) may avoid part of the overmoderation bias.

3. Add boron (or '0B) to the channel moderator composition in order to simulate the boron in the
cruciform rod and make the average k-effective during the burnup approach unity. It may require one
or two trial cases to derive an estimate of the boron density.

4. Do not represent the assembly with larger unit cells containing only one gadolinia-bearing rod per cell.
Instead, model one gadolinia-bearing rod at the center, surround with a fuel zone equivalent to all of
the remaining rods of the assembly, add the channel tube and moderator, and then insert within the fuel
zone a thin ring containing the remainder of the gadolinium of the assembly. Conserve the gadolinium
mass by applying the proper volume and density. The volume is determined from the density and
mass. The gadolinium density throughout the model is required to remain constant (applying the same
mixture number as that of the central gadolinium zone) in order to permit the single density depletion
limit by SAS2 to be correct in both zones. Also, place the gadolinium ring at a position so that the fuel
zone area external to the center of the ring is equal to the area of the fuel pins surrounding the
gadolinium pins in the assembly. This method of splitting the assembly in the model of the larger unit
cell avoids a significant bias in the moderation of the system and tends to outweigh the somewhat local
influence of the gadolinium, which rapidly becomes depleted during part of the first operational cycle.
See Table S2.5.1, Data block 8, for instructions on specifying multiple fuel zones.

As can be surmised from the previous discussion, development of a BWR assembly model that gives
accurate results is not a straightforward task. The user should be careful in the selection of a final model for
his application. References 32 and 41 provide good examples of BWR models developed for SAS2H. In
particular, Ref. 41 is interesting because three separate SAS2H cases were used to represent, respectively, the
top, middle, and bottom regions of the fuel assembly. Use of three cases allowed the changing axial moderator
density to be considered more accurately.

S2.5.4.3 Note C, Control of Print Level

The quantity of printed output is determined in SAS2 from the value entered for PRINTLEVEL in
Data Block 7. The range of integers between "1" and "10," inclusive, produce substantially different quantities
of print. Information such as problem definitions, various monitor data, and certain computed results are
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printed without a user option. Other data, which the user may apply for analyzing quality or other purposes,
are allowed to be optional. The entry of PRINTLEVEL=L (where L is an integer in the range 1 to 10,
inclusive) will produce all tables triggered by the value of L. Lower L-values usually produce the most
important tables. For L 7, the quantity of output is extremely large; so unless particular data from the option
are needed, the user is recommended to input L<6. PRNTLEVEL values of 4, 5, and 6 are most frequently
applied. The default is L=4.

Table S2.5.4 is presented to describe the L-values required for optional tables. A type of table
produced by a functional module may have different L-values for different types of cases executed by the code.
These case differences are listed on lines below the table name. When there is no difference for all cases, a
single L-value is given. The print cutoffs in D under ORIGEN-S apply to the preceding table output described
in A, B, and C, and pertain to tables printed for the specified "units." The note "Not Used" means that another
type of computation of the data, printed elsewhere, is performed for the application by SAS2.

The print produced by the neutronics modules for the larger unit-cell case is not directly specified in
Table S2.5.4. However, the print controls for XSDRNPM-S in executing these cases (the large cell of the
SAS2H model) are precisely the same as for the second and later pin-cell depletion cases. The prints produced
by higher print levels in BONAMI-S and NITAWL-II for the pin-cell cases are not produced by any print level
for the larger unit-cell cases. There would tend to be less interest in these prints. (Often there are no nuclides
processed with resonances for these cases.) If the prints are absolutely necessary, they may be requested in
the level-3 input for the case.

S2.5.4.4 Note D, Light Elements of Fuel Assembly

It is not required to input the light elements of the fuel assembly other than the input of clad, guide
tubes, and burnable poisons as standard compositions (SC) in the execution of SAS2. Also, the default,
LIGHTEL=0, may be applied. However, there are cases in which a significant improvement in the computed
dose rates and isotopic quantities may result from specifying LIGHTEL>0 in Data Block 7 and listing the light
elements in Data Block 10.

The improvement in results for LIGHTEL>0 is caused by two features. First, the energy computed
from Q-values of neutron reactions with the atoms of the light elements are applied in converting power to flux
in ORIGEN-S. Second, the gamma source spectrum computed by ORIGEN-S includes all photons emitted
from the activation products of light elements in addition to that of actinides and fission products. The weights
of elements entered in this part of the input do not affect densities in the neutronics analysis, which uses only
the standard compositions (SC) entered in the unit-cell material description.

The quantity input for each light element should be the weight, in kilograms, of that element in all of
the clad and structural material [e.g., spacers, contained along the active fuel length (FUELENGTH) of the
assembly]. The material is assumed by SAS2 to be uniform in the axial dimension. A user may also wish to
calculate activation products of light elements in the end fittings and plenum regions of the assembly by using
the input of Data Block 10. However, since these light elements are not in the fuel region, their input quantity
needs to be reduced to correspond to the estimated change in the absolute magnitude of the neutron flux and
shifts in the neutron spectrum. References 23, 43, and 44 discuss the reduction (or scaling factors) needed for
different assembly regions and different light elements.

When data are available, the user may include almost all elements of the clad and structural materials
in order to be complete. However, many elements have only a minor effect upon the results and could be
omitted. The importance of a nuclide in the conversion of power to flux may be derived by comparing the
product of its absorption reaction Q-value times its reaction rate per assembly with the product of 200 MeV
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Table S2.5.4 Print produced by PRINTLEVEL=L
(Default: PRINTLEVEL=4)

Tables printed, if L meets required L-value (apply Required Tables printed, if L meets required L-value Required
to all cases, unless specified) L-value (apply to all cases, unless specified) L-value

BONAMI:
A. Shielded Cross Sections

1. No edit in first pin-cell case
2. All other cases

B. Bondarenko Factors
1. No edit of first pin-cell case
2. AD othercases L~!7

NITAWL-fl:
A. Reaction Cross Sections

1. No edit of first pin-cell case
2. Other pin-cell depletion cases
3. Cell-weighted shield case
4. Region geometry shield case

B. P. Transfer Cross Sections
1. Region geometry shield case
2. No edit of other cases

XSDRNPM-S:
A. l-D Mixture Cross Sections
B. P3 Mixture Cross Sections
C. Scalar Group-Interval Fluxes

1. First pin-cell depletion case
2. Other pin-cell depletion cases
3. Cell-weighted shield case
4. Region geometry shield case

D. Angular Fluxes
1. Region geometry shield case
2. No edits of other cases

E. Fine-Group Balance Tables
1. Region geometry shield case
2. All other cases

F. Broad-Group Balance Tables
1. All pin-cell depletion cases
2. Not collapsed in shield cases

G. Weighted l-D Cross Sections
1. None in region geometry shield case
2. All other cases

H. Weighted P. Transfer Cross Sections
1. None in region geometry shield case
2. All other cases

1. Zone Dose Rate Activities
1. Region geometry shield case
2. None for other cases

J. Interval Dose Rate Activities
1. Region geometry shield case
2. None for other cases

Lk9
Lk9

US

Lz4
L>5
Lk 1

U- I

US-

L18

Ut I

L- 1

ORIGEN-S:
A. Light Element Concentrations

1. Exposure, if depleted, g-atoms
(Note: Below are decay case table units.)
2. Nuclides listed, gamns
3. Elements listed, curies
4. Nuclides listed, curies
5. Elements listed, watts
6. Nuclides listed, watts
7. Elements listed, y-watts
8. Nuclides listed, y-watts
9. Nuclides listed, in3 air for guide
10. Nuclides listed, m3 water for guide

B. Actinide Concentrations
1. Exposure cases, nuclides, g-atomns

(Note: Below are decay case table units.)
2. Elements listed, g-atoins
3. Nuclides listed, g-atoms
4. Elements listed, grains
5. Nuclides listed, grams
6. Elements listed, curies
7. Nuclides listed, curies
8. Elements listed, watts
9. Nuclides listed, watts
10. Elements listed, y-watts
11. Nuclides listed, y-watts
12. Nuclides listed, 3 air for guide
13. Nuclides listed, n3 water for guide

C. Fission Product Concentrations
1. Exposure cases, nuclides, g-atoms

(Note: Below are decay case table units.)
2. Elements listed, g-atoms
3. Nuclides listed, g-atoms
4. Elements listed, grams
5. Nucides lised, grams
6. Elements listed, curies
7. Nucides listed, curies
8. Elements listed, watts
9. Nucides listed, watts
10. Elements listed, y-watts
11. Nuclides listed, y-watts
12. Nuclides lsted, M3 air for guide
13. Nuclides lsted, m3 water for guide

U- 1

Uks
4:•L~r6;-J.lO
LU7
4:5.-6L6-,L10
L>7
L=-4;-,L10
Lit
1,9
LZ9

U 1

Lk1
U 1
U3
U3
4•<L~5;-,LlO
LUa6
4--Lcg6;--L10
Uz7
L--4;-X10
U5
U~9
Lk9

L=-10

U9
Lk9
U4
U4
4:gL5-J6;=l0
U6
4gLU-6L-,LIO
LU-7
U5
L, 4
U9
Lk9
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Table S2.5.4 (continued)

Tables printed, if L meets required L-value (apply to all cases, Required
unless specified) L-value

D. Nucide Concentration Print-Deletion-Cutoffs
(Cutoff tested at fiMh time step.)
1. Exposure: IE-8 atornslb-cm or g-atoms of element Lk 1
2. Decay cases: g-atoms, grams, aries

a. IE-6 Lc4
b. 7E-7 L=5
c. 5E-7 L=6
d. IE-7 Li7

3. Decay cases for all other units
a. 11E Ls4
b. 7E-9 L=5
c. 5E-9 L=6
d. IE-9 LO7

E. Time-Dependent Cooled Photon Spectra (not used) Li4
F. ORIGEN-S Cooled Neutron Source Used LU4
G. Cooled Fuel Assembly y-Spectrurn Used LZ 1
H. Neutron Absorption and k-, Final Case

1. Neutron production, absorption and k.. LU5
2. Fission product absorption fraction Li6
3. Absorption fractions of all nucides LO7

XSDOSE:
A. Dose Rates at DTEC in Midplane Lo 1
B. Dose Rates at DTEC in Planes FUELENGTIU4 LO7

and FUELENGTH12 from Midplane

SAS2:
The PARM option HALTXX (Sect. S25.6) produces a L=10,L<O
special edit of the fuictional module interfaces (e.g., the
XSDRNPM input) when it is first written, or later, as
updated. Also, significant data arrays are listed. HALTXX
prepares the starting data without executing any functional
codes. IfL=10 or L<O, the code produces the same edit as
using HALTXX and, also, executes the case. If L<O, the case
applies the absolute value of L in determining selections of
tables printed.
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times the fission reaction rate per assembly of the major fissile isotopes. A simplified formula was derived as
a first-order measure of F, the percentage increase in the energy per fission from the inclusion of a given
nuclide. A Q-value of 5 MeV was assumed, since the reaction energy Q-value of most nuclides is in the
vicinity of this value or smaller. A 3.3 wt % U5U PWR fuel assembly was applied. Then,

F - 0.1 Mo/A , (S2.5.2)

where

A = atomic mass of the nuclide,

°a = nuclide (ORIGEN-S) absorption cross section, b,

M = nuclide mass/assembly, kg.

For example, if A = 50, or, = 3 b, and M = 50 kg, then F = 0.3%. The formula given by Eq. (S2.5.2) should
be applied only as a guide for determining the importance of including an element as input and should not be
considered to be exact.

The gamma source produced from light elements is usually more important to the final dose rates than
the percentage increase in energy per fission from light elements. Material of high-cobalt content and spent
fuel that is cooled for several years or more are conditions where light-element activation products need to be
considered. In a case applying a 90d cooling time, about 1% of the gamma source of the spent fuel assembly
is from cobalt. Other elements producing at least half the source strength of cobalt are zirconium and niobium.
It was determined that the cobalt produced 1.5% of the total dose rate, by comparing the sample case with
results computed in a similar case without including cobalt in the input. Another comparison was made
between cases, where the decay time was changed to a 5-year cooling time. The contribution from cobalt was
28% of the gamma dose rate and 17% of the total dose rate. A case applying a 10-year cooling time indicated
a higher fraction of the gamma dose rate from cobalt and about the same fraction of the total dose rate from
cobalt. (Of course, these fractions may be cask-design dependent.) In essence, these cases illustrate the large
significance that cobalt content can have in the final results. The user may be able to obtain good estimates
of the cobalt content of materials or, possibly, use a safety factor commensurate to the intended application of
the results. Furthermore, the user may decide to omit cobalt and other light elements from the input, upon
consideration of their importance.

S2.5.4.5 Note E, Zone Description of Cask

The zone description of the shipping cask is somewhat similar to geometry information input to other
codes (e.g., XSDRNPM). A single mixture number identifies all the components in the material definition data
that are uniformly "mixed" in a single material zone. In order to prepare data, the user may depict the cross-
sectional area of the shipping cask as a number of concentric circles. The radius of each circle represents the
boundary between different materials. The innermost nonfuel zone would be identified by mixture number
4+K, where K is the number of fuel zones (see Data Note A), the mixture of the next nonfuel zone by 5+K,
and incrementing each mixture number by 1. When a nonfuel zone contains a material identical to that in a
previous nonfuel zone, an identical mixture number may be used. Each pair of a mixture number, MXZ, and
a corresponding outer radius bounding the mixture, R, are repeated in the input for NUMZONES number of
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times. The radii must be in ascending order. The zone number, which is not input, is identified by the position
of the pair MXZ= and R (i.e., the first pair represents zone number 1 or the most central zone, etc.).

Fuel elements may be contained either in one or more zones, depending upon the cask design. The fuel
zone number and number of assemblies in the zone are entered for every fuel zone, as described in the input
table. SAS2 limits the number of fuel zones allowed to five. The densities of "extra" material in the fuel zone,
which is not in the fuel assembly, must be computed from proper consideration of fuel zone radii (see below).
Data Note A discusses the need to define a unique mixture number of "extra" material for each fuel zone. The
spent fuel isotopics are added to this "extra" material mixture to create the fuel zone mixture which is identified
by the "extra" mixture number input by the user.

Since the SAS2 1-D radial calculation requires the definition of zones as concentric cylinders, the
square geometry of assemblies must be approximated. Even though the method applied is a user decision, two
examples are presented in the following. Consider that a square array of four fuel elements are at the center
of the cask. (A special convention should be used to represent the cross-sectional area of an assembly in order
to be consistent with the SAS2 conversion of unit-cell densities to zone-averaged densities. An assembly
having an NxN square lattice and a pitch, P. is depicted by a square having sides equal to N*P.) In the first
example compute the area of the square that circumscribes the four fuel elements, as depicted by the SAS2
convention. Then, compute the radius of the circle that has an equal area. This is the radius applied as that
of the fuel zone. This method conserves volume and maintains equal zone-averaged densities between the
square and circular representations of the zone. The square geometry tends to cause the dose rate on the cask
surface at the midplane to be a variable; the maximum values are at the intersections with the extended
diagonals of the square, and the minimum values are at midpoints along the arc between adjacent maximum
points. The volume conservation method is expected to produce dose rates that are near the average of the
variable values. In the second example, the inner zone radius is taken to be the distance from the center to the
corner of the square circumscribing the four fuel elements. This method would tend to produce a dose rate
greater than that from the first method. More than one fuel zone may be applied if there are a larger number
of fuel assemblies and significant space and/or shielding material (i.e., a basket wall) between them.

S2.5.4.6 Note F, Optional Flux-to-Dose-Rate Factors

Theflux-to-dose-ratefactors applied, as the default, in SAS2 are multigroup values derivedfromthose
in the ANSI Standard. It is recommended that these be applied by the user, because they were the choice of
evaluators and applying others can result in a degree of confusion. However, since a user may want to apply
other dose conversion factors, the option was made available by entering a negative value for DETECTORS.
Then, for all sets available on the SCALE library, ALIB, the dose conversion factors identified by any of the
following MT numbers will be applied: 9001, 9002, 9026, 9027, 9028, 9029, 9501, 9502, 9503, and 9504.
An edit of the SCALE library shows which of the MT numbers are on the library (the identifier is ID=900).
Also, XSDOSE prints the identification title of all dose conversion factors requested and applies those available
on the SCALE library. The identification title of the above dose conversion factors is listed in Table S 1.4.8.
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S2.5.5 INPUT/OUTPUT UNIT REQUIREMENTS

Table S2.5.5 presents a list of 1/0 requirements for SAS2H. All the data sets for units listed in the
table are scratch data sets, unless the "restart" feature is being applied. Permanent data sets that are accessed
by SAS2 are the ORIGEN-S Binary Working Library on unit 21; the Master Photon Data Base on unit 26;
the SCALE cross-section libraries selected from units 81-88; and the SCALE Standard Composition Library
on unit 89.

Table S2.5.5 1/O requirements for SAS2

Unit
No. Type Purpose

I binary Scatch (Master Library for NfTAWL-1l)
3 binary Scratch (Weighted Working Library from XSDRNPM)
4 binary Scratch (Working Library from NrTAWL-U)
8 binary Scwatch (Reduced Master Library for BONAMI)
9 binary Scratch

11 binary Scratch
12 binary Scratch
14 binary XSDRNPM path-B flux
15 binary COUPLE output library
16 binary XSDRNPM angular fluxes
17 binary Scratch
18 binary Scratch
19 binary Scratch
33' binary ORIGEN-S multiburnup binary library
53 binary XSDRNPM path-A model flux
5 5 b binary Driver halt data
60 binary Supplementary Interface (SecL S2A.8)
71' binary ORIGEN-S concentrations
72 ASCII BCD, SAS2 concentrations
74 binary ORIGEN-S, n~y-spectra
90 binary Master Interface (Sect. S2.4.8)
93 binary COUPLE input file
94 binary ORIGEN-S input file
95 binary XSDOSE input file
96 binary BONAMI input file
97 binary NrTAWL-II input file
98 binary XSDRNPM input file

'For further description and format, see Sects. F6.5.1, F7.63, M6.1.2, and M6.7.2.
bRequired to be included only for halt, restart, or 'skipshipdata features.
'For the exact fomnat, see subroutine SCALEN in ORIGEN-S code.
dFormat presented in Appendix S2.B.
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S2.5.6 HALT, RESTART, AND OTHER FEATURES

The "Halt," "Restart," "Keep," and other features are available to reduce the computational cost and
allow intermediate computations by other SCALE modules within a single submission of a job. Various
parametric studies and projects requiring only intermediate results may be performed with savings exceeding
one-half of the cost of the standard complete-type executions. A very short "data check" case may be
submitted. Also, cases may be restarted with certain types of data modifications or after an early termination
of a prior case, if proper data sets are saved.

The above features are applied through information input on the module activator line (i.e., the line
containing "=SAS2"). The SCALE driver permits character data input following the entry of PARM=, with
"P" entered in column 11 or later. Then the keywords must be entered following the "=" with no blank spaces
permitted in the list. The keywords may be separated by commas if the entire list is enclosed in parentheses
or apostrophes. An example is shown below for each feature and their combinations. The keywords requested
using PARM are printed in the output.

Halt Feature (HALTii. or HALTiii. or HALTiiii):

=SAS2 PARM=HALTii

The "Halt" feature causes the SAS2 case to terminate following the path-B calculation of a specified
pass through SAS2 and the functional modules invoked by the SCALE driver and the subsequent return from
SAS2. Refer to subsections S2.2.4 and S2.2.8 for definitions of "pass." The two to four characters "ii" to "iii"
specify the number of the last pass to be completed. For example: HALT02 halts SAS2 after the "PASS 2"
library is produced; HALT00 halts it after making the "PASS 0" library; HALT 105 halts after making the
"PASS 105" library; and HALTXX halts it after all preprocessing of data interfaces, making the master
interface data sets (on units 70 and 90), and before invoking functional modules. Let
J=NCYCLES*NLIB/CYC (see Table S2.5. 1), where J is the number of ORIGEN-S libraries produced by the
case. If ii=J, the SAS2 case halts after the final ORIGEN-S case and, if ii=J+1, it halts after the cell-weighted
fixed source case. Note that ii must be at least two characters, requiring a zero to precede if iis9. Typically,
the input for an entire case must be entered, even when not applied before the halt. However, if the
SKIPSHIPDATA feature is used, the shipping cask data can be omitted. Also, note, that if SKIPSHIPDATA
is applied and the user wants the case to be calculated through the Jth pass (usually, through shutdown for fuel
discharge) the HALT parameter may be excluded from the PARM list. The upper limit of HALT is the
minimum of 9999 and the limit of NCYCLES (in Data Block 7). The current naming convention of code
output files (.outkkkk, where kkkk extends from 0000 to 9999) and the use of 11 output files per SAS2H pass
limits the number of library segments J (or NCYCLES, if NLIB/CYC=1) to 908.

One of the objectives of using a "Halt" case is to restart the case later. When the restart feature is
used, as explained below, the case begins where the HALTii case terminated with one exception. A HALTXX
case may not be restarted at the point of termination. Instead of restarting the HALTXX case, rerun the
complete case. Only a small fraction of the case time is used in the part preceding the HALTXX termination.
However, when a case has been halted after pass ii, some of the data on units 70 and 90 may be respecified
with a HALTXX case before restarting the first case from the point after pass ii.

When a "Restart" case is to be submitted later, the proper files must be saved. Always save data on
unit 55, since it contains data returned to the SCALE driver for a proper restart. Save data on units 70 and
90 either in the first halt case or a subsequent HALTXX case, which prepares input data modifications to
functional module cases that have not been invoked before the halt. Save the "flux data" on units 14 and 53
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and atom-density data on unit 72, if ii<J. Also, save the ORIGEN-S library produced before the halt, if iiJ
or whenever they are to be applied in a later ORIGEN-S case. Save data on unit 74, if iiŽJ. Data on unit 71
are required for all "Restart" cases. The concentrations on unit 71 are those at discharge, in the first pair of
records, and those after the SAS2 case cooling time (DOWN on last "cycle" card) in the second pair, when iikJ.
When 1 < ii < J, the concentrations in the first two positions on the data set, are those at the midpoint and
starting times of the ORIGEN-S library produced by the next pass. The gamma spectrum computed at DOWN
is on unit 74. Thus, an ORIGEN-S case may be executed to produce modified data on units 71 and 74. Two
examples are (1) the discharged concentrations may be cooled for a different time with updated values written
on 74 and 71 (position 2); and (2) elements or nuclides may be added to or removed from the concentrations
(e.g., cobalt) before computing the spectrum to be applied by SAS2.

When there is no intention to restart SAS2 or execute another code applying the SAS2 files, it is
unnecessary to save any of the files. However, if SAS2 halts the case when a code execution was unsuccessful
(when specifying a halt case), data are written on unit 55 as though it were a halt after the last successful pass.
A restart may be applied only if the proper files were saved.

Restart Feature:

=SAS2 PARM=RESTARTS

The restart feature may be applied only after a successful halt (other than a HALTXX) of a SAS2
case. This rule implies that all proper files have been saved, as explained above. The new case simply starts
where the halt case terminated. The case continues until completed, if all module executions are successful.
All PARMs input in the previous SAS2 case, except the HALT which is optioned, are required in the new
case.

The only data required after the module activation card are a title line and an END line. Applying the
same data (i.e., all input after the module activation card) used in the halt case, however, does not cause the
case to fail. The title card in the first halt case is used throughout the depletion case, and the title card of the
restart case is used in the shipping cask case. Also, see comments on "Restart, Halt, and Keep."

One of the primary purposes of the restart feature is to continue processing the data specified by the
user input (Sect. 2.5.3). New user input, other than the title line, is ignored in the restart case. The user input
to the initial SAS2 case is processed and stored in the master interface data set on units 70 and 90. Thus, the
restart case may be executed to complete the original SAS2 case.

However, the restart feature may be applied for other purposes. Several data sets are produced by
SAS2 and applied later in the flow of the execution. During the intermission between a halt case and a restart
case, the user may remake one or more of the data sets for an appropriate change in the problem. An example
of this is shown in sample case 3, where ORIGEN-S is executed for a different cooling time before the last
restart case is invoked.

Also, there is an entirely different type of application of the restart feature, in which the user input to
the initial SAS2 case may be modified (e.g., restart a case with a new cask geometry specification. Since user
input to the restart case is ignored, the following procedure is required. A new case, applying
PARM=HALTXX and the complete user input containing desired modifications, should be submitted. Then,
this new case writes a new master interface data sets on units 70 and 90. Finally, a subsequent restart case will
apply the different data, as specified on the interfaces. Only appropriate changes (i.e., data that apply to the
restart case) should be specified.
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Restart and Halt:

=SAS2 PARM=RESTARTSHALTii

A restart and a new halt may be applied with this PARM option. The case starts where the old halt
case terminated and halts after 'PASSii" is completed. A subsequent restart case starts after "PASSii" Only
the title and END lines are required.

Restart. Halt. and Keep:

=SAS2 PARM=RESTARTSHALTiiKEEP

This PARM specification executes the same passes as the preceding feature; however, the user plans
to make a subsequent case start where this case started, so the data written on unit 55 are not changed. Note
that any files that are rewritten during the executed passes, except for that on unit 55, may need to be copied
elsewhere before execution of this case. Then, they can be remade before the subsequent case. Only the title
and END lines are required.

Skipping Cask Cell-Weight Case in Cask Analysis:

=SAS2 PARM=SKIPCELLWT

This feature skips almost all of the cell-weighted case in the shipping cask analysis. Dose results
change insignificantly when this option is used for a cask in which the fuel zones are dry. This option can save
considerable execution time in the shielding analysis.

Executing SCALE-3 Version of SAS2:

=SAS2 PARM=OLDSAS2

This feature solves the complete problem in the method using the SAS2 method of SCALE-3. The
model is an infinite lattice of the fuel-pin-cell representation of the path-A model. The only exception is that
the ORIGEN-S cross sections are cell-weighted (as in SAS2H) instead of region-weighted (as in SCALE-3).
This option requires INPLEVEL=O in Data Block 7.

Changing to Region-Weighted Cross Sections:

=SAS2 PARM='OLDSAS2,NOCELLWT

This feature executes the older version of SAS2 (from SCALE-3) producing region-weighted cross
sections, as in SCALE-3. Apostrophes or parentheses allow use of a comma between keywords.
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Skipping Shipping Cask Data, if Halting:

=SAS2 PARM=(HALT03,SKIPSHEPDATA)

This feature can be used only when the case is halted prior to the cask analysis (e.g., at reactor
discharge). The shipping cask data, which previously were required even when not used because of the
HALTii, do not have to be included (starting with ALIB of Data Block 11 in Table S2.5.1). If a restart is to
be used later for the cask analysis, this feature may not be used. Use of this option without setting the halt
feature will force a halt for ii=J.

Changing SAS2 Core Allocation:

=SAS2 PARM=SIZE=

This feature changes the word size allocated to arrays in SAS2 from 200,000 to value of xxxxxxxx.

Check in Material Information Processor

=SAS2 PARM=CHECK

This feature checks all standard composition specification data and the fuel-pin-cell geometry, writing
error messages and stops before running case. HALTXX does this and edits more data.

Input the XSDRNPM Flux to ORIGEN-S Instead of Power

=SAS2 PARM=FLUXN

Instead of applying the SAS2 input power of the cycle, or pass, the FLUXN option allows the input
of flux to ORIGEN-S. The value of group 3 cell average flux of the system, listed in the Path-B XSDRNPM
printout, is input as thermal flux (59*data) to all irradiation time steps of ORIGEN-S. This option should not
be applied if INPLEVEL < 3, in Data Block 7. In using INPLEVEL=3, the user may control the flux
magnitude by using a fixed source or changing the normalization factor XNF (5*data), or both. The
determination of XNF for fixed source problems is described in Sect. F3.27. Otherwise, XNF is the total
number of fission source neutrons in the system, having the default XNF= 1. In using the FLUXIN option,
values for POWER must be input to avoid a code error, although the data are not used.
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S2.5.7 PRECAUTION IN USING NON-SCALE LIBRARIES (ZA NUMBERS, MT
1099 DATA)

The cross-section library to be used by SAS2 is specified by LIB in data block 3 of the input
requirements listed in Table S2.5.1. Six libraries are appropriate for SAS2, which are identified by the
following input entries:

1. HANSEN-ROACH
2. 27GROUPENDF4
3. 27BURNUPLIB
4. 44GROUPDNF5
5. 218GROUPNDF4
6. 238GROUPNDF5

In addition to the cross-section data, SAS2 requires each set of data for a nuclide to contain a proper
SCALE identifier, a ZA number, and flux data (given in the MT 1099 data). All SCALE neutron cross-section
libraries, unless otherwise specified, are considered to contain the proper data to be used by SAS2 for any of
the nuclides on the library. Note that any material which is an alloy or element, and, thus, not identified as an
isotope by the identifier and ZA number, cannot be depleted by SAS2. Although such materials may not be
depleted or generated by the code, they may be input (e.g., as clad) and used with a constant density in the flux
calculation of the neutronics treatment.

Cross-section libraries have been produced and used by SCALE modules that are not under the
configuration control of the SCALE system. The user is advised to take certain precautions before using any
of these libraries with SAS2. The identifiers should follow the proper SCALE procedure of being the ZZAAA
number for any ground-state isotope or ZZ601 for an excited-state isotope. These identifiers are required to
use any of the SCALE neutronics control modules (e.g., CSAS4 or CSASN). Before applying the library to
SAS2 cases, the user should also determine (possibly using editing codes) that the nuclides have proper ZA
numbers in the directory records and flux data in the MT 1099 data. Users producing non-SCALE cross-
section libraries that have potential use with SAS2 should use procedures that supply the data required by
SAS2.
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S2.6 SAMPLE CASES

The input to four sample cases and examples of some of the printed output are included in this
subsection. The first three cases are variations of the same problem for a PWR fuel assembly. The fourth case
is an example for a BWR fuel assembly. The first case contains a selection of relatively large-interval-size
parameters in order to have a test case using less computer time than the more typical cases. The printout
shown applies to the first case only. However, the computed dose rates for all cases are tabulated for
comparison checks with the results from other sample cases performed by the user, or in the fourth case, for
comparisons with measurements.

S2.6.1 SAMPLE CASE 1 DESCRIPTION

The description for sample case 1, which is basically the same for the first three cases, is presented
in full for the first case only. Then, only changes in data will be given for sample cases 2 and 3.

General Description of Problem

A shipping cask is designed with a stainless steel basket, a B4C neutron poison for criticality control,
a depleted uranium shield for absorbing photons, and a water shield for reducing the neutron dose. The cask
is to contain PWR fuel assemblies having a 33-MWd/kgU burnup. The assemblies had been coupled with
control rods while within the reactor.

The data assumed to be given are presented first. It is followed with calculated data required for the
input. Then, mixing tables are constructed, and the final sample case 1 input is listed.

Given Assembly-Descri don Data

U0 2 fuel rods on 17 x 17 square lattice
Number of fuel rods per assembly = 264
Number of guide tubes per fuel assembly = 24
Active fuel length = 365.76 cm (144 in.)
Fuel mass = 461.4 kg U per assembly
Content of U, wt %: 234U = 0.028, 235U = 3.2 236U = 0.015, I 8U = 96.757
Zircaloy guide tubes and clad for fuel rods
Average temperatures, K: fuel, 811; clad, 620; H20, 570
Average water-moderator pressure = 1.55 x 107 pascals (2250 psia)
Average moderator temperature, degrees F = 567
Average moderator boron content = 550 ppm (by weight)
Rod pitch = 0.496 in. = 1.25984 cm
Fuel rod clad OD = 0.374 in. = 0.94996 cm
Fuel rod clad ID = 0.329 in. = 0.83566 cm
Guide tube outside radius = 0.241 in. = 0.61214 cm
Guide tube inside radius = 0.225 in. = 0.57150 cm
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Effective light-element mass, kg/assembly:

C = 0.05999 N = 0.03377 0 = 62.14 Al = 0.04569
Si = 0.06586 P = 0.1422 Ti = 0.04983 Cr = 2.340
Mn = 0.1096 Fe = 4.599 Co = 0.03344 Ni = 4.402
Zr = 100.8 Nb =0.3275 Mo =0.1816 Sn = 1.652

Light elements in end fittings and plenum are included with effective weights as obtained with scaling factors
from Ref. 43. The user may round off input values to 2 or 3 significant figures.

Given Power and Cooling History of Assemblies

Burnup = 33 GWd/tU = 33 MWd/kgU
Specific power = 37.5 kW/kgU = 17.3025 MW/assembly
Cycles in (simplified) first sample case = 1
Cycle time = burnup/power = 33,000/37.5 = 880 d
Spent fuel cooling period = 5 years = 1826.25

Given ShiUping-Cask Description Data

Type of fuel coolant: none, dry fuel
Temperature of cask (assumed), K = 325
Pressure = 1.032 x 105 pascals (14.969 psia) (not used in dry fuel case)
Number of zones = 9
Materials by zone radii (densities given later in the mixing table):

1; 12.75 cm; 1 fuel assembly, SS304, N
2; 21.72 cm; B4C, SS304
3; 38.05 cm; 6 fuel assemblies, SS304, N
4; 47.63 cm; Void
5; 48.90 cm; SS304
6; 57.40 cm; U-metal at 0.27 wt % 2 5U
7; 61.35 cm; SS304
8; 72.78 cm; water
9; 73.22 cm; SS304

Given SAS2 Parameter Selections (Not Defaults)

Reactor-fuel-depletion-case library: 44(n) groups
Shielding-analysis-case library: 27(n)- 18(g) groups
Number of libraries produced/cycle = 1
Input level (SAS2H data) option = 1
Print level option = 5
Fuel-pin-case mesh size factor (coarser mesh) = 1.2
Larger-unit-cell interval size increase factor = 1.4
Shield case interval size increase factor = 2.0
Shield region-geometry cask case convergences = 10-
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Order of angular quadrature of cask case = 8
Skip cask cell-weight case, or PARM=SKIPCELLWT'
Trace of 59Co in reactor coolant to update its cross section (included in the moderator because its flux is felt
to better represent the flux in the structural regions where the 59Co is primarily located)
Default dose detector locations: 0, 1, 2, and 4 m from surface

Calculation of Volume Fraction (VF) for UO, Fuel

First, compute atomic weights of U and U02 as AU and AT, respectively.

IN = 0.00028 pu, NJ234.041 = 0.00120 x 10-3 Pu N,
3N = 0.03200 p. NJ235.044 = 0.13614 x 10- p, No
36N = 0.00015 p. NJ236.046 = 0.00064 x 1OW pu No

' 8N = 0.96757 pu NJ238.051 = 4.06455 x 1iO pu N.
Nu = 4.20253 x 10-3 pu N
AU = Pu NJN, = 1/4.20253 x 10-3 = 237.952
AO = 31.999
AT = 269.951

Then, compute mass, volume, and density of U02:

MU02 = Mu ATIAu = (461.4)(269.951)/(237.952) = 523.448 kg
VFud = 264. ic (0.83566/2)2(365.76) = 5.29602 x 104 cm3

PUO2 = 5.23448 x 105/5.29602 x 104 = 9.8838 glcm3

p(theor., U02) = 10.96/cm3 (Table M8.2.1)
VFfi,, = 9.8838/10.96 = 0.9018, for U0 2 (MX=l)

Calculation of Density (DEN) for Reactor Moderator

T, degrees F = 567
P. psia = 2250
PH20 (or DEN) = 0.733 g/cm3 (Table S2.5.2, interpolated)

Comments on Calculations of VF and DEN

Note that parts of the above calculations were made to illustrate the details of a more complete
procedure in deriving input data. The lengthy atomic weight computation is not needed if the U02 weight and
volume of an assembly are given or if either the U02 density or volume fraction is given. In practice, simply
setting the atomic weight of uranium to equal 238 (in the 2 to 5 wt % 23U range) is correct for a three-place
accuracy of VF. (Note on accuracy: The fractional changes in isotopic inventories usually computed are
approximately the same or less than the fractional change in the H/U atomic ratio of the case. Thus,
three-place accuracy should be sufficient.)

A volume fraction (VF) could have been used in place of density (DEN) for H20. The boron content
of 550 parts per million in the moderator was input using "DEN=" permitting a direct method of entering the
550 and avoiding the necessity of the user converting from ppm to atom/b-cm for either the elemental boron
or 1'B and "'B.
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Preparation of Miing Tables

atNext, derive the input "mixing tables" (discussed in Sect. S2.2.3 and Data Note A of Sect. S2.5.4).
All the data required for the mixing table of the fuel-pin cell, shown in Table S2.6.1, are either given or
calculated. The data for the shipping cask mixing table in Table S2.6.2 have been similarly derived. This is
the same shipping cask applied in sample cases for SASI in Sect. S1. Figure S2.6.1 shows the geometric
model of the shipping cask. SAS2 computes only the radial detector dose rates, whereas SAS 1 can compute
both radial and axial detector dose rates. Results for a problem evaluated by SAS 1 and SAS2 in the radial
direction are nearly identical, if similar parameters are used.

Table S2.6.1 Fuel-pin-cell mixing table of sample cases 1 to 3

MX Component Wt % Density VF Atoms/b-cm T,K Type

1 U02  0.9018 811 Fuel
234U 0.028
235U 3.200
236U 0.015
238u 96.757

2 Zircaloy 1.0 620 Clad
3 H20 0.733 1.0 570 Mod.

Boron 100.0 0.733 550.OE-6
59Co 0.0 L.OE-20

Table S2.6.2 Shipping cask mixing table of sample cases 1 to 3

MX Component Wt % Density VF Atoms/b-cm Type

4,5 SS304 2.1375E-2 Fuel zones
N 1.22E-3 0.5530 2 atm. pres.

6 SS304 2.1712E-2 Neutron poison
6 B4C 7.7066E-2
7 N 0.0 L.OE-20 Void
8 SS304 1.0 Cask body
9 U-metal 1.0 Photon shield

235u 0.27
238u 99.73

12 H20 0.9440 Neutron shield

.1
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Figure S2.6. 1 Model of shipping cask for PWR fuel assemblies
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S2.6.2 SAMPLE CASE 1 INPUT

=sas2h parm=' skipcellwt'
sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
44groupndf5 latticecell

this part of input: mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell

uo2 1 0.9018 811 92234 0.028 92235 3.2 92236 0.015 92238 96.757 end
I .....above method uses wt %'s of uranium isotopes
zirc2 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.733 1 570 end
boron 3 den=0.733 550.0e-6 570 end
I ... above is 550 ppm boron in moderator
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end

mixtures of shipping cask:

ss304 4 2.1375-2 end
n 4 den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 5 2.1375-2 end
n 5 den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 6 2.1712-2 end
b4c 6 7.7066-2 end
n 7 1-20 end
ss304 8 end
u(.27)metal 9 end
h2o 12 0.944 end
end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.25984 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end
more data szf=1.2 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=264 fuelngth=365.76 ncycles=l nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=5
lightel=16 inplevel=l
numins= 1 ortube= 0.61214 srtube=0.5715 facmesh=1.4 end

.... above is larger-unit-cell geometry additions
power=17.3025 burn=880 down=1826.25 end
c 0.05999 n 0.03377 o 62.14 al 0.04569
si 0.06586 p 0.1422 ti 0.04983 cr 2.340
inn 0.1096 fe 4.599 co 0.03344 ni 4.402
zr 100.8 nb 0.3275 mo 0.1816 sn 1.652

.... above data are light elements (kg) per assembly

zone description of cask:

27n-18couple tempcask(k)=325 numzones=9 detect=0 dryfuel=yes end
4 12.75 6 21.72 5 38.05 7 47.63 8 48.90
9 57.40 8 61.35 12 72.78 8 73.22
zone=l fuelbndl=l zone=3 fuelbndl=6

szfcask=2 isns=8 epss=1-3 ptcs=1-3 end

end
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Output and Computed Dose Rates

See Sect. S2.6.9 for a description of some of the printed output from sample case 1. Computed dose
rates for the first three sample cases, which are similar problems, are listed in Table S2.6.3. These dose rates
represent the values calculated with SCALE-4.4. Subsequent updates to SCALE may cause results somewhat
different from those reported in Table S2.6.3.

Table S2.6.3 Dose rates computed in similar cases

Dose rates (mremlh) at 2 m

Sample Cooling
case time, y Gamma ray Neutron

1 5 3.53 1.64
2 5 4.74 1.83

3A 5 4.54 1.78
3B 10 1.85 1.49

S2.6.3 SAMPLE CASE 2 DESCRIPTION

Sample case 2 illustrates the effect of applying some of the default parameters in place of those used
in sample case 1. The input data for the two cases are identical except for the following changes in sample
case 2:

1. Apply the default mesh interval sizes in the fuel-pin-cell geometry.

2. Apply the default size guide tubes, which are automatically supplied by changing the input level 1 to
the default input level 0, for the larger unit-cell data.

3. Apply the default mesh interval sizes in the larger unit-cell geometry. Because only defaults are
applied to the larger unit cell, the input for the case reverts to that of the SCALE-3 version of SAS2.
However, the code still applies for the improved SAS2H procedures.
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S2.6.4 SAMPLE CASE 2 INPUT

=sas2h parm= skipcellwt'
sas2 sample case 2: 33 mwd/kgu. 17*17 pin. pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
44groupndf5 latticecell

I - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

this part of input: mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell

uo2 1 0.9018 811 92234 0.028 92235 3.2 92236 0.015 92238 96.757 end
I ....above method uses wt %Is of uranium isotopes
zirc2 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.733 1 570 end
boron 3 den=0.733 550.0e-6 570 end
I .... above is 550 ppm boron in moderator
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end

mixtures of shipping cask:

ss304 4 2.1375-2 end
n 4 den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 5 2.1375-2 end
n 5 den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 6 2.1712-2 end
b4c 6 7.7066-2 end
n 7 1-20 end
ss304 8 end
u(.27)metal 9 end
h2o 12 0.944 end
end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.25984 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=264 fuelngth=365.76 ncycles=1 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=5
lightel=16
I .... above shows no larger-unit-cell geometry additions, defaults used
power=17.3025 burn=880 down=1826.25 end
c 0.05999 n 0.03377 o 62.14 al 0.04569
si 0.06586 p 0.1422 ti 0.04983 cr 2.340
mn 0.1096 fe 4.599 co 0.03344 ni 4.402
zr 100.8 nb 0.3275 mo 0.1816 sn 1.652

.... above data are light elements (kg) per assembly

zone description of cask:

27n-18couple tempcask(k)=325 numzones=9 detect=0 dryfuel=yes end
4 12.75 6 21.72 5 38.05 7 47.63 8 48.90
9 57.40 8 61.35 12 72.78 8 73.22
zone=l fuelbndl=l zone=3 fuelbndl=6
end

end
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4. Apply the defaults for the angular quadrature (i.e., 16), the problem convergences (i.e., 104), and the
mesh interval sizes in the shipping cask case.

5. Make proper title line.

No printout is listed here for this sample case. However, the computed dose rates at 2 m from the cask
surface are listed in Table S2.6.3. The influence from the different input parameters to sample cases 1 and 2
(e.g., the mesh intervals) may be noted by comparison with the corresponding dose rates.

S2.6.5 SAMPLE CASE 3 DESCRIPTION

Sample case 3 provides examples of two major changes from sample case 2. It illustrates the use of
the "halt" and "restart" features of SAS2. Also, a more detailed reactor history is applied.

Consider a project in which the user is requested to compute dose rates as a function of cooling time
of the spent fuel. Even though only two different cooling times are used in this example, more could be
included. The sample case shows the method of computing multiple cases within the submission of only one
job. The calculation of the reactor discharge concentrations is not repeated, which saves computer time. This
feature is particularly significant in this case, because the case produces three libraries.

The given data for this case are the same as that given for sample case 2, except for the following
changes:

Given SAS2 Parameters Selected

Number of cycles in case = 3
Print level option = 4

Given Power and Cooling History of Assemblies

Cycle 1:
Reactor power = 18.3025-MW/assembly
Irradiation period = 290 d
Shutdown period =30 d

Cycle 2:
Reactor power = 17.3025 MW/assembly
Irradiation period = 300 d
Shutdown period =60 d
Fraction of first-cycle boron density = 0.95

Cycle 3:
Reactor power = 16.3025 MW/assembly
Irradiation period = 290 d
Fraction of first-cycle boron density = 0.92
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Spent fuel cooling periods:
A. 5y
B. l0y

Although there is no printout listed here for this sample case, the dose rates at 2 m from the cask
surface are given in Table S2.6.3.

S2.6.6 SAMPLE CASE 3 INPUT

=sas2h parm= haltO3,skipcellwt'
sas2 sample case 3: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 3 cyc, dry-fuel cask
44groupndfS latticecell
uo2 1 0.9018 811 92234 0.028 92235 3.2 92236 0.015 92238 96.757 end
zirc2 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.733 1 570 end
boron 3 den=0.733 550.0e-6 570 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end
ss304 4 2.1375-2 end
n 4 den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 5 2.1375-2 end
n S den=1.22-3 0.553 end
ss304 6 2.1712-2 end
b4c 6 7.7066-2 end
n 7 1-20 end
ss304 8 end
u(.27)metal 9 end
h2o 12 0.944 end
end comp
squarepitch 1.25984 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end
npin/assm=264 fuelngth=365.76 ncycles=3 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4
lightel=16
power=18.3025 burn=290 down=30 end
power=17.3025 burn=300 down=60 bfrac=0.95 end
power=16.3025 burn=290 down=1826.25 bfrac=0.92 end
c 0.05999 n 0.03377 o 62.14 al 0.04569
si 0.06586 p 0.1422 ti 0.04983 cr 2.340
mn 0.1096 fe 4.599 co 0.03344 ni 4.402
zr 100.8 nb 0.3275 mo 0.1816 sn 1.652

27n-18couple tempcask(k)=325 numzones=9 detect=O dryfuel=yes end
4 12.75 6 21.72 5 38.05 7 47.63 8 48.90
9 57.40 8 61.35 12 72.78 8 73.22
zone=1 fuelbndl=l zone=3 fuelbndl=6
end

end
=sas2h parm='restartsskipcellwt'
sas2 sample case 3a: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 3 cyc, dry-fuel cask
end
=origens
0$5 a8 26 all -71 e lt
sample case 3b

3$5 21 0 1 -88 a33 -88 4** a4 1-35 2t
35$5 0 4t
56$$ a14 5 1 74 e St
sample case 3b
60** 0.3 Sil 7 8.5 10
65$$ 1 8z 1 2z 1 8z 2q21 61** fl-3
8155 2 0 26 1 e 82$5 alO 2
6t
sample case 3b
565$ 2z alO 10 e 6t
56$$ fO t
end

I
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=sas2h parm= restartsskipcellwtl
sas2 sample case 3b: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 3 cyc, dry-fuel cask
end

S2.6.7 SAMPLE CASE 4 DESCRIPTION

Sample case 4 is an example pertaining to an analysis of an actual storage cask designed to contain
52 BWR spent fuel assemblies. Gamma and neutron dose rates have been measured4",' at various positions
on the surface of the cask. Note: the assembly design and reactor moderator density data"' used in this case
are different than that for the assemblies in the measurements because the readily available data,' did not
include some of the required assembly specifications. The operating history and burnup of the assembly
nearest the detector locations are applied in the calculations. Also, the case applies a somewhat different cask
model, which is more complete (e.g., for part of the basket material) than that used in the reported45 '6
calculations. Although this case is not intended to be as complete as a more detailed analysis, it should at least
give an estimate of the comparison of a SAS2 thick shield calculation with dose rates that are actually
measured.

Given Case Assemblv-Description Data

Generally, the assembly and moderator specifications used in this case are those of Ref. 47. The
189-kg U assembly and fuel rod data are listed in Table S2.6.4. The weighted average 235U enrichment is
2.40 wt % 5 U and other uranium isotopic contents are 0.021 wt % 234 U, 0.011 wt % 236U, and 97.568 wt %
2 3 8 u.

The SAS2H model for the assembly locates a gadolinium poison rod at the center of the larger unit cell.
Four gadolinium poison rods (type 5 rods listed in Table S2.6.4) are located in the assembly, as shown in
Fig. S2.6.2. Thus, one fourth of the channel casing material and channel moderator should be placed in the two
zones outside of the fuel zone of the larger unit cell. The axially fission-weighted water density of 0.4817 for
the fuel-pin-unit-cell case is derived from a reflected slab case computed by XSDRNPM-S using the moderator
zone densities of Table S2.6.5 (see discussion in Data Note B in Sect. S2.5.4) and case 3 (Fig. S2.A.3) in
S2.A. Except for gadolinium and cobalt, light-element masses per assembly shown in the SAS2H input
(Sect. S2.6.8) are derived by a method consistent with that used in other SAS2 cases in Refs. 23 and 48 and
Sect. M6.7 by similarly applying data from Tables 3.7, 4.3, and 4.4 of Ref. 43. Gadolinium content is
computed from data in Table S2.6.4. The 59Co contents in Ref. 43 are one-half the maximum handbook values
for the various materials. However, for this case, it is assumed that the 59Co content is zero (for materials
influencing the side dose rate). Note that in the few cases in the past (known to the authors) where the cobalt
content was measured, the measured amount was sufficiently less than that of the handbook value. Thus, it
was felt that this assumption on the 59Co content would produce less bias than that generated from using the
higher assumption. (However, a zero 59Co assumption may not be good when it is required to maintain
conservatism.) The mixing table densities for the fuel-pin-cell input and the larger-unit-cell input are listed in
Tables S2.6.6 and S2.6.7, respectively.
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Table S2.6.4 BWR assembly description for sample case 4

Assembly general data:
I

Lattice, designer
Type
Water density, vol-av, g-cn 3

Water temperature, av K
Number of poison rods
Number of holes
Channel material
Channel water density, av, g-cm73

8 x 8, General Electric
Burnable poison
0.392
558
4
1
Zircaloy-4
0.743

Fuel rod data:

Pellet diameter, in.
Gap (diametrical), in.
Rod OD, in.
Fuel rod pitch, in.
Pellet stack density, % TD
Clad material
Active fuel length, in.
Plenum (fuel rod) length, in.
Fuel temperature, K
Clad temperature, K
Type 1: 31 rods, wt % 235U
Type 2: 16 rods, wt % 235U
Type 3: 8 rods, wt % 235U
Type 4: 4 rods, wt % 235U
Type 5: 4 rods, wt % 2 5U

0.4160
0.0090
0.493
0.640
94
Zircaloy-2
148
10
840
620
2.64
2.30
2.12
1.65
2.30, with 2.0 wt % Gd2O3
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Figure S2.6.2 BWR assembly schematic for sample case 4

Table S2.6.5 Axial water densities of BWR for sample case 4

Average density Average water
Top of node Density at Z in node temperature

(Z, in.) (g-cnr3) (g-cn 3) (K)

30.83 0.692 0.743 552
43.17 0.569 0.600 558
55.50 0.472 0.494 558
67.83 0.400 0.417 558
80.17 0.347 0.360 558
98.67 0.293 0.309 558

123.33 0.250 0.264 558
148.00 0.228 0.234 558

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table S2.6.6 Fuel-pin-cell mixing table for sample case 4

MX Component Wt.% Densitya VF T,K Type

1 U0 2  9.87 1.0 840 Fuel
M34U 0.021
235u 2.400
236U 0.011

238u 97.568
2 Zircaloy 1.0 620 Clad
3 H120 0.4817 558 Mod.

'Input as DEN.

Table S2.6.7 Larger-unit-cell mixing table for sample case 4

MX Component ATPMW Densityb VF T,K Radius, cm

9 U02  9.87 1.0 840 0.53975
Gd203  9.87 0.02
Gd 2
0 3

2 Zircaloy 1.0 620 0.62611
3 H20 0.4817 558 0.91715

500 (Smeared fuel calculated by SAS2) 3.6398

10 Zircaloy 1.0 588 3.8103
11 H2O 0.743 552 4.3261

aAtoms of element per molecule of arbitrary material (see Sect. C4.4 for arbitrary
material input description).
bInput as DEN.

Given Operatin! Power and Cooling History of Assembly

The BWR assembly CZ209 located at 26.5° from the reference point and at an outer position in the
basket, was analyzed for the radiation sources. It is assumed that the assembly cooled for 2.6 y after discharge
and has the operating history (Table 4.3 of Ref. 45 and Table 4.1 of Ref. 46) given in Table S2.6.8.
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Table S2.6.8 BWR assembly operating history for sample case 4

Accumulated Time Burnup, Cycle burnup, Power,
Cycle time, d difference, d GWdIMTU GWd/assm. MW/assm.

1 807 807 10.651 2.013 2.494
866 59 10.651 0 0

2 1367 501 21.430 2.037 4.066
2166 799 21.430 0 0

3 2878 712 25.383 0.747 1.049

Given SAS2 Parameter Selections

Reactor-fuel-depletion-case library: 44(n) groups
Shielding-analysis-case library: 27(n)-18(g) groups
Number of libraries produced/cycle = 1
Input level (SAS2H data) option = 2
Print level option = 4
Skip cask cell-weight case, or PARM='SKIPCELLWT'
Detector locations (at midplane, only): 0, 2.54, 100, and 200 cm from cask
Defaults for all mesh sizes, angular quadratures, time, and convergences

Given Storage-Cask-Description Data

Type of fuel zone coolant: none, dry fuel
Temperature of cask, K = 380
Number of zones = 9
Materials by zone radii (densities given in Table S2.6.9):

1; 75.32 cm; 52 fuel assemblies, SS304, boral, Cu, Zircaloy
2; 75.70 cm; Zircaloy
3; 75.93 cm; boral
4; 76.57 cm; Cu
5; 79.29 cm SS304
6; 90.09 cm; Pb
7; 95.17 cm; SS304
8; 110.41 cm; ethylene glycol water solution
9; 111.05 cm; SS304
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Table S2.6.9 Storage cask mixing table for sample case 4

MX Component Densitya VF Type (part)

4 SS304 0.1624 (Fuel zone, with
Cu 3.832E-2 part of basket and
B4C 2.034E-2 casing)
Al 2.486E-2
Zircaloy 3.97E-2

12 Zircaloy Casing
13 B4C 2.156 0.35 Boral

Al 2.156 0.65
14 Cu 1.0 Basket
5 SS304 1.0 Shield clad
6 Pb 1.0 Gamma shield
7 H20 soln. 1.0 Neutron shield

C 0.212 (Water and
0 0.732 ethylene glycol)
H 0.109

aShput as DEN (Sect. C4.4).

Measured Data

A profile of measured gamma dose rates was obtained along the axial elevation of the cask surface.
An average of the gamma dose rates measured at 26.50 from a reference point was derived by height-segment
weighting of the averages of consecutive dose rates determined between 60- and 420-cm elevations (the active
fuel region). The thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) used to obtain the profile of dose rates may require
a calibration to the gamma spectrum because the TLDs do not measure energy spectra. However, by applying
photon spectra determined by other instrumentation, it was concluded that a TLD recalibration was not
necessary. The average gamma dose rate derived by height-segment weighting is 12.5 mremfh. The gamma
dose at the cask midplane (peak) is 14.4 mrem/h.

The determination of the average neutron dose rate to be used for comparisons is somewhat less direct.
Neutron measurements at 26.50 using track etch dosixneters (TEDs) are applied, following the same method
used for photons, with one exception. At the elevation of 223 cm, the 26.5° dose rate value appears
questionable because it is about twice the size of the average of the other four measurements over the 0 to 45 0
range at the same elevation. Also, this large measurement is 1.8 to 4.1 times any of the other values measured
at the same angle and at heights corresponding to the lower half of the fuel location. Rather than completely
discarding the questionable value, the large value plus the other four values at 223-cm elevation are averaged
to obtain the neutron dose rate at that height. Then, the height-segment weighted neutron dose rate, before
calibration, is 2.66 mrem-h. Three different types of neutron spectra measuring instruments and flux-to-dose
rate conversion factors were used for calibration of the TEDs. The final average neutron dose rate, after
applying the average calibration factor, is 1.24 mrem/h. The midplane (peak) neutron dose rate is
1.77 mrem/h after calibration.
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Comparison of Calculated and Measured Doses

Table S2.6.10 compares the measured doses with the calculated doses obtained from the SAS2H
sequence. The calculated doses are low compared with the measured neutron dose and high compared with
the measured gamma dose. The differences between measured and SAS2H-computed values may result from
several reasons.

Table S2.6.10 Computed dose rates and measurements
for case 4 ,a in mremth

Average dose Midplane dose
Radiation type SAS2Hb measurementc measurement

Gamma dose rate 17.8 12.5 14.4
Neutron dose rate 1.19 1.24 1.77
aLocated at 26.50 on cask surface.
'Computed with different BWR assembly design.
'Height-segment weighted average at side of cask (after calibration).

1. The SAS2H analysis used a different BWR assembly design.

2. Uncertainty in the spent fuel depletion model.

3. The SAS2H analysis assumed the cask to be fully loaded with assemblies having the characteristics of
the one assembly nearest the detector location.

4. The SAS2H model homogenizes the fuel over the entire cask cavity.

5. General limitations of a 1-D computational model.

6. Uncertainty in the cross-section data.

Gamma and neutron sources were calculated by ORIGEN2 in the computations reported in Refs. 45
and 46 and may be compared with those of sample case 4. Although different group structures limit the
comparisons, the gamma source above 1 MeV computed by ORIGEN2 was 12% greater than that calculated
by SAS2H/ORIGEN-S. Thetotal neutron source derived by ORIGEN2 was 43% greaterthan that determined
by SAS21VORIGEN-S. This neutron source difference is consistent with that of a comparison study49 in which
the neutron source, for BWR fuel after five years decay, computed by ORIGEN2 was 29% greater than that
calculated by SAS2HI/ORIGEN-S.

A more extensive calculational comparison (using multidimensional models, etc.) with the measured
data is needed to better quantify the sources of discrepancy with the measured data. An independent effort is
being made to study these sources of discrepancy.
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S2.6.8 SAMPLE CASE 4 INPUT

=sas2 parm= skipcellwt'
sas2 sample case 4: 25 mwd/kgu, 8*8 pin, bwr, 3

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

mixtures of fuel-pin-unit-cell:

44groupndf5 latticecell
uo2 1 den=9.87 1 840 92234 0.021 92235 2.4

92238 97.568 end
zirc2 2 1 620 end
h2o 3 den=0.5039 1 558 end

_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

cyc, dry fuel cask

92236 0.011

I mixtures

ss304 4
cu 4
b4c 4
al 4
zr 4

zr 12

b4c 13
al 13

cu 14

ss304 5

pb 6

c 7
o 7
h 7

of shipping cask:

0.1624 end
3.832-2 end
den=2.034-2 1 end
den=2.486-2 1 end
3.97-2 end

....above is average ss, cu & boral fuel basket
and channel densities of fuel zone....

end
....above is zirc. in assembly channel

den=2.156 0.35 end
den=2.156 0.65 end

... .above is boral in outer side of tube
end

.... above is the cu in outside of basket
1 end

.... above is stainless steel clad, 3 places in cask
end

....above is the lead for gamma shield
den=0.212 1 end
den=0.732 1 end
den=0.109 1 end

.... above is ethylene glycol/h2o for neutron shield

mixtures of larger-unit-cell:

uo2 9 den=9.87 1 840 92234 0.021 92235 2.4 92236 0.011
92238 97.568 end

arbm-gd2o3 9.87 2 0 1 1 64000 2 8016 3 9 0.02 840 end
.... .above is 2 wt % gadolinium (as gd2-ox3) in the

burnable poison pins of bwr assembly....
zirc2 10 1 588 end
I .... above is zircalloy casing around assembly
h2o 11 0.743 552 end
I .... above is channel moderator at higher density
end comp

fuel-pin-cell geometry:

squarepitch 1.6256 1.0795 1 3 1.25222 2 end

assembly and cycle parameters:

npin/assm=63 fuelngth=376 ncycles=3 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4 lightel=15 inplevel=2 numzones=6 end
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9 0.53975 2 0.62611 3 0.91715 500 3.6398 10 3.8103 11 4.3261
..these mixtures & radii place gadolinium pin at center
of 1/4 of assembly fuel, casing & channel mod.

power=2.49 burn=807 down= 59 end
power=4.07 burn=501 down=799 end
power=1.05 burn=712 down=950 end

c 0.03222 n 0.01534 o 28.86 al 0.008748
si 0.01796 p 0.008133 ti 0.01070 cr 0.4274
mn 0.03348 fe 1.197 ni 0.4139 cu 0.00231
zr 93.93 nb 0.003161 sn 1.535

zone description and other parameters of cask:

27n-18couple tempcask(k)=380 detectors=4 numzones=9 dryfuel=yes end
0 2.54 100 200
4 75.32 12 75.70 13 75.93 14 76.57 5 79.29
6 90.09 5 95.17 7 110.41 5 111.05
zone=1 fuelbndl=52

end
end

S2.6.9 SAMPLE OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

Samples of 16 pages from the printed output of sample case 1 are shown in Figs. S2.6.3 through
S2.6.21, inclusively. The output list of parameters, composition data, and geometry (unit cell) of the problem
are described in Sect. C4.6. The remaining input processor lists are shown in Figs. S2.6.3, S2.6.4, and S2.6.5.
These figures are followed with a few of the tables printed during the depletion calculation passes and the final
ORIGEN-S decay case. The computed gamma and neutron spectra are shown in Figs. S2.6.14 and S2.6.15,
respectively. Other figures show some of the shielding analysis data and results, which includes mixing tables
and computed dose rates at the 2-in detector. Even though none of the output from sample cases 2 and 3 are
shown, the dose rates computed at the 2-m detector are listed in Table S2.6.3. Note that the output of all of
these cases is provided here primarily to illustrate the format of the output. Updates to the codes or data
libraries may cause the output provided by the code distribution center to differ slightly from that provided in
this section.
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**** reactor history data ****

npin/assm= 264
fuelngth= 3.658e+02
ncycles= 1
nlib/cyc= 1
lightel= 16
printlevel= 5

cycle power(mw) burn, days down, days
...... .average density.
relative to that in cycle 1

boron water
l.OOOe+00 l.OOOe+001 1.730e+01 8.800e+02 1.826e+03

light elements kg/assembly

C
n
0

al
Si
p
ti
cr
mn
fe
co
ni
zr
nb
mo

0.060
0.034

62.140
0.046
0.066
0.142
0.050
2.340
0.110
4.599
0.033
4.402

100.800
0.327
0.182

Figure S2.6.3 Input processor list of reactor history and light-element data

**** larger cell data (using sas2h) *

inplevel= 1
numholes= 24
numinstr= 1
mxtube= 2
srtube= 5.715e-01
ortube= 6.121e-01
numzones= 4
mixmoder= 3
mxrepeats= 1
facmesh= 1.400e+00

**** larger cell geometry

zone xsdrnpm mixture radius (cm)

1
2
3
4

3
2
3
1

5.7150e-01
6.1214e-01
7.1079e-01
2.4367e+00

Figure S2.6.4 Input processor list of larger unit-cell options and geometry
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**** shipping cask parameters ****

lib
MXX
numzones
nfuelzones
detectors
tempcask(k)
pressure
szfcask

27n-18couple
9
9
2
4

3.2500e+02
1.4696e+0l
2.0000e+00

library (on unit no. 88)
mixtures, plus spent fuel
material zones
zones containing fuel
radial distances to dose detectors
temperature of fuel in cask
water pressure in fuel zones
factor times default spatial interval size

**** parameters input to override defaults ****

isns
epss
ptcs

8
l.000e-03
1.000e-03

cask order of angular quadrature
cask overall problem convergence
cask scalar flux convergence

**** cask geometry - material description ****

zone radius mixture number
(cm) input xsdrnpm

number of fraction of
assemblies zone volume

1
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

12.750
12.750
21.720
38.050
38.050
47.630
48.900
57.400
61.350
72.780
73.220

fuel
4
6

fuel
5
7
8
9
8

12
8

1
1
3
2
2
4
5
6
5
9
5

1

6

0.82047

0.81991

fuel zone
condition

dry

dry

**** detector distances to cask surface, cm ****

0.000
100.000
200.000
400.000

**** shield mesh intervals ****

4
2
5
2
2

22
2
9
2

mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh
mesh

intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals
intervals

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

zone
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone
zone

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

... end of input data processing ...

Figure S2.6.5 Input processor list of shipping cask data
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at 0 d, sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu. 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask

general problem description data block

general problem data

ige 1/2/3 = plane/cylinder/sphere
izm number of zones
im number of spacial intervals
ibl 0/1/2/3 = vacuum/refl/per/white
ibr right boundary condition
mxx number of mixtures
ms mixing table length
igm number of energy groups
nng number of neutron groups
ngg number of gamma groups
iftg number of first thermal group

2
3

14
1
3
3

40
44
44

0
23

isn quadrature order
isct order of scattering
ievt 0/l/2/3/4/5/6=q/k/alpha/c/z/r/h
iim inner iteration maximum
iom outer iteration maximum
iclc -1/0/n--flat res/sn/opt
ith 0/1 = forward/adjoint
iflu not used(always wgtd)
iprt -2/-l/0/n=mixture xsec print
idl 0/l/2/3=no/prt nd/pch n/both
ipbt -l/0/1=none/fine/all bal. Prt

8
3
1
20
25
0
0
0
-2
53

0

special options

ifg 0/1 = none/weighting calculation
iqm volumetric sources (0/n=no/yes)
ipm boundary sources (O/n=no/yes)

ifn 0/1/2 = input 33*/34*/use last
itmx maximum time (minutes)
idtl 0/l/2/3=no/xsect/srce/flux--out
isx broad group fluxes
ibln activity data unit
jbkl 0/1/2 buckling geometry

1
0
0

53
20

0
0
0
0

ipn 0/1/2 diff. Coef. Param
idfm 0/1 = none/density factors 38*
iaz 0/n = none/n activities by zone

iai 0/1=none/activities by interval
ifct 0/1=no/yes upscatter scaling
ipvt 0/l/2=no/k/alpha parametric srch
isen outer iteration acceleration
nbnd band rebaln parameter

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

weighting data (ifg=l)

icon -10/1=cell/zone/region weight
igmf number of broad groups
itp 0/10/20/30/40 0/c/e/ac/a
ipp -2/-l/0/n=wgted xsect print
iap -1/n anisn xsect print

-1
44
0

-2
-1

ihtf total xsect psn in brd gp tables
ndsf psn g-g or file number
nusf table length or max order
msamc extra l-d x-sect positions

3
4
4
0

floating point parameters

eps
ptc
xnf
ev
evm
bf

overall convergence l.000OOe-04
point convergence l.OOOOOe-04
normalization factor l.00000e+00
eigenvalue guess 0.00000e+00
eigenvalue modifier 0.OOOOOe+00
buckling factor=1.420892 1.42089e+00

this case will require 5244
This case has been allocated 200000

dy cyl/pla ht for buckling 0.OOOOOe+00
dz plane depth for buckling 0.OOOOOe+00
vsc void streaming correction 0.OOOOOe+00
pv ipvt=l/2--k/alpha l.OOOOOe+00
eql ev change eps for search l.OOOOOe-03
xnpm, new param mod for search 7.50000e-01

locations for mixing
locations

Figure S2.6.6 XSDRNPM path A of PASS 0 problem definition page
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at 0 d, sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask

13q array has

14q array has

15q array has

40 entries.

40 entries.

40 entries.

nuclides cccc
on tape identification

1 5010
2 5011
3 92238
4 94241
5 27059
6 24000
7 26000
8 28000
9 40000

10 8016
11 6
12 1001
13 999
14 96242
15 93237
16 94238
17 94242
18 92234
19 92236
20 95241
21 95601
22 95243
23 96243
24 96244
25 55133
26 72000
27 94239
28 94240
29 50112
30 50114
31 50115
32 50116
33 50117
34 50118
35 50119
36 50120
37 50122
38 50124
39 92235
40 54135

elapsed time 0.00 min.

30369 locations will be used

35q array has 15 entries.

36q array has 14 entries.

39q array has 3 entries.

40q array has 3 entries.

47q array has 44 entries.

5lq array has 44 entries.

data block 2 (mixing table, etc.)

mixing table
mixture component

1 92234
1 92235
1 92236
1 92238
1 8016
3 6
2 40000
2 50112
2 50114
2 50115
2 50116
2 50117
2 50118
2 50119
2 50120
2 50122
2 50124
2 26000
2 24000
2 28000
2 72000
3 1001
3 5010
3 5011
3 27059
1 54135
1 55133
1 93237
1 94238
1 94239
1 94240
1 94241
1 94242
1 95241
1 95601
1 95243
1 96242
1 96243
1 96244
1 999

extra
xsect id'satom density

6.27728e-06
7.14337e-04
3.33426e-06
2.13264e-02
4.41006e-02
2.45150e-02
4.25499e-02
4.68065e-06
3.13652e-06
1.73715e-06
7.01133e-05
3.70592e-05
1.16872e-04
4.14021e-05
1.57260e-04
2.23417e-05
2.79391e-05
9.55006e-05
7.59779e-05
3.70234e-05
2.21333e-06
4.9030le-02
6.47995e-06
2.60826e-05
1.000O0e-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.000O0e-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.0OOOe-20
1.000O0e-20
l.000O0e-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.000O0e-20
1.000O0e-20
1.OOOOOe-20
1.000OOe-20
l.OOOOOe-20
1.000OOe-20

Figure S2.6.7 XSDRNPM mixing table data of path A of PASS 0
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logical assignments

master library 12
working library 17
scratch file 18
new library 1

p r o b 1 e m d e s c r I p t I o n

igr--geometry (0/1/2/3--inf med/slab/cyl/sphere

izm--number of zones or material regions

ms--mixing table length

ibl--shielded cross section edit option (0/1--no/yes)

ibr--bondarenko factor edit option (0/1--no/yes)

issopt--dancoff factor option

convergence criterion 1.00OOOe-03

geometry correction factor for wigner rational approximation

3q array has 60 entries.

4q array has 60 entries.

Sq array has 60 entries.

6g array has 4 entries.

7q array has 4 entries.

8q array has 4 entries.

9q array has 4 entries.

lOq array has 60 entries.

llq array has 4 entries.

m i x i n g t a b 1 e

intry mixture isotope number density new identifier
1 3 8016 2.45150e-02 201

60

0

0

0

1.350e+00

explicit temperature
570.0
570.0
570.0
570.0
570.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
620.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0

1001 4.90301e-02
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

5010
5011

27059
40000
50112
50114
50115
50116
50117
50118
50119
50120
50122
50124
26000
24000
28000
72000
92234
92235
92236
92238
8016
8016

40000
50112
50114
50115

6.47995e-06
2.60826e-05
1.OOOOOe-20
4.25499e-02
4.68065e-06
3.13652e-06
1.73715e-06
7.01133e-05
3.70592e-05
1.16872e-04
4.14021e-05
1.57260e-04
2.23417e-05
2.79391e-05
9.55006e-05
7.59779e-05
3.70234e-05
2.21333e-06
2.16915e-06
2.46843e-04
1.15217e-06
7.36945e-03
1.52392e-02
1.35679e-02
4.29727e-03
4.72716e-07
3.16768e-07
1.75441e-07

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

200021
200022
200023
200024
200025
200026
200027
200028
200029
200030

Figure S2.6.8 BONAMI mixing table data of path B of PASS 0
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31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

50116
50117
50118
50119
50120
50122
50124
26000
24000
28000
72000

1001
5010
5011

27059
54135
55133
93237
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95601
95243
96242
96243
96244

999

7.08099e-06
3.74274e-06
1.18033e-05
4.18134e-06
1.58823e-05
2.25637e-06
2.82168e-06
9.64496e-06
7.67328e-06
3.73913e-06
2.23533e-07
2.71357e-02
3.58633e-06
1.44354e-05
5.53451e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21
3.45556e-21

200031
200032
200033
200034
200035
200036
200037
200038
200039
200040
200041
200042
200043
200044
200045
200046
200047
200048
200049
200050
200051
200052
200053
200054
200055
200056
200057
200058
200059
200060

811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0
811.0

Figure S2.6.8 (continued)
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at 0 d, second part of sas2h pass to make library

13q array has

14q array has

15q array has

29 entries.

29 entries.

29 entries.

exi

id

nuclides cccc
:ra

on tape identification
's

1 202
2 203
3 204
4 201
5 205
6 206
7 999
8 1001
9 5010

10 5011
11 8016
12 6
13 27059
14 40302
15 54135
16 55133
17 92234
18 92235
19 92236
20 92238
21 93237
22 94238
23 94239
24 94240
25 94241
26 94242
27 95241
28 95243
29 96244

19939 locations will be used

35q array has 22 entries.

36q array has 21 entries.

39q array has 4 entries.

40q array has 4 entries.

47q array has 27 entries.

51q array has 27 entries.

data block 2 (mixing table, etc.)

mixing table

mixture component atom density

3 201 2.45150e-02
3 202 4.90301e-02
3 203 6.47995e-06
3 204 2.60826e-05
3 205 1.02186e-22
2 206 4.33078e-02
1 92234 2.16915e-06
1 92235 2.46843e-04
1 92236 1.15217e-06
1 92238 7.36945e-03
1 8016 1.52392e-02
1 6 1.35679e-02
1 40302 4.37381e-03
1 1001 2.71357e-02
1 5010 3.58633e-06
1 5011 1.44354e-05
1 27059 5.65548e-23
1 54135 3.45556e-21
1 55133 3.45556e-21
1 93237 3.45556e-21
1 94238 3.45556e-21
1 94239 3.45556e-21
1 94240 3.45556e-21
1 94241 3.45556e-21
1 94242 3.45556e-21
1 95241 3.45556e-21
1 95243 3.45556e-21
1 96244 3.45556e-21
1 999 3.45556e-21

xsect

Figure S2.6.9 XSDRNPM mixing table data of path B of PASS 0
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sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask actinides page 1
power= 1.968e-04mw, burnup= .6574e-02mwd, rlux= 4.u1e+13n/cm**2-sec

nuclide concentrations, gram atoms
basis = converted to atoms/(barn-cm)

charge 110.0 d 220.0 d 330.0 d 440.0 d
he 4 0.00e+00 2.61e-10 1.57e-09 6.67e-09 2.19e-08
u230 0.00e+00 8.76e-22 2.58e-21 S.78e-21 1.16e-20
u231 0.00e+00 2.74e-20 6.64e-20 1.35e-19 2.54e-19
u232 0.00e+00 1.65e-13 4.29e-13 9.05e-13 1.71e-12
u233 0.00e+00 1.37e-11 2.41e-11 3.20e-11 3.79e-11
u234 6.28e-06 5.93e-06 5.61e-06 5.29e-06 4.98e-06
u235 7.14e-04 6.11e-04 5.22e-04 4.44e-04 3.76e-04
u236 3.33e-06 2.20e-05 3.75e-05 5.06e-05 6.17e-05
u237 0.OOe+00 7.71e-08 1.09e-07 1.40e-07 1.68e-07
u238 2.13e-02 2.13e-02 2.12e-02 2.11e-02 2.11e-02
u239 0.OOe+00 1.12e-08 1.12e-08 1.15e-08 1.18e-08
u240 0.OOe+00 6.98e-39 1.11e-35 8.09e-34 1.69e-32
u241 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00

np235 0.00e+00 3.64e-15 1.76e-14 4.47e-14 8.70e-14
np236m 0.OOe+00 2.04e-14 5.36e-14 9.85e-14 1.54e-13
np236 0.OOe+00 2.62e-13 1.34e-12 3.57e-12 7.28e-12
np237 0.OOe+00 5.79e-07 1.52e-06 2.72e-06 4.13e-06
np238 O.OOe+00 1.47e-09 3.88e-09 7.12e-09 1.12e-08
np239 0.OOe+00 1.62e-06 1.62e-06 1.66e-06 1.71e-06
np240m 0.OOe+00 5.96e-41 9.45e-38 6.90e-36 1.44e-34
np240 0.OOe+00 5.45e-11 5.46e-11 5.72e-11 6.10e-11
np241 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00
pu236 0.OOe+00 3.43e-13 1.71e-12 4.43e-12 8.81e-12
pu237 0.OOe+00 7.6le-14 1.93e-13 3.17e-13 4.64e-13
pu238 0.OOe+00 2.26e-08 1.14e-07 2.98e-07 5.99e-07
pu239 0.00e+00 4.00e-05 6.52e-05 8.06e-05 9.00e-05
pu240 0.OOe+00 3.20e-06 8.97e-06 1.45e-05 1.89e-05
pu241 0.OOe+00 7.30e-07 3.96e-06 9.32e-06 1.56e-05
pu242 0.OOe+00 2.17e-08 2.48e-07 9.38e-07 2.25e-06
pu243 0.OOe+00 5.45e-12 6.24e-11 2.42e-10 6.01e-10
pu244 0.OOe+00 3.48e-28 5.52e-25 4.03e-23 8.43e-22
pu245 0.OOe+00 6.19e-34 9.84e-31 7.37e-29 1.59e-27
pu246 0.OOe+00 6.42e-36 1.02e-32 7.86e-31 1.76e-29
am239 0.OOe+00 7.96e-20 8.59e-19 3.07e-18 6.95e-18
am240 0.OOe+00 3.42e-17 3.70e-16 1.33e-15 3.01e-15
am241 0.OOe+00 2.70e-09 2.91e-08 1.01e-07 2.22e-07
am242m 0.OOe+00 2.54e-11 4.50e-10 2.01e-09 5.11e-09
am242 0.OOe+00 7.05e-12 7.60e-11 2.72e-10 6.15e-10
am243 0.OOe+00 4.22e-10 9.91e-09 5.86e-08 1.96e-07
am244m 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00
am244 0.OOe+00 2.86e-13 6.73e-12 4.08e-11 1.41e-10
am245 0.OOe+00 4.6le-32 6.94e-29 4.93e-27 1.Ole-25
am246 0.OOe+00 1.60e-38 2.56e-35 1.96e-33 4.39e-32
cm241 0.OOe+00 2.48e-21 1.72e-19 1.76e-18 8.29e-18
cm242 0.OOe+00 1.31e-10 2.76e-09 1.44e-08 4.23e-08
cm243 0.OOe+00 4.72e-13 1.98e-11 1.56e-10 6.16e-10
cm244 0.OOe+00 8.98e-12 4.35e-10 4.02e-09 1.88e-08
cm245 0.OOe+00 4.97e-14 4.61e-12 6.16e-11 3.72e-10
cm246 0.OOe+00 5.72e-16 1.09e-13 2.28e-12 1.91e-11
cm247 0.OOe+00 9.19e-19 3.52e-16 1.11e-14 1.26e-13

Figure S2.6. 10 Part of ORIGEN-S actinide table of PASS 0
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l l

sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
power= 1.968e-04mw, burnup=8.6574e-02mwd, flux= 4.0le+13n/cm**2-sec

actinides page 2

1

cm248
cm249
cm250
cm251

totals

flux

charge
0.OOe+00
0.OOe+00
0.OOe+00
0.00e+00
2.21e-02

110.0 d
6.59e-21
7.83e-26
3 .98e-30
2.36e-37
2.20e-02

220.0 d
5.lSe-18
6.14e-23
6.35e-27
3.77e-34
2.19e-02

nuclide
basis =

330.0 d
2.50e-16
3.06e-21
4. 87e-25
2.97e-32
2.18e-02

concentrations, gram atoms
converted to atoms/(barn-cm)
440.0 d
3.93e-15
4.96e-20
l.09e-23
6.85e-31
2.17e-02

3.92e+13 3.93e+13 4.03e+13 4.16e+13

. re
t

. re
t

* rE
t

.re
t

esults on logical unit no. 71, position 1, for time step 4, subcase 1. (Run position 1, case position 1)
title: sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
esults on logical unit no. 71, position 2, for time step 4, subcase 1. (Run position 1, case position 1
:itle: sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
esults on logical unit no. 71, position 3, for time step 0, subcase 1. (Run position 1, case position 1
title: sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
esults on logical unit no. 71, position 4, for time step 1, subcase 1. (Run position 1, case position 1
title: sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
.terminated logical unit no. 71 with zero flag record.

Figure S2.6.10 (continued)
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440 d, sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask

13q array

14q array

15q array

has

has

has

23 entries.

23 entries.

23 entries.

nuclides cccc
On tape identi

1 999
2 1001
3 5010
4 5011
5 8016
6 6
7 27059
8 40302
9 54135
10 55133
11 92234
12 92235
13 92236
14 92238
15 93237
16 94238
17 94239
18 94240
19 94241
20 94242
21 95241
22 95243
23 96244

15507 locations will

35q array has

36q array has

39q array has

40q array has

47q array has

5Iq array has

I.ication

data block 2 (mixing table, etc.)

mixing table
mixture component

1 92234
1 92235
1
1
1
3
2
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

92236
92238
8016

6
40302
1001
5010
5011

27059
54135
55133
93237
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95243
96244

999

extra
atom density xsect id's
4.98491e-06
3.76136e-04
6.16618e-05
2.10881e-02
4.41006e-02
2.45150e-02
4.33078e-02
4.90301e-02
4.46893e-06
1.79880e-05
1.02186e-22
8.24237e-09
2.40421e-05
4.12985e-06
5.98876e-07
8.99544e-05
1.88569e-05
1.56412e-05
2.25334e-06
2.22100e-07
1.95977e-07
1.88089e-08
1.000OOe-20

be used

15 entries.

14 entries.

3 entries.

3 entries.

27 entries.

27 entries.

Figure S2.6. 11 Mixing table data of path A of PASS 1
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sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu., 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask actinides page 5
power= 17.30mw, burnup= 15226.mwd, flux= 4.17e+13n/cm**2-sec

nuclide concentrations, gram atoms
basis = single reactor assembly

charge 220.0 d 440.0 d 660.0 d 880.0 d
he 4 0.00e+00 1.32e-04 1.54e-03 8.47e-03 2.73e-02
pb206 0.OOe+00 1.33e-18 2.73e-17 1.7le-16 6.8le-16
pb207 0.00e+00 2.80e-15 3.49e-14 1.53e-13 4.28e-13

pb208 0.OOe+00 6.85e-12 7.10e-11 3.34e-10 l.09e-09
pb209 0.00e+00 2.44e-18 1.47e-17 5.46e-17 1.54e-16
pb210 0.00e+00 1.14e-15 7.79e-15 2.92e-14 8.16e-14
pb2ll 0.00e+00 2.00e-18 1.18e-17 3.27e-17 6.58e-17
pb212 0.OOe+00 6.45e-14 3.79e-13 1.31e-12 3.40e-12
pb214 0.00e+00 7.31e-20 2.58e-19 5.12e-19 7.99e-19
ra222 0.00e+00 7.32e-21 2.98e-20 8.84e-20 2.06e-19
ra223 0.00e+00 9.12e-16 5.37e-15 1.49e-14 3.00e-14
ra224 0.00e+00 5.32e-13 3.13e-12 1.08e-11 2.80e-11
ra225 0.00e+00 2.66e-16 1.60e-15 5.97e-15 1.68e-14
ra226 0.OOe+00 2.30e-12 8.12e-12 1.61e-11 2.51e-11
ra228 0.OOe+00 3.67e-19 2.39e-18 7.04e-18 1.48e-17
th226 0.OOe+00 3.57e-19 1.45e-18 4.31e-18 l.OOe-17
th227 0.00e+00 1.47e-15 8.67e-15 2.41e-14 4.84e-14
th228 0.00e+00 1.02e-10 5.97e-10 2.06e-09 5.34e-09
th229 0.00e+00 4.99e-12 2.75e-11 l.Ole-10 3.07e-10
th230 0.00e+00 7.79e-07 1.29e-06 1.57e-06 1.67e-06
th231 0.00e+00 1.57e-09 2.50e-09 3.20e-09 3.64e-09
th232 0.00e+00 3.43e-08 1.14e-07 2.25e-07 3.54e-07
th233 0.00e+00 5.91e-14 2.03e-13 4.31e-13 7.34e-13
th234 0.00e+00 2.75e-08 2.74e-08 2.72e-08 2.70e-08
pa231 0.00e+00 1.27e-07 3.76e-07 6.83e-07 9.93e-07
pa232 0.00e+00 2.13e-10 6.52e-10 1.28e-09 2.Ole-09
pa233 0.00e+00 3.72e-09 l.lOe-08 2.03e-08 3.04e-08
pa234m 0.00e+00 9.29e-13 9.28e-13 9.27e-13 9.26e-13
pa234 0.00e+00 9.04e-13 l.91e-12 3.38e-12 5.21e-12
pa235 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.00e+00 0.00e+00
u230 0.OOe+O0 3.46e-16 1.41e-15 4.18e-15 9.73e-15
u231 0.00e+00 7.20e-15 2.64e-14 7.49e-14 1.71e-13
u232 0.OOe+00 4.32e-08 1.69e-07 4.64e-07 9.96e-07
u233 0.00e+00 2.44e-06 3.79e-06 4.46e-06 4.68e-06
u234 5.52e-01 4.90e-01 4.33e-01 3.80e-01 3.29e-01
u235 6.28e+0l 4.57e+01 3.29e+0l 2.31e+0l 1.58e+01
u236 2.93e-01 3.38e+00 5.55e+00 7.06e+00 8.03e+00
u237 0.OOe+00 9.60e-03 1.41e-02 1.83e-02 2.20e-02
u238 1.88e+03 1.86e+03 1.85e+03 1.84e+03 1.83e+03
u239 0.OOe+00 1.04e-03 1.07e-03 1.15e-03 1.23e-03
u240 0.00e+0O 8.62e-31 1.31e-27 9.56e-26 l.99e-24
u241 0.00e+0 O.00e+00 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.00e+00
np235 0.00e+00 1.85e-09 8.79e-09 2.21e-08 4.22e-08
np236m 0.OOe+00 5.61e-09 1.51e-08 2.86e-08 4.51e-08
np236 0.OOe+00 1.41e-07 7.39e-07 2.03e-06 4.22e-06
np237 0.00e+00 1.37e-01 3.59e-01 6.29e-01 9.17e-01
np238 0.OOe+00 3.62e-04 9.78e-04 1.85e-03 2.91e-03
np239 0.00e+00 1.51e-01 1.54e-01 1.66e-01 1.78e-01
np240m 0.00e+00 7.36e-33 1.12e-29 8.16e-28 1.70e-26
np240 0.00e+00 5.33e-06 5.63e-06 6.51e-06 7.54e-06
np241 0.OOe+00 0.OOe+00 0.00e+00 O.00e+00 0.00e+00
pu236 0.00e+00 1.80e-07 8.93e-07 2.33e-06 4.57e-06
pu237 0.OOe+00 2.13e-08 4.99e-08 9.53e-08 1.70e-07
pu238 0.00e+00 1.07e-02 5.38e-02 1.43e-01 2.84e-01
pu239 0.00e+00 6.26e+00 8.80e+00 9.77e+00 l.Ole+Ol
pu240 0.00e+00 8.97e-01 2.12e+00 2.97e+00 3.43e+00
pu241 0.00e+00 2.56e-01 1.12e+00 2.15e+00 2.97e+00
pu242 0.00e+00 1.51e-02 1.46e-01 4.75e-01 9.75e-01
pu243 O.00e+00 4.Ole-06 4.00e-05 1.40e-04 3.10e-04
pu244 0.OOe+00 4.29e-20 6.53e-17 4.76e-15 9.92e-14
pu245 0.00e+00 7.65e-26 1.20e-22 9.44e-21 2.12e-19
pu246 0.OOe+00 8.08e-28 1.31e-24 l.lle-22 2.69e-21
am239 0.00e+00 5.93e-14 5.13e-13 1.49e-12 2.70e-12
am240 0.OOe+00 2.55e-11 2.22e-10 6.45e-10 1.17e-09
am241 0.OOe+00 1.86e-03 1.56e-02 4.20e-02 7.06e-02
am242m 0.OOe+00 2.71e-05 3.33e-04 1.06e-03 1.94e-03
am242 0.OOe+00 4.64e-06 4.02e-05 1.17e-04 2.12e-04
am243 0.OOe+00 6.29e-04 1.29e-02 6.73e-02 1.97e-01

Figure S2.6.12 Part of final case actinide depletion table
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sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask actinides page 13

decay, following reactor irradiation identified by: power= 17.30mw, burnup= 15226.mwd, flux= 4.17e+13n/cm**2-sec

nuclide concentrations, gram atoms
basis = single reactor assembly

initial 304.4 d 608.8 d 913.1 d 1217.5 d 1521.9 d 1826.3 d

he 4 2.73e-02 4.98e-02 5.92e-02 6.50e-02 6.99e-02 7.47e-02 7.94e-02

th230 1.67e-06 2.45e-06 3.23e-06 4.Ole-06 4.80e-06 5.60e-06 6.40e-06

th232 3.54e-07 5.52e-07 7.50e-07 9.48e-07 1.15e-06 1.34e-06 1.54e-06

pa231 9.93e-07 l.Ole-06 1.02e-06 1.04e-06 1.05e-06 1.06e-06 1.07e-06

u232 9.96e-07 1.82e-06 2.48e-06 3.Ole-06 3.44e-06 3.79e-06 4.06e-06

u233 4.68e-06 4.96e-06 5.25e-06 5.53e-06 5.82e-06 6.11e-06 6.39e-06

u234 3.29e-01 3.31e-01 3.33e-01 3.35e-01 3.37e-01 3.39e-01 3.41e-01

u235 1.58e+01 1.58e+0l 1.58e+01 1.58e+01 1.58e+01 1.58e+0l 1.58e+01

u236 8.03e+00 8.03e+00 8.03e+00 8.03e+00 8.03e+00 8.03e+00 8.03e+00

u238 1.83e+03 1.83e+03 1.83e+03 1.83e+03 1.83e+03 1.83e+03 1.83e+03

W np236 4.22e-06 4.22e-06 4.22e-06 4.22e-06 4.22e-06 4.22e-06 4.22e-06

W np237 9.17e-01 9.39e-01 9.39e-01 9.40e-01 9.40e-01 9.41e-01 9.42e-01

bN pu236 4.57e-06 3.77e-06 3.09e-06 2.53e-06 2.07e-06 1.70e-06 1.39e-06

pu238 2.84e-01 3.03e-01 3.06e-01 3.06e-01 3.04e-01 3.02e-01 3.00e-01

pu239 l.Ole+01 1.03e+0l 1.03e+0l 1.03e+0l 1.03e+01 1.03e+01 1.03e+01

pu240 3.43e+00 3.43e+00 3.43e+00 3.43e+00 3.43e+00 3.43e+00 3.43e+00

pu241 2.97e+00 2.85e+00 2.74e+00 2.63e+00 2.53e+00 2.43e+00 2.33e+00

pu242 9.75e-01 9.75e-01 9.75e-01 9.75e-01 9.75e-01 9.75e-01 9.75e-01

am241 7.06e-02 1.88e-01 3.00e-01 4.08e-01 5.lle-0l 6.10e-01 7.05e-01

am242m 1.94e-03 1.94e-03 1.93e-03 1.92e-03 l.91e-03 1.91e-03 l.90e-03

am243 1.97e-01 1.97e-01 1.97e-01 1.97e-01 1.97e-01 1.97e-01 1.97e-01

cm242 2.5le-02 6.93e-03 l.90e-03 5.25e-04 1.47e-04 4.40e-05 1.56e-05

cm243 7.35e-04 7.20e-04 7.06e-04 6.91e-04 6.78e-04 6.64e-04 6.51e-04

cm244 4.66e-02 4.53e-02 4.39e-02 4.25e-02 4.12e-02 3.99e-02 3.86e-02

cm245 1.70e-03 1.70e-03 1.70e-03 1.70e-03 1.70e-03 1.70e-03 1.70e-03

cm246 2.10e-04 2.09e-04 2.09e-04 2.09e-04 2.09e-04 2.09e-04 2.09e-04

cm247 3.03e-06 3.03e-06 3.03e-06 3.03e-06 3.03e-06 3.03e-06 3.03e-06

total 1.87e+03 1.87e+03 1.87e+03 1.87e+03 1.87e+03 1.87e+03 1.87e+03

Figure S2.6.13 Final decay case actinide table



gamma source spectrum for gamma lines (sas2)

1826.25 day time of the requested nuclides

energy interval in mev

1.OOOe-02
5.0000e-02
1. 00OOe-01
2.0000e-01
3. 0000e-01
4.0000e-01
6. 0000e-01
8.0000e-01
1.000Oe+00
1.3300e+00
1.6600e+00
2.0000e+00
2.5000e+00
3.0000e+00
4.0000e+00
5.0000e+00
6.5000e+00
8.0000e+00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

5.0000e-02
l.00Oe-01
2.0000e-01
3.0000e-01
4.0000e-01
6.0000e-01
8.0000e-0l
l.0000e+00
1.3300e+00
1.6600e+00
2.0000e+00
2.5000e+00
3.0000e+00
4.0000e+00
5.0000e+00
6.5000e+00
8.0000e+00
l.0000e+01

photons / second

1.2481e+15
3.6968e+14
3.0824e+14
8.4463e+13
5.7983e+13
5.7129e+14
1.8986e+15
2.5066e+14
2.2467e+14
5.8644e+13
1.0093e+12
2.5303e+12
7.5170e+10
9.3162e+09
3.7096e+06
1.4886e+06
2.9197e+05
6.1984e+04

mev / second

3.7443e+13
2.7726e+13
4.6236e+13
2.1116e+13
2.0294e+13
2.8565e+14
1.3290e+15
2.2559e+14
2.6174e+14
8.7672e+13
1.8471e+12
5.6931e+12
2.0672e+11
3.2607e+10
1.6693e+07
8.5593e+06
2.1168e+06
5.5786e+05

2.3503e+15totals 5.0760e+15

total energy from nuclides with spectrum data =

total energy from nuclides with no spectrum data =

Figure S2.6.14 ORIGEN-S gamma source spectrum

2.3502e+15

5.7962e+10
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total (alpha-n plus spon. fission) neutron source spectrum as a function of time
(using reaction spectra for uranium dioxide)

sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask
neutron spectra, neutrons/sec/basis

basis = single reactor assembly

boundaries, mev initial 304.4 d 608.8 d 913.1 d 1217.5 d 1521.9 d 1826.2 d

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

6.43e+00
3.00e+00
1.85e+00
1.40e+00
9.OOe-01
4.00e-01
l.00e-0l
1.70e-02
3.00e-03
5.50e-04
1.OOe-04
3.OOe-05
1.OOe-05
3.05e-06
1.77e-06
1.30e-06
1.13e-06
l.OOe-06
8.OOe-07
4.00e-07
3.25e-07
2.25e-07
1. OOe-07
5.OOe-08
3.00e-08
1.OOe-08
l.00e-11

2.00e+01
6.43e+00
3.00e+00
1.85e+00
1.40e+00
9.00e-01
4.00e-0l
l.OOe-0l
1.70e-02
3.00e-03
5.50e-04
1.OOe-04
3.00e-05
1.OOe-05
3.05e-06
1.77e-06
1.30e-06
1.13e-06
l.OOe-06
8.00e-07
4.00e-07
3 .25e-07
2.25e-07
1.OOe-07
5.00e-08
3.OOe-08
1. OOe-08

4.733e+06
6.389e+07
6.939e+07
3.418e+07
4.512e+07
4.932e+07
9.696e+06
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0.000e+00
0. OOOe+00
0. 000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0. 000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
O. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
2.763e+08

2.982e+06
3.673e+07
4.025e+07
2.131e+07
2.852e+07
3.114e+07
6.108e+06
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. 00Oe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
1. 670e+08

2.443e+06
2.860e+07
3.156e+07
1.738e+07
2.342e+07
2.555e+07
5.004e+06
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
1.340e+08

2.245e+06
2.579e+07
2.859e+07
1. 596e+07
2.155e+07
2.349e+07
4.600e+06
0.000e+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
1.222e+08

2.142e+06
2.448e+07
2.721e+07
1. 524e+07
2.058e+07
2.242e+07
4.389e+06
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
1.165e+08

2.066e+06
2.360e+07
2.628e+07
1.472e+07
1. 987e+07
2.164e+07
4.235e+06
0.000e+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
O. OOOe+00
1.124e+08

2. 000e+06
2.285e+07
2.549e+07
1.427e+07
1. 924e+07
2.095e+07
4. 100e+06
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.000e+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0.OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
0. OOOe+00
1. 089e+08

Figure S2.6.15 ORIGEN-S neutron source spectrum
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I l

m i x i n g t a b l e

entry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

mixture
1
2
1
2
6
1
2
1
2
6
1
2
9
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
9
3
3
1
2
3
S
1
2
3
S
1
2
3
S
1
2
3
5
1
2
4
3

isotope
92234
92234
92235
92235
92235
92236
92236
92238
92238
92238
8016
8016
8016

40302
40302
54135
54135
55133
55133
93237
93237
94238
94238
94239
94239
94240
94240
94241
94241
94242
94242
95241
95241
95243
95243
96244
96244

1001
5010
5011

24304
24304
24304
24304
25055
25055
25055
25055
26304
26304
26304
26304
28304
28304
28304
28304
7014
7014
7014
6012

number density
1.10085e-06
1.lOOlOe-06
5.08348e-05
5.08000e-05
1.31783e-04
2.58815e-05
2.58638e-05
5.89485e-03
5.89081e-03
4.80620e-02
1.25034e-02
1.24948e-02
3.15151e-02
3.58860e-03
3.58614e-03
2.83519e-19
2.83325e-19
1.28740e-0S
1.28652e-05
3.03707e-06
3.03499e-06
9.67482e-07
9.66819e-07
3.31291e-05
3.31064e-05
1.10648e-05
1.10573e-05
7.52311e-06
7.51795e-06
3.14259e-06
3.14044e-06
2.27267e-06
2.27111e-06
6.35873e-07
6.35437e-07
1.24576e-07
1.24491e-07
6.30301e-02
1.69854e-03
6.83682e-03
3.72536e-04
3.72536e-04
3.78409e-04
1.74286e-02
3.71140e-05
3.71140e-05
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
1.26878e-03
1.26878e-03
1.28878e-03
5.93579e-02
1.65030e-04
1.65030e-04
1.67632e-04
7.72070e-03
2.90142e-05
2.90142e-05
4.30057e-22
2.13384e-03

new identifier
92234

1000002
92235

1000004
28

92236
1000007
92238

1000009
33

8016
1000012

36
40302

1000015
54135

1000017
55133

1000019
93237

1000021
94238

1000023
94239

1000025
94240

1000027
94241

1000029
94242

1000031
95241

1000033
95243

1000035
96244

1000037
61
62
63

24304
65
66
67

25055
69
70
71

26304
73
74
75

28304
77
78
79

7014
81
82

6012

Figure S2.6.16 BONAMI mixing table of cell-weighted case
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this xsdrn working tape was created 09/07/95 at
the title of the parent case is as follows
this xsdrn working tape was created 09/07/95 at
the title of the parent case is as follows
scale4 - 27 neutron 18 ganmma group shielding lib

tape id 8054036
number of neutron groups 27
first thermal group 15

table of

04:3C

04:3C

rary

0:00

0:00

dose factors
hydrogen endf/b-iv mat
boron-10 endf/b-iv mat
boron-11 endf/b-iv mat
carbon-12 endf/b-iv mat
nitrogen-14 endf/b-iv mat
nitrogen-14 endf/b-iv mat
nitrogen-14 endf/b-iv mat
oxygen-16 endf/b-iv mat
chromium(ss304)endf/b-iv mat
chromium(ss304)endf/b-iv mat
chromium(ss304)endf/b-iv mat
chromium(ss304)endf/b-iv mat
manganese endf/b-iv mat
manganese endf/b-iv mat
manganese endf/b-iv mat
manganese endf/b-iv mat
iron(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
iron(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
iron(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
iron(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
nickel(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
nickel(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
nickel(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
nickel(ss304) endf/b-iv mat
uranium-235 endf/b-iv mat
uranium-238 endf/b-iv mat
oxygen-16 endf/b-iv mat
zircalloy endf/b-iv mat
xenon-135 endf/b-iv mat
cesium-133 endf/b-iv mat
uranium-234 endf/b-iv mat
uranium-235 endf/b-iv mat
uranium-235 endf/b-iv mat
uranium-238 endf/b-iv mat
neptunium-237 endf/b-iv mat
plutonium-238 endf/b-iv mat
plutonium-239 endf/b-iv mat
plutonium-240 endf/b-iv mat
plutonium-241 endf/b-iv mat
plutonium-242 endf/b-iv mat

am-241 1056 sigp=5+4 newxlacs
am-243 1057 218 gp wt f-l/e-m

curium-244 endf/b-iv mat

1269/thrmlOO2
1273
1160
1274/thrml065
1275
1275
1275
1276
1191
1191
1191
1191
1197
1197
1197
1197
1192
1192
1192
1192
1190
1190
1190
1190
1261
1262
1276
1284
1294
1141
1043
1261
1163
1262
1263
1050
1264
1265
1266
1161
218ngp p-3 293k
090376 p 3 293k
1162

number of nuclides
number of gamma groups
logical unit

contents
updated 9/07/89

updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94
Updated 08/12/94
Updated 08/12/94
updated 08/12/94

44
18

4

id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id
id

900
61
62
63

6012
7014

81
82
36

24304
65
66
67

25055
69
70
71

26304
73
74
75

28304
77
78
79
28
33

8016
40302
54135
55133
92234
92235
92236
92238
93237
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
95241
95243
96244

tape copy used 0 i/o's, and took 20.27 seconds

Figure S2.6.17 NlTAWL-II merged library contents edit
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sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask

general problem description data block

general problem data

ige
izm
im
ibl
ibr
mXX
ms
igm
nng
ngg
If tg

1/2/3 = plane/cylinder/sphere
number of zones
number of spacial intervals
0/1/2/3 = vacuum/refl/per/white
right boundary condition
number of mixtures
mixing table length
number of energy groups
number of neutron groups
number of gamma groups
number of first thermal group

2
9

50
1
0
9

60
45
27
18
15

isn
isct
ievt
iim
icm
iclc
ith
if lu
iprt
idl
ipbt

quadrature order
order of scattering
0/l/2/3/4/5/6=q/k/alpha/c/z/r/h
inner iteration maximum
outer iteration maximum
-1/0/n--flat res/sn/opt
0/1 = forward/adjoint
not used(always wgtd)
-2/-1/0/n=mixture xsec print
0/l/2/3=no/prt nd/pch n/both
-l/0/1=none/fine/all bal. prt

8
3
0

20
12
0
0
4

-2
53
0

special options

ifg 0/1 = none/weighting calculation
iqm volumetric sources (0/n=no/yes)
ipm boundary sources (0/n=no/yes)
ifn 0/1/2 = input 33*/34*/use last
itmx maximum time (minutes)
idtl 0/l/2/3=no/xsect/srce/flux--out
isx broad group fluxes
ibln activity data unit
jbkl 0/1/2 buckling geometry

0
2
0
53
14
0
0
0
0

ipn 0/1/2 diff. coef. param
idfm 0/1 = none/density factors 38*
iaz 0/n = none/n activities by zone
iai 0/1=none/activities by interval
ifct 0/1=no/yes upscatter scaling
ipvt 0/l/2=no/k/alpha parametric srch
isen outer iteration acceleration
nbnd band rebaln parameter

0
0
2
1
0
0
0

-1

eps
ptc
xnf
ev
evm
bf

floating point parameters

overall convergence l.000OOe-03 dy cyl/pla ht for buckling
point convergence 1.000OOe-03 dz plane depth for buckling
normalization factor 0.00000e+00 vsc void streaming correction
eigenvalue guess 0.00000e+00 pv ipvt=1/2--k/alpha
eigenvalue modifier 0.00000e+00 eql ev change eps for search
buckling factor=1.420892 1.42089e+00 xnpm new param mod for search

this case will require 3640 locations for mixing
this case has been allocated 200000 locations

0.OOOOOe+00
0.00000e+00
0.OOOOOe+00
1.00000e+00
1.000OOe-03
7.50000e-01

Figure S2.6.18 XSDRNPM problem definition page of shipping cask case
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13q array has

14q array has

15q array has

sas2 sample case 1: 33 mwd/kgu, 17*17 pin, pwr, 1 cyc, dry-fuel cask

60 entries.

60 entries.

60 entries.

data block 2 (mixing table, etc.)

nuclides
on tape

1 900
2 61
3 62
4 63
5 6012
6 7014
7 81
8 82
9 36

10 24304
11 65
12 66
13 67
14 25055
15 69
16 70
17 71
18 26304
19 73
20 74
21 75
22 28304
23 77
24 78
25 79
26 28
27 33
28 8016
29 40302
30 54135
31 55133
32 92234
33 92235
34 92236
35 92238
36 *93237
37 94238
38 94239
39 94240
40 94241
41 94242
42 95241
43 95243
44 96244
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

cccc mixing table
identification mixture component

1 92234
2 92234
1 92235
2 92235
6 28
1 92236
2 92236
1 92238
2 92238
6 33
1 8016
2 8016
9 36
1 40302
2 40302
1 54135
2 54135
1 55133
2 55133
1 93237
2 93237
1 94238
2 94238
1 94239
2 94239
1 94240
2 94240
1 94241
2 94241
1 94242
2 94242
1 95241
2 95241
1 95243
2 95243
1 96244
2 96244
9 61
3 62
3 63
1 24304
2 65
3 66
5 67
1 25055
2 69
3 70
5 71
1 26304
2 73
3 74
5 75
1 28304
2 77
3 78
5 79
1 7014
2 81
4 82
3 6012

atom density
1.10085e-06
1.lOOlOe-06
5.08348e-05
5.08000e-05
1.31783e-04
2.58815e-05
2.58638e-05
5.89485e-03
5.89081e-03
4.80620e-02
1.25034e-02
1.24948e-02
3.15151e-02
3.58860e-03
3.58614e-03
2.83519e-19
2.83325e-19
1.28740e-05
1.28652e-05
3.03707e-06
3.03499e-06
9.67482e-07
9.66819e-07
3.31291e-05
3.31064e-05
1.10648e-05
1.10573e-05
7.52311e-06
7.51795e-06
3.14259e-06
3.14044e-06
2.27267e-06
2.27111e-06
6.35873e-07
6.35437e-07
1.24576e-07
1.24491e-07
6.30301e-02
1.69854e-03
6.83682e-03
3.72536e-04
3.72536e-04
3.78409e-04
1.74286e-02
3.71140e-05
3.71140e-05
3.76992e-05
1.73633e-03
1.26878e-03
1.26878e-03
1.28878e-03
5.93579e-02
1.65030e-04
1.65030e-04
1.67632e-04
7.72070e-03
2.90142e-05
2.90142e-05
4.30057e-22
2.13384e-03

extra
xsect id's

Figure S2.6.19 Mixing table of shipping cask case
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detector .3 (r= 2.73220e+02, z= 1.82880e+02)

mt= 9029 ansi standard neutron flux-to-dose-rate factors (rem/hr)/(neut/cm**2/sec)

grp
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

scalar
flux

3.56552e-01
1.35240e+00
1.66302e+00
8.91862e-01
1.23758e+00
2.85554e+00
2.53881e+00
1.69350e+00
1.18760e+00
1.21098e+00
1.27682e+00
1.01048e+00
1.00208e+00
1.17277e+00
5.97676e-01
3.60322e-01
1.68121e-01
1.48799e-01
2.78462e-01
9.41221e-01
3.34900e-01
1.11154e+00
9.47043e+00
1.57838e+01
9.47812e+00
7.25754e+00
1.10151e+00

dose
factor

1.49160e-04
1.44640e-04
1.27010e-04
1.28110e-04
1.29770e-04
1.02810e-04
5.11830e-05
1.23189e-05
3.83650e-06
3.72469e-06
4.01500e-06
4.29259e-06
4.47439e-06
4.56760e-06
4.55809e-06
4.51850e-06
4.48790e-06
4.46649e-06
4.43450e-06
4.32709e-06
4.19750e-06
4.09759e-06
3.83900e-06
3.67480e-06
3.67480e-06
3.67480e-06
3.67480e-06

calculated
dose

5.31832e-05
1.95612e-04
2.11220e-04
1.14256e-04
1.60601e-04
2.93579e-04
1.29944e-04
2.08620e-05
4.55622e-06
4.51054e-06
5.12641e-06
4.33756e-06
4.48372e-06
5.35672e-06
2.72426e-06
1.62811e-06
7.54512e-07
6.64608e-07
1.23484e-06
4.07275e-06
1.40574e-06
4.55464e-06
3.63570e-05
5.80022e-05
3.48302e-05
2.66700e-05
4.04783e-06

1.38458e-03 (total)

Figure S2.6.20 XSDOSE neutron dose rates at 2 m

I
detector 3 (r= 2.73220e+02, z= 1.82880e+02)

mt= 9504 ansi standard gamma-ray flux-to-dose-rate factors (rem/hr)/(photons/cm**2/sec)

grp
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

scalar
flux

6.57152e+00
1.43387e+01
7.06587e+00
4.45273e+00
6.23836e+00
7.13374e+00
1.47932e+02
7.10440e+01
2.62896e+02
3.07753e+02
1.88076e+02
1.8843le+02
2.06225e+02
1.10914e+02
1.32266e+02
1.66930e+02
6.12213e+00
1.65122e-02

dose
factor

8.77160e-06
7.47849e-06
6.37479e-06
5.41360e-06
4.62209e-06
3.95960e-06
3.46860e-06
3.01920e-06
2.62759e-06
2.20510e-06
1.83260e-06
1.52280e-06
1.17250e-06
8.75940e-07
6.30610e-07
3.83380e-07
2.66930e-07
9.34720e-07

calculated
dose

5.76427e-05
1.07232e-04
4.50434e-05
2.41053e-05
2.88343e-05
2.82468e-05
5.13118e-04
2.14496e-04
6.90782e-04
6.78625e-04
3.44668e-04
2.86943e-04
2.41799e-04
9.71544e-05
8.34080e-05
6.39975e-05
1.63418e-06
1.54343e-08

3.50774e-03 (total)

Figure S2.6.21 XSDOSE gammna dose rates at 2 m
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S2.A DESCRIPTION AND EXAMPLES OF INPUT LEVEL-3

During the development of the SCALE-4 version of SAS2, it was expedient to read the case data used
by the neutronics codes in the additional pass (path B) with the NAMELIST method. Once the new SAS2H
procedure was developed, the simplified free form of input and associated processing of the input was added.
Only the simplified input described in Table S2.5.1 is used, if INPLEVEL is set to 0, 1, or 2. However, if the
user wants to supply any different data to the neutronics codes than that automatically derived by SAS2H for
INPLEVEL=2, the user can specify INPLEVEL=3 and supply input using the following procedure:

1. First, set up the SAS2H input exactly as it should be done for an INPLEVEL=2 case, except change the
"=2" to "=3." The code sets up data for the three neutronics codes with the level-2 input, but then
permits additional data to override any of the path-B derived input to the neutronics codes.

2. Using the input descriptions for BONAMI-S, NITAWL-ll, and XSDRNPM-S given in Sects. Fl, F2,
and F3, respectively, decide which data arrays are to be altered. It may be helpful to look at the printout
of the SAS2H case using level-2 and PARM=HALT00 to determine the default input before changing
the data.

3. Change the format from that of FIDO (FIDAS) requirements, where integer arrays or floating-point
arrays are denoted by i$$ or j**, respectively (e.g., l$$ or 24**). Replace the dollar signs with an equal
sign "=" and place the letter "I" on the left (e.g., I1= or I14=). Replace the asterisks with "=" and place
an "X" on the left (e.g., X24= or X35=). The data entries following the equal sign may be separated by
an immediate comma or one or more spaces. Note that any data array automatically supplied by SAS2H
that is satisfactory does not need to be repeated. If no data change is required for the code input, no
input data array is needed for the code. The only exception to this rule is that the XSDRNPM title card
is required. The SCALE free-form input rules (see Sect. M3) replace those of the FIDO input system.
The complete length of the data array is not required. Some of the input rules are discussed below in
procedure 6.

4. The entire input data for each code must be enclosed between a keyword for the code and an END. The
END may not start in column one. The code keywords are the first three letters of the code's name, or
BON, NIT, and XSD. The XSDRNPM-S title record should immediately follow a separate data record
with the XSD keyword. The XSDRNPM-S title card must remain (as in FIDO input) as a single card
image. If no data are input for the code, only the code's 3-letter name and END are required. The
complete set of data for the three codes must follow SAS2 input entries for Data Block 8 of Table
S2.5. 1. The level-3 input must be in the order of data for BONAMI-S, NITAWL-II, and XSDRNPM-S.
The data required by Table S2.5.1 should continue with entries for Data Block 9.

5. The feature to change data between cycles, MXREPEATS=0, may also be used with input level-3. In
these cases, the data for Data Block 8 must be included for NCYCLES*NLIB/CYC number of times
first, and followed by the data for the three codes for a similar number of times before continuing with
POWER, etc.

6. The array data are input either by using general SCALE free-form input rules or by using special
YREAD provisions corresponding more nearly to FIDO-type input. The general rules apply to all of
the BONAMI, NITAWL-II, and XSDRNPM data except for seven data arrays. The 130, X31, X32,
X33, X35, 136, and X38 data arrays are input using the YREAD provisions. The general input rules,
when YREAD is not used, are more direct but not as extensive as FIDO-type rules (e.g., the options for
skipping data entries or filling arrays with a single value are not allowed). Also, all values in the first
entries (including the normal defaults) must be read when a later entry is required. The end of the data
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array may be skipped when the skipped values produced by INPLEVEL=2 are correct. The end of an
array is detected when starting a new data array (e.g., I2=) or when the "END" is read at the end of the
code data. The general free-form system has the provision for multiple entries of the same data value.
This feature requires first the number of repeats, immediately followed by an R, $, or $, and finally
followed by the value (integer or floating point) to be repeated. For example, 12R25 causes the value
25 to be repeated 12 times. In contrast to the general free-form input rules, the special YREAD system
has provisions for significantly more options. Similar to the FIDO systemn the Aj option sets the current
array position toj; the Fj option fills the remainder of the array withj; the iQj option repeats the previous
j entries i times; the iIjk option linearly interpolates i entries between thej and k end points; the iRj, i*j,
and i$j options repeat j for the next i entries; and the T option terminates the data reading for the array.
The array input always requires the T option, unless it is the last data array for the code (requiring an
'"END" to be input). The seven data arrays for which the YREAD provisions apply are usually large
and may have greater need for options such as the Q, F, I, or R options.

Three examples of level-3 input are given in Figs. S2.A.1 through S2.A.3. The main difference
between the first two examples and the same cases submitted by input level-2 is the mesh interval structure.
The cases are examples only and are not intended as an improvement over the input level-2 data. The input
of the first case (Fig. S2.A. 1) is very short. The second case (Fig. S2.A.2) shows a much more extensive input
and includes input for mixing table data, mesh intervals, and other data.

The third example of level-3 input (Fig. S2.A.3) is a special case designed to determine an axially
power-weighted moderator density to be input as the water density in the fuel-pin cell of a BWR assembly case.
The example may be used for the slab-geometry case producing (after fission weighting slab moderator
densities) the final water density (DEN=0.5039) applied in sample case 4 (Sect. S2.6.7). The first estimate
of the moderator density (VF=0.4323) in the case is the simple volume-weighted density. Other details of the
input may be observed from the case data below. Because power-volume weighting of the slab zone water
densities is the objective of the case, the "power-volume" product may be replaced conveniently by the
"integrated fission source" (listed on line for "group" 28) produced in the zone balance tables of XSDRNPM-S
printout. The advantage of using SAS2 in the case, over the use of functional modules throughout the analysis,
is the use of the more simplified unit-pin-cell input. Note that although the case fails in the execution of
COUPLE, this is alright because the XSDRNPM output wanted has already been produced.

Limits on Using Input Level-3

A few limitations are not given in the above five-step procedure on using input level-3. The size
parameters input, or those derived from input level-2, must correspond to sizes of associated arrays. Also,
there are maximum size limits to data arrays. Limits are 20 zones, 200 intervals (or reset by input entry
LIMINTGEO in Data Block 7), 249 energy groups, 600 activity processes, and 80 values corresponding to
an angular quadrature of 16. These and other array sizes are used in: label commons IXSD/ and /NIT/; the
subroutines S2HBON, S2HNIT, S2HXSD, and MTAB2H; and the BLOCK DATA initialization statements
for IXSD/. Thus, a few simple "patches" in the code would be required as a method of increasing these limits,
if the need should ever be required. The 3$ array in NrTWAL is limited to the size required by input level-2.
BONAMI data in 3$, 4$,5*, and 12* arrays, NITAWL data in the 2$ array and XSDRNPM data in 13$, 14$,
and 15* arrays are limited to the Path B mixing table size. If the innermost zone contains no fuel, the mixing
table is the straight sum of all nuclides in all zones. If the innermost zone contains fuel, and mixture 500 is in
zone N, the mixing table is composed of the number of Path A nuclides times N plus the number of nuclides
in all zones of radii exceeding the radius of mixture 500. The level-3 mixing table size limit is the larger of
2000 and the level-2 mixing table size plus 100, or a maximum limit of 5000. Normally, the user would input
material as Standard Composition without wanting to change or add nuclides in input of level-3.

There are certain data, not expected to be wanted in input level-3 cases, that may not be input. The
-1$ data, for core allocation, may not be used. All other data arrays may be used in the BONAMI-S input.
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All data arrays, except the -1$ data and 6$ data, may be used in the NJTAWL-ll input. The only data arrays
that may be used in the XSDRNPM-S input are those denoted by: 0$, 1$, 2$, 3$, 4$, 5 *, 13$, 14$, 15*, 30$,
31*, 32*, 33#, 35*, 36$, 38*, 39$, 40$, 41*, 42*, 43*, 46$, 47*, 48*, 49$, 50$, 51$, and 52$. The SCALE
free-form input system is used in place of the FIDO input system. See the above procedure 6 and Sect. M3
for details of input rules.

=sas2 parm= 'haltO3 ,skipshipdata'
sas2h, (for appendix case 1) 33 gwd/mtu pwr, 3.1% u235
27groupndf4 latticecell
uo2 1 0.945 811 92235 3.1 92238 96.8725 92234 0.0275 end
zircalloy 2 1 620 end
boron 3. 1.58587-4 570 end
h2o 3 0.7295 570 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end
end comp
squ~arepitch 1.25984 0.81915 1 3 0.94996 2 0.83566 0 end
more data szf=0.7 end
npin/assm=264 fuelngth=787 .2856 ncycles=3 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4
lightel=16 inplevel=3 numzones=4 end
3 0.57150 2 0.61214 3 0.71079 500 2.46
bon iO= 12, 17, 18, 1 end
nit iO= 1, 3, 0, 4 end
xsd
sas2h - (17x17) pwr typ. Irr. Hist., 3.1% enrich - 33 gwd/mtu, cyc 1
il= 2, 4, 29
x35= 0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4, 0.5,0.5715,0.59,0.61214,0.64,

0.68,0.71,0.8,0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 t
136= 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 444 44 4 44 4 44 t

end
power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1-20 end
power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1-20 end
power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1826.25 end
c 0.13 n 0.07 o 134 al 0.10
si 0.14 p 0.31 ti 0.11 cr 5.0
mnn 0.24 fe 9.9 co 0.072 ni 9.5
zr 217 nb 0.71 mo 0.39 sn 3.6
end

Figure S2.A. 1 Example 1 of level-3 input
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=sas2 parm=haltO3skipshipdata
sas2h, (for appendix case 2) 33 gwd/mtu pwr, 3.1% u235
27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 0.945 811 92235 3.1 92238 96.8725 92234 0.0275 end
u-233 1 0 1-20 811 end
kr-85 1 0 1-20 811 end
sr-90 1 0 1-20 811 end
y-89 1 0 1-20 811 end
zr-94 1 0 1-20 811 end
zr-95 1 0 1-20 811 end
nb-94 1 0 1-20 811 end
tc-99 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-155 1 0 1-20 811 end
ru-106 1 0 1-20 811 end
rh-103 1 0 1-20 811 end
rh-105 1 0 1-20 811 end
xe-131 1 0 1-20 811 end
xe-132 1 0 1-20 811 end
xe-135 1 0 1-20 811 end
xe-136 1 0 1-20 811 end
cs-134 1 0 1-20 811 end
cs-137 1 0 1-20 811 end
ba-136 1 0 1-20 811 end
la-139 1 0 1-20 811 end
ce-144 1 0 1-20 811 end
pr-143 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-143 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-145 1 0 1-20 811 end
nd-147 1 0 1-20 811 end
pm-147 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-149 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-151 1 0 1-20 811 end
sm-152 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-153 1 0 1-20 811 end
eu-154 1 0 1-20 811 end
zircalloy 2 1 620 end
boron 3 1.58587-4 570 end
h2o 3 0.7295 570 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 570 end -
end comp
squarepitch 1.25984 0.81915 1 3 0.94996 2 0.83566 0 end
more data szf=0.7 end
npin/assm=264 fuelngth=787.2856 ncycles=3 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4
lightel=16 inplevel=3 numzones=4 end
3 0.57150 2 0.61214 3 0.71079 500 2.46
bon il= 2, 3, 6, 0, 0, 9 x2=1.Oe-3, 1.35 i3= 1 1 1 1 1 2
i4 = 92235, 1001, 8016, 5010, 5011, 40302
x5 = 8.0e-4, 4.870-2, 2.435-2, 4.426-6, 1.797-5, 4.252e-2
i6= 1, 2, 1 x7=0.65024, 0.69342, 0.806802 x8=591 591 591 x9=0 0 0
ilO= 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205 ill= 0, 1, 0 end
nit iO= 1, 3, 0, 4 il= 0, 5, 53, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i2= 201, 202, 203, 204, 205,
92235, 92238, 92234, 92236, 8016, 5,
40302, 1001, 5010,
5011, 27059, 54135, 55133,
93237, 94238, 94239, 94240, 94241,
94242, 95241, 95243, 96244, 999,

92233,36085,38090,39089,40094, 40095,41094,43099,63155,44106,
45103,45105,54131,54132,54136, 55134,55137,56136,57139,58144,
59143,60143,60145,60147,61147, 62149,62151,62152,63153,63154

end

Figure S2.A.2 Example 2 of level-3 input
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xsd
sas2h - (17x17) pwr typ. irr. hist., 3.1% enrich - 33 gwd/mtu, cyc 1
il= 2, 4, 29, 1, 3, 3, 58, 8, 3, 1, 20, 25, 0, 0, 0
x5= 1.Oe-4, 1.Oe-4, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.420892, 365.76, 219.3, 0 1
1.Oe-3, 0.75
il3= 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3
il4= 201, 202, 203, 204, 205,
92235, 92238, 92234, 92236, 8016, 5,
40302, 1001, 5010
5011, 27059, 54135, 55133,
93237, 94238, 94239, 94240, 94241,
94242, 95241, 95243, 96244, 999,
92233,36085,38090,39089,40094, 40095,41094,43099,63155,44106,
45103,45105,54131,54132,54136, 55134,55137,56136,57139,58144,
59143,60143,60145,60147,61147, 62149,62151,62152,63153,63154
x15= 4.870-2, 2.435-2, 4.426-6, 1.797-5, 4.252e-2,
2.408-4, 7.429-3, 2.145-6, 1.00-22, 1.534-2, 1.348-2,
4.294-3, 2.695-2, 2.450-6, 9.946-6, 1-22 1-22 1-22

1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22 1-22
x35= 0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4, 0.5,0.5715,0.59,0.61214,0.64,
0.68,0.71,0.8,0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,
1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 t
i36= 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 t
i39= 1, 2, 1, 3 end

power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1-20 end
power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1-20 end
power=37.36 burn=293.3333 down=1826.25 end
c 0.13 n 0.07 o 134 al 0.10
si 0.14 p 0.31 ti 0.11 cr 5.0
mn 0.24 fe 9.9 co 0.072 ni 9.5
zr 217 nb 0.71 mo 0.39 sn 3.6
end

Figure S2.A.2 (continued)
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sas2h parm='haltOO,skipshipdata'
appendix case 3, sas2, slab for axial fission-weighted h2o density used
27burnuplib latticecell
uo2 1 0.940 840 92235 2.64 92238 97.3366 92234 0.0234 end
eircalloy 2 1 620 end
boron 3 1.0000-22 558 end
h2o 3 0.4323 558 end
co-59 3 0 1-20 558 end
ss304 5 1 end
end comp
squarepitch 1.6256 1.05664 1 3 1.25222 2 1.0795 0 end
more data szf=0.7 end
npin/assm=59 fuelngth=2128.424 ncycles=3 nlib/cyc=l
printlevel=4
lightel=3 inplevel=3 numzones=4 end
3 0.5 2 0.6 3 0.7 500 2.0

bon il= 2, 4, 8, 0, 0, 0, x2=1.Oe-3, 1.35, i3= 5*1, 2, 3, 3,
i4= 92235, 92238, 26304, 28304, 8016, 40302, 8016, 1001,
x5= 5.24-4, 2.20-2, 9.62-5, 8.59-5, 4.64-2, 4.25-2,
.02,.05 i6= 3 2 3 1 x7=0.5 0.6 0.7 2 x8= 558.,620.,558.,840.
x9= 4*0.0,
ilO= 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, ill= 1, 2, 1, 0, end
nit il= 0, 8, 2, 9*0,

i2= 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208,
92235, 92238,

end
xsd

sas2h, (8x8) bwr pow-wted mod-den, 2.64% enrich, 27.Sgwd/mtu, cyc 1
11= 1, 12, 120, 0, 0, 12, 43, 8, 3, 1, 20, 55, 0, 0, 0,

14= 1, 3, 0, -1, 3, 4, 0, -1, 0, i3= 1, 0, 0, 14, 12, 7*0,
x5= 2*1.0e-4, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.420892, 416., 416., 0.0, 1.0,
l.Oe-3, 0.75,
113= 1, 1, 3*2,
4*3, 4*4, 4*5, 4*6, 4*7, 4*8, 4*9, 4*10, 4*11, 2*12,
il4= 207, 208, 207, 208, 203,
92235,92238,207,208, 92235,92238,207,208,

92235,92238,207,208, 92235,92238,207,208,
92235,92238,207,208, 92235,92238,207,208,
92235,92238,207,208, 92235,92238,207,208,
207, 208, 203, 206, 207, 208,

x15= 0.28748e-01, 0.57495e-01,
0.21561e-01, 0.4312le-01, 0.21026e-01,

0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.25956e-01, 0.30069e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.24128e-01, 0.26414e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.22773e-01, 0.23705e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.21789e-01, 0.21736e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.21061e-01, 0.20279e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.20409e-01, 0.18976e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.19834e-01, 0.17825e-01,
0.14594e-03, 0.53120e-02, 0.19450e-01, 0.17059e-01,

0.15794e-01, 0.31589e-01, 0.42052e-02, 0.29760e-02,
0.21059e-01, 0.42119e-01,

x35= 0.0, 2.54, 5.08, 7.62, 10.16, 12.70, 15.24, 17.78,
20.32, 22.86, 25.40, 28.45, 31.50, 34.54, 37.59, 40.64,
43.69, 46.74, 49.78, 52.83, 55.88, 63.71, 71.54, 79.37,
87.20, 95.03, 102.86, 110.70, 118.53, 126.36, 134.19, 137.32,

140.46, 143.59, 146.73, 149.86, 152.99, 156.13, 159.26, 162.40,
165.53, 168.66, 171.80, 174.93, 178.06, 181.19, 184.32, 187.45,
190.59, 193.72, 196.85, 199.98, 203.11, 206.25, 209.38, 212.51,
215.64, 218.77, 221.90, 225.04, 228.17, 231.30, 234.44, 237.57,
240.71, 243.84, 246.97, 250.11, 253.24, 256.38, 259.51, 264.21,
268.91, 273.61, 278.31, 283.01, 287.71, 292.40, 297.10, 301.80,
306.50, 312.77, 319.03, 325.29, 331.56, 337.82, 344.08, 350.35,
356.61, 362.87, 369.14, 375.40, 381.67, 387.94, 394.20, 400.47,
406.74, 413.00, 419.27, 425.53, 431.80, 436.88, 441.96, 447.04,
452.12, 457.20, 462.28, 467.36, 472.44, 477.52, 482.60, 485.14,
487.68, 490.22, 492.76, 495.30, 497.84, 500.38, 502.92, 505.46,
508.00, t
i36= 10*1, 10*2, 10*3, 10*4, 10*5, 10*6, 10*7, 10*8,
10*9, 10*10, 10*11, 10*12, t
139= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, i51= 27*1, end

power=26.13 burn=353.9257 down=1-20 end
power=26.13 burn=353.9257 down=1-20 end
power=26.13 burn=353.9257 down=1826.25 end
er 564 fe 43 ni 3.9
.end

Figure S2.A.3 Example 3 of level-3 input
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S2.B FORMAT OF FUEL ATOM DENSITIES AND
RADIATION SOURCES

A formatted (BCD) data set is output on unit No. 72 to preserve significant atom densities and neutron
and photon source spectra of the spent fuel. The data are stored at the time of starting the burnup of the loaded
assembly, at the time of reactor shutdown of each cycle (as input to SAS2), and at the end of the spent fuel
cooling time for shipment (as specified to SAS2).

In order to keep the same format throughout, the arrays for photon and neutron spectra and neutron
source strengths are always included. However, they are valid only at the last time (after the cooling time).
They are zero or meaningless values, which were not computed, at the other times. Each card-image record
uses 80 columns, with the last card-image padded to the end with either zeros or blanks as indicated by the
format.

Except for the first and last records (each a single card image), the remainder of the written records
include the identical type of data (sometimes converted to different units) as written (in binary) on unit No. 71.
Only zeros and blanks are added. The order is the same as that on unit No. 71, except that nuclide IDs and
atom densities are in pairs instead of two separate arrays. The value of making the unit No. 72 data set is that
the card-image output can be transported to other computers and applications should be easier than using the
machine-specific binary input written on unit No. 71.

The isotopic quantity values written on unit No. 72 for the final decay case are converted from the
g-atoms/assembly read from unit No. 71 to atoms/b-cm, consistent with the dimensions or units used at the
earlier times. Other data of the decay case remain in units per assembly. Densities of light-element nuclides
that are outside the fuel zone and depleted during the burnup analyses passes are converted from adjusted
densities (scaled for fuel volume equivalence) to their actual density used by the neutronics codes. This
conversion provides the adjustment in the light-element densities required by ORIGEN-S to compute the total
removable fission energy plus (n,y) reaction energy per fission.

The format of the data set for each time step written is presented below. Each write statement is given
separately as a different write number and its format. Each variable is listed by a position number, the variable
name, and a comment or definition. If the variable is an array, the variable giving its size is shown in
parentheses. Where scalar variables are not used as a size, the comment usually refers to the data array in
ORIGEN-S input that fully defines it.

In all cases, for either neutron or photon spectra, the value in the first position in the spectrum array
pertains to the group bounded by the first two values in the corresponding group structure arrays, etc. Thus,
note carefully the order for ENER and ENEUTS in using spectral data.

Write No. 1; FORMAT(2I10,6(lX,lPE9.3)).

1. LPASS: library pass No. used for ORIGEN-S case

2. MTIME: position No. of data from unit No. 71

3. TW: time from start of assembly burnup, d

4. BURMTU: accumulated burnup at TW, kWdfkg heavy metal (applying initial weight)
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5. BURASM: accumulated burnup at TW, MWdlassembly

6. PWMTU: specific power of cycle, kW/kg heavy metal (initial heavy metal)

7. PWASM: specific power of cycle, MW/assembly

8. WTMTU: initial metric ton heavy metal, heavy metal/assembly

Write No. 2; FORMAT(8I10/8I10/8Il0/6I10,2(lX, lP,E9.3)/LP,E10.3,6X,A4,6( 1X, lPE9.3)).

1. ITOT: total No. of nuclides in complete library

2. IL: No. of light-element-library nuclides

3. IA: No. of actinide-library nuclides

4. IF: No. of fission-product-library nuclides

5. NRFLAG: =0, for SCALE-3 and later SAS2 versions

6. MSUB: time step No. of ORIGEN-S case

7. NSTEPO: step position No. in subcase on unit No. 71

8. KASEPO: case position No. on unit No. 71

9. JOBPOS: =1, the job position No. on unit No. 71

10. NOCS: =1, subcase number

11. NOBLND: see 1$ data (in ORIGEN-S input; and, also, below)

12. NDSET: see 3$ data

13. NTYPE: see 3$ data

14. NGRP: number of neutron spectrum energy groups (see SPNEUT)

15. NELEM: see 3$ data

16. NVERT: see 3$ data

17. NG: No. of total gamma spectrum energy groups (see DSAV and ESAV)

18. MIMN: see 56$ data
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-

19. MOUT: see 56$ data

20. INDEX: see 56$ data

21. MSTAR: see 56$ data

22. NUNIT: = 4, meaning TW time of data is given in d

23. KBLEND: see 56$ data

24. NENLE: No. of groups in light-element spectrum (see SPECLE)

25. NENAC: No. of groups in actinide spectrum

26. NENFP: No. of groups in fission-product spectrum

27. Li: maximum of NENLE and 1, or MAX(NENLE,1)

28. L2: MAX(NENAC,1)

29. L3: MAX(NENFP,1)

30. L4: MAX(IA,1)

31. TMO: time at start of cycle, d

32. FRACPW: see 57* data

33. TCONST: see 57* data

34. TUNIT: see NUNIT = 6 in 56$ data

35. TWRITE: = TW, time from start of assembly burnup, d

36. PW: assembly specific power in time step, MW/b-cm

37. FW: reactor thermal flux in time step, n/s-cm2

38. ZER: zero written three times

Write No. 3; FORMAT(4(18,2X,lP,EIO.4))

1. NUCL(1): ORIGEN-S nuclide ID as ZAS (note, S = 0 or 1 for ground or excited state) for first
nuclide

2. D(1): density of NUCL(1), atoms/b-cm
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-

3. NUCL(2): same as NUCL(1) for second nuclide

4. D(2): same as D(1) for second nuclide

5. etc. for all library nuclides through D(ITOT), see ITOT in Write No. 2

Write No. 4; FORMAT(20A4)

1. TITLE(20): ORIGEN-S case title, same as SAS2 title

Write No. 5; FORMAT(20A4)

1. BASIS(10): ORIGEN-S case BASIS input; see case printouts

2. BASIS(l 1 to 20): blank characters

Write No. 6; FORMAT(lP,8E10.4)

1. EGROUP(NENLE+1): see 37* data

2. EACTGP(NENAC+1): see 36* data

3. EFPGRP(NENFP+1): see 39* data

4. SPECLE(L 1): break down into light-element spectrum

5. SPECAC(L2): break down into actinide spectrum

6. SPECFP(L3): break down into fission-product spectrum

7. ENER(NG+ 1): total gamma spectrum group structure in ascending order, MeV

8. DSAV(NG): total SAS2 gamma spectrum, photons/s-assembly

9. ESAV(NG): total gamma energy spectrum, MeV/s-assembly

Write No. 7; FORMAT(20A4)

1. TISAV: ORIGEN-S title of total SAS2 gamma spectrum

Write No. 8; FORMAT(1P,8E10.4)

1. SPNNUC(L4): nuclide neutron spontaneous fission source, nts-assembly

2. ALPNUC(L4): nuclide (a,n) source, n/s-assembly
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3. SPNEUT(NGRP): total neutron spectrum, n/s-assembly

4. SPECAN(NGRP): (o:,n) neutron spectrum, n/s-assembly

5. SPECSP(NGRP): spontaneous fission neutron spectrum, nts-assembly

6. ENEUTS(NGRP+1): neutron spectrum group structure in descending order, eV

Write No. 9 with no list;

FORMAT('-- END OF STEP DATA -- ',50X)
(Note: These dashes provide an easy way to search to end of the step data.)
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ABSTRACT

SAS3 is the SCALE Shielding Analytical Sequence for three-dimensional geometry problems. The
system incorporates the input and cross-section processing capabilities found in CSAS with the radiation
transport capabilities of the MORSE-SGC Monte Carlo code. Three-dimensional geometry features of the
combinatorial MARS (Multiple Array System) package can be used within the MORSE model specification.
The SAS3 control module executes in sequence BONAMI, NITAWL-lI, XSDRNPM (optionally), ICE, and
the MORSE-SGC codes.
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S3.1 INTRODUCTION

The SAS3 control module executes Shielding Analysis Sequence No. 3 for automating cross-section
processing and performing shielding analysis. The programs executed in the SAS3 sequence are BONAMI,
NITAWL-II, XSDRNPM (optionally), ICE, and MORSE-SGC. The BONAMI program is used to correct
cross sections with Bondarenko self-shielding factors. NITAWL is used to perform resonance self-shielding.
XSDRNPM may be optionally used to generate cell-weighted cross sections for use by MORSE. MORSE-
SGC is the SCALE version ofthe MORSE family of Monte Carlo programs. It contains the MARS geometry
system (see Sect M9) with combinatorial geometry. This geometry system allows ease in modeling multiple-
array systems by using a repeating array feature along with an unlimited array-nesting capability. MORSE-
SGC incorporates supergroup cross-section storage and tracking. This feature is advantageous in running
problems requiring extensive cross-section storage due to many media, high-order Legendre expansion of the
scattering cross section, or a fine energy group mesh. Execution is controlled by a simple input processor,
which reads the standard composition input (see Sect. C4) and the additional input required to run MORSE.
The MARS geometry system in MORSE-SGC is very versatile in modeling complicated lattice geometry.
Execution of MORSE-SGC in SAS3 requires the following input:

l. combinatorial MARS geometry input,
2. fixed source terms for each energy group,
3. energy importance weights for each group if running a coupled neutron gamma problem,
4. splitting and Russian roulette parameters by importance region and energy group,
5. MORSE-SGC control parameters for problem input, and
6. CSAS standard composition input and geometry options for calculating the Dancoff factor.

S3.1.1 MORSE-SGC PROBLEM SETUP IN SAS3

This version of SAS3 assumes all shielding calculations are fixed-source problems. Criticality
problems may be run for models containing fissile material, but it is not possible to run a criticality calculation
simultaneously with a shielding calculation. SAS3 runs MORSE-SGC in a "fully coupled" mode for neutron-
gamma problems. This mode treats the gamma production as an energy transfer, as opposed to a true
secondary particle. This method makes the neutron nonabsorption probability greater than 1. To enhance
neutron transport and encourage gamma production, energy biasing is invoked to bias selection of the scattered
particle energy. The following biasing features are available in MORSE:

1. Russian roulette,
2. importance splitting,
3. pathlength stretching,
4. source angular biasing, and
5. energy biasing.
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The following analysis systems are available in SAS3:

1.
2.
3.

point detector response,
array collision edits by location and media, and
boundary crossing estimates that require a user-supplied subroutine.

The source description in SAS3 is composed of:

1.
2.
3.

defining the source volume, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX,
defining the source in each energy group, and
optionally defining the source media.

MORSE-SGC is configured to reduce the necessity of user-supplied subroutines. SAS3 with MORSE-
SGC offers the user many input options to simplify his problem setup.

S3.1.2 SAS3 VERSUS SAS3X

SAS3 has the ability to optionally generate cell-weighted cross sections for use by MORSE. This
option is initiated by executing the SAS3X sequence, instead of the SAS3 sequence. The cell-weighted cross
sections are for an LWR or BWR fuel pin cell. The flux weighting of the cross sections is performed by
XSDRNPM. Normally in a SAS3 execution, XSDRNPM is not executed. The cell-weighted cross sections
generated by XSDRNPM are given the last media number in a runL For example, for a SAS3X run with seven
mixures, the cell-weighted cross sections would be available in MORSE-SGC as media No. 8. SAS3X and
SAS3 may generate resonance-corrected fuel cross sections for only one fuel enrichment.
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S3.2 BIASING TECHNIQUES IN SAS3

Monte Carlo calculations represent a statistical model of physical particle transport. As a statistical
calculation, the results have a deviation associated with them which is a function of the number of estimates
made. Each particle track has a weight associated with it from which estimates of different types can be made.
If the distribution of the particle weights is small in a particular energy range located in a portion of the
geometry model, then the estimate distribution for that energy range and region will have a small variance
associated with it. To achieve a small variance from random samples requires a balance between the number
of particles tracked in a given portion of the geometry and the weight distribution of the particles in each energy
range. The user assigns a set of weights for biasing in each geometry zone. All the geometry zones using the
same set of biasing weights compose an importance region. Each region's weight distribution and particle
population in each energy group may be controlled by Russian roulette and splitting techniques. The biasing
techniques discussed below are presented in more detail in Sect. F9.3 which also provides helpful guidelines
for biasing shielding problems.

S3.2.1 RUSSIAN ROULETTE

Russian roulette is a way of terminating a particle's history when its weight is too small to contribute
meaningfully to a particular estimate being made. Russian roulette, escape, and time are the only three ways
a particle's history may be terminated. The user must enter both a Russian roulette cutoff weight and a survival
weight for each energy group and importance region in the model.

The cutoff weight is the weight at which Russian roulette is initiated. When a particle's weight
WATE, is reduced below the cutoff weight, then Russian roulette is played to determine if the particle's history
ill be terminated. The particle's weight is compared with the product of a random number and the Russian

roulette survival weight. If the particle's weight is greater than this product, then the particle survives the
Russian roulette game and is given the survival weight If the particle weight is less than this product, then the
particle history is terminated. The frequency with which Russian roulette is played in a given energy group
and importance region is determined by the Russian roulette cutoff weights, WTLOW. The frequency particles
survive the Russian roulette game is WATE/WTAVE, where WTAVE is the survival weight. Playing Russian
roulette in this way is an efficient way of reducing the number of particles being tracked in a given energy
group of a particular geometry region.

83.2.2 PARTICLE SPLITTING

Particle (or importance) splitting is another method used to control the size of a particle's weight. As
a result of pathlength stretching, source angular biasing, or a high probability of multiple-particle generation
at a collision site (i.e., n,2n and ny reactions for neutrons, or pair production for gammas) the particle weight
may increase at a collision. To keep the distribution of particle weights from becoming too large in a geometry
region, a particle may be split into two particles, each with half the original particle weight and, thereby,
conserving the original particle weight. The disadvantage of this process is that, after splitting, MORSE must
track two particles from the collision site instead of one. The advantage of splitting is keeping the particle
weights uniformly distributed and increasing the number of collision estimates in a part of the geometry as a
result of tracking split particles. Splitting gives a way to increase the particle population in parts of the
geometry where collisions may be significant to the final result. For deep-penetration problems, splitting is a
useful and necessary tool.
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The user should be careful not to oversplit or the computational time for his problem may increase
rapidly. Similarly the user should not set his Russian roulette cutoff weight, WTLOW, so low that much
calculational time is spent tracking particles of low weight. No easy and clear prescription is available for
determining the Russian roulette and splitting weights for a problem. The user should be aware that
overbiasing a problem may lead to erroneous results. Overbiasing may provide results with small standard
deviations but incorrect answers. Monte Carlo biasing techniques are an art and as such require user
awareness and thought.

S3.2.3 DIRECTION BIASING OPTIONS FOR PATHLENGTH STRETCHING

In many shielding problems, it is desirable to increase the number of collisions near a detector. One
way to accomplish this is to stretch the pathlength of particles traveling in the direction of the point detector
and shrink the pathlength of particles traveling away from the point detector. This is a means of encouraging
particles to travel towards and have collisions near the detector. Whenever the pathlength of a particle is
altered, the particle weight must be corrected for the bias applied to the particle pathlength.

In the older versions of MORSE, the user had to supply a subroutine called DIREC. It was to return
the amount of pathlength alteration upon its call. DIREC computed the angle 0 between the particle trajectory
and the preferred direction of travel. It returned the cosine of this angle.

The current version of MORSE-SGC gives the user many options for biasing the pathlength of a
particle without requiring a user-supplied subroutine. The current subroutine DIREC gives the user an input
option to choose which method of pathlength stretching to apply. This often eliminates the need for the user
supplying his own subroutine.

The extent of pathlength stretching is determined by the parameter "PATH." This information is
entered as a function of both energy group and importance region. Each particle whose path has been altered
by pathlength stretching must have its weight adjusted to compensate for the bias. The particle pathlength will
be stretched by a factor "BIAS", where

BIAS = 1.0 / (1.0 - PATH(IGNREG)*DIREC)

Figure S3.2.1 is a polar diagram of BIAS versus 0 for various values of PATH. DIREC is taken to
be the cosine of 0. For large values of PATH, large degrees of pathlength stretching will occur, and
correspondingly large changes in a particle's weight will occur.

Pathlength stretching is often referred to as the "exponential transform method." It should be used very
cautiously. Overbiasing with pathlength stretching can lead to erroneous results. Whenever pathlength
stretching is invoked, it modifies the particle weight distribution and changes the effect of the Russian roulette
and splitting parameters. This change occurs as a result of the weight correction applied to particles due to
the pathlength stretching. Pathlength stretching should be applied only when absolutely necessary. The user
should apply Russian roulette and splitting and then, as a "last resort" apply pathlength stretching. Splitting
is preferred for deep-penetration problems instead of pathlength stretching to increase the number of collisions
near a detector.

S3.2.4 ENERGY BIASING IN SAS3

Since MORSE runs in a "fully coupled" mode in SAS3, the neutron nonabsorption probability is
greater than 1 when running neutron-gamma problems. The definition of a nonabsorption probability
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Figure S3.2.1 Polar diagram of BLAS versus 0

is the ratio of the scattered cross section to the total cross section. In the "fully coupled" case for MORSE, the
scattering cross section includes neutron-to-gamma transfers; therefore, the total scattering cross section will
be larger than the total cross section. This causes particles to increase in weight at collision sites, until they
transfer into the gamma groups. Energy biasing is a technique to preferentially select a downscatter group.
The particle weight is corrected for the bias applied to the selection. By encouraging the neutrons to scatter
into the gamma groups, the calculation can be accelerated. Again, as in all kinds of biasing, be careful not to
overbias. One of the most important means of reducing the number of particles tracked is with Russian
roulette. Unfortunately, in a "fully coupled" mode it is not possible to easily kill particles with Russian
roulette. Extending the life of a particle may significantly increase computer time requirements. Therefore,
biasing particles into the gamma groups is one way of attempting to make the calculation more efficient and
cost effective.
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S3.3 SOURCE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

In running a Monte Carlo calculation, one must take many factors into consideration to describe a
problem. The source sampling technique, the biasing games played, and the analysis methods applied are
several important considerations in using any general Monte Carlo transport code. This section describes the
source sampling technique available in MORSE-SGC and several of the analysis approaches operational in
MORSE-SGC.

S3.3.1 VOLUMETRIC SOURCE SAMPLING IN SAS3

In SAS3 the user inputs a source volume space defined with bounds XMIN, XMAX, YM1N, YMAX,
ZMIN, and ZMAX. The source subroutine in MORSE uniformly samples locations within this defined
volume. If the SAS3 user specified a source media (MSM in SAS3 input), the code accepts only points found
in the source media. If a source media is not given, then all points sampled in the defined source volume are
assumed to be valid source points. For shielding calculations, this process occurs at the beginning of every
batch. For criticality calculations, this process occurs only at the beginning of the first batch. Subsequent
batch source particles are generated by fission collision sites from the previous batch.

The user is given the option of having the source particles started with a uniform isotropic angular
distribution or having the initial source direction sampled from the biased distribution described in the previous
section.

For shielding problems in SAS3, the user must give the particle source for each energy group. The
source is summed over all energy groups, and a normalized distribution is computed. The user must enter a
source multiplication constant This constant is multiplied by the source sum. The product must be in units
of particles/second. Each detector response is multiplied by this factor to compute absolute reaction rates
properly normalized for the problem source description. Point-source problems may be run by setting XMAX
equal to XMIN, YMAX equal to YMIN, and ZMAX equal to ZMIN. Planar source may be run in a similar
manner. Hemispherical angular sampling is not available in the current source routine. Also nonuniform
sampling distributions are not available in the current version of MORSE-SGC.

S3.3.2 POINT DETECTOR ESTIMATES

MORSE-SGC allows the user two methods of computing the reaction rate at a point detector. Either
a single or multiple estimate may be made to each point detector from each collision site. These estimates are
made by subroutine RELCOL or RELCOA. For some problems, making multiple estimates from each possible
downscatter group at a collision site to the point detector will improve the standard deviation of a response.
The user decides which method to use by setting IFLAG(9) in the MORSE input. Subroutine RELCOA makes
multiple estimates from a collision site. It is called when IFLAG(9) is set to -1. Subroutine RELCOL makes
a single estimate to each point detector from each collision site when IFLAG(9) is set to +1. When IFLAG(9)
is set to zero, then no point detector estimates are made from collision sites.

On some problems it is possible to compute negative fluxes with the collided point detector estimators.
When this occurs, the problem has yielded erroneous results. Negative estimates can result from negative
angular scattering probabilities. When the point detector results are negative, the user should modify his
problem and/or his biasing schemes.
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When making point detector estimates, subroutine SDATA makes uncollided flux estimates from
source locations. The total flux response printed out by SAS3 is the sum of the uncollided and the collided flux
response.

S3.3.3 MARS ARRAY ANALYSIS

The MARS geometry system in MORSE-SGC provides the user with the ability to model very
complicated lattice arrays with minimum effort. In Monte Carlo tracking, the user should be aware of where
particles are tracked and the number of collisions occurring throughout the user's model. This information is
necessary to properly determine if the calculational results are realistic or in error. MORSE-SGC contains a
collided flux editor for the MARS system. This editor allows the user to obtain reaction rates throughout his
array geometry as a function of array or universe (cell type) and as a function of media. The collided flux
editor for MARS is described in detail in Sect M9.4. The Collided Flux Edit system (CFE) provides the user
with valuable information without adding additional computation time. The MARS user in MORSE-SGC
should utilize the CFE feature where possible to obtain the maximum amount of information from his
calculation.

S3.3.4 AUTOMATED RESPONSES IN SAM3

SAS3 is set up to automatically retrieve standard neutron and gamma ANSI standard dose responses
from the SCALE master cross-section libraries. Table S3.3.1 lists the response ID Number and corresponding
units for each of the responses available in the SCALE libraries. At present not all SCALE cross-section
libraries contain these responses. The responses are present as a fake material ID 500000.

Table S3.3.1 SCALE standard response sets

I

IDose factor
ID No. Identification Units

9001 Hurst (mrad/h)/(neutrons/cm 2 -s)
9002 Snyder-Neufeld (mrad/h)/(neutrons/cm2 -s)
9026 Snyder-Neufeld (mrem/h)/(neutrons/cm 2-s)

Conversion from flux
to biological dose

9027 Henderson conversion (rad/h)/(neutrons/cm 2 -s)
from flux to absorbed
dose rate in tissue

9028 Straker-Morrison (mrem/h)/(neutrons/cm 2 -s)
9029 ANSI standard neutron (remlh)/(neutrons/cm2-s)
9501 Straker-Morrison (mrad/h)/(photons/cm2 -s)
9502 Henderson (rad/h)f(photonsfcm 2-s)
9503 Claiborne-Trubey (rad/h)/(photons/cm2 -s)
9504 ANSI standard gamma ray (rem/h)/(photons/cm2-s)
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The ANSI standard neutron and gamma-ray dose conversion factors (IDs 9029 and 9504) are selected
as the default SAS3 responses. See the Input Description for rNRE=". SAS3 will not allow the user to run
without any responses in the problem. The user may optionally enter a set of responses, which will be added
to the standard responses retrieved from SCALE libraries. These rules apply to both criticality and shielding
problems. If the user utilizes the point detector estimator, then for each point detector he will receive results
for all responses in his problem.
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S3.4 SAS3 SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION

Many of the subroutines in the SAS3 driver are from CSAS4 (see Sect. C4). The subroutines
described in this section are subroutines added to CSAS4 to incorporate MORSE-SGC. SAS3 utilizes the
SCALE Subroutine Library extensively. Both subroutines in CSAS4 and in the SCALE library are described
in other sections of the SCALE documentation.

Figure S3.4.1 shows the SAS3 execution sequence as executed by SAS3 and SAS3X. The SAS3 input
processor is called before any of the SCALE modules are executed. SAS3 and SAS3X are identical, with the
exception that SAS3X executes XSDRNPM. The choice between SAS3 and SAS3X is made in the input data
(=SAS3 or =SAS3X). The SAS3 input processor program flow is shown in Fig. S3.4.2. The individual
subroutines shown in the figure are described below.

ACTIE is called from MANRY. ACTE reads the SCALE master cross-section library and retrieves the ANSI
standard neutron and gamma dose responses in the fake material set 500000. If no standard dose
responses are found, a warning message is printed out. If the user receives the warning and enters no
responses of his own, his job is aborted.

CPYJOM is called from RINPUP. It copies MARS data to unit 95.

DPDATA is a utility routine for SAS3. RINPUP writes binary files using DPDATA for later use by
subsequent programs.

GDATE is called by OAKTRE to get the current date and time.

JOMIN is called by RINPUP to process MARS geometry input data. It calls JOMINi, JOMIN2, AZIP,
RESTOR, and SAZAR.

MANRY is called from OAKTRE to manipulate the reading of the responses from both the SCALE cross-
section library and from user input. MANRY calls ACTIE to retrieve responses and RESPTI to
obtain titles for the responses retrieved. It reads user responses and prints out all responses and titles.

OAKTRE is called from SAS3. The MORSE SAS3 control options are read in this routine. Most of the input
in block I of MORSE is initialized in OAKTRE.

RESPTI is called from MANRY. It returns titles for standard responses retrieved from SCALE cross-section
library files.

RINPUP prints out the edit of the MORSE input and controls the MORSE input setup. RINPUP is a modified
version of RINPUI in MORSE-SGC. It calls CPYJOM, DPDATA, FREAD, JOMIN, and STORK.

SAS3 is the main controlling routine for SAS3 execution. SAS3 calls C4DATA to control the CSAS input
processing and calls OAKTRE to control the MORSE input processing.

STORK is called from RINPUP to write out in binary the MARS combinatorial geometry data and labeled
commons for later use by MORSE. The records written by STORK are read by RESTOR in
MORSE. STORK returns to RINPUP the number of regions in the problem geometry.
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S3.5 SAS3 INPUT DESCRIPTION

All the SAS3 input is free form. The first portion of the input is the standard composition input as
described in Sect. C4.4. This information is followed by a SAS3 title card. The next portion of the SAS3
input is the SAS3 parameter input. The combinatorial MARS geometry is entered after the parameter input.
See Sect. M9.A for a description of the geometry input. The MARS geometry input is followed by some
miscellaneous Monte Carlo input requirements for use by MORSE-SGC. This input description concerns
SAS3 requirements. The user is referred to Sect. C4.4 for the standard composition input description and to
Sect. M9.A for the combinatorial MARS input description.

The SAS3 user must enter either the "NOD=" parameter for point detector problems or the `NKC='
parameter for criticality problems. Under no circumstances should both parameters be entered. The SCALE
user is strongly recommended to use CSAS for his criticality problem instead of SAS3, whenever possible.
It requires much less computer time, and the KENO geometry is much less susceptible to geometry tracking
errors than the combinatorial MARS system. For these reasons, where the criticality lattice model permits,
run CSAS instead of SAS3. Furthermore, the user is recommended to model as many of his universes in
MARS as "simple" rather than "comjom." The simple universe simulates KENO tracking and requires less
computer time than the comjom universes. See Sect. M9 for a more detailed discussion on combinatorial
MARS geometry modeling.

SAS3 Input Requirements:

**** Material Information Processor Input (see Sects. C4.4.2 and S3.4)****

SAS3 Title Card (80 col.)

SAS3 Parameter Input

... Input format is "XXX=Y," where XXX is a variable name and Y is the value XXX is being
assigned. Either "NOD=" or "NKC=" is required; all other variables are optional. Variable names in
parentheses indicate the corresponding MORSE-SGC names.

PARAMETER NAME DESCRIPTION

NOD= Number of point detectors for a fixed-source shielding problem

NKC= The number of the first batch to be included in the estimate of ki if less than or equal to zero, no
estimate of k is made. This parameter must be entered for criticality problems

NST= (NSTRT) Number of particles per batch (default is 100)

NMO= (NMOST) Maximum number of particles allowed for in the bank(s); may equal NSTRT+I if no
splitting, fission, and secondary generation (default is 300)

NIT= (NITS) Number of batches (default is 100)
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NKI= (NKILL) Set greater than zero if Russian roulette is allowed (default is 1)

NSR= (NSPLT) Set greater than zero if splitting is allowed. If NSR=-1, then the user must input splitting,
Russian roulette, and direction biasing parameters (default is 1)

NOP= Number of user input responses

NRE= Library Response Flag Option
NRE>0 Number of response IDs requested

User must enter response ID required immediately following parameter input
See Table S3.3.4 for available response IDs
Not all SCALE libraries contain responses

NRE=0 Default ID requested for standard neutron and gamma dose
IDs requested are 9029 and 9504

NRE=-1 All available response IDs requested
NREh-2 All available neutron responses requested
NRE=-3 All available gamma responses requested

MAL= (MEDALB) Specular Reflection Media

NDS= Number of array analysis edits requested

RAN= User input random number seed (2Z8 Format)

IST= (ISTR) Switch to print cross sections

IMO= (IMOM) Switch to print moments of angular distribution

MSM= SOURCE MEDIA Flag; if set to a valid media number, then all source particles will start in MSM

IPR= (IPRIN) Switch to print angles and probabilities

NPA= Set greater than zero if pathlength stretching (exponential transform) is invoked

NDG= Used only when NPA is set greater than zero. Selects the option for direction biasing to be used

IPU= ([PUN) Switch to print results of bad Legendre coefficients

MAX= (MAXGP) Group number of last group for which Russian roulette, splitting, or exponential transform
is to be performed.

IFM= (FMU) Switch to print intermediate results of the scattering angles calculated from the Legendre
coefficients if >0

INB= Option to print (1) or not print (0) fluxes at end of each batch (default is 0)
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NDA= The number of direct access blocks allowed on units 8, 9, 10 in MORSE (default is 1000).

END TERMINATES INPUT OF VARIABLES

If NRE>0, then NRE response IDs are entered.

If NOP>0, then NOP responses and titles are entered as follows.

NOP response sets are entered, one entry for each energy group for each set. Enter first response set,
all groups, second response set, all groups... NOP response set, all groups.

NOP title cards are entered

Note. all responses are normalized to the source volume.

****** MARS Combinatorial Geometry INPUT (See Sect. M9A) *

The following eight variables are required input.

TMAX - Maximum computer time for MORSE execution (min.)

C1 - Enter zero. If zero is not the value entered, then WTSTRT is set to the value.

C2 - Enter zero. If zero is not the value entered, AGSTRT is set to the value.

XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, and ZMAX - Source volume boundaries

If NSR= -1, then the following splitting, Russian roulette, and pathlength stretching parameters must be
entered.

((WTHI(I,J),I=l,MAXGP), J=l,MXREG) Weight above which splitting will occur

((WTLOW(I,),I=1,MAXGP), J=1,MXREG) Weight below which Russian roulette is played

((WTAVE(I,J),=l,MAXGP), J=l,MXREG) Weight parameters for particles surviving Russian
roulette.

((PATH(IJ),I=,MAXGP), J=1,MXEG) Pathlength stretching parameters for use in exponential
transform.

Energy bias factors are required input if running a coupled neutron gamma problem.

((EPROB(l,J),I=l,NNGA+NGGA), J=l,MXREG). Values of the relative importance of particles
leaving a collision in region J going to enter energy group I.
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l l]

Source energy distribution and source normalization.

{(FS(I), I=l, NNGA+NGGA), SRCNRM.) This input should not be entered for criticality
problems where NKC is greater than zero. The appropriate fission spectrum will be automatically
selected by SAS3. This input is required for shielding problems where NOD (number of detectors)
is greater than zero. Enter one value for each energy group and a source normalization factor. The
units are arbitrary providing:

Total source in particles/s = N
NNGA+NGGA

*E
i=l

xi

where

i = energy group number i
X; = source fraction in energy group i
N = source normalization factor

NNGA = number of neutron energy groups
NGGA = number of gamma energy groups

If NOD>O, then NOD point detector locations must be entered.

XDET, YDET, ZDET (Absolute coordinates)
If NOD was not entered or is zero, then enter three zeroes for a detector coordinate.

END CARD *****

"END" in Column 1 will terminate input processing for SCALE SAS3.
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S3.6 SAS3 SAMPLE PROBLEM: TANK SHIELDING PROBLEM

S3.6.1 OBJECT AND CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

Object:
Determine the neutron and gamma dose per source neutron from a tank containing 9 g/L Pu-nitrate

solution at nine point locations.

Procedure:
Point detector results at nine locations were computed with MORSE-SGC in the SCALE SAS3 system

by sampling from a uniformly distributed source in the Pu-nitrate solution. Uncertainty in the MORSE results
leads to a simpler approach to determine an upper limit on the dose at the nine point detectors. The upper limit
was obtained by running the MORSE problem with a point source in a void tank as opposed to a distributed
source, and computing results for all point detectors.

S3.6.2 TANK MODEL AND CALCULATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

The atomic number densities used in the calculation are given in Table S3.6.1. The geometry model
is given in Fig. S3.6.1 and was modeled in combinatorial geometry for MORSE, as shown in Fig. S3.6.2. The
cross-section library used is the 27 neutron 18 gamma SCALE library based on ENDF/B-IV data. The cross
sections are corrected automatically by SAS3 for resonance self-shielding using the Nordheim Integral
treatment in the NITAWL code. The cross sections were mixed in the ICE code and then used by MORSE for
the particle transport.

For the tank calculation, MORSE sampled source particles from a uniform distribution within the tank
solution. The sampling process involved defining a rectangular volume of space containing the tank. Uniform
samples were obtained within this volume and only samples found in the tank solution were accepted as source
locations. For the point source calculation, MORSE sampled source particles from a point (0,0,63.69) at the
center of the voided tarnk The source energy spectrum used was a "5U fission spectrum given in Table S3.6.2.

The ANSI standard neutron and gamma dose response functions were used to obtain the neutron and
gamma dose results at the point detector locations. The response functions are given in Table S3.6.3, where
RESP(I) is the neutron dose response and RESP(2) is the gamma dose response set. The units on the response
function times the flux are REM/HOUR.

A fully coupled MORSE calculation was performed where the secondary gamma particles are treated
as an energy downscatter. Bias techniques employed in this problem were Russian roulette, splitting, and
energy biasing. The energy biasing scheme biased the possible downscatter groups to accelerate the tracking
procedure and reduce the number of thermal scatterings. The complete SAS3 input for the point source
calculation is given in Table S3.6.4.

S3.6.3 CALCULATIONAL DIFFICULTY AND CONCLUSIONS

Monte Carlo point detector estimates are made from each source location and from each collision site.
As a result, statistical fluctuations are aggravated by large distributed sources and by detector locations near
a large scattering source. Most of the tank calculation involved making estimates from collision sites in the
Pu-nitrate solution. Many collision and source estimates are required to accurately calculate the leakage flux
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Table S3.6.1 Mixture atomic compositions

Media
No.

Atom density
(atom/barn-cm)Nuclide Description

1
1
1
1
1

H
N
0
Pu-240
Pu-239

0.066522
9.0675 E-05
0.033533
1.129 E-06
2.154 E-05

Plutonium
Nitrate
Solution

Stainless Steel 3042

3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

H
C
0

H
C
0
Ca
Si
Mg
Fe
Al
Na

0.054782
0.033852
0.023862

0.014868
0.003814
0.041519
0.011588
0.006037
0.000587
0.000968
0.000735
0.000304

Benelex

Concrete
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Figure S3.6.1 Geometry for the tank shielding problem
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Table S3.6.2 Neutron source spectrum

Group Fractional source
No. Energy (eV) spectrum

2.000 + 07
1 6.434 + 06 0.02107
2 3.000 + 06 0.1883
3 1.850 + 06 0.2149
4 1.400 + 06 0.1245
5 9.000 + 05 0.1662
6 4.000 + 05 0.1805
7 1.000 + 05 0.08965
8 1.700 + 04 0.01385
9 3.000 + 03 0.001006
10 5.50 +02 7.470E-03
11 1.00 +02 5.877E-04
12 3.00 +01 4.128E-05
13 1.00 +01 0
14 3.05 +00 0
15 1.77 +00 0
16 1.30 +00 0
17 1.13 +00 0
18 1.00 +00 0
19 0.800 0
20 0.400 0
21 0.325 0
22 0.225 0
23 0.100 0
24 0.050 0
25 0.030 0
26 0.010 0
27 1.000-05 0
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Table S3.6.3 Neutron and gamma dose response sets

Neutron Response Gamma Response
Group RESP(1) RESP(2) .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

0.1492 E-03
0.1446 E-03
0. 1270 E-03
0.1281 E-03
0.1298 E-03
0.1028 E-03
0.5118 E-04
0.1232 E-04
0.3836 E-05
0.3725 E-05
0.4015 E-05
0.4293 E-05
0.4474 E-05
0.4568 E-05
0.4558 E-05
0.4518 E-05
0.4486 E-05
0.4466 E-05
0.4434 E-05
0.4327 E-05
0.4197 E-05
0.4098 E-05
0.3839 E-05
0.3675 E-05
0.3675 E-05
0.3675 E-05
0.3675 E-05
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8772 E-05
0.7478 E-05
0.6375 E-05
0.5414 E-05
0.4622 E-05
0.3960 E-05
0.3469 E-05
0.3019 E-05
0.2628 E-05
0.2205 E-05
0.1833 E-05
0.1523 E-05
0.1 173 E-05
0.8759 E-06
0.6306 E-06
0.3834 E-06
0.2669 E-06
0.9347 E-06
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Table S3.6.4 SAS3 sample input for tank shielding problem

=sas3
tank shielding problem, jim west, ornl, august, 1980
27n-18couple infhommedium
h 1 0.0 0.066522 end
n 1 0.0 9.0675e-05 end
o 1 0.0 0.033533 end
pu-240 1 0.0 1.129e-06 end
pu-239 1 0.0 2.154e-05 end
ss304 2 1.0 end
h 3 0.0 0.054782 end
c 3 0.0 0.033852 end
o 3 0.0 0.023862 end
h 4 0.0 0.014868 end
c 4 0.0 0.003814 end
o 4 0.0 0.041519 end
ca 4 0.0 0.011588 end
si 4 0.0 0.006037 end
mg 4 0.0 0.000587 end
fe 4 0.0 0.0001968 end
al 4 0.0 0.000735 end
na 4 0.0 0.000304 end

end comp
shielding problem
ran=35a467b nod=9 nit=25 end
shielding problem
0 0 0 0

rcc 0.0 0.0 1.5875 0.0 0.0 179.715 74.6125
rcc 5*0.0 182.88 76.2
rpp -100.0 100.0 -100.0 100.0 -100.0 76.2
rpp -1500.0 182.88 -182.88 1500.0 -30.48 396.24
rpp -1500.0 205.74 -205.74 1500.0 -30.48 396.24
rpp -127.0 183.00 -183.00 106.68 0.0 182.88
rpp -133.35 183.00 -183.00 113.03 0.0 182.88
rpp -1.Oe+05 1.Oe+05 -l.Oe+05 1.Oe+05 -1.Oe+05 l.Oe+05
rpp -1500.0 1500.0 -1500.0 1500.0 -30.48 396.24
rpp -1500.0 1500.0 -1500.0 1500.0 -45.72 408.94

end
sol +1 +3
air +1 -3
tnk +2 -1
wal +5 -4
smw +7 -6 +4
air +6 -2 +4 or +9 -7 +4 or +9 -5
spc +8 -10
tbc +10 -9

end
3*1 5*2
8*0

1000 1000 2 4 3 1000 0 4
0
70.0 2*0.0 4*0.0 2*63.69
8*1.0 12*0.5 7*0.3 13*0.8 5*0.5
8*1.0 12*0.5 7*0.3 13*0.8 5*0.5
.2107e-01 .1883 .2149 .1245 .1662 .1805 .8965e-01 .1385e-01 .1006e-02
.7470e-04 .5877e-05 .4128e-06 33*0.0 1.0
-134.0 0.0 64.49
0.0 113.5 64.49
0.0 -206. 64.49

206. -194.31 64.49
243.84 0.0 64.49
-742.95 0.0 64.49
448.58 -205.74 64.49
0.0 1179.83 64.49
0.0 0.0 379.
end
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to a point detector location. The closer the detector is to the scattering source, the more difficult it is to obtain
satisfactory statistics with a reasonable amount of computer time.

The final results output from MORSE for the point-source neutron and gamma dose are shown in
Table S3.6.5. Recall that the point-source, void-tank values represent an upper limit on the dose.

Table S3.6.5 MORSE output for the point-source neutron and gamma dose

ansi standard neutron dose rate (rem per hour)

responses(detector) shielding problem

detector

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ansi standard

uncoil fad
response uncoil

5.5438E-11 0.01121
7.7271E-11 0.01121
1.9174E-12 0.01869
2.4658E-13 0.02651
1.3685E-12 0.01869
1.8036E-12 0.01121
2.2728E-13 0.02059
7.1517E-13 0.01121
6.2308E-11 0.00415

gamma dose rate (rem per hour)

total
response
1.4954E-10
2.1202E-10
3.2965E-10
1.7120E-12
3.8978E-11
1.8338E-11
5.2634E-12
7.0838E-12
2.1918E-10

fsd
total

0.304 63
0.23039
0.89384
0.32786
0.33417
0.06015
0.10679
0.07319
0.11009

responses(detector) shielding problem

detector

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

uncoil
response

O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00

fsd
uncoll

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0. 00000

total
response

4.1971E-12
3.5155E-11
4.2746E-13
7.9442E-13
8.0764E-13
4.0651E-13
3.1222E-13
1.8521E-13
2.5337E-12

fsd
total

0.20912
0.88572
0.24693
0. 89965
0. 15459
0.10226
0.12298
0.18254
0.19426
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ABSTRACT

The SAS4 control module performs a three-dimensional Monte Carlo shielding analysis of a nuclear
fuel transport or storage container using an automated biasing procedure. Biasing parameters required by the
Monte Carlo calculation are generated from results of a one-dimensional adjoint discrete-ordinates calculation.
SAS4 performs resonance self-shielding treatment with either the BONAMI or N1IAWL-II functional module
and cell weighting with the XSDRNPM functional module; then it carries out adjoint discrete-ordinates and
Monte Carlo calculations, respectively, with the XSDRNPM and MORSE-SGC functional modules.

Similar to other control modules in the SCALE system, simplified input is adopted in SAS4. In
particular, for MORSE-SGC the user is neither required to specify all biasing parameters nor to set up the
detailed MARS geometry input for the Monte Carlo calculation.
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S4.1 INTRODUCTION

The primary function of the Shielding Analysis Sequence No. 4 (SAS4) control module is to perform
a three-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo shielding analysis of a nuclear fuel transport or storage cask using an
automated biasing procedure.' To carry out a Monte Carlo shielding calculation of a cask, the user is
confronted by three major input tasks: (1) the preparation of cross-section data; (2) the preparation of biasing
parameters such as Russian roulette and splitting weights, path-length stretching parameters, source biasing
parameters, etc.; and (3) the setup and verification of geometry input. The preparation of cross-section data
is done in SAS4 using the methods and input data for the Material Information Processor (see Sect. M7.2 for
techniques and Sect. M7.4 for input data), which is used by CSAS and other SCALE control modules. SAS4
assists the user with the other tasks by using a procedure that automatically calculates biasing parameters for
a Monte Carlo calculation and by using a geometry input processor that generates detailed MARS geometry
input (see Sect. M9) of a cask model from simplified user input. Simplified input is also adopted for the other
portions of the control module.

The SCALE functional modules executed by SAS4 (and the function of each) are given sequentially
below:

BONAMI performs resonance self-shielding calculations for nuclides that have Bondarenko data
associated with their cross sections. (See Sect. Fl for a module description.)

NITAWL-II applies a Nordheim resonance self-shielding correction to nuclides having resonance
parameters. (See Sect. F2 for a module description.)

XSDRNPM provides cell-weighted cross sections based, for the LATTICECELL option, on the
specified unit cell. (See Sect. F3 for a module description.)

XSDRNPM performs an adjoint calculation to generate biasing parameters for the Monte Carlo
analysis.

MORSE-SGC performs a Monte Carlo simulation of the radiation transport through a cask and
evaluates the dose rates exterior to the cask. (See Sect. F9 for a module description.)

PICTURE produces either printer plots or color plots of the geometry. (See Sect. M13 for a module
description.)

SAS4 is able to compute neutron or gamma dose rates at any user-specified points outside a cask. By
default, four surface-averaged dose rates are calculated on the outside surface of the cask and at three other
locations from this surface. The user has the option to specify the location and extent of each surface detector.
Furthermore, each surface may be subdivided into spatial and angular segments. The source energy spectrum
can be input directly or read from an ORIGEN-S source file (see Sect. F7). Source axial profile is allowed
for the active fuel; the user can either input an axial profile or use the built-in profile. The response function
(dose factor) can be input directly or read from the standard response functions available in some of the
SCALE cross-section libraries. For geometry checking by the PICTURE functional module (see Sect. M13),
the user has the option of saving the detailed MARS geometry input generated by the input processor for later
use or of actually executing PICTURE.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Finally, a cask model has been developed to implement the automated biasing procedure and the
simplified geometry input option. The cask model has the following common features found in many shipping
and storage casks: a radial water jacket for neutron shielding, axial impact limiters, corner coolant holes, and
a fuel basket (or insert). For the fuel region, homogeneous and heterogeneous models are allowed. This cask
model, combined with the available fuel configurations, should cover a broad class of cask shielding problems.
However, as a last resort; an option is provided for the user to supply a detailed MARS geometry input directly
to SAS4. Under this option the user can specify up to 36 surface detectors, each of which may be subdivided
into spatial and angular segments. This added surface detector option represents the latest enhancement in
SAS4 which allows a more flexible application of the surface detector. Furthermore, the use of sub-detectors
enables the user to obtain detailed dose rate profiles outside a cask without substantially increasing the
computational time.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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S4.2 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

In a Monte Carlo shielding analysis of a deep-penetration problem such as a spent fuel cask, variance
reduction techniques must be used to calculate reasonably good results at an affordable cost. Generation of
biasing parameters and application of the parameters to solve a particular problem are no trivial tasks.
Nevertheless, a systematic approach has been developed for biasing a Monte Carlo transport calculation of a
spent fuel cask.' This approach uses adjoint fluxes from a one-dimnsional (1-D) discrete-ordinates calculation
performed with the XSDRNPM code to generate the biasing parameters for a Monte Carlo analysis by the
MORSE-SGC code. The entire procedure for cross-section preparation, adjoint flux calculation, automatic
generation of Monte Carlo biasing parameters, and a Monte Carlo calculation has been implemented in this
control module to provide calculated radiation dose levels exterior to a cask at a reasonable computational cost.

This section details the method used by SAS4 in performing a 3-D Monte Carlo shielding analysis of
a nuclear fuel cask using the automated biasing procedure. The techniques of cross-section preparation and
input data generation for execution of the functional modules are presented. The cask geometry model and the
different options of calculating neutron or gamma-ray doses outside a cask are described.

S4.2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SAS4 METHODOLOGY

SAS4 calculates radiation doses exterior to a nuclear fuel shipping cask with the Monte Carlo method.
The method uses the existing functional modules and cross-section and subroutine libraries in the SCALE
system to carry out the analysis. The functional modules executed by SAS4 are BONAMI, NITAWL-I,
XSDRNPM, and MORSE-SGC, along with the Material Information Processor described in Sect. M7. An
outline of the SAS4 calculational sequence is shown in Fig. S4.2. 1. The basic function of each functional
module, as applied to SAS4, is described below.

BONAHI applies the Bondarenko method for resonance self-shielding calculations for nuclides
whose cross sections include Bondarenko data. BONAMI is described in Sect. Fl, and
the Bondarenko method is discussed in Sect. M7.2.5.l.

NITAWL-ll performs the Nordheim resonance self-shielding corrections to cross sections for nuclides
whose cross sections include resonance parameters. NITAWL-II is described in Sect. F2,
and additional information on the Nordheim integral treatment is provided in
Sect. M7.2.5.2.

XSDRNPM performs two 1-D discrete-ordinates calculations to provide two very different functions
in SAS4. First, it is used to produce cell-weighted cross sections if the LATTICECELL
option is input for the fuel lattice type. Then, it is executed in the adjoint mode with a
slab geometry to calculate adjoint fluxes that are used to generate biasing parameters for
the Monte Carlo analysis. More details on XSDRNPM can be found in Sect. F3.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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MORSE-SGC performs a Monte Carlo fixed-source analysis that calculates dose rates outside a
transport or storage cask. All the standard biasing options in the MORSE code, including
source biasing, splitting and Russian roulette, path-length stretching, and collision energy
biasing, are invoked. All the required biasing parameters are derived from results of the
adjoint XSDRNPM calculation and are automatically input to MORSE so that the user
is rid of this difficult input task. For more details on the MORSE code, refer to Sect. F9
and Ref. 2.

PICTURE produces either printer plots or color plots of user-specified 2-D slices through the
geometry.

SAS4 uses a simplified input procedure similar to other control modules in SCALE. The input to
SAS4 basically consists of three parts: (1) the material information data, (2) the adjoint discrete ordinates input
data, and (3) the Monte Carlo input data. A cask model has been developed to facilitate implementation of the
simplified geometry input and the automated biasing procedure in MORSE-SGC calculations.

The preceding description gives a brief summary of the SAS4 methodology. Detailed discussions of
the techniques employed by SAS4 are presented in the following sections.

S4.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SAS4 CASK MODEL

A great deal of consideration was given to the development of the SAS4 cask model. Three basic
criteria to be satisfied by the cask model were the following:

1. The model should be quite general and should include most, if not all, of the common features in current
cask design so that this control module would be of practical value and useful for shielding analysis.

2. The cask model must be able to incorporate the automated biasing procedure so that accurate and reliable
results could be obtained, even by an inexperienced Monte Carlo user, at a reasonable computing cost.

3. Simplified geometry input would be used to describe the model.

With these conditions in mind, a cask model (Fig. S4.2.2) was developed. This cask model basically
consists of a container region and a source region. The cask is composed of right circular cylinders of shielding
materials with a central cavity to accommodate the source region. The cask is symmetrical about the cask
midplane. Because most spent fuel casks are tall cylinders, more than 4 m in height, this assumption on
symmetry should not introduce significant error to the results of the calculation. There are two reasons for
applying symmetry to this model: (1) symmetry improves the calculational efficiency and, more importantly,
(2) the symmetry is necessary to implement the automated biasing procedure in the Monte Carlo analysis. In
the Monte Carlo analysis, the entire cask is modeled in the geometry.

In more detail, the container of the cask model consists of an insert (fuel basket), a cavity, an inner
liner, an outer liner, three radial shields, three axial shields, impact limiters, a water jacket, and corner holes.
This model is a rather elaborate container geometry and probably has more components than typically needed.
However, with the default features, this cask model can easily describe casks with less complicated geometries.
The user can specify a cask geometry using the simplified geometry input option, which is invoked by setting
the parameter IGO s 3 in the Monte Carlo input data. The IGO parameter performs two input functions:
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(1) it signals whether the geometry is to be input with the simplified geometry input option (IGO s 3) or with
the MARS geometry input option (GO = 4), and (2) if the simplified geometry input option is chosen, the value
of IGO specifies the geometry of the source region.

The simplified geometry input option allows four different geometric configurations for the source
region. The four source region geometries corresponding to GO = 0, 1, 2, and 3 are illustrated in Figs. S4.2.3
and S4.2.4. Note that for all the geometries, the source region is divided into three axial sections in which the
fuel hardware is located on both ends of the active fuel. The fuel hardware represents such materials as
cladding, plenum spring, end fitting, etc. Activation products (OCo in particular) in the fuel hardware can be
a significant source of gamma-ray doses at the ends of a cask.

For IGO = 0, the source region (fuel and fuel hardware) is a cylinder of radius FRD; for IGO = 1, the
source region is two or three concentric cylinders. For IGO = 2 and 3, the source region is filled with identical
fuel units. A fuel unit consists of a fuel assembly surrounded by an extra space. As shown in Fig. S4.2.3, the
fuel pins in an assembly are homogenized inside the fuel channel for IGO = 2 and represented explicitly for
IGO = 3. The fuel unit is defined solely for modeling convenience. The lateral dimensions of a fuel unit are
APCH x APCH, and the axial dimension is 2*HHWR. The center-to-center separation of fuel units is
APCH cm. The number of fuel units allowed for these two options is 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 18, 24, and 52. The
packing arrangements of the fuel units are shown in Fig. S4.2.4. Note that for modeling convenience, for
IGO = 3 all lattice cells in the model are assumed to be completely filled with fuel rods; any vacant cells in the
actual assemblies are accounted for by reducing the radial dimensions of the fuel rods to conserve the mass of
the materials in each assembly.

It is believed that this cask model with the simplified geometry input is applicable to a wide variety of
nuclear cask designs because it possesses many common features found in existing casks. With some
imagination and consideration, the user can use this cask model to perform Monte Carlo analyses of most
nuclear fuel cask shielding problems.

Finally, for IGO = 4, the user can model any casks using the detailed MARS geometry input. When
modeling cask geometries with this option, the following four conditions must still be satisfied: (1) the entire
cask must be modeled in the geometry, (2) the geometry must be symmetrical about the cask midplane, (3) the
source region must be axially divided into the fuel section and the hardware sections at both ends, and (4) the
geometry must include surfaces for the surface detectors described in Sect. S4.2.4. The reader is referred to
the input description in Table S4.4.3 (Sect. S4.4.1), sample problem 4 in Sect. S4.5, and Sect. M9 of the
SCALE system for more information on setting up MARS geometries for Monte Carlo analyses.

Although it appears that the SAS4 cask model is developed only for intact fuel assemblies, actually
the model can also be used to analyze casks loaded with consolidated fuel or other forms of fuel arrangements.
For the intact fuel assemblies loading, the LA1TICECELL option should be input for cross-section processing
in the material information processor; all the geometry options IGO = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are permitted. For a
tightly packed fuel loading such as consolidated fuel, the INFHOMMEDIUM option should be input; only the
geometry options IGO = 0, 1, and 4 are allowed. More discussions regarding the LATTICECELL and
INFHOMMEDIUM options are presented in the next section.

S4.2.3 CROSS-SECTION PREPARATION AND APPLICATION

As described in Sect. S4.2.1, input to SAS4 is composed of three parts: (1) the material information
data, (2) the adjoint discrete-ordinates input data, and (3) the Monte Carlo input data. SAS4 makes use of the
Material Information Processor (see Sect. M7.4) to read the material information data and to carry out
resonance self-shielding treatment and cell-weighting calculation (if required).
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The SAS4 cask model can be loaded with intact nuclear fuel assemblies, consolidated fuel rods, or
homogeneous fuel. For the intact assemblies loading, the user describes a unit cell geometry using the
LATTICECELL option for the fuel lattice type in the material information processor data. For this option,
fuel-rod materials are resonance corrected using the unit cell geometry, while other resonance materials are
treated using an infinite homogeneous geometry. A cell-weighting calculation is performed on the fuel-rod
materials by the XSDRNPM functional module. All five Monte Carlo geometry input options (IGO = 0, 1,
2, 3, and 4) are permitted for the LATTICECELL option. For consolidated fuels or other tightly packed fuels,
the user can use the IFHOMMEDIUM option for the fuel lattice type, which performs resonance treatment
for all resonance materials with an infinite homogeneous geometry. For this option, only IGO = 0, 1, and 4
are allowed in the Monte Carlo geometry input.

An outline of the calculational sequences in SAS4, along with the units that transfer data among the
functional modules, is presented in Fig. S4.2.5. The resonance-corrected microscopic cross-section data in
working library format are written on logical unit 4 by the NITAWL-II functional module. This library is
subsequently read by the XSDRNPM function module to perform a cell-weighting calculation if the
LATTICECELL option is specified for the fuel (see Table S4.4.2 in Sect. S4.4.7). However, if the
INFHOMMEDIUM option is chosen, the cell-weighting calculation is omitted. In either case, XSDRNPM
is called to perform an adjoint slab-geometry transport calculation in the radial or axial direction that produces
adjoint angular fluxes on logical unit 12. Finally, SAS4 processes the adjoint angular fluxes into various
biasing parameters, which are subsequently transmitted to MORSE-SGC via the input processor and logical
unit 96. MORSE-SGC reads the appropriate microscopic cross-section data from either logical unit 3 or 4 and
receives a mixing table generated by the SAS4 input processor. The entire processes of cross-section data
preparation and data transmission are carried out automatically within the SAS4 control module.

After defining the mixtures in the material information data, the user must apply them in the unit cell
specification (if needed) and in the adjoint discrete-ordinates and Monte Carlo calculations. The mixtures in
SAS4 can be separated into two categories: (1) fuel materials and (2) cask materials. The fuel materials are
used to describe the source region, and the cask materials are used for the insert, the cavity, and the rest of the
geometry shown in Fig. S4.2.2. The mixture numbers and densities of the cask materials remain constant
throughout the control module. Therefore, their applications in the adjoint discrete-ordinates and Monte Carlo
calculations are straightforward. The applications of the fuel materials in the source region are complicated
by the fuel lattice types and the source region geometry options.

For the LATTICECELL option, mixtures used to define the fuel materials should not be used for the
cask materials, and vice versa. This rule must be observed because the fuel materials have been processed to
account for resonance and cell-weighting effects and will be homogenized or mixed for a particular source
region geometry option (IGO = 0, 1, 2, or 3). Among these processes, the fuel materials (including the fuel
hardware) are given different mixture numbers. Hence, their applications in the adjoint discrete-ordinates and
Monte Carlo calculations are more involved. However, for source region geometry options IGO = 0, 1, 2, and
3, SAS4 automatically assigns the appropriate mixture numbers of the fuel materials to the two calculations.
For IGO = 4, the user should use the mixture numbers MFUEL and MHW, respectively, for the fuel and fuel
hardware in the Monte Carlo calculation. More detailed descriptions are presented in Sect. 4.4.1
(Tables S4.4.2 and S4.4.4) and in Sect. S4.4.

For the lNFHOMMEDIUM option, SAS4 does not perform any homogenization or mixing of the fuel
materials. The user must define all materials via the material information data and apply them accordingly in
the adjoint discrete-ordinates calculation as well as the Monte Carlo calculation. Again, refer to Sect. S4.4.1
(Tables S4.4.2 and S4.4.4) and Sect. S4.4.2 for more details.
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S4.2.4 SOURCE AND DETECTOR OPTIONS

In a Monte Carlo shielding calculation, the user must define the source parameters (position, energy,
and direction) and the detector conditions (location, geometric shape, and response function) of the problem.
SAS4 assumes source particles start isotropically in the source region (consisting of the active fuel and fuel
hardware) with an energy spectrum specified by the user. The source spatial distribution is uniform in the
hardware but may have an axial profile in the active fuel. In addition to the point detectors input by the user,
SAS4 provides four surface detectors under the simplified geometry option and allows up to 36 surface
detectors under the full MARS geometry option. Each surface detector may be subdivided into spatial and
angular segments.

The cask model (described in Sect. S4.2.2) consists of the container and the source region. Although
the source region may have many radial configurations, it is axially separated into three sections-the active
fuel section and the fuel hardware sections on both ends of the active fuel. For the Monte Carlo calculation,
source particles start in the volume of one of the two materials (active fuel and fuel hardware) in the source
region. The user indicates his choice of starting material by supplying a value for the parameter ISO of the
Monte Carlo input in Sect. S4.4.1 (Table S4.4.2). The source strength is assumed to be axially uniform over
the fuel hardware, but for the active fuel an axial profile may be input via the IPF parameter in the Monte Carlo
input data in Sect. S4.4.1 (Table S4.4.2). The IPF parameter determines the axial distribution of the active
fuel region. It allows the user to select a distribution from the following three options: (1) a uniform
distribution (IPF = 0); (2) a typical PWR axial profile for gamma or neutrons (IPF = ±1); or (3) a user input
axial profile (IPF > 1).

The IGO parameter of the Monte Carlo input in Sect. S4.4.1 (Table S4.4.2) satisfies two input
functions: (1) it signals whether the simplified geometry input option (IGO s 3) or the MARS geometry input
option (IGO = 4) is to be used for geometry input; (2) if the simplified input is used, IGO indicates the
source region configuration for the problem. For IGO = 0 and 1, the radial position of source particles is
sampled uniformly over the cross-section area of the source region. For IGO = 2, 3, and 4, a rejection
procedure is used whereby source particle coordinates are determined by sampling uniformly within an
appropriate volume and only points inside the correct material (active fuel or fuel hardware) are accepted.

The source energy spectrum is supplied to SAS4 either by direct input or from a file generated by
ORIGEN-S. When the source energy spectrum is input via an ORIGEN-S file, it is imperative that the input
file contain the appropriate neutron and/or gamma-ray spectra represented in the same multigroup cross-section
structure used in the calculation.

Sometimes cask analysts exclude fission neutrons from the transport process and instead add them
initially to the fixed source. The option of excluding fission neutrons in the transport process is allowed in
SAS4. The user may invoke this option by setting IFS > 0 in the parameter card of the adjoint discrete-
ordinates input. This approach of treating fission neutrons is an approximation and, although it perhaps may
save some computing cost, it is discouraged because the correct treatment of fission is straightforward and
handled directly in the SAS4 shielding calculation.

Two types of detectors are employed in the SAS4 Monte Carlo calculation: surface detectors and point
detectors. Surface detectors are analog detectors that calculate averaged responses based on particles crossing
the detector surfaces. The accuracy and precision of the responses depend on the number of particles and their
respective weights crossing the detector surfaces. Four surface detectors are automatically implemented in the
SAS4, but under the geometry option IGO = 4 the user may input up to 36 surface detectors. Depending on
the direction of the transport calculation indicated by the IDR parameter in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input
data (IDR=0 for radial calculation and IDR>O for an axial calculation), the surface detectors are located
radially or axially on the outermost surface of the cask and on three other cylinders outside the cask. With the
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latest enhancements in SAS4, the user can specify the locations of the surface detectors and divide each surface
into spatial and angular subdetectors. The maximum number of spatial subdetectors allowed is 400, but there
is no limit for the azimuthal angular subdetectors.

The axial surface detectors are circular disks arranged symmetrically on and beyond the top and
bottom ends of a cask. Flux estimates are made on both sets of the disks, and the averaged responses are
computed for each detector in the Monte Carlo analysis. The default locations of the axial surface detectors
are the outermost cask surface and 1, 2, and 3 m from this surface. The default radii of the axial surface
detectors are RCAV cm for the first detector and (RCAV+ 100) cm for the other three detectors, where RCAV
is the radius of the cavity. The user can override the locations and limits of the surface detectors using the SDL
and SDR input arrays respectively (Table S4.4.2). In Fig. S4.2.6, the default top axial detectors are shown
and labeled as detectors la through 4a.

The radial surface detectors are side surfaces of cylinders having appropriate radii. The default
locations of the radial surface detectors are: RJAC cm, (RJAC+100) cm, 322 cm, and 358 cm, where RJAC
is the radius of the side surface of the cask The radial locations of 322 cm and 358 cm correspond to 2 m from
the edges of a truck bed and a rail car respectively. If RJAC is >222, the SDL array must be used to specify
the locations of the radial surface detectors. The reason for this requirement is that (RJAC + 100) would be
greater than 322, which will cause geometry error in MORSE-SGC. The default heights of the radial surface
detectors are 2* HFUE cm for the first detector and 2*(HFUE+100) cm for the other three detectors, where
HFUE is the height of the active fuel measured from the midplane of the cask. The default radial surface
detectors are shown in Fig. S4.2.6 as detectors lb through 4b. Similarly, the SDL and SDR input arrays can
be used to change the locations and limits of the radial surface detectors.

Because of the method of particle tracking used by MARS geometry, a surface detector must be part
of a surface between two different media or two different importance regions. In the geometries automatically
generated by SAS4 for the simplified geometry input option (IGO<3), the four default surface detectors (radial
or axial) are located on surfaces between different importance regions. As shown in Fig. S4.2.2, the surfaces
of the impact limiters (top and bottom) are the outermost axial surfaces of the cask, and the surface of the water
jacket is the outermost radial surface. Thus, the axial or radial surface doses are scored on these surfaces and
on surfaces exterior to the cask.

When using the geometry input option IGO-14 to explicitly model a shipping cask, the user must
include in the cask an outermost radial surface at radius RMAX and an outermost axial surface at height
HMAX (see the source volume boundary array card in Table S4.4.2 of Sect. S4.4.1). The user must also
include in the geometry cylinders having radii and heights that are consistent with the locations and limits of
the surface detectors, which are either the default values or are input via the SDL and SDR arrays. These
cylinders should be enclosed in an internal void zone, which in turn is surrounded by an external void zone.
Also, the zones sharing any one of these cylindrical surfaces should be given different importance region
numbers, preferably regions 2 and higher. The user is referred to sample problems 4 and 9 in Sect. S4.5 for
an example of MARS geometry input.

Before ending the discussion on surface detector, it would be useful to explain the implementation of
the surface detectors in relation to the geometry and the surface detector input arrays, SDL and SDR. As
mentioned above, the surface detectors, axial or radial, must locate on cylindrical scoring surfaces which are
part of the geometry model. The dimensions, radii and heights, of these scoring cylinders dictate the locations
and limits of the surface detectors. Depending on the direction of the calculation, SAS4 assumes default
dimensions for the scoring cylinders for the IGO<3 geometry option, but the dimensions are upgraded when
the SDL array is input. For the IGO = 4 geometry option, the user must make sure that the scoring cylinders
are in the geometry and that their dimensions can accommodate the limits of the surface detectors.
Figure S4.2.6 presents the default locations and limits of the surface detectors assumed by SAS4. The default
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locations may be overridden by the SDL array and the default limits may be altered by the SDR array. But,
the maximum limits of the surface detectors may not be changed when the IGO<3 geometry option is used.
For radial calculations, the maximum limits are HJAC cm, HIM11+100 cm, HIM1+200 cm, and
HIM 1+300 cm, where HIM41 is the axial outermost surface of the cask and HJAC is the height of the water
jacket. For axial calculations, the maximum limits are RIM4 cm, RJAC+100 cm, RJAC+200 cm,
RJAC+300 cm, where RIMi is the radius of the impact limiter and RJAC is the radius of the water jacket.
When the user inputs the SDL array, for IGO•3 there can be no more than three surfaces detectors outside the
cask because the geometry automatically generated by SAS4 consists of only three cylinders outside the cask
for the surface detectors. However, for IGO=4, up to 36 surface detectors are allowed and the surface detector
locations can all be outside the cask so long as each detector location corresponds to a surface in the geometry.

The point detectors are input by the user. The user indicates the number of point detectors and their
coordinates in the Monte Carlo input data. It is important that the positions of the point detectors (radial or
axial) are consistent with the direction of the transport calculation indicated by the IDR parameter. For point
detectors that lie within the axial projection of the cask cylinder, IDR should be set greater than zero to indicate
a calculation with axial biasing. For point detectors located outside this projection, IDR should be zero,
indicating a calculation with radial biasing. In a radial biasing calculation, next-event estimations are made
from all collision and source points to the point detectors. In an axial biasing calculation, two options are
available for next-event estimation to point detectors. The first option is IDR = 1, and next-event estimations
are made from points that lie in the half (top or bottom halt) of the cask nearest the detectors. This procedure
assumes that contributions from collision and source points in the opposite half of the cask are negligible. The
second option is IDR = 2, and next-event estimations are made from both halves of the cask to the point
detectors. With this option, source axial location biasing is not used, but particle transport is still biased
axially away from the midplane and toward the top and bottom of the cask. The contributions from both halves
of the cask are made to the point detectors.

It is appropriate to discuss the application of the two axial options, IDR = 1 and 2. For spent fuel
casks, the IDR = 1 option has calculated good results for axial point detectors. This is not surprising because
spent fuel casks generally have large axial dimensions (greater than 4 m) and are filled with high-density
materials. Therefore, the contribution from the opposite half of the cask can be ignored. Hence, this option
is appropriate only for systems similar to spent fuel casks. For smaller systems with axial dimensions less than
3 in, or systems filled with low-density materials, the IDR = 2 option should be a better choice. Finally, note
that of the two axial options the IDR = 2 option may consume a great deal more computation time due to
estimation from the whole geometry.

The user is reminded that next-event estimations to point detectors can be very time consuming,
especially if a heterogeneous fuel model is used. In a next-event estimation, tracking is made from a source
or collision point to point detectors which are many mean-free paths away. Since tracking is the most
time-consurning portion of Monte Carlo transport analysis, next-event estimation will add significantly to the
time of the calculation.

For spent fuel cask problems, the overhead cost of each point detector in a SAS4 calculation can easily
be 30% of the cost of the entire random walk process. This figure may even be higher when detailed pin-by-pin
modeling is used in the geometry. The reason for the high overhead cost is as follows. For each point detector
estimation, the code has to trace along a ray from the source or collision point to the detector. This ray usually
extends many mean-free-paths through the entire geometry. However, during the random walk, particles
typically travel only about one mean-free-path between events. Comparing the two processes, one can easily
see that the ray-tracing process used in point-detector estimation is much more time consuming. Experience
with using the new surface detector option on Sample Problem 9 has shown that the running time for this
problem with 7 point detectors is a factor of 4 to 13 higher than without point detectors, while the application
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of 36 surface detectors, each of which was further subdivided into angular and spatial segments, only doubles
the computational time of the problem. It is believed that most of the time increase is due to the tracking
through the additional 36 surfaces in the geometry since the spatial and angular segmentation of each surface
does not add significantly to the computing time. This is because tracking through each surface requires
geometry tracking in MORSE, while determining the subsegment on a surface involves just a few simple do
loops in the program.

Surface detectors have another major advantage over point detectors: the uncertainty of a surface tally
is qualitatively more meaningful and less illusive than that of a point detector. This is because point detector
tallies can suffer from under-sampling of collisions near the detector and can have 1R2 singularities when
collisions are too close to the detector. Between the two weaknesses, the first one occurs quite often in
shielding calculations but is often not noticed by the user. The effect of under-sampling will lead to lower
estimates with low uncertainties. The latter condition of singularities can occur only when point detectors are
submersed in a scattering material or lie less than one centimeter from such a material. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that surface detectors be used in place of point detectors whenever possible. With the latest
enhanced surface-detector option in SAS4, the user has a much more flexible, user-friendly, and reliable
method of determining the radiation dose outside spent-fuel casks.

In SAS4, the point detectors (if input) are numbered as detectors 1 to NOD, where NOD is the number
of point detectors input in the parameter card of the Monte Carlo input data. In the output of a SAS4
calculation, the results of the point and surface detectors are printed separately, and a copy of the surface
detector results is written on logical unit 75 and saved as 'detout'. At the end of the calculation it is copied to
the user's current directory with a prefix of 'casename', e.g., for case 'sas4a', the filename becomes
'sas4a.detout'.

The response functions are fluence-to-dose-rate conversion factors. The user can choose one from the
SCALE standard response functions described in Table S4.2.1 or can specify a response function in the input.

Note that when neutron response is desired, only the neutron source spectrum is input. However, both
neutron and gamma-ray source spectra must be input when the total gamma-ray response is to be calculated.
Clearly, if the user wishes to calculate only the primary gamma-ray dose (dose contributed only by the
gamma-ray source), the neutron source spectrum should be set to 0. On the other hand, if the secondary
gamma-ray dose (dose contributed by neutron-captured gamma rays) is desired, the gamma-ray source
spectrum should be set to 0.

Because of the automated biasing procedure in SAS4, neutron and gamma doses are computed in
separate calculations. Also, different calculations are required for radial and axial detectors. Therefore, to
obtain a full characterization of a spent fuel cask by SAS4, the user must perform at least four calculations.
Two more calculations are needed if estimates of gamma doses contributed by the fuel hardware material are
desired. Finally, the normal results output by MORSE-SGC are given in response-per-source-particle-per-
second. To obtain the total response, the user must multiply MORSE's results by the total source strength in
source-particles-per-second. For source particles originating from the active fuel, the total source strength is
the source intensity in the full length of the fuel. For source particles originating from the fuel hardware, the
total source strength is two times the source intensity in one end (top or bottom) of the fuel hardware being
analyzed. In SAS4, a source strength factor, SFA, is included in the parameter card of the Monte Carlo input
data. The MORSE-SGC results are automatically multiplied by this factor. Therefore, if SFA is set equal to
the total source strength in source-per-second, all of the results output by MORSE-SGC are per total source
strength.
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Table S4.2.1 SCALE standard response function II) numbers

ID No. Response function Availabilitya

9001 Hurst dose factors (mrad/h)/(neutrons/crns) 1,2,5

9002 Snyder-Neufeld dose factors (mrad/h)/(neutrons/cm 2/s) 1, 2, 5

9026 Snyder-Neufeld conversion from flux to biological dose 1, 2, 5
(mremn/h)/(neutrons/cm 2/s)

9027 Henderson conversion from neutron flux to absorbed dose rate in tissue 1, 2, 5
(rad/h)/(neutrons/cm2 /s)

9028 Straker-Morrison conversion factors (mrem/h)/(neutrons/cm 2/s) 1

9029 ANSI standard neutron flux-to-dose-rate factors 1, 2, 3, 5, 6
(remnh)/(neutrons/cm 2/s)

9501 Straker-Morrison conversion factors (mRlh)/(photons/cm2/s) 1, 4

9502 Henderson conversion factors (radlh)/(photonstcm 2 /s) 1, 2, 4

9503 Claiborne-Trubey conversion factors (radlh)/(photons/cm22/s) 1, 2, 4

9504 ANSI standard gamma-ray flux-to-dose-rate factors 1, 2,4
(rem/h)/(photons/cm 2/s)

aReference numbers of cross-section libraries:
1. 22N-18COUPLE
2. 27N-18COUPLE
3. 27BURNUPLIB
4. 18GROUPGAMMA
5. 123GROUPGMTH
6. 27GROUPNDF4
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S4.2.5 THE AUTOMATED BIASING PROCEDURE

This section is devoted to describing the automated biasing procedure in the MORSE-SGC calculation
and explaining the setup of the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation with respect to the spent fuel cask geometry
and the MORSE-SGC calculation. The reader is referred to Ref. 1 for the detailed theoretical developments
on generation of the various biasing parameters from the adjoint fluxes and application of the biasing
parameters in the MORSE-SGC code. The automated biasing procedure basically involves

1. calculation of adjoint fluxes of a simplified 1-D slab model of a cask using the XSDRNPM functional
module,

2. processing of the adjoint fluxes into different biasing parameters by the SAS4 control module,

3. application of the biasing parameters to particle random walk in MORSE-SGC calculation, and

4. estimation of radiation doses exterior to the cask.

For Monte Carlo shielding analysis of a spent fuel cask, the purpose of biasing (or importance
sampling) is to encourage and increase the propagation of radiation particles toward the cask outer surface so
that better estimates of exterior doses can be obtained. Because nuclear fuel casks generally have a long,
cylindrical shape, it is difficult to effectively bias particles toward all three sides of a cask. For this reason,
the SAS4 Monte Carlo cask model is assumed to be symmetrical about the midplane. Even with the symmetric
cask model, the characteristics of particle transport radially and axially may be drastically different because
of the geometric shapes, the shielding materials, and possibly the streaming effect in the fuel materials.
Because of these complications, the biasing procedure in the Monte Carlo calculation is applied separately for
radial and axial detectors. For radial detectors, particle transport is biased radially toward the side. For axial
detectors, particle transport is biased axially away from the midplane and toward the top or bottom surfaces.

For calculation of axial doses, the user should indicate an axial transport calculation in the input by
setting the parameter IDR > 0 in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input. The adjoint XSDRNPM calculation will
start with an adjoint source on the outermost axial surface, using the response function as the adjoint source
spectrum For calculation of radial doses, IDR is set to 0 and the adjoint source starts on the outermost radial
surface. In either case, a 1-D slab geometry model is used in XSDRNPM, and each layer of material is
identified as a zone. Hence, axially the user needs to input as many zones as the number of material layers
along the axial direction starting from the midplane of the cask. The thickness of the first zone should be the
height of the fuel measured from the midplane. Radially the entire source region is considered one zone and
other material layers make up other zones in the radial direction. The thickness of the first zone should be the
radius of the source region. For example, in Fig. S4.2.2, if the inner liner, the shields, and the outer liner are
made of one material, they are treated as one zone in the adjoint XSDRNPM geometry. SAS4 uses the SAS2
automatic mesh generator (see Sect. S2.2.9) to generate spatial meshes for the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation.
XSDRNPM outputs the adjoint angular fluxes and flux moments on logical unit 12, which are subsequently
converted by the control module to the appropriate biasing parameters for MORSE-SGC.

MORSE-SGC has several standard biasing options available to the user: source energy biasing, energy
biasing at collision sites, splitting and Russian roulette, and path-length stretching. The efficiency of a
calculation is determined by the proper specification of the biasing parameters. It has been shown3 4 that a
near-optimal importance function for selection of emergent particle parameters, that is, energy and direction
of a particle emerging from a source or a collision point, is the adjoint flux. The event-value function has been
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shown5'6 to be the proper biasing function for path-length selection. In SAS4, these adjoint functions in the
form of angular fluxes and flux moments are calculated by the adjoint XSDRNPM using a slab geometry cask
model and are used to specify the appropriate parameters for all the biasing schemes in MORSE-SGC.

SAS4 invokes most of the standard biasing options in MORSE-SGC for the cask shielding calculation.
The importance regions in MORSE-SGC are determined by the control module, using the adjoint XSDRNPM
zone boundaries as a starting point. Each zone in XSDRNPM corresponds to one or more importance regions
in MORSE-SGC, depending on the approximate optical thickness of a zone. The importance functions are
calculated from the adjoint functions and are spatially averaged over each importance region. The detailed
generation of the importance functions is presented elsewhere. The importance functions for the biasing options
are transmitted directly to MORSE-SGC by the input file, whereas the source position biasing function for
axial calculation and the estimation probabilities for next-event estimations to point detectors are passed to
MORSE-SGC through logical unit 96. The application of estimation probabilities to next-event estimations
is a time-saving procedure and has been explained thoroughly in Ref. 1. Finally, for situations where azimuthal
symmetry exists, point detectors are replaced by ring detectors to improve the efficiency of the calculation.
This technique is explained elsewhere.7
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S4.3 PROGRAM FLOW AND SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the logical flow of information through the SAS4 analytic sequence and the
subroutines of this control module. The calculational sequence of this control module is outlined in Fig. S4.2. 1.
To accomplish the objectives of SAS4, more than 20 subroutines were written for the control module and about
10 subroutines in MORSE-SGC were modified or created. The subroutines of the control module are described
in Sect. S4.3.1, and the subroutines of the MORSE-SGC functional module are presented in Sect. S4.3.2. The
input/output units used by SAS4 are explained in Sect. S4.3.3.

S4.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF SAS4 SUBROUTINES

Subroutines of the SAS4 control module are presented in this section. Excluding the input/output (110)
routines of the SCALE subroutine library, SAS4 is composed of 29 subroutines. Figure S4.3.1 provides a flow
diagram of the SAS4 subroutines. The user is referred to the subroutine library in Sect. M2 for a detailed
description of the following IO routines: ALOCAT, AREAD, CLEAR, ERRO, FREAD, IREAD, LREAD,
RSTPTR, SCANON, SCANOF, STOP, and ZREAD. The rest of the routines in Fig. S4.3.1 are described
according to their logical order, starting with subroutine SAS4.

SAS4 is the executive routine for this control module. It calls C4DATA, READIN, AXDINP, and
MORINP. It also checks the PARM=' parameter of the module specification card to allow
other entry points into SAS4 and to set the maximum number of words given to each functional
module for execution.

C4DATA is described in detail in Sect. C4.3.3. It activates the Material Information Processor and opens
the units that will be used to pass data to the functional modules. It has been modified to call
AXSDRN.

AXSDRN is called by C4DATA to store material data on 11 records of logical unit 92. These data are
needed for preparing input to the adjoint XSDRNPM and MORSE-SGC calculations.

READIN reads adjoint discrete-ordinates input and Monte Carlo input and writes them back on logical
unit 91. It also reads the PICTURE input and writes it on unit 93. It counts the number of input
cards of each input stream and records them on logical unit 92.

AXDINP prepares input for the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation. The input is in binary format and is
written on logical unit 98. It calls subroutines RESPFN, SIZCHK, MESHGE, and WR1IXD.

RESPFN is called by AXD1NP to read a response function from the SCALE response functions described
in Table S4.2.1 of Sect. S4.2.4.

SIZCHK compares the size of the storage array with the storage size needed during setup of the storage
area. If insufficient storage is encountered, error messages are printed indicating the additional
needed storage and the exact location where the problem occurs.
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ORNLU 21-11

Figure S4.3.1 Flow diagram of SAS4 subroutines
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MESHGE automatically generates spatial meshes for the adjoint XSDRNPM transport calculation, given
the material and dimension of each zone.

WRITXD is called by AXDINP to write binary input on logical unit 98 for the adjoint XSDRNPM
calculation.

NEPSIG is called by MESHGE to compute the epithermal asymptotic diffusion length of each mixture.

PEPSIG is called by MESHGE to compute a single total photon cross section (at 0.5 MeV) for each
mixture.

MORINP is the input processor routine for the MORSE-SGC calculation. It reads SAS4 Monte Carlo
input from logical unit 91, material mixing data from logical unit 92, and XSDRNPM adjoint
fluxes from logical unit 12. Then it generates biasing parameters from the adjoint fluxes.
Finally, it prepares binary MORSE-SGC input on logical unit 95; or for PARM=CHECK, it
writes only the geometry data to unit 95. MORINP calls the following routines besides the
SCALE VO routines: READOS, SIZCHK, IMPREG, DOQ, IMPORT, WRITMO, RDGEOM,
STORK, and JOMIN.

READOS is called by MORINP to read ORIGEN-S source spectra from logical unit 30.

IMPREG is called by MORINP. It subdivides any important regions, except region 1, which have numbers
of intervals greater than MAXIN. MAXIN is initially set to 10, but may increase (if necessary)
so that the number of subregions for each region will never be more than 4.

DOQ, QUADWT, Q, ROOTS, and FIND compute a quadrature set of the order specified through the
arguments. Their description can be found in Sect. F3.3.

IMPORT generates biasing parameters for MORSE-SGC. It reads the adjoint angular fluxes and moments
from logical unit 12. Then it calculates the region-averaged weight standards, path-length
parameters, and source and collision energy biasing parameters. Finally, it writes on logical unit
96 six records of data which are used by MORSE-SGC for source spatial biasing and next-event
estimation probability.

READN4 is called by IMPORT to read from logical unit 4 a fission spectrum of the uranium isotopes 235U,
U8U, or 23U. If a fission spectrum cannot be found, the spectrum array is set to 0.0.

GETCHI is called by READN4 to transfer data from one array to another array.

WRITMO is called by MORINP to write binary input for MORSE-SGC on logical unit 95.

RTITLE is called by WRlTMO to provide the title of the response function IRF.

RDGEOM is called by MORINP to read the simplified geometry input and generates a detailed MARS
geometry input of the cask for use by MORSE-SGC.
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WRGEOM is called by RDGEOM to write the detailed MARS geometry input in card image on logical
unit 91.

JOMIN is called by MORINP to read card-image MARS geometry data from logical unit 91 and to
process the data into binary data.

STORK is called by MORINP to write two binary records of geometry data on logical unit 95.

MVDATA is called by MORINP to move geometry data to the beginning of unit 91 in the IGO=4 and
PARM=MP or CHECK case. Scratch unit 94 is used.

S4.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF MORSE-SGC ROUTINES

To perform the Monte Carlo analysis of a shipping cask in SAS4, several routines have been added
to MORSE-SGC, and other routines have been modified. The added routines are IASN, NETLEV, 000106,
RDU96, SOURS4, and SURFAC. They are only called when running SAS4. When MORSE-SGC is called
from SAS4, the variable JTYPE in COMMONISCALOPI is set equal to 1. Through the value of JTYPE,
MORSE-SGC will perform the special functions such as source sampling and biasing, importance region
determination, and special estimation techniques required by SAS4. A detailed description of the added
routines is given below. The modified routines are BDRYX, DIREC, NXTCOL, RELCOA, SDATA, SGAM,
and SOURCE. The changes to these routines are indicated below. Additional descriptions of all the routines
can be found in Sect. F9.B.1.

000106 is the entry point to MORSE-SGC from SAS4. In this routine, JTYPE and ITYPE are set equal
to 1, and RDU96 and INITL are called.

1ASN is called from BDRYX for SAS4 cases to calculate the azimuthal detector number.

NETLEV is a subroutine that converts the coordinates of a point from the global to the local coordinate
system or vice versa, depending on the arguments it receives.

RDU96 is called by 000106 to read unit 96 when a SAS4 case is being run.

SOURS4 is called by SOURCE to generate source particle parameters for the cask model according to
the source region geometry option IGO. The source particle distribution is uniform in the radial
direction, but axially the source is uniform in the hardware and may have a profile in the active
fuel. For an axial calculation with IDR = 1 and source particles originating from the fuel
(ISO = 0), the axial position of the source particles is sampled from a biased distribution.

SURFAC is called by NRUN to print the surface detector results for SAS4 cases.

BDRYX has been specifically revised for SAS4 cases and returns immediately if JTYPE 41. It scores
surface-averaged fluxes at ISD surfaces.
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DIREC has been modified to accommodate the SAS4 module.

NRUN has been modified to call SURFAC when MORSE-SGC is executed by SAS4.

NXTCOL has been modified to determine the importance region of a collision point according to the
distance from the point to the outer boundary of the cask when MORSE-SGC is executed by
SAS4.

RELCOA has been modified to include an estimation probability when MORSE-SGC is executed by
SAS4.

SDATA has been modified to include an estimation probability when MORSE-SGC is executed by
SAS4.

SGAM has been modified to include an estimation probability when MORSE-SGC is executed by
SAS4.

SOURCE has been modified to call SOURS4 if JTYPE=1.

S4.3.3 DESCRIPTION OF PICTURE ROUTINES

To generate geometry plots in SAS4, one new routine, 000016, was added; and one routine, PICTUR,
was altered. A variable KTYPE is used to identify whether PICTURE is being run from SAS4 or standalone.
Two options in PICTURE are not available when SAS4 executes PICTURE. For printer plots, the default
characters are used; and the option of producing plots for more than one geometry is not available.

000016 is the entry point to PICTURE from SAS4. In this routine, KTYPE is set equal to 1; some I/O
units are defined and opened; and subroutine PICTUR is called.

PICTUR is called by 000016 to read and process the input data and to produce the plots. The value of
KTYPE determines which units are read.

S4.3.4 INPUT/OUTPUT LOGICAL UNITS AND CONTENTS

Eighteen logical units are used by SAS4. Table S4.3.1 gives a summary of these units and their
creation and usage by various modules. Contents of logical units 92 and 96 are presented in Tables S4.3.2 and
S4.3.3. The user might want to save the data in logical units 3, 4, and 12 because they are needed for execution
of SAS4 via two other entry points. See Sect. S4.4.1 (Table S4.4.1) and Sect. S4.2.3 (Fig. S4.2.5) for the
application of these units. If the user desires to examine the MARS geometry with the functional module
PICTURE at a later time, the user must save the card-image geometry data in unit 91. At this point, the
geometry data are put in the input stream of the PICTURE module for execution.

If PICTURE is being run from SAS4, unit 93 contains the card image PICTURE input; and unit 95
is a binary file containing the MARS geometry data.
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Unit
No.

1

3

4

5

6

12

Table S4.3.1 Description of logical units used by SAS4

Type of Creating Us
data module mE

AMPX master library BONAMI: NI

AMPX cell-weighted library XSDRNPM X<

AMPX working library NITAWL-Il

Card input DRIVER

Printed output All functional modules Al

XSDRNPM adjoint angular XSDRNPM Ml

ser

xlule

TAWL-II

DSDRNPM, MORSE-SGC

;DRNPM, MORSE-SGC

I functional modules

ORSE-SGC

ORSE-SGC

ORSE-SGC

I

16

17

30

flux output

MORSE geometry storage

MORSE scratch file

Source spectrum

MORSE-SGC

MORSE-SGC

ORIGEN-S

Ml

Control module

75' Used to store card-image surface MORSE-SGC MORSE-SGC
detector results

91 Scratch file to store card input later Control module MORSE-SGC, XSDRNPM
read by XSDRNPM and MORSE;
also used by WRGEOM to store
card-image MARS input

92 Scratch file to transfer cross-section and Control module Control module
other data to XSDRNPM and MORSE;

93 Scratch file to store plotting data Control module PICTURE
to be read by PICTURE

94 Scratch unit for geometry data when Control module Control module
IGO(04 and CHECK or MP case

95 MORSE binary input or MARS binary Control module MORSE-SGC, PICTURE
input if CHECK case

96 BONAMI binary input; later used to Control module BONAMI, MORSE-SGC
transfer data to MORSE

97 NITAWL binary input Control module NITAWL-Il

98 XSDRNPM binary input Control module XSDRNPM

'NOTE: The file name for the surface detector results is 'casename.detout'.
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Table S4.3.2 Contents of logical unit 92a

Re cord
Qo. Contents

1 MMTBA,NNGNGGMXX,MXX1,
MS,NNUC,(TITLE(I),I=1,20)

2 MFUEL>MOD,MCLAD,MGAP,FUELOD,
CLADOD,GAPOD,PLTCILIGEOM

3 LMIX(l),I=1,MS

4 LMID(I),I=1,MS

5

6

ADEN(I),I=1,MS

LMIX(1),I=lMS

7 LMID(1)I=1

8 ADEN(W),I=1,MS

9 FSIGS(I),I=l,MS

10 FSIGT(1),I=1,MS

11 FAM(I),I=1,MS

12 ISCARD,MOCARD,IPCARD,NGCARD

13 NASY,NCELNVAC,MSPAMCAN,
MBET,MZ1 ,MHWR,TCAN,XY,FR

14 ACELAARRAFCLAVAC,ASPA,ACAN

15 IDRITYIRFIGRESPIMIZMISN,
IFS,MSP,MXXP

16 D(LRES+I-1),I=l,IGRESP

17 D(LRN+I-1),I=1,IMPl

18 D(LNZ+I-1),I=1,IM

19 D(LZB+I-l),I=l,IZM

20 LMIXW),I=l,MSP

21 LMID(I),I=1,MSP

22 ADEN(I),I=1,MSP

Comments

Written by AXSDRN

Written by AXSDRN

Records 3 to 5 written by AXSDRN before
cell averaging; they are used to form mixing
tables for geometry options IGO = 3 and 4
of LAlTICECELL option and all IGO
options of INFHOMIMEDIUM option

Records 6 to 8 written by AXSDRN after
cell averaging; they are used to form
mixing tables for geometry options
IGO = 0, 1, and 2 of LATTICECELL
option

Records 9 to 11 written by AXSDRN;
they are used to generate spatial
meshes for adjoint XSDRN

Written by READIN

Records 13 to 22 are written by
AXDINP

Records 20 to 22 are written
after cell averaging and fuel
zone homogenization; they are
used to form mixing table for
geometry option IGO = 0 of
LATTICECELL option

aNote: AXDINP reads the first 12 records, and MORINP reads all the records.
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Table S4.3.3 Contents of logical unit 96a f,
Record

No. Contents Comments

1 IDR,IRF,IZM,IGO,INTFZ, Records 1 to 6 are written by
ISO,MFUEL,MHWR IMPORT

2 ZB(I),I=1,IZM

3 PROB(I),I=1,IZM
4 DEL(IM),IM=I,IN=TZ
5 RN(IM),IM=1,INTFZ
6 FLUX(IM,IG),IM-1,INTFZ,IG=1,NGPFS
7 If IGO=0,

RFUE,HFUE,HHWrR Written by RDGEOM

If IGO=1,
RIN(I),ROUT(1),HFUE,HHWR,
I=1,3 Written by RDGEOM

If IGO-2 or 3,
APCH,HFUE,HHWR,MXX Written by RDGEOM

If IGO=4,
XMl,)XMAX,YIINYMAX,
ZMlN,ZMAX,HFUE Written by MORINP

8 RJAC,RCAV,HIM1,SFAFR1,FR2, Written by MORlNP
FR3,FR4,MSM,IPF

If IPF.GT.0
9 D(LBUB+I-1),I=1,IPF Written by MORlNP

10 D(LBUF+I-1),I=1,IPF Written by MORlNP

aNote: All ten records are read by SOURS4 in MORSE-SGC.
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S4.4 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION

This section describes input data for the SAS4 control module. Similar to other control modules in
SCALE, the input data of SAS4 begin with the module specification card and end with the module termination
card. The bulk of the input is composed of the Material Information Processor data, the adjoint discrete-
ordinates data, and the Monte Carlo data. Table S4.4.1 gives a summary of the input data, and Fig. S4.2.1
illustrates the various calculational paths of the SAS4 module. There are three entry points into the SAS4
analytic sequence. Figure S4.2.5 and Table S4.4.1 illustrate these entry points and the necessary logical units
for data transfer among the functional modules.

All data are entered in free form (i.e., alphanumeric, floating-point, and integer data can be entered in
an unstructured manner). All 80 columns of any card may be used. Data can usually start or end in any
column. Each data entry must be followed by one or more blanks (a comma can also be used in place of a
blank for numeric entries) to terminate the data entry. Integers may be entered for floating values. For
example, 10 will be interpreted as 10.0. Imbedded blanks are not allowed within a data entry unless an E
precedes a single blank as in an unsigned exponent in a floating-point number. For example, 1 .OE 4 would be
correctly interpreted as 1.0 x 104.

Multiple entries of the same data value can be achieved by entering the number of repeats, followed
by either R, *, or $, followed by the data value to be repeated. Imbedded blanks are not allowed between the
number of repeats and the repeat flag. For example, 5R12, 5*12, 5$12, or 5R 12, etc., will enter five
successive 12s in the input data. Multiple zeroes can be specified as nZ, where n is the number of zeroes to
be repeated. The SCALE free-form reading routines are described in more detail in Sect. M3.

S4.4.1 INPUT DATA SUMMARY

SAS4 uses a simplified input procedure similar to other control modules in SCALE. The input to
SAS4 basically consists of three parts: (1) material information data, (2) adjoint discrete-ordinates input data,
and (3) Monte Carlo input data. Input data for SAS4 are outlined in Table S4.4.1 and are elaborated in
Tables S4.4.2 and S4.4.3. Cask and fuel assembly models corresponding to the geometric input are provided
in Figs. S4.4.1 and S4.4.2. Basically, the SAS4 control module is made up of six functional modules, namely:
BONAMI, NITAWL-ll, XSDRNPM, XSDRNPM, PICTURE, and MORSE-SGC. The BONAMI and
NITAWL-ll functional modules perform resonance self-shielding calculations. The first XSDRNPM
functional module performs cell-weighting calculations for the LATTICECELL option. The second
XSDRNPM functional module performs an adjoint l-D slab geometry transport calculation, which provides
the adjoint functions necessary for generating importance sampling parameters for subsequent Monte Carlo
analysis. The PICTURE module generates plots of the geometry. The MORSE-SGC functional module
performs a Monte Carlo shielding analysis of a cask.

Besides the basic calculational sequence through the functional modules described in the preceding,
SAS4 can be executed via other entry points, indicated in Figs. S4.2.1 (Sect. S4.2. 1) and S4.2.5 (Sect. S4.2.3),
by using the PARM= feature in the module specification card. This feature allows users to start SAS4
calculations without having to repeat the functional modules that have been previously executed. The module
specification card, the functional modules executed, and the logical units required to transfer data for all entry
points are described in Table S4.4.1 and Fig. S4.2.5 (Sect. S4.2.3). Except for the module specification card,
the same input data are required for the same problem for SAS4 regardless of the entry point to the module.
If the user desires to save the MARS geometry input generated by SAS4 for use in the PICTURE functional
module, the PARM=MP option can be used to save the MARS geometry data on logical unit 91 without
executing any other modules. Finally, if the user desires to generate plots of the MARS geometry from within
SAS4, the PARM=CHECK option can be used and the MORSE module will not be executed.
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Table S4.4.1 Summary of SAS4 input data

Data files required from
Type of data Functional modules executed previous SAS4 calculation

1. Module specification

=SAS4

=SAS4 aPARM=AX

BONAMI,N1TAWL-I1,(XSDRNPM),
XSDRNPM,MORSE-SGC
XSDRNPM,MORSE-SGC

None

Cross sections from units 3
and 4 for the
LATTICECELL option and
from unit 4 for the
DNFHOMMEDIUM option

=SAS4 aPARM=MO

=SAS4 "PARMpMP

=SAS4 3PARMpCHECK
or CHK

MORSE-SGC Cross sections from units 3
and 4 or just 4 as above, and
adjoint angular flux from
unit 12

None None

PICTURE None

2. Material information
processor data

3. Adjoint discrete-
ordinates data

4. Monte Carlo data

5. Module termination
END

'The "P" starts from column 11 or beyond.
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Table S4.4.2 SAS4 input data requirements

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Module specification and material infornation processor data

=SAS4a Module specification starting at column 1. Use the PARM= feature for execution from other
entry points. The "P" must start from column 11 or beyond

________________________________________________________

TITLE An 80-character title
________________________________________________________

LIB Name of cross-section library; e.g., 27N-18COUPLE, 22N-18COUPLE, etc. See Sect. M4
and Table S4.2.1 in Sect. S4.2.4 for more details. For neutron dose (ITY = 1), may use a
neutron or a neutron-gamma coupled library. For gamma dose (fIY = 2), must use a neutron-
gamma coupled library

GE Type of fuel lattice. Must be LATTICECELL or INFHOMNEDIUM. For spent fuel
assemblies LATTICECELL is recommended. For consolidated fuel or other tightly packed
fuels, LNFHOMMEDIUM is recommended (see Sects. S4.2.3 and S4.4.2 for more details)

________________________________________________________

Standard compositions specification data. (See Sect. M7.4.4 and Table M7.4.5 for additional detail and
information on making arbitrary material mixtures. See Sects. S4.2.3 and S4.4.2 for application of
material mixtures.)
SC Component name from standard composition library (see Sect. M8)
MX Mixture number of SC
VF Volume fraction. Enter 0 if SC is an isotope or element
ADEN Atom density, atoms/barn-cm. Enter only if VF = 0
TEMP Temperature, K. May omit if END is next (293)
IZA SCALE ZA number. Omit if VF = 0 (see Table M8.2.1)
WTI Wt % for IZA. Omit if VF = 0. Repeat IZA-WTP pairs for 100% sum
ENDa End of this SC data. Repeat for all SC of case

Examples: U02 1 0.94 1000 92235 3.1 92238 96.9 END
FE 4 0 4.2-3 END
SS304 6END

________________________________________________________

END COMPa Ends entire material data input

Unit cell geometry specification (omit for INFHOMMEDIUM)
CPT Type of rod-lattice. Must be SQUAREPlTCH
PITCH Center-to-center spacing between fuel pins, cm

For IGO = 3, PITCH must be less than four significant figures (otherwise, SAS4 may have
difficulty generating the geometry input for MORSE-SGC because of numerical roundoff)

FUELOD Outside diam of fuel pin, cm
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Module specification and material information processor data (continued)

MFUEL Mixture number of fuel
MMOD Moderator mixture number
CLADOD Clad outside diam, cm
MCLAD Clad mixture number
CLADID Clad inside diameter, cm (omit this and next entry if no gap)
MGAP Gap mixture number, if gap (always 0)
ENDa End of unit cell specification

Optional parameter data (omit for INFHOMMEDIUM)
MORE DATAB (The following entries may be in any order but must be terminated by END)
SZF=a Spatial mesh factor. SZF < 1 for finer; >1 for coarser mesh (1)
ISN=a Order of angular quadrature (8)

IM=~a Maximum number of inner iterations (20)
ICM=a Maximum number of outer iterations (25)
EPS=a Overall convergence criteria (0.0001)
PTC=a Scalar flux point convergence (0.0001)
IUS=? IUS = 1, upscatter scaling applied to speed convergence; 0, no scaling applied (0)
ENDa End of option

Example: MORE DATA ISN=16 SZF=0.9 END
____________-___________________________________________

Adjoint discrete-ordinates input data _

Parameter Card (Entries in this card can be in any order, but must be terminated by END)

IDR=a Direction of transport calculation. IDR = 0 for radial calculation; IDR > 0 for axial calculation
(0). For axial calculation with IDR = 1, next-event point-detector estimation is made from half
of the system, with the opposite half ignored. For IDR = 2, estimation is made from the whole
system. Estimation probabilities are used for all three IDR options. See Sect. S4.2.4 for
discussion on selection of IDR option.

Iy=:a Type of response. ITY = 1 for neutron response; ITY = 2 for gamma-ray response (2).
IZM=a Number of separate material zones (must be input). IZMŽ2 for IDR = 0 and 3 if IDR > 0 and

IGO=3.
ISN=a Order of quadrature set (8)
IRF=a Identification number of response function (flux-to-dose-rate factor) in Table S4.2. 1. If IRF <

0, response function array RESO must be input by the user. The defaults are ANSI standard
response functions: IRF=9029 for neutron and 9504 for gamma ray.

IFS=a IFS > 0 means no neutron fission in the adjoint XSDRNPM and MORSE-SGC calculations
(0). The user should use the default value of 0 unless fission is accounted for by other means.

MHW=a Mixture number of the fuel hardware material (0). A zero indicates void. The SAS4 shipping
cask model assumes a fuel hardware material at both ends of the active fuel (see Fig. S4.2.3 in
Sect. S4.2.2). The purpose of this feature is to allow calculations of dose rates contributed by
the activated materials in the fuel hardware.
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Adjoint discrete-ordinates input data (continued)

For the LATTICECELL option, MHW represents the material at both ends of a fuel rod. It is
normally a homogeneous mixture of any of the following materials: cladding, plenum spring,
end fitting, and expansion spring, etc. The atomic densities of the constituents should be
calculated based on the outside diameter of the fuel rod CLADOD and the length of the
hardware material HHWR-HFUE. For this option, mixture number MHW should be used only
for the fuel hardware material and not for any other materials in the geometry. For the
INFHOMMEDIUM option, MHW is the mixture at both ends of the fuel zone of height
HHWR-HFUE. For this option and IGO = 4, MHW is not used and need not be input

FRD=a Radius of the fuel zone (must be input). For the LATTICECELL option, (n*FRD*FRD) must
be equal to or greater than (NASY*XY*XY), where XY is the outside dimension of a fuel unit
(see Fig. S4.2.3)
FRD is the radius of the fuel zone (source region) of the Monte Carlo calculation with IGO = 0
For IDR = 0 (radial calculation), FRD = ZB(l) in the zone boundary array
FRD < RINS where RINS is the radius of the insert. If the insert is omitted, FRD < (RCAV-
0.001), where RCAV is the radius of the cavity

SZF=-a Spatial mesh factor. SZF < 1 for finer mesh; SZF > 1 for coarser mesh (1)
ENDa End of parameter card

…_______________________________________________________
Fuel assembly card (must be omitted for INFHOMMEDIUM option. Eight entries ended with the keyword
END. Refer to Fig. S4.4.2 for an assembly model and Sect. S4.4.2 for more description)

NASY Number of assemblies in the cask. If IGO = 2 or 3 in Monte Carlo input, NASY must be one
of the following: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 18, 24, or 52

NCEL Number of unit cells on each side of an assembly (17 for a 17 x 17 PWR assembly)
NVAC Number of vacant cells in an assembly (25 for a typical 17 x 17 PWR assembly)
MSPA Mixture number of the vacant cells and of the spacing between the outermost cells and the fuel

channel (typically water or air). A zero may be used to indicate void
MCAN Mixture number of the fuel channel. A zero may be used to indicate void
MBET Mixture number of the material between assemblies. A zero may be used to indicate void
TCAN Thickness of the fuel channel, cm
XY Outside dimension of a fuel assembly, cm
ENDS Terminates the fuel zone card

For IGO = 1, the material of MBET must be identical to that of the insert, MINS (or of the
cavity MCAV, if the insert is omitted)
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Adjoint discrete-ordinates input data (continued)

Zone boundary array
(ZB(I),I=1,IZM), ENDa _outer boundary of each material zone in cm.

Must have IZM entries followed by the keyword END
________________________________________________________

ZONE MIXTURE ARRAY
(MZ(I),I=l,IZM),ENDa - Mixture number of zone 1 to IZM. Must have IZM entries followed by the

keyword END. A zero mixture number is allowed to indicate a void zone
For the INFHOMMEDIUM option, all MZ(I)'s should not be greater than MXX where MXX
is the total number of mixtures input in the material information processor
For the LATTICECELL option, MZ(1) is the fuel zone and is set to MXX2 = MXX+2
regardless of the input value. For the LATTICECELL option and IDR > 0 MZ(2) is the fuel
hardware zone and is set to MXX3 = MXX+3. All other MZ(I)'s should not be greater than
MXX and not equal to MSPA, MCAN, MBET, MHW, or any mixtures in the unit cell
description (MFUL, MMOD, MCLAD, and MGAP). For this option, SAS4 performs cell
calculation to create a cell-averaged mixture, MXX1 = MXX+1, for the fuel cell. In the
adjoint discrete-ordinates calculation, MZ(1) is composed of mixtures MXX1, MSPA,
MCAN, and MBET and is given a mixture number MXX2 = MXX+2. Mixture number
MXX3 is composed of mixtures MHW, MSPA, MCAN, and MBET. See Table S4.4.4 for
mixture number assignment of the fuel and the fuel hardware zones

Response function array (enter only if IRF < 0)
(RES(I),I=1,IGRESP), END' - Must be IGRESP entries followed by the keyword END, where IGRESP

equals to the number of neutron energy groups for lTY = 1 or gamma-ray energy groups
for ITY = 2

______________________________________-_________________

XENDI Termination card for adjoint discrete-ordinates input. Must start from column one.
________________________________________________________

Monte Carlo input data

Parameter card (entries in this card can be in any order, but must be terminated by END)
RAN=0  RANDOM, starting random number in 2Z8, but use only 12 characters
TIM=a TMAX, computing time allowed for MORSE run in minutes (1.0)
NST=-a NSTRT, number of source particles per batch (100). 100 is recommended for neutron

response, and 1000 is recommended for gamma response
NMT=0  NMOST, maximum number of particles allowed (4*NST). NMT should be at least 2*NST
Nrr=a NITS, number of batches for this run (100)
NCO=0  NCOEF, number of Legendre coefficients for each mixture, including PO(4)
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Monte Carlo input data (continued)

IST=? ISTR, switch to print the cross sections as they are stored if >0 (0). Beware that large amount of
output is generated when IST > 0

IPR=:~a IPRIN, switch to print the discrete scattering angles and probabilities if >0 (0). Beware that large
amount of output is generated when IPR > 0

ISO=a Source location starting option. If ISO = 0, source starts from the active fuel. If ISO > 0, source
starts from the fuel hardware above and below the active fuel (0)

NOD=a Number of point detectors (0)
SFA=a Source normalization factor (1.0). This is the total source strength (particles/second) multiplied

to the MORSE-SGC results. Refer to the last paragraph of Sect. S4.2.4 for discussion on source
normalization

FR1=a Obsolete. No longer used. See surface detector arrays SDL, SDR, and SDS.
FR2=a Obsolete. No longer used. See surface detector arrays SDL, SDR, and SDS.
FR3=2 Obsolete. No longer used. See surface detector arrays SDL, SDR, and SDS.
FR=4a Obsolete. No longer used. See surface detector arrays SDL, SDR, and SDS.
IGO-a Flag for geometry input option and source region geometry (0)

See Figs. S4.2.3 and S4.2.4 for geometries of the source region for IGO = 0, 1, 2, and 3
For LATTICECELL option, IGO can have a value between 0 to 4
For INFHOMMEDIUM option, IGO can only be 0, 1, or 4
For IGO = 0, simplified geometry input option is used, and the fuel is a cylinder of homogenized
nixture, which is the same fuel mixture used in the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation. As previously
described in the zone mixture array of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input, for the LATTICECELL
option the fuel mixture is MXX2 and is composed of MSPA, MCAN, MBET, and MXX1, where
MXX1 is the cell-averaged mixture of the unit fuel cell. The hardware zone is given a mixture
number MXX3 = MXX+3, and is composed of mixtures MHW, MSPA, MCAN, and MBET.
For the INFHOMMEDIUM option, the fuel mixture is MZ(l) in the zone mixture array. The
hardware zone is mixture MHW. See Table S4.4.4
For IGO = 1, simplified geometry input option is used, and the fuel is two or three concentric
cylinders with mixture MINS (or MCAV if the insert is omitted) in between. For the
LATTICECELL option, the fuel mixture is MXX2P = MXX+2 and is composed of MSPA,
MCAN, and MXX1, where MXX1 is also the cell-averaged mixture of the unit fuel cell. The
hardware zone is given a mixture number MXX3P = MXX+3, and is composed of mixtures
MHW, MSPA, and MCAN. Furthermore, the volume of each fuel region should be an integer
multiple of the fuel assembly volume. For the INFHOMMEDIUM option, the fuel mixture is
MFU input by the user and the hardware mixture is MHW
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Monte Carlo input data (continued)

For IGO = 2, simplified geometry input option is used with each fuel assembly modeled
separately. The ONFHiOMMEDIUM fuel option is not allowed. In each assembly, the mixtures
inside the fuel channel are homogenized. For the active fuel section, this homogenized mixture is
given a mixture number, MXX2Q = MXX+2, and is composed of mixtures MSPA and MXXI,
where MXXL has been previously defined. For the hardware sections, the homogenized mixture
is given a mixture number MXX3Q = MXX+3 and is composed of mixtures MHW and MSPA.
For this option, NASY in the fuel assembly card of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input must be
one of the following: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 18, 24, or 52
For IGO = 3, simplified geometry input option is used, but unlike the last option, each fuel
assembly is modeled in great detail with each fuel rod represented explicitly. The
INFHOMMEDIUM fuel option is not allowed. All fuel assemblies are assumed to be identical and
contain no vacant cells. If the number of vacant cells, NVAC, in the fuel assembly card of the
adjoint discrete-ordinates input, is not zero, the radial dimensions of each fuel rod are reduced in
order to conserve the total mass of the fuel material in each assembly. For this option, NASY in
the fuel assembly card of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input must be one of the following: 1, 2,
3,4,7, 10, 18, 24, or52.
For IGO = 4, detailed MARS geometry must be input by the user

INB=a Flag to print uncollided and total responses of all detectors at the end of each batch (0)
For INB = 0, no print
For INB = 1, print responses after each batch; depending on the total number of detectors, the
amount of out may be voluminous. The total number of detectors includes all the segmented
spatial and angular subdetectors. User beware of the possible huge amount of output.

INE-a Flag to print scalar flux for all energy bins for all detectors (0)
For INE = 0 no output
For INE = 1, print scalar flux bins for all detectors; again depending on the total number of
detectors, the amount of output may be voluminous. Same warning as the INB option is true also.

MFU=a Fuel mixture number must be input when the INFHOMMEDIUM option is used and IGO1=1
ISP=a A flag for source energy spectrum input option (0)

For ISP =0, the source energy spectrum is input via the SOE array
For ISP = N, the source energy spectrum written by ORIGEN-S is read from logical unit 30 and
N is the position of the pair of records containing data (including the source energy spectrum) of
a time step of ORIGEN-S results. The user must make sure that ORIGEN-S spectrum is in the
same multigroup structure as the one used in SAS4

IPF=a Flag for source axial profile input option in the active fuel (0)
For source in the hardware (ISO > 0), IPF is irrelevant because only uniform distribution is
allowed in the hardware
For IPF = 0, a flat axial profile is used
For 1PF = 1, default top profiles are used
For EPF = -1, default bottom profiles are used.
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Monte Carlo input data (continued)

The default axial profiles are typical of neutron and gamma sources for PWR with half active fuel
length of 182.88 cm (6 ft). The default profiles are shown in Table S4.4.5.
For IPF > 1, the user must input axial boundary array BUB and the corresponding source strength
array BUF. Linear interpolation is assumed between the data points. IPF is the length of BUB
and BUF arrays and must be less than 300. The user is reminded that when the axial profile is
input, the height of the profile must be equal to HFUE in the fuel geometry card(s) or in the source
volume boundary array. HFUE is the height of the active fuel measured from the midplane of the
geometry. For PWR, HFUE is equal to 182.88 cm. If the height of the axial profile is not equal
to HFUE, execution will be terminated and an error message will be printed.

ISD = Number of surface detectors; the default value is 4. The user can change the default value only
if IGO=4, and ISD must be less than or equal to 36.

NDA = NDAB, number of direct access blocks allocated (1000)

ENDa Terminates the parameter card
_____________________-__________________________________

Source energy spectrum array (must be skipped if ISP > 0)
SOEa,(FS(I),Il=,NGPFS), ENDI - Begins with the keyword SOE and ends with the keyword END. FS(I) is

the source for group 1, and NGPFS is the number of entries. FS(I) need not be normalized.
NGPFS equals to the number of neutron groups when neutron response is desired; that is, ITY =
1 in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input data. NGPFS equals to the sum of neutron and gamma-ray
groups when gamma-ray response is desired (i.e., ITY = 2)

________________________________________________________

Point detector array (must be skipped if NOD = 0)
DETa,((XD(W),YD(l),ZD(W)),I=1,NOD), END' - Begins with the keyword DET and ends with the keyword

END. XD, YD, ZD are the detector coordinates with respect to the geometric center of the cask.
Must have 3*NOD entries between the keywords

________________________________________________________

Surface detector locations array
SDLa, ((SLOC(I)),I=lISD), ENIT - Begins with the keyword SDL and ends with the keyword END, SLOC(I)

is the location of the surface detector L where SLOC(l) must have the smallest value. For radial
calculations (i.e., IDR•0) SLOC are the radii of the surface detectors. For axial calculations
SLOC are the heights of the surface detectors. The default values are RJAC, RJAC+100, 322,
and 358 for radial calculations; and HIM1, HIM1+100, HIMI+200, and HIMl+300 for axial
calculations. For radial calculations, if RJAC is greater than or equal to 222, the user must input
SLOC array.
For IGO<4, ISD must be 4 and there can be no more than 3 surfaces outside the cask and
SLOC(l) is set to RJAC or HIMI by SAS4.
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Monte Carlo input data (continued)

For IGO14, ISD can be any value s36. Each value in the array must correspond to a surface in the geometry
input by the user. If not input, the same four default surfaces are used.

Surface detector limits array
SDRa, ((ZRMIN(I), ZRMAX(Q),I=1,ISD), END0 - Begins with the keyword SDR and ends with the keyword

END. ZRMIN(I) is the lower limit of the surface detector I, and ZRMAX(I) is the upper limit of
the surface detector I. For radial calculations ZRMIN and ZRMAX are the lower and upper limits
in the axial direction. The user is reminded that ZRMIN must be Q0.0 with Z=0.0 being the cask
axial midplane. For axial calculations ZRMIN and ZRMAX are the limits in the radial direction.
The default values for ZRMIN are 0.0 for all surfaces. However, for ZRMAXs, the default values
are HFUE for the first surface, and HFUE+100 for the other three surfaces when IDR=O; and
RCAV for the first surface, and RCAV+100 for the other three surfaces when IDR>0 (See
Fig. S4.2.6). When ISD is greater than four, this array must be input. Users are advised to define
these limits to be slightly different from the actual geometric boundaries in order to avoid round-off
problems.

Number of segments (subdetectors) array
SDS', ((INTZR(I), INTAM(1),I=lISD), END0 - Begins with the keyword SDS and ends with the keyword

END. INTZ(1) is the number of equal-size subdetectors between ZRMIN(I) and ZRMAX(1) for
the surface detector I. INTAM(I) is the number of equal-size subdetectors in the azimuthal direction
for surface detector I. The value of INTZR can not be greater than 400, but the value of INTAM
has no upper limit. The user should exercise reasonable judgement in selecting the input values.
The default values for INTZRs and INTAMs are 1.

Source volume boundary array (enter only if IGO = 4)
SXYa MSM XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,ZMIN,ZMAX,RCAVFUERMAX,HMAX ENDa

Begins with the keyword SXY, ends with the keywords END, and has 11 entries in between. MSM
is the mixture number from which source particles start. XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN,
and ZMAX define the boundaries of the upper half of the source volume. Therefore, both ZMIN and
ZMAX must be positive, and ZMAX must be greater than ZMIN. ZMIN must equal to zero for
source starts from the active fuel (ISO = 0). The mixture number, combined with the source volume
boundaries, provide a procedure for random sampling of source particles starting coordinates in a
relatively complicated heterogeneous source geometry. Since source points sampled from the
specified volume must also be in mixture MSM to be valid source particles, the user must make sure
that mixture MSM does exist in the volume specified by the source volume boundary array and the
source location starting option ISO is consistent with the source volume boundaries. Otherwise, no
source particles will be generated to start the calculation and the calculation is aborted. RCAV is
the radius of the cask cavity and is used to determine the default radii of the axial surface detectors.
HFUE is the height of the active fuel measured from the cask midplane and is used to determine the
default heights of the radial surface detectors. RMAX is the radius of the outermost radial surface
of the cask

________________________________________________________
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Table S4.4.2 (continued)

Name or
keyword Definitions, comments, and examples

Monte Carlo input data (continued)

where the radial surface dose is desired. HMAX is the height of the outermost axial surface of the cask where
the axial surface dose is desired. For the SAS4 cask model shown in Fig. S4.4.2, RMAX = RJAC and HMAX
= HIML. See Sects. S4.2.2 and S4.2.4 for more details.
Axial source profile boundary array (enter only if ISO = 0 and IPF > 1)
BUBa, (BB(l),I=l,IPF), ENDS - Begins with the keyword BUB and ends with the keyword END.

BB(I) is the boundary for the axial source profile measured from the midplane of the cask. Therefore,
BB(l) must be zero and BB(IPF) must be equal to HFUE, the height of the active fuel measured from
the midplane. IPF is the number of entries and must be greater than one.

Axial source profile array (enter only if ISO = 0 and IPF > 1)
BUFa, (PP(I),I=l,IPF), END' - Begins with the keyword BUF and ends with the keyword END.

PP(I) is the source strength corresponding to boundary BB(I). Linear interpolation is assumed for
PP between the boundaries. In principle, PP(IPF) is zero for spent fuel, but SAS4 will run for any
reasonable axial source profile

________________________________________________________

GEND0 Termination card for Monte Carlo nongeometry input data, starting from column one
…_______________________________________________________

Plotting input for PARM=CHECK option (see Table S4.4.6).
PEND' Termination card for PICTURE input.

…_______________________________________-_______________

Monte Carlo geometry input
For IGO =0, 1, 2, or 3, input simplified geometry data (see Table S4.4.3).
For IGO = 4, input detailed MARS geometry. See Sect. S4.2.2 for the conditions that the cask must
satisfy, and Sect. M9.A for MARS input

_--____-________________________________________________

END' SAS4 module termination card. Must start from column one

aKeywords that must be part of the input data entry.
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Table S4.4.3 Simplified Monte Carlo geometry input

Geometry title card

A 60-character (or less) title for geometry

Fuel geometry cards
For IGO = 0: (one cylindrical fuel zone with radius FRD)

FUja HFUE HHWR END' - Begins with the keyword FUE and ends with the keyword END.
HFUE and HHWR are, respectively, the heights of the fuel zone and fuel hardware, measured
from the midplane of the cask geometry. The following conditions must be satisfied
1. HFUE < HHWR
2. HHWR < HINS, where HINS is the height of the fuel insert
3. If the insert is omitted, HHWR < (HCAV - 0.001), where HCAV is the height of the cavity

For IGO = 1: (two or three concentric cylindrical fuel zones)
FUl RIN(1) ROUT(1) HFUE HHWR END0

FU20 RIN(2) ROUT(2) HFUE HHWR END0

FUJ3 RIN(3) ROUT(3) HFUE HHWR END0

FUl, FU2, FU3, and END are keywords. HFUE and HHWR are as defined above. RIN(I) is the
inner radius of fuel zone L and ROUT(l) is the outer radius of fuel zone I. The FU3 card may be
omitted if there are only two concentric cylindrical fuel zones. The following conditions must be
satisfied
1. HFUE < HHWR, and HHWR < HINS
2. RIN(I) < ROUT(I) < RIN(I + 1)
3. ROUT(3) < RINS, where RINS is the radius of the insert
4. If the insert is omitted, ROUT(3) < (RCAV-0.001) and HHWR < (HCAV-0.001)
5. If the FU3 card is omitted when only two fuel zones are present, ROUT(2) < (RINS-0.002)
6. If both the FU3 card and insert are omitted, ROUT(2) < (RCAV-0.003) and HHWR <

(HCAV-0.001)
For IGO = 2 or 3: (separate representation of fuel assemblies, homogenized, or explicit fuel pins)

HET0 APCH HFUE HHWR END' - HET and END are keywords. APCH is the distance
between the centers of assemblies. The following conditions must be satisfied:

1. HFUE < HHWR, and HHWR < BDNS
2. If the insert is omitted, HHWR < (HCAV - 0.001)
3. APCH > XY, where XY is the outside dimension of a fuel assembly input by the user in

the fuel assembly card of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input. APCH must be less than 4
significant figures. Otherwise, geometry error may occur due to numerical roundoff

4. k*APCH < 2*R1NS, where k is a parameter depending on the number of assemblies
NASY input in the fuel assembly card of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input.
If the insert is omitted, k*APCH < 2*(RCAV - 0.001). The table below gives the value
of k as a function of NASY

NASY 1 2 3 4 7 10 18 24 52
k 1.42 2.24 2.59 2.83 3.61 4.25 5.66 6.33 8.95

________________________________________________________

Termination card for fuel geometry
FEND* Starts from column one
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Table S4.4.3 (continued)

Cask geometry cards (input one component per card in any order; see Fig. S4.4.1 for details).
Component Keyword Mixture Radius Height

Inner shell
Radial shield 1
Radial shield 2C
Radial shield 3'
Outer shell
Radial waterf
Water jacketc
Axial shield 1
Axial shield 2c
Axial shield 3C
Impact limiter'

Corner holec
Cavity
Insertc

RSla

RS2T
RS3a

WTWa
JACa
AS1'a
AS2T
ASYa

IMPa

HOLa
CAVa
INSa

MINN
MRS 1
MRS2
MRS3
MOUR
MWTR
MJAC
MAS1
MAS2
MAS3
MIMP

MHOL
MCAVe
MINSTC

RINN(<RRS 1)b
RRS 1(<RRS2)
RRS2(<RRS3)iRRS 1+.0O0l]d
RRS3(<ROUR)[RRS2+0.001]
ROUR(<RWTR)
RWTR(<RJAC)[ROUR+0.01]
RJAC[ROUR+0.02]
RASl(=RINN)
RAS2(=RINN)[RINN]
RAS3(=RINN)[RINN]
RIMP[ROUR+0.01]

HINN(<HAS1)
HRS 1(<HAS3)
HRS2(=HRS 1)[HRS 1]
HRS3(=HRS 1)IHRS 11
HOUR(>HAS3)
HWTR(<HJAC)[HJAC-O.0 11
HIAC(<HIM2)IHIM2-0.01]
HAS 1(<HAS2)
HAS2(<HAS3)[HAS 1+0.001]
HAS3(<HOUR)[HAS2+0.001I
HIM1(>HOUR)[HOUR+0.01]
HIM2(<HIM1) [HOUR-0.0l]

ENDa
ENDa
END a
ENDa
END a
END a
END a
ENDa
ENDa
ENDva

ENDa

ENDva

ENDa
ENva

RCAV(<RINN) HCAV(<HINN)
RINS(<RCAV)[RCAV-0.001] HINS(<HCAV)[HCAV-0.001I

___________________________________________________________

Termination card for cask geometry
CENDIa Starts from column one.

aKeywords that must be part of the data entry.
'The condition in the parentheses must be satisfied by the corresponding input value.
CAny one of these components can be omitted. The insert mixture MINS is set equal to MCAV if the

insert is omitted; the mixture numbers of all other omitted components are set to 1000.
dThe dimensions of the omitted components are given the values in the brackets.
'For the LATTICECELL option and IGO=1, the material of MINS must be identical to the materials of

mixture MBET. If the insert is omitted, the material of MCAV must satisfy this condition.
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Table S4.4.4 Mixture numbers of fuel and fuel hardware used in MORSE-SGC and adjoint XSDRNPM
for different IGO options and LATICECELL and INFHOMMEDIUM options

IGO Options

0 1 2 3 4

LATTICECELL
Fuel MXX2(MXX2)G MXX2P(MXX2) MXX2Q(MXX2) MFUEL(MXX2) (MXX2)b
Fuel hardware' MXX3(MXX3) MXX3P(MXX3) MXX3Q(MXX3) MHW(MXX3) (MXX3)b

INFHOMMEDIUM
Fuel MZ(1)(MZ(1)) MFUd(MZ(1)) -- -a (MZ(1))E
Fuel hardware' MHW(MZ(2)) MHW(MX(2)) -- -- (MX(2))'

aQuantities in parentheses are mixture numbers used in adjoint XSDRNPM.
bMORSE-SGC mixture numbers specified by the user in MARS input. Should use MFUEL for fuel and MHW for fuel

hardware.
'Fuel hardware exists in the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation only for the axial calculation with IDR>O.
dInput via the parameter card of the Monte Carlo input data.
'MORSE-SGC mixture numbers specified by the user in MARS input.



Table S4.4.5 Axial source profile for a typical PWR

Source profiles
Axial boundaries Top Bottom
(measured from

midplane) Neutron Gamma Neutron Gamma

0.0 1.554 1.117 1.554 1.117
11.43 1.537 1.114 1.571 1.120
22.86 1.521 1.111 1.588 1.123
34.29 1.504 1.108 1.605 1.126
45.72 1.486 1.104 1.622 1.129
57.15 1.464 1.100 1.636 1.131
68.58 1.438 1.095 1.648 1.133
80.01 1.401 1.088 1.657 1.135
91.44 1.350 1.078 1.654 1.134

102.87 1.277 1.063 1.625 1.129
114.30 1.165 1.039 1.554 1.117
125.73 0.998 0.9995 1.414 1.091
137.16 0.769 0.9365 1.172 1.041
148.59 0.492 0.8375 0.816 0.951
160.02 0.220 0.6850 0.402 0.797
171.45 0.046 0.4625 0.092 0.551
182.88 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 4.4.6 PICTURE input data for 'PARM=CHECK' option

Data uses keywords, and multiple values can appear on a line.

TTL = title in 18A4 format
TITLE(I),I=1,18

ICN = inam(18) ICNT {
rG = -[

IRG = inam,(17) IRG =j

72 characters to be printed as a title.

1 There is only one plot. Default.
0 After this picture, return to step 4

for another picture with the same geometry.
I Not available for SAS4 cases.

I
I

Display the region geometry.
Display the zone geometry.
Display the material geometry. Default.

IXS = inam(22) option to allow code to set the direction cosines for a plot.

Ixs{
= xy' plot x vs y; x-axis across screen or page; y-axis down
= xz' plot x vs z; x-axis across screen or page; z-axis down
= 'yz' plot y vs z; y-axis across screen or page; z-axis down

The corresponding direction cosines are set equal to 1.

Enter XO, YO, and ZO the X, Y, and Z coordinates in the combinatorial geometry of the upper left corner of
the picture. Data must be entered for all three coordinates unless all three values from the previous plot are
to be used.

XUL = fnam(1)

YUL = fnam(2)

ZUL = fnam(3)

Enter X1, Yl, and Z1 the X, Y, and Z coordinates in the combinatorial geometry of the lower-right corner of
the picture.

XLR = fnam(4)

YLR = fnam(5)

ZLR = fnam(6)

Note: These six coordinates partially describe the plane of the slice by defining two points in the plane and
designate the top, bottom, left and right sides of the picture. Default values are those from the
previous plot.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table 4.4.6 (continued)

If DXS is not specified, enter XU, YU, and ZU the direction numbers proportional to the direction cosines for
the U axis of the picture. The U axis points down the printed page in the direction the page moves through the
printer.

UAX = fnarn(7)

VAX = fnam(8)

WAX = fnam(9)

Enter XV, YV, and ZV the direction numbers for the V axis of the picture. The V axis points to the right
across the page.

UDN = fnam(10)

VDN = fnam(l 1)

WDN = fnam(12)

Note: These values complete the description of the plane of the slice by giving a line in the plane and also
specify the orientation of the picture on the output.

Enter DELU, DELV, NU, and NV the spacing and number of intervals.

DLX = fnam(13) DELU:
DLD = fnam(14) DELV:
NAX = inam(15) NU:
NDN = inam(16) NV:

Spacing (in GEOM units) of intervals along the U axis.
Spacing (in GEOM units) of intervals along the V axis.
Number of intervals to print along the U axis (overrides DELU).
Number of intervals to print along the V axis (overrides DELV).

For printer plots, NV, which is input as keyword NDN, is the number of characters across the page
(i.e., along the V axis); for a 132-character-per-line printer, NDN=130 is a good choice. NU, which is input
as keyword NAX, is the number of characters down the page (along the U axis). For screen plots, NV is the
number of pixels across the screen. The lower the value, the faster the program executes, but the smaller the
picture is. NV should be chosen based on the resolution of the monitor being used. NDN=640 will produce
a good picture in most cases.

Note: All four entries are not required as input; see Sect. M13.4 of the SCALE manual for an explanation.
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Table 4.4.6 (continued)

Enter SCR the method of plot display.

SCR= wrd The plot display method is specified by entering either YES or NO for wrd. The default
value is NO. SCR=NO utilizes the printer plot display method. SCR=YES utilizes the color
plot display method. If SCR is entered more than once for a plot, the last value entered is the
one that is used. Also, if more than one plot is being done in a run and SCR is not specified
for the second or subsequent plots, the value for the previous plot will be used.

NOTE: It is possible to mix printer plots and color plots in the same run; however, SCR
must be defined for each one (i.e., the default value will not be implemented except
for the first plot in the run).

Enter CLR if SCR=YES and colors other than the default are desired.

CLR= num(i) red(num(i)) green(num(i)) blue(num(i)) END COLOR
enter only if plots are to be made utilizing the color plot display method (SCR=YES).

After entering the keyword CLR=, 4 numbers are entered i times.
The first number, num(i), represents a media (mixture) number, region number, or zone
number. The next three numbers, whose values can range from 0 through 255, define the red,
green, and blue components of the color that will represent this num(i) in the plot. The
sequence num(i) red(num(i)) green(num(i)) blue(nur(i)) is repeated until the colors associated
with all of the media (mixture) numbers, region numbers, or zone numbers used in the
problem are defined. The smallest number that can be entered for num(i) is -1, representing
the internal void. A num(i) of 0 represents the external void, num(i) of 1 represents the
smallest numbered media, region or zone, num(i) of 2 represents the next larger numbered
media, region or zone used in the problem, etc. The color plot definition data is terminated
by entering the keywords END COLOR or END. A total of 256 default colors are provided
in Table M13.3. 1. Two of those colors represent void regions, num(-1) as gray for internal
voids (media 1000); and num(0) as black for external void (media 0). The remaining 254
colors represent the default values for mixtures, regions, or zones used in the problem.

If num is entered as -1 or 1000, the next three numbers define the color that will be used to
represent internal void regions of the plot. The default color for internal void is gray,
represented as 200 200 200. If nmn is entered as 0, the next three numbers define the color
that will represent external void regions in the plot. The default color for external void is
black, represented by 0 0 0.
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The PARM= feature in the module specification card is also used to set the maximum number of words
given to each functional module for execution. It overrides the default value of each functional module. A few
examples of this option are as follows:

1. PARM=SIZE=200000

2. PARM='SIZE=200000'

3. PARM=(SIZE=200000)

4. PARM ='AX,SIZE = 200000'

5. PARM = (AX,SIZE = 200000)

6. PARM=MO

7. PARM=(MO,SIZE=250000)

8. PARM=CHECK

Examples 1, 2, and 3 are equivalent and specify that SAS4 is executed from the beginning and that 200,000
words are allowed for each functional module. Examples 4 and 5 are equivalent; SAS4 will execute from
adjoint XSDRNPM and 200,000 words are allowed. Examples 6 and 7 are obvious. One important rule to
remember is that when both features are used, as in examples 4, 5, and 7, AX or MO must come before SIZE.
Finally, note that no blank space is allowed between the parentheses or between the quotation marks.

S4.4.2 FUEL LATTICE TYPES AND USAGE OF FUEL AND CASK MATERIALS

This section describes the details of using input materials under various options in SAS4. This section
supplements the description in Sect. S4.2.3.

The input materials of SAS4 are identified as fuel materials and cask materials. SAS4 allows two fuel
lattice types (GE--INFHOMNvDIUM or GE--LATTICECELL). For the INFHOMMEDIUM option, SAS4
does not homogenize nor mix the fuel materials. Hence, the usage of the fuel and cask materials in the
functional modules is straightforward. Because the mixture numbers and densities given to all the input
materials (fuel and cask materials) remain unchanged throughout the control module, the user can use the
mixtures in any manner in the adjoint XSDRNPM and the MORSE-SGC functional modules.

For the LAITICECELL option, SAS4 homogenizes the fuel materials based on the unit cell and the
fuel assembly geometries input by the user. The unit cell geometry is input in the material information data,
whereas the fuel assembly geometry is defined in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input data via the fuel assembly
card. In SAS4, a unit cell is composed of a fuel rod and a moderator. A fuel rod may have a clad on the
outside and the gap between the fuel and the clad is optional. The fuel assembly geometry used by the
LATTICECELL option is shown in Fig. S4.4.2. Axially, the fuel assembly is divided into three sections, a
middle active fuel section and two fuel hardware sections at both ends. Horizontally, the assembly has a square
cross section with outside dimension XY cm. There are NCEL cells along each side and a total of
NCEL*NCEL cells in the assembly. Vacant cells (cells without fuel rods) are allowed in this model, and the
number of vacant cells NVAC is input by the user.
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As shown in Fig. S4.4.2, for the active fuel section, there are a spacing and a fuel channel surrounding
the fuel lattice cells. The material of the spacing is identical to that of the vacant cells and is given a mixture
number MSPA. The fuel channel has a thickness of TCAN cm and is given a mixture number MCAN. For
assemblies without fuel channels, the user still must define a mixture MCAN with a thickness TCAN outside
the spacing. This fuel assembly model allows two material zones (spacing and fuel channel, as they are called
here) to be used surrounding the lattice. The material outside the fuel assemblies is given a mixture number
MBET. Although MBET is normally void (air) or water, the user can use it to represent any material that
separates the assemblies. If any of the materials MCAN, MSPA, and MBET are void, zeroes can be used for
their mixture numbers.

For the fuel hardware sections, there are fuel hardware rods and the material in between. The fuel
hardware rods have the same diameters as the fuel rods and represent such materials as cladding, plenum
spring, end fitting, expansion springs, etc. The mixture number of the fuel hardware (rods) is MHW and is
defined by the user in the parameter card of the adjoint discrete-ordinates input. The material between the
hardware rods is mixture MSPA, whereas the material outside the assemblies is mixture MBET. For IGO = 1,
MSPA must be identical to the material of the insert MINS or the material of the cavity MCAV if the insert
is omitted (see Table S4.4.3).

In summary, for the LAITICECELL option, the user must define the fuel materials based on the unit
cell geometry and the assembly geometry described herein. Specifically, the user must uniquely define (except
for zeroes) the following fuel material mixtures in the input: MFUEL, MMOD, MCLAD, MSPA, MCAN,
MHW, and MBET. Except for mixture zero, these mixtures must not be used in the cask geometry. Any other
mixtures defined in the material information data can be used in the cask geometry. Moreover, several cask
components (see Table S4.4.3) may use the same mixture. More description on the application of the materials
is presented in Sect. S4.2.3 and Table S4.4.2.
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S4.5 SAMPLE PROBLEMS

Presented in this section are eight sample problems, each of which is described in more detail in
subsequent sections. Input listings of each sample problem have been included. However, only a portion of
computer output of sample problem 1 is included in the Appendix. Note that the input and output for these
problems are for illustrative purposes only. The input and output may not exactly match that actually used
for testing and/or distributed with the SCALE system.

S4.5.1 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

This two-dimensional (2-D) dry cask problem is presented in Ref. 1. Radial neutron doses were calcu-
lated in this problem. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.1. The cask wall is composed of a
layer of depleted uranium sandwiched between steel inner and outer liners. The source is made up of seven
PWR fuel assemblies, but the source region is modeled as two concentric cylinders. The inner cylinder
represents one fuel assembly, and the outer cylinder represents six fuel assemblies. The fuel hardware at the
ends of the assemblies has been ignored. Each assembly has 17 x 17 unit cells of which 25 are vacant cells.
The pitch dimension between the cells is 1.26 cm. The diameter of each fuel pin is 0.83566 cm, and the
diameter of the clad is 0.94996 cm. There is no gap between the fuel and the clad. The outside dimension of
an assembly is 21.4493 cm. The height of the fuel is 365.76 cm (12 ft). Three point detectors are located
outside the cask: two radial detectors on the midplane of the cask 91.4 cm (3 ft) and 182.8 cm (6 ft) away from
the cask surface, and a corner detector is located 91.4 cm from the rim of the cask on a 45° plane.

The input for this problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.2. The 22N-18COUPLE neutron-gamma coupled
library was used, and LATTICECELL was employed for the fuel lattice type. Mixtures 1, 2, and 3 described
the unit celL Mixtures 4 and 5 were, respectively, steel and depleted uranium. The material information data
were followed by 5 lines of discrete-ordinates input data and 17 lines of Monte Carlo input data. Note that
mixtures 4 and 5, representing the materials outside the source region, were used in both the adjoint discrete-
ordinates calculation and the Monte Carlo calculation.

Portions of the computer output of MORSE-SGC and SAS4 have been included in the Appendix.
Comments and explanations have been added to help the user understand the results of the calculation. The
outputs of BONAMI, N1TAWL-Il, and XSDRNPM for cell-weighting have been omitted to limit the size of
this document.

Although only 10 batches of 100 histories per batch were processed in this problem, reasonable results
were obtained. However, for actual analyses, it is recommended that a minimum of 30 batches be executed
and the minimum size of each batch should be 500 histories for neutron problems and 2000 for gamma
problems.

The results given in the MORSE-SGC output indicate that reasonable fractional standard deviations
(FSDs) were obtained for the surface detectors and for the first two point detectors. The FSD for point 3
detector is too large and is not acceptable. Because the source normalization factor, SFA, was omitted in the
input, results of this calculation are per-neutron-per-second. To obtain dose rate per assembly, the user must
multiply the results by the source strength of each assembly, which is 2.614 x 108 neutrons/s (33 GWdJMTU
PWR spent fuel with 120-day cooling time).
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=sas4
sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end

Material 1 0.0 3.9877-2 end
informa zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
tion o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
input cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
data mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end

fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
d ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end

MO 4 0.0 1.100-4 end Neutron doses are calculated
4u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 enFd_-~~
u-238 5 0.0 4.770- dn

end comp
square fich i26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end

Adoin t ( Izm=5 ird=36.42 end
discrete 7 17 25 0 0 0 0.01 21.4493 end IDR not input,radial
ordinates 36.42 44.55 45.82 53.44 57.27 end calculation by
input 0 0 4 5 4 end default
data xend

tim=15.0 nst=100 nit=10 nod=3 igo=l ran=f2ae3ebfbleb end
soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11 1.457-10 6.099-10

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10 1.836-10 1.761-14
8z end

det 148.69 0.0 0.0 240.13 0.0 0.0
121.91 0.0 305.96 end

gend
Monte sample problem 1, 2 homogenized fuel zones 22enies ruied i
Carlo
input
data

ful 0.0 12.10 182.88 182.89 end
fu2 21.16 36.42 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav 0 44.55 228.60 end
inn 4 45.82 229.87 end
rsl 5 53.44 237.49 end
our 4 57.25 241.30 end
asl 5 45.82 237.49 end
cend
end

-

Figure S4.5.2 Input listing of sample problem 1
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S4.5.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

This sample problem calculates axial neutron doses of the depleted uranium cask used in sample
problem 1. The SAS4 input of this problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.3. As might be expected, the input of this
problem is very similar to that of problem 1. The differences between the two inputs are (1) the title cards were
changed to differentiate between the two cases, (2) the IDR parameter in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input
data had been set to one to indicate an axial calculation, (3) the zone boundary array and the zone mixture array
were modified for the axial calculation, and (4) the point detectors array in the Monte Carlo input data was
changed to axial locations. The first and second point detectors were on the cask centerline and were,
respectively, 91.44 cm and 182.88 cm from the top surface (or 332.74 and 424.18 cm from the origin of the
geometry). The third point detector was a corner detector identical to the third point detector of sample
problem 1.

The FSDs are quite good (less than 10%1) for detectors 1 to 6, but are not acceptable (26%) for detector
7. The calculated neutron dose rates for the two axial point detectors (detectors 5 and 6) are 8.92 and
2.76 mren/h per assembly. These dose rates are in agreement with the corrected results (9.05 and 2.85)
reported in Ref. 1. The corner detector of these two sample problems illustrates the interesting question of
selecting the direction of the transport calculation with the IDR parameter discussed in Sect. S4.2.4. It was
stated in that section that for point detectors lying within the axial projection of the cask, an axial calculation
should be made with IDR > 0. For detectors outside this projection, a radial calculation should be made. For
the corner detector in question, the radial calculation is preferable because next-event estimation to the detector
is treated correctly, whereas next-event estimation is made only from half of the cask in the axial calculation.

S4.5.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM 3

For this sample problem, the seven fuel assemblies in sample problem 1 were modeled explicitly using
the IGO = 3 option. Recall that for IGO = 3, the LATIICECELL option must be used. The fuel material was
no longer homogenized, and each fuel rod in the assemblies was modeled separately. Neutron dose rates at
radial locations identical to those of sample problem 1 were calculated. Input of this problem is shown in
Fig. S4.5.4. Except for the title cards, the IGO value, and the fuel geometry cards in the Monte Carlo input,
the input of this problem is identical to that of sample problem 1. Note that PARM = MO was used in the
module specification card to indicate execution of the MORSE-SGC functional module only. Cross-section
data on logical units 3 and 4 and adjoint angular fluxes on logical unit 12 from sample problem 1 had to be
saved and used in this calculation. Also, a source strength of SFA = 1.8298 x 109 neutrons/s was input so
that results of this case are expressed per total source strength.

The FSDs of the results are quite good (much less than 10%1o) for detectors 1 to 6, and not acceptable
(33%) for detector 7. The calculated neutron dose rates are comparable with those of sample problem 1,
indicating that, for this problem, radial neutron dose rates are not affected by the two fuel geometry models.

S4.5A SAMPLE PROBLEM 4

This sample problem illustrates a calculation with IGO = 4, which requires the user to input MARS
geometry. This cask is the same as the one used in the previous sample problems. Axial neutron doses were
calculated for the heterogeneous fuel identical to sample problem 3. In fact, the MARS geometry input to this
case was generated by the last sample problem. Execution of this problem started with the adjoint XSDRNPM
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=sas4
sample problem 2, axial neutron
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end
o 1 0.0 3.9877-2 end
zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end
fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end
mo 4 0.0 1.100-4 end
u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 end
u-238 5 0.0 4.770-2 end

doses of dry depleted uranium cask

end comp
squarepitch 1.26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end

;5ff<5ltv~lizm5 fr=3642 eIndicatesaxial calculation

182.88 228.60 229.87 237.49 241.30 end
7 8 4 5 4 end
xend
tim=50. nst=120 nit=90 nod=3 igo=1 ran=178e3ebfcb39 end
soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11 1.457-10 6.099-10

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10 1.836-10 1.761-14
8z end

det 2rO.0 332.74 2rO.0 424.18 * -~ialeors
121.91 0.0 305.96 end

gend
sample problem 2, 2 homogenized fuel zones
ful 0.0 12.10 182.88 182.89 end
fu2 21.16 36.42 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav 0
inn 4
rsl 5
our 4
asl 5
cend
end

44.55
45.82
53.44
57.25
45.82

228.60 end
229.87 end
237.49 end
241.30 end
237.49 end

Figure S4.5.3 Input listing of sample problem 2
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=sas4 parm=mo
sample problem 3, radial doses of heterogeneous fuel with 7 assemblies
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end
o 1 0.0 3.9877-2 end
zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end
fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end
mO 4 0.0 1.100-4 end
u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 end
u-238 5 0.0 4.770-2 end
end comp

squarepitch 1.26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end
ity=1 izm=S frd=36.42 end
7 17 25 3rO 0.01 21.4493 end
36.42 44.55 45.82 53.44 57.27 end
7 0 4 5 4 end
xend
tim=60.0 nst=100 nit=50 nod=3 igo=3 sfa=1.8298+9
ran=abcl23456789 end
soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10
8z end

det 148.69 0.0 0.0 240.13 0.0 0.0
121.91 0.0 305.96 end

1.457-10 6.099-10
1.836-10 1.761-14

gend
sample problem 3, heterogeneous fuel with 7 assemblies
het 24.65 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav 0 44.55 228.60 end
inn 4 45.82 229.87 end
rsl 5 53.44 237.49 end
our 4 57.25 241.30 end
asl 5 45.82 237.49 end
cend
end

Figure S4.5.4 Input listing of sample problem 3
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functional module, using the PARM=AX option in the module specification card. Again, cross-section data
in logical units 3 and 4 from previous problems were input to this problem. Actually, this problem could have
started with MORSE-SGC had the adjoint angular fluxes in logical unit 12 of sample problem 2 been saved
and input to this calculation. Aside from the IGO parameter and the source volume boundaries array, the input
of this problem is identical to that of sample problem 2, up to the geometry input data. Focusing on the source
volume boundaries array, we find that mixture 1 is the fuel material from which source particles originate, and
the source volume boundaries enclose only the top half of the source. It is imperative that the source volume
includes only the top half of the source, whether the source is the active fuel or the fuel hardware, and that the
source mixture MSM must be inside the source volume.

Although the geometry input in Fig. S4.5.5 is specifically for this problem, the fact that many features
in this geometry are generic to the SAS4 cask model deserves some discussion. In this geometry, there are
36 bodies (25 RCCs and 11 RPPs), 39 input zones, 5 universes (universes 1 to 4 and the absolute universe),
and 4 arrays. The first 20 bodies are used to construct input zones 1 to 18 (zones designated as INN to CAV),
which make up the cask body. Hence, this portion of geometry data is generic for the SAS4 cask model. The
rest of the bodies and input zones are used to describe the fuel geometry.

To discuss modeling of the heterogeneous fuel geometry, we must refer to the fuel assembly model
shown in Fig. S4.2.3. Recall that each unit cell in the fuel lattice consists of three sections, an active fuel
section and two hardware sections at both ends. In MARS geometry input, the active fuel section of the unit
cell is designated as universe 1 and the top and bottom hardware sections are designated as universes 2 and 3,
respectively. Hence, the fuel lattice is an array composed of universe 3 at the bottom, universe 1 at the middle,
and universe 2 on the top. Thus, for this problem, the fuel lattice is designated as array 1 having 17 x 17 x 3
elements of universes 1, 2, and 3. Note that body 29 is the outside boundary (array reference body) of array 1.
Outside of array 1 there are a spacing and a fuel channel to make up a fuel assembly. An assembly and the
material between assemblies constitute a fuel unit having lateral dimensions of APCH cm, as shown in
Fig. S4.2.3. In the MARS geometry model, the fuel unit is designated as universe 4 in the geometry input.
Finally, universe 4 is nested inside arrays 2, 3, and 4 to form the packing arrangement of seven fuel units shown
in Fig. S4.2.4. For this packing arrangement, arrays 2 and 4 have 2 x 1 x 1 elements of universe 4; and array 3
has 3 x 1 x 1 elements of universe 4.

Similarly, other packing arrangements in Fig. S4.2.4 were constructed by nesting universe 4 in other
array patterns. For example, for the fuel geometry having 52 fuel units, there are six arrays of which arrays
2 to 6 are filled with universe 4. The size of arrays 2 and 6 is 4 x 1 x 1, and the size of arrays 3 and 5 is
6x I x 1. Finally,array4is8x4x 1.

The FSDs of the results are less than 10% for detectors 1 to 6 and are 42% for detector 7. The
calculated dose rates are slightly lower than those of sample problem 2.

S4.5.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM 5

This sample problem demonstrates a calculation using the INFHOMMEDIUM option. Radial neutron
doses for the problem identical to sample problem 1 were calculated. Input of this problem is listed in
Fig. S4.5.6. Note that mixture 1 is the fuel material used in the Monte Carlo calculation, but mixture 5, having
lower atom densities, is the material of the fuel zone in the adjoint XSDRNPM calculation. The fuel assembly
card in the adjoint discrete-ordinates input must be omitted for the lNFHOMMEDIUM option. The fuel
material mixture MFU = 1 was needed in the parameter card of the Monte Carlo input because of the
INFHOMMEDIUM option in which IGO = 1.
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I - LL

=sas4 parm=ax
sample problem 4, axial doses of
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end
o 1 0.0 3.9877-2 end
zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end
fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end
mo 4 0.0 1.100-4 end
u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 end
u-238 5 0.0 4.770-2 end

7 heter. assemb., user input geometry

end comp
squarepitch 1.26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end
ity=1 izm=5 frd=36.42 idr=1 end
7 17 25 3rO 0.01 21.4493 end
182.88 228.60 229.87 237.49 241.30 end
14 15 4 5 4 end
xend
tim=65.0 nst=100 nit=50 sfa=1.8298+9 nod=3 igo=4 ran=f2ae3ebfbleb end
soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11 1.457-10 6.099-10

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10 1.836-10 1.761-14
8z end

det 2z 332.74 2z 424.18 121.91 0. 305.96 end
sxy 1 -37.05 37.05 -37.05 37.05 0.0 182.88 44.55 182.88

57.27 241.31 end
gend
sample problem 4, heterogeneous fuel with 7 assemblies

rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rcc
rec
rcc
rcc

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0. 00

1 20
0.00 -2.29870e+02
0.00 -2.37490e+02
0.00 -2.37490e+02
0.00 -2.37490e+02
0.00 -2.41300e+02
0.00 -2.41270e+02
0.00 -2.41280e+02
0.00 -2.37490e+02
0.00 -2.37491e+02
0.00 -2.37492e+02
0.00 -2.41310e+02
0.00 -2.41290e+02
0.00 -2.37492e+02
0.00 -3.41310e+02
0.00 -4.41310e+02
0.00 -5.41310e+02
0.00 -2.24131e+03
0.00 -2.34131e+03
0.00 -2.28600e+02
0.00 -2.28599e+02
0.00 -1.82880e+02
0.00 -1.82880e+02
0.00 -1.82880e+02
0.00 0.OOOOOe+00
0.00 -1.82890e+02

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0 .00
0 .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4.59740e+02
4.74980e+02
4.74980e+02
4.74980e+02
4.82600e+02
4.82540e+02
4.82560e+02
4.74980e+02
4.74982e+02
4.74984e+02
4.82620e+02
4.82580e+02
4.74984e+02
6.82620e+02
8.82620e+02
1.08262e+03
4.48262e+03
4.68262e+03
4.57200e+02
4.57198e+02
3.65760e+02
3.65760e+02
3.65760e+02
1.82890e+02
1.82890e+02

4.58200e+01
5.34400e+01
5.34410e+01
5.34420e+01
5.72500e+01
5.72600e+01
5.72700e+01
4.58200e+01
4.58200e+01
4.58200e+01
5.72600e+01
5.72600e+01
5.34420e+01
1.57270e+02
2.57270e+02
3.57270e+02
2.05727e+03
2.15727e+03
4..45500e+01
4.45490e+01
3.99349e-01
4.26660e-01
4.53971e-01
4.53971e-01
4.53971e-01

1I

Figure S4.5.5 Input listing of sample problem 4
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rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

rpp

end
inn
rsl
rs2
rs3
our
wtr
jac
asl
as2
as3
imp
hol
de2 c
de3
de4
inv
exv
cav
ins
fue
gap
cla
fcl
uvI
hr2
hc2
uv2
hr3
hc3
uv3
arl
spa
can
unt
uv4

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

11
1:
1:

or
1'
1*

11
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
3
3
1

-6.3000e-01 6.3000e-01 -6.301
1.8288e+02

-6.3000e-01 6.3000e-01 -6.301
1.8289e+02
-6.3000e-01 6.3000e-01 -6.30'
-1.8288e+02
-1.0710e+01 1.0710e+O1 -1.07:
1.8289e+02
-1.0715e+01 1.0715e+01 -1.07:
1.8289e+02
-1.0725e+01 1.0725e+01 -1.07:
1.8289e+02

-1.2325e+01 1.2325e+Ol -1.23:
1.8289e+02
-2.4650e+01 2.4650e+Ol -3.69'
1.8289e+02
-3.6975e+O1 3.6975e+01 -1.23
1.8289e+02
-2.4650e+01 2.4650e+01 1.23
1.8289e+02

L -19
2 -10
3 -2
1 -3
5 -13
5 -5
7 -6 -5
8 -1
9 -8
O -9
1 -5 -12
3 -4 -10

14 -5 -7 -11 or 12
5 -14
6 -15
7 -16
8 -17
9 -20
0 -33 -34 -35
1
2 -21
3 -22
6 -23
8 -26 <
4 -23
7 -24
8 -27
5 -23
8 -25
8 -28 _

0 -29
1 -30
2 -31
8 -32 <

2Oe-01

DOe-Ol

)Oe-01

lOe+Ol

15e+Ol

25e+Ol

25e+01

75e+Ol

25e+Ol

25e+Ol

6.3000e-01

6.30OOe-01

6.3000e-01

1.0710e+01

1.0715e+Ol

1.0725e+Ol

1.2325e+Ol

-1.2325e+01

1.2325e+01

3.6975e+01

-1.8288e+02

1.8288e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

-1.8289e+02

Zones 1-18 describe the
cask body. This portion is
generic for the SAS4 cask
mode.

-5 -7

Universe 1

Universe 2

Universe 3

Universe 4

Figure S4.5.5 (continued)
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- I ' 'I

ar2 33 Array 2
ar3 34 < Array 3
ar4 35 < Array4

end
12rl 2 1 2 23rl 4 Region specification for each zone
19*0 5*1 3*2 3*3 5*4 3 rO- Universe speficadon for each zone

4 5 1000 1000 4 1000 1000 5 1000 1000 1000 1000 4*1000
0 1000 1000 1 2 2 1000 -1000 1000 1000 Medium number

-1000 1000 1000 -1000 -1 1000 1000 1000 Jeach zone
-2nnn 28 9*4 282 l4 3
289*3 289*1 289*2 7*4

4rO
end

Al
(17 x 17 x 3)

Aray2
(2x Ix 1)

y 3
(3x 1x 1)

414

Array 4
(2x lxi)

Figure S4.5.5 (continued)
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S4.5.6 SAMPLE PROBLEM 6

This sample problem uses the 1PF = 1 option to input the top axial gamma profile provided by SAS4
to calculate axial primary gamma-ray doses of the depleted uranium cask. Input of this problem is shown in
Fig S4.5.7. It is very similar to the input of sample problem 2 except for the following items: (1) in the Monte
Carlo parameter card, IPF = 1 is input to invoke the top axial profile provided by the code; (2) LTY = 2 in the
adjoint discrete-ordinates parameter card to indicate gamma responses to be calculated; (3) in the Monte Carlo
parameter card, NST = 600 instead of 100 for neutron calculations, and SFA = 6.3693 + 17 for gamma source
strength; and (4) the source spectrum array has 40 entries instead of just 22 entries for neutron responses. Note
that the lTY = 2 input can be omitted because the default value of ITY is 2. Finally, for gamma responses, a
batch size of NST = 400 or larger is recommended, whereas NST = 100 is normally sufficient for neutron
responses.

S4.5.7 SAMPLE PROBLEM 7

This problem computes axial total gamma-ray responses of a large steel cask containing
11.5-GWdIMTU PWR spent fuel that has been cooled for slightly more than 13 years. The geometry of this
problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.8. The cask cavity has a radius of 91.1 cm and a height of 436.58 cm, and the
cask wall is a solid steel shell of 23.5 cm thick on the side and 22.09 cm thick on both ends. The outside
dimensions of the cask are 114.6 cm in radius and 480.76 cm in height. On both ends of the cask are impact
limiters. The source region is a cylinder with an active fuel zone at the middle and fuel hardware zones on both
ends. The height of the active fuel is 365.76 cm, and the height of the fuel hardware zones is 35.4 cm. The
radius of the source region is 72.96 cm. Only the gamma-ray dose from the active fuel zone is evaluated in this
problem.

The input for this problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.9. This problem used the 27N-18COUPLE cross-
section library with INFHOMMEDIUM option for the fuel lattice type. Six material mixtures were input in
the material information input data. Mixture 1 is the spent fuel. Mixture 2 is a borated steel, but is not used
in the problem. Mixture 3 is the cask wall material, and mixture 4 is the impact limiter material. Mixture 5 is
the fuel hardware material, and mixture 6 is void to represent the cavity. The default value of the source
geometry option was used, because IGO was not input in the Monte Carlo parameter card. For the SOE array,
both neutron and gamma-ray spectra were input because total gamma-ray doses were desired. Four point
detectors were located on the z-axis and were, respectively, 10, 100, 200, and 300 cm above the top impact
limiter.

S45.8 SAMPLE PROBLEM 8

This sample problem calculates axial gamma-ray doses resulting from the 'Co gamma source in the
fuel hardware for the cask described in sample problem 7. Input of this problem is shown in Fig. S4.5.10.
Note that execution starts from the MORSE-SGC functional module using the PARM=MO option in the first
card. ISO in the parameter card of Monte Carlo input was set to I to indicate source would be starting from
the fuel hardware. The source normalization factor SFA was not input for this problem. In the source spectrum
array SOE, only group 37 has a nonzero value, which indicates that the source is gamma rays of energies
between 1.00 and 1.33 MeV. Finally, cross-section data on logical unit 4 and angular fluxes on logical unit 12
from the last sample problem must be saved and used in this problem.
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L
=sas4
sample problem 5, runs sample problem . with infhommedium option
22n-18couple infhommedium
u-235 1 0.0 5.2672-5 end
u-238 1 0.0 6.1692-3 end
pu-239 1 0.0 3.2759-5 end Fuel material mixture used in
pu-240 1 0.0 1.4960-5 end Monte Carlo calculation
o 1 0.0 1.2550-2 end
zr 1 0.0 1.7799-3 end
cr
mn
fe
ni
mo
u-235
u-238
0
u-235
u-238
pu-239
pu-240

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.662-2
1.200-3
5.775-2
7.520-3
1.100-4
1.070-4
4.770-2
1.00-9

end
end
end
end
end

end
end
end

5 0. 4.07074-5 end
5 0. 4.76784-3 end
5 0. 2.53180-5 end
5 0. 1.15618-5 end

Material of fuel zone
in adjoint discrete

Ir~n;te o_1 --1_7;o i0 S U. 9.b9937-3 end I U
zr 5 0. 1.37556-3 end For Il

end comp with
ity=l izm=5 mhw=4 frd=36.42 end mixtu
36.42 44.55 45.82 53.44 57.27 end must
5 4 2 3 2 end
xend
tim=20._ nst=100 nit=10 nod=3 igo=lran=f2ae3ebfbleb

fL 40 -sfa=l.8298+9 end
soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11 1.457-10 6.099-10

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10 1.836-10 1.761-14
8z end

det 148.69 0.0 0.0 240.13 0.0 0.0
121.91 0.0 305.96 end

NFHHOMMEDIUM
IGO=1, the fuel
re number MFU
be input I

gend
2 homogenized fuel zones
ful 0.0 12.10 182.88 182.89 end
fu2 21.16 36.42 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav@44.55 228.60 end Could have used zero instead ;

inn 2 45.82 229.87 end
rsl 3 53.44 237.49 end
our 2 57.25 241.30 end
asl 3 45.82 237.49 end
cend
end

Figure S4.5.6 Input listing of sample problem 5
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=sas4
sample problem 6, axial gamma doses of dry depleted uranium cask
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end
o 1 0.0 3.9877-2 end
zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end
fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end
mo 4 0.0 1.100-4 end
u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 end Gamma doses are calculated
u-238 5 0.0 4.770-2 end

end comp __, ~ ~
squarepitc 1.26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end
idr=l it = izm=5 frd=36.42 end Neutron source spectrum is zero.
7 17 25 3rO 0.01 21.4493 end Only primary gamma doses are
182.88 228.60 229.87 237.49 241.30 end calculated.
2rO 4 5 4 end
xend
tim5.0t=900 nit=90 nod=3 sfa=6.3693+17 igo=1 ipf=l end
soe F22z 1.108-12 7.217-12 4.421-11 4.181-11 2.604-6 3.893-5
1.506-3 8.461-4 3.708-3 6.424-3 1.643-1 1.328-1 8.194-2
1.193-2 2.266-2 6.945-2 8.459-2 4.198-1 end

det 2rO.0 332.74 2rO.0 424.18
121.91 0.0 305.96 end

gend
sample problem 6, 2 homogenized fuel zones
ful 0.0 12.10 182.88 182.89 end
fu2 21.16 36.42 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav 0 44.55 228.60 end
inn 4 45.82 229.87 end
rsl 5 53.44 237.49 end
our 4 57.25 241.30 end
asl 5 45.82 237.49 end
cend
end

Figure S4.5.7 Input listing of sample problem 6
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1 11

ORNL-DWG 86-42627
Z

306.38

240.38

248.29

482.88

CT LIMITER

.gHRDWARE :;2,0, <//

CEX

I 207.36
465.40

R
R b

0 72.96 94.40 444.60
CASK

MIDPLANE

Figure S4.5.8 Upper half of steel cask of sample problem 7
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=sas4
sample problem
27n-18couple
u-238 1 0
u-235 1 0
o 1 0
zr 1 0
fe 2 0
cr 2 0
ni 2 0
b-10 2 0
fe 3 0
cr 3 0
mn 3 0
ni 3 0
si 3 0
c 4 0
h 4 0
o 4 0
cr 5 0
mn 5 0
fe 5 0
ni 5 0
zr 5 0

7, axial total gamma ray doses of a large steel cask
infhommedium
6.104-3 end
2.229-4 end
1.265-2 end
3.577-3 end
5.804-2 end
1.658-2 end
1.064-2 end
1.484-3 end
8.211-2 end
1.822-4 end
1.035-3 end
1.130-3 end
3.373-4 end
6.274-3 end
9.035-3 end
4.141-3 end
1.988-3 end
1.980-4 end
6.720-3 end
8.339-4 end
1.307-3 end

end comp
idr=l ity=2 izm=4 irf=9504 mhw=5 frd=72.96 end
182.88 218.28 240.38 306.38 end
1 5 3 4 end
xend
tim=60.0 nst=1200 nmt=2000 nit=60 nod=4 sfa=2.6408+16 end
soe 1.204+4 2.068+5 3.468+5 1.376+5 1.449+5 1.345+5 2.600+4 20z

4.1669+2 1.9727+3 1.0131+4 2.5454+4 8.1924+6 6.7708+7 2.3506+9
2.1830+10 1.9167+12 9.7254+12 4.7619+12 3.1923+14 1.0531+13
8.2641+12 1.1979+13 3.9054+13 5.7276+13 1.9742+14 end

det 2rO.0 316.98 2rO.0 406.98 2rO.0 506.98 2rO.0 606.98 end
gend
large steel cask with one source region
fue 182.88 218.28 end
fend
cav 0 91.1 218.29 end
inn 3 93.0 220.0 end
rsl 3 110. 233.0 end
asl 3 93.0 233.0 end
our 3 114.6 240.38 end
imp 4 165.4 306.38 207.36 end
cend
end
#shell
cp ftO4fOO1 $RTNDIR/sas4g.ftO4fOOl
cp ftl2fOOl $RTNDIR/sas4g.ftl2fOO1
end

Figure.S4.5.9 Input listing of sample problem 7
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#shell
ln -fs $RTNDIR/sas4g.ftO4fOO1 ftO4fOOl
ln -fs $RTNDIR/sas4g.ftl2fOOl ftl2fOOl
end
=sas4 parm=mo
sample problem 8, axial gamma doses due to source in hardware
27n-18couple infhommedium
u-238 1 0 6.104-3 end
u-235 1 0 2.229-4 end
o 1 0 1.265-2 end
zr 1 0 3.577-3 end
fe 2 0 5.804-2 end
cr 2 0 1.658-2 end
ni 2 0 1.064-2 end
b-10 2 0 1.484-3 end
fe 3 0 8.211-2 end
cr 3 0 1.822-4 end
mn 3 0 1.035-3 end
ni 3 0 1.130-3 end
si 3 0 3.373-4 end
c 4 0 6.274-3 end
h 4 0 9.035-3 end
o 4 0 4.141-3 end
cr 5 0 1.988-3 end
mn 5 0 1.980-4 end
fe 5 0 6.720-3 end
ni 5 0 8.339-4 end
zr 5 0 1.307-3 end

end comp
idr=l ity=2 izm=4 irf=9504 mhw=5 frd=72.96 end
182.88 218.28 240.38 306.38 end
xend

1 5 3 4 end
fuel hardware

tim=60.0 nst=1200 nmt=2000 nit=60 nod=4 i end
soe 36z 1.0 8z end
det 2rO.0 316.98 2rO.0 406.98 2rO.0 506.98 2rO.0 606.98 end
gend
large steel cask with one source region
fue 182.88 218.28 end
fend
cav 0 91.1 218.29 end
inn 3 93.0 220.0 end
rsl 3 110. 233.0 end
asl 3 93.0 233.0 end
our 3 114.6 240.38 end
imp 4 165.4 306.38 207.36 end
cend
end

I

Figure S4.5.10 Input listing of sample problem 8
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S4.5.9 SAMPLE PROBLEM 9

This sample problem illustrates the use of the enhanced surface detector option. Radial neutron doses
were calculated using the full MARS geometry input option, IGO=4, along with ISD=6, which indicated six
surface detectors input through the SDL, SDR, and SDS arrays. The surface detectors are radially located at
108.85, 118.21, 157.48, 357.48, 518.21, and 120.00 cm, respectively; the locations were input through the
SDL array. Note that the first surface has the smallest radius as required, but the rest of the locations can be
in any order. The reason for the requirement on the first surface having the lowest value is to improve the
calculational efficiency by not having to search surfaces inside the first surface detector. The extent of each
surface detector and the spatial and angular segmentation were specified in the SDR and SDS arrays. The
axial limits are between 200.0 and 250.0 cm for the first surface, 0.0 to 198.0 cm for the second surface, 0.0
to 300.0 for the third, fourth, and fifth surfaces, and 0.0 to 250.0 for the sixth surface. The first surface was
divided into 5 axial segments, the second surface 20 segments, the third to fifth surface 30 segments, and the
sixth surface 25 segments. Azimuthally, all axial segments were divided into 36 angular subsegments. Note
that 80 batches, each with 4000 particles, were processed in this problem. The CPU time for this problem was
86 minutes on IBM RS/6000 Model 580 computer.

Input is shown in Fig. S4.5. 11. A partial listing of the surface detector output file SAS4I.DETOUT
is presented in Appendix B. The units of the dose rates are in rem/h; the fractional standard deviation (FSD)
and the number of hits are also given for each detector segment. The location, extent, number of spatial and
angular segments, and average dose rate for each surface detector are presented in the first table, followed by
the results for each of the spatial segments for each surface detector. Then, the azimuthal dose rates for each
spatial segment of each surface detector are given. Two graphs are also included in Appendix B. Fig. S4.B. 1
shows axial dose rate for surface number 3. Fig. S4.B.2 is the azimuthal dose rate for surface 1, segment 5.
Generally, the results of this calculation are quite good for the surfaces and the spatial segments. However,
for the azimuthal segments, the FSDs are too high and a longer running time is needed to obtain lower
uncertainties.
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=sas4 parm=size=900000
sas4i surface detectors test case neutron doses
27n-18couple infhommedium
uo2 1 0.19489 585 92235 4.0 92238 95.951 92234 0.036 92236 0.013 end
al 1 0.0445 585 end
b4c 1 0.0054 585 end
ss304 1 0.0436 585 end
zircalloy 1 0.0756 585 end
inconel 1 0.0026 585 end
he 1 den=2.441e-4 0.6324 585 end
al 2 0.0186 end
zircalloy 2 0.0656 end
ss304 2 0.0404 end
b4c 2 0.0054 end
inconel 2 0.0401 end
al 3 0.0094 end
ss304 3 0.211 end
b4c 3 0.0027 end
al 4 1.0 293.0 end
ss304 5 1.0 293.0 end
pb 6 1.0 293.0 end
b-10 7 0.0 8.553-5 end
b-11 7 0.0 3.422-4 end
al 7 0.0 7.763-3 end
h 7 0.0 5.854-2 end Six surface detectors
o 7 0.0 2.609-2 end
c 7 0.0 2.264-2 end
n 7 0.0 1.394-3 end
ss304 8 0.4075 end/ Ful MARS
ss304 9 0.0139 end geometry input
end comp
ity=1 izm=7 frd=72.637 end ---
72.637 83.95 87.95 98.35 105.35 117.61 118.21 end
1 8 5.6 5 7 5 end Point detector

m=2000. nst=4000 nit=80 iso= O ran=392b3c4d5e33 array
sfa=3.595+9 nmt=8000 end commented
soe 3.155e+06 3.594e+07 3.991e+07 2.242e+07 3.030e+07 3.302e+07 / out

6.464e+06 20rO.O end
'det 0.0 120.0 0.0 0.0 357.48 0.0 0.0 110.0 220.0 0.0 357.48 220.0
1 0.0 120.0 201.0 110.0 0.0 216.4 157.48 0.0 216.4 end
sxy 1 -72.637 72.637 -72.637 72.637 0.0 170.0 83.95 Lcatio of

170.0 118.21 253.4 end si nsurface
sdl 108.85 118.21 157.48 357.48 518.21 120.0 endde Kxs
sdr 200. 250. 0. 198. 0. 300. 0. 300. 0. 300. 0. 250. end detec
sds 5 36 20 36 30 36 30 36 30 36 25 36 en
gend
storage cask for surface detectors test case

0 0 1 0
rcc 1 0.0 0.0 -170.0 0.0 0.0 340.0 72.637 Limits of six
rcc 2 0.0 0.0 -191.0 0.0 0.0 382.0 72.637 surface
rcc 3 0.0 0.0 -210.8 0.0 0.0 421.6 72.637 detectors
rcc 4 0.0 0.0 -5.55 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 5 0.0 0.0 4.05 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 6 0.0 0.0 -12.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 7 0.0 0.0 10.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 8 0.0 0.0 -18.75 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51 Number of segments for each
rcc 9 0.0 0.0 17.25 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51 surface detector
rcc 10 0.0 0.0 -25.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 11 0.0 0.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78

Figure S4.5.11 Input listing of sample problem 9
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rcc 12 0.0 0.0 -31.95 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 13 0.0 0.0 30.45 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 14 0.0 0.0 -38.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 15 0.0 0.0 37.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 16 0.0 0.0 -45.15 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 17 0.0 0.0 43.65 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 18 0.0 0.0 -51.6 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 19 0.0 0.0 50.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 20 0.0 0.0 -58.35 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 21 0.0 0.0 56.85 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 22 0.0 0.0 -64.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 23 0.0 0.0 63.6 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rec 24 0.0 0.0 -71.55 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 25 0.0 0.0 70.05 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 26 0.0 0.0 -78.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rec 27 0.0 0.0 -76.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 28 0.0 0.0 -84.75 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 29 0.0 0.0 83.25 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rec 30 0.0 0.0 -91.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 31 0.0 0.0 90.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 32 0.0 0.0 -97.95 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 33 0.0 0.0 96.45 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 34 0.0 0.0 -104.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 35 0.0 0.0 103.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rec 36 0.0 0.0 -111.15 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 37 0.0 0.0 109.65 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 38 0.0 0.0 -117.6 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 39 0.0 0.0 116.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 40 0.0 0.0 -124.35 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 41 0.0 0.0 122.85 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 42 0.0 0.0 -130.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 43 0.0 0.0 129.6 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 44 0.0 0.0 -137.55 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 45 0.0 0.0 136.05 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 46 0.0 0.0 -144.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 47 0.0 0.0 142.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 48 0.0 0.0 -150.75 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 49 0.0 0.0 149.25 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 50 0.0 0.0 -157.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 51 0.0 0.0 156.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 52 0.0 0.0 -163.95 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 53 0.0 0.0 162.45 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 54 0.0 0.0 -170.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 55 0.0 0.0 169.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 56 0.0 0.0 -183.6 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 57 0.0 0.0 182.4 0.0 0.0 1.5 83.51
rcc 58 0.0 0.0 -196.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 59 0.0 0.0 195.6 0.0 0.0 1.2 83.78
rcc 60 0.0 0.0 -218.7 0.0 0.0 437.4 83.95
rcc 61 0.0 0.0 -146.9 0.0 0.0 293.8 87.95
rcc 62 0.0 0.0 -146.9 0.0 0.0 293.8 98.35
rcc 63 0.0 0.0 -208.5 0.0 0.0 417.0 89.25
rcc 64 0.0 0.0 -208.5 0.0 0.0 417.0 98.35
rcc 65 0.0 0.0 -186.4 0.0 0.0 372.8 105.35
rcc 66 0.0 0.0 -186.4 0.0 0.0 372.8 117.61
rcc 67 0.0 0.0 -253.4 0.0 0.0 506.8 108.85
rcc 68 0.0 0.0 -197.8 0.0 0.0 395.6 117.61
rcc 69 0.0 0.0 -198.4 0.0 0.0 396.8 118.21
rcc 70 0.0 0.0 -353.4 0.0 0.0 706.8 120.00
rcc 71 0.0 0.0 -453.4 0.0 0.0 906.8 157.48
rcc 72 0.0 0.0 -553.4 0.0 0.0 1106.8 357.48

Figure S4.5.11 (continued)
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s29
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end
76rl
82rO
1 2 3
4 4 5
5 6 S0

+32 -3
+33 -3
+34 -3
+35 -3
+36 -3
+37 -3
+38 -3
+39 -3
+40 -3
+41 -3
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+51 -3
+52 -3
+53 -3
+54 -3
+55 -3
+56 -3
+57 -3
+58 -3
+59 -3
+89 -3
+90 -3
+61 -60
+62 -61
or +63 -62 -60 -76 or +75 -60 or
or +64 -63 -62 or +76 -75 -79 -62
+65 -64
+66 -65
or +67 -66 -64 -60 -68 -84 -83 -87
+68 -77 -80 -66
+69 -68 -67
or +81 or +82
or +83 or +84 -81 -82
or +85 or +86
or +87 or +88 -85 -86
+70 -69 -67 -83 -87
+71 -70
+72 -71
+73 -72
+74 -73
92 -74

2 1 2 1 2 1

+-79 -60

-88 or +77 -64 or +80 -64

I
I

1000 9 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5
5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
6 5 7 5 7 5 1000 5 1000 5 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 0

end
#shell
cp detout $RTNDIR/sas4i.detout
end

Figure S4.5.11 (continued)
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( (

primary module access and input record ( scale driver - 96/03/13 - 10:32:44

module sas4 will be called
sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask
22n-18couple latticecell
u-235 1 0.0 1.6736-4 end
u-238 1 0.0 1.9602-2 end
pu-239 1 0.0 1.0409-4 end
pu-240 1 0.0 4.7534-5 end
o 1 0.0 3,9877-2 end
zr 2 0.0 1.9350-2 end
o 3 0.0 1.000-9 end
cr 4 0.0 1.662-2 end
mn 4 0.0 1.200-3 end
fe 4 0.0 5.775-2 end
ni 4 0.0 7.520-3 end
mo 4 0.0 1.100-4 end
u-235 5 0.0 1.070-4 end
u-238 5 0.0 4.770-2 end

end comp
squarepitch 1.26 0.83566 1 3 0.94996 2 end

ity=l izm=5 frd=36.42 end
7 17 25 0 0 0 0.01 21.4493 end
36.42 44.55 45.82 53.44 57.27 end
0 0 4 5 4 end
xend
tim=15.0 nst=100 nit-10 nod=3 igosl ran=f2ae3ebfbleb end

soe 2.474-13 2.096-12 5.766-12 2.899-11 7.228-11 1.457-10 6.099-10

4.542-10 9.070-11 3.824-10 4.990-10 3.982-10 1.836-10 1.761-14

8z end
det 148.69 0.0 0.0 240.13 0.0 0.0

121.91 0.0 305.96 end
gend
sample problem 1, 2 homogenized fuel zones
ful 0.0 12.10 182.88 182.89 end
fu2 21.16 36.42 182.88 182.89 end
fend
cav 0 44.55 228.60 end
inn 4 45.82 229.87 end
rsl 5 53.44 237.49 end
our 4 57.25 241.30 end
asl 5 45.82 237.49 end
cend

secondary module oOoO08 has been called.

module oOoO08 is finished. completion code 0. cpu time used 0.00 (seconds)

secondary module oOoO02 has been called.

module oOoO02 is finished. completion code 0. cpu time used 0.00 (seconds)

secondary module oOoOOl has been called.

module o0o001 is finished. completion code 0. cpu time used 0.00 (seconds)

secondary module o0o001 has been called.
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module oOoOOl is finished. completion code

secondary module oOolO6 has been called.

module o0o106 is finished. completion code

module sas4 is finished. completion code
module shell will be called
cp ftO3fOOl SRTNDIR/sas4a.ftO3fOOl
cp ftO4fOOl $RTNDIR/sas4a.ftO4fOOl
cp ftl2fOOl $RTNDIR/sas4a.ftl2f00l

module shell is finished. completion code

0. cpu time used

0.

0.

cpu time used

cpu time used

1.00 (seconds).

2.00 (seconds).

4.00 (seconds).

0.00 (seconds).0. cpu time used
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*** * * * * * ******* 
******* *

program verification information

code system: scale version: 4.4
***** 

**********

*** ** 
******

program: sas4

creation date: 28_jan_1999

library: /scale4.4/bin

production code: sas4

version: 4.4

jobname: x4s

machine name: ca26

**** date of execution: 28_jan_1999

***** time of execution: 16:19:45.54

*** ** 
********



(

sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

**** problem parameters

lib 22n-18couple library
mxx 5 mixtures
msc 14 composition specifications
izm 3 material zones
ge latticecell geometry
more 0 0/1 do not read/read optional parameter data

msln 0 fuel solutions

**** problem composition description *

sc u-235 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
den 1.6736E-04 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

92235 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc u-238 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
den 1.9602E-02 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

92238 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc pu-239 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
den 1.0409E-04 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

94239 1.00 atom/molecule

end

sc pu-240 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
den 4.7534E-05 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

94240 1.00 atom/molecule

endd
O @



S SC 0 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
den 3.9877E-02 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

ON 8016 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc zr standard composition
mx 2 mixture no.
den 1.9350E-02 atomic density
roth 6.4900 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
iCp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

40000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

SC o standard composition
mx 3 mixture no.
den l.OOOOE-09 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

8016 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc cr standard composition
60 mx 4 mixture no.

den 1.6620E-02 atomic density
roth 7.2000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

24000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc mn standard composition
mx 4 mixture no.
den 1.2000E-03 atomic density
roth 7.2000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

25055 1.00 atom/molecule
end

Sc fe standard composition
mx 4 mixture no.
den 5.7750E-02 atomic density
roth 7.8600 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

26000 1.00 atom/molecule
end
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se ni standard composition
mx 4 mixture no.
den 7.5200E-03 atomic density
roth 8.9000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
iCp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

28000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc mo standard composition
mx 4 mixture no.
den 1.1000E-04 atomic density
roth 10.2000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

42000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc u-235 standard composition
mx 5 mixture no.
den 1.0700E-04 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
iCp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

92235 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc u-238 standard composition

mx 5 mixture no.
den 4.7700E-02 atomic density
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

92238 1.00 atom/molecule
end

**** problem geometry ****

ctp squarepitch cell type
pitch 1.2600 cm center to center spacing
fueled 0.8357 cm fuel diameter or slab thickness
mfuel 1 mixture no. of fuel
mmod 3 mixture no. of moderator
cladod 0.9500 cm clad outer diameter
mclad 2 mixture no. of clad

zone specifications for latticecell geometry

zone 1 is fuel
zone 2 is clad
zone 3 is mod

) Output from cell-weighting calculations i
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

* *** data library information *

unit volume
number data set name name unit function

89 /scale4.4/data/scale.revl6.sclib standard composition library

85 /scale4.4/data/scale.revO3.xn22gl8 cross section library

11 /var/tmp/x4s.20490/ftllfOOl short cross section library

90 /var/tsp/x4s.20490/ft9OfOOl input data direct access

*************************************** *****************************************************************************

standard composition library data

unit number : 89

: ***dataset name : /scale4.4/data/scale.revl6.sclib

library title: scale-4 standard composition library
o* 648 standard compositions, 490 nuclides

90 elements with variable isotopic distrbutions.

creation date: 7/31/98

cross section library data

unit number: 85

dataset name: /scaled.4/data/scale.revO3.xn22gl*

library title: scale 4 - 22 neutron 18 gamma group shielding library
based on straker-morrison data with regenerated gamma cross sections

compiled for nrc 1/27/89
last updated 08/12/94 ***

*l.m.petrie ornl

*************************************** ********* **** ****************************************************************
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* xsdrn mesh intervals *

4 mesh intervals in zone 1
4 mesh intervals in zone 2

4 mesh intervals in zone 3

neutron response function of irf= 9029 ****

1.9448E-04 1.5971E-04 1.4706E-04 1.4772E-04 1.5339B-04 1.5062E-04 1.3892E-04 1.2843E-04 1.2527E-04 1.2632E-04

1.2894E-04 1.1687E-04 6.5278E-05 9.1897E-06 3.7134E-06 4.0086E-06 4.2946E-06 4.4761E-06 4.5673E-06 4.5355E-06

4.3701E-06 3.7147E-06

**** adjoint xsdrn mesh intervals *

7 mesh intervals in zone 1
4 mesh intervals in zone 2
4 mesh intervals in zone 3

41 mesh intervals in zone 4
5 mesh intervals in zone 5

> source energy spectrum from card ****

2.4740E-13 2.0960E-12 5.7660E-12 2.8990E-11 7.2280E-11 1.4570E-10 6.0990E-10 4.5420E-10 9.0700E-11 3.8240E-10

4.9900E-10 3.9820E-10 1.8360E-10 1.7610E-14 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
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**** morse importance region information ****

region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Y of xsdrn int.
7
4
4
17
8
8
8
4

region bound
3.6420E+01
4.4550E+01
4.5820E+01
4.6899E+01
4.8928E+01
5.1334E+01
5.3440E+01
5,7270E+01

ry estimation prob
1.8781E-02
3.1959E-02
3.9234E-02
5.4257E-02 Estimation probability to point detectors from
9.3833E-02 each importance region
1.8504E-01
4.0710E-01
l.OOOOE+00

Boundaries of importance regions in Monte Carlo
calculation**** surface detectors information ***

detector locations: radial

det #
1
2
3
4

radius (cm)
5.7270E+01
1.5727E+02
3.2200E+02
3.5800E+02

zmin (cm)
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00

zmax(cm)
1.8288E+02
2.8288E+02
2.8288E+02
2.8288E+02

#( of axial segments
1
1
1
1

* of azimuthal segments
I
1
1
1
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sample problem 1, 2 homogenized fuel zones

ivopt = 0 idbg = 0

tJ.

z~

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rIc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rec

rcc

rcc

rec

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

rcc

O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4582000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5344000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5344100E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5344200E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5725000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5726000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5727000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4582000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4582000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4582000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5726000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5726000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.5344200E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.1572700E+03
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3220000E+03
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3580000E+03
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.2057270E+04
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.2157270E+04
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4455000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.4454900E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.1000000E-02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.1210000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.2116000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642000E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642100E+02

body data
O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2298700E+03 0.0

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374900E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374900E+03 0.0

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374900E+03 0.C

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2413000E+03 O.0

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2412700E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2412800E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374900E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374910E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374920E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2413100E+03 O.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2412900E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2374920E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.3413100E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.4413100E+03 0.(

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.5413100E+03 0.C

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2241310E+04 0.C

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2341310E+04 0.t

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2286000E+03 0.C

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.2285990E+03 0.t

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828800E+03 0.1

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828800E+03 0.1

0.0000000E+00 -0.1828800E+03 0.1

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828800E+03 0.1

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828800E+03 0.1

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

)OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOE+00

OOOOOOOE+00

,OOOOOOE+00

,OOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

0.0000000E+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

0.0000000E+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOE+00

0.4749800E+03

0.4749800E+03

0.4749800E+03

0.4826000E+03

0.4825400E+03

0.4825600E+03

0.4749800E+03

0.4749820E+03

0.4749840E+03

0.4826200E+03

0.4825800E+03

0.4749840E+03

0.6826200E+03

0.88262008+03

0.1082620E+04

0.4482620E+04

0.4682620E+04

0.4572000E+03

0.4571980E+03

0.3657600E+03

0.3657600E+03

0.3657600E+03

0.3657600E+03

0.3657600E+03

OOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOE+00 0.4597400E+03
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rcc 26

rcc 27

rcc 28

rcc 29

rcc 30

rcc 31

rcc 32

number of
length of

O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642200E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.1000000E-02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.1210000E+02
0.0000000E+00
0.2116000E+02
0.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642000E+02
0.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642100E+02
O.OOOOOOOE+00
0.3642200E+02
bodies 32
fpd-array 288

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828800E+03

0.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

O.OOOOOOOE+00 -0.1828900E+03

0.00000002+00

0. OOOOOOOE+00

0.00000002+00

0.OOOOOOOE+00

0. 00000002+00

0.00000002+00

o . 0000000+00

0.00000002+00

0. 00000002.00

0.00000002+00

0.00000002+00

0.OOOOOOOE+00

0.00000002+00

O . 0000000+00

0.3657600E+03

0.3657800E+03

0.3657800E+03

0.3657800E+03

0.3657800E+03

0.3657800E+03

0.3657800E+03

inn
rsl
rs2
rs3
our
wtr
jac
asl
as2
as3
imp
hol
de2

de3
de4
inv
exv
cav
ins

ful
fu2
fu3
hwl

input zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

code zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

II

11
13
14

or l3
1!

1E
19

2C

or 33
or 29
or 24
or 25

or 23

2E
24

26

2f

body numbers
1 -19

-10
3 -2
1 -3
S -13
6 -5

-6
8 -1

-8
) -9
1 -5 -1
3 -4 -1
4 -5
2 -5
5 -14

-15
7 -16
8 -17
9 -20

-32
1 -30 -2
9 -28 -2
7 -21
S -30
3 -28

-21
i -23
6 -25
8 -27 -2

input zone data

-5

.2

.0

.7 -11

.7

25

20
21
22
23 2

hw2 24 31 30 -29
hw3 25 32 32 -31

number of input zones 25
number of code zones 32
length of integer array 1061

-24
-26
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code zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

input zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

zone data loc.
225
236
247
258
269
280
291
307
318
329
340
356
372
393
409
420
431
442
453
464
475
491
507
518
529
540
546
557
568
579
595
611

no. of bodies
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

region no.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

media no.
4
5

1000
1000

4
1000
1000

5
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

7
7
7
8
8
8

box input zone
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

box code zone
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

krl i)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20

kr2 i)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
26



20 27 27
o 21 28 28

22 29 29.
' 23 30 30

24 31 31
2 25 32 32

morse region in input zone(i) array (mriz(i),i=1, 25)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1

morse media in input zone(i) array (mmiz(i),i=l, 25)

4 5 1000 1000 4 1000 1000 5 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 1000 1000 7 7 7

8 8 8

morse universe in input zone(i) array (nbiz(i),i1, 25)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0



option 0 was used in calculating volumes, for 2 regions
0-set volumes = 1, 1-concentric spheres, 2-slabs, 3-inputvolumes.

volumes ( cc ) used in collisions density and track length estimators.

reg 1 2
volume l.OOOE+00 1.OOOE+00

array data requires 8 locations, leaving 197999 locations

control module sas4 is complete.

08 n
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mm mm ooooooooooo
mmm numn ooooooooooooo
mmmm numun 00 00

nun nun num suioo 00
mm mn nm mm oo 00
mm mn=m mm 00 00
mm m n mm 00 00
MM mm 00 00
mm mm 00 00
nuM mm oo 00
mm mm ooooooooooooo
mm nm ooooooooooo

rrrrrrrrrrrr sssssssssss eeeeeeeeeeeee
rrrrrrrrrrrrr SSSSssssssssS eeeeeeeeeeeee
rr rr ss ss ee
rr rr Ss ee
rr rr ss ee
rrrrrrrrrrrrr sssasssasss eeeeeeeee
rrrrrrrrrrrr ssssssssssss eeeeeeeee
rr rr ss ee
rr rr ss ee
rr rr ss as ee
rr rr sssasssssssss eeeeeeeeeeeee
rr rr ssSssssSSSS eeeeeeeeeeeee

Bssssssssss ggggggggggg assassassass
asSaaasssasaa ggggggggggggg saSSaSSassaSS
Ss Ss gg gg Ss Ss

Ss gg Ss
sSsasasass gg ggggggg assassasssss
sssssssassss gg ggggggg SSSSSSSSSSBS

Ss gg gg a
Ss g gg :Is,

Ss Ss gg gg Ss Ss

3s5sSBBsBBBs ggggggggggggg 3SSS3358S3333
33S3S38533s ggggggggggg 353533s3s5s

xx xx
xx xx

xx xx
xx xx

xx xx

xxx
xxxx

xx xx
xx xx

xx xx
xx xx

44
444

4444
44 44

44 44
44 44

44 44
444444444444

4444444444444
44
44
44

sasaSSSaass
sassassssssBss
Ss as
Ss
Ss
asasasaaasss

35333a33s5ss
Ss
Ss

aS Ss
sassasaSassss
asaaaasasss

C/I

1-
00

0000000
000000000

00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 00
000000000

0000000

99999999999
9999999999999
99 99
99 99
99 99
9999999999999

999999999999
99
99
99

9999999999999
999999999999

//
I-

1/
//

'I
'I

'I
I-

II
I-

II
I,

0000000
000000000

00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 00
000000000

0000000

7777777777777
777777777777
77 77

77
77

77
77

77
77

77
77
77

/J 99999999999 5555555555555
// 9999999999999 5555555555555

// 99 99 55
// 99 99 55

// 99 99 55
// 9999999999999 555555555555

// 999999999999 5555555555555
// 99 55

// 99 55
// 99 55 55

// 9999999999999 5555555555555
// 999999999999 55555555555

0000000
000000000

00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 00
000000000

0000000

44
444

4444
44 44

44 44
44 44

44 44
444444444444

4444444444444
44
44
44

33333333333
3333333333333
33 33

33
33

333
333

33
33

33 33
3333333333333

33333333333

0000000
000000000

00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00
00 00

00 00
000000000

0000000

0000000 0000000
000000000 000000000

00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00
000000000 000000000

0000000 0000000
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5S5SBSSSSSS CCCCCCCCCCC
sssssssssssss CCCCCCCCCCCCC
SS Ss cc cc

Ss cc

SS cc

Ssssssssssss cc

ssssssssssss cc

SS CC

SS cc

SS SS CC CC

sssssssssssss ccCCCCcccccCC

sssssssssss CCCCCCCCCCC

aaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaa

aa aa
aa aa

aaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaa
aa aa
aa aa
aa aa

aa aa
aa aa

11 eeeeeeeeeeeee
11 eeeeeeeeeeeee
11 ee
11 ee
11 ee
11 eeeeeeeee
11 eeeeeeeee
11 ee
11 ee
11 ee
1111111111111 eeeeeeeeeeeee
1111111111111 eeeeeeeeeeeee
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program verification information *****

*t**** code system: scale version: 4.4 ****

***tf** 
f*****f

*********ft*f*******f*******tf********f**ttf********************t*******ft**t**f****************f********f*****t*******f*********f******f**

program: oOolO6

creation date: 29_oct_1998 *****

library: /scale4.4/bin

production code: morse

version: 4.1

jobname: x4s

f**t***

**ft***

--t� I
�, �O
�U 0
q �
ON .

***** machine name: ca26 .....

***** date of execution: 28.jan_1999 *****

***** t f*i**

***tf** time of execution: 16:19:49.89***

**** ftf t*f****

*********t t* f*****

************* ****************** **** **** ******************** ********** ********** **** **********************************************************f**ft* *ftf
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lq array has

2q array has

3q array has

4q array has

5q array has

14 entries.

5 entries.

20 entries.

4 entries.

28 entries.

CA

0
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

1 $ array

iadjm adjoint indicator 0 nsplt

nstrt number of particles per batch 100 nkill

nmost max number of particles allowed 400 npast

nits number of batches 10 noleak

nquit number of sets of batches 1 iebias

inb print fluxes at end of batch 0 nkcalc

istat indicator to store legendre coeff 1 normf

thursday, january 28,1999

splitting indicator

russian roulette indicator

exponential transform indicator

non-leakage indicator

energy bias indicator

batch used in k-calculation

normalization indicator

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

media

nmix

medalb

2 $ array

number of cross section media

number of mixing operations

albedo indicator

a

19

mxreg number of regions

mfistp fission indicator

8

1

0
.

_

nnga

ngga

nngtp

ndab

iggopt

ndsn

ndsg

ncoef

nsct

maxgp

-1neu
3 $ array

number of n-gps to be analyzed 22 irdsg

number of g-gps to be analyzed 0 istr

completely coupled indicator 0 ifmu

number of direct access blocks 1000 imom

not used 0 iprin

number of array analysis collision edits 0 ipun

option of path-length stretching 9 ixtape

number of legendre coefficients 4 Jxtape

number of discrete angles 2 mdim

last gp for r.r., splitting, or p.1. stret 22

Not used for homogeneous
fuel models (IGO = 0 and 1)

print cross sections as read 0

print cross sections as stored 0

print results of mu calculation 0

print moments of angular distribution 0

print angles and probabilities 0

print bad legendre coef results 0

logical unit 4 if x-s from ampx working lib 3

logical unit # if x-s from ice tape 0

maximum array size 200000

source particles medium number 0

Cross section from unit 3 for
LATTICECELL option and IGO = 0 or 1

y neutron is analyzed for
atron dose calculation

0r-
:" �0

10
6,5
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

4 $ array

isour source energy group 0 isbias

ngpfs number of source groups 22 nsour

thursday, january 28,1999

5 $ array

nd number of detectors

nne number of neutron energy bins

ne number of energy bins

nt number of time bins

source energy bias indicator

fixed source indicator

number of angle bins

number of response functions

no of extra nnga+ngga size arrays

number of extra nd size arrays

0

1

15 na

o nresp

o nex

o nexnd

0

1

6

4

C'

i.)

the following analysis subroutines

subroutine nrun version 1

subroutine nbatch version 1

subroutine stbtch version 1

subroutine sdata version I

subroutine sgam version 1

subroutine bdryx version 1

subroutine relcoa version -1

will be called

} |Always called in a MORSE-SGC/S calculation

--- n a SAS4
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

6q array has 10 entries.

Sq array has 704 entries.

9q array has 176 entries.

lOq array has 184 entries.

12q array has 19 entries.

13q array has 19 entries.

14q array has 19 entries.

17q array has 22 entries.

18q array has 22 entries.

thursday, January 28,1999
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

6 * array

tmax maximum cpu time 0.1500E+02

tcut age particles retired 0.OOOOE+00 ymi

wtstrt input starting weight of particles 0.1000E+01 Yma

agstrt starting age of source particles O.OOOOE+00 zmiT lower x limit of source volume O.OOOOE+00 zma

Lx

.n

thursday, january 28,1999

upper x limit of source volume

lower y limit of source volume

upper y limit of source volume

lower z limit of source volume

upper z limit of source volume

O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00

O .OOOOE+00

O .OOOOE+00

l

4P.

7 * array

group neutron velocity
1 0.5093E+10
2 0.4608E+10
3 0.4170E+10
4 0.3729E+10
5 0.3290E+10
6 0.2937E+10
7 0.2600E+10
8 0.2287E+10
9 0.2145E+10

10 0.1999E+10
11 0.1677E+10
12 0.1260E+10
13 0.7951E+09
14 0.3307E+09
15 0.6133E+08
16 0.2558E+08
17 0.1115E+08
18 0.6115E+07
19 0.3548E+07
20 0.1999E+07
21 0.1211E+07
22 0.6368E+06

|In SAS4, these values are set internally.
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

8 * array

thursday, january 28,1999

U'

.W

uP

group
1
2
3
4
5
6
.7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

1 16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

region
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

.3
3
3
3
3
3
3

splitting wt
0.4777E+00
0.5393E+00
0.5659E+00
0.6732E+00
0.8169E+00
0.8928E+00
0.9387E+00
0.9773E+00
0.9859E+00
0.1058E+01
0.1350E+01
0.1579E+01
0.2566E+01
0.1114E+02
0.1448E+02
0.2034E+02
0.2546E+02
0.1612E+02
0.2833E+02
0.3873E+01
0.5375E+01
0.8136E+00
0.4329E+00
0.4966E+00
0.5238E+00
0.6236E+00
0.7501E+00
0.8111E+00
0.8402E+00
0.8696E+00
0.8825E+00
0.9068E+00
0.1106E+01
0.1199E+01
0.1929E+01
0. 1183E+02
0.1695E+02
0.2391E+02
0.2892E+02
0.1855E+02
0.2565E+02
0.3876E+01
0.3798E+01
0.1038E+01
0.4187E+00
0.48482+00
0.5120E+00
0.6097E+00
0.7341E+00
0.7915E+00
0.8218E+00
0.8448E+00
0.8546E+00
0.8735E+00
0.1068E+01
0.1157E+01

rr weight surviving wt stretch parameters
0.3908E+00 0.4299E+00 0.2106E+00
0.4412E+00 0.4854E+00 0.1953E+00
0.4630E+00 0.5093E+00 0.1930E+00
0.5508E+00 0.6059E+00 0.1971E+00
0.6684E+00 0.7352E+00 0.1991E+00
0.7305E+00 0.8035E+00 0.1998E+00
0.7622E+00 0.8448E+00 0.1901E+00
0.7918E+00 0.8796E+00 0.21892+00
0.8030E+00 0.8873E+00 0.2326E+00
0.8303E+00 0.9524E+00 0.2475E+00
0.1018E+01 0.1204E+01 0.2579E+00
0.1113E+01 0.1371E+01 0.2510E+00
0.1794E+01 0.2224E+01 0.1931E+00
0.9112E+01 0.1002E+02 0.2893E-01
0.1145E+02 0.1260E+02 -0.6474E-01
0.1664E+02 0.1830E+02 -0.6111E-01
0.2083E+02 0.2291E+02 -0.4388E-01
0.1319E+02 0.1451E+02 -0.8186E-01
0.2318E+02 0.2549E+02 -0.4781E-01
0.3169E+01 0.3486E+01 -0.9714E-02
0.3765E+01 0.4812E+01 0.1317E+00
0.6573E+00 0.7230E+00 -0.8631E-01
0.3542E+00 0.3896E+00 0.3287E+00
0.4063E+00 0.4469S+00 0.3124E+00
0.4286E+00 0.4714E+00 0.3112E+00
0.5102E+00 0.5612E+00 0.2977E+00
0.6137E+00 0.6751E+00 0.2892E+00
0.6636E+00 0.7300E+00 0.2886E+00
0.6874E+00 0.7562E+00 0.2832E+00
0.7115E+00 0.7826E+00 0.2904E+00
0.7220E+00 0.7942E+00 0.2857E+00
0.7419E+00 0.8161E+00 0.2929E+00
0.9049E+00 0.9954E+00 0.3066E+00
0.9814E+00 0.1080E+01 0.3064E+00
0.1578E+01 0.1736E+01 0.2353E+00
0.9679E+01 0.1065E+02 0.6885E-01
0.1387E+02 0.1526E+02 -0.3782E-01
0.1957E+02 0.2152E+02 -0.4913E-01
0.2366E+02 0.2603E+02 -0.3855E-01
0.1518E+02 0.1670E+02 -0.7740E-01
0.2098E+02 0.2308E+02 -0.6907E-01
0.3171E+01 0.3488E+01 -0.3984E-02
0.3108E+01 0.3418E+01 0.1083E+00
0.8489E+00 0.9338E+00 -0.2169E-01
0.3426E+00 0.3768E+00 0.3398E+00
0.3967E+00 0.4363E+00 0.2927E+00
0.4189E+00 0.4608E+00 0.2683E+00
0.4988E+00 0.5487E+00 0.2577E+00
0.6007E+00 0.6607E+00 0.2507E+00
0.6476E+00 0.7123E+00 0.2575E+00
0.6724E+00 0.7396E+00 0.2568E+00
0.6912E+00 0.7603E+00 0.2568E+00
0.6992E+00 0.7691E+00 0.2701E+00
0.7147E+00 0.7861E+00 0.2860E+00
0.8740E+00 0.9614E+00 0.3186E+00
0.9469E+00 0.1042E+01 0.3150E+00

Russian roulette, splitting, and
path-length stretching parameters

are generated from the adjoint
XSDRNPM results.

�'. 0
W 6
:-� C)�j
Cr% 1P



sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, January 28,1999

I
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ko

8 * array

group region
13 3
14 3
15 3
16 3
17 3
18 3
19 3
20 3
21 3
22 3

1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4
5 4
6 4
7 4
8 4
9 4

10 4
11 4
12 4
13 4
14 4
15 4
16 4
17 4
18 4
19 4
20 4
21 4
22 4
1 5
2 5
3 5
4 5
5 5
6 5
7 5
8 5
9 5

10 5
11 5
12 5
13 5
14 5
15 5
16 5
17 5
18 5
19 5
20 5
21 5
22 5

1 6
2 6

splitting wt rr weight surviving wt stretch parameters
0.1855E+01 0.1517E+01 0.1669E+01 0.2358E+00
0.1222E+02 0.1000E+02 0.1100E+02 0.8932E-01
0.1977E+02 0.1589E+02 0.1768E+02 -0.4135E-02
0.34832+02 0.2298E+02 0.2777E+02 -0.1911E-01
0.4374E+02 0.2778E+02 0.3395E+02 -0.2004E-01
0.3207E+02 0.1818E+02 0.2327E+02 -0.4738E-01
0.3245E+02 0.2316E+02 0.26148+02 -0.5796E-01
0.3956E+01 0.32372+01 0.3561E+01 -0.3744E-02
0.3222E+01 0.2477E+01 0.2807E+01 0.7222E-01
0.1386E+01 0.1055E+01 0.1247E+01 0.1392E-01
0.3641E+00 0.2979E+00 0.3277E+00 0.1209E+00
0.4230E+00 0.3461E+00 0.3807E+00 0.1247E+00
0.4492E+00 0.3675E+00 0.4042E+00 0.1350E+00
0.5436E+00 0.4448E+00 0.4892E+00 0.1705E+00
0.6729E+00 0.5506E+00 0.6056E+00 0.2125E+00
0.7247E+00 0.5929E+00 0.6522E+00 0.2175E+00
0.7602E+00 0.6219E+00 0.6841E+00 0.2239E+00
0.7858E+00 0.6430E+00 0.7073E+00 0.2449E+00
0.7898E+00 0.6462E+00 0.7108E+00 0.2546E+00
0.7975E+00 0.6525E+00 0.7178E+00 0.2639E+00
0.9901E+00 0.8101E+00 0.8911E+00 0.3204E+00
0.1072E+01 0.8774E+00 0.96512+00 0.3203E+00
0.1708E+01 0.1398E+01 0.1537E+01 0.2436E+00
0.1280E+02 0.1047E+02 0.1152E+02 0.1319E+00
0.2513E+02 0.2056E+02 0.2262E+02 0.62312-01
0.6255E+02 0.3900E+02 0.5203E+02 0.6731E-01
0.1065E+03 0.5158E+02 0.8519E+02 0.5236E-01
0.8837E+02 0.3926E+02 0.6718E+02 0.6912E-01
0.9453E+02 0.4091E+02 0.72632+02 0.8024E-01
0.3892E+01 0.3185E+01 0.3503E+01 -0.2597E-01
0.2442E+01 0.1998E+01 0.2198E+01 -0.2280E-01
0.1315E+01 0.1076E+01 0.1183E+01 -0.6465E-01
0.3174E+00 0.25972+00 0.2856E+00 0.7918E-01
0.3678E+00 0.3009E+00 0.3310E+00 0.8121E-01
0.3915E+00 0.3203E+00 0.3523E+00 0.98032-01
0.4758E+00 0.3893E+00 0.4282E+00 0.1486E+00
0.5926E+00 0.4849E+00 0.5334E+00 0.2045E+00
0.6362E+00 0.5205E+00 0.5726E+00 0.2130E+00
0.6702E+00 0.5483E+00 0.6032E+00 0.2224E+00
0.6937E+00 0.5676E+00 0.6243E+00 0.2477E+00
0.6944E+00 0.5681E+00 0.6250E+00 0.2582E+00
0.6952E+00 0.5688E+00 0.6257E+00 0.2671E+00
0.8629E+00 0.7060E+00 0.7766E+00 0.3355E+00
0.9285E+00 0.7597E+00 0.8356E+00 0.3407E+00
0.1471E+01 0.12042+01 0.1324E+01 0.2597E+00
0.1244E+02 0.1018E+02 0.1120E+02 0.1701E+00
0.2848E+02 0.2330E+02 0.2563E+02 0.1152E+00
0.7320E+02 0.5989E+02 0.6588E+02 0.1169E+00
0.1129E+03 0.9238E+02 0.1016E+03 0.79092-01
0.9718E+02 0.7951E+02 0.8746E+02 0.1004E+00
0.1030E+03 0.8423E+02 0.9266E+02 0.1107E+00
0.3792E+01 0.3102E+01 0.34132+01 -0.5353E-01
0.2117E+01 0.1732E+01 0.1906E+01 -0.1004E+00
0.1127E+01 0.9224E+00 0.1015E+01 -0.1445E+00
0.2708E+00 0.2215E+00 0.24372+00 -0.3904E-01

. 3
l

26
E+OO 0.25572+00 0.28132+0O -0.4121e-01

D, S _ 1 I =

Russian roulette and splitting parameters
ratn-Lengc h stretching parameters k

K



sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, january 28,1999

8 ̂  array

group region splitting wt rr weight surviving wt stretch parameters

3 6 0.3323E+00 0.2719E+00 0.2991E+00 -0.2470E-02

4 6 0.3996E+00 0.3270E+00 0.3597E+00 0.9067E-01

5 6 0.4891E+00 0.4002E+00 0.4402E+00 0.1794E+00

6 6 0.5214E+00 0.4262E+00 0.4693E+00 0.1971E+00

7 6 0.5490E+00 0.4480E+00 0.4941E+00 0.2129E+00

8 6 0.5660E+00 0.4606E+00 0.5094E+00 0.2477E+00

9 6 0.5655E+00 0.4600E+00 0.5089E+00 0.2603E+00

10 6 0.5636Z+00 0.4581E+00 0.5072E+00 0.2678E+00

11 6 0.6939E+00 0.5489E+00 0.6169E+00 0.3599E+00

12 6 0.7431E+00 0.5823E+00 0.6573E+00 0.3792E+00

13 6 0.1176E+01 0.9249E+00 0.1041E+01 0.2902E+00

14 6 0.1049E+02 0.8424E+01 0.9442E+01 0.2142E+00

15 6 0.2650E+02 0.2168E+02 0.2385E+02 0.1696E+00

16 6 0.6244E+02 0.4903E+02 0.5565E+02 0.1813E+00

17 6 0.9200E+02 0.7386E+02 0.8243E+02 0.1318E+00

18 6 0.7994E+02 0.6411E+02 0.7162E+02 0.1623E+00

19 6 0.8482E+02 0.6859E+02 0.7633E+02 0.1828E+00

20 6 0.3713E+01 0.3038E+01 0.3342E+01 -0.1085E+00

21 6 0.1917E+01 0.1568E+01 0.1725E+01 -0.2320E+00

22 6 0.9713E+00 0.7947E+00 0.8742E+00 -0.3365E+00

1 7 0.2408E+00 0.1970E+00 0.2167E+00 -0.3683E+00

2 7 0.2782E+00 0.2276E+00 0.2504E+00 -0.3714E+00

3 7 0.2946E+00 0.2410E+00 0.2651E+00 -0.2558E+00

4 7 0.3432E+00 0.2808E+00 0.3089E+00 -0.4660E-01

G 5 7 0.3999E+00 0.3272E+00 0.3599E+00 0.1205E+00

4> 6 7 0.4216E+00 0.3450E+00 0.3795E+00 0.1629E+00

7 7 0.4415E+00 0.3612E+00 0.3973E+00 0.1954E+00

8 7 0.4505E+00 0.3657E+00 0.4054E+00 0.2532E+00

9 7 0.4498E+00 0.3651E+00 0.4048E+00 0.2714E+00

10 7 0.4484E+00 0.3649E+00 0.4036E+00 0.2727E+00

11 7 0.5293E+00 0.4099E+00 0.4687E+00 0.4154E+00

12 7 0.5606E+00 0.4293E+00 0.4938E+00 0.4765E+00

13 7 0.8919E+00 0.6950E+00 0.7921E+00 0.3650E+00

14 7 0.8103E+01 0.6006E+01 0.7081E+01 0.2481E+00

15 7 0.2105E+02 0.1583E+02 0.1858E+02 0.2166E+00

16 7 0.4670E+02 0.2353E+02 0.3560E+02 0.3121E+00

17 7 0.7150E+02 0.2857E+02 0.5355E+02 0.3620E+00

18 7 0.6187E+02 0.2812E+02 0.4780E+02 0.4034E+00

19 7 0.6621E+02 0.2504E+02 0.4852E+02 0.4608E+00

20 7 0.3853E+01 0.3153E+01 0.3468E+01 -0.1673E+00

21 7 0.2023E+01 0.1650E+01 0.1815E+01 -0.3748E+00

22 7 0.1174E+01 0.8298E+00 0.9128E+00 -0.6611E+00

1 8 0.2190E+00 0.1256E+00 0.1796E+00 -0.3782E-01

2 8 0.2568E+00 0.1506E+00 0.2131E+00 -0.1062E+00

3 8 0.2698E+00 0.1595E+00 0.2239E+00 -0.2366E-01

4 8 0.2968E+00 0.1614E+00 0.2341E+00 0.6802E-01

5 8 0.3204E+00 0.15902+00 0.2388E+00 0.1239E+00

6 8 0.3333E+00 0.1622E+00 0.2455E+00 0.2083E+00

7 8 0.3462E+00 0.1728E+00 0.2581E+00 0.2780E+00

8 8 0.3470E+00 0.1798E+00 0.2625E+00 0.3239E+00

0 n 9 8 0.3464E+00 0.1820E+00 0.2637E+00 0.3584E+00

r 10 8 0.3469E+00 0.1817E+00 0.2641E+00 0.3901E+00

11 8 0.3808E+00 0.1850E+00 0.2781E+00 0.5325E+00
12 8 0.4001E+00 0.2015E+00 0.2981E+00 0.6031E+OO

CD0 13 8 0.6559E+00 0.3458E+00 0.4994E+OO O.5191E+OO

< ?14 8 0.5589E+01- 0.2487E+01 0.3836E+01 0.2367E+OO

*
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

8 1 array

thursday, january 28,1999

group
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region
8
B
8
8
8
8
8
8

splitting wt
0. 1478E+02
0.1861E+02
0.1932E+02
0.1914E+02
0.1584E+02
0.5446E+01
0.4737E+01
0.7942E+01

rr weight
0.6251E+01
0.5885E+01
0.5535E+01
0.5351E+01
0.5142E+01
0.4067E+01
0.2494E+01
0.1847E+01

surviving wt
0.9873E+01
0.1009E+02
0.9739E+01
0.9486E+01
0.8612E+01
0.4619E+01
0.3565E+01
0.3852E+01

stretch parameters
0.2226E+00
0.2316E+00
0.3101E+00
0.3126E+00
0.2472E+00

-0.4029E-01
-0.1631E+00
-0.2635E+00

9 * array

00

group
1

. 2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
2
3
4
5
6
17
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

relative importance
0.1124E-05
0.9955E-06
0.9487E-06
0.7975E-06
0.6572E-06
0.6013E-06
0.5719E-06
0.5493E-06
0.5446E-06
0.5073E-06
0.4012E-06
0.3523E-06
0.2173E-06
0.4821E-07
0.3836E-07
0.2640E-07
0.2109E-07
0.3331E-07
0.1895E-07
0.1386E-06
0.1004E-06
0.6682E-06
0.1240E-05
0.1081E-05
0.1025E-05
0.8609E-06
0.7157E-06
0.6619E-06
0.6390E-06
0.6174E-06
0.6084E-06
0.5921E-06
0.4854E-06
0.4476E-06
0.2784E-06
0.4538E-07
0.3167E-07
0.22458-07
0.1856E-07
0.2894E-07
0.2093E-07
0.1385E-06
0.1414E-06
0.5174E-06

Collision energy biasing parameters
calculated from the adjoint XSDRNPM-S
results. They are input as function of
energy group and importance region. I

M3
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, january 28,1999

9 * array

group region
1 3
2 3
3 3
4 3
5 3
6 3
7 3
8 3
9 3

10 3
11 3
12 3
13 3
14 3
15 3
16 3
17 3
18 3
19 3
20 3
21 3
22 3

1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4
5 4
6 4
7 4
8 4
9 4

10 4
11 4
12 4
13 4
14 4
1S 4
16 4
17 4
18 4
19 4
20 4
21 4
22 4

1 5
2 5
3 5
4 5
5 5

6 5
7 5
8 5
9 5

10 5
11 5
12 5

relative importance
0.1282E-05
0.1107E-05
0.1049E-05
0.8806E-06
0.7313E-06
0.6783E-06
0.6533E-06
0.6355E-06
0.6282E-06
0.6146E-06
0.5026E-06
0.4639E-06
0.2895E-06
0.4392E-07
0.2733E-07
0.1740E-07
0.1423E-07
0.2076E-07
0.1848E-07
0.1357E-06
0.1721E-06
0.3874E-06
0.1474E-05
0.1269E-05
0.1195E-05
0.9876E-06
0.7978E-06
0.7408E-06
0.7063E-06
0.6832E-06
0.6798E-06
0.6732E-06
0.5422E-06
0.5006E-06
0.3143Z-06
0.4195E-07
0.2136E-07
0.9287E-08
0.5671E-08
0.7192E-08
0.6652E-08
0.1379E-06
0.2199E-06
0.4083E-06
0.1692E-05
0.1460E-OS
0.1371E-05
0.1128E-05
0.9059E-06
0.8438E-06
0.8011E-06
0.7739E-06
0.7731E-06
0.7722E-06
0.6222E-06
0.5782E-06Cw a



sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

9 * array

group region relative importance
13 5 0.3649E-06

o ^ 14 5 0.4315E-07
* 15 5 0.1885E-07
ON 16 5 0.73342-08

0 17 5 0.4755E-08
18 5 0.5525E-08
19 5 0.5215E-08
20 5 0.1416E-06
21 5 0.2536E-06
22 5 0.4762E-06
1 6 0.1983E-05
2 6 0.1718E-QS
3 6 0.1615E-05
4 6 0.1343E-05

5 6 0.1098E-05
6 6 0.1030E-OS
7 6 0.9779E-06
8 6 0.9485E-06
9 6 0.9494E-06

10 6 0.9526E-06
11 6 0.7833E-06
12 6 0.7351E-06
13 6 0.4640E-06
14 6 0.5118E-07
15 6 0.2026E-07

A 16 6 0.8683E-08
17 6 0.58612-08

W 18 6 0.6747E-08
o 19 6 0.6330E-08

20 6 0.1446E-06
21 6 0.28012E-06
22 6 0.5527E-06
1 7 0.2230E-05
2 7 0.1930E-05
3 7 0.1822E-05
4 7 0.1564E-05
5 7 0.1342E-05
6 7 0.1273E-05
7 7 0.1216E-05
8 7 0.1192E-05
9 7 0.1194E-05

10 7 0.1197E-05
11 7 0.1031E-05
12 7 0.9784E-06
13 7 0.6100E-06
14 7 0.6824E-07
15 7 0.2601E-07
16 7 0.1357E-07
17 7 0.9022E-08
18 7 0.1011E-07
19 7 0.9958E-08
20 7 0.1393E-06
21 7 0.2662E-06
22 7 0.5294E-06
1 8 0.2690E-05
2 8 0.2267E-05

thursday, january 28,1999
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, january 28,1999

9 * array

group
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

* 8
8
8

relative importance
0.2158E-05
0.2064E-05
0.2023E-05
0.1968E-05
0.1872E-05
0.1840E-05
0.1832E-05
0.1829E-05
0.1738E-05
0.1621E-05
0.9676E-06
0.1260E-06
0.4894E-07
0.4788E-07
0.4961E-07
0.5094E-07
0.5610E-07
0.1046E-06
0.1355E-06
0.12543-06

10 * array, fission neutron weights

regic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

on neutron weight
0.1353E+01
0.1150E+01
0.1121E+01
0.1054E+01
0.9341E+00
0.7529E+00
0.5790E+00
0.3542E+00

12$, 13$, and 14* arz

Weights given to fission neutrons as a
function of importance region.

rays

medium
7
S
7

5
7
7
7
7
7
4
4
4
4
4
1
2
3
6
8

element
1092235
5092235
1092238
5092238
1094239
1094240
1008016
3008016
2040000
4024000
4025055
4026000
4028000
4042000
4042000
4042000
4042000
4042000
4042000

density
5.2672E-05
1.0700E-04
6.1692E-03
4.7700E-02
3.2759E-05
1.4960E-05
1.2550E-02
5.0430E-10
1.7799E-03
1.6620E-02
1.2000E-03
5.7750E-02
7.5200E-03
1. 10OOE-04
1.OOOOE-10
1.00003-10
1.0000E-10
1.OOOOE-10
1.OOOOE-10

Cross-section
mixing table

0

r(8 C-)

0



sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, January 28,1999

0C 0

co

group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

17* and 18* a

fs(ig)
2.4740E-13
2.0960E-12
5.7660E-12
2.8990E-11
7.2280E-11
1.4570E-10
6.0990E-10
4.5420E-10
9.0700E-11
3.8240E-10
4.9900E-10
3.9820E-10
1.8360E-10
1.7610E-14
O.OOOOE+00
0. OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00
O.OOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00

rrays

bfs(ig)
1.1239E-06
9.9551E-07
9.4871E-07
7.9749E-07
6.5719E-07
6.0131E-07
5.7195E-07
5.4933E-07
5.4455E-07
5.0733E-07
4.0123E-07
3.5234E-07
2.1728E-07
4.8205E-08
3.8359E-08
2.6396E-08
2.1086E-08
3.3308E-08
1.8953E-08
1.3861E-07
1.0042E-07
6.6825E-07

I Source energy

Ibiasing parameters
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask

19q array has 45 entries.

20q array has 22 entries.

core available for mixing = 197394

core needed for mixing = 1154

total storage space . 200000

length of non cross section data * 16027

space for xsec data and supergroup data = 183973

minimum space needed for cross sections = 968

total storage needed for cross sections = 9614

number of supergroups = 1
space for cross sections = 183834

fission spectrum

thursday, january 28,1999

igm,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

medi 1 medi 2 medi 3 medi 4
0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000E+00 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000E+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000E+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00

0.00000E+00 0.000000+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
igm 15 thru igm 22 same as above

fa bfs
4.29912E-01 2.00295E-04
4.85356E-01 1.70337E-03
5.09298E-01 5.64388E-03

6.05870E-01 2.22979E-02
7.35210E-01 5.65160E-02
8.03540E-01 1.19627E-01
8.44787E-01 3.70908E-01
8.79567E-01 5.50641E-01
8.87293E-01 5.86220E-01
9.52382E-01 7.25972E-01
1.20423E+00 8.70197E-01
1.37134E+00 9.712630-01
2.22374E+00 9.99999E-01
1.00233E+01 1.OOOOOE+00

0.OOOOOE+00 1.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 1.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 1.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00 1.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 1.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00 1.000000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00 1.00000E+00

medi 5
3.36070E-04
1.79267E-03
6.50128E-03
2.31053E-02
5.92003E-02
1.07389E-01
2.12259E-01
2.98580E-01
3.19252E-01
4.34712E-01
6.47302E-01
8.46322E-01
9.85752E-01
1.00000E+00

medi 6
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.00000E+00
O.OOOOOE+00

medi 7
3.36070E-04
1.79267E-03
6.50128E-03
2.31053E-02
5.92003E-02
1,07389E-01
2.12259E-01
2.98588E-01
3.19252E-01
4.34712E-01
6.47302E-01
8.46322E-01
9.85752E-01
1.OOOOOE+00

medi 8
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
0.000000+00
o. oooooe+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

Fission spectrum by medium
J (mixture) number

I
(ON

22 O.O0OOE+00 1.000000+00

IBiased source spectrum in CDF i ergy biasing

M
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sample problem 1, radial neutron doses of dry depleted uranium cask thursday, january 28,1999

detector x y z rad to

1
2
3

response f

group
1
2
3
4

1L.4869E+02 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 1.4869E+02 2.9196E-08
2.4013E+02 O.OOOOE+OOO OEOOOOE+00 2.4013E+02 4.7151E-08
1.2191E+02 0.OOOOE+00 3.0596E+02 3.2935E+02 6.4671E-08

unctions

resp( 1)
1.9448E-04
1.5971E-04 Coordinates of the
1.4706E-04 point detectors input
1.4772E-04 by the user in SAS4

S 1.5339E
6 1.5062E
7 1.3892E
8 1.2843E
9 1.2527E

10 1.2632E
11 1.2894E
12 1.1687E
13 6.5278E
14 9.1897E
15 3.7134E
16 4.0086E
17 4.2946E
18 4.4761E
19 4.5673E
20 4.5355E
21 4.3701E
22 3.7147E

E-04
E-04
E-04
E-04
E-04
E-04
E-04
E-04
E-05
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06
E-06

Ci3

time required for input was less than one second.
***start batch 1 random= F2AE3EBFB1EB

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

9.968E+01 9.23 -0.0219 -0.1388 0.0625 -1.323E+00 -8.428E-01 9.576E+00 O.OOOE+00
you are using the default version of gtmed which assumes that the geometry and xsec media are the same

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo

100 531 2645 61 3320 0
bdryx escape

2838 158
e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

0 0 534 1184 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
***start batch 2 random= lDF706314AAC

!I
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source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

9.710E+01 9.01 0.0095 -0.0256 -0.0620 -6.476E-01 8.613E-01 1.261E+01 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 431 2122 43 2671 0 2470 134 0 0 440 947 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
***start batch 3 random= 52F30D6D7819

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

1.035E+02 9.52 0.0438 0.0448 -0.0385 -9.189E-01 -3.406E+00 -1.423E+01 0.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 642 3189 60 4043 0 3416 211 0 0 591 1459 0

time required for the preceding batch was 1 second.
*'*start batch 4 random= 3F1288A3C7F

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

9.317E+01 8.61 -0.0831 0.0199 0.0077 -2.128E-02 -2.950E+00 1.442E+01 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

LI) 100 453 2347 42 2958 0 2574 136 0 0 459 988 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
***start batch 5 random= 3C8A3A5FS52F

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

1.033E+02 9.42 0.0150 0.0892 0.0241 -2.915E+00 -8.423E-01 1.344E+01 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 705 3734 56 4676 0 3640 180 0 0 681 1584 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.

***start batch 6 random= 313355406A97

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave

1.020E+02 9.51 -0.0398 -0.0170 -0.0601 -2.747E+00 -7.713E-01 8.315E-03 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 468 2385 56 3013 0 2810 152 0 0 472 1025 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.

2 ***start batch 7 random= 1220AFB6878



source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave
1.006E+02 9.24 0.0240 -0.0015 0.0033 2.278E+00 2.142E+00 -2.406E+00 O.OOOE+00

C (] number of collisions of type ncoll
* source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

C0 100 484 2578 55 3142 0 3028 180 0 0 459 1063 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
***start batch 8 random= SB6561F01295

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave
9.650E+01 9.04 0.0125 0.0104 0.0955 -4.223E-01 -8.879E-01 -3.902E+00 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 370 1792 44 2361 0 2343 150 0 0 364 843 0

time required for the preceding batch was 1 second.
**'start batch 9 random= 5E0448082AS0

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave
1.075E+02 9.94 -0.0160 0.0832 0.0492 -2.049E+00 -3.415E+00 3.261E+00 O.OOOE+00

*0> number of collisions of type ncoll
> source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamilost

LO 100 474 2424 51 3076 0 3052 179 0 0 446 1056 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
***start batch 10 random= 182851F70A57

source data
wtave iave uave vave wave xave yave zave ageave
9.569E+01 8.91 0.1099 0.1063 0.0564 1.073E+00 4.565E+00 -2.058E+01 O.OOOE+00

number of collisions of type ncoll
source split(d) fishn gamgen realcoll albedo bdryx escape e-cut timekill r r kill r r surv gamlost

100 307 1460 29 1922 0 1930 121 0 0 315 659 0

time required for the preceding batch was less than one second.
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Tallies of source particles in each batch:

WTAVE - total weight of source particles
IAVE - mean energy group number of source particles

UAVE - mean direction cosine with respect to the X axis

VAVE - mean direction cosine with respect to the Y axis

WAVE - mean direction cosine with respect to the Z axis

XAVE - mean X-coordinate
YAVE - mean Y-coordinate
ZAVE - mean Z-coordinate
AGEAVE - mean age (used for time-dependent problems)

Tallies of different events in each batch:

SOURCE - number of source particles
SPLIT - number of split particles
FISHN - number of collisions in fissile materials
GAMGEN - number of secondary particles generated (fission neutrons in this case)

REALCOLL - number of collisions
ALBEDO - number of particles crossing albedo boundaries
BDRYX - number of particles crossing zone boundaries
ESCAPE - number of particles escape from the system
E-CUT - number of particles terminated by energy cutoff
TIMEKILL - number of particles terminated by time cutoff
R R KILL - number of particles killed by Russian roulette
R R SURV - number of particles survive Russian roulette
GAMLOST - number of secondary particles lost due to lack of storage space

Note: SOURCE + SPLIT + GAMGEN - ESCAPE + E-CUT + TIMEKILL + R R KILL

For batch 1, 100 + 531 + 61 = 158 + 0 + 0 + 534 = 692

C,

4

Z

?O�.r0
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combinatorial geometry zone transfer summary tables

exit exit loc. in entering no. of loc. for
zone body ma array zone entries next zone

t 228 2 9878 639
639 8 217 0

1 -19
233 19 8385 0

2 2
239 3 17758 651
651 12 99 0

2 -10
244 1 8507 672
672 8 16 0

3 3
250 4 17760 0

3 -2
255 2 6310 0

4 4
261 5 17760 0

4 -3
266 3 6312 0

5 5
272 6 24986 654
654 11 243 0

do 5 -13
277 4 6312 660
660 12 21 669
669 10 14 0

6 6
283 7 24986 0

6 -5
288 0 0 0

7 7
294 13 24986 0

7 -6
299 0 0 0

7 -5
304 0 0 0

8 8
310 9 135 657
657 2 74 0

8 -1
315 1 76 0

9 9
321 10 134 666
666 2 1 0

9 -8
326 8 14 0
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combinatorial geometry zone transfer summary tables

exit exit loc. in entering no. of loc. for
zone body ma array zone entries next zone

10 10
332 5 134 0

10 -9
337 9 14 0

11 11
343 13 243 0

11 -5
348 0 0 0

11 -12
353 0 0 0

12 13
359 5 99 0

12 -4
364 2 21 0

12 -10
369 0 0 0

13 14
375 15 9477 0

13 -5
380 0 0 0

13 -7
> 385 0 0 0

13 -11

390 0 0 0
14 12

396 0 0 0
14 -5

401 0 0 0
14 -7

406 0 0 0
15 15

412 16 1601 0

15 -14
417 0 0 0

16 16
423 17 1601 0

16 -15
428 0 0 0

17 17

Z 434 18 1601 0
17 -16
i 439 0 0 0

M18 18
a 445 0 0 0

18 -17
450 0 0 0

cO8



combinatorial geometry zone transfer summary tables

exit exit loc. in entering no. of loc. for
zone body ma array zone entries next zone

19 19
456 1 9584 0

19 -20
461 20 8385 0

20 20
467 19 9584 0

20 -32
472 29 6024 636
636 31 111 642
642 22 30 663
663 30 14 0

21 31
478 29 1 0

21 -30
483 0 0 0

21 -25
488 0 0 0

22 29
494 20 123 645
645 28 6 0

22 -28
499 0 0 0

22 -23
504 25 30 0

23 27
510 27 1 0

23 -21
515 0 0 0

24 25
521 29 6887 630
630 21 1 0

24 -30
526 28 6024 0

25 23
532 28 3670- 627
627 22 129 0

25 -28
537 27 1992 0

26 21
543 27 2 675
675 23 1 0

27 22
549 25 2198 648
648 30 39 0

27 -21
554 26 3 0
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combinatorial geometry zone transfer summary tables

exit exit loc. in entering no. of loc. for

(

zone body

28 24

ma array zone entries next zone

28

29

29

30

30

30

31

31

31

32

32

32

-23

26

-25

28

-27

-22

30

-29

-24

32

-31

-26

560
633

565

571

576

582

587

592

598

603

608

614

619

624

24
31

25

20

24

20

0

27

20

0

28

0

0

0

6888
328

3563

6888

6024

39

0

14

328

0

ill

0

0

0

633
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CT

a~~O
-npp
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this case was run on thursday, january 28,1999

ansi standard neutron dose rate (rem per hour)

responses(detector)
detector uncoll fsd total

response uncoil response
1 4.68262-13 0.45599 1.4640E-10
2 2.4721E-13 0.45286 7.1884z-11
3 4.2371E-16 0.85079 1.7515E-11

number of scores made to each point detector from collision sites
7807 7807 7807

number of scores made to each point detector from source particles
13 13 13

number of scores made to each point detector from secondary particles
56 56 55

fed
total

0.078246 Point detector results
0.29064 4

number of attempts in generating source particles -
number of particles leaking from the ends at z=himl -
number of particles leaking from the side at r=rjac -

1000
0

1579

* * * * surface detectors results I * I I

detector locations: radi

surface 6 radius
1 57.270
2 157.270
3 322.000
4 358.000

zrmin zrmax intzr
0.000 182.880 1
0.000 282.880 1
0.000 282.880 1
0.000 282.880 1

intam
1
1
1
1

dose rate
4.871E-10
8.407E-11
3.207E-11
2.732E-11

fad
0.057
0.065
0.062
0.061

* of hits
1463
1504
1274
1218

- - - - tallies of spatial segments on each surface - - - -

- - - - tallies of azimuthal segments - - - -

tallies of azimuthal segments on surface # 1

azimuthal mid spatial segment 1
segmt. # point dose rate fad hits

1 180.00 4.8718-10 0.057 1463

tallies of azimuthal segments on surface # 2

azimuthal mid spatial segment 1
segmt. # point dose rate fad hits

1 180.00 8.407E-11 0.065 1504

tallies of azimuthal segments on surface # 3

azimuthal mid spatial segment 1
segmt. # point dose rate fad hits

1 180.00 3.207E-11 0.062 1274

tallies of azimuthal segments on surface # 4

azimuthal mid spatial segment 1
segmt. X point dose rate fad hits

1 180.00 2.732E-11 0.061 1218

Surface detectors
results. This is
the default output
of surface detector
results. For user
specified surface
detector output, see
Sample Problem 9.



time required for the preceding 10 batches was 2 seconds.

The results are presented in dose rate (rem per hour)

per source strength input by the user. For this

problem, a unity source strength was input. Since

there are 7 PWR assemblies each emitting 2.614 x 109

neutrons per second, the total source strength is

1.8298 x 109 neutrons per second. Hence, the total

response must be multiplied by 1.8298 x 109 to obtain

the correct dose rates.

CD



neutron deaths number weight

killed by russian roulette 4761 0.41168E+04
escaped 1601 0.57784E+03
reached energy cutoff 0 O.OOOOOE+00
reached time cutoff 0 0.OOOOOE+00

co5
N 6 number of scatterings

medium number
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 6506
5 17039
6 0
7 7637
8 0

/e
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real scattering counters

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Cn

region 1
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
5 2.18E+00
6 3.06E+00

40 2.36E+01
65 4.75E+01
93 7.54E+01

477 4.02E+02
335 2.91E+02

85 7.51E+01
304 2.83E+02
601 6.82E+02

1614 2.07E+03
3885 8.06E+03

361 3.50E+03
28 3.71E+02
16 2.90E+02

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 7
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
3 8.11E-01
5 1.82E+00

18 7.29E+00
26 1.07E+01
67 2.79E+01
75 3.44E+01
22 1.06E+01
42 1.80E+01

219 9.65E+01
922 4.42E+02

2709 2.02E+03
243 1.53E+03

2 2.16E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 2
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 4.75E-01
7 4.30E+00
0 O.OOE+00

11 8.56E+00
2 1.79E+00
1 4.45E-01
6 4.62E+00

14 1.41E+01
27 2.69E+01
69 1.16E+02

9 9.19E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 3
number weight

0 0.00E+00
1 4.70E-01
2 8.03E-01
6 3.39E+00

17 1.23E+01
15 1.18E+01
83 6.68E+01
98 7.97E+01
28 2.38E+01
97 7.96E+01

141 1.36E+02
401 4.15E+02

1082 1.75E+03
153 1.63E+03

21 3.22E+02
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 4
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
1 4.63E-01
3 9.72E-01
8 4.17E+00
7 4.72E+00

17 1.15E+01
94 6.83E+01

106 7.99E+01
24 1.81E+01
78 5.95E+01

155 1.42E+02
472 4.47E+02

1425 2.09E+03
102 1.12E+03

3 4.98E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 5
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
2 8.53E-01
6 1.69E+00

20 9.79E+00
27 1.59E+01
35 2.20E+01

113 7.48E+01
127 8.48E+01
33 2.23E+01
87 5.78E+01

257 2.04E+02
924 7.46E+02

2851 3.60E+03
154 1.63E+03

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 6
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
9 2.54E+00

20 8.48E+00
20 9.29E+00
37 1.83E+01

114 6.07E+01
75 4.42E+01
46 2.45E+01
71 3.87E+01

239 1.49E+02
1065 7.03E+02
3326 3.32E+03

195 1.70E+03
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 8
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
2 4.87E-01
3 8.92E-01

20 4.96E+00
19 6.11E+00
69 2.01E+01
69 2.23E+01
11 3.53E+00
79 2.35E+01

233 7.60E+01
880 3.05E+02

2542 1.33E+03
330 1.30E+03

17 1.49E+02
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00



fission production counters

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

(A

4Ni

0P.-

region 1
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
1 1.35E+00
1 1.35E+00
3 4.06E+00
6 8.12E+00

13 1.76E+01
29 3.92E+01
31 4.19E+01

7 9.47E+00
29 3.92E+01
20 2.71E+01
12 1.62E+01
18 2.44E+01

9 1.22E+01
0 0.OOE+00
3 4.06E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00

region 7
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
2 1.16E+00
3 1.74E+00
6 3.47E+00
4 2.32E+00

13 7.53E+00
7 4.05E+00
9 5.21E+00

14 8.11E+00
3 1.74E+00
2 1.16E+00
2 1.16E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+OO
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00

region 2
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
1 1.15E+00
o 0.OOE+00
1 1.15E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
3 3.45E+00
2 2.30E+00
1 1.15E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00

region 3
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
1 1.12E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00

region 4
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
1 1.05E+00
2 2.11E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
1 1.05E+00

16 1.69E+01
15 1.58E+01

3 3.16E+00
7 7.38E+00

15 1.58E+01
2 2.11E+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 1.05E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O:OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 5
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
1 9.34E-01
0 0.OOE+00
5 4.67E+00
7 6.54E+00
5 4.67E+00

15 1.40E+01
17 1.59E+01

3 2.80E+00
11 1.03E+01
18 1.68E+01

5 4.67E+00
1 9.34E-01
1 9.34E-01
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 6
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
2 1.51E+00
7 5.27E+00
4 3.01E+00
4 3.01E+00

14 1.05E+01
7 5.27E+00

11 8.28E+00
11 8.28E+00
22 1.66E+01

2 1.51E+00
2 1.51E+00
3 2.26E+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 8
number weight

0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00



( ( (7

number of splittings

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22Ci2.W

region 1
number weight

O O.OOE+00
3 1.35E+00
0 O.OOE+00
6 2.71E+00
9 6.09E+00
3 2.03E+00

22 1.43E+01
23 1.52E+01
4 2.71E+00

16 1.07E+01
57 3.96E+01
79 7.00E+01
139 1.98E+02
11 6.44E+01
5 4.57E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 7
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
2 5.79E-01
0 O.OOE+00
5 1.30E+00
3 7.90E-01

13 3.44E+00
19 5.36E+00
5 1.35E+00
9 2.30E+00

45 1.41E+01
212 7.02E+01
589 3.05E+02
26 1.16E+02
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 2
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.75E-01
2 1.15E+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.75E-01
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.OOE-01
1 5.75E-01
1 5.75E-01
0 O.OOE+00
7 7.22E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00

region 3
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 3.70E-01
1 4.17E-01
8 3.53E+00

23 1.06E+01
7 3.23E+00

25 1.20E+01
39 2.30E+01
92 6.17E+01
192 2,09E+02
7 4.72E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 4
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.27E-01
4 1.95E+00
9 4.74E+00
.6 2.95E+00
5 2.51E+00

12 6.55E+00
29 1.59E+01
96 6.02E+01

252 2.41E+02
1 6.57E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 5
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
6 1.87E+00
1 4.67E-01
4 1.75E+00
3 1.40E+00

15 6.86E+00
8 3.74E+00
3 1.41E+00
16 7.29E+00
53 2.53E+01

206 1.09E+02
469 3.84E+02
3 2.08E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 6
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
3 7.53E-01
2 6.66E-01
2 7.53E-01
10 3.78E+00
16 5.51E+00
11 4.12E+00
7 2.32E+00
12 4.12E+00
49 1.92E+01

244 1.11E+02
605 4.04E+02
10 5.57E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 8
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
5 8.88E-01
3 6.56E-01

19 3.67E+00
22 4.61E+00
0 O.OOE+00

20 4.12E+00
67 1.58E+01

262 6.64E+01
539 2.12E+02
40 1.37E+02
1 9.05E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
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Po

number of splittings prevented by lack of room

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

energy
group

1
2
3
4

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 1
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
O 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 7
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 2
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
O 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 3
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 4
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 5
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 6
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 8
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.002+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00



( (

number of russian roulette kills

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 1
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
1 3.68E-01
0 O.OOE+00

10 4.10E+00
12 6.87E+00
15 9.67E+00
55 3.74E+01
58 4.01E+01
16 1.11E+01
48 3.44E+01
85 6.46E+01

187 1.68E+02
339 5.04B+02
19 1.36B+02
4 3.60B+01
2 2.87E+01
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOB+00

region 2
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
2 1.02B+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.82B-01
0 O.OOE+00
3 1.46E+00
1 8.39E-01
3 2.09B+00
8 7.96B+00
1 8.17E+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00

region 3
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
1 2.30E-01
0 O.OOE+00
2 1.03E+00
1 4.17B-01
7 3.638+00

17 8.38B+00
4 2.05E+00

19 9.71B+00
26 1.58B+01
79 5.62B+01

160 1.79E+02
10 7.83E+01
1 7.688+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00

region 4
number weight

0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
1 2.96E-01
2 6.91E-01
3 1.348+00

13 6.51B+00
8 3.458+00
4 2.048+00

10 4.638+00
31 1.788+01
94 6.148+01

270 2.738+02
8 6.508+01
1 1.42E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOB+00

region 5
number weight

0 O.OO+00
1 2.738-01
7 1.468+00
2 6.498-01
3 1.288+00
2 8.258-01

17 .7.288+00
15 6.458+00
8 3.508+00

23 9.57E+00
49 2.52E+01

244 1.298+02
498 4.29E+02
18 1.45E+02
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00

region 6
number weight

0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
3 5.468-01
1 2.898-01
3 9.478-01
6 2.268+00

15 5.008+00
12 4.158+00
10 3.208+00
16 5.108+00
46 1.738+01

241 1.028+02
626 4.178+02
34 2.108+02
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00

energy
group

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 7
number weight

0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
1 2.748-01
1 2.448-01
5 1.438+00

13 3.058+00
13 2.838+00
1 2.898-01
9 2.118+00

53 1.448+01
212 6.268+01
621 3.028+02
53 2.008+02
1 7.10E+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00

region 8
number weight

0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
1 1.748-01
0 O.OO+00
5 8.118-01

10 1.65E+00
51 9.23E+00

163 5.128+01
6 1.418+01
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00
0 O.OO+00

z

0-c

ON



number of russian roulette survivals

O

0

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 1
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
4 1.31E+00
3 1.06E+00

23 1.02E+01
36 2.15E+01
52 3.52E+01

241 1.70E+02
188 1.33E+02
55 3.91E+01

156 1.14E+02
230 2.OOE+02
362 3.51E+02
709 1.11E+03
88 7.30E+02
16 1.66E+02
16 2.28E+02
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.00E+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 2
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 3.45E-01
5 2.44E+00
0 O.OOE+00
7 4.23E+00
0 O.OOE+00
1 5.00E-01
3 1.81E+00
7 5.29E+00

11 9.38E+00
22 2.96E+01
2 1.90E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 3
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
6 2.74E+00
2 9.57E-01
2 1.03E+00

18 9.90E+00
32 1.77E+01
6 3.04E+00

43 2.40E+01
65 4.36E+01

204 1.58E+02
480 6.03E+02
38 3.37E+02
6 7.15E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 4
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
1 3.31E-01
1 2.51E-01
6 2.23E+00
2 1.08E+00

10 4.99E+00
35 1.83E+01
46 2.55E+01
10 5.06E+00
41 2.16E+01
76 4.65E+01

266 1.82E+02
663 7.43E+02
33 3.23E+02
2 2.96E+01
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 5
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
3 6.82E-01

12 3.94E+00
14 5.50E+00
18 8.24E+00
48 2.24E+01
46 2.24E+01
16 7.73E+00
35 1.67E+01

122 6.56E+01
437 2.60E+02
1229 1.18E+03

56 5.16E+02
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 6
number weight

0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
7 1.48E+00
10 2.87E+00
8 2.79E+00

21 7.64E+00
52 1.96E+01
24 9.04E+00
21 8.13E+00
27 . 9.58E+00

122 5.29E+01
479 2.22E+02

1364 1.01E+03
64 4.57E+02
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

CO

LA
0)

energy
group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

region 7
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
2 3.95E-01
1 2.45E-01
8 2.18E+00
6 1.70E+00

26 7.84E+00
24 6.74E+00

9 2.66E+00
17 4.76E+00

106 3.16E+01
443 1.50E+02

1162 6.24E+02
72 3.20E+02

1 1.19E+01
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00

region 8
number weight

0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 O.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
6 9.69E-01
4 6.90E-01
0 0.OOE+00
8 1.39E+00

19 3.19E+00
67 1.23E+01

252 8.05E+01
8 1.84E+01
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00
0 0.OOE+00

**next random number is 20F65ADB5D63

total cpu time for this problem was 0.03 minutes.
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sas4i surface detectors test case neutron doses thursday, july 16.1998

* . . . surface detectors results * I I I

RADIAL DOSE CALCULATION
detector locations: radial

surface t radius zrmin zrmax intzr intan dose rate fsd t of hits
1 108.850 200.000 250.000 5 36 7.736E-02 0.041 29174
2 118.210 0.000 198.000 20 36 5.633E-03 0.010 739598
3 157.480 0.000 300.000 30 36 8.655E-03 0.027 769073
4 357.480 0.000 300.000 30 36 2.323E-03 0.028 675351
5 518.210 0.000 300.000 30 36 1.330E-03 0.029 577559
6 120.000 0.000 250.000 25 36 1.507E-02 0.026 771761

8 e >t j ose atesin Rem/h

From SDL array From SDR array
NM From SDS array, INTZR(1) is number

subdetectors between ZRMIN(1) and
ZRMAX(1), where 1 is detector number'.
INTAM(1) is number of subdetectors in
azimuthal direction.

- - - - tallies of spatial segments on each surface - - - -

tallies of
segment t

1
2
3
4
5

spatial segments on surface t 1
mid point dose rate fad

205.00 1.468E-01 0.042
215.00 1.059E-01 0.060
225.00 6.725E-02 0.067
235.00 4.266E-02 0.103
245.00 2.418E-02 0.146

t of hits
13648
7787
4358
2439

942

tallies of spatial segments on surface t 2 [Results are automatically given for
each -spatial' segment averaged over
,azimuthal,' then by 'spatial, and
azimuthall segments individually. I

tallies of spatial segments on surface t 3
segment t mid point dose rate fsd

1 5.00 4.079E-03 0.026
2 15.00 3.970E-03 0.030
3 25.00 3.819E-03 0.028
4 35.00 3.969E-03 0.034
5 45.00 3.9012E-03 0.024
6 55.00 3.978E-03 0.033
7 65.00 3.904E-03 0.034
8 75.00 3.822E-03 0.034
9 85.00 3.747E-03 0.046

10 95.00 3.9512-03 0.046
11 105.00 3.664E-03 0.049
12 115.00 3.469E-03 0.033
13 125.00 3.903E-03 0.062
14 135.00 3.700E-03 0.060
15 145.00 4.2752-03 0.079
16 155.00 4.902E-03 0.056
17 165.00 6.427E-03 0.080
18 175.00 8.645E-03 0.065
19 185.00 1.255E-02 0.060
20 195.00 1.741E-02 0.059
21 205.00 2.105E-02 0.057
22 215.00 2.222E-02 0.048
23 225.00 2.084E-02 0.049
24 235.00 1.996E-02 0.055
25 245.00 1.664E-02 0.059
26 255.00 1.304E-02 0.060
27 265.00 1.119E-02 0.070
28 275.00 1.014E-02 0.070
29 285.00 8.540E-03 0.079
30 295.00 7.953E-03 0.103

t of hits
45125
43800
43031
43315
45617
42282
43379
41245
42231
41248
38592
38876
36761
32803
30898
28606
26451
20548
18942
15828
11950
10232
7212
5827
4867
2986
2550
1850
1116

905.

I
I

i
Dose rates for surface 3 for
each AZ2n1 cm segment over the.
entire 2n azimuthal range.
M -
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- - - - tallies of azimuthal segments - - - -

tallies of azimuthal segments on surface t 1

azimuthal mid spatial segment 1 spatial segment 2 spatial segment 3 spatial segment 4
segmt. t point dose rate fad hits dose rate fsd hits dose rate fad hits dose rate fsd hits

1 5.00 1.148E-01 0.262 328 8.949E-02 0.463 155 7.372E-02 0.289 116 6.234E-02 0.530 67
2 1S.00 1.616E-01 0.178 554 1.048E-01 0.317 221 7.8632-02 0.216 165 6.774E-02 0.304 87
3 25.00 1.185E-01 0.170 337 1.3468-01 0.228 274 6.024E-02 0.302 118 1.994E-02 0.274 57
4 35.00 1.527E-01 0.239 363 1.468E-01 0.370 229 7.778E-02 0.298 132 3.529E-02 0.234 69
5 45.00 1.834E-01 0.189 380 9.642E-02 0.237 210 4.714E-02 0.267 128 1.7522-02 0.364 38
6 55.00 9.922E-02 0.153 344 8.164E-02 0.285 191 1.103E-01 0.371 121 5.287E-02 0.318 94
7 65.00 1.773E-01 0.179 506 1.055E-01 0.245 222 1.1322-01 0.349 139 9.360E-02 0.414 78
8 75.00 1.618E-01 0.268 458 1.11O2-01 0.244 203 1.081E-01 0.232 154 5.726E-02 0.331 84
9 85.00 1.605E-01 0.190 368 6.8792-02 0.249 193 1.0742-01 0.308 139 7.256E-02 0.646 75

10 95.00 1.015E-01 0.180 334 8.314E-02 0.187 181 6.1932-02 0.320 102 4.111E-02 0.430 64
11 105.00 1.7512-01 0.186 443 8.897E-02 0.250 184 2.382E-02 0.245 80 1.262E-02 0.286 34
12 115.00 1.208E-01 0.144 389 9.9772-02 0.286 171 8.173E-02 0.410 90 4.6162-02 0.430 78
13 125.00 1.531E-01 0.153 385 9.344E-02 0.250 214 6.612E-02 0.340 135 4.560E-02 0.466 70
14 135.00 1.379E-01 0.163 357 8.615E-02 0.229 219 7.265E-02 0.535 112 2.219E-02 0.304 52
15 145.00 1.603E-01 0.284 364 1.088E-01 0.210 238 5.187E-02 0.380 107 4.0172-02 0.238 74
16 155.00 1.225E-01 0.229 372 1.54SE-01 0.430 182 4.626E-02 0.221 127 3.495E-02 0.260 93
17 165.00 1.308E-01 0.199 369 9.873E-02 0.307 206 2.8402-02 0.238 102 2.531E-02 0.278 59
18 175.00 1.244E-01 0.131 404 1.151E-01 0.188 263 8.789E-02 0.250 135 2.2242-02 0.284 74
19 185.00 1.599E-01 0.221 433 1.336E-01 0.197 322 7.164E-02 0.339 134 4.2092-02 0.387 65
20 195.00 1.315E-01 0.231 359 7.9762-02 0.196 195 5.430E-02 0.228 102 3.2322-02 0.409 55
21 205.00 1.7112-01 0.248 384 8.958E-02 0.191 222 6.286E-02 0.196 127 5.323E-02 0.344 126
22 215.00 1.226E-01 0.160 409 7.162E-02 0.290 208 2.672E-02 0.192 99 6.5362-02 0.514 83
23 225.00 1.4812-01 0.196 383 1.384Z-01 0.291 264 5.334E-02 0.292 107 3.488E-02 0.536 49
24 235.00 1.6392-01 0.205 354 1.3872-01 0.245 264 5.078E-02 0.208 157 2.143E-02 0.304 48
25 245.00 1.7982-01 0.217 370 1.3202-01 0.270 225 5.913E-02 0.194 153 4.338E-02 0.296 67
26 255.00 1.7402-01 0.145 407 1.4302-01 0.201 256 5.164E-02 0.271 116 6.743E-02 0.601 74
27 265.00 9.144E-02 0.155 297 6.544E-02 0.155 200 1.040E-01 0.288 144 2.763E-02 0.239 59
28 275.00 1.8992-01 0.185 379 1.161E-01 0.231 201 9.335E-02 0.269 143 5.738E-02 0.294 74
29 285.00 1.597E-01 0.174 369 1.317E-01 0.243 230 9.481E-02 0.287 140 7.276E-02 0.448 98
30 295.00 1.4372-01 0.199 387 1.2252-01 0.202 263 1.009E-01 0.316 160 7.048E-02 0.419 85
31 305.00 1.370E-01 0.221 323 1.003E-01 0.273 210 5.886E-02 0.332 121 2.777E-02 0.396 64
32 315.00 2.341E-01 0.259 380 8.287E-02 0.277 190 7.575E-02 0.507 93 6.3002-02 0.606 51
33 325.00 1.848E-01 0.197 407 1.0702-01 0.211 226 4.805E-02 0.270 110 2.417E-02 0.341 59
34 335.00 1.225E-01 0.147 371 7.996E-02 0.238 189 5.026E-02 0.298 105 2.097E-02 0.288 43
35 345.00 1.0212-01 0.167 296 1.236E-01 0.207 245 4.389E-02 0.355 86 1.127E-02 0.212 47
36 355.00 1.1402-01 0.187 285 8.793E-02 0.417 121 2.3662-02 0.382 59 3.058E-02 0.547 45

azimuithal mid spatial aget S
segmt. S point dose rate fad hits

1 5.00 1.4842-02 0.552 18
2 15.00 2.3202-02 0.483 26
3 25.00 1.423E-02 0.387 21
4 35.00 1.323E-02 0.747 21
5 45.00 4.2792-03 0.528 10
6 55.00 2.4702-02 0.438 21
7 65.00 3.0762-02 0.555 34
8 75.00 6.3792-02 0.563 47
9 85.00 3.9832-02 0.713 27

1D 95.00 2.1692-02 0.451 27
11 105.00 4.5422-03 0.602 19
12 115.00 1.4282-02 0.726 19
13 125.00 1.7582-02 0.433 32
14 135.00 1.843E-02 0.618 42
15 145.00 1.0162-02 0.494 31
16 155.00 2.2702-02 0.459 28
17 165.00 7.3742-02 0.537 36
18 175.00 1.8592-02 0.520 31
19 185.00 6.2762-03 0.534 13
20 195.00 6.4332-02 0.797 17
21 205.00 1.670E-02 0.793 16
22 215.00 4.3502-02 0.475 40
23 225.00 3.845E-02 0.672 43
24 235.00 2.481E-02 0.433 23
25 245.00 1.603E-02 0.511 17
26 255.00 1.6912-02 0.405 28
27 265.00 6.2582-02 0.653 40
28 275.00 2.341E-02 0.368 28
29 285.00 4.606E-02 0.465 32
30 295.00 9.675E-03 0.509 20
31 305.00 6.741E-03 0.353 27
32 315.00 1.106E-02 0.617 22
33 325.00 1.879E-02 0.720 30
34 335.00 7.707E-03 0.529 17
35 345.00 5.087E-03 0.416 13
36 355.00 2.172E-02 0.727 26
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Dose rates of the 5 th segment
of surface 1 as a function of
azimuthal angle for angular
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tallies of azimunthal segments on surface # 6

azimuthal mid spatial segment 25
segmt. 6 point dose rate fsd hits

1 5.00 2.971E-02 0.358 53
2 15.00 2.688Z-02 0.336 41
3 25.00 1.299E-02 0.426 40
4 35.00 1.905E-02 0.277 33
5 45.00 1.5602-02 0.302 35
6 55.00 2.776E-02 0.361 50
7 65.00 2.054E-02 0.324 54
8 75.00 2.998E-02 0.388 46
9 85.00 3.306E-02 0.310 49

10 95.00 3.646E-02 0.337 48
11 105.00 2.566E-02 0.346 47
12 115.00 2.9292-02 0.410 50
13 125.00 1.378E-02 0.448 40
14 135.00 1.798E-02 0.420 34
15 145.00 2.070E-02 0.393 46
16 155.00 1.842E-02 0.258 50
17 165.00 2.142E-02 0.390 43
18 175.00 1.760E-02 0.458 43
19 185.00 1.024E-02 0.320 32
20 195.00 1.306E-02 0.292 24
21 205.00 1.438E-02 0.297 34
22 215.00 2.492E-02 0.348 63
23 225.00 2.4062-02 0.316 35
24 235.00 3.023E-02 0.321 35
25 245.00 2.5132-02 0.287 39
26 255.00 2.641E-02 0.232 49
27 265.00 2.097E-02 0.371 37
28 275.00 2.229E-02 0.357 37
29 285.00 3.756E-02 0.286 40
30 295.00 2.8588-02 0.324 46
31 305.00 2.130E-02 0.393 41
32 315.00 1.444E-02 0.332 33
33 325.00 2.302E-02 0.314 42
34 335.00 1.129E-02 0.370 28
35 345.00 1.922E-02 0.343 45
36 355.00 1.523E-02 0.312 30
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Plot of Axial Dose Rates for Sample Problem 9
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Figure S4.B.1 Axial dose rates for surface number 3
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Figure S4.B.2 Azimuthal dose rates for surface 1, segment 5
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ABSTRACT

QADS is a multidimensional point-kernel computer code that utilizes the simplified free-form input
of the SCALE system as well as compatibility with ORIGEN-S produced sources, SCALE cross-section
libraries, and standard composition data sets. QADS consists of a preprocessor that takes the free-form input
and prepares input for the widely available QAD-CGGP code, which is then automatically executed by a driver
module. This report describes the point-kernel theory briefly, followed by numerous tips on successfully
applying the theory to various types of shielding problems. The remainder of the document is devoted to input
and output descriptions of the QADS code with several illustrative sample problems.
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S5.1 nITRODUCTION

QADS is a module that performs multidimensional point kernel estimation of gamma transport through
practically any type of shielding materials using a simplified input scheme that follows the general input
philosophy of the SCALE shielding sequences, SASi, SAS2, etc. Conceptually, QADS was designed to
capture the flexibility and power of the QAD technique for problems amenable to point-kernel solution while
allowing for an efficient and user-friendly input interface. Functionally, the QADS module is called via the
SCALE driver and first reads the free-form input values and then prepares input for the QAD-CGGP code.'
The driver then calls and executes QAD-CGGP automatically. For this version of QADS, several of the
combinational geometry routines in QAD-CGGP were changed from the RSIC-distributed version. The
changes make the QADS geometry input format compatible with the format of combinatorial geometry input
in other SCALE code packages. The QADS module has a number of similarities with other SCALE modules
that facilitate rapid transfer of input data from other setups. The SCALE standard composition library is used
to allow simplified input of materials. The problem geometry is coded using the well-known MORSE
combinatorial geometry package. Finally, the dose portion of the input follows similarly the XSDOSE input
data in module SAS 1. The combined use of the SCALE standard compositions and free-form input with the
multidimensional geometry capabilities and generally short running time of point kernel techniques produces
a very powerful procedure for shielding analysis of a wide variety of problems.
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S5.2 POINT-KERNEL DOSE ESTIMATION THEORY

S5.2.1 POINT-KERNEL THEORY

Point- kernel techniques have been widely used in gamma-ray radiation shielding analyses through the
years and the methods are well known. However, for completeness the discussion of the method in Ref. 1 is
repeated herein. For gamma-ray calculations, the QADS module uses the point-kernel ray-tracing technique.
In this method, a point kernel representing the transfer of energy by the uncollided flux along a line-of-sight
path is combined with an appropriate buildup factor to account for the contribution from scattered photons.
With a distributed source, the point kernel is integrated over the source volume for each source energy
considered. Expressed as an equation, the gamma-ray dose rate, D r), at any point due to an isotropic source
emitting s photons of energy E per second per unit volume is

D(r) = fKsar')B(jrI' -V'IE)exp(- phI? -Y!'I)dv (S5.1)

where

I = point at which gamma dose rate is to be calculated,
r ' = location of source in volume v,
v = volume of source region,
p = total attenuation coefficient at energy E,
Ii -!' I = distance between source point and point at which gamma intensity is to be calculated,
K = flux-to-dose conversion factor,
B = dose buildup factor.

S5.2.2 BUILDUP FACTOR OPTIONS

S5.2.2.1 Governing Equations

Two buildup factor options are available in the QADS module. The first option is the use of the
original QAD-P5A code' values based on the Goldstein and Wilkins moments method calculations for garnma-
ray transport in infinite homogeneous media. This method uses Capo's fit to the Goldstein-Wilkins data with
bivariant polynomial expressions to calculate the appropriate buildup factors as a function of the gamma-ray
energy and the number of mean free paths (mfp) from the source to the detector. For high atomic number
materials, the polynomial fit has the form

4 3

B(g I r - T'l,E) = E Cii(g I T - r'l)'(E)j, (S5.2a)
j-0 i-O

and for low atomic number materials it has the form
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B(p IT - 'I,E) = E C ji(, IT - .'I)i(i) , (S5.2b)

where the C,, s are the coefficients of the expansion.
The second buildup factor method that can be selected is the geometrical progression approximation

(GP method).2 This method has recently received a lot of attention and appears to more closely reproduce
actual calculations than other methods. The buildup factors are approximated by the equations

B(X,E) = 1 + (b- 1) k l (k* 1);

= 1 + (b- 1)X (k= 1); (S5.3a)

k(X) = cXa + d* tanh(X/Xk-2) -tanh(-2)
1 - tanh(-2) (S5.3b)

where X is the source-detector distance in mean-free-paths of the medium, b is the value of the buildup factor
at 1 mfp, and k represents the photon dose multiplication per mfp penetration. The parameters a, c, d, and Xk
are the fitting parameters and are allowed to vary with energy. A differing form of Eq. (S5.3b) is used for
penetrations greater than 40 mfp.

S5.2.2.2 Buildup Factor Usage Guidelines

Using these infinite-medium buildup factors should result in an overestimate of the dose rate at a
surface external to the source region since it implies that reflecting material is located beyond the surface.
However, because of the strong preferential forward scattering of photons, the error will usually not be more
than a few percent and only in rather unusual cases will it reach 20 or 30%.

Using single-material buildup factors for multilayered shields or for shields made up of mixtures of
materials can be another source of error. For multilayered structures having an outer layer that is thicker than
2 or 3 mfp, the buildup factor used should be the one representing the outer layer, but the total number of mean
free paths should be the number along the line-of-sight through all materials in the structure. This is a
reasonable procedure since the gamma-ray spectrum would readjust to the new medium and tend to approach
the spectrum that would exist if the whole structure consisted of the outer layer, particularly when a low atomic
number material is followed by a high atomic number material. For homogeneous mixtures or compounds, the
so-called equivalent Z (atomic number) method can be used.

For multilayered structures in which each layer is less than 2 mfp thick, no clear-cut procedure is
available. If one assumes that the structure is made entirely of the material having the largest buildup factor,
then the dose is overestimated. Conversely, if one assumes that the material having the lowest buildup factor
is representative of the structure, then the dose is underestimated.
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S5.23 DOSE ESTIMATION

The QADS module calculates the dose at a detector for each source energy group j with the following
equation, which is a finite difference form of Eq. (S5.1):

D= S -2exp- )kjk (S5.4)

where

j = energy group index,
i = source point index,
k = region index,
K = flux-to-dose conversion factor,
S = volume-weighted gamma-ray point source strength (photons/s),
R = distance from source point to detector (cm),
B = dose buildup factor,
p = total attenuation coefficient (cml),
t = zone penetration distance (cm).

The i index is used to completely describe the source. The source is broken into i mesh cells with each
mesh treated as a point source. The energy index j is treated in a similar manner. The source energy is
assumed to be at the midpoint of the jth energy or group interval. All relevant constants are then evaluated at
j points in energy. The total dose is obtained by summing the contribution from each of the source energies.

The QADS module also will perform a neutron calculation, although the range of applicability of the
solutions is fairly limited. The methods used for the neutron calculations are discussed in Ref. 1. The neutron
calculations are performed in a fixed 10-group structure and a fission spectrum source.

S5.2A LIMITATIONS

The point-kernel procedure as implemented in QADS is quite general and is useful for a large number
of applications. However, a number of limitations exist as discussed previously in Sect. S5.2.2.2 for buildup
factors. Other limitations arise from (1) the use of a finite source mesh which can in some cases produce
erroneous results, (2) the inaccuracies due to particle streaming which are not adequately modeled by the ray-
tracing techniques, (3) the lack of capability for QAD-CGGP to treat off-centered cylindrical sources, and
(4) the so-called oblique angle breakdown of the point-kernel method. The number of elements that can be used
in QADS and QAD-CGGP is limited to 20. The maximum mixture number allowed in QADS and QAD-
CGGP is 40.

The default mesh generator in the QADS code should produce a source mesh that is accurate for most
applications. However, if the mesh becomes large relative to the source-to-detector distance in either dection
perpendicular to the primary axis connecting the source and detector, large inaccuracies can result. For
example, the default source mesh, particularly in the axial direction, is inadequate for a tall, thin pipe with
appreciable shielding. In these situations, the maximum number of mesh intervals (100) can be specified and
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advantage taken of the problem symmetry or only a portion of the problem modeled in order to obtain accurate
results.

Particle streaming is an area for which point kernel methods have much difficulty, due to the ray-
tracing technique utilized. For a small streaming path, the ray-tracing lines from each source mesh to the
detector can completely miss an explicitly modeled penetration. Larger void or low-density regions can be
detected by the ray-tracing procedure; however, multiple scatters or grazing along the streaming paths cannot
be accurately represented.

The QAD-CGGP code, for which QADS prepares input and executes, cannot treat off-centered
cylindrical sources. Approximate procedures are available where the cylindrical sources are modeled as
rectangular-parallelepiped which can be located off the coordinate axis. Similar procedures can also be used
to overcome the QAD-CGGP limitation of a single source by surrounding multiple sources by a single body
and selective zeroing the source from nonsource regions via the judicial use of weight factors (see Sect.
S5.3.1.2).

The vulnerability of point-kernel techniques to an oblique angle has been widely recognized for a
number of years. A point-kernel inaccuracy can arise when nearly all the ray traces from the source to the
detector pass through the shield at very sharp (oblique) angles. Under these circumstances, the preferred
penetration path is directly through the shield with a few scattering events on the opposite side of the shield
before reaching the detector, rather than the many scattering events required before the particle reaches the
detector along the oblique ray traces. The point-kernel solution for such problems can be severely
underestimated, depending on the specifics of the configuration.
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S5.3 INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

S5.3.1 INPUT OVERVIEW

The QADS module input is broken into the following areas: (1) material component specification, (2)
source specification, (3) problem geometry, and (4) selection of built-in data and detector options. A brief
description of each input group follows.

S5.3.1.1 Material Component Specification

The selection of constituent material compositions is straightforward since the SCALE standard
composition library and material input processor are utilized by QADS. Therefore input specifications for
QADS materials should be unchanged from those of other SCALE sequences. However, unlike other SCALE
shielding sequences, the QADS module does not call the BONAMI and NITAWL modules (see Sects. F2 and
F3 of the SCALE manual) since the data in QADS are fixed and do not require any resonance processing.
There is a limit of 20 on the number of elements. The maximum mixture number that can be used in QADS
and QAD-CGGP is 40.

S5.3.1.2 Source Specification

The specification of a source in QADS allows for a great deal of flexibility to handle a large number
of source situations ranging from a flat source to one that has arbitrary shape and limitations in any of the three
directions. The input is such that the description of most source situations is straightforward; however, as the
source complexity increases so does the detail necessary to describe the given situation. This section is
designed to give the user sufficient understanding to describe practically any given source configuration. The
source description internal to the code includes an overall normalization, a spatial mesh and corresponding
spatial distribution by mesh point, an energy structure and corresponding energy spectral shape, and a specified
coordinate system. The source description can use a Cartesian, cylindrical, or a spherical coordinate system;
however, the Cartesian system is recommended if the source is off-centered, or if there are multiple sources.
The technique utilized for off-centered or multiple sources is to describe a source geometry that encloses the
origin and all sources, then selectively zero-out nonsource regions by use of zero weights. [See Eq. (S5.6).]

The use of keywords in the source geometry and shape, and defaults in the source mesh points, energy
group structure, and in some cases the source spectrum, greatly simplifies the typical source description and
will suffice for many practical applications. The source shape description for a flat (keyword FLATS) or a
cosine (keyword COSIN) shape are handled internally by the following equation for the point variation in the
source:

P(a,b,c) = cos { xiso(l, 1) [a - xiso(2, 1)]) $ cos{ xiso(l,2) [b - xiso(2,2)]I
* cos{xiso(Q,3)[c - xiso(2,3)]}; (S5.5)

where a, b, and c are the coordinates of the point in the appropriate coordinate systems, and the xiso values are
either calculated internally by the code or input by the user. For the FLATS and COSIN options the values
of xiso are computed internally (e.g., all xiso values are zero for the flat option). For the COSIN options the
values of xiso are computed such that the power or source strength peak occurs at the midplane and is equal
to zero at the external boundary. Only for the Cartesian coordinates are COSIN specifications allowed in all
three directions. As an option, the QADS module allows the user to input a unique set of xiso values.
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The final option for specifying the source shape is to input the relative shape by mesh point along each
axis. This option assumes separability in each of the three directions and the user inputs the power or source
shape independently along each axis. The source shape is entered via the WEIGHTS option and then
specifying relative shape values (for cylindrical geometry) P(r), P(z), P(O) at each mesh boundary using the
WAT= keyword. The relative magnitudes of the shape function for each different axis are not important since
the code normalizes to the input value ASO. The overall normalization is performed (for cylindrical geometry)
by using the input shapes P(r), P(z), and P(O), to calculate the weights F., Frame and Fn:

F1 = If' rP(r)dr;

Fm = I + IP(z)dz; (S5.6)

Fn = fen" P(O)do.

The Fn value is primed to allow overall normalization to be performed as follows:

ASO
CL FO 4 Nw n

(S5.7)
F n = A F..

Thus the total power and the input value ASO can be equated,

P = ASO = (E F)( F)( F ),(55.8)
1=1 m=l n=1 S58

and the power at any point is given by

Pa = FFmF n (S5.9)

In this manner the correct normalization is given regardless of the relative magnitudes of the individual
coordinates.

S5.3.1.3 Problem Geometry Specification

The problem geometry input uses the MORSE combinatorial geometry description. The input includes
first a description of each body type, where the nine different body types are defined in Table S5.3.5. The user
then defines the location and shape of each zone using intersections and unions of the bodies, and, finally, the
mixtures numbers for each zone. The input geometry description should be obvious to MORSE combinatorial
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geometry users; for those unfamiliar with MORSE geometry input the user is referred to Sect. M9 for more
details. NOTE: The array option in Sect. M9 is not available in QADS.

S5.3.1.4 Built-In Database Description

QADS contains a large database of built-in quantities, which simplifies the user input for most
problems of interest These built-in data consist of (1) buildup factors for both the standard and GP techniques,
(2) dose factors that can be user input, read from a SCALE library or internally computed using the ANSI-
standard description, and (3) mass attenuation coefficients for any element.

S5.3.2 INPUT DESCRIPTION

The user input to QADS is designed to be very similar to other SCALE sequences. Thus with minimal
effort a problem set up for another sequence can be rerun using the QADS sequence. Also, a user who is
familiar with SCALE input and execution should have little problem becoming proficient in the operation of
QADS.

S5.3.2.1 Sequence Specifier

Under the SCALE driver, QADS is invoked by the use of the sequence specifier "=QADS" and
corresponding data shown in Table S5.3. 1. The input sections following the sequence specifier consist of a
title, cross-section library name, calculation-type standard composition data, QADS source specification,
QADS problem geometry specification, QADS dose and detector specifications, and, finally, a QADS input
terminator.

S5.3.2.2 Title Card

The sequence specifier card is followed by an 80-character title card. Any descriptive title containing
80 or fewer characters is allowed.

S5.3.2.3 Cross-Section Library Name

The input value for the cross-section library name has four options: 27N-18COUPLE, 22N-
18COUPLE, ORIGENGP-SRC, and READINGP-SRC. The first two options specify that the problem group
structure will be read from the corresponding SCALE library, while the input source spectrum will be read in
the job input stream Note that the cross sections on the SCALE library are not used since QADS has built-in
attenuation coefficients. The third option, ORIGENGP-SRC, signals the code to read both the problem group
structure and the source spectrum and magnitude from an ORIGEN-S output saved on disk. This is a useful
option for coupling ORIGEN-S source calculations and QADS shielding calculations. The final option,
READINGP-SRC, directs the code to read both the problem group structure and source spectrum from the job
input stream While more cumbersome in preparing the input, this option provides flexibility in that any group
structure can be used and it gives QADS the option of easily specifying gamma line sources. This is
accomplished by specifying narrow energy bins with the midpoint energy equal to the gamma line source
energy.
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Table S5.3.1 Outline of material information processor data for QADS

Data
position Type of data Data entry Comments

1 Sequence specifier =QADS Begin in column 1. PARM=CHK
beginning in or after column 11 checks
the input for errors

2 Title Problem description 80 characters

3 Cross-section library 27N-18COUPLE These keywords are used to select the
name 22N-18COUPLE problem group structure only. QADS

ORIGENGP-SRC has built-in cross sections
READINGP-SRC

4 Calculation type INFHOMMEDIUM This is only valid option for QADS
calculation

5 Standard composition Enter SCALE standard Terminate this data block with END
data composition data COMP. See Table S5.3.2

6 QADS source Enter source data End this data block with END
specification SOURCE. See Table S5.3.3

7 QADS problem Enter the End this data block with END GEOM.
geometry specification combinatorial See Table S5.3.4

geometry data

8 QADS dose and Enter both dose and Terminate this block with END DOSE.
detector specification detector data See Table S5.3.6

9 Terminate QADS END Must begin in column I
sequence

'1

S5.3.2.4 Calculation Type

The next input value, the calculational type, is included simply to minimize changes to existing decks
that have been used in other SCALE sequences. The only value that is acceptable for this input is
INFHOMMEDIUM. QADS does not perform any resonance processing on the cross sections since it uses
built-in attenuation coefficients.
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S5.3.2.5 Standard Composition Data

The QADS standard composition data input is exactly like that of the standard SCALE input; thus
problem input descriptions should be easily transported from other applications to QADS. A brief input
description is given in Table S5.3.2; for more detailed explanations of each input value see the description
given in Sect. M7.4.4.

S5.3.2.6 QADS Source Specification

The QADS source specification input format follows and is summarized in Table S5.3.3. Following
selection of the appropriate source geometry, the user enters the source strength, normally in units of photons/s.
This is the value ASO discussed in the previous section. For the ORIGENGP-SRC option this value should
be entered as zero, since the overall normalization is read directly from the ORIGEN-S output (see Sect. F7).
If a number other than zero is entered, the value from ORIGEN-S is discarded and the new value is used as
the normalization. The use of eight different keyword inputs describes the spatial shape of the source within
the defined source body. The first six options give a simple definition of the spatial variation of the source and
no further information is needed to describe this variation. If either XISOS or WEIGHTS are specified, then
a more detailed description of the spatial shape of the source is given in the More Data array parameters, XIS
or WAT, respectively. Specifying XISOS directs the code to read the six values of XIS [xiso values of Eq.
(S5.5)] in the following order:

XIS=XIS(1,l),XIS(2,1),XIS(1,2),XIS(2,2),XIS(1,3),XIS(2,3).

If the user specifies WEIGHTS, then the relative shapes for each mesh point for each coordinate axis
should follow the WAT=keyword in the More Data array. The order of weights by axis is R, Z, 0 for
cylindrical; X, Z. Y for Cartesian; and p, i, j for spherical The optional fields of group structure and particle
spectrum are read in next; the option is determined by the value of the cross-section library name specified
previously. The group structure array is read in only if the cross-section library input value READINGPSRC
is specified. Similarly, the particle spectrum array is read in only if the cross-section library input value is
specified as either READINGP-SRC or one of the SCALE libraries (27N-18COUPLE or 22N-18COUPLE).

The More Data array contains seven different keywords that in many instances will not have to be
changed from their default values; however, using the keyword options increases the module's flexibility. This
is easily illustrated by the first keyword, NZS. The value of NZS defaults to 1 and describes the body number
corresponding to the source body. In many instances, the source will be the central body in the problem
description and a common convention is to number the innermost body as 1. However, in some instances the
source may incorporate several boundaries and simply specifying the body number for the outermost body will
effectively spread the source out over all intermediate boundaries. An example of this is given in the sample
problems. This is an important parameter since the source mesh is generated from the body data corresponding
to the body number specified. The procedure used internally is to determine, based on the data for the specified
body number, the innermost and outermost dimensions of the source body and then construct the mesh based
on the specified number of equally spaced meshes (determined by the MSH= parameter). If MSH=0, then the
number of mesh intervals is set to 30 for the R. X, Y, Z, and p axes and 20 for the E and * axes. These values
can be changed by specifying MSH= and entering the new number of mesh intervals for each of the three
coordinate axes in the same order as previously given for the weights. Should changes from the defaults be
attempted, care should be exercised in the selection of an appropriate number of mesh cells (the maximum
number of mesh cells is 100 for each direction). Since the source representation is completely described by
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Table S5.3.2 Outline of standard composition specification data

Entry Variable Entry
number name Type of data requirement Comments

I SC Standard composition
component name

Al ROTH Theoretical density
of material (g/cc)

Always

ARBM

Enter once for each standard composition. Enter the
alphanumeric description from Sect. M8.2. Additional
allowed names include those beginning with ARBM
for arbitrary materials and SOLN for solutions

Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material

A2 NEL

A3 IVIS

A4 ICP

Number of elements in
the material

No longer used but
must still be entered

Compound indicator

ARBM

ARBM

ARBM

Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material

Enter once for each standard composition compo-nent
that is an arbitrary material. Enter or I

Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material.
Enter 1 for a compound, 0 for alloys, mixtures, etc.

A5 IRS No longer used but
must still be entered

A6 NCZA ID number (from far
right column of Table
M8.2.1 or M8.2.2)

A7 ATPM Number of atoms of
this element per
molecule of arbitrary
material

or
Weight percent of this
element in this
arbitrary material

ARBM

ARBM

ARBM

ICP-1l

or
ARBM

ICP=O

Enter once for each standard composition component
that is an arbitrary material.
Enter 0 or 1

Repeat the sequences A6 and A7 for each element or
isotope in the arbitrary material before entering entry
number 2. Enter the number from the far right column
of Table M8.2.1 or M8.2.2. (Premixed standard
compositions cannot be used in an arbitrary material
definition)

Repeat the sequence A6 and A7 for each element in
the arbitrary material before entering entry number 2.
Do not enter a value unless ICP=l

or
Repeat the sequence A6 and A7 for each element in
the arbitrary material before entering entry number 2.
Do not enter a value unless ICP=O
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Table S5.3.2 (continued)

Entry Variable Entry
number name Type of data requirement Comments

2 MX Mixture ID number Always Enter once for each standard composition component

Si FD Fuel density (grams of U or Pu SOLN Enter once for a solution
per liter of solution)

S2 AML Acid molarity of the solution SOLN Enter once for a solution. AML=O if there is no acid in the
solution

01 SPGR Specific gravity of the solution Optional If the specific gravity (SPGR) of the solution is known, it
or should be entered as SPG=SPGR

or Density of the basic standard or
ROTH composition if the density of a basic standard composition (ROTH) is to

be entered, use DEN=ROTH
Density multiplier

3 VF See Enter the density multiplier (density fraction, volume
comment fraction, or a combination). Default value is 1. This item can
column be omitted if entries 4, 5, 6a, and 6b are also omitted. VF=O

is not allowed for SOLN or ARBM
Number density (atorms/b-crn)

4 ADEN for the nucide VP=O Enter only if VF=0.0

Temperatur in K
5 TEMY See comment Default value is 293 K. This entry can be omitted if entries

column 6a and 6b are also omitted
Isotope's ZA number

6a IZA VF-0' Enter for each isotope in the standard composition
component. Omit if VF=O. Entries 6a and 6b are entered in
pairs until each isotope in the component is defined

Weight percent of the isotope
6b WTIP VF*O Enter for each isotope in the standard composition

component. Omit if VF=O.O. Entries 6a and 6b are entered
in pairs until each isotope in the component is defined

Terminate a standard
7 END composition Always Enter once for each standard composition component This

terminates the data for a standard composition component.
Enter END to terminate the component. Repeat entries 1
through 7 until all the mixtures have been defined. At least
two blanks must separate entry 7 from the next entry

Terminate the data block Enter once for a problern. Enter the words END COMP
END COMP Terminus when all the standard composition components have been

described. At least two blanks must follow the END COMP

'NOTE: Entry 7 should not begin in column I unless a name is associated with it.
At least two blanks should separate the last entry 7 from the END COMP.
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Table S5.3.3 Input data description for QADS source specification

Data
position Type of data Data entry Comments

1

2

3

Source geometry

Source strength

Source shape

Group structure
(optional)

Particle spectrum
(optional)

CYLINDRICAL
CARTESIAN
SPHERICAL

Enter the
appropriate data

FLATS
COSINX
COSTIY
COSINZ
COSINR
COSINRHO
XISOS
WEIGHTS

Enter number of
groups, Ng, then
group bounds
(high-to-low in eV),
Ng+ 1

Enter value for
each group, Ng

Select the appropriate source geometry

Enter the number of source particles/s. Enter 0
for source read from ORIGEN-S

Terminate with an END card

Input only if READING-SRC is specified

Input only if READINGP-SRC or SCALE
library is specified

4

5

6 More Data array
(optional)

NZS=
INU=
NSO=
NPS=
XIS=
MSH=

[1] - body # for source
[0] - neutron calculation if > 0
[71] - ORIGEN-S unit number
[0] - source position number, 0=last
[0] - xiso values (6 values)
[0] - number of mesh intervals (values for each
coordinate direction)
[0] - weights read inaWAT=

7 End Source array END SOURCE Terminate source input

aThe mesh intervals and weights for each axis are input in the following order: Cartesian (X,Z,Y),
cylindrical (R,Z,O), or spherical (p, 0, O).

'Ihe default number of mesh intervals is 30 for R, X, Y, Z, and p axes and 20 for 0 and g axes. The user
can input the actual mesh by specifying a negative number of mesh intervals for a given axis, followed by the
mesh boundaries along that axis.
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the source mesh, the mesh should be fine enough to adequately model the source body. This is particularly
important for surface or near-surface doses where errors can occur if the mesh size is larger than the surface-to-
detector distance. Alternately, if the value of MSH is entered as a negative number, the actual mesh can then
be entered imrrediately after each MSH value has been input (e.g., if MSH= -15 then enter 16 r mesh values;
ifthenextentryis-10, enter 11 Zmesh values; if the next entry is -5, enter 60 mesh values). This will allow
for special situations when the intermediate boundaries, not just the endpoints, need to be specified.

The NSO and NPS parameters give the ORIGEN-S unit number and source position for the ORIGEN-
S data saved to disk in an earlier run. Only in a few instances should values other than the defaults have to be
entered. The XIS and WAT parameters allow the user to enter their own set of source shapes. The last
optional parameter is INU. Specifying INU greater than 0 allows the user to perform a neutron calculation.
This document assumes that a gamma only calculation is the intent of most users and further information on
the neutron capabilities is given in the original QAD document.1

S5.3.2.7 QADS Problem Geometry Specification

Tables S5.3.4 and S5.3.5 outline the user input for the QADS problem geometry input. This input
is very similar to that of the MORSE-SGC. See Sect. M9.2 for more detailed informnation.

S5.3.2.8 QADS Dose and Detector Specification

An outline of the final input section, QADS detector and buildup factor specification, is given in Table
S5.3.6. This section consists of buildup factor selection followed by two optional inputs: the number and type
of flux-to-dose conversion factors and the number and position of detectors for the problem. The first 8 options
for the buildup factors given in Table S5.3.6 correspond to the standard buildup factors [Eq. (S5.2)1, while the
43 options given in Table S5.3.7 correspond to the GP buildup factor data [Eq. (S5.3)]. For the standard
buildup factor data, the DOSE keyword indicates that the buildup factors are for an air exposure response with
penetration through the given material and the ENG keyword indicates a response of the energy absorbed in
the material itself. Similarly for the GP buildup factor data, the ABS keyword indicates a response of the
energy absorbed in the material, while the keyword EXP indicates the air exposure response with penetration
through the given material.

The next input parameter is NFACTR, which specifies the number and/or type of flux-to-dose
conversion factors. For all but a very few cases, the default value is sufficient. If the default value is used,
ANSI-standard dose factors are either read from the SCALE library or calculated internally. The user can
optionally specify other dose IDs from the SCALE library if that option is being utilized in the problem.
Lastly, the user can input dose response values by specifying a number between 0 and 9000. This allows
NFACTR sets of conversion factor sets to be read from the job input stream. The default for the number of
detectors is four, NDETEC=O and the detectors are located at 0, 1, 2, and 4 m from the outermost edge of the
outermost nonvoid cylinder along the midplane of the cylinder. This default option is valid only for cylindrical
source geometries. For other geometries and/or other detector locations the user enters the number of detectors
desired, NDETEC=number of detectors, followed by the location of each detector. The default detector
geometry is cylindrical and need not be entered unless the user desires another geometry for the detector.
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Table S5.3.4 Input data description for QADS geometry specification

Type of data Data entry Comments

Title card Geometry title Enter geometry title (80 characters)

Options card IVOPT, IDBG, IBOD, NAZ See Sect S5.A.2 for description.

Body type

Body number

Body data

Terminate body data

BOX
RPP
SPH
RCC
REC
ELL
TRC
WED
ARB

If IBOD=1, enter appropriate
body number;

Enter appropriate data for
given body

END BODY

See Table S5.3.5 for body definitions. Refer
to Sect. M9.2 for complete information

Enter body number corresponding to above
body type if IBOD=1; otherwise, omit and
code will assign them.

See Table S5.3.5 for required data for each
body type

After all body descriptions have been entered,
terminate with END BODY

I

Zone name Three letter zone title (e.g,
ZN1, ZN3)

The first zone name corresponds to zone 1,
second to zone 2, etc., regardless of its title

Body numbers for
this zone

+integer
-integer
OR +integer
OR -integer

Enter the body numbers that comprise this
zone. See Sect. M9.2 for more information on
zone description.

Terminate zone data

Mixtures by zone

END ZONE

Integer for each zone

After all zones have been described,
terminate with END ZONE

Enter the mixture number for each zone.
Enter 1000 for internal voids, 0 for external
voids

End geometry input END GEOM

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table S5.3.5 Input required for each body type

Body Body Body Real data defining particular bodya
description type No.

Box BOX Assigned by Vx Vy Vz Hlx Hly Hlz
the user if H2x H2y H2z H3x H3y H3z
IBOD=1; by

Rectangular RPP the code Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax Zmin Zmax
parallelepiped otherwise.

Sphere SPH Vx Vy Vz R

Right circular RCC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
cylinder R

Right elliptic REC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
cylinder Rlx Rly Rlz R2x R2y R2z

Ellipsoid ELL Vlx Vly VIz Hx Hy Hz
R

Truncated TRC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
right cone RI R2

Right angle WED Vx Vy Vz Hlx Hly Hlz
wedge H2x H2y H2z H3x H3y H3z

Arbitrary ARB Vlx Vly Vlz V2x V2y V2z
convex V3x V3y V3z V4x V4y V4z
polyhedron V5x V5y V5z V6x V6y V6z

V7x V7y V7z V8x V8y V8z
Face descriptionsb

aFor definitions of these values, see Sect. M9.2 on MARS geometry.
bLine 5 of the arbitrary polyhedron input contains a four-digit integer for each of the six faces of an ARB body.

cn
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Table S5.3.6 Input data description for QADS detector specification
Data
position Type of data Data entry Comments

1 Buildup factors WATE DOSE or ENG These buildup factors correspond to the
ALUM ENG standard exponential buildup factor data.
IRON DOSE or ENG For GP values, see Table S5.A.2
LEAD DOSE or ENG
CONC DOSE

2 Number/type flux- NFACTR=[0I Use ANSI-Standard dose factors
to-dose conversion NFACTR > 9000 SCALE dose factor IDsa
factor (optional) 0 < NFACTR < 9000 Read NFACTR responses from input'

END Terminate dose factor input

3 Number of detectors NDETEC= [0] Defaults of 0, 1, 2, 4 m from mid-plane
(optional) (valid only for CYLINDRICAL source)

4 Detector data RRC R, X, or p value
(NDETEC i 0) ZRC Z, Z, or 0 value

PHIRC 0, Y, or * value
NRCOP CYLINDRICAL (default if source
for each detector geometry is cylindrical)

CARTESIAN
SPHERICAL

5 Terminate input END DOSE Terminate dose input
a Refer to Table S 1.4.8 in Sect. S 1.4 for available SCALE dose factor IDs.
b NFACTR for values between 0 and 9000 is the number of response sets, not the total number of values

entered. After the value of NFACTR is entered, response values are entered by group for each of the
NFACTOR responses.

1.

It
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Table S5.3.7 Index of materials and response

MATGP Material ICGP Response ICGP Response

BERY Beryllium ABS Beryllium EXP Air
BORO Boron ABS Boron EXP Air
CARB Carbon ABS Carbon EXP Air
NITR Nitrogen ABS Nitrogen EXP Air
OXYG Oxygen ABS Oxygen EXP Air
SODI Sodium ABS Sodium EXP Air
MAGN Magnesium ABS Magnesium EXP Air
ALUM Aluminum ABS Aluminum EXP Air
SILI Silicon ABS Silicon EXP Air
PHOS Phosphorus ABS Phosphorus EXP Air
SULP Sulphur ABS Sulphur EXP Air
ARGO Argon ABS Argon EXP Air
POTA Potassium ABS Potassium EXP Air
CALC Calcium ABS Calcium EXP Air
IRON Iron ABS Iron EXP Air
COPP Copper ABS Copper EXP Air
MOLY Molybdenum ABS Molybdenum EXP Air
TIN Tin ABS Tin EXP Air
LANT Lanthanum ABS Lanthanum EXP Air
GADO Gadolinium ABS Gadolinium EXP Air
TUNG Tungsten ABS Tungsten EXP Air
LEAD Lead ABS Lead EXP Air
URAN Uranium ABS Uranium EXP Air
WATE Water ABS Water EXP Air
CONC Concrete ABS Concrete EXP Air
AIR Air ABS Air EXP Air

NOTE: For Card ICGP (index of response) ABS is absorption and EXP is exposure.

S5.3.2.9 Terminate QADS Sequence

An END card should be included to terminate the user input to QADS. No built-in mechanisms for
stacking several cases within a QADS sequence exist. The use of the SCALE driver provides such an option
since additional cases can be stacked by simply respecifying the entire QADS sequence input following the
END card (i.e., including an =QADS as the card following the END card).
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S5A SAMPLE PROBLEMS AND OUTPUT DESCRETON

QADS was developed largely to provide a simplified input scheme to expedite shielding analyses
of spent fuel shipping casks. Of course, many other applications are well suited for analysis using the
QADS module. However, the two sample problems and their corresponding outputs given here are examples
of how QADS could be used in shipping cask analysis. The examples were designed to use as many options
as possible, in some cases more than are actually necessary, to give the user insight into how the particular
options can be best utilized.

The first sample problem involves a 38-cm-thick cylindrical cast-iron shipping cask with a dry 40-cm
radius inner cavity3 shown in Fig. S5.4.1. The input listing is provided in Fig. S5.4.2. The source has a total
source strength of 5.078 x 1016 photons/s and is distributed into an 18-group structure as shown in the input.
This spectrum was derived from individual line sources by binning into the specified energy ranges while
conserving energy. The weights option was specified to show its use; however, the actual weights are all set
to 1, thus specifying a flat source. The problem geometry described is a cylindrical shield 38 cm thick with
a 40-cm-radius cavity. The bottom of the cask is also 38 cm thick with the top cover 42 cm in thickness.
These body descriptions are followed by surrounding bodies of first internal void and lastly external void in
order that dose estimations external to the cask can be performed in QADS. In this case, these regions were
made arbitrarily large.

Figure S5.4.3 contains the complete QADS output of the first sample problem with appropriate
notations made to aid the user in understanding the printed results. The results for receiver 1 (i.e., a detector
at the outer cask surface on the axial midplane) appear near the end of the output. The calculated dose rates
are shown in the sixth column, both as a total dose rate and by group. The value of 3.53 x 10.2 rem/h agrees
well with both one-dimensional (1-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) transport results.3

The second sample problem illustrates one of many shielding situations that QADS can handle quite
easily. The physical situation is a storage container consisting of 52 cans of enriched uranium. The cans are
stacked 4 high in 13 compartments as shown in Fig. S5.4.4. QADS cannot handle the source geometry exactly
for this case. The cylinders themselves can be modeled but only one distinct source body can be input. There
are several ways to approximate this shielding situation. The first is to make the geometry 1-D by modeling
the middle cylinder exactly, then smearing the remaining 12 cylinders into an outer cylindrical ring. This
method was chosen as an approximation since one aim of the code verification was to compare QADS results
with 1-D transport calculations. Another possibility is to model all 13 cylinders in Cartesian geometry with
checkerboard patterns approximating the cylinders and the use of zero and nonzero weights to selectively
"punchout" the "cylindrical" regions of the source. This approach more closely reproduces the actual
configuration but at the expense of simplicity in the problem setup. The input for this sample problem
(Fig. S5.4.5) also demonstrates the use of the optional parameter NZS. The default value for NZS is 1, which
describes the body number of the source description. In many applications the innermost body is both the
source body and body 1; thus the default should be appropriate for many situations. In this and other similar
situations, however, there are multiple source bodies. The procedure used here specifies the outermost source
body number as NZS. This designation incorporates all the remaining internal bodies. It also places a portion
of the source in the structural regions which, if desired, can be assigned zero weights. The error in this problem
was deemed small enough to ignore. Excerpts of the resulting QADS output for the second sample problem
are shown in Fig. S5.4.6.

The source for this problem is generated by ORIGEN-S; and although the ORIGEN-S data is not listed
in this document, it is part of the input file distributed with the SCALE package.
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Figure S5.4.1 Geometry of cast-iron cask
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=qads
qads sample problem #1 - oecd benchmark shipping cask
readingp-src infhommedium
arbm-castfe 7.0 4 0 0 1 6012 3.25 14000 1.4 28000 1.1 26000 94.25 2 end
arbm-poly .91 2 0 1 0 6012 2 1001 4 3 end
arbm-1.4541 2.81 4 0 0 1 25055 2. 24000 18. 28000 10. 26000 70. 1 .186 end
arbm-zirc4 2.81 3 0 0 1 40000 97.9 50000 1.6 26000 0.5 1 .116 end
arbm-u235 2.81 1 0 0 1 92235 100. 1 .011 end
arbm-u238 2.81 1 0 0 1 92238 100. 1 .344 end
arbm-oxygen 2.81 1 0 0 0 8016 100. 1 .043 end
end comp
cylindrical 5.078e16 weights end
18 10+6 8+6 6.5+6 5+6 4+6 3+6 2.5+6 2+6 1.66+6 1.33+6 1+6 8+5
6+5 4+5 3+5 2+5 1+5 5+4 1+4
5z 2.64-5 5.02-3 1.13-4 0 1.80-2 7.60-3 6.70-1 2.99-1 5z
msh=15 15 10 wat=43*1
end source
cylindrical shell cask

0 0 1 5
rcc 1 0 0 38 0 0 450 40
rcc 2 0 0 0 0 0488 78
rcc 3 0 0 488 0 0 42 78
rcc 4 0 0 -10000 0 0 20000 20000
rcc 5 0 0 -10001 0 0 20002 20002
end body
znl 1
zn2 2 -1
zn3 3
zn4 4 -3 -2
zn5 5 -4
end zone
1 2 2 1000 0
end geom
iron exp
ndetec=2
78. 265. 0. 178. 265. 0.
end dose
end

Figure S5.4.2 Input listing for first sample problem
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primary module access and input record C scale driver - 96/03/13 - 10:32:44
module qads will be called

gads sample problem #1 - oecd benchmark shipping cask
readingp-src infhommedium
arbm-castfe 7.0 4 0 0 1 6012 3.25 14000 1.4 28000 1.1 26000 94.25 2 end
arbm-poly .91 2 0 1 0 6012 2 1001 4 3 end
arbm-1.4541 2.81 4 0 0 1 25055 2. 24000 18. 28000 10. 26000 70. 1 .186 end
arbm-zirc4 2.81 3 0 0 1 40000 97.9 50000 1.6 26000 0.5 1 .116 end
arbm-u235 2.81 1 0 0 1 92235 100. 1 .011 end
arbm-u238 2.81 1 0 0 1 92238 100. 1 .344 end
arbm-oxygen 2.81 1 0 0 0 8016 100. 1 .043 end
end comp
cylindrical 5.078e16 weights end
18 10+6 8+6 6.5+6 5+6 4+6 3+6 2.5+6 2+6 1.66+6 1.33+6 1+6 8+5
6+5 4+5 3+5 2+5 1+5 5+4 1+4
5z 2.64-5 5.02-3 1.13-4 0 1.80-2 7.60-3 6.70-1 2.99-1 5z
msh=15 15 10 wat=43*1
end source
cylindrical shell cask

0 0 1 5
rcc 1 0 0 38 0 0 450 40 QADS sample
rcc 2 0 0 0 0 0 488 78
rcc 3 0 0 488 0 0 42 78 problem
rcc 4 0 0 -10000 0 0 20000 20000 input list
rcc 5 0 0 -10001 0 0 20002 20002
end body
zn2 2 -1
zn3 3
zn4 4 -3 -2
=S 5 -4
end zone
1 2 2 1000 0
end geom
iron exp
ndetec=2
78. 265. 0. 178. 265. 0.
end dose

I

secondary module gadcggp has been called.

module qadcggp is finished. completion code

module gads is finished. completion code

0. cpu time used

0. cpu time used

2.00 (seconds).

2.00 (seconds).

Figure S5.4.3 Complete output listing of first sample problem
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qads sample problem I1 - oecd benchmark shipping cask

.... problem parameters ....

lib nolibused library
mxx 3 mixtures
msc 7 composition specifications
ism 1 material zones
ge infhouneedium geometry
more 0 0/1 do not read/read optional parameter data
msln 0 fuel solutions

..... problem composition description ....

sc arka-castfe standard composition
UIX 2 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 7.0000 specified density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

6012 3.250 wt%
14000 1.400 wt%
28000 1.100 wtt
26000 94.250 wtt

end

sc arbm-poly standard composition
mx 3 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 0.9100 specified density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

6012 2.00 atoms/molecule
1001 4.00 atoms/molecule

end

sc arbm-1.4541 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.1860 volume fraction
roth 2.8100 specified density
nel 4 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

25055 2.000 wtt
24000 18.000 wtt
28000 10.000 wt%
26000 70.000 wtt

end

sc arbm-zirc4 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.1160 volume fraction
roth 2.8100 specified density
nel 3 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

40000 97.900 wtt
50000 1.600 wtt
26000 0.500 wtt

end

sc arbh-u235 standard composition
MX 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0110 volume fraction
roth 2.8100 specified density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

92235 100.000 wtt
end

sc arbm-u238 standard composition
MM 1 mixture no.
vf 0.3440 volume fraction
roth 2.8100 specified density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

92238 100.000 wt%
end

sc arbl-oxygen standard composition
m 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0430 volume fraction
roth 2.8100 specified density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

8016 100.000 wtt
end

SCALE material
processor input

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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**** problem geometry ****

**** infinite homogeneous medium ****
mfuel 1 mixture no. of the infinite homogeneous medium

**** source parameters **

qads sample problem #1 - oecd benchmark shipping cask

src cylindrical source coordinate system
aso 5.07800E+16 source strength
shape weights source shape

group structure read from cards
source spectrum read from cards

optional parameters

msh values read from cards

optional parameters

43 wat values read from cards

**** dose data ****

bfmat iron buildup factor material
bfrsp exp buildup factor response

cylindrical shell cask

ivopt = 0 idbg = 0

rcc 1

rcc 2

rcc 3

rcc 4

rcc 5

number of
length of

O.OOOOOOOD+ 0 00 . OOOOOOOD+00
O . 4000000E+02

O. OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00
o0.7800000E+02

O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00
0.7800000E+02

0.0000000D+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00
0.2000000E+05
0.00000000+00 0.00000000+00
0.2000200E+05

bodies 5
fpd-array 45

body data
0.3800000D+02 O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 0.4500000D+03

O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 0.4880000D+03

0.4880000D+03 O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 0.4200000D+02

-0.l000000D+05 O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 0.2000000D+05

-0.l000l00D+05 O.OOOOOOOD+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00 0.2000200D+05

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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input zone data

-
znl
zn2
zn3
zn4
zn5

number of
number of
length of

code zone
1
2
3
4
5

1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

input zones 5
code zones 5
integer array 166

input zone zI
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

-1

-3
-4

-2

one data loc.
36
41
50
55
68

no. of bodies region no.
1 1
2 1
1 1
3 1
2 1

media no.
1
2
2

1000
0

i krl(i) kr2(i)
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5

morse region in input zone(i) array mriz(i),i=1, 5)

1 1 1 1 1
0

morse media in input zone(i) array mmiz(i),i=1, 5)

1 2 21000 0
option 0 was used in calculating volumes, for 1 regions
0-set volumes = 1, 1-concentric spheres, 2-slabs, 3-inputvolumes.

volumes (cm**) used in collisions density and track length estimators.
reg 1

volume l.OOOD+00
nfactr 0 dose factor id (read from cards if < 9000)
ndetec 2 number of detectors

detector no. 1
rrc= 7.8000E+01 zrc= 2.6500E+02 phirc= O.OOOOE+00 nrcop= cylindrical
detector no. 2
rrc= 1.7800E+02 zrc= 2.6500E+02 phirc= O.OOOOE+00 nrcop= cylindrical

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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input data list

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

qads sample problem #1 - oecd benchmark shipping cask
15 15 10 11 3 0 18 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0

0.5077999964E+17 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.000000000
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 2.666666746 5.333333492 8.000000000 10.66666698 13.33333397 16
38.00000000 68.00000000 98.00000000 128.0000000 158.0000000 188.0000000 218.000
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.6283180118 1.256636024 1.884953976 2.513272047 3.141590118 3
1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.00000
1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.00000
1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 1.00000

11 6 14 28 26 1 25 24 40 50 92 8
iron exp
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.0000000000E+00 0.5226600170E-01 0.3674918115 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+0
0.2274999917 0.9799999744E-01 0.7699999958E-01 6.597499847 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.0
0.7791318297 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.1308681667 0.
9.000000000 7.250000000 5.750000000 4.500000000 3.500000000 2.750000000 2.25000
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.000000000
0.8771620742E-05 0.7478495718E-05 0.6374817531E-05 0.5413647159E-05 0.462207162
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0. OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0. OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0.000000000
0.01 -10.00

10.00 - 8.00 8.00 - 6.50 6.50 - 5.00 5.00 - 4.00 4.00 - 3.00 3.00 - 2.50
2.50 - 2.00 2.00 - 1.66 1.66 - 1.33 1.33 - 1.00 1.00 - 0.80 0.80 - 0.60
0.60 - 0.40 0.40 - 0.30 0.30 - 0.20 0.20 - 0.10 0.10 - 0.05 0.05 - 0.01

78.00000000 265.0000000 0.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 0 0 0 0
178.0000000 265.0000000 0.0000000000E+00 0 0 0 0
O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOOOE+00 -1 0 0 0

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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qads sample problem 11 - oecd benchmark shipping cask

control is 15 10 11 3 0 18 0 0 1 2 0
0 -9 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0

source 5.0780E+16
0 r O.OOOOE+00

2.1333E+01

z 3.8000E+01
2.7800E+02

phi 0.00000E+O
5.0265E+00

f(t) 1.OOOOE+00
1.0000E+00

f(M) 1.OOOOE+00
1.0000E+00

f(n) 1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

O.OOOOE+00
2.6667E+00
2.40002+01

6.8000E+01
3.0800E+02

6.2832E-0O
5.6549E+00

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

1.00002+00
1.0000E+00

O.OOOOE+00

5.3333E+00
2. 6667E+01

9.8000E+01
3. 3800E+02

1.25662+00
6.2832E+00

1.0000E+00
1.0000E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. OOOE+00

0.00000E+O
8. 0000E+00
2.9333E+01

1.2800E+02
3.6800E+02

1. 8850E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1. 0000E+00

O.OOOOE+00
1.0667E+01
3.2000E+01

1. 5800E+02
3.9800E+02

2. 5133E+00

1. 0OOOE+00
1. 0000E+00

1. OOOOE+00
1.0000E+00

1. 0000E+00

0.0000+00
1. 3333E+01
3.4667E201

1. 8800E+02
4.28002+02

3.1416E+00

1.0000E+00
1.OOOOE+00

1.0000E+00
1. OOOE+00

1. OOOOE+00

0 0 o1 Control
0 0 0 0~

parameters
1.6000E+01 1.8667E+01
3.7333E+01 4.0000E+01

2.1800E+02 2.4800E+02 3-D mesh
4.5800E+02 4.8800E+02 d

I des4cription
3.76992.00 4.3982E+00

1.0000E.00
1. 0000E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1.00002+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1. 0000E+00
1. 0000E+00

1.0000E+00

} Weight
factors

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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CYLINDRICAL SHELL CASK

IVOPT - 0 IDBG - 0

Geometry description |

RCC 1 0.0000000E+00
0.4000000B+02

RCC 2 0.0000000E+00
0.7800000E+02

RCC 3 0. 0000000E+00
0. 7800000E+02

RCC 4 0.0000000E+00
0.2000000E+05

RCC 5 0.0000000E+00
0.2000200E+05

END 6 0.0000000E+00
NUMBER OF BODIES 5
LENGTH OF FPD-ARRAY 53

BODY DATA
0.0000000E+00 0.3800000E+02 0.00000002.00

0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E+00 0. 0000000E00

O. 00000OE+00 0.4880000E+03 0.00000002+00

0.0000000E00 -0.1000000E+05 0.0000000E+00

0.0000000.E00 -0.1000100E+O5 0.00000002+00

0.0000000E200 0.0000000E+00 0.0000000E200

0.00000002.00

0.00000002+00

0. 00000002.00

0.00000002.00

0.00000002.00

0.00000002.00

0.4500000E.03

0.4880000.E03

0.42000002.02

0.2000000E+05

0.2000200E205

0.0000000E.00

.3

12

21

30

39

48

ZN1 2
ZN2 2
ZN3 2
ZN4 2
ZN5 2
END 0

NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
LENGTH OF

CODE ZONE
1
2
3
4
5

I 10
1
2
3
4
5

1 0
2 -1
3 0
4 -3
5 -4
0 0

xNPuT ZONES S
CODE ZONES 5

INTEGER ARRAY 97

INPUT ZONE ZC
1
2
3
4
5

0
0
0

02
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

INPUT ZONE DATA
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

I
Z

Zzz
z

1
2
3
4
S
6

)NE DATA LOC. NO. OF BODIES REGION NO.
36 1 1
41 2 1
so 1 1
55 3 1
68 2 1

MEDIA NO.
1

2
2

1000
0

U. (I) KR2CI)
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
S S

MORSE REGION IN INPUT ZONE(I) ARRAY MAIZ(I).I=1. 5)

mixtu
b

MORSE MEDIA IN INPUT ZONE(I) ARRAY IZ(I).I=1. 5)

1 2 21000 0

OPTION 0 WAS USED IN CALCULATING VOLUMES, FOR 1 REGIONS
0-SET VOLUMES = 1, 1-CONCENTRIC SPHERES, 2-SLABS, 3-INPFVVOLUMES.

VOLUMES (CH") USED IN COLLISIONS DENSITY AND TRACK Lm1GTN ESTIMATORS.
REG 1

VOLUME 1.000.E00

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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coup/mat
1
2
3

c
O.OOOOE+00
2.2750E-01
7.7913E-01

si ni fe
O.OOOOE+00 5.2266E-02 3.6749E-01
9.8000E-02 7.7000E-02 6.5975E+00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E.00 0.0000E+0

h Mn cr zr
O.OOOOE.00 1.0453E-02 9.4079E-02 3.1911E-01
0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE.00 0.0000 E+O O.OOOOE+00
1.3087E-01 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOZ+00

sn
5.2154E-03
0.000E+00
O.OOOOE+00

comp/mat U 0
1 9.9755E-01 1.2083E-01
2 O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
3 0.000.E+00 O.OOOOE+00

data found: iron medium, air response
1 grp/mat c Si I

I partial densities by material

ri fe b mn cr zr sn

neutron removal cross-section
4.0630E-02 2.8980E-02 1.94002-02 2.1360E-02

material hydrogen density
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.00002.00 0.0000+00

6.02 OE-01 2.0500E-02 2.1090E-02 1.5590E-02 1.3780E-02

1.0000E+00 O.OOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1 grp/mat

2.0433E-02
2.2510E-02
2.5166E-02
2.8561E-02
3.2690E-02
3.7278E-02
4.1590E-02
4.6492E-02
5. 1758E-02
5. 8767E-02
6. 6814E-02
7.50782-02
8. 7000E-02
1. 0024E-01
1.1322E-01
1.3380Z-01
1. 6042E-01
2.36802-01

u

gaema attenuation coefficient
2.5088E-02 3.1696E-02 2.9871E-02
2.63902-02 3.1730E-02 3.00712-02
2.8218E-02 3.2203E-02 3.0705E-02
3.0859E-02 3.3528E-02 3.2154E-02
3.4290E-02 3.57072-02 3.4426E-02
3.8285E-02 3.8622E-02 3.7395E-02
4.2205E-02 4.1748E-02 4.05352-02
4.6749E-02 4.5530Z-02 4.4303E-02
5.17972-02 4.9994E-02 4.8701E-02
5.8738E-02 5.6652E-02 5.5183E-02
6.6716E-02 6.4420E-02 6.2720E-02
7.4984E-02 7.2776E-02 7.0765E-02
8.6980E-02 8.5450E-02 8.28202-02
1.0059E-01 1.0241E-01 9.8424E-02
1.1457E-01 1.2690E-01 1.1972E-01
1.39902-01 2.0490E-01 1.8290E-01
2.2331E-01 8.0149E-01 6.4746Z-01
1.3400E+00 1.0050E+01 7.9300E+00

3.4672E-02
3 .9767E-02
4.6088E-02
5.3802E-02
6 .2870E-02
7.2705E-02
8. 1753E-02
9.19672-02
1.0278E-01
1.1673E-01
1. 3272E-01
1. 4909E-01
1. 7280E-01
1. 9911E-01
2.2491E-01
2.65002-01
3.1281E-01
3.5700E-01

2. 8679Z-02
2. 89542-02
2. 9665Z-02
3. 1153Z-02
3.3443E-02
3.6413E-02
3.9529E-02
4.32502-02
4.7569E-02
5.3891E-02
6.1243E-02
6. 9062E-02
8.0730E-02
9.5531E-02
1. 1519E-01
1. 7150E-01
5.7430E-01
6. 9170E+00

2. 8566E-02
2.8931E-02
2.9730E-02
3.1323E-02
3.3727E-02
3.6796E-02
3. 9995E-02
4.3807E-02
4.8221E-02
5.4631E-02
6.2066E-02
6.9953E-02
8.1680E-02
9.6347E-02
1. 1527E-01
1. 6740E-01
5.2777E-01
6.2210E+00

3.4947E-02
3.4116E-02
3.3691E-02
3.4065E-02
3.52775E-02
3.7306E-02
3.9733E-02
4.2827E-02
4.6710E-02
5.3056E-02
6. 06672-02
6. 9485E-02
8. 4200E-02
1.0926E-01
1. 5658E-Ol
3.5090E-01
1. 9470E+00
2.4380E+01

3. 8079E-02
3.66812E-02
3.56732-02
3.54422-02
3.60522-02
3.7546E-02
3.9571E-02
4.2313E-02
4.5962E-02
5 .2503E-02
6. 0637E-02
7. 0888E-02
8. 9760E-02
1.2797E-01
2. 0806E-01
5.6900E-01
3.4590E+00
4.0580E+01

9.00
7.25
5.75
4.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.83
1.50
1.16
0.90
0.70
0.50
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.08
0.03

neutron removal cross-section
9.110O2-03 3.72802-02

material hydrogen density
0.0000E+00 0.0000E.00

attenuation coefficients by
group for each material

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5. 0343E-02
4.7642E-02
4. 5397E-02
4.4070E-02
4.3826E-02
4.48312E-02
4.6735E-02
4.98012-02
5.4508E-02
6.6818E-02
8.4938E-02
1. 1488E-01
1. 8540E-01
3.5759E-01
7.3894E-01
2. 4770E+00
3.6193E200
3. 9760E201

ga na attenuation coefficient
2.1644E-02 9.OOOOE+00
2.3527E-02 7.2500+.00
2.5966E-02 5.7500E+00
2.91812-02 4.5000E+00
3.3141E-02 3.5000E+00
3.7585E-02 2.7500E+00
4.1805E-02 2.2500E+00
4.6631E-02 1.8300E+00
5.1868E-02 1.4950E+00
5.8872E-02 1.1650E+00
6.6901E-02 9.OOOOE-01
7.5157E-02 7.OOOOE-01
8.7080E-02 5.0000E-01
1.0043E-01 3.5000E-01
1.1356E-01 2.50002-01
1.3440E-01 1.5000E-01
1.6626E-01 7.5000E-02
3.4400E-01 3.OOOOE-02

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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""conversion factors and build factors

.111buildup factors of geomtric-progression method are used
*iron medium, air response

VrP energy cornv.

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

grp
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.00002+00
0.00002.00
0.00002.00
0.00002.00
0.00002+00
2.64002-05
5.02002-03
1.1300E-04
0. 00002+00
1.80002-02
7.60003-03
6.70002-01
2.99002-01
0.00002.00
0.00002.00
0.00002+00
0. 00002+00
0. 00002+00

8.77162-06
7. 47852-06
6. 3748E-06
5.41362-06
4. 6221E-06
3.9596E-06
3.4686E-06
3.0192E-06
2.62762-06
2.20512-06
1. 8326E-06
1. 52282-06
1.1725E-06
8.75942-07
6.3060E-07
3.83372-07
2. 6693E-07
9.3476E-07

1. Omfp
D0 1.3232+00
30 1.3852.00
D0 1.451E+00
D0 1.5152+00
30 1.5902+00
D0 1.6452+00
D0 1.6832.00
30 1.7172+00
30 1.7512+00
30 1.8062+00
D0 1.8622+00
30 1.9072+00
D0 1.9572+00
30 1.9922+00
30 1.9292+00
30 1.6602+00
30 1.2362+00
30 1.0282+00

b

1.3232
1.3848
1.4514
1.5154
1.5895
1.6452
1.6832
1.7170
1.7507
1. 8060
1.8619
1.9075
1.9570
1.9916
1. 9291
1.6600
1.2362
1. 0280

0. 9606
0.9750
0.9865
1.0178
1.0392
1.0756
1. 1168
1.1606
1.1975
1.2329
1.2608
1.2752
1.2610
1.1460
1.0200
0.7430
0.4529
0.3740

0. 0358
0. 0270
0. 0205
0. 0083
0. 0008

-0. 0098
-0. 0211
-0. 0322
-0. 0401
-0. 0459
-0. 0492
-0.0501
-0. 0460
-0.0188
0.0076
0.0790
0. 1867
0.1900

xk d

13.818 -0.04970
13.554 -0.03994
13.310 -0.03325
13.052 -0.02217
12.185 -0.01660
14.048 -0.00873
18.275 0.00129
19.176 0.00878
15.911 0.01105
17.614 0.01355
19.862 0.01321
21.324 0.01089
24.770 0.00840
9.909 -0.01739

1.2.502 -0.02408
14.120 -0.04760
14.446 -0.10061
29.340 -0.31700

9.00 L
7.25
5. 75
4.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.83
1.50
1.16
0.90
0.70
0.50o
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.08
0.03

20.Omfp
1. 2602+01
1.3392+01
1. 449E+01
1. 5952+01
1.7892+01
2. 0722+01
2.3222+01
2. 6002+01
2.9792+01
3.6382.01
4.4782.01
5.2162+01
5.534E+01
4.3692+01
2.7622.01
8.2622.00
2.0262.00
1. 079E+00

eg
9.00
7.25
5.75
4.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.83
1.50
1.16
0.90
0.70
0.50
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.08
0.03

0.S5mfp
1. 1642+1
1. 1952+1
1.2273+4
1.2572+4
1.2922.4
1.316E+4
1. 3312+4
1. 3432+4
1.356E+4
1.3792+4
1.4022.4
1. 4222+4
1. 447E+4
1. 4772+4
1. 4632+4
1.3592+4
1.1452+4
1. 0182.4

2. Omfp
1.6412+00
1.767E.00
1.9032.+00
2.0432+00
2.202E.00
2.3342+00
2.4352.00
2.5312+00
2. 6252+00
2.769E.00
2. 912E+00
3.0252.00
3.1262+00
3.1132.00
2. 8822+00
2. 178E+00
1. 358E+00
1. 0402+00

4. .Ofp
2.3102+00
2.5662.00
2.8452.00
3 .1542.00
3 .5032+00
3.8262.00
4.0992.00
4.3782+00
4.6563+00
5.0663.00
5.4812+00
5.8003+00
6.0143.00
5.7123+00
4.8893+00
3.0353+00
1.5032+00
1.051R+00

8. Omip
3.9042.00
4.420E.00
4.987E+00
5. 6592+00
6.432E.00
7.2403.00
7.9792+00
8.7873+00
9.6503+00
1.0953+01
1.2342+01
1.3432+01
1.3952.01
1.2382.01
9.4143.00
4.4542,+00
1. 6772+00
1.062E+00

10. Omfp
4. 888E+00
5. 5212+00
6.2272+00
7. 077E+00
8.0722+00
9. 1573+00
1. 0172+01
1. 1292+01
1. 2542+01
1. 4463+01
1. 6582+01
1. 827E+01
1. 9012+01
1. 647E+01
1. 197E+01
5. 1082+00
1.7452.00
1. 065E+00

40. Omfp
4.3882+01
3.9902+01
3.8842+01
3 .9582+01
4.2233+01
4.9692+01
5.712.3E01
6.2242+01
7.3972.01
9.6522+01
1.2812+02
1.5973.02
1.7672+02
1.2692+02
6.6342.01
1.3252+01
2.3062+00
1.0902.00

60.Omf p
1. 2652+02
9.647E.01
8.2872+01
7.5392.01
7.6293+01
8.457E.01
9.8902+01
1. 053E+02
1.2632.02
1.7518+02
2.4373+02
3.1473+02
3 .5782+02
2.6872.02
1.2272+02
1.8152.01
2.534E.00
1. 0922+00

albert-welton coefficients

7.72003-09 3.49002-01 4.2200E-01 6.98002-01

Figure S 5.4.3 (continued)
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eg-
9.0000E+00 7.2500E+00 5.7500E+00 4.5000E+00 3.50002+00 2.7500E+00 2.2500E+00 1.8300E+00 1.4950E+00
1.1650E+00 9.0000E-01 7.00002-01 5.0000Z-01 3.5000E-01 2.5000E-01 1.5000Z-01 7.5000E-02 3.0000E-02

fe abs g-
0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE.00 0.00002+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000+00 0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE.00
0.0000E+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00

en-
1.OOOOE+01 8.00002.00 6.0000E+00 5.0000E+00 4.0000E.00 3.0000.E00 2.0000E+00 1.OOOOE.00 6.7000E-01
3.3000E-01

fe abs n-
2.2500E-15 9.2700E-16 5.4700E-16 4.6800E-16 3.80002-16 3.07002-16 2.1600E-16 1.0400E-16 8.3500E-17
4.6700E-17

width t-
+ 0.01 -10.00 12.0-0.10
width 9-

+ 10.00 - 8.00 8.00 - 6.50 6.50 - 5.00 5.00 - 4.00 4.00 - 3.00 3.00 - 2.50
2.50 - 2.00 2.00 - 1.66 1.66 - 1.33 1.33 - 1.00 1.00 - 0.80 0.80 - 0.60
0.60 - 0.40 0.40 - 0.30 0.30 - 0.20 0.20 - 0.10 0.10 - 0.05 0.05 - 0.01

width n-
+ 12.0-9.00 9.00-7.00 7.00-5.50 5.50-4.50 4.50-3.50 3.50-2.50

2.50-1.50 1.50-0.835 0.835-0.50 0.50-0.10
unit g-

unit n-
+ rad watts per per hour gram rad per hr

coordinate type 0 source intensity option 2

r coordinate
coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity

1 1.3333E.00 2.1333E+01 4.0000E+00 6.4000E+01 6.6667E+00 1.0667E+02 9.3333E+00 1.4933E+02
5 1.2000E+01 1.9200E+02 1.4667E+01 2.3467E+02 1.7333E+01 2.7733E+02 2.0000E+01 3.2000E+02
9 2.2667E+01 3.6267E+02 2.5333E+01 4.0533E+02 2.8000E+01 4.4800E+02 3.0667E+01 4.9067E+02

13 3.3333E+01 5.3333E+02 3.6000E+01 5.7600E+02 3.8667E+01 6.1867E.02

phi coordinate
coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity

1 3.1416E-01 1.25662.00 9.42482-01 1.2566E+00 1.5708E+00 1.2566E+00 2.1991E+00 1.2566E+00
5 2.8274E+00 1.2566E.00 3.4557E+00 1.2566E+00 4.0841E+00 1.2566E+00 4.7124E+00 1.2566E+00
9 5.3407E+00 1.2566E+00 5.9690E+00 1.25662+00

z coordinate
coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity coordinate intensity

1 5.3000E+01 5.6124E+10 8.3000E+01 5.6124E+10 1.1300E+02 5.6124E+10 1.4300E+02 5.61242+10
5 1.7300E+02 5.6124E+10 2.0300E+02 5.6124E.10 2.3300E+02 5.6124E+10 2.6300E+02 5.6124E+10
9 2.9300E+02 5.6124E+10 3.2300.E02 5.6124E+10 3.5300E+02 5.6124E+10 3.8300E+02 5.6124E+10

13 4.1300E.02 5.6124E+10 4.4300E+02 5.6124E+10 4.7300E+02 5.6124E+10

Source intensity by mesh intervals

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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I l

qads sample problem 81 - oecd benchmark shipping cask

receiver number I coortin-tes - detector
r 7.8000E+01 Phi 0.00002+00 z 2.6500E+02 coordinates

geometry print for pseudo source point at the coordinate origin

zone

2
1
2

1000

distance x y z
source pnt O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+0 O .ooooe+00
3.9612E201 1.118SE.01 O.OOOO+00 3.80002+01
1.0205E+02 4.00002.01 0.00002+00 1.3590E.02
1.3458E+02 7.8000E+01 O.OOOOE+00 2.6500E+02
9.7512E-05 7.8000E+01 0.OOOOE+00 2.6500E+02

qads sample problem 81 - oecd benchmark shipping cask

receiver number 1 coordinates -
+ r 7.SOOOE+01 Phi 0.0000E+00 z 2.6500E+02

grp mean energy direct beam mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
no energy group limits flux factors direct beam with buildup direct beam with buildup

mev mev

total 2.1136 0.01 -10.00
w/bu 2.2004

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
122
13
14
15
16
17
18

9.0000 10.00 - 8.00
7.2500 8.00 - 6.50
5.7500 6.50 - S.00
4.5000 S.00 - 4.00
3.5000 4.00 - 3.00
2.7500 3.00 - 2.SO
2.2500 2.50 - 2.00
1.8300 2.00 - 1.66
1.4950 1.66 - 1.33
1.1650 1.33 - 1.00
0.9000 1.00 - 0.80
0.7000 0.80 - 0.60
0.5000 0.60 - 0.40
0.3500 0.40 - 0.30
0.2500 0.30 - 0.20
0.1500 0.20 - 0.10
0.0750 0.10 - 0.05
0.0300 0.05 - 0.01

7.4125E+02 1.3958E+01 2.5265E-03 3.5265E-02

Eotseraose

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE.00 O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
0.0000 E+00 O.OOOOE00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE00 O. OOOOE00 O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
9.7213E.00 1.1078E+01 3.8493E-05 4.26432-04
6.93382E02 1.3427E+01 2.40S1E-03 3.22932-02
4.8229E+00 1.6520E+01 1.4561E-OS 2.4055E-04
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE00
2.5448E+01 2.8885E+01 5.6117E-05 1.6209E-03
1.0052E200 4.1665E+01 1.8421E-06 7.67502-05
6.8098E+00 S.8108E+01 1.0370E-05 6.0256E-04
6.1046E-02 8.0132E+01 7.1574E-08 5.7353E-06
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E00 O 0. OOOOE 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000.00 O .OOOOE+ 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE200 O.OO0OE+00 O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OoooE+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE200

O.OO0O.00 0.0000E2 0 e rate0.00.0 0.0000+0 rt
O.OOOOE+00 0.00002+00 by
0.00002+00 0.00002+00 bO.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+000 group
O.OOOOE+00 0.00002E00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O .OOOOE+OO O .OOOOE+OO
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE.00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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gads sample problem 81 - oeed benchmark shipping cask

receiver number 2 coordinates -
r 1.7800Z+02 phi 0.0000E.00 z 2.6500E+02+

zone

2
1
2

1000

geometry print for pseudo source point at the coordinate origin

distance x y z
source pnt 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE+00

4.5777E+01 2.5525E+01 0.00002+00 3.8000E+01
2.5961E+01 4.00003+01 0.00002+00 5.9551E+01
6.8151E+01 7.8000E+01 0.OOOOE+00 1.1612E+02
1.7934E302 1.7800E+02 O.OOOOE+00 2.65003+02

qads sample problem t1 - oeed benchmark shipping cask

receiver number 2 coordinates -
+ r 1.7800E+02 phi O.OOOOE+00 z 2.6500E+02
grp mean energy direct beam mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
no energy group limits flux factors direct beam with buildup direct beam with buildup

mey mev

total 2.1038 0.01 -10.00 3.3516E+02 1.3862E+01 1.1408E-03 1.5813E-02
w/bu 2.1964

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

9.0000 10.00 - 8.00
7.2500 8.00 - 6.50
5.7500 6.50 - 5.00
4.5000 5.00 - 4.00
3.5000 4.00 - 3.00
2.7500 3.00 - 2.50
2.2500 2.50 - 2.00
1.8300 2.00 - 1.66
1.4950 1.66 - 1.33
1.1650 1.33 - 1.00
0.9000 1.00 - 0.80
0.7000 0.80 - 0.60
0.5000 0.60 - 0.40
0.3500 0.40 - 0.30
0.2500 0.30 - 0.20
0.1500 0.20 - 0.10
0.0750 0.10 - O.05
0.0300 0.05 - 0.01

0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000 E+O O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
4.3510E+00 1.0983E+01
3.1255E.02 1.33003+01
2.1944E300 1.6347E+01
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
1.2016E+01 2.8438E+01
4.9239E-01 4.0798E+01
3.5275E+00 5.6472E+01
3.5670E-02 7.6963E+01
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
O.002E+00 O.00003E00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.00002+00 0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.0003E+00
O.00OOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E.00
1.7228E-05 1.8921E-04
1.0841E-03 1.4419E-02
6.6254E-06 1.0831E-04
0.00002+00 0.0000E+00
2.6497E-05 7.5353E-04
9.02352-07 3.6814E-05
5.37152-06 3.0334E-04
4.18213-08 3.2187E-06
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.00OOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.00003+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000E+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.00003+00 0.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000 E+ O.OOOOE+00
O.0002E+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000 E+O O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+0O
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000+00

subroutine exit has been called. probably from input.

Figure S5.4.3 (continued)
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Canister OD - 26'

Outer Sleeve OD - 23*

Concrete Matrix

4t 4° Sch 40 pipe (7)

5" * Sch xxs Pipe (6)

Spacer ring/4 places

Shield Plug (Optional)

4 1 H ~CEUSP Cans
_ _(Stacked 4 High)

Shield Plug (Optional)

Bottom Plate

Lead Pig

:tion A-A

Figure S5.4.4 Enriched uranium storage containers

Sec
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=qads
ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40, .5- barrel
origengp-src infhomn
uranium 1 .03045 293 9223

92236 5.600 92
o 1 .13591 end
cd 1 .02141 end
gd 1 .02788 end
uranium 5 .01473 293 9223

92236 5.600 92
o 5 .06575 end
cd 5 .01035 end
gd 5 .01349 end
ss304 2 end
carbonsteel 3 end
mgconcrete 4 end
end comp
cylindrical 0. flats
nzs=4
end source
cylindrical shell cask

0 0 1 5
rcc 1 0 0 .940 0 0 246.2f
rcc 2 0 0 .635 0 0 247.5f
rcc 3 0 0 .635 0 0 271.71
rcc 4 0 0 .940 0 0 246.2E
rcc 5 0 0 .635 0 0 247.5E
rcc 6 0 0 .635 0 0 271.7!
rcc 7 0 0 .635 0 0 271.7i
rcc 8 0 0 .635 0 0 271.7E
rcc 9 0 0 -10000 0 0 20(

medium
3 9.700 92234 1.400 92235 76.5
238 6.800 end

33 9.700 92234 1.400 92235 76.5
2238 6.800 end

end

3 4.808
3 5.113
a 5.715
3 24.620
3 24.925
5 26.797
3 32.385
3 33.020
)00 20000

rcc 10 0 0 -
end body
znl 1
zn2 2 -1
zn3 3 -2
zn4 4 -3
znS 5 -4
zn6 6 -5
zn7 7 -6
zn8 8 -7
zn9 9 -8
znlO 10 -9
end zone
1 2 3 5 2 :
end geom
iron exp
end dose
end

-10001 0 0 20002 20002

3 1000 2 1000 0

Figure S5.4.5 Input listing of second sample problem
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ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40 .5- barrel

*^ problem parameters *---

lib no.libused library
mxC 5 mixtures
msc 11 composition specifications
izm 1 material zones
ge infhommedium geometry
more 0 0/1 do not read/read optional parameter data
msln 0 fuel solutions

- - problem composition description ....

sc uranium standard composition
mx I mixture no.
vf 0.0304 volume fraction
roth 19.0500 theoretical density
nel I no. elements
icp2. 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 293.0 deg kelvin

92000 1.00 atom/molecule
92233 9.700 wt%
92234 1.400 wt%
92235 76.500 wt%
92236 5.600 wt%
92238 6.800 wt%

end

sc 0 standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.1359 volume fraction
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
ip 1 0/1 mixture/compound

8016 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc cd standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0214 volume fraction
roth 8.6420 theoretical density
nel I no. elements
icp 2 0/1 mixture/compound

48000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sC gd standard composition
mx 1 mixture no.
vf 0.0279 volume fraction
roth 7.9000 theoretical density
nel I no. elements
icp 0/1 mixture/compound

64000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc uranium standard composition
mX 5 mixture no.
vf 0.0147 volume fraction
roth 19.0500 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound
temp 293.0 deg kelvin

92000 1.00 atom/molecule
92233 9.700 wt%
92234 1.400 wt%
92235 76.500 wt%
92236 5.600 wt%
92238 6.800 wt%

end

sc 0 standard composition
mx S mixture no.
vf 0.0658 volume fraction
roth 1.0000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
imp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

8016 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sc cd standard composition
mx 5 mixture no.
vf 0.0104 volume fraction
roth 8.6420 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

48000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

Figure S5.4.6 Abbreviated output listing of second sample problem
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sc gd standard composition
mx 5 mixture no.
vf 0.0135 volume fraction
roth 7.9000 theoretical density
nel 1 no. elements
icp 1 0/1 mixture/compound

64000 1.00 atom/molecule
end

sC ss304 standard composition
mx 2 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 7.9400 theoretical density
nel 7 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

6012 0.080 wt%
14000 1.000 wt%
15031 0.045 wt%
24304 19.000 wt%
25055 2.000 wt%
26304 68.375 wt%
28304 9.500 wt%

end

sc carbonsteel standard composition
mx 3 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 7.8212 theoretical density
nel 2 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

26000 99.000 wt%
6012 1.000 wt%

end

sc mgconcrete standard composition
mx 4 mixture no.
vf 1.0000 volume fraction
roth 2.1470 theoretical density
nel 14 no. elements
icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound

26000 0.559 wt%
1001 0.332 wt%
6012 10.532 wt%
8016 49.943 wt%

11023 0.141 wt%
12000 9.420 wt%
13027 0.786 wt%
14000 4.210 wt%
16000 0.248 wt%
17000 0.052 wt%
19000 0.945 wt%
20000 22.632 wt%
22000 0.149 wt%
25055 0.051 wt%

end

*--- problem geometry ....

*--- infinite homogeneous medium ....
mfuel 1 mixture no. of the infinite homogeneous medium

* source parameters ....

ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40. .5- barrel

src cylindrical source coordinate system
aso 0.OOOOOE+00 source strength
shape flats source shape

optional parameters

nzs 4 source body number

group structure and source spectrum read from unit 71 position 0

Figure S5.4.6 (continued)
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dose data ....

bfmat iron buildup factor material
bfrsp exp buildup factor response

cylindrical shell cask

ivopt s 0 idbg = 0

re 1 0.OOOOOOOD+00
o - 48080002+ol

rcc 2 0.OOOOOOOD+00
O - 5113000E+01

rcc 3 0.OOOOOOD+00
0.5715000E+01

rcc 4 O.OOOOOOOD+00
0.2462000E+02

rcc 5 O.OOOOOOOD+00
0.2492500E+02

rcc 6 0.0000000D.00
0.2679700E.02

rcc 7 0.OOOOOOOD+00
0.3238500E+02

rcc 8 0.0000000D.00
0.3302000E+02

rcc 9 O.OOOOOOOD00
0.2000000E+05

rcc 10 0.0000000D+00
0.2000200E+05

number of bodies 10
length of fpd-array 90

0.00000000+00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000+00

body data
0.9400000D000 0.00000000.O00

0.6350000D000 0.OOOOOOOD+00

0.6350000D000 O.OOOOOOOD00

0.94000000.00 O.OOOOOOOD+00

0.63500000.00 0.00000000+00

0.6350000D.00 O.OOOOOOOD+00

0.6350000D000 O.OOOOOOOD+00

0.6350000D+00 O.OOOOOOOD+00

-0.1000000 D+05 O.OOOOOOOD00

-0.10001000.05 0.00000000.+00

input zone data

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9

0.00000000+00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000+00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000+00

0. 00000000.00

0.00000000.00

0.00000000.00

0 .2462800D+03

0 .2475800D+03

0 .2717800D+03

0.2462800D+03

0.2475800D+03

0 .2717500D+03

0.2717800D003

0.2717800D.03

0.20000000+05

0.2000200D+05

znl 1 1
zn2 2 2
zn3 3 3
zn4 4 4
zn5 5 5
zn6 6 6
zn7 7 7
zn8 8 8
z9 9 9
znl 10 10

number of input zones
number of code zones
length of integer array

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
10
10

321

code zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

input zone zone data loc.
1 71
2 76
3 85
4 94
5 103
6 112
7 121
8 130
9 139

10 148

no. of bodies region no.
1 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1

media no.
1
2
3

2
3

1000
2

1000
0

i krlfi) kr2(i)
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 a 8
9 9 9

10 10 10

morse region in input zoneci) array mriz(i),i1, 10)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

morse media in input zone~i) array mmiz(i),i-l,10)

1 2 3 5 2 31000 21000 0
option 0 was used in calculating volumes, for 1 regions

O-set volumes = 1, I-concentric spheres, 2-slabs, 3-inputvolumes.

Figure S5.4.6 (continued)
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volumes (cm -) used in collisions density and track length estimators.
reg 1

volume 1.000D.00

nfactr 0 dose factor id (read from cards if < 9000)
ndetec 4 number of detectors

detector no. 1
rrc= 3.3020B+01 zrc= 1.2361E+02 phirc= O.OOOOE+00 nrcop= cylindrical
detector no. 2
rrc= 1.3302B+02 zrc= 1.2361E+02 phirc= O.OOOOE+00 nrcop= cylindrical
detector no. 3
rrc= 2.3302E+02 zrc= 1.2361E.02 phirc= O.OOOOE+00 nrcop= cylindrical
detector no. 4
rrc= 4.3302E.02 zrc= 1.2361E.02 Dphirc- O.OOOOE00 nrcop- cylindrical

Figure S5.4.6 (continued)
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I ll

ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40, .5- barrel

receiver number 1 coordinates -
r 3.3020E.01 phi 0.0000E+00 z 1.2361E+02

grp mean energy direct beam mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
no energy group limits flux factors direct beam with buildup direct beam with buildup

mav mev

total 1.8410 0.01 -10.00 5.0190E+05 2.3535E+00 1.6424E+00 3.8654E+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+OO
w/bu 2.1763

1 9.0000 10.00 - 8.00
2 7.2500 8.00 - 6.50
3 5.7500 6.50 - 5.00
4 4.5000 5.00 - 4.00
5 3.5000 4.00 - 3.00
6 2.7500 3.00 - 2.50
7 2.2500 2.50 - 2.00
8 1.8300 2.00 - 1.66
9 1.4950 1.66 - 1.33

10 1.1650 1.33 - 1.00
11 0.9000 1.00 - 0.80
12 0.7000 0.80 - 0.60
13 0.5000 0.60 - 0.40
14 0.3500 0.40 - 0.30
15 0.2500 0.30 - 0.20
16 0.1500 0.20 - 0.10
17 0.0750 0.10 - 0.05
18 0.0300 0.05 - 0.01

1.8487B-06 1.4734E.00 1.6216E-11 2.3892E-ll
1.3955E-05 1.5628E+00 1.0436E-10 1.63102-10
1.0858E-04 1.6658E200 6.9217E-10 1.1530E-09
3.5995E-04 1.7858E.00 1.9486E-09 3.4800E-09
1.3151E-03 1.9453E+00 6.0784E-09 1.18242-08
3.5489E+05 2.1106E.00 1.4052E+00 2.9658E+00
3.1102E-01 2.2692E+00 1.0788E-06 2.4480E-06
2.5732E+03 2.4562E+00 7.7690E-03 1.9083E-02
2.3338E+04 2.6816E+00 6.1323E-02 1.6444E-01
5.4727E+03 3.0742E+00 1.2068E-02 3.7100E-02
1.8369E+04 3.5697E.00 3.3663E-02 1.2017E-01
3.5637E+04 4.1217E+00 5.4266E-02 2.23672-01
5.34142+04 4.8910E+00 6.2625E-02 3.06302-01
1.1976E+03 5.3976E+00 1.0490E-03 5.66212-03
6.9717E+03 5.2487E+00 4.3964E-03 2.3075E-02
3.8229E+01 3.7871E+00 1.4656E-05 5.55042-05
5.4827E-04 1.9947E+00 1.4635E-10 2.9191E-10
1.26122E-24 1.0917E+00 1.1790E-30 1.2871E-30

0.0000200 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOO+00 0.00000E+O
0.00002*00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.O OOOE+O O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
0.0000E+00 0.00000E+O
O.00OE+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
0.0000E.00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O

ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40. .5- barrel

receiver number 2 coordinates -
+ r 1.3302E+02 phi O.OOOOE+200 1.2361E+02

rgp mean energy direct beam mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
no energy group limits flux factors direct beam with buildup direct beam with buildup

maev mev

total 1.7663 0.01 -10.00
w/bu 2.1240

1 9.0000 10.00 - 8.00
2 7.2500 8.00 - 6.50
3 5.7500 6.50 - 5.00
4 4.5000 5.00 - 4.00
5 3.5000 4.00 - 3.00
6 2.7500 3.00 - 2.50
7 2.2500 2.50 - 2.00
8 1.8300 2.00 - 1.66
9 1.4950 1.66 - 1.33

10 1.1650 1.33 - 1.00
11 0.9000 1.00 - 0.80
12 0.7000 0.80 - 0.60
13 0.5000 0.60 - 0.40
14 0.3500 0.40 - 0.30
15 0.2500 0.30 - 0.20
16 0.1500 0.20 - 0.10
17 0.0750 0.10 - 0.05
18 0.0300 0.05 - 0.01

9.7519E204 2.2416E+00 3.1285E-01 7.01262-01

3.3682E-07 1.4167E+00 2.9544E-12 4.1855E-12
2.5405E-06 1.4946E+00 1.89992-11 2.8396E-11
1.9797E-05 1.5850E+00 1.26202-10 2.0003E-10
6.6014E-05 1.6907E+00 3.5738E-10 6.0422E-10
2.43602-04 1.8339E+00 1.1260E-09 2.0648E-09
6.6604E+04 1.9836E+00 2.6373E-01 5.2313E-01
5.9150E-02 2.1286E+00 2.0517E-07 4.3673E-07
4.9680E.02 2.3015E+00 1.4999E-03 3.4520E-03
4.5804E+03 2.5124E+00 1.2035E-02 3.0238E-02
1.0992E+03 2.8845E+00 2.4239E-03 6.9916E-03
3.7774E+03 3.3594E+00 6.9223E-03 2.3255E-02
7.4966E+03 3.8975E+00 1.1416E-02 4.4492E-02
1.1570E+04 4.6650E+00 1.3565E-02 6.3279E-02
2.6777E+02 5.2032E+00 2.3455E-04 1.2204E-03
1.6174E+03 5.0877E+00 1.0199E-03 5.1891E-03
1.0088E+01 3.6613E+00 3.8673E-06 1.4159E-05
5.6082E-04 1.9303E+00 1.4970E-10 2.8896E-10
1.62702-25 1.0917E+00 1.5208E-31 1.6603E-31

O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+000 O.OOOOE00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+0 0 .OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+O 0.00002+00
0.0000E+00 0.00.OE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00000E+O
O.OOOO+200 O.OOOO+200
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000200 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000 E+ O .OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.00002+00

Figure S5.4.6 (continued)
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ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40, .5 barrel

receiver number 3 coord

grp mean energy
no energy group limits

mev mev

inates -
r 2.3302Z+02 phi 0.0000E+00 z 1.2361E202

direct beam mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
flux factors direct beam with buildup direct beam with buildup

total 1.7329 0.01 -10.00 3.9838E.04 2.1956E+00 1.2629E-01 2.7728E-01 0.0000E.00 0.0000E+00
wlbu 2.0934

1 9.0000 10.00 - 8.00 1.3333E-07 1.3975E+00 1.1696E-12 1.6344E-12
2 7.2500 8.00 - 6.50 1.0054E-06 1.4715E.00 7.5192E-12 1.1065E-11
3 5.7500 6.50 - 5.00 7.83942-06 1.5574E200 4.9975Z-11 7.7832E-11
4 4.5000 5.00 - 4.00 2.6196E-05 1.6576E+00 1.4182E-10 2.3507E-10
5 3.5000 4.00 - 3.00 9.7021E-05 1.7935E200 4.48442-10 8.0428E-10
6 2.7500 3.00 - 2.50 2.6660E+04 1.93532+00 1.05562-01 2.0429E-01
7 2.2500 2.50 - 2.00 2.3804E-02 2.07232+00 8.25672-08 1.71102-07
8 1.8300 2.00 - 1.66 2.0124E202 2.2355E200 6.07572-04 1.3582E-03
9 1.4950 1.66 - 1.33 1.8696E+03 2.4349E+00 4.9125E-03 1.19612-02

10 1.1650 1.33 - 1.00 4.5397E+02 2.7877E+00 1.0011E-03 2.7906E-03
11 0.9000 1.00 - 0.80 1.5813E+03 3.2387E+00 2.89782-03 9.3851E-03
12 0.7000 0.80 - 0.60 3.1847E+03 3.7521E+00 4.8495E-03 1.8196E-02
13 0.5000 0.60 - 0.40 5.0220E+03 4.49252+00 5.8881E-03 2.6452E-02
14 0.3500 0.40 - 0.30 1.1926E202 5.0339E+00 1.0447E-04 5.2587E-04
15 0.2500 0.30 - 0.20 7.4078E+02 4.95272+00 4.6714E-04 2.3136E-03
16 0.1500 0.20 - 0.10 4.9049E+00 3.61202+00 1.8804E-06 6.7921Z-06
17 0.0750 0.10 - 0.05 3.1339E-04 1.9288E+00 8.3652E-11 1.6135E-10
18 0.0300 0.05 - 0.01 6.0101E-26 1.0917E+00 5.6180E-32 6.1335E-32

ceusp canister, no. 4 sch. 40, .5 barrel

O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOO200
0.0000E+00 0.00002+00
0.0000E+00 0.00000E+O
O. OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.00002+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.00002+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOO+00
0.0002E00 0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.0000E+00
0.0000Z+00 0.00002+00
O.OOOOZ+00 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.0000E.00+ O.OOOOE00
O.OOOOE200 O.OO00+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
0.000O+00 O.OOOOE+00

receiver number 4 coordinates -
r 4.3302E+02 phi O.OOOOE+00 z 1.2361E+02

grp mean energy direct bean mean buildup dose rate heating rates in iron
no energy group limits flux factors direct bean with buildup direct beam with buildup

may mev

total 1.7191 0.01 -10.00 1.2695E+04 2.1755E+00 4.0028E-02 8.7081E-02
w/bu 2.0796

1 9.0000 10.00 - 8.00 4.1887E-08 1.3896E+00 3.6742E-13 5.1058E-13
2 7.2500 8.00 - 6.50 3.1585E-07 1.46212+00 2.3621E-12 3.4536E-12
3 5.7500 6.50 - 5.00 2.4634E-06 1.5462E+00 1.5704E-11 2.4281E-11
4 4.5000 5.00 - 4.00 8.2395E-06 1.6440E+00 4.4606E-11 7.3332E-11
5 3.5000 4.00 - 3.00 3.05652-05 1.7768E+00 1.4127E-10 2.5102E-10
6 2.7500 3.00 - 2.50 8.41702.03 1.9151E+00 3.3328Z-02 6.3821E-02
7 2.2500 2.50 - 2.00 7.5329E-03 2.0486E+00 2.6129E-08 5.3527E-08
8 1.8300 2.00 - 1.66 6.3861E+01 2.2074E+00 1.9281E-04 4.2561E-04
9 1.4950 1.66 - 1.33 5.9527E+02 2.4016E+00 1.56412E-03 3.7563E-03

10 1.1650 1.33 - 1.00 1.45282+02 2.7453E+00 3.2037E-04 8.7950E-04
11 0.9000 1.00 - 0.80 5.0907E+02 3.1847E+00 9.32902-04 2.9710E-03
12 0.7000 0.80 - 0.60 1.0319E+03 3.6853E+00 1.5713E-03 5.7909E-03
13 0.5000 0.60 - 0.40 1.6428E+03 4.4097E200 1.9261E-03 8.4937E-03
14 0.3500 0.40 - 0.30 3.9460E+01 4.9457E+00 3.4564E-05 1.7095E-04
1S 0.2500 0.30 - 0.20 2.4852E+02 4.8726E+00 1.56722-04 7.6361E-04
16 0.1500 0.20 - 0.10 1.7118E+00 3.5723E200 6.56282-07 2.3444E-06
17 0.0750 0.10 - O.0S 1.3398E-04 1.9234E+00 3.5762E-11 6.8786E-11
18 0.0300 0.05 - 0.01 1.8377E-26 1.09172+00 1.7178E-32 1.8754E-32

Figure S5.4.6 (continued)

S5.4.23
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APPENDIX S5.A
INPUT FOR QADCGGP

S5.A.1 INTRODUCTION

The combinatorial geometry input data for QADS and QADCGGP in the SCALE code system is
different from that in the QADCGGP distributed separately from SCALE (i.e., by RSICC). This appendix will
explain the input required by QADCGGP in the SCALE code system.

QADS users should refer to Tables S5.3.1 through S5.3.5 earlier in this report for a description of the
input for QADS. For users running QADCGGP under SCALE but separately from QADS, the data is as
indicated in Sect. S5.A.2 below.

When running QADS, input data for QADCGGP is generated and written to a file that is then read
in QADCGGP. Users will note that the Card CGD 'Region numbers' input described in Sect. S5.A.2 is not
part of the QADS geometry input data, but it is generated by QADS and is included in the QADCGGP input
file as prepared by QADS.

S5.A.2 INPUT DESCRIPTION

Rec Variable No. & Name Description

Card A Tide Information
1 ID

Card B Control Data
1 LSO

2 MSO

3 NSO

4 MAT

5 NCOMP

6 NREG

Problem Title (72-columns)

Number of dividing increments along the R (cyl.), X (cart.), or p
(spher.) axis which specify the division of source volume.
(1 s LSO s 100)

Number of dividing increments along the Z (cyl.), Z (cart.), or e

(spher.) axis which specify the division of source volume.
(1 < MSO . 100)

Number of dividing increments along the 4, (cyl.), Y (cart.), or 4
(spher.) axis which specify the division of source volume.
(1 • NSO s 100)

Total number of elements used in problem. 1 • MAT s 20.
(If MAT s 0, Cards 0 through W are not needed; cards of previous
case are used.)

Number of material compositions. 1 • NCOMP s 40.

Geometry input switch. If NREG = 0, use previous geometry input,
otherwise NREG equals any dummy positive number.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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7 NRGY Number of gamma-ray energy groups. 1 s NRGY s 30.

8 NBOUND 0 = No source translation, Card J is not required.
1 = Source is translated, Card J is required.
2 = Source is translated, Card J is required and Cards X and Y

are not needed; cards of the previous case are used.
+11 = Source is translated and rotated, Card J is required.
+12 = Source is translated and rotated, Card J is required and

Cards X and Y are not needed; cards from the previous case
are used.

NOTE: QAD-CGGP will sum the dose rates at each detector if the first case has NBOUND = 0, 1, or
±11 and all subsequent cases have NBOUND = 2 or +12. The values ±11 and +12 indicate the
same as the values 1 and 2, respectively, except that nine more values are expected on Card J
to describe the source rotation.

9 NSOPT

10 NZSO

11 ISRC

12 INEUT

13 NGPF

14 NGPL

15 NGPI

16 NGINT

Geometry of the source: 0/1/2 = Cylindrical/ Cartesian/ Spherical.

The most probable source region, i.e., the region most likely to contain
the source points.

Type of source:
0 = Source of the previous case is used.
1 = Cosine-distributed source is used.
2 = Source is computed using the weighting values input along

each coordinate axis.

If INEUT > 0, neutron calculations will be made, and INEUT is the
number of neutron moments data sets to be used (s 3).

First source point for which ray geometry printout is desired
(if NGPF = 0, no effect).

Last source point for which ray geometry printout is desired
(if NGPL = 0, no effect).

The incremental step size used to select additional points for ray
geometry printout (if NGPI = 0, no effect).

Number of additional calculations to be made ((if NGINT = 0, no
effect). Use this if you want to run multiple cases with similar
parameters.

NOTE: The ray geometry printout will give the distance traveled through each region from the specified
point to the detector. The first source point for which this is done is NGPF. The next source
point is selected by adding NGPI to NGPF. This is continued until the last source point, NGPL,

NUREG/CR-0200,
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is reached. (The ray geometry from the coordinate origin is always printed out.) This is useful
for finding errors in the geometry input.

CARD C Source Information (1)
1 ASO

2
3

4
5

6
7

XISO(l,l)
XISO(2, 1)

XISO(1,2)
XISO(2,2)

XISO(1,3)
XISO(2,3)

The total source strength in watts (for neutrons), decays/sec. or
photons/sec.

Constants for cosine source distribution (if ISRC = 1) as a function
of R (cyl.), X (cart.) or p (spher.) coordinate.

Constants for cosine source distribution (if ISRC = 1) as a function
of 4) (cyl.), Y (cart.) or 4) (spher.) coordinate.

Constants for cosine source distribution (if ISRC = 1) as a function
of Z (cyl.), Z (cart.) or 0 (spher.) coordinate.

NOTE: Using this cosine-distributed source option (ISRC=1), the code calculates the source strength
at a point (AB,C) as

Source Strength (AB,C) = ASO cos [XISO(1,1) (A - XISO(2, 1))]
x cos [XISO(1,2) (B - XISO(2,2))] cos [XISO(3,1) (C - XISO(3,2))]

Where A, B, C are the coordinates of the point in the appropriate coordinates system. If all
values of XISO are input as zero, a flat or uniformly distributed source will be obtained when
using this source option.

Card D Source Information (2)
1 RSO

Card E Source Information (3)
1 zSO

Coordinates of source volume divisions along R (cyl.), X (cart.), or
p (spher.) (LSO + 1 values).

Coordinates of source volume divisions along Z (cyl.), Z (cart.), or
0 (spher.) (MSO + 1 values).

Coordinates of source volume divisions along 4) (cyl.), Y (cart.), or
4) (spher.) (NSO + 1 values).

Card F

NOTE:

Source Information (4)
1 PHISO

The QAD-CGGP code will select a point midway between the coordinates specified as the
midpoint of the source volume.

Card G Source Information (5) (If ISRC=2)
1 FL Weighting factors for source strength at each point specified on

Card D.
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Card H Source Information (6) (If ISRC=2)
1 FM Weighting factors for source strength at each point specified on

Card E. 1
Card I

NOTE:

Card J

Source Information (7)
1 FN

(If ISRC=2)
Weighting factors for source strength at each point specified on
Card F.

Cards G - I are needed only if ISRC = 2 in Card B.

Source Translation and Rotation (If NBOUND=1, 2)
1 XTRAN Cartesian component (X) of vector from geometry origin to source

origin (cm).

2 YTRAN

3 ZTRAN

Cartesian component (Y) of vector from geometry origin to source
origin (cm).

Cartesian component (Z) of vector from geometry origin to source
origin (cm).

(additional items required if NBOUND = ±11 or -12: )

4 x,-x

5 x,-y

Direction cosine or degree of rotation of the source axis (' axis)
relative to the geometry origin axis. A value must be included for
every axes combination.

6 X'-Z

7 Y'-X

8 Y'-Y

9 Y'-Z

10 Z'-X

11 Z'-Y

12 Z'-Z

Card J is needed only if NBOUND = 1, 2, +11 or ±12 in Card B. This card enables the
program to use a source that is not specified with respect to the geometric origin and/or rotate
the source.

NOTE:

NUREGICR-0200,
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Combinational Geometry InDut

Card CGO

Card CGA

Geometry Title
1 JTY Tide for geometry input (60 chars. max.) (15A4 format)

Geometry Information (1)
1 IVOPT Option for calculating volumes:

0 = do not calculate
1 = concentric spheres
2 = slabs
3 = read as input
Usually enter 0.

2 IDBG

3 IBOD

4 NAZ

Debug print switch.
0 = no debug printout
>0 print debug messages

0 = body numbers assigned by code
>0 body numbers assigned by user

Number of zones added to data storage for next-zone-of-entry memory
table. Recommended value = 5.

Card CGB Geometry Information (2)
1 ITYPE Specifies body type to determine reading of body data (for example

BOX, RPP, ARB, etc.). See Table S5.A.1 for description of body
type variables.

2 LALP

3 FPD(I)

Body number assigned by user (if IBOD=1, otherwise omit).

Real data required for the given body (cm). See Table S5.A 1.

NOTE: One set of CGB cards is required for each body.

Card CGB1

Card CGC

Geometry Information (3)
1 END After last body type, terminate with keyword END.

Geometry Information (4)
1 IALP Alphanumeric name assigned to input zone by user (3 chars.).

2 IIBIAS(I) Specify the 'OR' operator if required for the JTY(I) body. Otherwise
leave blank.

3 JTY(I) Body number with the (+) or (-) sign as required for the zone
description. (+ = AND; - = NOT)

NOTE: One set of CGC cards is required for each zone.
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1Table S5.A.1 Input required on CGB cards for each body type

Body Type ITYPE IALP Real data defining particular body

Box BOX Body number Vx Vy Vz Hlx Hly Hlz
is assigned H2x H2y H2z H3x H3y H3z
by the user
(if IBOD=1;

Right Parallelepiped RPP otherwise Xmin Xmnax Ymin Ymax Zmin Zmax

Sphere SPH omit). Vx Vy Vz R _ _

Right Circular RCC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
Cylinder R

Right Elliptic REC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
Cylinder Rlx Rly Rlz R2x R2y R2z

Ellipsoid ELL Vlx Vly Viz Hx Hy Hz
R - - _ _ _

Truncated TRC Vx Vy Vz Hx Hy Hz
Right Cone RI R2

Right Angle WED Vx Vy Vz HIx Hly Hlz
Wedge H2x H2y H2z H3x H3y H2z

Arbitrary ARB Vlx Vly Viz V2x V2y V2z
Polyhedron V3x V3y V3z V4x V4y V4z

V5x V5y V5z V6x V6y V6z
V7x V7y V7z V8x V8y V8z

Face Descriptions'

Termination of END
Body Input Data

a NOTE: Arbitrary Polyhedron card contains a four-igit integer for each of the six faces of an ARB
body.
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Card CGC1 Geometry Information (5)
1 END After last zone, terminate with keyword END.

Card CGD Geometry Information (6)
1 MRJZ(I) Enter the region number for each zone.

Card CGE Geometry Information (7)
1 MMIZ(I) MMIZ(I) is the medium number in which the "Ith" input zone is

contained (1=1, to the number of input zones). Medium number must
be in the range from 1 to NCOMP, else 0 for external void, or 1000
for internal void. More than one zone can have the same medium
number.

Card M Identification of Buildup Factor and Elements
1 NBLD Buildup factor selection:

1 = H2O dose buildup factor,
2 = Al dose buildup factor,
3 = Fe dose buildup factor,
4 = Pb dose buildup factor,
5 = H2O energy absorption buildup factor,
6 = Concrete dose buildup factor,
7 = Fe energy absorption buildup factor,
8 = Pb energy absorption buildup factor,
>10 Use Geometric Progression buildup factor specified in Card M'.

The additional line contains parameters MATGP (index of
medium) and ICGP (index of response). For example, WATE
EXP selects the exposure (air response) buildup factor for
water.

2 MATZn Atomic numbers of all elements used in the problem.

Card M' Identification of Buildup Factor (If NBLD > 10) (2A4 format)
1 MATGP Index of Medium

2 ICGP Index of response.

NOTE: See Table S5.A.2 for the list of Geometric Progression Buildup Factors for Card M'.

Card N Material Identification (NCOMP cards or sets of cards)
1 COMP1,COMP2 ....... COMPn

Partial density (g/cm 3) of elements in corresponding order as listed in
MATZn, one card for each material composition, with cards in order
of composition numbers.

NOTE: The density for each of the elements specified on Card M must be listed even though it may be
zero for the particular composition.
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LTable S5.A.2 Index of materials and response

MATGP Material ICGP Response ICGP Response

BERY Beryllium ABS Beryllium EXP Air
BORO Boron ABS Boron EXP Air
CARB Carbon ABS Carbon EXP Air
NITR Nitrogen ABS Nitrogen EXP Air
OXYG Oxygen ABS Oxygen EXP Air
SODI Sodium ABS Sodium EXP Air
MAGN Magnesium ABS Magnesium EXP Air
ALUM Aluminum ABS Aluminum EXP Air
SILI Silicon ABS Silicon EXP Air
PHOS Phosphorus ABS Phosphorus EXP Air
SULP Sulphur ABS Sulphur EXP Air
ARGO Argon ABS Argon EXP Air
POTA Potassium ABS Potassium EXP Air
CALC Calcium ABS Calcium EXP Air
IRON Iron ABS Iron EXP Air
COPP Copper ABS Copper EXP Air
MOLY Molybdenum ABS Molybdenum EXP Air
TIN Tin ABS Tin EXP Air
LANT Lanthanum ABS Lanthanum EXP Air
GADO Gadolinium ABS Gadolinium EXP Air
TUNG Tungsten ABS Tungsten EXP Air
LEAD Lead ABS Lead EXP Air
URAN Uranium ABS Uranium EXP Air
WATE Water ABS Water EXP Air
CONC Concrete ABS Concrete EXP Air
AIR Air ABS Air EXP Air

NOTE: For Card ICGP (index of response) ABS is absorption and EXP is exposure.
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Card 0 Source Energy
1 EBAR

Card P Source Spectrum
1 GAMEN

Card Q Response Function (1)
1 CONV

Mean gamma energy for each group (MeV). (NRGY values).

The gamma-ray source spectrum, i.e., MeV/fission, MeVicapture, or
MeV/decay in each gamma-ray energy group. (The units here depend
upon the units on Card C for ASO.) (NRGY values).

Gamma flux-to-dose conversion factor for each gamma-ray energy
group. For example, (radslhr / (MeV/cm2 sec.). (NRGY values).

Gamma flux-to-heat conversion factor in Fe for each gamma-ray
group. For example, (WIg) I (MeV/cm2 sec.). (NRGY values).

Total width of gamma-ray energy range (Example, 0.1-4.0).

Card R

Card S

Response Function (2)
1 FEABSG

Response Function (3)
1 WEDTHT

Card T Response Function (4) (NRGY Titles)
1 WIDTHn Width of gamma group (Example, 4.0-3.0). (NRGY tides).

Card U Response Function (5)
1 UNITG

2 UNITG

3 UNITG

Units of gamma flux (Example, MeV/cm2 sec.).

Units for gamma dose according to Card Q (Example, rads/sec.).

Units for gamma heating in Fe according to Card R (Example, W/g).

Card V Response Function (6) (Use only if NGINT > 0 on Card B)
1 WTG Conversion factors for gamma-ray energy group (NRGY values).

NOTE: Use Card V only if NGNIT > 0 on Card B. These are conversion factors to convert from
gamma energy flux to any other units one may wish to obtain. There must be NGINT sets of
these factors.

Card W Response Function (7) (if NGINT > 0)
1 UNITGI The units for each of these additional quantities according to the

conversion factors on Card V. These units will be used to title the
output (3 titles). Format is the same as for Card U.

NOTE: Card W needed only if NGINT > 0 on Card B.
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Card X Detector Point or Evaluated Point
1 RRC The R, X, or p detector coordinate (cm).

2 ZRC The Z, Z, or 0 detector coordinate (cm or radians).

3 PHIRC The 4), Y, or 4) detector coordinate (cm or radians).

4 NRCOPT Receiver geomerty option:
0 = Cylindrical
1 = Cartesian
2 = Spherical

5 NGPF Same meaning as on Card B; if these values are greater than zero,
6 NGPL they override the values on Card B.

J

NOTE:

Card Y

7 NGPI

One Card X must be used for each detector. Any number of detectors can be used.

Terminate Card
Same as Card X but signals the end of the detectors if NRCOPT is set
to'-1"(i.e.,000-1000).

NOTE: Receiver cards are read until a -1 " is encountered; then the program returns to read Card A
of the next case.
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ABSTRACT

The Heat Transfer Analysis Sequence Number One (HTAS 1) control module was developed for the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to perform standardized thermal analyses on a class of nuclear fuel
shipping containers. HTAS 1 uses the HEATING and OCULAR functional modules to perform the prescribed
thermal analysis. The nuclear fuel shipping container must be composed of acceptable combinations of zones
consisting of a cavity, an inner shell, shielding, an outer shell, a neutron shield, a water jacket, and impact
limiters. Thermal properties for the material in each zone may be extracted from a material property library
or may be supplied by the user. The desired thermal analysis of the nuclear fuel shipping container is defined
by an analytical sequence composed of one or more of the following calculations chosen in an acceptable order:
an initial steady state; a prefire steady state; a fire transient; a postfire transient; and a final steady state. Each
calculation in an analytical sequence specifies the type (steady-state or transient), the ambient temperature, the
duration of any transient, and the heat transfer mechanisms at the surface of the model. Selected portions of
the model may be deleted at certain points in an analytical sequence to simulate changes in the nuclear fuel
shipping container during an analysis. The model and analytical sequence are described to HTAS1 using
free-form, keyword-oriented data making extensive use of defaults. HTAS 1 generates the HEATING input
data necessary to model each calculation in an analytical sequence. In addition, if the neutron shield has been
deleted but the water jacket remains, HTAS 1 adds OCULAR input to the HEATING data for representation
of two-dimensional radiative exchange in the annular region within the water jacket. HTAS 1 then transfers
control to the SCALE driver, which accesses OCULAR (if required) and HEATING to perform the desired
analysis.

The HTAS 1 control module has recently been revised to allow data for various geometry and output
plots to be generated and to update default values to match those specified by Part 71 of Title 10 in the Code
of Federal Regulations-Energy, U.S. States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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H1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Heat Transfer Analysis Sequence Number One (HTAS 1) control module was developed for the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as part of their efforts to develop standardized methods for
performing safety analyses of nuclear fuel shipping containers. Frequently, it is desired to perform a thermal
analysis on a class of nuclear fuel transport packages that can be modeled by a combination of homogeneous,
right, circular cylinders (see Fig. Hl. 1. 1). During the thermal analysis of such a model, it is usually of interest
to determine its steady-state temperature distribution under normal operating conditions, its transient
temperature distribution during exposure to a fire of specified duration at a specified temperature, and its
transient temperature distribution for a specified period of time following exposure to the fire. At times, it is
also of interest to determine the final steady-state temperature distribution following exposure to the fire.
HTAS 1 was designed to perform standardized thermal analyses on this class of problems.

HTAS 1 is a control module in the SCALE system. HTAS 1 uses the HEATING functional module
(see Sect. F10) to perform the desired thermal analysis on the model. The input data to HTAS1 define the
physical model and the analytical sequence to be performed. HTAS 1 reads these input data, checks them for
errors, and determines each thermal analysis to be performed. The HEATING input data set is then generated
by HTAS 1 which subsequently directs the SCALE driver to call HEATING to perform each thermal analysis
in the prescribed analytical sequence. The final temperature distribution from the previous HEATING thermal
analysis is used as the initial temperature distribution for the current HEATING thermal analysis.

Some analyses may start with a neutron shield in place inside of a water jacket, but at some later time
lose the neutron shield leaving either a cavity or air inside the water jacket. For these analyses, in order to
represent the radiation exchange within the water jacket with a full two-dimensional (2-D) model HTAS 1 uses
another SCALE functional module, OCULAR. OCULAR generates exchange factors between the nodes in
the model in the form of node-to-node connectors for the HEATING calculation. HTAS 1 adds the additional
data required to run OCULAR to the HEATING input. For each portion of the analysis after the neutron
shield has been deleted from the model, HTAS1 directs the SCALE driver to call the OCULAR module
immediately before calling the HEATING module. OCULAR reads the same input that is read by HEATING
and writes the resulting node-to-node connecters out in binary form for subsequent use by HEATING.

The input data to WTAS1, which use SCALE's free-form routines, are quite simple and are keyword-
oriented. HTAS 1 makes extensive use of default values for most of the thermal parameters used to define a
physical model and analytical sequence. Of course, these values can be overridden easily by entering the
appropriate keyword and data at specified locations in the input data stream-L HTAS 1 has a built-in material
property library, with thermal parameters for materials frequently used in nuclear fuel transport packages.

Section HI.2 contains a detailed description of the capabilities of the control module. Included is a
discussion of its modeling capabilities, a description of each thermal analysis available in defining particular
analytical sequences and a description of the boundary conditions used for the various model configurations
and analytical sequences. Default conditions and values are also presented, along with a number of suggestions
concerning the use of special features of the control module.

The general structure of HTAS 1 is outlined in Sect. H1.3. A brief description of each subroutine in
the control module and the identification of each logical unit used by HTAS 1 are included.

Section HMA contains a detailed description of the input data available to describe a set of calculations
to HTAS 1.

Sample problems are presented in Sect. H1.5. A description of the problems, listings of the input data,
and selected portions of the computer output generated by the runs are included.
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The English units of density, heat flux, temperature, etc., that are used in the description of HTAS 1
are those specifically requested by the NRC during the initial development of HTAS1 in the early 1980s.
Constants for conversion to SI units can be found in most standard engineering references.
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Figure Hi. 1.1 Zone configuration in HTAS 1 general model
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H1.2 USE OF HTAS1

This section presents a detailed description of the various options available to WTAS 1 for modeling
nuclear fuel transport packages. It contains a description of each zone, a discussion of acceptable combinations
of zones, definitions of boundary conditions associated with each zone and thermal analysis, and default values
for most parameters. It discusses the various thermal analyses available for defining analytical sequences.
Assumptions HTAS I makes in modeling problems are discussed. These assumptions should be considered in
interpreting results of analysis generated by the control module.

H1.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL MODEL

HTAS 1 can be used in the steady-state and transient thermal analysis of a group of nuclear fuel
shipping packages which can be modeled by acceptable combinations of homogeneous, right, circular cylinders
(denoted as zones) as depicted in Fig. H1.2. 1. The model must be composed of a minimum of the cavity, inner
shell and outer shell. The water jacket and neutron shield must appear as a pair. The user defines the physical
model to be used in the thermal analysis by entering the appropriate keywords, along with the physical
dimensions necessary to define the zones comprising the model. Default values exist for most parameters
associated with each zone, such as the material, thermal properties and boundary conditions. However, the user
may override most of these default values by supplying a keyword to identify the parameters to be defined
along with parameter data. HTAS 1 generates up to ten HEATING boundary conditions and applies each
condition to one or more specific surfaces of the model. The location of each boundary condition is depicted
in Figs. H1.2.2, H1.2.3, H1.2.4, and H1.2.5.

The cavity must be present in the model, and both its radius and its axial height as measured from its
axial midplane must be positive. The total heat load within the package must be defined with the cavity data.
HTAS 1 assumes this heat is located within the cavity. It calculates the surface area of the cavity as

AC = 27rhC + 27r 2 (H1.2.1)

where

Ac is the total surface area of the cavity,

rc is the radius of the cavity,

hk is the height of the cavity,

and computes the average surface heat flux as

qC AC (H1.2.2)

where
qr is the average surface heat flux,

Qc is the heat load in the cavity.
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HTAS 1 then generates boundary condition number 1 with this heat flux and applies it along the inner
surfaces of the inner shell (see Fig. H1.2.2).

The inner shell must be present in the model, and its radial thickness and its axial thickness at both the
top and bottom must be positive. The top and bottom axial thicknesses may be different. Thus, the inner shell
completely encloses the cavity, as shown in Fig. H1.2.1.

The shielding zone is optional. If it is present in the model, its axial extent must at least be equal to
that of the inner shell. If it extends axially beyond both the top and bottom of the inner shell, the shielding
completely encloses the inner shell, as depicted in Fig. H1.2. 1.

The outer shell must be present in the model, and it completely encloses the cavity, inner shell and
shielding. Thus, the radial thickness, as well as the axial thicknesses at both the top and bottom of the outer
shell, must be positive. HTAS 1 generates boundary conditions for any surfaces of the outer shell that are outer
surfaces of the model. In particular, HTAS 1 generates boundary conditions 2 and 3 and applies them along
the radial and axial outer surfaces, respectively, of the outer shell (see Figs. H1.2.2, H1.2.3, H1.2.4, and
H1.2.5).

The neutron shield and water jacket zones are optional for the model. However, if they are present,
they must appear as a pair, and their axial extent must be the same. The radial thickness of each zone must
be positive. As the default, the axial extent of each zone is equal to that of the cavity. However, the default
may be overridden as long as the zones do not extend beyond the top and bottom of the outer shell. When the
neutron shield and water jacket are present in the model, HTAS 1 generates boundary conditions 4, 5, and 6
and applies boundary condition 4 along the outer radial surface of the water jacket and boundary conditions
5 and 6 along the outer axial surfaces of the neutron shield and water jacket, respectively (see Fig. H1.2.3).

The material in the neutron shield can be replaced by air or deleted following any thermal analysis in
a prescribed analytical sequence. If this option is invoked, HTAS 1 will generate boundary condition 9 which
will be a surface-to-boundary connection with the magnitude of the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. This boundary
condition will be referred to by the node-to-node connectors generated by OCULAR for 2-D radiative heat
transfer within the water jacket.

The neutron shield and water jacket may be deleted following any thermal analysis in a prescribed
analytical sequence. If this option is invoked, HTAS 1 will generate a boundary condition and apply it along
the portion of the outer radial surface of the outer shell that was previously covered by the neutron shield and
water jacket (see Figs. H1.2.3 and H1.2.2). The boundary condition will be 2 if the outer radial surface of the
outer shell is unfinned and 10 if it is finned. Thus, if the outer shell is finned, boundary condition 2 will model
the finned, radial surface of the outer shell and boundary condition 10 will model the unfinned portion.

The impact limiter zone is optional for the model. If the impact limiter zone is defined, the impact
limiters may appear independently at the top and/or bottom of the transport package. If they both appear, the
radius of each impact limiter must be the same. However, the axial thickness of the top and bottom impact
limiters may be different. Although there is no upper limit on the radius of the impact limiter, it must be at
least equal to the radius of the outer shell. The default radius of the impact limiter is equal to the radius of the
outer shell. Each impact limiter may be a disk at the top or bottom of the outer shell, or it may wrap around
the top and/or bottom of the outer shell. If one of the impact limiters extends around the outer shell, it may
extend axially to the neutron shield and water jacket if they are defined or it may extend to the axial midplane
of the cavity if they are not defined. Boundary conditions 7 and 8 are generated by HTAS 1 and applied along
the axial and radial outer surfaces, respectively, of the impact limiters (see Fig. H 1.2.5).

One or both of the impact limiters may be deleted after any thermal analysis in an analytical sequence.
If both impact limiters are deleted, they must be deleted at the same time. If either of the impact limiters are
deleted, HTAS 1 will apply boundary condition 3 along the axial surface or surfaces of the outer shell that were
previously covered by the impact limiter or limiters (see Figs. H1.2.5 and H1.2.3). HTAS 1 will also generate
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a boundary condition and apply it along the portion of the outer radial surface of the outer shell that was
previously covered by one or both of the impact limiters. As in the case of deleting the neutron shield and water
jacket, the boundary condition will be 2 if the outer radial surface of the outer shell is unfinned and 10 if it is
finned.

H1.2.2 DISCUSSION OF THE THERMAL PROPERTIES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH ZONE

A default material is associated with each of the seven zones available to HTAS 1 in modeling a
problem (see Table HI.2.1). A material property library is included in HTAS1 (see Table H1.2.2). This
library contains the thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, emissivity, latent heat and transition
temperature for each material in the library. In addition to the default materials for each zone, a number of
additional materials associated with nuclear fuel transport packages are included in the library. These materials
may be used to replace some or all of the default materials for a particular analysis. Since some materials of
interest may not be included in the material property library, a material and values for its thermal parameters
may be defined with the data for a specific zone to override the HTAS 1 defaults. The HTAS 1 material
property library is located in subroutine MATLIB, and it is a straightforward task to add additional materials
to it or to modify the thermal properties of materials in it.

As the default, HTAS 1 does not allow any material to undergo a change of phase. The user may
override this default condition for each specific zone and cause HTAS1 either to obtain the latent heat and
accompanying transition temperature for the material from HTAS I's material property library or to read it with
the other data defining the zone. When the model specifies the change-of-phase option, the transient
calculations must be performed by HEATING with either the classical explicit procedure which is
stability-limited or Levy's modified explicit procedure. Under the default conditions HTAS 1 will generate data
enabling HEATING to perform the calculations using Levy's modified explicit procedure with a time step
factor of 10. This default condition may be overridden as long as an attempt is not made to use one of the
implicit procedures. Since radiative heat transfer may be considered across outer surfaces of a shipping
container, an emissivity is associated with each zone which can be on an outer surface of the model. These
emissivities may vary during an analytical sequence to model changing conditions on a surface. Default
emissivities for each thermal analysis are presented in Table H1.2.3 for each zone that can be on an outer
surface.

H1.2.3 DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL ANALYSES AVAILABLE FOR ANALYTICAL
SEQUENCES

After the user has defined the physical model to HTAS 1 by providing all appropriate data for each
zone, the actual sequence of thermal calculations to be performed by HEATING must be defined. HTAS 1 is
designed to generate data for HEATING to perform the following five independent thermal analyses:

1. to obtain the steady-state normal operating thermal conditions for the transport package for the
operating conditions specified in Part 71 of Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations-Energy,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

2. to obtain the steady-state normal operating thermal conditions for the transport package for a realistic
ambient boundary temperature (default, 100 0F),

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Zone E
)le H1.2.1 Keywords for zones in HTASI model

Default material Default material
index name Default material description

Zone D
keyword

CAVITY

INNER SHELL

SHIELDING

OUTER SHELL

NEUTRON SHIELD

WATER JACKET

IMPACT LIMITERS

Void

13

11

13

17

13

19

SST304

LEAD

SST304

H20CON

SST304

BALSA

Stainless Steel 304

Lead

Stainless Steel 304

Water, effective conductivity
simulating natural convection

Stainless Steel 304

Balsa wood, thermal conductivity
across grain
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Table H1.2.2 HTAS 1 material property library

Transiton Latent Heat
Mateial Material TenQ. Conductivity Density Temp. Specific Heat TeGIampert of Fusion

Index Name (If.) (btr-ft¢F) (IWft) (IF) (BculblF) (FI) (Bwullb) Reference

11 LEAD 32
212
392
572
630
717
800
980

1276

20.3
19.3
18.2
17.2
12.1
9.7
9.0
8.7
8.66

710 32.0
212.0
6215
621.7

1832.0

0.0305
0.0315
0.0338
0.0340
0.0328

621.3 10.6 1,2

12 DURANIUM 32
752

1472
1652

15.0
20.1
27.6
30.2

1190 32
662

1225
1234
1243
1418
1427
1436

0.0275
0.035
0.048
0.830
0.045
0.045
0.930
0.0384

2069.6 22.7 2

13 SST304

14 CARSTEEL

32
212
392
572
752

1112
1472

32
212
392
572
752

1112
1472
1832

8.1
8.7
8.7
9.4

10.0
11.0
13.0

25
25
24
23
21
19
17
16

14.75
17.33
19.15
20.83
23.35

491 32
752

487 68

60 32
68

104
140
176
212
248
284
320
356
392
428
464
500
537
572

0.12
0.135

0.113

2552

2796.8

117.0

117.0

1.2

1,2

r,
17 H20CONV" 150

200
250
300
400

18 AIRCONV'

1.00720
0.99861
0.99780
0.99921
1.0021
1.0068
1.0149
1.0228
1.0369
1.0548
1.0758
1.1009
1.1357
1.1818
1.2437
1.3678

3,4,5

0.1 0.059 -6.67
83.33

173.33
263.33
353.33
443.33
533.33

0.24007
0.24016
0.24095
0.24214
0.24374
0.24584
0.24816

3
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Table H1.2.2 (continued)

Transition LAtent Heat
Material Material Temp. Conductivity Density Temp. Specific Heat Temperamre ofFusion

Index Name (°F) (btuft-ft
0
F) (Ibift) (°F) (Btullb°}) (IF) (Btuflb) Reference

62333 0.25196
713.33 0.25396
80333 0.25676
893.33 0.25924
98333 0.26215

1073.33 0.26495
1163.33 0.26774
1253.33 0.27035
1343.33 027264
1523.33 O.27701

19 BALSA' 0.0484 20.0 0.55
2

20 REDWOOD' 0.0636 26.0 0.69 6

21 PURETHAN' O.0242 3.7 0.42 2

'Depleted uranium.
bWater wath effective thermal conductivity simulating naural convection.
'Air with effective thrmal conductivity simulating nantal convection.
Thenmal conductivity across gaim
MFlexible polyurethane foam.

Table H1.2.3 Default emissivities on outer surfaces of zones modeled by HTAS1

Zone keyword Default emissivitiesa

INITIAL PREFIRE FIRE POSTFIRE FINAL

OUTER SHELL 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8

NEUTRON SHIELD 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8

WATER JACKET 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8

IMPACT LIM1TERS 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8

"Data taken from Refs. 7 and 8.
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3. to obtain the transient thermal conditions during a specified accident in which the transport
package is subjected to a fire at a stated temperature (default, 1475°F) for a stated period of time
(default, 30 min),

4. to obtain the transient thermal conditions of the transport package for a specified period of time
(default, 180 min) in an environment at a specified temperature (default, 100 0F) following
exposure to the fire, and

5. to obtain the steady-state operating thermal conditions for the transport package for a realistic
ambient boundary temperature (default, 100lT) following the accident and exposure to the fire.

Fifteen different analytical sequences may be performed by using various acceptable combinations of
these five thermal analyses.

Under the default conditions, HTAS 1 uses HEATING's direct-solution technique to calculate the
steady-state temperature distribution and the Crank-Nicolson implicit procedure to calculate the transient
temperature distribution. For transient problems, it allows HEATING to determine the initial time step size
by setting it equal to the stability criterion for the classical explicit procedure. It then allows HEATING to
vary the size of the time step to keep the maximum relative change in temperature at any node equal to 2%.
When the model contains a material that is allowed to undergo a change of phase, HTAS l's default conditions
will use Levy's modified explicit procedure with a time-step factor of 10. The initial time-step size will be
determined by HEATING by setting it equal to the stability criterion for the classical explicit procedure. The
user may override these default conditions and use any numerical technique available in HEATING as long
as it is compatible with the thermal analysis to be performed.

H1.2.4 DEFINITION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

HTAS 1 generates appropriate boundary conditions for the outer surfaces of the model based on the
thermal analysis being performed, the boundary parameters associated with the thermal analysis, and the
emissivities of the materials on the outer surfaces. In generating boundary conditions on external surfaces of
the model, HTAS 1 allows for the following heat transfer mechanisms: natural convection to or from the
surrounding medium, radiation to or from the surrounding medium, and a prescribed heat flux to simulate the
solar heat load.

The film coefficient correlation to simulate the natural convective heat transfer effects across a surface
has the form

hc = h. IT, - TlIh', (Hl.2.3)

where

T. is the surface temperature,

Ta is the ambient temperature for the thermal analysis involved,

h. is the natural convective coefficient,

he is the natural convective exponent.
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For a radial surface, the default values of h. and he are 0.18 Btu/(hr-ft2-F43) and 1/3, respectively,
to simulate the turbulent natural convective heat transfer in air on the radial surface of a long, horizontal
cylinder. 9 For an axial surface, the default values of h. and h, are 0.19 Btu/(hr ftkoF4) and 1/3, respectively,
to simulate the turbulent natural convective heat transfer in air on the end of a horizontal cylinder.9

The heat transfer coefficient to simulate the radiative heat transfer at the surfaces of the model before
and after the fire has the form (Ref. 9)

hr = , s, (H1.2.4)

where

a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant or 0.173 x 104 Btu/(hr-ft2 -R 4 ),

ES is the emissivity of the material on the surface of the model.

The emissivity for each material will be extracted from HTAS 's material property library (see
Table H 1.2.2) unless it is provided by the user when a particular zone is defined. The ernissivity is defined
independently for each thermal analysis to be performed on the model. During the fire, the radiative heat
transfer coefficient used by HTAS I has the form (Ref. 9)

h+ .1.. j (H1.2.5)

where

Ef is the emissivity of the fire.

In keeping with the specifications in Part 71 of Tide 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal
Regulations-Energy, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the default values for the emissivity of the fire is
0.9 and for the emissivity on the surfaces of the package during the fire is 0.8. Also, the default temperature
of the fire is 1475 'F. However, the default value of each of these parameters may be overridden.

The default value for the solar heat load is 122.92 Btu/(hr-ft) (Ref. 8), except the solar heat load, is
not applied to the surface of the package during the fire analysis. The user may override these defaults and
specify a heat flux across the surface of the package for any thermal analysis.

When the material in the neutron shield is deleted or replaced, HTAS 1 uses the OCULAR program
to simulate 2-D radiative heat exchange within the water jacket. HTAS 1 generates boundary condition 9 which
has a connectance equal to the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Before the HEATING execution, OCULAR then
calculates exchange factors between all of the nodes in the model which lie on the surface of the annular region
between the water jacket and outer shell. The node-to-node connector generated by OCULAR between any
two of these surface nodes has a connector value equal to the product of the exchange factor, F, and the area,
A, of the emitting surface associated with the emitting node. These connectors all reference boundary condition
9, so that the effective heat transfer between any two of these surface nodes, Q, is
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Q = oAF[T'4 - Tj41, (H1.2.6) p
where

T1 is the emitting node, and

Tj is the receiving node.

H1.2.4.1 Finned Surface Option

Under the default conditions, HTAS1 assumes all surfaces are smooth (unfinned). However, this
default can be overridden by defining one of eight fin effectiveness techniques on the outer radial and/or axial
surfaces of any zone that is part of the outer surface of the model.

This technique is based on simple geometric descriptions and well-known fin effectiveness relations
[Refs. 1 (pp. 3-115-3-119), 11, and 12] and has been implemented for the eight types of enhanced heat transfer
surfaces shown in Table H1.2.4 and Fig. H1.2.6. These analytical techniques assume that the thermal
conductivity and heat transfer coefficients are uniform for the fin. The technique implemented in HTAS 1
requires the boundary temperature remain constant during each HEATING analysis. Although these
techniques were developed for steady-state flow of heat in fins, they should be reasonably accurate for transient
models if the fin size is small compared to the thickness of the surface zone.

The fin effectiveness Tlf is the ratio of the heat transfer from the fin to that from the base area of the
fin assuming convection to the fluid at the same temperature and convective heat transfer coefficient. The fluid
temperature, heat transfer coefficient, and fin material thermal properties are assumed constant along the length
of the fin. This concept is extended to finned surface effectiveness A. The finned surface effectiveness is the
ratio of the heat transferred by the fin surface and the surface between the fins to that transferred by the surface
if the fins were removed:

= Qf-+ Qw = Rsf + Rsw (Hl.2.7)

where

Qfi,, = heat flow from surface of fin,

QW = heat flow from portion of base surface not covered by fin,

Qb.c = heat flow from surface assuming fins removed,

= fin efficiency = Qfi
Qf (k=o)

Qfp(k--) = heat flow from fin surface assuming fin thermal conductivity is infinite,

Rsf = (fin surface area)/(unit area of base surface)

Rsw = (base surface area not covered by fins)/(unit area of base surface).
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Table H1.2.4 Fin effectiveness models, analytical
(See Fig. H1.2.6 for geometry variable not defined in this table)

Fin type Description

1 STRAIGHT FIN WITH RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION

4= tanhQm)
im

S
R.f = (e + o )/'

2

Rw= (SI - 28B)IS,

hm =
kB

h = convective heat transfer coefficient

k = thermal conductivity

RvA = fin volumet(unit area of finned surface)

= 298B/S,

2 STRAIGHT FIN WITH TRIANGULAR CROSS SECTION

,I(2Q m)

10(2a m)
In = modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n

RSf ( aF~ 'B)IS1

RSW= (S - 2 8 B)ISl

R.VA /SI

3 STRAIGHT FIN WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CROSS SECTION

= Io [KI(g.) I(gO) - Il(p)K 1(gO)

2K2bc lIo(po) KI(p) + i(1k) Ko(po)J

I,= modified Bessel function, second kind of order n

o= 21c[b, + 81(l - tan y)/tanyr
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Table H1.2.4 (continued)

Fin type Description 1.

8P 2M °~ - tany)|
tany

_h= ksiny

y = tan 1 ((8 B - 8,)IQ)

bc = Q + 8t

Rsf = (28t + 2 2 + (5B - 8)IS

RSW = (S1 - 28B)ISl

RVA = g (8t + 8BYS,

4 CIRCULAR (ANNULAR) FIN WITH RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION EXTERNAL
SURFACE FIN 1I

r, > rB Fin on External Surface of Cylinder

[ I1(mr,)KI(mrB)

IO(mrB)Kl(mr,)

- Il(mrB)K,(mr,)1

+ 1 (mr,)KO(mrB)j

r, = tip radius

rB = base radius

e = r, - rs

Rsf = [r,8 , + (r, - rB)I2]/(rB 2 )

RSW = (SI - 28B)IS1
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Table H1.2.4 (continued)

Fin type Description

5 SPINE, RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER - TRIANGULAR PATTERN

117= 1 U~#m=tanh (W)
Me

m = 2-k6 B

Rsf = n8B(2M + 8 B)1(2SlS2 )

RSW= (SIS2 - 2 S

RVA = ( 2 8 )I(SIS2)
2

6 SPINE, RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER - RECTANGULAR PATTERN

* = *4 for FIN No. 5

RSW = (S1S2
- 78b)I(S1S2 )
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Table H1.2.4 (continued)

Fin type Description

7 SPINE, RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION - TRIANGULAR PATITERN

-l = 1 tanh(mQ )
me m = .

A

RSW= (SIS2 - 28B68)I(SIS2 ) A = 4(8B~t) = cross-sectional area

RVA = 2(8B6 t e )/(S 1S2 )

Rsf = 2[Q (8B + 8t) + 6B, 1 Y1(SIS 2 ) P = 4(8B + 8t) = perimeter

8 SPINE, RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION - RECTANGULAR PATTERN

* = *for FIN No. 7

Rsw= (SjS2 - 48B6,)1(SjS2)
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Figure H1.2.6 Fin effectiveness models, pictorial
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In HTAS 1, the fin effectiveness is used to modify the effective conductance for the boundary condition
by adjusting the effective heat transfer coefficients as follows:

h= h.rl (HL.2.8)

h= hen , (H1.2.9)

where

= finned surface effectiveness for that boundary condition and will be the same for both natural
or forced convection.

If the surface material properties or the boundary heat transfer coefficient are temperature-dependent,
a fin effectiveness temperature-dependent table is generated.

The fin effectiveness technique implemented does not check for inconsistent geometric definitions (e.g.,
width of fin greater than the fin spacing) or if the node spacing is smaller than the fin spacing. Modeling errors
can result from these problems. If the node spacing is much smaller than the fin spacing or if the fin height is
significant compared to the surface thickness, use of this technique is not recommended. Fin models 1-4 are
2-D in nature, and conduction along the third dimension is neglected. The code also does not allow for thermal
growth of fins.

H1.2.5 MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS IN MODELING A PROBLEM

H1.2.5.1 Location of the Neutron Shield, Water Jacket, and Impact Limiter {
HTAS 1 generates the fine grid lines for the model based on the grid spacing information supplied with

the zone data. The axial fine grid lines are based on the axial grid spacing information provided for the cavity,
inner-shell shielding outer shell, and impact limiters. If one of the axial boundaries of the neutron shield and
water jacket does not lie on one of these zone boundaries or on one of the fine grid lines generated by HTAS 1,
then HTAS 1 will move the axial boundary of the neutron shield and water jacket to the nearest axial fine grid
line. It will also generate a warning message indicating this action. If one of the impact limiters wraps around
the package, HTAS 1 will locate its axial extent in a similar manner. The radial fine grid lines are based on
the radial grid spacing information provided for the cavity, inner shell, shielding, outer shell, neutron shield,
water jacket and impact limiter if the impact limiter extends radially beyond the water jacket. If the radius of
the impact limiter does not extend beyond the radius of the water jacket, it must lie on one of the boundaries
of the neutron shield or water jacket or on one of the fine grid lines within those zones. If this is not the case,
HTAS 1 will move the radius of the impact limiter to the nearest radial fine grid line and will generate a warning
message indicating this action. HTAS 1 follows this procedure to minimize the occurrence of an unfavorable
distribution of nodes in the model. As an example, large differences in the size of coefficients in the system
of equations describing the temperature distribution can lead to numerical problems when an attempt is made
to solve the system. This situation can happen when large differences exist between node sizes throughout the
model, especially if they are within the same zone. Note that when the boundaries of one of the zones is moved,
the resulting model will be slightly different from the one which was input. For instance, the volume and heat
flow paths will be slightly changed. This error will decrease as the grid spacing decreases.
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H1.2.5.2 Modeling of the Neutron Shield and Water Jacket

The water jacket wraps around the neutron shield and extends to the surface of the outer shell. The
top and bottom of the water jacket tend to serve as a heat flow path between the water jacket and outer shell
since its thermal conductivity will generally be higher than that of the neutron shield. HTAS 1 assumes this heat
flow path is small, and thus it is not modeled in order to minimize the occurrence of an unfavorable nodal
configuration. The effects of this assumption will be small unless the axial thickness of the water jacket at one
of the ends of the neutron shield is large. The effects of radiative heat transfer on the ends of the water jacket
are considered since the default values for the emissivities on the surface of the neutron shield are equal to the
water jacket surface emissivities.

111.2.5.3 Modeling of the Impact Limiter

The impact limiter is usually covered by a thin layer of metal, which could extend around the impact
limiter to the surface of the outer shell. This layer would serve as a heat flow path since its thermal
conductivity would probably be higher than that of the impact limiter. HTAS 1 assumes this covering is very
thin and as such its heat transfer effects in this analysis are negligible. The effects of radiative heat transfer
on the surface of the impact limiter are considered since the default values for the emissivities on the surface
of the impact limiter is equal to the emissivities for stainless steel (see Table H1i.2.3). Of course these values
may be overridden by the emissivities of any material covering the impact limiter.

H1.2.5.4 Other Modeling Considerations

In developing HTAS 1, it was assumed the contact resistance between the zones was negligible, and
thus it was not considered. The neutron shield will be composed of water under the default conditions. During
a prescribed accident, the water jacket may be punctured, and the water in the neutron shield may leak out.
This condition is modeled by deleting the neutron shield. As the default, the water (or material) in the neutron
shield will be replaced by air when the neutron shield is deleted. In both cases, HTAS 1 only approximates the
natural convective heat transfer in the neutron shield by using an effective thermal conductivity for the water
or air in the annulus.

For the water-filled neutron shield, HTAS1 will use material 17, denoted as H20CONV, from its
material property library. The effective thermal conductivity of material 17 was designed to simulate the
effects of the natural circulation in a 4.5-in.-wide annulus (Ref. 5). This temperature-dependent effective
thermal conductivity was derived using a correlation by Liu, Mueller, and Landis for approximating the thermal
conductivity due to natural convection through a medium enclosed in an annular space between concentric
cylinders (Ref. 10).

As the default for the air-filled neutron shield, HTAS 1 will replace the material (default, H20CONV)
in the neutron shield with material 18 from the HTAS1 material property library. Material 18, denoted as
AIRCONV, is air with an effective thermal conductivity of 0.1 Btu/hr-ft-0F to simulate the natural convective
effects that will occur in the resulting enclosure between the outer shell and the water jacket. The decision to
use this value for the default, average effective thermal conductivity of the air in the voided neutron shield, was
based on the following analyses on variations of sample problem No. 1. Under normal operating conditions,
the maximum temperature on the surface of the outer shell was 281 'F and on the surface of the water jacket
was 275°F. If the neutron shield was deleted following the prefire steady state, the absolute maximum
temperature on the surface of the water jacket during the fire would be the temperature of the fire or 1475 TF.
Thus, the temperature difference across the air-filled neutron shield will range from approximately 6*F
immediately following the rupture of the water jacket to - 1225°F during the fire. Since the temperature on
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the surface of the outer shell will increase during the fire transient and since the temperature on the inner
surface of the water jacket will be less than the fire temperature, the temperature difference will not really be
that large. It will also vary along the axial length of the water jacket. During the postfire transient, the
temperature difference will increase to zero and will gradually increase to a maximum of several hundred
degrees Fahrenheit. Thus, the absolute value of the temperature difference across the air-filled annulus will
range from 00 F to around 1000TF.

If the average air temperature is assumed to be the average of the temperatures of the opposing
surfaces, then it will range from 2750F to around 10000F. To estimate the effects of natural convection
through the annulus, a number of hand calculations were performed using the correlation of Lui, Mueller, and
Landis (ref 10) to obtain the effective thermal conductivity of the air-filled zone. The calculations were
performed with the average air temperature ranging from 250'F to 1000OF and the temperature difference
across the annulus ranging from 100 F to 1000TF. The effective thermal conductivity ranged from 0.06 to
0.15 Btu/hr-ft-0 F. The thermal conductivity of air ranges from 0.01944 Btu/hr-ft-0 F at 263OF to
0.03483 Btulhr-ft-0F at 1073 0F (Ref. 3). Based on this analysis, the effective thermal conductivity of the air
in the annulus would range from a minimum of 0.01944 Btu/hr-ft-0 F with pure conduction to around
0.15 Btu/hr-ft-0 F with natural convection. Since the effective thermal conductivity of the air will be a function
of both the air temperature and the temperature difference across the annulus, since it will be a function of both
axial location and time, and since a conservative value during the fire will not necessarily be conservative
following the fire and vice versa, a constant value of 0.1 Btulhr-ft-0F was used for the effective thermal
conductivity of material 18, AIRCONV.

An analysis was performed to compare the amount of heat transferred by radiation with that transferred
by conduction and natural convection. The emissivities on the opposing surfaces of the annulus were assumed
to be the default of 0.5. One set of calculations held the temperature of the outer shell at 280'F while
increasing the temperature of the water jacket from 275OF to 1475TF. The ratio of heat transferred by
radiation to that transferred by conduction and natural convection with an effective thermal conductivity of 0.1
Btu/hr-ft-0F ranged from 4.3 to 29. The calculations were repeated by allowing the temperature of the outer
shell to increase. As the outer-shell temperature approached that of the water jacket, the above ratios increased
for each water jacket temperature. Thus, the heat transferred across the annulus was largely controlled by
radiation. As a final check on the effective thermal conductivity of the air in the annulus, a parametric study
was run with HTAS 1 on sample problem number 1 assuming the water jacket was ruptured following the
prefire steady state. The emissivities on the opposing surfaces of the annulus were assumed to be the default
of 0.5. Calculations were run with the effective thermal conductivity of the air ranging from 0 (or a void) to
0.2 Btu/hr-ft-0 F. The variations in the temperatures along the outer shell were at most a few percent during
this parametric study. Thus, 0.1 Btu/hr-ft-OF is a reasonable effective thermal conductivity to simulate the
natural convection heat flow across a 4.5-in. annulus for the shipping container similar to the one modeled by
sample problem number 1. This value should be reasonable for shipping packages having similar dimensions
and material properties. However, the user should analyze the natural convective heat flow across an annulus
for shipping packages basically different from sample problem No. I prior to using the HTAS 1 default
properties for air with natural convection or material 18, AIRCONV.

Any support structure or internal fins that may be inside the neutron shield are not modeled. For a
specific design, the user may approximate any such effects by developing an effective density and an effective
thermal conductivity to simulate any change in the density and heat flow paths due to such a structure inside
the neutron shield.

Since the internal heat load is applied as a heat flux across the surface of the inner shell, the actual fuel
in the nuclear fuel transport package is not physically modeled, and thus its heat capacity effects are not
included in the transient calculations.
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H1.2.6 DESCRIPTION OF HTASI PLOTTING OPTIONS

Subroutines from REGPLOT6 (see Sect. F14) are included in HTAS 1 so that the HEATING input
generated by HTAS 1 to describe the heat transfer model at each calculational phase can be graphically verified
if the user selects the region plotting option. Maps of the regions, the materials, the heat-generation-function
numbers, the initial-temperature-function numbers, and the boundary-condition function numbers are generated
by plotting the model regions and labeling each region appropriately. By default, plots of the regions, the
materials, and the boundary condition function numbers are generated for each calculational phase. HEATING
is not executed when region plots are generated. Therefore, a minimum of execution time can be used to verify
that the input supplied to HTAS 1 has produced the desired HEATING input.

Temperature profile plots may also be generated if the user desires. If the temperature profile plotting
option is selected, one temperature distribution plot data set is written by HEATING during the fire transient
calculations and another temperature distribution plot data set is written by HEATING during the postfire
transient calculations. These data sets are written to logical units 18 and 19, respectively.

By default, three plots are generated. The first plot contains temperature-vs-time curves for the nodes
in the center of the inner shell, the shielding, and the outer shell. If a node is not located in exactly the center
of a particular zone, the node closest to the center of that zone is used. If the shielding is not modeled, the node
that represents the inner shell is located on the radial fine grid line that is the border between the cavity and the
inner shell, the node that represents the shielding is located on the radial fine grid line that is the border between
the inner shell and the outer shell, and the node that represents the outer shell is located on the radial fine grid
line that denotes the outer boundary of the outer shell. The second plot contains a curve that shows maximum
temperature over a span of problem time vs the radial distance from the origin for all nodes on the axial center
line. The third plot contains a curve that shows the difference in volume-averaged temperatures between the
inner shell and the outer shell as a function of time. The temperature at each node in a zone is multiplied by
the volume of that node. These products are summed, and the sum is divided by the volume of the entire zone
to compute the volume-averaged temperature for a zone.

If both the fire transient and postfire transient calculations are performed by HEATING, the time axis
on plots includes problem times from both the fire transient and postfire transient calculational phases. If only
the fire transient calculation is performed by HEATING, then the time axis only includes problem times from
the fire transient calculational phase. In a similar manner, if only the postfire transient calculation is performed
by HEATING, then the time axis only includes problem times from the postfire transient calculational phase.
If neither the fire transient calculation nor the postfire transient calculation are performed by HEATING, then
temperature profile plots are not generated.

The user may choose from several options that allow plots to be generated in a manner other than the
default plots that include data at all problem times for which temperature distributions exist. The plot of
maximum temperature at any problem time vs the radial distance from the origin for all nodes on the axial
center line may be omitted, as may the plot of the difference in volume-averaged temperature between the inner
shell and the outer shell vs time. The temperature-vs-time curves for the outermost nodes of the inner shell,
the shielding, and the outer shell may be drawn on individual plots. These same curves may be generated for
temperature change from the initial temperature distribution instead of for the actual temperatures. Finally,
a minimum and maximum time may be specified so that the time axis only includes a specified time interval.
Combinations of these options may be specified. For example, it is possible to generate curves of temperature
change for the inner shell, the shielding, and the outer shell on individual plots between specified minimum and
maximum problem times.

PLOTS ARE DISABLED IN CURRENT VERSION. Although the routines and output of summary information
remain in the current version, generation of plots has been disabled due to the lack of a suitable graphics
package. The output now contains sufficient data for the user to generate these plots.
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H13 LOGICAL PROGRAM FLOW AND DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES

The input data for HTAS 1 are basically composed of five sets. The first set consists of a title card
and a parameter card. The parameter card contains the maximum CPU seconds allowed for this execution and
the logical unit number for the initial temperature distribution for cases involving the restart of an analytical
sequence. The second set of data consists of the zone data used to define the zones present in the model, along
with accompanying data to override undesirable default values. This set defines the physical model. The third
set of data consists of the thermal analysis data to define the particular analytical sequence to be used in the
analysis of the model. This set may contain data to override undesirable default values to include both those
that determine the specific thermal analysis to be performed as well as those that determine the numerical
technique to be used to perform each thermal analysis. The fourth set consists of data defining the frequency
and type of HEATING output for transient calculations. The final set of data simply consists of an end-of-data
(EOD) card.

H1.3.1 DISCUSSION OF INTERACTION WITH THE DRIVER, HEATING, AND OCULAR

WTAS 1 reads the input data and checks it for errors. If an error is encountered, HTAS1 writes a
descriptive message indicating the nature of the error and, if possible, offering suggestions on how it may be
corrected. HTAS 1 then sets a flag to terminate calculations, but, if it is possible, it continues to examine the
input data for additional errors. Thus, as many as possible of the input data errors are located on the first
execution of HTAS1. At the end of the execution, HTAS 1 generates a summary message which includes the
total number of errors it encountered in the input data. If no errors are encountered, HTAS 1 processes the
input data and generates the HEATING input data for the first thermal analysis in the specified analytical
sequence. To identify the thermal analysis to be performed by HEATING, HTAS 1 puts the appropriate entry
from the following list in column 57-72 of the title card.

- INITIAL SS
- PREFIRE SS
- FIRE TR
- POSTFIRE TR
- FINAL SS

For restart cases HTAS 1 copies the initial temperature distribution from the specified logical unit
(ITPIN) to logical unit KTPIN and adds information to the HEATING input data telling it to read the initial
temperature distribution from unit KTPIN. If it is necessary to save the final temperature distribution from
this thermal analysis for the next part of the prescribed analytical sequence, HTAS 1 adds the appropriate
information to the HEATING input data telling it to save the final temperature distribution on logical unit
KTPOUT. Then HTAS1 writes the HEATING input data on a formatted data set and returns to SCALE
telling it to call HEATING to perform the desired analysis. After HEATING completes the calculations, it
returns to SCALE which then reenters HTAS 1. On each subsequent entrance HTAS 1 checks the data to
determine if the final calculation in the specified analytical sequence has been performed. If so, it performs
any wrap-up procedures to include the generation of the data set to be used in restarts of the analytical
sequence. HTAS 1 will write the final temperature distribution from HEATING on logical unit KTPIN. Then,
HTAS 1 returns to SCALE telling it to terminate calculations.
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If additional calculations remain in the specified analytical sequence, HTAS 1 first checks the data set
returned by HEATING to determine if the calculations were successfully completed. If they were not, HTAS 1
goes through the wrap-up procedures as described above. Otherwise, HTAS1 continues the calculations by
modifying the HEATING input data set to properly define the next thermal analysis to be performed by
HEATING. This modification may involve changing some of the boundary conditions (for instance from fire
to postfire conditions), changing the HEATING thermal analysis from steady state to transient or vice versa,
or deleting some of the zones (for instance, the neutron shield and water jacket or impact limiters). If any of
the zones are deleted, HTAS1 must delete the appropriate regions from the HEATING input data. In addition,
it must apply new boundary conditions for the regions containing the newly exposed outer surfaces. If the
neutron shield has been deleted from the model or has been changed to air, but the water jacket remains,
HTAS1 will generate input data for the OCULAR module which will be used to generate additional input to
HEATING. This additional input consists of node-to-node connectors representing 2-D radiative heat transfer
within the vacated water jacket region. HTAS 1 will direct the SCALE driver to call OCULAR immediately
before calling HEATING for each of the remaining calculations in the analytical sequence. The user has the
option of foregoing this radiation model, in which case HTAS 1 would not generate OCULAR input or direct
SCALE to call OCULAR, and no radiation heat transfer would be modeled within the annular region between
the water jacket and outer shell.

A new set of grid lines must be added to the HEATING input data whenever a zone is deleted. Since
HEATING will generate a new set of nodes when a zone is deleted, the final temperature distribution from the
previous calculation cannot be used to start the newly defined thermal analysis. Instead HTAS1 must
determine the new nodal configuration and map the final temperature distribution from the old model into the
initial temperature distribution for the new model. This new initial temperature distribution is written on unit
KTPIN.

Finally, HTAS 1 updates the Title card as indicated above, adds the data telling HEATING to read the
initial temperature distribution from unit KTPIN, updates the flag indicating whether to save the final
temperature distribution, updates the parameters indicating the type of thermal analysis to be performed, and
adds the appropriate data to define the numerical technique to be used. HTAS 1 then writes the input data set
for OCULAR (possibly) and HEATING and returns to SCALE telling it to call OCULAR (possibly) and
HEATING to perform the calculations. After each HEATING execution HTAS 1 directs SCALE to call
H7MAPRZ to provide temperature maps of each analysis.

H1.3.2 DESCRIPTION OF LOGICAL UNITS UTILIZED BY HTAS1

The logical units used during an execution of HTAS1 are identified in Table H1.3.1. Data are
transmitted between HTAS 1, OCULAR, and HEATING using the files created on the logical units identified
by KTPIN, KrPOUT, ICONT, IBOUT, and IBIN. If HTAS 1 is restarted, the initial temperature distribution
must be supplied by the user on the logical unit identified by ITPIN. HTAS 1 will save the final temperature
distribution on the logical unit identified by KTPIN. If the user references any materials in the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory material property library (Ref 2), HEATING will select their values from the
library on the logical unit identified by IMATLB.
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Table Hi.3.1 Description of logical units utilized by HTAS1

CreatingUnit
name

KTPIN

Unit
-

KTPOUT

IN

IECHO

10

IUF

IUPF

IMATLB

ICONT

IBIN

IBOUT

lTPIN

No. Type of Data

1 Binary scratch file with
HEATING initial temperatures for next analysis

2 Binary scratch file with
HEATING final temperatures from last analysis

4 Formatted scratch file with
HTAS 1 input data

5 Standard HTAS 1 input data,
formatted

6 Standard output
(default, printer)

18 Binary plot scratch file
for fire transient data

19 Binary plot scratch file
for postfire transient data

78 Material property library
(default, LLNL, formatted)

91 Binary scratch file

95 HEATING binary input data

94 OCULAR binary output of connectors

Input Initial temperatures for restart
of HTAS 1 (binary)

module

HTAS 1

User
module

HEATING

HEATING HTAS 1

HTAS 1 DRIVER

User

HTAS 1
HEATING

HTAS 1

HTAS1

User

HTAS 1

HTAS1 HTAS1

HEATING

HTAS 1

HTAS 1

OCULAR

User

HTAS 1

DRIVER

HEATING

HTAS 1
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H1.3.3 RESTARTING HTAS1

HEATING has provisions for restarting a thermal analysis when an earlier calculation was terminated
prematurely. HEATING will generate a data set containing the final temperature distribution calculated for
steady-state problems and the temperature distribution at the last time level that had satisfied the convergence
criteria for transient problems. This temperature distribution may then be used to restart the HEATING
calculations at a later date. This feature is used in the option for restarting a HTAS 1 analytical sequence.
After the final HEATING calculation has been completed, HTAS 1 will write the final HEATING temperature
distribution on an unformatted data set on the unit KTPIN. Later, the user may restart the analytical sequence
by identifying the unit number from which the unformatted temperature distribution will be read. The HTAS 1
input data deck must also be modified. Any analytical sequence data blocks that have been successfully
completed must be removed. Any zones that were modified during the previous HTAS 1 run must be modified
in a similar manner in the input data for the restart run. Since HTAS 1 does not allow radiative heat transfer
across the neutron shield for the initial model in an analytical sequence, HTAS 1 should not be restarted after
the neutron shield has been deleted or changed to air. The nodal configuration for the restart model must be
identical to the nodal configuration corresponding to the final temperature distribution to be used in the restart
run. The logical unit numbers ITPIN and ITPOUT may not be equal to 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 18, 19 nor greater than
75. In addition, the appropriate data or file definition parameters must be supplied to describe the unformatted
data sets or files on units MTPIN and ITPOUT.

H1.3.4 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES IN HTAS1

MAIN - Allocates buffer space for the necessary input and output units prior to the call to
ALOCAT (see Sect. M2.2.1). Enters calculational portion of control module
HTAS1 by instructing ALOCAT to call HTASlA. Upon completion of each set of
HTAS 1 calculations, MAIN sets up the return to the SCALE driver instructing it
to either call HEATING (alias HTNG72) only, OCULAR and HEATING, or to
terminate the calculations. Called from HTAS1. Calls HTAS1A and HIPALC.
Calls SCALE routine ALOCAT.

BLOCK DATA -

CDRD -

DOUBLE -

Initializes data in labeled common blocks ARYLN1, ARYLNG, FLGTYP,
TSTOUT, IOUNIT, MAPFMT, DIVIDR, and WIDTH. Labeled common
ARYLN1 contains default dimensions for some of the HTAS 1 variably dimensioned
arrays. Labeled commons ARYLNG, FLGTYP, TSTOUT, IOUNIT, MAPFMT,
and WIDTH are from HEATING. Although some of these variables are used in
HTAS1, they are mainly used to generate the OPTION data block for input to
HEATING. Values for the variables in these common blocks are initialized in this
block data. Values for some of these variables are later computed by HTAS 1 based
on the model being generated.

Reads a double-precision real number from a character variable and converts it to
single precision. Called from RGINP.

Copies the double word stored in the second argument into two consecutive elements
of the single word character array identified by the first argument. Called from HIP,
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OUT123, OUTGRD, OUT1TP, OUTPRT, OUTSS, OUTTAB, OUT17, WBC,
WMAT and WREG.

ECHO - Reads input data card images from unit JECHO, lists input data card images on unit
10, puts END' after each data string, and writes the resulting input data card images
on unit IN. Assumes card image with '@'in column 1 is a continuation of the
previous card image. Replaces W@'in column 1 with a ". Assumes card image with
i' in column 1 is a comment card. Called from H6TAS 1.

FGRID - Generates fine grid lines along the appropriate axis based on gross grid RG(IGT0)
through RG(IGTl) and the spacings between the respective gross grid lines as stored
in the NRG array. Stores generated fine grid lines in the array R and the total
number generated in IT. Called from NODMAP.

FILL - Stores the character string 'END 'in the D-array immediately after the data string
which extends through D(ID+NREC). Called from HIP, OUT123, OUTBC,
OUTEOD, OUTGRD, OUTM, OUTMAT, OUTPRT, OUTREG, OUTSS,
OUTTAB, OUTTT, WBC, WMAT, and WREG.

FINDLN - Checks the axial boundaries of the neutron shield, water jacket, and impact limiters.
Generates a warning message and moves the respective axial boundary to the nearest
axial fine grid line if one of these boundaries does not match a fine grid line
generated by HTAS 1 for the cavity, inner-shell shielding, or outer shell. Called from
GENREG.

GENBC - Generates parameters for the HEATING B2 input data card. In particular,
generates the coefficient for radiative heat transfer to include that for
surface-to-surface heat transfer across the neutron shield, when appropriate, and the
coefficient and exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective
heat transfer. Generates the terms for each zone and for each calculational phase of
the analytical sequence. Called from H6TAS1.

GENDAT- Scans the input data of each zone for obvious errors. In particular, determines if
required zones are present, if zones appear in proper combinations, if dimensions of
each zone satisfy all constraints, if grid spacing information is defined for each zone,
if fin types are properly defined, and if the removal of a zone during calculations is
properly defined. When an error is encountered, writes error message, continues to
scan remaining input data, if possible, and sets flag to terminate calculations when
error scanning is completed. Called from READER.

GENDEL - Determines the gross grid lines bounding the model during each calculational phase
of the analytical sequence when the impact limiters or neutron shield and water
jacket are deleted following a calculational phase. Called from H6TAS 1.

GENREG- Examines each zone and determines the radial and axial gross grid lines and the
number of divisions separating consecutive gross grid lines. These data will be used
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later to generate the HEATING XGRID and ZGRID data blocks. For cases where
the radius of the impact limiters is not the outer radius of the model, also matches
the radius of the impact limiters with radial fine grid lines generated by HTAS 1 for
the outer-shell neutron shield, or water jacket. If a match is not found, issues a
warning message and moves the radius of the impact limiter to the nearest radial fine
grid line. Checks model structure and, if any inconsistencies are located, issues a
warning message and attempts to continue. Determines the maximum number of
axial and radial gross grid lines, the maximum number of axial and radial fine grid
lines, the maximum number of points, and the maximum bandwidth for steady-state
models using the direct-solution technique. Called from H6TAS 1. Calls FINDLN.

H6TAS 1 - Controls flow of the calculations in the HTAS 1 control module. Initializes certain
parameters for the calculations, calculates starting indices for the variably
dimensioned arrays, calculates the starting point for the storage of the HEATING
input data in the D-array, calculates the storage requirements for these arrays,
notifies the user if the amount of core requested can be reduced or writes an error
message and terminates the calculations if not enough core was requested. If errors
are detected in the input data or if the calculations cannot be continued, arranges for
HTAS1 control module to tell the SCALE driver to terminate the calculations. On
the initial entrance into HTAS 1 control module, writes the generated HEATING
input data on binary files on unit IBIN. On subsequent entrances, reads HEATING
input data for the previous calculation in the analytical sequence, arranges for HIP
to modify it for the next calculation, and writes the modified HEATING input data
on unit IBIN. Called from HTAS1A. Calls ECHO, GENBC, GENDEL,
GENREG, HIP, MNMTIL, INPUT, MATLIB, NODMAP, OUTDAT, READER,
REGPLT, RGPINP, TABDAT and WTITLE. Calls SCALE routines IONUMS,
RCRDLN and SCANON (see Sect. M2.2.61).

HIP - Modifies the HEATING input data generated by other routines in the HTAS1
control module. Adds tag to title to indicate type of calculation being performed,
passes remaining CPU time to HEATING, arranges for HEATING to save final
temperature distribution from a calculation and to read it as the initial temperature
distribution in the next calculation of the analytical sequence and adds the proper
data block defining the numerical technique to be used by HEATING for the next
set of calculations. For models that involve the removal of zones during the
calculations, maps the final temperature distribution from the old model into the
initial temperature distribution for the new model, modifies the REGION,
BOUNDARY CONDITION, XGRID, and ZGRID data blocks. Arranges for
HEATING to read the initial temperature distribution for models being restarted.
Saves the final temperature distribution in the analytical sequence when requested.
Passes data from one entrance into the HTAS1 control module to the next through
unit ICONT. Called from H6TAS 1. Calls DOUBLE, FILL OUTEOD, OUTGRD,
OUTSS, and OUTTT.

HTAS1 - Serves -as normal entrance into HTAS 1 control module when the SCALE driver
encounters #HTAS 1 in the input data stream. Stores data passed through the
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arguments from the SCALE driver into labeled common /CMDATAI maining the
data available to any routine in the HTAS1 control module. Calls MAIN. On
return from MAIN, data in labeled common /CMDATAI are stored back in the
dummy arguments, allowing it to be passed back to the SCALE driver. This
capability allows data generated on an entrance to the HTAS 1 control module to be
available on the next entrance to HTAS1. Called from the SCALE driver. Calls
MAIN routine in the HTAS 1 control module.

HTAS1A -

INITIL -

INPUT -

MATLIB -

NEXTCD-

NODMAP -

Serves as an interface between the main routine in the HTASI control module and
its working routines. Closes appropriate units and calls H6TAS 1. Called from
MAIN. Calls H6TAS1.

Initializes variables for the first entrance into the HTAS I control module. Called
from H6TAS 1.

Reads the TITLE card and card 2 of the HTAS 1 input data. Called from H6TAS 1.
Calls NEXTCD. Calls SCALE routines AREAD and IREAD.

Contains the HTAS1 material property library. Examines the material for each
zone. If the material is in HTAS I material property library, locates that material
along with its thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat. If latent heat option
is selected for a zone, uses the default latent heat parameters for the material unless
input data overrides the defaults. Uses zone 8 for new material in neutron shield
when it is lost during the calculations. Uses default emissivities for each zone and
each calculational phase unless the default are overridden. Determines maximum
number of tabular functions and maximum number of pairs per tabular function for
HEATING. Called from H6TAS 1.

Reads first word of next card image. Writes informative message if end-of-file or
end-of-data is encountered. Writes out entire card image if it is a comment and
looks at next card image. Otherwise, resets flags so that next read is from first word
of this card image. Return 1 implies end-of-data was encountered. Return 2 implies
end-of-data for this case was encountered. Called from INPUT, READER, and
RPROP. Calls SCALE free-form reading routine AREAD (see Sect. M2.2.3).

Generates the mapping to transform the final temperature distribution for a
calculation into the initial temperature distribution for the next calculation of an
analytical sequence involving two or more calculations. Determine the nodal
configuration for the initial model, determines the next calculational phase, deletes
any regions involving zones that may have been deleted at the end of the previous
calculational phase, determines the nodal configuration for the new model, and
calculates the array NODE1, where NODE1(N2,IP) is the node number in the old
model (calculational phase IP-1) that maps into node N2 in the new model
(calculational phase IP). Called from H6TASl. Calls FGRID, POINTS and
REGFGL.
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OUT123 -

OUTBC -

OUTDAT -

OUTEOD -

OUTGRD -

OUTITP -

OUTMAT -

Stores the TITLE card and the parameter card for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

Stores the boundary condition keyword for the HEATING input data in the D-array.
Prepares the HEATING boundary condition parameters for output for each
boundary condition associated with each zone in the model, converts data to
appropriate HEATING units. Called from OUTDAT. Calls FILL and WBC.

Controls the order of calculations for storing the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from H6TAS1. Calls OUT123, OUTBC, OUTEOD, OUTGRD,
OUTITP, OUTMAT, OUTNL, OUTPRT, OUTREG, OUTSS, OUTTAB, and
OU``Tr.

Stores the end-of-data (EOD) mark ('% ') for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from HIP and OUTDAT. Calls FILL.

Stores the XGRID and ZGRID data blocks for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from HIP and OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

Stores the initial temperature data block for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

Stores the materials data block keyword for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Prepares the HEATING input data material parameters for output for each
material in the model. Calculates the maximum number of materials for HEATING.
Called from OUTDAT. Calls FILL and WMAT.

OUTNL -

OUTOCL -

OUTPRT -

OUTREG -

OUTSS -

Generates OPTION data block for the HEATING input data when IDAT is greater
than zero. Called from OUTDAT.

Generates OCULAR input that is added to the HEATING input data. This
procedure is only done if the neutron shield is replaced or deleted at some point in
the analysis sequence, but the water jacket remains in place.

Stores the PRINTOUT TIMES data block for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

Stores the REGION data block keyword for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Prepares the HEATING input data region parameters for output for each
region associated with each zone in the model. Called from OUTDAT. Calls FILL
and WREG.

Stores the steady-state parameters data block for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from HIP and OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.
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OUTTAB - Stores the TABULAR FUNCTION data block for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Called from OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

OUTTT - Stores the TRANSIENT PARAMETERS data block for the HEATING input data
in the D-array. Called from HIP and OUTDAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

POINTS- Generates arrays NTPI, NTPJ, and NTPK defining the fine grid lines passing
through each node, determines the number of nodes for the current model Called
from NODMAP.

READER- Reads the HTAS 1 input data (except for the TITLE card and card 2) using
SCALE's free-form reading routines (see Sect. M3) locates each keyword and either
reads the appropriate data from the specified data block or arranges for other
routines to read it. Called from H6TAS1. Calls GENDAT, NEXTCD, RMAT,
RPROP, and RREAD. Calls SCALE routines AREAD, DREAD, and IREAD.

REGFGL- Determines the fine grid lines that bound each region in a model. Called from
NODMAP.

RMAT - Reads the material index for a zone. Called from READER. Calls SCALE routines
AREAD and IREAD.

RPROP - Reads the thermal parameter defined by IPROP for the material in the zone defined
by IBLOCK. IPROP = 1, 2 or 3 for the thermal conductivity, density, or specific
heat, respectively; property may be constant or temperature-dependent. Counts the
number of tables defined and checks the number of table entries against the
maximum of MXPRS. Called from READER. Calls NEXTCD. Calls SCALE
routine DREAD.

RREAD - Reads the appropriate data for each zone in the model from the ZONE data card.
Called from READER. Calls SCALE routines AREAD, DREAD, and IREAD (see
Sect. M2).

TABDAT - Tabulates or arranges for other routines to tabulate data read or generated by
HTAS1. Tabulates data for each zone in the model and for each calculation in the
analytical sequence. Generates the printout times for the transient calculations
provided they were not supplied by the user. Tabulates the printout times for the
transient calculations. Called from H6TAS 1. Calls TABDEL and TABMAT.

TABDEL- Generates the message that appears with the tabulation of the HTAS 1 data as
written by TABDAT to indicate the zones that will be deleted from the model
following a particular calculation. Called from TABDAT. Calls TABMAT.

TABMAT - Tabulates the material properties for zone number IZONE which appear with the
tabulation of HTAS 1 data as written by TABDAT. Called from TABDAT and
TABDEL.
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WBC - Stores boundary condition data for boundary condition number NBC for the
HEATING input data in the D-array. Counts the number of boundary conditions
for HEATING. Called from OUTBC. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

WMAT - Stores material data for material number MZONE(EZONE) for the HEATING input
data in the D-array. Counts the number of materials for HEATING and converts
data to appropriate units for HEATING. Handles both standard HEATING
material cards and material cards referencing the LLNL material property library.
Adds conversion factors to material card referencing the LLNL material property
library. Called from OUTMAT. Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

WREG - Stores region data for region number NREG for the HEATING input data in the
D-array. Counts the number of regions for HEATING. Called from OUTREG.
Calls DOUBLE and FILL.

WTITLE - Generates the descriptive heading for the HTAS 1 output. Heading contains the code
name and version date, the date and time the job was executed, the computer on
which the job was executed and the jobname under which the job was executed.
Includes the title for the job and the author of the code. Date of the current version
of the code appears in the data initialization statement for V(2). Called from
H6TAS1.

BCDRAW - Draws the boundary condition symbols when the plot of the model boundary
condition function numbers is generated. Called from REGPLT.

HlPALC - Determines the dimension of the master array that contains all variably dimensioned
arrays in the HTAS 1 temperature plotting subroutines. Called from MAIN. Calls
HlPINT.

HiPINT - Calculates starting locations for the variably dimensioned arrays. Writes messages
describing which temperature plot will be generated. Called from HlPALC. Calls
HLPLOT.

H1PLOT - Generates curves of temperature vs time for the centermost nodes of the inner shell,
the shielding, and the outer shell if the curves are drawn on the same plot. Generates
the curve of maximum temperature at any problem time vs the radial distance from
the origin for all nodes on the axial center line. Called from HIPINT. Calls
MINMAX, NODNUM, ROUND, SEPRAT, SETUP, and VOLAVG.

MINMAX - Deternmines the minimum and maximum values of the array received in the argument
list. Called from HIPLOT, SEPRAT, and VOLAVG.

NODNUM - Determines the node number of the node that is nearest the center of either the inner
shell, the shielding, or the outer shell. Called from HIPLOT.
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REGPLT -

RGPINP -

ROUND -

SEPRAT -

SETUP -

VOLAVG -

Generates plots of the regions, materials, heat generation function numbers, initial
temperature function numbers, and boundary conditions of the model. Called from
H6TAS1. Calls BCDRAW.

Stores data in common blocks that are used to generate REGPLOT6-type plots for
the current phase of the calculation. Called from H6TAS 1.

Determines rounded axis numbers based on the minimum and maximum values to
be plotted in a certain direction. Called from HIPLOT, SEPRAT, and VOLAVG.

Generates plots of temperature vs time for the centermost nodes of the inner shell,
the shielding, and the outer shell if the curves are drawn on individual plots. Called
from HIPLOT. Calls MINMAX, ROUND, and SETUP.

Draws the axes and writes the heading for each plot. Called from HlPLOT,
SEPRAT, and VOLAVG.

Generates the plot of a curve showing the difference in volume-averaged temperature
between the inner shell and the outer shell vs mime. Called from HiPLOT. Calls
MINMAX, ROUND, and SETUP.
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H1.4 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION FOR HTAS1

H1.4.1 INTRODUCTION

A detailed discussion of the input data cards is presented to instruct the user in the selection of the
various options of the HTAS 1 code. The units for each entry are given in the discussion for each data card.

Since the input data for HEATING must be in consistent units, HTAS1 must convert the units for some
of the parameters before generating the HEATING input data. The units for the input data for HTAS 1, as well
as the input data for HEATING generated by HTAS 1, are presented in Table H1i.4. 1.

Table H1.4.1 Units for input data to HTAS1 and HEATING

Parameter HTAS1 units HEATING units

Density lb lb
ft3  in.3

Emissivity unitless unitless

Heat flux Btu/(hr-ft2) BtuI(min-in.2)

Heat load Btu/hr Btu/min

Latent heat Btu/lb Btu/lb

Length in. in.

Natural convective heat
transfer coefficient Btul(hr-ft2-°F) Btu/(min-in.2-OF)

Specific heat Btu/(lb-0F) Btuf(lb-0F)

Temperature OF OF

Thermal conductivity Btu/(hr-ft-0 F) BtuI(min-in. OF)

Time min min

Time step min min
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The input data for HTAS1 are read using the SCALE free-form reading routines (see Sect. M3) which
allow data to be entered in an unformatted manner. With a few exceptions noted below, the data items can
begin or end anywhere in columns 1 through 80. If data that are to appear on a card will not fit on one card,
they may be entered on the succeeding card denoted as a continuation card. An '@'must appear in column 1
of each continuation card. Otherwise, the code will read the remaining data for that card image as either blank
or zero. There is no limit to the number of continuation cards. However, a continuation card may not
immediately follow a tide card, an end-of-data card, or a comment card. A single data entry cannot be started
on one card and extended onto the next card.

The following discussion concerning the free-form input data was taken from Sect. M3 after some
minor revisions. Any alphanumeric data entry such as a keyword must be terminated by two or more blanks.
Such an entry cannot be delimited by a comma. Any numeric data entry will be terminated when a blank or
a comma is encountered. The use of a D or an E as an exponent does allow a single imbedded blank after the
D or E. An exponent is limited to two digits, and the number being read is terminated with the second digit.
For this case only, therefore, another number can be started immediately following the second digit of the
exponent without an intervening blank or comma. Decimal data may be entered as in FORTRAN input, for
example, 1.733-4, 1.733-04, 1.733E-4, or .0001733 are the same as 1.733 x 10'; 1.733+4, 1.733E+4,
1.733E4, and 17330.0 are the same as 1.733 x 10'. Integers may be entered for floating-point data (i.e., 10
will be interpreted as 10.0). Similarly, floating-point data may be entered for integers. Thus, if the input
variable is an integer, 1.733E+4 would be interpreted as 17330, and 1.733E-4 would be interpreted as zero.

The free-form routines have provisions for multiple entries of the same data value. This step is done
by entering the number of repeats, followed by an R, *, or $, followed by the data value to be repeated. For
example, 5R2, 5*2, or 5$2 enters five successive 2's in the input data. Blanks are not allowed between the
number of repeats and the repeat flag (R,*,$). However, a blank is allowed between the repeat flag and the
data item to be repeated. Multiple zeros may be specified by entering nZ where n is the number of zeros to be
repeated. No blanks should be present between the n and the Z, but the nZ must be separated from the rest of
the data by one or more blanks.

All numeric data are read in double precision and are then converted to the desired form. Exponent
indicators can be either a D or an E. The default method of terminating a data field is one or more blanks or
a comma. A comma must iimmediately follow the number if it is used as a terminator (i.e., 5.6, should be used
to enter the number 5.6 as data; 5.6, results in two numbers 5.6 and 0). Thus commas can be used to enter
zeros. 5.6,,,,, 8.0 enters 6 numbers as data - 5.6, four zeros, and 8.0 (the comma immediately after the 5.6
terminates that number and does not cause an entry of zero into the data). Similarly, both 5.6 ,,,,, 8.0 and
5.6,,,,, 8.0 enter seven numbers as data - 5.6, five zeros and 8.0.

A data set for a case consists of a title card, a parameter card, and the data blocks necessary to define
the problem being modeled. The user may wish to add comment cards to the input data to assist in
documenting the model. Any number of comment cards may appear anywhere in the input data set following
the title card, except a comment card may not precede a continuation card. The comment cards are identified
by an asterisk (*) in column 1. These comments will be written on the standard output unit as they are
encountered.

Seven different data blocks, denoted as zone data blocks, may be used to describe the zones to be
modeled by HTAS1 (see Table H1.2.1.). A MATERIAL data block, an EMISSIVITY card, a LATENT
HEAT card, and/or a DELETE card may appear in a zone data block to override default values assigned to
the zone. The zone data blocks may appear in any order following the parameter card. Every data deck must
have a CAVITY, an INNER SHELL, and an OUTER SHELL data block. Also, NEUTRON SHIELD and
WATER JACKET data blocks must appear in pairs. Five different data blocks may be used to describe the
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different calculations that may be performed on a model (see Table H1.4.2.). These are denoted as Analytical
Sequence data blocks, and they may appear in any order in any acceptable combination following the zone data
blocks. A PRINTOUT TIMES data block may be entered to define the times at which the transient
temperature distribution is to be printed by HEATING. A PLOT data card may be entered to generate data
for temperature profile plots. A REGP data block may be entered to generate summary region data. Each
keyword associated with a data block must consist of at least the first four characters of the respective
character string. Each keyword must be terminated by two or more blanks.

The final data card in a data set for a case is an end-of-data (EOD) card and must contain a percent
(%o) in column 1 and a blank in column 2. This card signifies the end of data for a problem. As HTAS 1 reads
the input data, it sets a flag when an error is encountered and continues to read additional data unless the effort
was fatal. When the end-of-data indicator (%) is encountered, HTAS 1 terminates reading and commences
processing the input data. After processing is completed, the code performs the specified calculations unless
an error was encountered, in which case it terminates the calculations.

Table H1.4.2 Keywords for analytical sequences
for HTAS 1 model

INlTIAL - initial steady state

PREFIRE - steady state immediately before fire

FIRE - fire transient

POSTFIRE - transient immediately following fire

FINAL - final steady state

H1.4.2 CARD 1 - TITLE OF PROBLEM

This card, which can contain alphanumeric characters in the first 56 columns, contains a descriptive
title for the problem and must be the first card in the data set for each case. The card itself cannot be omitted
although it may be left blank. This title serves to identify the output for a case executed on HTAS 1 since it
appears with a number of tables and messages generated by the code. It is also used as part of the title for each
thermal analysis performed by HEATING. The appropriate entry from the following list is added to columns
57- 72 of the HTAS 1 title to generate the title for each thermal analysis being performed by HEATING.

- INiTIAL SS
- PREFIRE SS
- FIRE TR
- POSTFIRE TR
- FINAL SS
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111.4.3 CARD 2 - PROBLEM CONTROL PARAMETERS

111.4.3.1 Maximum CPU Seconds Allowed (1) V
The first entry, MXCPU, specifies the maximum CPU seconds allowed for each HEATING execution.

Default value is 500 seconds.

H 1.4.3.2 Initial Temperature Input Option (I)

The second entry, ITPIN, on this card specifies whether explicitly specified, lattice-point initial
temperatures will be read by HTAS 1 from an existing data set or file. If 1TPIN is nonzero, HTAS 1 will read
the initial temperatures in unformatted form from logical unit number ITPIN. If there are no initial
temperatures explicitly specified for HEATING, this entry must be zero. The user must ensure that the
appropriate data or file definition parameters have been supplied to describe the data set or file.

This entry must be nonzero for HTAS1 runs that begin with either the fire transient or the postfire
transient. If it is zero for one of these cases, HTAS1 will generate an error message. It must also be nonzero
for HTAS1 runs that restart a HEATING calculation. This entry is usually zero or blank for HTAS1
calculations that begin by performing the STEADY STATE, PREFIRE, or FINAL steady-state calculations.

111.4.4 TRANSIENT OUTPUT

111.4.4.1 Printout Times Data Block

This data block is used to define the times (minutes) at which the transient temperature distribution is
to be printed in map form by HEATING. It is used by HTAS1 to generate the PRINTOUT TIMES data block
for HEATING The card consists of the keyword PRINTOUT TIMES. The desired output times then appear
in ascending order following the keyword. The output times must be separated from the keyword by at least
two blanks. Each entry is a floating-point number. The maximum number of times is currently equal to 50
not counting the automatic printout of the initial temperature distribution. If the PRINTOUT TIMES data
block is omitted for a HTASI run involving the FIRE or POSTFIRE transient, HTAS1 will generate a
PRINTOUT TIMES data block for HEATING with equally spaced times that are multiples of 5 time units.
The generated printout times will include the end-of-fire transient and the end-of-postfire transient times if
either is defined, If the total number of printout times exceeds 50, either generated or input, HTAS 1 will write
an error message. This data block is not used for problems involving steady-state-only calculations.

H11.4.5 ZONE DATA BLOCKS

The zones that may be used in HTAS 1 to model a radioactive material transport package are depicted
in Fig. H1.2.1. Each zone is composed of a homogeneous, right, circular cylindrical shell. The inner shell
encloses the central cavity. The water jacket may enclose an empty cylindrical shell (the neutron shield). All
other shells are full and immediately adjacent to full shells. The shells are all concentric.

Each zone to be included in the model is defined to HTAS 1 by entering a zone data card consisting of
a zone keyword and physical attributes unique to the zone. The zone keyword must consist of at least the first
four characters of the string, as shown in Fig. H1.2.1 and Table H1.2. 1, and must be followed by at least two
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blanks. Data unique to each zone data card are then entered to define the physical dimensions and grid spacing
for the zone. Each model must have a CAVITY, an INNER SHELL and an OUTER SHELL. A description
of these data appears below for each zone.

H1.A.5.1 Cavity Zone

Keyword - CAVITY

RCAVTY - Radius of the cavity in inches. The entry must be a positive, floating-point number.

NRCAVT - Number of equal increments in the radial direction from the origin to the cavity surface.
The entry must be a positive integer.

TCAVTY - Axial distance from the axial midplane of the cavity to its top in inches. The entry must
be a positive, floating-point number.

NTCAVT - Number of equal increments in the axial direction from the axial midplane of the cavity
to its top. The entry must be a positive integer.

HEAT - Total heat load within the cavity in Btu/hr. The entry must be a positive, floating-point
number.

H1.4.5.2 Inner Shell Zone

Keyword - INNER SHELL

RINNER - Radial thickness of the inner shell in inches. The entry must be a positive, floating-point
number.

NRINNE - Number of equal increments across the radial thickness of the inner shell The entry must
be a positive integer.

TINNER - Axial thickness of the top of the inner shell in inches. The entry must be a positive,
floating-point number.

NTINNE - Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the top of the inner shell. The
entry must be a positive integer.

BINNER - Axial thickness of the bottom of the inner shell in inches. The entry must be a
nonnegative, floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank, then BJNNER is set
equal to TINNER.

NBINNE - Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the bottom of the inner shell.
The entry must be a nonnegative integer. If the entry is zero or blank, NBINNE is set
equal to NTINNE.
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111.4.5.3 Shielding Zone

Keyword - SHIELDING

RSHELD -

NRSHEL -

Radial thickness of the shielding in inches. The entry must be a positive, floating-point
number.

Number of equal increments across the radial thickness of the shielding. The entry must
be a positive integer.

TSHELD - Axial thickness of the top of the shielding in inches. The entry must be a nonnegative,
floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank, the distance from the axial center line
of the cavity to the top of the shielding will be the same as the distance from the axial
center line of the cavity to the top of the inner shell. In other words, the shielding will not
extend across the top of the inner shell.

NTSHEL -

BSBELD -

NBSHEL -

Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the top of the shielding. The
entry must be a positive integer if TSHELD is greater than zero. The entry is not used
if TSHELD is equal to zero.

Axial thickness of the bottom of the shielding in inches. The entry must be a
floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank, then BSHELD is set equal to
TSBELD. If the entry is negative, then BSBELD is set equal to zero. If the final value
of BSHELD is zero, the distance from the axial center line of the cavity to the bottom of
the shielding will be the same as the distance from the axial center line of the cavity to the
bottom of the inner shell. In other words, the shielding will not extend across the bottom
of the inner shell.

Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the bottom of the shielding.
The entry must be a nonnegative integer. If the entry is zero or blank then NBSHEL is
set equal to NTSHEL. The entry is not used if the final value of BSHELD is zero.

H1.4.5.4 Outer Shell Zone

Keyword - OUTER SHELL

ROUTER - Radial thickness of the outer shell in inches. The entry must be a positive, floating-point
number.

NROUTE - Number of equal increments across the radial thickness of the outer shell. The entry must
be a positive integer.

TOUTER - Axial thickness of the top of the outer shell in inches. The entry must be a positive,
floating-point number.
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NTOUTE - Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the top of the inner shell. The
entry must be a positive integer.

BOUTER - Axial thickness of the bottom of the outer shell in inches. The entry must be a
nonnegative, floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank, BOUTER is set equal
to TOUTER.

NBOUTE - Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the bottom of the outer shell.
The entry must be a nonnegative integer. If the entry is zero or blank, NBOUTE is set
equal to NTOUTE.

H1.4.5.5 Neutron Shield Zone

Keyword - NEUTRON SHIELD

RNUTRN - Radial thickness of the neutron shield in inches. The entry must be a positive,
floating-point number.

NRNUTR - Number of equal increments across the radial thickness of the neutron shield. The entry
must be a positive integer.

TNUTRN - Axial distance from the axial midplane of the cavity to the top of the neutron shield in
inches. The entry must be a floating number. When the entry is negative, HTAS 1 sets
the value of TNUTRN to zero and the neutron shield does not extend above the axial
midplane of the cavity. When the entry is zero or blank, HTAS 1 sets TNUTRN to the
distance from the axial rnidplane of the cavity to the top of the cavity (or TCAVTY). The
neutron shield cannot extend axially beyond the top of the outer shell
(i.e., TNUTRN < TCAVTY + TINNER + TSHELD + TOUTER).

BNUTRN - Axial distance from the axial midplane of the cavity to the bottom of the neutron shield
in inches. The entry must be a floating-point number. When the entry is negative,
-HTAS 1 sets the value of BNUTRN to zero and the neutron shield does not extend below
the axial midplane of the cavity. When this entry is zero or blank and the previous entry,
TNUTRN, is zero or blank HTAS1 sets BNUTRN to the distance from the axial
rnidplane of the cavity to the bottom of the cavity (or TCAVTY). When this entry is zero
or blank and the previous entry, TNUTRN, is positive, HTAS 1 sets the value of
BNUTRN to that of TNUTRN. The neutron shield cannot extend axially beyond the
bottom of the outer shell.

H1.4.5.6 Water Jacket Zone

Keyword - WATER JACKET

RWATER - Radial thickness of the water jacket in inches. The entry must be a positive,
floating-point number.
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NRWATE - Number of equal increments across the radial thickness of the water jacket. The entry
must be a positive integer.

TWATER - Axial distance from the axial midplane of the cavity to the top of the water jacket in
inches. Currently not used. HTAS 1 sets the value of TWATER to that of TNUTRN.

BWATER - Axial distance from the axial midplane of the cavity to the bottom of the water jacket in
inches. Currently not used. HTAS 1 sets the value of BWATER to that of BNUTRN.

H1.4.5.7 Impact Limiter Zone

Keyword - IMPACT LIMITER

RMPACT -

NRMPAC -

TMPACT -

NTMPAC -

BMPACT -

NBMPAC -

Radius of both the top and bottom impact limiters in inches. The entry must be a
nonnegative, floating-point number. RMPACT must be greater than or equal to the
radius of the outer surface of the transport package as determined by ignoring the
neutron shield and water jacket. If the entry is zero or blank, HTAS 1 sets RMPACT to
the outer radius of the outer shell (i.e., RMPACT = RCAVTY + RINNER + RSHELD
+ ROUTER).

Number of equal increments in the radial direction along the portion of the impact
limiters that extend radially beyond the outer surface of the model as determined by
considering the neutron shield and water jacket, if present, but by ignoring the impact
limiters. The entry must be a nonnegative integer. The entry must be zero or blank when
the radius of the impact limiters does not exceed the radius of the model without the
impact limiters.

Axial thickness of the top impact limiter measured from top of outer shell in inches. The
entry must be a nonnegative, floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank, the top
impact limiter is omitted from the model.

Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the top impact limiter. The
entry must be a nonnegative integer. The entry is ignored, and thus, it may be zero or
blank when TMPACT is zero or blank.

Axial thickness of the bottom impact limiter measured from bottom of outer shell in
inches. The entry must be a floating-point number. If the entry is zero or blank HTAS 1
sets BMPACT equal to TMPACT. If the entry is negative, the bottom impact limiter
is omitted from the model and BMPACT is set equal to zero.

Number of equal increments across the axial thickness of the bottom impact limiter. The
entry must be a nonnegative integer. If the entry is zero or blank, NBMPAC is set equal
to NTMPAC. The entry is ignored, and thus, it may be zero or blank when the final
value of BMPACT is zero.
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TWRAP - Axial thickness of the portion of the top impact limiter that wraps around the portion of
the outer shell above the axial midplane of the cavity in inches. TWRAP is measured
from the top of the outer shell toward the cavity centerline and cannot overlap the
neutron shield and water jacket. The entry must be a nonnegative, floating-point
number. If the entry is zero or blank, the top impact limiter does not wrap around the
sides of the transport package but is a disk that sits on top of it. The entry must be zero
or blank when the radius of the impact limiters is the same as the radius of the outer
surface of the transport package as determined by ignoring the neutron shield and water
jacket.

BWRAP - Axial thickness of the portion of the bottom impact limiter that wraps around the portion
of the outer shell below the axial midplane of the cavity in inches. BWRAP is measured
from the bottom of the outer shell towards the axial midplane of the cavity and cannot
overlap the neutron shield and water jacket. The entry must be a floating-point number.
If the entry is zero or blank, HTAS 1 sets BWRAP equal to TWRAP. If the entry is
negative, WTAS 1 sets BWRAP to zero. If the final value of BWRAP is zero, the bottom
impact limiter does not wrap around the sides of the transport package but is a disk on
which the package sits. The entry must be zero or blank when the radius of the impact
limiters is the same as the radius of the outer surface of the transport package as
determined by ignoring the neutron shield and water jacket.

H1.4.6 MATERIAL DATA BLOCK

Default values for the thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, emissivity, phase-change or
transition temperature, and latent heat are associated with the material in each zone. A MATERIAL data
block, EMISSIVITY card, or LATENT HEAT card may be entered immediately following a particular zone
card to override any or all of the default values for the zone. The MATERIAL data block, EMISSIVITY card,
and LATENT HEAT card may be entered in any combination or any order for each zone.

A default material from the HTAS 1 material properties library is associated with each zone. The zones
and default materials are identified in Table H1.2.1. A MATERIAL data block may be entered on a card or
group of cards following the zone data card to override the default material within a particular zone with the
exception of the CAVITY zone. A description of the MATERIAL data block follows:

H1.4.6.1 Material Card

Keyword - MATERIAL

MZONE - Material Index. The entry must be a nonnegative integer. If the entry is positive, it must be
one of the material identification numbers from the HTAS1 material property library. See
Table H1.2.2. If the integer is not positive, the material name, thermal conductivity, density,
and specific heat must be supplied on additional cards as described below.
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H1.4.6.2 Material Name Card

This card immediately follows the MATERIAL card when the material index on it is not positive.

ZONENM - Name of the material. This name, which cannot contain any embedded blanks, may consist
of up to eight alphanumeric characters. The name must be terminated by two or more blanks.
The thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat for the material are then entered on
succeeding cards. Another option is to allow HEATING to extract the thermal properties for
the material in this zone from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) material
properties library (Ref. 2). If this option is desired, the first column of the Material Name
card must be blank, and the material name must consist of an asterisk (*) in column 2
followed by the material identification number for the desired material from the LLNL
material properties library. In this case the material name must consist of five characters and
cannot contain any embedded blanks. Again the material name must be terminated by two or
more blanks. The thermal conductivity, density, specific heat and phase change parameters
are then extracted from the library by HEATING instead of being supplied by the user.

H1.4.6.3 Thermal Conductivity Card

The temperature-dependent thermal conductivity for the material named on the Material Name card
is entered on this card. The thermal conductivity must be tabulated as a function of temperature with the
temperatures in ascending order, and the data from the resulting table are entered in ordered pairs where the
first member of each pair is the temperature and the second member is the thermal conductivity at that
temperature. The temperature units must be in degrees Fahrenheit, and the thermal conductivity units must
be Btu/(hr-ft-0F). There can be a maximum of MXPRS ordered pairs in the table. MXPRS is currently equal
to 20. If the thermal conductivity is constant, its value may appear as the single entry on the thermal
conductivity card. If there are only two entries on the card, the first entry must be the temperature and the
second entry must be the thermal conductivity. HTAS1 will use the second entry as the constant thermal
conductivity in generating the HEATING input data. Each entry is a floating-point number.

H1.4.6.4 Density Card

The temperature-dependent density for the material named on the Material Name card is entered on
this card. The density must be tabulated as a function of temperature, with the temperatures in ascending
order. Using the conventions presented above for the thermal conductivity, the data from the resulting table
are entered in ordered pairs where the first member of each pair is the temperature and the second member is
the density. The units for the density must be in (lb/ft3). Each entry is a floating-point number. The user
should note that care must be exhibited in using a temperature-dependent density since HEATING does not
allow thermal expansion in its thermal analysis.

H1.4.6.5 Specific Heat Card

The temperature-dependent specific heat for the material named on the Material Name card is entered
on this card. The specific heat must be tabulated as a function of temperature with the temperatures in
ascending order. Using the conventions presented above for the thermal conductivity, the data from the
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resulting table are entered in ordered pairs, where the first member of each pair is the temperature and the
second member is the specific heat. The units for the specific heat must be in (Btu/lb-*F). Each entry is a
floating-point number.

H1.4.7 EMISSIVITY DATA

A set of default emissivities is associated with the surface of each zone for each calculational phase
of the problem (INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE, or FINAL). If the emissivity for a zone is nonzero
for a phase and if a surface of that zone is an outer surface of the model, then a radiative boundary condition
is applied during that calculational phase. The default emissivities for each zone are shown in Table 111.2.3.
One or more of the default values may be overridden by supplying an EMISSIVITY data card after the zone
data card defining the particular zone. The EMISSIVITY data card must not be entered for the CAVITY,
INNER SHELL, or SHIELDING zones. A description of the EMISSIVITY card follows:

Keyword - EMISSIVITY

EMISIV(1) - Emissivity for the normal operating condition INiTIAL steady-state phase.

EMISIV(2) - Emissivity for the PREFIRE steady-state phase.

EMISIV(3) - Emissivity for the FIRE transient phase.

EMISIV(4) - Emissivity for the POST FIRE transient phase.

EMISIV(S) - Emissivity for the FINAL steady-state phase.

If an input emissivity is negative, then HTAS1 will not generate a radiative boundary condition for the
outer surfaces of that zone during that particular calculational phase. If an input emissivity is zero, then
HTAS 1 will use the default value for the emissivity if it generates a radiative boundary condition for the outer
surfaces of that zone during that particular phase of the calculations. If an input emissivity is positive, then
HTAS 1 will use the input value for the emissivity if it generates a radiative boundary condition for the outer
surfaces of that zone during that particular phase of the calculations. The emissivities are all floating-point
numbers and are unitless.

H1.4.8 CHANGE-OF-PHASE OPTION

A phase-change or transition temperature and latent heat are associated with the material for each zone
of the model. If the latent heat is positive, then the material undergoes a change of phase during the transient
calculations when its temperature reaches the phase-change or transition temperature. Under default conditions
the latent heat is zero for each material in the model, and thus no material is allowed to undergo a change of
phase. In this case, the transient calculations are performed using the implicit procedure. If the option is
invoked to allow a material to change phase, the transient implicit technique can no longer be used. Instead
HTAS 1 generates input data telling HEATING to use Levy's modification to the explicit technique to perform
the transient calculations. The default Levy time-step factor used by HTAS 1 is 10.
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The material in a zone is allowed to change phase by supplying a LATENT HEAT data card following
the zone data card for the particular zone involved. The LATENT HEAT data card must not be entered for
the CAVITY zone. A LATENT HEAT data card has the following format:

Keyword - LATENT HEAT

SLTM - Phase-change or transition temperature for the material associated with the zone. This entry
is a floating-point number. The temperature must be in degrees Fahrenheit.

SLHM - Latent heat for the material associated with the zone. This entry is a floating-point number.
The units for the latent heat must be in (Btu/lb).

If the input latent heat is negative, HTAS 1 will not allow the material to change phase. This is
equivalent to not entering a LATENT HEAT card for this zone. A phase-change or transition temperature and
latent heat are associated with each material in the HTAS 1 material property library. If the input latent heat
is zero or blank for a zone whose material thermal properties are extracted from the HTAS 1 material property
library, then the phase-change or transition temperature and latent heat are also taken from the library. If the
input latent heat is positive, HTASI will use the input values for the phase-change or transition temperature
and latent heat. Some of the materials in the LLNL material properties library have a phase-change or
transition temperature and latent heat defined. When the LATENT HEAT card is present for a zone whose
material thermal properties are to be extracted from the LLNL material properties library, the phase-change
or transition temperature and latent heat are also extracted from the library if the input value for the latent heat
is nonnegative on the LATENT HEAT card.

The maximum number of zones that are allowed to undergo a change of phase is five.

H1.4.9 ANALYTICAL SEQUENCE DATA BLOCKS

HTAS 1 is designed to prepare BEATING input data to perform five different thermal analyses on a
model of a radioactive material transport package. Each thermal analysis is identified by a keyword:

INITIAL - to obtain the steady-state normal operating thermal conditions for the transport package
for operating conditions as specified in Part 71 of Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal
Regulations-Energy, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

PREFIRE - to obtain the steady-state thermal conditions for the transport package prior to the fire
transient (the only difference in IN1TIAL and PREFIRE is that due to the specified
accident conditions of 10CFR71.73, the PREFIRE has a zero solar heat load as default),

FIRE - to obtain the transient thermal conditions during a specified accident in which the
transport package is subjected to a fire at a stated temperature for a stated period of time,

POSTFIRE - to obtain the transient thermal conditions of the transport package for a specified period
of time following exposure to the fire, and
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FINAL - to obtain the steady-state operating thermal conditions following the accident and
exposure to the fire.

By using acceptable combinations of the above thernal analyses, 15 different analytical sequences may
be performed:

1. all five thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence or INITLAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE,
and FINAL,

2. the INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, and POSTFIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

3. the INITIAL, PREFIRE, and FIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

4. the INlTIAL and PREFIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

5. the PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE, and FINAL thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

6. the PREFIRE, FIRE, and POSTFIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

7. the PREFIRE and FIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

8. the FIRE, POSTFIRE, and FINAL thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

9. the FIRE and POSTFIRE thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

10. the POSTFIRE and FINAL thermal analyses may be performed in a sequence,

11. the INITIAL thermal analysis may be performed separately,

12. the PREFIRE thermal analysis may be performed separately,

13. the FIRE thermal analysis may be performed separately,

14. the POSTFIRE thermal analysis may be performed separately, and

15. the FINAL thermal analysis may be performed separately.

The initial temperature distribution for any analytical sequence that begins with a FIRE thermal
analysis must be taken from the final temperature distribution of a PREFIRE thermal analysis that was
executed previously. Likewise, the initial temperature distribution for any analytical sequence that begins with
a POSTFIRE thermal analysis must be taken from the final temperature distribution of a FIRE thermal analysis
that was executed previously.

HTAS 1 will define the appropriate calculations to HEATING based on the combination of keywords
it encounters in the input data. If an unacceptable sequence of keywords is encountered, HTAS 1 will write an
error message and terminate calculations. Basically, all five Analytical Sequence Data Blocks are similar.
Each is identified by the appropriate keyword followed by at least two blanks. Data unique to each analytical
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sequence may be entered after the two or more blanks following the keyword. If the input value of any data
item on the INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE, or FINAL data cards is negative, then the value of the
appropriate variable is set to zero and that option is not used for the model. If the input value of any data item
is zero or blank, then the value of the appropriate variable is set to the default value. Otherwise, the input value
of any data item is used for the value of the appropriate variable for the model. If a data card contains only
one of the Analytical Sequence Data Block keywords, INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE, or FINAL,
the value of each variable associated with the keyword is set to the default value. If none of the Analytical
Sequence Data Blocks is present in the input data, then HTAS1 will generate a model for BEATING to
perform the complete analytical sequence, INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, POSTFIRE, and FINAL, using all of
the default values. Any data card containing one of the Analytical Sequence Data Block keywords may be
continued by beginning the continuation card with an "@" in column 1.

In order to override the default numerical technique for a particular thermal analysis, an additional data
card or cards may be entered following the Analytical Sequence Data Block keyword card. For the INITIAL,
PREFIRE, and FINAL thermal analyses, the additional card contains the parameter values defining the
numerical technique to be used to solve for the steady-state temperature distribution. For the FIRE and
POSTFIRE thermal analysis, a group of data cards must be entered. The first such data card must contain the
keyword IMPLICIT or EXPLICIT to select either an implicit or explicit numerical technique. The IMPLICIT
data card must be followed by two additional data cards that contain the parameter values defining the
numerical technique to be used to solve for the transient temperature distribution. HEATING will not allow
a transient implicit technique for models allowing materials with change of phase (i.e., when a LATENT HEAT
card is present in the HTAS1 input data). The EXPLICIT data card must be followed by a data card
containing the initial time-step size and Levy's time step factor. The variables, which may be defined in each
of the Analytical Sequence Data Blocks, are described below.

H1.4.9.1 INITIAL Steady-State Thermal Analysis

a. INITIAL Data Card

Each entry on the INITIAL data card is discussed below:

DBDTP - ambient temperature of the transport package, default 100°F,

DCONCR - coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal cylinders)
to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 0.18 Btu/(hr-ft2 - F D), where
n is equal to DCONER plus 1.0,

DCONER - exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal cylinders)
to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 1/3,

DCONCA - coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still air
at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 0.19 BtuI(hr-ft2 -°FD), where n is equal
to DCONEA plus 1.0,
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DCONEA - exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still air at
a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 1/3, and

DFLUX - solar heat load to be applied to all external surfaces of the transport package, default 122.92
Btu/(hr-ft2).

b. Default Numerical Technique

As the default, HTAS 1 will generate input data for HEATING to perform the INiTIAL thermal
analysis using the direct-solution technique. For linear problems this technique requires only one pass
through the numerical algorithm to obtain the steady-state temperature distribution. Nonlinear problems
must be solved iteratively using the direct-solution technique, and the HTAS 1 default values allow a
maximum of 20 iterations and a heat residual convergence criterion of 1.0 x 105.

c. Overriding the Default Numerical Technique

If the user wishes to override the default values or if he wishes to specify that HEATING use the SOR
or conjugate gradient technique to obtain the steady-state temperature distribution, the following SS card
may be added to the HTAS 1 input data immediately following the data card containing the keyword
IN1TIAL. HTAS1 will use the values on the SS data card for the steady-state technique parameters
instead of the default values.

The parameters that are defined on the SS data card are summarized below:

Steady-State Technique Flag (I)

One of the three steady-state numerical techniques must be chosen by setting the first entry to 1 for
the SOR, 2 for the direct, or 3 for the conjugate gradient techniques. There is no default for this entry.

Maximum Number of Steady-State Iterations Allowed (I)

This entry defines the maximum number of iterations allowed before the steady-state calculations are
terminated. Typically 200 to 500 iterations are sufficient to converge to the solution using the SOR technique.
For linear problems, the direct-solution technique requires only one iteration to obtain the solution. Experience
has indicated that 20 iterations are usually sufficient to obtain a converged solution for nonlinear steady-state
problems using the direct-solution technique. If this entry is zero, the code will use a default of 500 for the
SOR technique and 20 for the direct and conjugate gradient techniques. If the maximum number of
steady-state iterations is reached, and the convergence criterion is not satisfied, the HEATING program will
write "END STEADY-STATE CALCULATIONS, CONVERGENCE NOT SATISFIED" and will terminate
the calculations and attempt to read the next problem.

Steady-State Convergence Criterion (R)

For the SOR technique, this entry contains the value of e in Eq. (FlO.2.14), which defines the
steady-state convergence criterion. For the direct-solution and conjugate gradient techniques, this entry
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contains the convergence criterion, as discussed in Sect. F10.2.2.2. The steady-state calculation will continue
until the convergence criterion is met. Since the criterion that ensures convergence varies from case to case,
the user must rely on his own judgment and experience in determining the correct value for his particular
problem. If this entry is zero, the code uses a default of 105.

Steady-State Overrelaxation Factor (R)

The value of J [see Eq. (F1O.2.13)] is the third entry on this card and its value must be in the range
1 5 j < 2. If a zero is entered for steady-state problems using the SOR solution technique, the code assumes
that the initial value of P is 1.9. This entry is not used for the direct-solution or conjugate gradient technique.

Updating Temperature-Dependent Properties (I)

The fourth entry on this card specifies the number of iterations which are allowed before the
temperature-dependent thermal properties are reevaluated for steady-state problems using the SOR solution
technique. Once the convergence criterion has been satisfied the code continues to iterate. However, the
temperature-dependent thermal properties are now reevaluated after every iteration until the convergence
criterion is satisfied a second time. Some nonlinear problems will converge in fewer iterations if the thermal
properties are not evaluated at each iteration, and certainly, the computing time per iteration will be less. It
is recommended that this parameter be on the order of 10. If it is zero, then the default value is unity for
nonlinear problems. This entry is not used for the direct solution or conjugate gradient technique.

H1.4.9.2 PREFIRE Steady-State Thermal Analysis

a. PREFIRE Data Card

Each entry on the PREFIRE data card is discussed below.

L

DBDTP - ambient temperature of the transport package, default 100'F,

DCONCR -

DCONER -

DCONCA -
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coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long,
horizontal cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry),
default 0.18 Btu/(hr-ft?-WF), where n is equal to DCONER plus 1.0,

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long,
horizontal cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry),
default 1/3,

coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical
plates) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 0.19
Btu/(hr-ft2 -0F"), where n is equal to DCONEA plus 1.0,
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DCONEA -

DFLUX -

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical
plates) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 1/3, and

solar heat load to be applied to all external surfaces of the transport package,
default 0 Btu/(hr-ft2 ).

b. Default Numerical Technique

As the default, HTAS1 will generate input data for HEATING to perform the PREFIRE
steady-state thermal analysis using the direct-solution technique. As with the INITIAL thermal
analysis, the HTAS 1 default values allow a maximum of 20 iterations and a heat residual convergence
criterion of 1.0 x 10-5.

c. Overriding the Default Numerical Technique

If the user wishes to override the default values or if he wishes to specify that HEATING use the
SOR or conjugate gradient technique to obtain the PREFIRE steady-state temperature distribution,
then a SS data card may be added to the HTAS1 input data immediately following the data card
containing the keyword PREFIRE. HTAS 1 will use the values on the SS data card for the steady-state
technique parameters instead of the default values. See the section on the INITIAL thermal analysis
for a description of the SS data card (Sect. H1.4.9. lb).

HlA.9.3 FIRE Transient Thermal Analysis

a. FIRE Data Card

Each entry on the FIRE data card is discussed below.

DTIMEF - duration of the fire transient, default 30 min,

DEMISF - emissivity coefficient of the fire, default 0.9,

DBDTP - temperature of the fire, default 1475 OF,

DCONCR -

DCONER -

coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal
cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (third data entry), default 0 Btu/(hr-ft2-
OF), when n is equal to DCONER plus 1.0,

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal
cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (third data entry), default 0,
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DCONCA - coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still
air at a temperature of DBDTP (third data entry), default 0 Btu/(hr-ftZ-°Fn), where
n is equal to DCONEA plus 1.0,

DCONEA - exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still air
at a temperature of DBDTP (third data entry), default 0, and

DFLUX - solar heat load to be applied to all external surfaces of the transport package, default
0 Btu/(hr-ft2).

b. Default Numerical Technique

Normally, HTAS 1 will generate input data for HEATING to perform the FIRE thermal analysis
using the implicit transient technique. Under the default conditions, HTAS 1 will use an initial time-
step size of zero which causes HEATING to choose an initial time-step size equal to the stability
criterion as calculated for the explicit procedure. Other HTAS 1 default values give a maximum time
step size of 5 min and allow HEATING to adjust the time step size to keep the maximum percent of
relative temperature change allowed at a node from one time level to the next one to 2%. HTAS 1
allows HEATING to use its own default values for the remaining implicit transient technique
parameters.

c. Overriding the Default Numerical Technique

If the user wishes to override the default option and choose the numerical technique to solve for the
FIRE transient temperature distribution, he may do so by supplying a group of data cards immediately
following the data card containing the keyword FIRE. The first card in the group must contain one
of the keywords IMPLICIT or EXPLICIT to choose either an implicit or explicit numerical technique.
HTAS I1P and TP cards must immediately follow the data card containing the keyword IMPLICIT.
Only one TP data card may be supplied. HTAS1 will use the values on the IP and TP cards for the
implicit transient technique parameters instead of the default values.

If the data card immediately following the FIRE analytical sequence keyword contains the keyword
EXPLICIT, an additional data card must be supplied to define the explicit transient technique. This data card
is summarized below:

I1. The first entry, a real value, is the initial time step. An initial time step of zero causes HEATING to
choose an initial time step size equal to the stability criterion as calculated for the explicit procedure.

2. The second entry, an integer, is the factor by which the stable time increment is multiple to form the
time increment for Levy's explicit method. If the entry is 0 or 1, then Levy's method will not be used.

If the data card immediately following the FIRE analytical sequence keyword contains the keyword
IMPLICIT, two additional data cards must be supplied to define the explicit transient technique. These
data cards are summarized below:
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Card IP

This entire card may be left blank or any of its entries may be zero, and the default values will be used.
They are based on experiences with a few 2-D RZ models. They are certainly not the best values that can be
used for a given problem, but they are probably good starting points. Eight entries are on this card.

1. The first entry, a real value, contains the convergence criterion, which must be met in order for the
iterative technique to terminate successfullly at each time step. This convergence criterion corresponds
to el in Eq. (FlO.2.52). The default is 105.

2. The second entry, an integer, indicates the number of iterations between tests for convergence in the
linear loop. Experience has shown that for problems requiring large numbers of iterations (over 50)
for the linear loop to converge, a significant saving in computer time can be achieved by not
performing the calculations necessary for convergence tests at every iteration. However, the number
entered applies for all of the transient calculations. The default is 1.

3. The third entry, a real value, contains the convergence criterion for problems involving
temperature-dependent parameters. This convergence criterion corresponds to e2 in Eq. (F10.2.55).
The default is 105.

4. This entry, the fourth, defines the implicit technique that will be used to solve the transient problem.
It refers to 0 in Eq. (FlO.2.49) and must be chosen so that 0.5 e, E < 1.0. The default is 0.5. This
entry is a real value.

5. The fifth entry, a real value, defines the initial value of the point successive overrelaxation iteration
acceleration parameter [E) in Eq. (FIO.2.49)]. It also defines the method that will be used to update the
acceleration parameter. If this entry is positive, then the acceleration parameter will remain constant
throughout the calculations and will be equal to the value of this entry. If it is zero, then the
acceleration parameter will be optimized empirically as a function of time. This appears to be the best
option for nonlinear problems. If it is negative, then the acceleration parameter will be calculated
using Carre's technique (Sect. F10.2.3.3.4). The absolute value of this must be less than 2.0.

6. This entry, an integer, defines the number of time steps between attempts to optimize the acceleration
parameter empirically [referred to as N,,, in Sect. F10.2.3.3.4]. It is used only when Entry 5 is zero.
The default value is 1.

7. For the case when the acceleration parameter will be updated empirically (Entry 5 is zero), then this
entry, the seventh, defines the change-in-number-of-iterations criterion (referred to as I, in
Sect. F10.2.3.3.4) which must be met before the acceleration parameter will be updated. The default
is 5. For the case when the SOR acceleration parameter will be updated using Carre's technique, then
this entry defines the number of iterations between updates. The default is 12. This entry is an integer.
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8. The last entry, an integer, is the change-in-number-of-iterations criterion (referred to as J.C in
Sect. F10.2.3.3.4) which is used to determine when a good estimate to the optimum acceleration
parameter has been found. This entry is used only when the acceleration parameter will be updated
empirically (Entry 5 on this card is zero). The default is 2.

Card TP

When an implicit scheme is used to solve a transient problem, the time step may be variable. This
allows the time step to increase as the solution smoothes out and to decrease when some parameter varies
rapidly with time. The information controlling the value of the time step is contained on one of the TP cards.
The size of the time step is automatically adjusted in order to get printouts of the temperature distribution at
the specified time. If the size of the coefficients in the system of equations varies by orders of magnitude
(105 or greater), it has been observed that point-successive overrelaxation iteration may converge very slowly
(it may appear to not converge at all). This occurs when the grid spacing or thermal properties vary by orders
of magnitude over the problem. It can be observed by examining the stability criterion table in the output.
If this appears to be happening, either further subdivide some of the larger nodes or combine some of the
smaller ones. In some cases, it may help to use a larger time step size. All seven entries are floating-point
numbers. For some of these parameters, the indicated default value will be used when the corresponding entry
is zero.

1. The first entry is the initial time step. If this entry is zero, HEATING will choose an initial time step size
equal to the stability criterion as calculated for the explicit procedure.

2. After the temperature distribution has been calculated, the current time step is multiplied by a factor. The
value of this factor is entered in the second field of the TP card. The default value is 1.0. For many
problems whose parameters vary mildly with time and/or temperature, values between 1.0 and 1.3 have
been acceptable.

3. The maximum value of the time step is the third entry. Once the time step reaches this value, it is no
longer increased. The default is 1050.

4. The fourth entry must not be used with HTAS 1.

5. The fifth entry contains the maximum temperature change allowed at a node over a time step. The time
step is adjusted according to the procedure outlined in Sect. F10.2.3.3.5. If this entry is zero, this feature
is not invoked in calculating the time-step size.

6. The sixth entry contains the maximum percentage of relative temperature change allowed at a node from
one time level to the next one. The time-step size is adjusted according to the procedure outlined in
Sect. F10.2.3.3.5. If this entry is zero, then this feature is not invoked in calculating the time-step size.

7. The seventh and final entry on this card contains the minimum value of the time step. Once the time-step
size reaches this value, it is no longer decreased. The default is one-tenth of the initial time-step size.
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H1.4.9.4 POSTFIRE Transient Thermal Analysis

a. POSTFIRE Data Card

Each entry on the POSTFIRE data card is discussed below.

DTIMPF - duration of the transient analysis following the fire, default 180 mun,

DBDTP - ambient temperature of the transport package, default 100lF,

DCONCR - coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal

cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (second data entry), default
0.18 Btu/(hr-ft- OFP) where n is equal to DCONER plus 1.0,

DCONER -

DCONCA -

DCONEA -

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long, horizontal
cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (second data entry), default 1/3,

coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still air
at a temperature of DBDTP (second data entry), default 0.19 Btu/(hr-ft2- Fn), where n
is equal to DCONEA plus 1.0,

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer from the
smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical plates) to still air
at a temperature of DBDTP (second data entry), default 1/3, and

DFLUX - solar heat load to be applied to all external surfaces of the transport package, default
0 Btu/(hr-ft2).

b. Default Numerical Technique

Normally, HTAS 1 will generate input data for HEATING to perform the POSTFIRE thermal
analysis using the implicit transient technique. As with the FIRE thermal analysis, HTAS 1 default
conditions will use an initial time-step size of zero which causes HEATING to choose an initial time-
step size equal to the stability criterion as calculated for the explicit procedure. Other HTAS 1 default
values give a maximum time-step size of 5 min and allow HEATING to adjust the time-step size to
keep the maximum percentage of relative temperature change allowed at a node from one time level
to the next one to 2%. HTAS 1 allows HEATING to use its own default values for the remaining
implicit transient technique parameters.

c. Overriding the Default Numerical Technique
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If the user wishes to override the default option and choose the numerical technique to solve
for the POSTFIRE transient temperature distribution, he may do so by supplying a group of data cards
immediately following the data card containing the keyword POSTFIRE. The first card in the group
must contain one of the keywords IMPLICIT or EXPLICIT to choose either an implicit or explicit
numerical technique. HTAS1 IP and TP cards must immediately follow the data card containing the
keyword IMPLICIT. Only one TP data card may be supplied. HTAS 1 will use the values on the IP
and TP cards for the implicit transient technique parameters instead of the default values.

See the FIRE thermal analysis section (Sect. H1.4.9.3) for a summary of the HTAS 1 IP and
TP data cards.

If the data card immediately following the POSTFIRE analytical sequence keyword contains
the keyword EXPLICIT, an additional data card as described in Sect. H1.4.9.3 must be supplied to
define the EXPLICIT transient technique.

H1.4.9.5 FINAL Steady-State Thernal Analysis

a. FINAL Data Card

Each entry on the FINAL data card is discussed below.

DBDTP - ambient temperature of the transport package, default 100'F,

I

DCONCR -

DCONER -

DCONCA -

DCONEA -

coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat
transfer from the smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to
be long, horizontal cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data
entry), default 0.18 Btu/(hr-ff`-oF), where n is equal to DCONER,

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth radial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be long,
horizontal cylinders) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry),
default 1/3,

coefficient for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat
transfer from the smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to
be vertical plates) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry),
default 0.19 Btu/(hr-ft2?-Fa), where n is equal to DCONEA plus 1.0,

exponent for the term simulating the effects of natural convective heat transfer
from the smooth axial surfaces of the transport package (assumed to be vertical
plates) to still air at a temperature of DBDTP (first data entry), default 1/3,
and

DFLUX - solar heat load to be applied to all external surfaces of the transport package,
default 0 Btul(hr-ft2 ).
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b. Default Numerical Technique

As the default, HTAS1 will generate input data for HEATING to perform the FINAL
steady-state thermal analysis using the direct-solution technique. As with the INiTIAL thermal
analysis, the HTAS 1 default values allow a rmaimum of 20 iterations and a heat residual convergence
criterion of 1.0 x 1iO.

c. Overriding the Default Numerical Technique

If the user wishes to override the default values or if he wishes to specify that HEATING use
the SOR technique to obtain the FINAL steady-state temperature distribution, a SS data card may be
added to the HTAS1 input data immediately following the data card containing the keyword FINAL.
HTASl will use the values on the SS data card for the steady-state technique parameters instead of
the default values. See the section on the INITLAL thermal analysis for a description of the SS data
card.

H1.4.10 MODIFYING THE MODEL DURING AN ANALYTICAL SEQUENCE

The zones denoted by the keywords NEUTRON SHIELD, WATER JACKET, and IMPACT
LIMITERS may be deleted from the model at the completion of one of the thermal analyses denoted by the
keywords INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, and POSTFIRE. When one of the zones is deleted, HTAS1 must
modify HEATING input data to reflect the designated changes in the model. HTAS 1 must also map the final
temperature distribution from the old model into the initial temperature distribution for the new model. HTAS 1
then tells HEATING to perform the next thermal analysis as designated by the input data.

These options have been added to HTAS 1 to model some of the variations in a prescribed accident
involving a shipping container. For instance, the removal of the neutron shield can be used to model a rupture
in the water jacket followed by the loss of a liquid neutron shield. The removal of the water jacket and neutron
shield can be used to model a shipping container in an accident resulting in shearing off of the complete water
jacket. The removal of the impact limiters can be used to model a shipping container in an accident resulting
in shearing off of one or both impact limiters.

The model modifications outlined above are elected by supplying a DELETE card with the input data
for the NEUTRON SHIELD, WATER JACKET, and/or IMPACT LIMITERS. The DELETE card may be
entered in any order with other data blocks or cards defining the particular zone. The format of the DELETE
card for each zone follows:

H1.4.10.1 Neutron Shield

Keyword - DELETE

ADELET - Neutron shield removal time keyword. This entry must contain one of the keywords
INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, or POSTFIRE and must be separated from the keyword
DELETE by at least two blanks. The neutron shield will be removed from the model
following the thermal analysis identified by this keyword.
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MZONE - Material Index. The entry must be an integer and must be separated from the previous entry
by at least two blanks. If the entry is zero or blank, HTAS 1 will replace the neutron shield
by material 18 (see Table Hl.2.2) in the HTAS1 material property library. This material
is currently air with an effective thermal conductivity to simulate the natural convective
effects across the annulus. A positive entry denotes the identification number for the
material from the HTAS 1 material property library that will replace the neutron shield.
If the entry is negative, the neutron shield will be replaced by a void and heat will not be
transferred by conduction across the resulting gap.

l

EMISIV(I) -

EMISIV(2) -

Emissivity of the portion of the outer surface of the outer shell formerly covered by the
neutron shield. This entry, a floating-point number, is unitless and has a default value of
0.5.

Emissivity of the inner surface of the water jacket formerly covering the neutron shield.
This entry, a floating-point number, is unitless and has a default value of 0.5.

If one of the above emissivities is negative, radiative heat transfer will not be allowed across the
deleted neutron shield. If one of the above entries is zero or blank, the default value is used for the
respective emissivity.

H1.4.10.2 Water Jacket

Keyword - DELETE

ADELET - Water jacket removal time keyword. This entry must contain one of the keywords INiTIAL,
PREFIRE, FIRE, or POSTFIRE and must be separated from the keyword DELETE by at
least two blanks. Both the neutron shield and the water jacket will be removed from the
model following the thermal analysis identified by the keyword.

H1.4.10.3 Impact Limiter

Keyword - DELETE

ADELET -

ADELIM -

Impact limiter removal time keyword. This entry must contain one of the keywords
INITIAL, PREFIRE, FIRE, or POSTFIRE and must be separated from the keyword
DELETE by at least two blanks. The portion of the impact limiters identified by the next
entry will be removed from the model following the thermal analysis identified by this
keyword.

Impact limiter removal zone keyword. This entry must contain one of the keywords TOP,
BOTTOM, or BOTH or it may be omitted. It must be separated from the previous entry
by at least two blanks. This keyword identifies the portion of the impact limiter which will
be removed from the model following the thermal analysis identified by the previous
keyword, the impact limiter removal time keyword. These keywords are self-explanatory
with TOP indicating the top impact limiter, BOTTOM indicating the bottom impact limiter,
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and BOTH indicating both the top and bottom impact limiters. If the impact limiter
removal-zone keyword is omitted, the keyword BOTH is assumed.

H1.4.11 FINNED SURFACE OPTION

The HTAS 1 steady-state fin-effectiveness technique may be applied along the outer -surfaces of the
model of the shipping container.

If fins are defined on the outer radial surface of the outer shell and if the water jacket and neutron
shield and/or one or both impact limiters are removed during the analytical sequence, the resulting uncovered
surfaces of the outer shell are assumed to be smooth. However, the fins on the original uncovered portion of
the outer shell surface are assumed to remain intact. This option is invoked along an outer surface or surfaces
by entering a FINS data block in the data block for the zone or zones containing the particular surface or
surfaces. The FINS data block may be entered in any order with other data blocks or cards defining the
particular zone. A FINS data block may not be entered in the CAVITY, INNER SHELL, or SHIELDING
data blocks. The format of the FINS data block for each zone follows:

Keyword - FINS

IFINR - Radial fin flag. This entry, a nonnegative integer, contains the fin type (as defined in
Fig. Hl.2.6) which is to be applied along the outer radial surface of the zone. If this
entry is zero or blank, then the fin effectiveness option is not invoked for the outer radial
surfaces of the zone.

IFINZ - Axial fin flag. This entry, a nonnegative integer, contains the fin type as defined in Fig.
H1.2.6 that is to be applied along the outer axial surface of the zone. If this entry is
zero or blank, then the fin-effectiveness option is not invoked for the outer axial
surfaces of the zone.

FI cards must follow the FINS data card to define the fin parameters for the radial and axial outer
surfaces, respectively. The Fl card for the radial outer surface must precede the Fl card for the axial outer
surface. If IFINR is zero or blank, the corresponding F1 card is omitted. Likewise, if IFlNZ is zero or blank,
the corresponding F1 card is omitted. The fin descriptor card, Fl, containing five floating-point numbers is
described below:

FINLEN - height of the fin from the base surface in inches.

DELBAS - half-width of fin at base in inches (for rectangular spine, DELBAS is the halfwidth in
the first direction).

DELTIP - half-width of fin at tip in inches (for rectangular spine, DELTIP is the halfwidth
perpendicular to DELBAS).

S 1 - fin spacing in inches (centerline to centerline).

S2 - spine spacing in inches (centerline to centerline) perpendicular to S 1. Enter zero if not
spine.
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For spines, the actual direction of DELBAS, DELTIP or SI, S2 is not important, but DELBAS must
be perpendicular to DELTIP and S1 must be perpendicular to S2..L
H1.4.12 PLOTTING DATA BLOCKS

NOTE: In the current version only the summary data are printed out for each of the plot type described.

Either region plots or temperature profile plots may be generated for the model that is defined by the
HEATING input generated by HTAS1. If region plots are desired, the region plots data block must be the final
data block listed in the HTAS 1 input. If temperature profile plots are desired, the temperature profile plots
data card may appear anywhere in the input after the title card and the problem control parameters card and
before the end of data card. If both the temperature profile plots data card and the region plot data block are
included in the input, only the region plots are generated because HEATING is not executed when region plots
are generated. Therefore, no temVerature distribution plot data sets exist from which temperature profile plots
can be generated. The temperature profile plots data card must precede the region plots data block in this case.

H1.4.12.1 Temperature Profile Plots Data Card

Keyword - PLOT

MAXZVR - 0, generates a plot containing a curve that shows maximum temperature at any problem
time vs the radial distance from the origin for all nodes on the axial center line (default).

1, above plot is not generated.

IVA - 0, generates a plot containing a curve that shows the difference in volume-averaged
temperatures between the inner shell and the outer shell vs time (default).

1, above plot is not generated.

ISEP - 0, the temperature-vs-time curves for the centermost nodes of the inner shell, the shielding,
and the outer shell are generated on the same plot (default).

1, each of the above curves is generated on an individual plot.

IDELT - 0, temperature-vs-time curves are generated for the actual temperatures (default).

1, temperature-vs-time curves are generated for temperature change from the initial
temperature distribution.

TIMMIN - The problem time below which temperature distributions are not considered in the
temperature-vs-time plots and the volume-averaged temperature plot. If TIMMIN is
zero, the initial temperature distribution written by HEATING is the first one used when
generating these plots. The entry must be a nonnegative floating-point number. The
default is zero.
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TIMMAX - The problem time above which temperature distributions are not considered in the
temperature-vs-time plots and the volume-averaged temperature plot. If TIMMAX is
zero, the final temperature distribution written by HEATING is the last one used when
generating these plots. The entry must be a nonnegative floating-point number. The
default is zero.

If the only entry on this card is the keyword PLOT, then the three default temperature profile plots described
in Sect. H1.2.6 are generated.

H1.4.12.2 Region Plots Data Block

Thefirst card in the plots data block contains only the keyword REGP. If no other cards are included
in this data block, then by default plots of the regions, the materials, and the boundary condition function
numbers are generated for each thermal analysis specified in the analytical sequence data blocks (Sect. H1.4.9).

Up to five plot description cards, one for each type of plot, may follow the keyword card if plots other
than the default region plots are desired. The first entry on a plot description is an integer. All other entries
are floating-point numbers. The entries are described below.

1TYPE - The number corresponding to the type of plot generated.

= 1 Plots are generated with region numbers inside the region boundaries for each
calculational phase.

= 2 Plots are generated with material names inside the region boundaries for each
calculational phase.

= 3 Plots are generated with heat generation function numbers inside the region boundaries
for each calculational phase.

= 4 Plots are generated with initial temperature function numbers inside the region
boundaries for each calculational phase.

= 5 Plots are generated with boundary condition function numbers inside the region
boundaries for each calculational phase.

XSCALE- The scaling factor in units per inch for the horizontal axis of region plots for every
calculational phase. If XSCALE is zero, the scaling factor is computed by the program
for each calculational phase. The default is zero.

YSCALE- The scaling factor in units per inch for the vertical axis of region plots for every
calculational phase. If YSCALE is zero, the scaling factor is computed by the program
for each calculational phase. The default is zero.

XREG1 - The minimum r value of the area for which region plots are generated for every
calculational phase. If XREG1 is zero, the minimum r value of the model at each
calculational phase is used. The default is zero.
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XREG2 - The maximum r value of the area for which region plots are generated for every
calculational phase. If XREG2 is zero, the maximum r value of the model at each
calculational phase is used. The default is zero.

YREG1 - The minimum z value of the area for which region plots are generated for every
calculational phase. If YREG1 is zero, the minimum z value of the model at each
calculational phase is used. The default is zero.

YREG2 - The maximum z value of the area for which region plots are generated for every
calculational phase. If YREG2 is zero, the maximum z value of the model at each
calculational phase is used. The default is zero.

H1.4.13 DATA BLOCK TERMINATION CARD

Each problem (or case) must be terminated with a data block termination card. This card consists of
a percent sign (%) in column 1 followed by a blank in column 2.

H1.4.14 SUMMVARY AND FORMAT OF INPUT

Table H1.4.3 is a summary of the information needed to prepare the input data. Columns 73 through
80 of each card are reserved for identification. The table in this column gives proposed identification names
for the cards and, in parentheses, the reference sections in the report where more information can be found.
The first line in each format box includes the variable name used in the program and, in parentheses, the type
of that variable. The rest of the box includes a short explanation of the input in that box. In some cards, where
free space is available, additional notes have been included to describe the way the input information will be
used in the program.
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Table H1.4.3 Sumnrary of HTAS1 input

TilflE
JOb uSC - UP W JI uuuunumrllC C_ _ __ __ _

MXCPU ITrlN Required
Maximum Unit number
number of CPU from which
seconds initial
allowed. temperature

distribution is
to be rend.

PRIWMOUrTIMES .Fist printout Second printout Last printout Optional
At least two time. time. time
blanks.

CAVIIY RCAV1Y NRCAVT 1CAVTY NlCAVT HEAT Required
At least two Radiusofthe Radial Distance from Axial Total heat load
blanks, cavity in inches. increments in the mkdplane to increments in the cavity in

the cavity, the top of the between the BTU/hr.
cavity in inches. midplane and

the top of the
_ __ _cavity.

N INNER SHELL
At least two
blanks.

RINNER
Radial
thickness of the
inner sheD in
inches.

NRINNE
Radial
increments
across the
thickness of the
inner shell.

TINNER
Axial thlckness
of the top of the
inner shell In
inchea.

N1INNE
Axial
increments
across the Inner
shen top
thickness.

BINNER
Aial thickness
of the bottom of
the inner shel
in inches.

NBINNE
AMial
increments
across the inner
sheD bottom
thickness.

Required

MATERIAL .. MZONE Optional
At last two Material index.
blanks.

ZONENM Required if

Material name . MZONE = O

--e� �0

�O V0 0

61"' 9



M Qn First

0 temperature for
_7 | themmal

conductivity in
*Forconstant

O thermal
conductivity inB Inb~f-

Table H1.4.3 (continued)
- r r r Y

First thermal
conductivity in
BTU/hr-ftF if
temperature
dependent

Second
temperature for
temperature-
dependent
thermal
conductivity in
*F.

Second thermal
conductivity in
BTUlhr-ftlF if
temperature
dependent

Last
temperature for
temperature-
dependent
thermal
conductivity in

F.

Last thermal
conductivity In
BTU/hr-ftlF if
temperature
dependent

First First density in Second Second density .. , Last Last density in
temperature for Ib/ft' if temperature for in lb/f' if temperature for lb/ft' if
density in 'F or temperature temperature- temperature temperature- temperature
constant density dependent dependent dependent dependent dependent
in tb/fl'. density in F. density in 'F.

Include onty if
MZONE * 0
and the LLNL
library is not to
be used by
HEATING for
this material.

First
temperature for
specific heat in
'F or constant
specific heat in
BTU/lb--.P

First specific
heat in BTV/lb-
F if

temperature
dependent

Second
temperature for
temperature-
dependent
specific heat in
.t

Second specific
beat in Rlib-
F if

temperature
dependent

Last
temperature for
temperature-
dependent
specific heat in
.F.

Last specific
beat in BTV/lb-
*F if
temperature
dependent

0

LATENTHEAT .. SLTM SiMM Optional
At least two Phase change Latent heat in
blanks. temperature in 9113/lb.

*F.

SHIELDING RSHELD NRSHEL TSHELD NTSHEL BSHELD NBSHELD Optional
At east two Radial Radial Axial thickness Axiai Axial thikness Axiai
btmnks. thikness of the increments of the top of the increments of the bottom of increments

shietding in across the shielding in across the the shielding In acrons the
inches. shielding inches. shielding top inches. shielding

thickness. thkckness. bottom
thickness.

Can insert MATERiAL description (up to S cards) as described above. Optional

Can insert a LATENT HEATcurd as described above. Optional
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Table H1.4.3 (continued)

OUIER SHELL .. ROUIER NROUIE TOW'ER NTOUlE BOUIER NBOWE Required
At least two Radial Radial Ajialtthkkness Axial Axial thkckness Axial
blanks. thickness of the increments of the top of increments of the bottom of lacrements

outer shAll in across the outer the outer shell across the top the outer shell across the
Inches, shell thickness. in inches. thickness of the in inches. bottom

outer shell. thicknessofthe
outer shell.

Can insert MATERIAL description (up to 5 cards) as descibed above. Optional

Can insert LAlENT HEATcard as described above, Optional

EMISSiVPIY . EMISIV(I) EMISIV(2) EMISIV(3) EMISIV(4) EMISIV(5) Optional
At least two INimIAL PREiIRE FIRE POSTFIRE FINAL
blanks. Steady-state Steady state Transient Transient Steady-state

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ eminsivity. eminsivity. emissivity.Y.

FINS .. tFINR iFiNZ Optional
At least two Fin type for Fin type for
blanks. outer radial outeraxial

surface. surface.

FINLEN DELBAS DELTIP SI S2 Include only if
Height of ram Half-width of Half-width of Fin spacing in Spine spacing In iFiNR 0
from the outer fin at base in fit at tip in inches for the Inches for the
radial surface in inches for the inches for the outer radial outer radiat
inches. outerradial outerradiat surface. surface.

surface, surface.

FINLEN DELBAS DELTIP Si S2 include only if
Height of fmn Half-width of Half-width of Fin spacing in Spine spacing in IFINZ 00
from the outer fin at base in fin at tip In inches for the inches for the
axial surface in inches for the inches for the outer axW outer axial
inches. outer axial outer axial surface. surface.

surface. surface.

0
� N
�0co
61 �
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Table H1.4.3 (continued)

0� £ NEUIRON SHEILD RNUTRN NRNUIR TNUIRN BNOTRN . _. Optional
D At least two Radil Radial Axial distance Axial distanct e

O blanks, thickness of increments from the from the
nceutron shietd across the midpbanttooth mipiane o the
in inchets. neutn shield top of the botnom of the

thickness. neutron shield neutron shield
. in inches. in inches.

Can insert MATERIAL descnriion (up to 5 cards) as described above. Optional

Can insert LATENT HEAT card as described above. Optionai

Can insert EMISSIVITY card as described above. Optional

Can insen FIN descrption (up to 3 card) is described above.

DELETE ADELET MZONE EMISIV(l) EMISIV(2) Optional
At last two Neutron shield Material index. Emissivity of Emissivity of
bianks. removal tim the portion of the portion of

keyword. theoutershell the waterjacket
fometrly formerly
covered, covered,

WATER JACKET RWATER NRWATE T WATER BWATER Optional
At ieast two Radial Radial Axialdistance Axial distance
blanks. thickness of the increments from the from the

water jacket in across the water midplane to the midplant to the
inches. jacket top of the water bottom of the

thickness. jacket in inches. water jacket in
inches.

Can insert MAIERIALdescription (up to 5 curds) as described above. Optional

Can insert LATENT HEATcard as described above. Optional

Can insert EMISSIVITY card as described above. Optional

Can insert FIN description (up to 3 cards) as described above. Optional

.4~,
LO

t'W
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Table H1.4.3 (continued)

(

DELETE . ADELET Optional
At least two Waterjacket
blanks. removal time

keyword.

IMPACT LIMITER _ RMPACT NRMPAC TMPACT NTMPAC BMPACT NBMPAC TWRAP BWRAP Optional
At least two Radiusofboth Additional Axial thickness Axial Axial thickness Axial Axid thicknus Axial thicknese
blanks. top and bottom radial of the top increments of the bottom increments of top impact of bottom

impact bmitem increments impact limiter in across the top impact limiter in across the limiter that impact limiter
In Inches. needed to inches. impact iimiter. inches. bottom impact wraps around that wraps

discretize the limiter. the outershell amound the outer
i lmpact limiters. in inches. shell In inches.

Can insen MATERIAL description (up tS cards) as described above. Optional

Can insert LATENT HEATcard as described above. Optionad

Can insert EMISSIVITY card as described above, Optional

Can insert BIN description (up to 3 card1 as described above. Optional

DELETE ADELET ADiLiM Optional
At least two Impact limiter Top, bottom or
blanks. removal time both.

__________ keyword. _ _ _ _ _

U INmAL DBDTP DCONCR DCONER DCONCA DCONEA DELUX Optional
At least two Ambient Natural Natural Naturai Natural Solar heat load
blanks. temperature in convection convection convection convection in BTU/hr-ft'.

F. coefcent for exponent for coefficient for exponent for
radidsurfaces. radialdurfaees. axid surfaces. axidlsurface.

I-rb



Table H1.4.3 (continued)

NSSTYP MAXIT FPS BETA TDP Optional
Steady-state Maximum Steady-state Steady-state Number of
technique flag numberof convergence over-relaxation iterations
I -SOR iterations for criterion. factor. between
2 - Direct steady-state property re-
3 - CO solution. evaluation.

PREFIRE At least two DBDIP DCONCR DCONER DCONCA DCONEA DFLUX Optional
blanks. Ambient Natural Natural Natural Natural Solar heat load

temperature in convection convection convection convection In BiTU/hr-ft .
*P. coefficient exponent for coefficient for exponent for

radir surfaces. radiai surfaces. axiWr surfaces. axial surfaces.

Can insert solution technique SS card as hown after the INi block. Optional

FIRE At least two DTIMEF DEMISF DBDTP DCONCR DCONER | DCONCA DCONEA DFLUX Optional
blanks Duration of the Emissivity of Temperature of Natura Natural Natura Natural Solar heatlobad

fire transient in the fire. the fire in 'P. convection convecdton convection convection in BTUthr-fti.
minutes. coefficient for exponent for coefficient for exponent for

radial surfaces. radial surfaces. axial surfaces. axial surfaces.

IMPLICIT _

RESDUL NiTREZ ABSDIF I THETA BETAT NUPBTA nLRCO rILRCI Optional
Convergence Iterations Convergence Implicitness Acceleration Iterations Iterations Change in
criterionwpcr between ccturion ser factorw parameteri ktween tetween numIer-of-
time rop. p convergence time strp with aptempts to updatep using iteration

tests. temperature optimize Carmes criterion.
dependence. BETAT. technique.
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Table H1.4.3 (continued)

(

DELTAT TSFACT ISMAX TSCHGE TPCGMX PDPCGM ISMIN Optional
Initial dime step |Time-step Maximum Not used. Maximum Maximum |Minimum time
in minutes. multiplication allowable time temperature percent of step allowed inj factor. step in minutes. change allowed relative change minutes.

at a node per in temperature
time step in 'F. allowed per _

_ _ dtime step. I

fXPLICIT
I Optional

DELTAT KT1MFCTO
Initial time step Levy factor.
in minutes. _

POSTIiRE _ DTWPF DBDTP DCONCR DCONER DCONCA DCONfA DFLUX Optional
At least two Duration of the Ambient Natural Natural Natural Natural Solar heat load
blanks. postfuee temperature in convection convection convection convection in BUl/hr-fts.

transient in F. coefficlent for exponent for coefficlent for exponent for
minutes. radial surfaces. radial surfaees. axialsurfaces. axial surfaces.

Can insert solution technique description wits MPLICITor EXPLCITas shown above. Optional

FINAL _ DBDIP DCONCR DCONER DCONCA DCONEA DFLUX Optional
At bast two Ambient Natural Natural Natural Natural Solar heat load
blanks. temperature In convection convection convection convection in BTlUihr-ft5 .

cF. eoefficient for exponent for coefficient for exponent for
radial surfaces. radial surfaces. axial surfaces. axial surfaces.

Can insert solution technique SS card as shown after the INiTiAL block Optsonal
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Table Hi.4.3 (continued)
a%~

O PLOT .. MAXZVR IVA ISEP IDfiLT TIMMIN TIMMAX Optional
At kast 0wo . generate .0. generate .0. temperature =0Minimum me Maximum time

-blans. maxmum volume- vo timecurves vs timecurves forplohuin forplotsln
temperature Vs averaged ame on same am for actual minutes. minutes.
radial distance temperature plot; -I temperature; -.1
plots; - 1. plots; -1, different plots. fortemperature
suppress. suDPpress. chatnges.

REOP _ Optional

ITYPE XSCALE YSCALE XREOI XREG2 YREUI YRE02
Type of plot Horizontal axis Vertical als Minimum r- Maximum r Minimum z. Maximum z-

I aimin factor. scalin factor. vvalue in inches. ale in inches. value in inches. value in inches.

% Data block termination card. Required

k



HI5 SAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR HTAS1

This section contains two sample problems to demonstrate the use of some of the options available in
HTAS 1. The first sample problem makes extensive use of HTAS 1 defaults to indicate the case of performing
a detailed thermal analysis of a shipping container using HTAS1. The second sample problem invokes a
number of options available in HTAS 1 to include the use of alternative methods of defining material thermal
parameters.

The first sample problem is defined below. The diameter of the cavity is 13.5 in. (radius, 6.75 in.),
and its total height is 178 in. (half height, 89 in.). The total heat load within the cavity is 11.5 kW
(39247 Btu/hr). The radial thickness of the inner shell is 0.31 in., and its axial thickness at both top and
bottom is 0.25 in. The shielding has a radial thickness of 6.63 in., and its axial extent is equal to that of the
inner shell. The outer shell has a radial thickness of 1.25 in. The axial thickness of the top and bottom of the
outer shell is 7.5 and 7.75 in., respectively. The diameter and total thickness of each impact limiter is 78 in.
(radius 39 in.) and 38.5 in., respectively. The shipping container extends into each impact limiter a distance
of 11 in. Thus, the axial thickness of each impact limiter is 27.5 in., and each impact limiter has a wraparound
of 11 in. The radial thickness of the neutron shield and water jacket is 4.5 and 0.16 in., respectively. The
neutron shield and water jacket extend axially to each impact limiter so their axial distance above and below
the horizontal midplane is 85.5 and 86 in., respectively. The inner shell, outer shell and water jacket are
composed of 304 stainless steel. The shielding is lead, and the impact limiters are balsa wood. The neutron
shield is water, and it is desired to model the natural convective heat transfer effects across the neutron shield
with an effective thermal conductivity. Thus, one can use the HTAS 1 default material associated with each
zone. The emissivity associated with the outer surfaces of the water jacket and impact limiters is 0.5.

The shipping container is in a horizontal position, and for purposes of defining the steady-state
conditions for the accident scenario of 1OCFR71, the solar heat load is assumed to be zero. The loaded
shipping container is allowed to reach steady-state operating conditions with an ambient temperature of 100 0F.
The shipping container is cooled by natural convection and radiation to the surrounding environment. It is then
subjected to a fire at a temperature of 14750F for 30 min. The emissivity of the fire is 0.9, and the absorptivity
of the surfaces of the shipping container during the fire is 0.8. After the fire, the shipping container is allowed
to cool by natural convection and radiation to the surrounding environment at an ambient temperature of
100F. The emissivity on the surfaces of the shipping container remains at 0.8 following the fire.

It is desired to obtain the prefire steady-state operating temperature distribution, the transient
temperature distribution during the fire, the transient temperature distribution for three hours following the fire,
and the final steady-state temperature distribution after the fire. The default numerical technique will be used
to perform each set of calculations. The input data for HTAS 1 to perform this analytical sequence and to
generate the default temperature profile plots for the first sample problem are shown in Table Hi1.5.1. The
radial and axial grid divisions indicated for each zone are necessary to yield accurate solutions. Their values
were determined by performing a series of analytical sequences using grid divisions that were both more coarse
and more fine than the ones indicated in Table H1.5.1.

The standard output from the initial entry to HTAS 1 is presented in Table HI.5.2. The temperature
distributions at the prefire steady state, at the end of the 30-min fire transient, at the end of the three-hour
cooldown period, and at the final steady state are presented in Tables H1.5.3, Hl.5.4, H1.5.5, and H1.5.6,
respectively. The HTAS1 output that describes the temperature profile plots generated for the first sample
problem is presented in Table H 1.5.2.

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table H1.5.1 Input data for first sample problem for HTAS1

htasl sample problem 1

cavity
inner shell
shielding
outer shell
neutron shield
water jacket
impact limiter
prefire
fire
postfire
final

6.75
0.31
6.63
1.25
4.5
0.16

39

5
1
5
2
4
1
5

89
0.25

7.25
85.5

27.5

5 39247
1

4
86

5

7.75 4

0 0 11

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table H1.5.2 Standard output from initial entry into HTAS1

* control module htasl has been accessed. *
***** *** * ************** **** ****** ******** ***

print input card images w/card columns indicated every 10th card--
card
no./col. 1....... 10 . 20 . 30 . 40 . 50 . 60 . 70 . 80

1 htasl sample problem 1
2 0 0
3 cavity 6.75 5 89 5 39247
4 inner shell 0.31 1 0.25 1
5 shielding 6.63 5
6 outer shell 1.25 2 7.25 4 7.75 4
7 neutron shield 4.5 4 85.5 86
8 water jacket 0.16 1
9 impact limiter 39 5 27.5 5 0 0 11

10 prefire
no./col. 1....... 10 . 20 . 30 . 40 .. 50 . 60 . 70 . 80

11 fire
12 postfire
13 final
14 plot
15 %

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
htasl: heat transfer analysis sequence number 1 for the scale system.
htasl is a control module for generating input data for heating for
two-dimensional rz models analyzing a class of shipping containers.
written by:c.k.cobb. w.d.turner, m.w.wendel, g.e.giles
contact:

g.e. giles
computing applications division
oak ridge national laboratory
building k-1007, mail stop number 7039
martin marietta energy systems, inc.
post office box 2003
oak ridge, tennessee 37831-7039
phone - 615-574-8667

tabulation of input data
job description -- htasl sample problem 1
cavity parameters

radius 6.7500000D+00
radial divisions 5
top height 8.9000000D+01
axial divisions for top 5
bottom height 8.9000000D+01
axial divisions for bottom 5
heat load 3.9247000D+04

inner shell parameters
radial thickness 3.100000OD-01
radial divisions 1
axial thickness at top 2.5000000D-01
axial divisions 1
axial thickness at bottom 2.5000000D-01
axial divisions 1
material number 13
material name sst3O4

number temperature conductivity
1 3.2000000D+01 8.1000000D+00
2 2.1200000D+02 8.7000000D+00
3 3.9200000D+02 8.7000000D+00
4 5.7200000D+02 9.4000000D+00
5 7.5200000D+02 l.OOOOOOOD+01

NUREG/CR-0200,
H1.5.3 Vol. 1, Rev. 6
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

6
7

number

1.1120000D+03
1.4720000D+03
temperature

temperature
3.2000000D+01
7.5200000D+02

l.1000000D+01
1.3000000D+01

density
4.9100000D+02
specific heat
1.2000000D-01
1.3500000D-01

number
1
2

shielding parameters
radial thickness
radial divisions
axial thickness at top
axial divisions
axial thickness at bottom
axial divisions
material number
material name

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+0l
2 2.1200000D+02
3 3.9200000D+02
4 5.7200000D+02
5 6.3000000D+02
6 7.1700000D+02
7 8.0000000D+02
8 9.8000000D+02
9 1.2760000D+03

number temperature

6.6300000D+00
5

O.OOOOOOOD+00
0

o . 0000000+00
0

11
lead

conductivity
2.0300000D+01
1.9300000D+01
1.8200000D+0l
1.7200000D+01
1.2100000D+01
9.7000000D+00
9.OOOOOOOD+00
8.7000000D+00
8.6600000D+00

density
7.1000000D+02
specific heat
3.0500000D-02
3.1500000D-02
3.3800000D-02
3.4000000D-02
3.2800000D-02

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+01
2 2.1200000D+02
3 6.2150000D+02
4 6.2170000D+02
5 1.8320000D+03

outer shell parameters
radial thickness
radial divisions
axial thickness at top
axial divisions
axial thickness at bottom
axial divisions
emissivity

initial steady state
prefire steady state
fire transient
postfire transient
final steady state

material number
material name

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+01
2 2.1200000D+02
3 3.9200000D+02
4 5.7200000D+02
5 7.5200000D+02
6 1.1120000D+03
7 1.4720000D+03

number temperature

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+01
2 7.5200000D+02

neutron shield parameters
radial thickness

NUREG/CR-0200,
Vol. 1, Rev. 6

IL.1.2500000D+00
2

7.2500000D+00
4

7.75000000+00
4

5.OOOOOOOD-01
5.0000000D-01
8.0000000D-01
8.0000000D-01
8.0000000D-01

13
sst3O4

conductivity
8.1000000D+00
8.7000000D+00
8.7000000D+00
9.4000000D+00
1.OOOOOOOD+01
1.1000000D+01
1.3000000D+01

density
4.9100000D+02
specific heat
1.2000000D-01
1.3500000D-01

4.5000000D+00

HI.5.4



Table Hl.5.2 (continued)

radial divisions
top height
bottom height
emissivity

initial steady state
prefire steady state
fire transient
postfire transient
final steady state

material number
material name

number temperature
1 l.5000000D+02
2 2.OOOOOOOD+02
3 2.5000000D+02
4 3.OOOOOOOD+02
5 4.0000000D+02

number temperature

4
8.5500000D+01
8.6000000D+01

5.OOOOOOOD-01
5.OOOOOOOD-01
8.0000000D-01
8.OOOOOOOD-01
8.00OOOOOD-01

17
h20conv

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+01
2 6.8000000D+01
3 1.0400000D+02
4 1.4000000D+02
5 1.7600000D+02
6 2.1200000D+02
7 2.4800000D+02
8 2.8400000D+02
9 3.2000000D+02

10 3.5600000D+02
11 3.9200000D+02
12 4.2800000D+02
13 4.6400000D+02
14 5.0000000D+02
15 5.3710000D+02
16 5.7200000D+02

water jacket parameters
radial thickness
radial divisions
top height
bottom height
emissivity

initial steady state
prefire steady state
fire transient
postfire transient
final steady state

material number
material name

number temperature

conductivity
1.4750000D+01
1.7330000D+01
1.9150000D+01
2.0830000D+01
2.3350000D+01

density
6.0000000D+01
specific heat
1.0072000D+00
9.9861000D-01
9.9780000D-01
9.9921000D-01
1.0021000D+00
1.0068000D+00
1.0149000D+00
1.0228000D+00
1.0369000D+00
1.0548000D+00
1.0758000D+00
l.1009000D+00
1.1357000D+00
1.1818000D+00
1.2437000D+00
1.3678000D+00

1.6000000D-01
1

8.5500000D+01
8.6000000D+01

5.O0OOOOOD-01
5.OOOOOOOD-01
8.OOOOOOOD-01
8.0000000D-01
8.0000000D-01

13
sst304

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

number

3.2000000D+01
2.1200000D+02
3.9200000D+02
5.7200000D+02
7.5200000D+02
1.1120000D+03
1.4720000D+03
temperature

conductivity
8.1000000D+00
8.7000000D+00
8.7000000D+00
9.4000000D+00
1.OOOOOOOD+01
l.lOOOOOOD+01
1.3000000D+01

density
4.9100000D+02
specific heat
1.2000000D-01
1.3500000D-01

number temperature
1 3.2000000D+01
2 7.5200000D+02

impact limiter
radius 3.9000000D+01

NUREG/CR-0200,
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Table Hi.5.2 (continued)

radial divisions from l.9600000D+01
axial thickness of top impact limiter
axial divisions
axial thickness of top impact limiter

along outer surface of container
axial thickness of bottom impact limiter
axial divisions
axial thickness of bottom impact limiter

along outer surface of container
emissivity

initial steady state
prefire steady state
fire transient
postfire transient
final steady state

material number
material name

number temperature conduct

5 1-
2.7500000D+01

5

1. 1000000D+01
2.7500000D+01

5

1.1000000OD+01

5.OOOOOOOD-01
5. OOOOOOOD-01
8. OOOOOOOD-01
8.OOOOOOOD-01
8.OOOOOOOD-01

19
balsa

ivity

temperaturenumber
4.8400000D-02

density
2.OOOOOOOD+01
specific heat
5.5000000D-01

number temperature

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
job description -- htasl sample problem 1

heating input data will be generated for the prefire steady state thermal analysis.

the steady state temperature distribution for the shipping container model
will be obtained subject to the following boundary conditions:

ambient temperature 1.OOOOOOOD+02
convection at radial boundary

convective coefficient 1.8000000D-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

convection at axial boundary
convective coefficient 1.9000000D-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

radiation to surrounding medium at ambient
temperature with emissivity coefficients
as specified along each surface

solar heat flux 0.OOOOOOOD+00
the steady state temperature distribution will be
solved using the direct solution technique.

maximum number of iterations will be 20
convergence criterion will be 1.OOOOOOOD-05

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
job description -- htasl sample problem 1

heating input data will be generated for the fire transient thermal analysis.

the transient temperature distribution for the shipping container model will be
obtained during exposure to a fire subject to the following boundary conditions:

duration of fire 3. OOOOOOOD+01
fire temperature 1. 4750000D+03
convection at radial boundary

convective coefficient 0. OOOOOOOD+00
convective exponent 0.OOOOOOOD+00

convection at axial boundary

NUREGlCR-0200,
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

convective coefficient 0.OOOOOOOD+00
convective exponent O.OOOOOOOD+00

radiation from fire
fire emissivity coefficient .9000
surface absorption coefficients are
as specified for the materials
along each surface.

solar heat flux O.OOOOOOOD+00
the implicit procedure will be used to calculate the transient temperature
distribution.
maximum normalized heat residual convergence criterion = O.OOO00D+00
(corresponds to epsilon sub 1, default=l.Od-5)
number-of-iterations between tests for convergence, linear loop (default = 1) = 0
average 11 norm of relative temperature difference convergence criterion
for temperature dependent properties = 0.OOOOOD+00
(corresponds to epsilon sub 3, default=l.Od-5)
theta (0.5 for crank-nicolson,1.0 for classical implicit) = 0.OOOOOD+00
(default = 0.5)
the sor acceleration parameter (beta) will be optimized empirically.
beta = 0.OOOOOD+00
a beta update will be attempted every 0 time steps (default=l).
number-of-iterations tolerance for beta update calculations, outer loop (default=5)=0
number-of-iterations tolerance for beta update calculations, inner loop (default=2)=O
the following time step parameters will be used to compute the fire transient.

time step 0.OOOOOOOD+00
the maximum time step allowed is 5.OOOOOOOD+00
new time step parameters will be read in at time = 3.OOOOOOOD+01
if the maximum temperature change at a node exceeds 2.OOOOOOOD+00 percent over a
time step, then the time step size will be decreased accordingly.

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
job description -- htasl sample problem 1

heating input data will be generated for the postfire transient thermal analysis.
*********************** ***************** *.* ********************************** ******

the transient temperature distribution for the shipping container model will be
obtained following exposure to a fire subject to the following boundary conditions:

duration of post-fire transient 1.8000000D+02
ambient temperature 1.OOOOOOOD+02
convection at radial boundary

convective coefficient 1.8000000D-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

convection at axial boundary
convective coefficient 1.9000000D-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

radiation to surrounding medium at ambient
temperature with emissivity coefficients
as specified along each surface

solar heat flux O.OOOOOOOD+00
the implicit procedure will be used to calculate the transient temperature
distribution.
maximum normalized heat residual convergence criterion = O.OOOOOD+00
(corresponds to epsilon sub 1, default=l.Od-5)
number-of-iterations between tests for convergence, linear loop (default = 1) = 0
average 11 norm of relative temperature difference convergence criterion
for temperature dependent properties = 0.OOOOOD+00
(corresponds to epsilon sub 3, default=l.Od-5)
theta (0.5 for crank-nicolson,l.0 for classical implicit) = O.OOOOOD+00 (default = 0.5)
the sor acceleration parameter (beta) will be optimized empirically.
beta = O.OOOOOD+00
a beta update will be attempted every 0 time steps (default=l).
number-of-iterations tolerance for beta update calculations, outer loop (default=5)=0
number-of-iterations tolerance for beta update calculations, inner loop (default=2)=0
the following time step parameters will be used to compute the post-fire transient.

time step 0.OOOOOOOD+00

NUREGICR-0200,
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

the maximum time step allowed is 5.0000000-+00
new time step parameters will be read in at time = 2.1000000D+02
if the maximum temperature change at a node exceeds 2.0000000D+00 per cent
over a time step, then the time step size will be decreased accordingly.

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
job description -- htasl sample problem 1

heating input data will be generated for the final steady state thermal analysis.

the steady state temperature distribution for the shipping container model
will be obtained subject to the following boundary conditions:

ambient temperature 1.OOOOOOOD+02
convection at radial boundary

convective coefficient 1.8000000D-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

convection at axial boundary
convective coefficient 1.900000OD-01
convective exponent 3.3333333D-01

radiation to surrounding medium at ambient temperature with emissivity coefficients
as specified along each surface

solar heat flux O.OOOOOOOD+00
the steady state temperature distribution will be
solved using the direct solution technique.

maximum number of iterations will be 20
convergence criterion will be 1.OOOOOOOD-05

code : htasl date: 06/11/93 computer: ibmaixws
version: 05/12/93 time: 15:43:41 jobname : geg
job description -- htasl sample problem 1
transient printout times

output output
number time

1 5.OOOOOD+00
2 1.00000D+01
3 1.50000D+01
4 2.00000D+01
5 2.50000D+01
6 3.00000D+01
7 3.50000D+01
8 4.00000D+01
9 4.50000D+01

10 5.00000D+01
11 5.50000D+01
12 6.00000D+01
13 6.50000D+01
14 7.00000D+01
15 7.50000D+01
16 8.00000D+01
17 8.50000D+01
18 9.00000D+01
19 9.50000D+01
20 1.OOOOOD+02
21 1.05000D+02
22 1.10000D+02
23 1.15000D+02
24 1.20000D+02
25 1.25000D+02
26 1.30000D+02
27 1.35000D+02
28 1.40000D+02
29 1.45000D+02
30 1.50000D+02
31 1.55000D+02
32 1.60000D+02

NUREGICR-0200,
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

33 1.65000D+02
34 1.70000D+02
35 1.75000D+02
36 1.80000D+02
37 1.85000D+02
38 l.90000D+02
39 l.95000D+02
40 2.OOOOOD+02
41 2.05000D+02
42 2.10000D+02

warning the axial thickness of the portion of the lower impact
warning *** limiter that wrapped around the shipping container was

* warning *** changed to eliminate an unfavorable axial grid spacing.
warning * the boundary was moved from 3.8500000D+01 to

* warning * 3.5500000D+01.
* warning * the axial thickness of the lower portion of the neutron
* warning shield and water jacket was changed to eliminate an
*** warning * unfavorable axial grid spacing. the boundary was

warning *** moved from 3.5500000D+01 to 3.5500000D+01.
warning *** the axial thickness of the portion of the upper impact

* warning * limiter that wrapped around the shipping container was
* warning changed to eliminate an unfavorable axial grid spacing.
* warning *** the boundary was moved from 2.1000000D+02 to
* warning 2.1350000D+02.
in h6tasl, the maximum dimension of the double precision array is 100000 which uses
782k bytes.
(this is set in htmain as the variable limitd.)
this use of the variably dimensioned double precision array require 14880 elements or
117k bytes of memory.
the variable dimensioned character array has 782k bytes left for storage of heating
input data in binary form.
htasl used a total of 1617 elements in the character-array which required a total
of 13k bytes of core. the core requirements for the htasl portion of the
analysis could be reduced by 768k bytes.
*************************************************** ** ******* ****************** ********

* exit from control module htasl and direct scale to execute heating7 (htng72 ).
*

*************************************** ************ **** ***** ***** ****** ******* ********

* control module htasl has been accessed. *

htasl will generate heating input data for the fire tr thermal analysis.
title: htasl sample problem 1 -- prefire ss
number of nodes read: 654 number of nodes written: 654

time found in plot data set: O.OOOOOOOD+00
htasl used a total of 1633 elements in the character-array which required a total
of 13k bytes of core. the core requirements for the htasl portion of the
analysis could be reduced by 768k bytes.

************************************************** ***** ***** ************** ***** ** *** **

* exit from control module htasl and direct scale to execute heating7 (htng72 ).
*

* control module htasl has been accessed. *

htasl will generate heating input data for the postfire tr thermal analysis.
title: htasl sample problem 1 -- fire tr
number of nodes read: 654 number of nodes written: 654

time found in plot data set: O.OOOOOOOD+00
time found in plot data set: 5.OOOOOOOD+00
time found in plot data set: l.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 1.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 2.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 2.5000000D+01
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

time found in plot data set: 3.OOOOOOOD+01
htasl used a total of 1633 elements in the character-array which required a total
of 13k bytes of core. the core requirements for the htasl portion of the
analysis could be reduced by 768k bytes.

********************************************* ************* ************ ** **************

* exit from control module htasl and direct scale to execute heating7 (htng72 ).

** ************************************ **** ************* **** ********** *** ** ************

* control module htasl has been accessed. *

htasl will generate heating input data for the final ss
title: htasl sample problem 1

thermal analysis.
-- postfire tr

number of nodes read: 654 number of nodes written:
time found in plot data set: O.OOOOOOOD+00
time found in plot data set: 5.0000000D+00
time found in plot data set: l.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: l.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 2.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 2.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 3.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 3.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 4.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 4.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 5.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 5.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 6.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 6.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 7.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 7.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 8.0000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 8.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: 9.OOOOOOOD+01
time found in plot data set: 9.5000000D+01
time found in plot data set: l.OOOOOOOD+02
time found in plot data set: 1.0500000D+02
time found in plot data set: l.lOOOOOOD+02
time found in plot data set: l.1500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.2000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.2500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.3000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.3500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.4000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.4500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.5000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.5500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.6000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.6500000D+02
time .found in plot data set: 1.7000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.7500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.8000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.8500000D+02
time found in plot data set: l.9000000D+02
time found in plot data set: 1.9500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 2.OOOOOOOD+02
time found in plot data set: 2.0500000D+02
time found in plot data set: 2.1000000D+02

htasl used a total of 1601 elements in the character-array which required a total
of 13k bytes of core. the core requirements for the htasl portion of the
analysis could be reduced by 768k bytes.

554
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

*********************************** *** *********** ********************* ****************

* exit from control module htasl and direct scale to execute heating7 (htng72 ). *
*********************************** *********** ** ***** ***************** **** ******* *****

* control module htasl has been accessed. *

* the temperature plotting option has been invoked *
* this version does not generate plots *
* but reports out the plot data *

plots will include temperature distributions from the fire transient and postfire
transient heating calculations

temperature vs. time curves for the inner shell, shielding, and outer shell will be
generated on one plot

temperature distributions at every printout time will be used

a plot will be generated showing a curve of maximum temperature at any time
at each center axial node vs. the r distance from the origin

a plot will be generated showing a curve of the difference in the volume averaged
temperatures of the inner shell and the outer shell

title: htasl sample problem 1
number of nodes read for ploting:

43 time steps read from plot dataset

-- final ss
654

start time O.OOOOOE+00 end time 210.00
maximum temperatures as a function of

time (min) inner shell shield
O.OOOOOE+00 264.56 255.67
5.0000 264.59 255.86
10.000 266.43 260.27
15.000 275.26 273.74
20.000 292.70 295.38
25.000 316.91 322.56
30.000 345.46 352.99
35.000 376.51 385.05
40.000 407.53 414.70
45.000 433.93 437.59
50.000 453.74 453.77
55.000 467.61 464.68
60.000 476.88 471.73
65.000 482.79 476.03
70.000 486.27 478.36
75.000 488.04 479.31
80.000 488.59 479.28
85.000 488.28 478.57
90.000 487.37 477.39
95.000 486.05 475.87
100.00 484.44 474.13
105.00 482.64 472.24
110.00 480.70 470.24
115.00 478.67 468.19
120.00 476.60 466.09
125.00 474.49 463.98
130.00 472.37 461.86
135.00 470.25 459.74
140.00 468.13 457.63

time:
outer shell

246.28
251.44
277.22
313.13
351.42
389.19
425.91
457.12
470.97
475.59
476.74
476.40
475.32
473.80
472.02
470.07
468.01
465.88
463.71
461.52
459.33
457.13
454.95
452.78
450.63
448.49
446.38
444.28
442.21
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Table H1.5.2 (continued)

I1145.00 466.02 455.53 440.16
150.00 463.93 453.45 438.13
155.00 461.85 451.39 436.12
160.00 459.79 449.34 434.14
165.00 457.75 447.32 432.18
170.00 455.73 445.32 430.23
175.00 453.73 443.34 428.31
180.00 451.76 441.37 426.42
185.00 449.80 439.43 424.54
190.00 447.87 437.52 422.68
195.00 445.95 435.62 420.84
200.00 444.06 433.74 419.02
205.00 442.19 431.88 417.23
210.00 240.57 231.73 222.40

maximum temperature vs. radius on axial center plane
from O.OOOOOE+00 to 210.00 minutes
radius temperature
6.7500 488.59
7.0600 486.58
8.3860 482.65
9.7120 479.31
11.038 476.74
12.364 474.86
13.690 474.15
14.315 476.74
14.940 488.53
16.065 504.87
17.190 525.55
18.315 573.08
19.440 630.75
19.600 652.47

title: htasl sample problem 1
number of nodes read for ploting: 654

43 time steps read from plot dataset
start time O.OOOOOE+00 end time 210.00
difference between inner and outer shield
volume-averaged temperatures

time (min) temperature
O.OOOOOE+00 13.245
5.0000 9.1623
10.000 -7.3223
15.000 -23.939
20.000 -34.294
25.000 -38.268
30.000 -37.827
35.000 -31.263
40.000 -13.266
45.000 6.3346
50.000 22.145
55.000 33.530
60.000 41.262
65.000 46.270
70.000 49.323
75.000 50.998
80.000 51.715
85.000 51.773
90.000 51.384
95.000 50.699
100.00 49.822
105.00 48.826
110.00 47.763
115.00 46.668
120.00 45.565
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Table Hl.5.2 (continued)

125.00 44.470
130.00 43.394
135.00 42.343
140.00 41.321
145.00 40.330
150.00 39.372
155.00 38.447
160.00 37.554
165.00 36.694
170.00 35.864
175.00 35.063
180.00 34.292
185.00 33.548
190.00 32.830
195.00 32.137
200.00 31.468
205.00 30.821
210.00 13.058

* exit from control module htasl and direct scale to terminate this run. *
* control module htasl was successfully accessed 8 times. *
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Table H1.5.3 Temperature distribution at the prefire steady state

b v tasl sample problem 1 -- prefire ss Fri Jun 11 15:43:44 1993
Steady-State Temperature Distribution at Time O.OOOOE+00

31 248.50 1 102.44 102.43 102.42 102.39 102.36 102.32 102.31 102.25 102.19 102.12 102.04 101.96 101.92 101.87
30 243.00 1 122.59 122.54 122.39 122.15 121.81 121.37 121.26 120.73 120.10 119.40 118.63 117.79 117.38 116.95
29 237.50 1 146.01 145.91 145.62 145.12 144.43 143.55 143.32 142.22 140.93 139.48 137.85 136.07 135.19 134.27
28 232.00 1 176.00 175.85 175.39 174.63 173.56 172.18 171.81 170.07 168.00 165.60 162.86 159.78 158.21 156.57
27 226.50 216.05 215.86 215.28 214.32 212.99 211.27 210.82 208.65 206.04 202.91 199.15 194.56 192.02 189.20
26 221.00 I 268.92 268.65 267.86 266.64 265.08 263.35 262.96 261.27 259.71 258.36 257.28 256.46 256.15 255.86
25 219.19 270.00 269.70 268.83 267.46 265.71 263.78 263.34 261.48 259.80 258.36 257.22 256.45 256.23 256.11
24 217.38 I 273.23 272.84 271.71 269.88 267.51 264.86 264.28 261.90 259.82 258.07 256.70 255.76 255.50 255.39
23 215.56 I 279.22 278.71 277.16 274.56 270.94 266.61 265.72 262.41 259.70 257.44 255.58 254.17 253.72 253.52
22 213.75 288.91 288.29 286.39 282.95 277.42 268.59 266.82 262.69 259.38 256.52 253.97 251.60 250.00 248.90
21 213.50 1 290.59 289.98 288.06 284.61 279.03 268.85 266.63 262.69 259.36 256.46 253.88 251.51 249.20 246.85
20 195.70 I 265.98 263.89 260.21 257.07 254.33 251.89 249.69 247.58 245.56
19 177.90 I 265.18 263.08 259.42 256.29 253.56 251.14 248.97 246.88 244.87
18 160.10 264.79 262.70 259.03 255.91 253.18 250.76 248.59 246.51 244.51
17 142.30 264.61 262.52 258.85 255.73 253.00 250.59 248.42 246.33 244.34
16 124.50 264.56 262.46 258.80 255.67 252.95 250.53 248.37 246.28 244.29
15 106.70 j 264.61 262.52 258.85 255.72 253.00 250.58 248.42 246.33 244.34
14 88.90 264.79 262.69 259.03 255.90 253.17 250.76 248.59 246.50 244.51
13 71.10 265.16 263.07 259.40 256.27 253.55 251.13 248.95 246.86 244.86
12 53.30 265.95 263.86 260.19 257.05 254.30 251.86 249.67 247.56 245.53
11 35.50 1 290.15 289.54 287.65 284.24 278.74 268.77 266.56 262.62 259.30 256.41 253.83 251.46 249.16 246.82
10 35.25 288.47 287.86 285.97 282.58 277.12 268.48 266.74 262.62 259.32 256.46 253.92 251.55 249.97 248.90

9 33.31 I 278.23 277.74 276.26 273.78 270.34 266.26 265.41 262.24 259.63 257.44 255.65 254.30 253.88 253.69
8 31.38 272.05 271.70 270.65 268.98 266.81 264.39 263.85 261.65 259.72 258.09 256.81 255.94 255.70 255.59
7 29.44 I 268.78 268.52 267.74 266.52 264.97 263.25 262.86 261.19 259.67 258.36 257.33 256.62 256.42 256.31
6 27.50 I 267.69 267.46 266.77 265.69 264.33 262.81 262.46 260.96 259.57 258.36 257.37 256.62 256.33 256.05
5 22.00 I 215.71 215.52 214.97 214.06 212.77 211.11 210.68 208.57 206.02 202.95 199.23 194.68 192.16 189.37
4 16.50 175.93 175.78 175.33 174.59 173.54 172.17 171.82 170.09 168.05 165.68 162.96 159.90 158.34 156.71
3 11.00 146.02 145.93 145.63 145.14 144.46 143.58 143.35 142.26 140.99 139.54 137.93 136.16 135.28 134.37
2 5.50 I 122.61 122.56 122.42 122.17 121.84 121.40 121.29 120.76 120.14 119.45 118.68 117.84 117.43 117.00
1 .00 102.44 102.43 102.42 102.40 102.36 102.32 102.31 102.26 102.19 102.12 102.05 101.96 101.92 101.88

+…_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

.00 1.35 2.70 4.05 5.40 6.75 7.06 8.39 9.71 11.04 12.36 13.69 14.32 14.94
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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Table H1.5.3 (continued)

(

htasl sample problem 1 -- prefire ss
Steady-State Temperature Distribution at Time O.OOOOE+00

Fri Jun 11 15:43:44 1993

31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

248.50
243 .00
237.50
232.00
226.50
221.00
219.19
217.38
215.56
213.75
213 .50
195.70
177.90
160.10
142.30
124.50
106.70
88.90
71.10
53.30
35.50
35.25
33.31
31.38
29.44
27.50
22.00
16.50
11.00
5.50

.00

101.79
116.15
132.57
153.47
183.35
234.55
238.46
240.80
242.96
244.79
244.87
243.98
243.31
242.95
242.78
242.73
242.78
242.95
243.30
243.95
244.84
244.78
242.93
240.84
238.63
234.70
183.54
153.62
132.67
116.21
101.80

101.71
115.33
130.79
150.21
177.03
217.06
222.60
227.26
233.23
241.80
243.02
242.50
241.85
241.49
241.32
241.27
241.32
241.49
241.84
242.48
242.99
241.80
232.96
227.13
222.69
217.18
177.25
150.38
130.91
115.38
101.71

101.62
114.48
128.97
146. 85
170.57
202.10
208.07
214.09
223.15
238.79
241.29
241.11
240.48
240.12
239.95
239.90
239.95
240.11
240.46
241.09
241.25
238.80
222.65
213.83
208.13
202.23
170.82
147.05
129.09
114.54
101.63

101.53
113.61
127.12
143.46
164.18
188.84
194.38
200.58
211.20
234.35
239.66
239.81
239.18
238.83
238.66
238.61
238.66
238.82
239.17
239.79
239.62
234.31
210.56
200.31
194.49
189.04
164.48
143.67
127.25
113.68
101.54

101.52
113.49
126. 85
142.98
163.29
187.06
192.48
198.58
209.17
232.91
239.17
239.42
238.79
238.44
238.28
238.23
238.27
238.44
238.78
239.40
239.14
232.86
208.54
198.33
192.60
187.28
163.59
143.19
126.98
113.55
101.52

101.20
110.43
120.37
131.38
142.83
150.59
149.12
144. 54
134.70
114.81
110.40

110.50
114.97
135.91
145.91
150.36
151.55
143.31
131.64
120.51
110.49
101.20

100.88
107.50
114.38
121.35
127.20
128.16
125.51
120.97
114.17
104.95
103.57

103.61
105.00
114.91
122.06
126.65
129.18
127.70
121.61
114.52
107.56
100.89

100.59
104.85
109.14
113.17
115.90
114.99
113.07
110.28
106.64
102.32
101.71

101.73
102.36
107.03
110.92
113.82
115.72
116.29
113.37
109.25
104.90
100.59

100.31
102.49
104.64
106.54
107.64
106.82
105.84
104.51
102.88
101.03
100.77

100.79
101.05
103.06
104.82
106.21
107.20
107.86
106.66
104.70
102.52
100.31

100.05
100.40
100.72
101.00
101.15
101.02
100.88
100.69
100.45
100.17
100.13

100.13
100.17
100.47
100.73
100.94
101.08
101.18
101.01
100.73
100.41
100.05

U'

+…_______________________________________________________________________________

16.07 17.19 18.32 19.44 19.60 23.48 27.36 31.24 35.12 39.00
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24



Table H 1.5.4 Temperature distribution at the end of the 30-minute fire

htasl sample problem 1 -- fire tr
Transient Temperature Distribution at Time 3.0000E+01

Fri Jun 11 15:43:53 1993

U. 31
9 30

29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

:: 13
I.- 12

>A 1

ON 10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

248.50
243.00
237.50
232.00
226.50
221.00
219.19
217.38
215.56
213.75
213.50
195.70
177.90
160.10
142.30
124.50
106.70
88.90
71.10
53.30
35.50
35.25
33.31
31.38
29.44
27.50
22.00
16.50
11.00
5.50

.00

1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.66 1465.66 1465.66 1465.66 1465.65 1465.65 1465.65
133.29 133.24 133.09 132.84 132.50 132.07 131.96 131.42 130.80 130.10 129.33 128.49 128.07 127.65
146.06 145.96 145.66 145.17 144.48 143.59 143.36 142.26 140.98 139.52 137.90 136.12 135.23 134.32
176.00 175.85 175.39 174.63 173.56 172.18 171.81 170.07 168.00 165.60 162.86 159.78 158.21 156.57
216.05 215.86 215.28 214.32 212.99 211.27 210.82 208.65 206.04 202.92 199.15 194.57 192.03 189.21
269.06 268.83 268.14 267.09 265.82 264.49 264.19 263.00 262.05 261.38 260.92 260.45 260.07 259.51
270.32 270.09 269.43 268.46 267.35 266.28 266.06 265.22 264.73 264.65 264.86 265.04 264.96 264.76
273.97 273.75 273.18 272.47 271.95 271.83 271.84 272.04 272.94 274.71 277.14 279.44 279.92 279.80
280.64 280.50 280.22 280.36 281.85 285.30 285.99 288.51 292.40 298.45 306.54 315.50 318.78 319.84
290.89 290.85 291.06 292.77 299.09 316.81 319.59 324.23 332.76 346.43 365.74 391.27 412.30 429.93
292.58 292.55 292.76 294.49 300.98 324.83 324.15 327.56 336.39 350.65 370.82 397.76 431.50 474.01

346.49 345.25 347.21 354.12 365.61 381.57 402.03 427.76 460.21
346.06 344.81 346.76 353.58 364.93 380.70 400.93 426.46 458.72
345.69 344.44 346.39 353.21 364.56 380.33 400.57 426.11 458.38
345.52 344.27 346.22 353.04 364.39 380.17 400.41 425.96 458.23
345.46 344.22 346.16 352.99 364.34 380.12 400.36 425.91 458.19
345.51 344.27 346.21 353.03 364.39 380.17 400.41 425.96 458.23
345.68 344.44 346.38 353.20 364.55 380.33 400.57 426.11 458.38
346.04 344.80 346.74 353.56 364.91 380.69 400.92 426.45 458.71
346.46 345.21 347.18 354.08 365.58 381.54 402.00 427.73 460.19

292.17 292.15 292.41 294.22 300.78 324.50 323.83 327.27 336.12 350.40 370.58 397.53 431.25 473.77
290.48 290.46 290.70 292.49 298.88 316.43 319.22 323.92 332.49 346.18 365.51 391.09 411.89 429.07
279.61 279.47 279.19 279.30 280.63 283.74 284.37 286.72 290.39 296.07 303.64 311.93 314.88 315.78
272.72 272.51 271.96 271.26 270.69 270.46 270.44 270.51 271.21 272.68 274.72 276.63 277.00 276.87
269.04 268.83 268.23 267.33 266.29 265.25 265.03 264.19 263.63 263.42 263.47 263.51 263.42 263.23
267.80 267.59 266.97 266.03 264.88 263.65 263.37 262.25 261.30 260.60 260.07 259.57 259.22 258.75
215.71 215.52 214.97 214.06 212.77 211.12 210.68 208.57 206.02 202.95 199.23 194.69 192.17 189.37
175.93 175.78 175.33 174.59 173.54 172.17 171.82 170.09 168.05 165.68 162.96 159.90 158.34 156.71
146.07 145.97 145.68 145.19 144.50 143.63 143.40 142.31 141.04 139.59 137.98 136.21 135.33 134.42
133.31 133.26 133.11 132.87 132.53 132.10 131.99 131.45 130.84 130.14 129.37 128.54 128.12 127.70

1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.67 1465.66 1465.66 1465.66 1465.66 1465.65 1465.65 1465.65
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --+… - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.00 1.35 2.70 4.05 5.40 6.75 7.06 8.39 9.71 11.04 12.36 13.69 14.32 14.94
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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Table H1.5.4 (continued)

htasl sample problem 1 -- fire tr Fri Jun 11 15:43:53 1993
Transient Temperature Distribution at Time 3.0000E+01

31 248.50 1 1465.65 1465.64 1465.64 1465.64 1465.63 1465.62 1465.61 1465.60 1465.78 1474.96
30 243.00 126.85 126.02 125.18 124.31 124.19 121.13 118.21 115.79 137.78 1469.53
29 237.50 I 132.61 130.84 129.01 127.16 126.90 120.41 114.43 109.42 129.45 1469.49
28 232.00 j 153.47 150.21 146.85 143.46 142.98 131.38 121.35 113.40 131.30 1469.50
27 226.50 j 183.35 177.03 170.57 164.18 163.29 142.83 127.20 116.14 132.40 1469.50
26 221.00 I 234.70 217.06 202.10 188.84 187.06 150.59 128.16 115.22 131.58 1469.50
25 219.19 238.90 222.62 208.07 194.39 192.49 149.15 125.55 113.34 130.64 1469.50

24 217.38 I 242.36 227.46 214.28 200.87 198.90 146.10 122.57 112.11 130.85 1469.50
23 215.56 251.21 238.47 230.08 221.26 219.97 181.14 161.27 154.03 174.01 1469.67
22 213.75 I 362.90 382.60 417.28 467.19 479.88 979.70 978.97 977.62 985.87 1472.99
21 213.50 512.74 560.69 618.99 688.01 713.23 1444.40 1444.43 1444.35 1444.86 1474.88
20 195.70 I 489.44 527.80 575.39 633.08 654.76
19 177.90 I 487.80 526.04 573.56 631.23 652.94
18 160.10 487.47 525.73 573.25 630.93 652.64
17 142.30 I 487.32 525.59 573.12 630.79 652.51
16 124.50 487.28 525.55 573.08 630.75 652.47
15 106.70 I 487.32 525.58 573.11 630.79 652.51
14 88.90 487.46 525.72 573.25 630.92 652.63
13 71.10 1 487.79 526.03 573.55 631.22 652.93
12 53.30 1 489.41 527.78 575.37 633.06 654.74
11 35.50 512.54 560.50 618.80 687.82 713.04 1443.03 1443.05 1442.96 1443.50 1474.87
10 35.25 I 359.20 377.87 411.56 460.19 472.50 957.79 956.84 955.45 964.08 1472.91
9 33.31 I 250.29 237.42 228.53 219.10 217.70 175.44 155.01 147.41 167.29 1469.65
8 31.38 I 242.17 227.28 213.97 200.53 198.57 147.08 123.25 112.34 130.75 1469.50
7 29.44 I 238.97 222.71 208.13 194.49 192.61 150.39 126.68 114.08 131.00 1469.50
6 27.50 I 234.81 217.18 202.23 189.04 187.28 151.55 129.18 115.96 131.96 1469.50
5 22.00 I 183.54 177.25 170.82 164.48 163.59 143.31 127.70 116.53 132.61 1469.51
4 16.50 I 153.62 150.38 147.05 143.67 143.19 131.64 121.61 113.61 131.42 1469.50
3 11.00 132.72 130.95 129.14 127.29 127.03 120.56 114.56 109.52 129.51 1469.49
2 5.50 126.91 126.08 125.24 124.37 124.25 121.19 118.27 115.83 137.81 1469.53

1 .00 1 1465.65 1465.64 1465.64 1465.64 1465.64 1465.62 1465.61 1465.60 1465.78 1474.96
+-_______________________________________________________________________________

16.07 17.19 18.32 19.44 19.60 23.48 27.36 31.24 35.12 39.00
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24



Table H1.5.5 Temperature distribution at the end of the three-hour, cool-down transient

htasl sample problem 1 -- postfire tr
Transient Temperature Distribution at Time 2.1000E+02

Fri Jun 11 15:44:17 1993

31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

248.50
243 .00
237.50
232.00
226.50
221.00
219.19
217.38
215.56
213 .75
2i3.50
195.70
177.90
160.10
142.30
124.50
106.70
88.90
71.10
53.30
35.50
35.25
33.31
31.38
29.44
27.50
22.00
16.50
11.00
5.50

.00

137.91
144.26
147.22
176.11
220.10
390.94
393.21
398.15
405.78
416.24
417.92

413.45
411.76
400.39
391.90
386.33
383.76
219.46
176.04
147.23
144.28
137.91

137.91
144.21
147.12
175.96
219.94
390.87
393.12
398.01
405.58
415.99
417.67

413.24
411.56
400.23
391.80
386.26
383.72
219.31
175.89
147.13
144.23
137.91

137.90
144.06
146.83
175.51
219.45
390.67
392.84
397.58
404.93
415.16
416.84

412.58
410.90
399.73
391.49
386.07
383.59
218.83
175.45
146.84
144.09
137.91

137.90
143 .82
146.33
174.76
218.63
390.30
392.36
396.83
403.75
413.54
415.21

411.25
409.57
398.79
390.92
385.73
383.34
218.04
174.70
146.35
143.84
137.90

137.88
143.48
145.64
173.69
217.47
389.75
391.65
395.72
401.90
410.64
412.29

408.84
407.17
397.29
390.06
385.22
382.96
216.90
173.66
145.67
143.51
137.88

137.86
143.05
144.76
172.32
215.93
389.03
390.74
394.29
399.35
405.50
406.57
429.90
438.57
440.20
440.35
440.34
440.35
440.19
438.51
429.51
404.16
402.88
395.19
388.92
384.52
382.43
215.40
172.30
144.79
143.08
137.87

137.86
142.94
144.53
171.95
215.52
388.84
390.50
393.94
398.75
404.16
404.43
427.79
436.47
438.10
438.25
438.23
438.24
438.09
436.40
427.40
402.05
401.67
394.67
388.63
384.34
382.28
215.00
171.94
144.56
142.97
137.86

137.84
142.40
143.43
170.21
213.51
387.93
389.41
392.34
396.20
400.15
400.38
423.59
432.23
433.86
434.00
433.99
434.00
433.84
432.16
423.20
398.08
397.78
392.39
387.29
383.46
381.57
213.04
170.23
143.47
142.44
137.84

137.82
141.79
142.14
168.15
211.04
386.89
388.22
390.70
393.74
396.56
396.71
419.75
428.31
429.92
430.06
430.05
430.06
429.91
428.25
419.37
394.51
394.30
390.15
385.87
382.46
380.71
210.61
168.19
142.20
141.82
137.82

137.79
141.09
140.69
165.76
208.01
.385.73
386.96
389.09
391.40
393.17
393.25
416.14
424.60
426.17
426.30
426.29
426.30
426.16
424.54
415.77
391.17
391.02
387.98
384.44
381.39
379.71
207.62
165.82
140.76
141.13
137.79

137.76
140.32
139.06
163.02
204.26
384.45
385.71
387.58
389.20
389.85
389.87
412.68
421.01
422.53
422.66
422.64
422.65
422.52
420.96
412.33
387.91
387.82
385.96
383.10
380.28
378.56
203.91
163.10
139.14
140.36
137.76

137.72
139.48
137.28
159.92
199.48
382.96
384.54
386.31
387.29
386.40
386.44
409.31
417.49
418.95
419.06
419.05
419.06
418.94
417.44
408.98
384.63
384.50
384.20
381.96
379.21
377.15
199.19
160.03
137.37
139.53
137.73

137.71
139.07
136.40
158.35
196.62
382.07
384.07
385.88
386.61
383.92
382.97
405.93
413.97
415.37
415.47
415.45
415.47
415.36
413.92
405.61
381.31
382.12
383.59
381.56
378.78
376.29
196.39
158.47
136.49
139.12
137.71

137.69
138.65
135.48
156.70
193.26
380.96
383.71
385.59
386.26
382.18
379.19
402.26
410.17
411.53
411.62
411.60
411.62
411.52
410.12
401.97
377.70
380.49
383.26
381.27
378.43
375.23
193.08
156.83
135.58
138.70
137.69

-4

!-A

00

+________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

.00 1.35 2.70 4.05 5.40
1 2 3 4 5

6.75 7.06
6 7

8.39 9.71 11.04 12.36 13.69 14.32 14.94
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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Table H1.5.5 (continued)

htasl sample problem 1 -- postfire tr Fri Jun 11 15:44:17 1993
Transient Temperature Distribution at Time 2.1000E+02

31 248.50 137.66 137.63 137.60 137.56 137.56 137.44 137.33 137.28 136.15 106.75
30 243.00 137.85 137.03 136.19 135.33 135.20 132.17 129.53 130.79 156.59 118.45
29 237.50 j 133.78 132.00 130.18 128.33 128.06 121.59 115.89 114.93 142.33 117.85
28 232.00 153.55 150.26 146.89 143.50 143.02 131.43 121.69 117.79 143.23 117.92
27 226.50 185.48 177.86 170.83 164.24 163.33 142.86 127.52 120.51 144.29 117.99
26 221.00 I 289.83 236.69 207.97 190.29 188.07 151.38 129.27 120.38 144.16 117.97
25 219.19 I 299.80 247.48 218.17 199.75 197.42 156.39 133.53 125.33 149.04 118.25
24 217.38 314.03 266.63 239.23 221.72 219.44 174.06 152.52 145.85 166.99 119.12
23 215.56 342.75 310.64 290.91 276.80 274.61 202.83 185.93 181.64 194.08 118.98
22 213.75 376.66 370.21 364.28 356.21 353.54 144.60 135.83 134.68 136.80 107.36
21 213.50 j 376.18 372.84 369.19 365.21 363.69 127.01 121.90 121.25 122.43 104.81
20 195.70 399.56 396.56 393.27 389.71 388.31
19 177.90 407.36 404.25 400.85 397.18 395.72
18 160.10 I 408.69 405.55 402.12 398.42 396.96
17 142.30 I 408.78 405.64 402.20 398.50 397.04
16 124.50 j 408.76 405.62 402.19 398.48 397.02
15 106.70 I 408.78 405.63 402.20 398.50 397.03
14 88.90 408.68 405.54 402.11 398.41 396.95
13 71.10 I 407.31 404.20 400.80 397.13 395.68
12 53.30 399.27 396.28 393.00 389.44 388.04
11 35.50 374.79 371.53 367.94 364.00 362.49 127.85 122.74 122.08 123.13 104.90
10 35.25 375.71 369.59 363.78 355.64 352.98 146.04 137.23 136.06 137.96 107.49
9 33.31 I 338.83 306.18 286.10 271.86 269.70 202.04 184.67 180.12 193.26 119.17
8 31.38 I 309.72 262.83 235.66 218.16 215.88 171.17 149.12 142.05 163.67 118.97
7 29.44 295.84 245.17 216.75 198.69 196.39 155.84 132.77 124.18 147.80 118.18
6 27.50 I 286.06 235.00 207.42 190.24 188.08 152.09 130.03 120.86 144.32 117.98
5 22.00 j 185.47 177.99 171.05 164.52 163.62 143.33 128.01 120.89 144.50 118.00
4 16.50 I 153.70 150.44 147.09 143.71 143.23 131.69 121.95 118.00 143.34 117.92
3 11.00 133.88 132.12 130.30 128.46 128.19 121.74 116.03 115.03 142.39 117.85
2 5.50 I 137.91 137.09 136.25 135.39 135.27 132.24 129.59 130.84 156.61 118.45
1 .00 137.66 137.63 137.60 137.56 137.56 137.44 137.33 137.28 136.15 106.75

+…_______________________________________________________________________________

16.07 17.19 18.32 19.44 19.60 23.48 27.36 31.24 35.12 39.00
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

0

P
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< d htasl sample problem 1

0

Table H1.5.6 Temperature distribution at the final steady state

-- final ss

Steady-State Temperature Distribution at Time 2.1000E+02
Fri Jun 11 15:45:06 1993

P 31 248. 50 I
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8
7
6
S
4
3
2
1

243. 00
237.50
232.00
226.50
221.00
219.19
217.38
215.56
213.75
213.50
195.70
177.90
160.10
142.30
124.50
106.70
88.90
71.10
53.30
35.50
35.25
33.31
31.38
29.44
27.50
22.00
16.50
11.00
5.50

.00

z-

U'
0)

101.52 101.52 101.51 101.49 101.47 101.44 101.44 101.40 101.36 101.32 101.26 101.21 101.18 101.15

118.82 118.78 118.66 118.45 118.16 117.79 117.70 117.24 116.72 116.13 115.47 114.77 114.42 114.06
138.89 138.81 138.55 138.13 137.53 136.77 136.58 135.63 134.53 133.28 131.89 130.37 129.62 128.84
164.62 164.49 164.09 163.43 162.49 161.29 160.97 159.46 157.67 155.60 153.24 150.59 149.24 147.84
199.15 198.98 198.45 197.58 196.38 194.84 194.44 192.51 190.21 187.48 184.20 180.23 178.04 175.62
245.33 245.07 244.28 243.06 241.51 239.79 239.40 237.72 236.18 234.85 233.79 233.01 232.73 232.48
246.40 246.10 245.23 243.86 242.12 240.19 239.76 237.91 236.24 234.82 233.71 232.96 232.75 232.64
249.61 249.23 248.09 246.27 243.90 241.25 240.67 238.30 236.23 234.50 233.14 232.22 231.97 231.86
255.59 255.08 253.53 250.92 247.29 242.96 242.07 238.77 236.08 233.83 231.99 230.58 230.14 229.94
265.27 264.66 262.74 259.30 253.75 244.88 243.11 239.00 235.71 232.87 230.33 227.98 226.38 225.28
266.96 266.34 264.42 260.96 255.36 245.13 242.91 239.00 235.69 232.81 230.24 227.88 225.57 223.22

242.07 239.98 236.33 233.21 230.49 228.07 225.88 223.77 221.74
241.20 239.11 235.47 232.36 229.65 227.25 225.09 223.00 221.00
240.80 238.71 235.07 231.97 229.26 226.86 224.71 222.62 220.63
240.62 238.53 234.89 231.79 229.08 226.69 224.53 222.45 220.45
240.57 238.47 234.84 231.73 229.03 226.63 224.48 222.40 220.40
240.62 238.52 234.89 231.78 229.08 226.68 224.53 222.45 220.45
240.80 238.70 235.06 231.96 229.26 226.86 224.71 222.62 220.62
241.19 239.10 235.46 232.35 229.64 227.24 225.08 222.99 220.99
242.05 239.96 236.31 233.19 230.47 228.05 225.87 223.75 221.72

266.53 265.92 264.02 260.60 255.08 245.06 242.85 238.94 235.63 232.76 230.20 227.84 225.54 223.20
264.84 264.23 262.34 258.94 253.46 244.78 243.04 238.94 235.65 232.82 230.29 227.94 226.36 225.28
254.62 254.13 252.64 250.16 246.71 242.63 241.78 238.62 236.01 233.84 232.07 230.73 230.31 230.13
248.45 248.10 247.06 245.38 243.21 240.80 240.26 238.07 236.15 234.53 233.27 232.41 232.19 232.08
245.20 244.94 244.16 242.95 241.40 239.69 239.30 237.64 236.13 234.85 233.84 233.15 232.96 232.86
244.13 243.90 243.21 242.14 240.78 239.26 238.92 237.43 236.05 234.86 233.91 233.19 232.93 232.68
198.82 198.65 198.15 197.33 196.18 194.70 194.31 192.44 190.20 187.52 184.29 180.36 178.19 175.78
164.55 164.42 164.03 163.38 162.47 161.29 160.98 159.49 157.72 155.67 153.33 150.70 149.37 147.97
138.90 138.82 138.57 138.15 137.56 136.81 136.61 135.68 134.59 133.35 131.97 130.46 129.71 128.93
118.84 118.80 118.68 118.47 118.18 117.82 117.72 117.27 116.75 116.17 115.52 114.81 114.46 114.10
101.52 101.52 101.51 101.50 101.47 101.45 101.44 101.40 101.36 101.32 101.27 101.21 101.19 101.16

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------…_-----------------------------

.00 1.35 2.70 4.05 5.40 6.75 7.06 8.39 9.71 11.04 12.36 13.69 14.32 14.94
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



Table H 1.5.6 (continued)

htasl sample problem 1 -- final ss
Steady-State Temperature Distribution at Time 2.1000E+02

Fri Jun 11 15:45:06 1993

31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

248.50
243.00
237.50
232.00
226.50
221.00
219.19
217.38
215.56
213.75
213.50
195.70
177.90
160.10
142.30
124.50
106.70
88.90
71.10
53.30
35.50
35.25
33.31
31.38
29.44
27.50
22.00
16.50
11.00
5.50

.00

101.10
113.38
127.38
145.17
170.58
214.12
217.32
219.04
220.42
221.21
221.14
220.09
219.36
218.99
218.82
218.77
218.82
218.99
219.35
220.07
221.12
221.21
220.44
219.13
217.52
214.31
170.77
145.32
127.48
113.44
101.11

101.05
112.69
125.87
142.38
165.15
199.07
203.58
207.20
211.75
218.27
219.20
218.53
217.83
217.46
217.29
217.24
217.29
217.46
217.82
218.52
219.18
218.28
211.58
207.16
203.73
199.23
165.37
142.55
125.98
112.74
101.05

100.99
111.98
124.32
139.51
159.62
186.20
191.04
195.78
202.90
215.38
217.39
217.08
216.39
216.02
215.85
215.81
215.85
216.02
216.38
217.06
217.36
215.39
202.53
195.63
191.16
186.38
159.86
139. 69
124.43
112.03
101.00

100.94
111.25
122.74
136.62
154.15
174.83
179.28
184.15
192.57
211.32
215.68
215.70
215.02
214.66
214.50
214.45
214.50
214.66
215.01
215.69
215.65
211.28
192.08
183.99
179.44
175.07
154.43
136.81
122.86
111.31
100.94

100.93
111.15
122.52
136.21
153.38
173.31
177.65
182.44
190.83
210.06
215.19
215.32
214.64
214.28
214.12
214.07
214.11
214.28
214.63
215.30
215.17
210.02
190.34
182.29
177.83
173.56
153.67
136.40
122.64
111.20
100.93

100.72
108.58
117.01
126.32
135.94
142.25
140.80
136.66
127.99
110.70
106.89

106.97
110.82
129.04
137.87
141.91
143.11
136.37
126.56
117.14
108.64
100.73

100.53
106.14
111.94
117.81
122.68
123.32
120.99
117.06
111.22
103.38
102.22

102.24
103.42
111.85
117.99
121.98
124.21
123.12
118.04
112.06
106.19
100.53

100.34
103.93
107.52
110.88
113.14
112.28
110.63
108.26
105.17
101.54
101.03

101.04
101.57
105.50
108.80
111.27
112.91
113.47
111.06
107.61
103.97
100.35

100.18
101.97
103 .73
105.29
106.17
105.46
104.64
103.54
102.18
100.66
100.45

100.45
100.67
102.33
103.79
104.95
105.78
106.35
105.38
103.78
101.99
100.18

100.02
100.23
100.42
100.59
100.68
100.60
100.52
100.40
100.25
100.08
100.05

100.05
100.08
100.26
100.42
100.55
100.64
100.70
100.60
100.43
100.23
100.02

+-_______________________________________________________________________________

16.07 17.19 18.32 19.44 19.60 23.48 27.36 31.24 35.12 39.00
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
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The second sample problem is designed to demonstrate the use of some of the more useful options in
HTAS 1. It is the same as the first sample problem with the following changes. The inner shell is composed
of carbon steel (1.5%), with thermal properties as presented in Table H1.5.7. The outer shell is composed of I
stainless steel 347. Its material properties are for material number 3135 from the LLNL material property
library (Ref. 2). The water jacket is composed of carbon steel (1%), with thermal properties from material No.
14 in the HTAS 1 material property library. The water in the neutron shield will be lost after the prefire steady
state. The water will be replaced by a void so that heat will be transferred across the resulting gap by radiation
only. The emissivity for each radial surface (outer surface of the outer shell and inner surface of the water
jacket) of the resulting gap is 0.6 (the default emissivity on each surface is 0.5). The bottom impact limiter will
be deleted following the fire transient. The emissivity on the outer surface of the outer shell not including the
portion covered by the water jacket is 0.9 during the postfire transient and final steady state. This section
represents the portion of the outer surface previously covered by the bottom impact limiter. The default
emissivity for the outer shell during this part of the calculations is 0.8. The ambient temperature during the
prefire steady state, the postfire transient and the final steady state is 130'F instead of the default of 100'F.
It is desired to compute the transient for the first 4 hours of the cooldown period following the fire. The
transient temperature distribution is needed every 5 min during the 30-min fire, every 10 min for the first hour
of the cooldown period following the fire, and every 20 mmn for the remaining cooldown period. After running
several cases by varying the restrictions on the time-step size, it was determined that an accurate solution could
be obtained by adjusting the time-step size while keeping the maximum relative change in temperature over a
time step to 5%. The time-step size should not exceed 5 min. The transient temperature distributions were
made using the Crank-Nicolson implicit procedure subject to the above restrictions on the time-step size.

The input data necessary for HTAS 1 to perform the analytical sequence are shown in Table H1.5.8.

Table H1.5.7 Thermal properties for one and 1.5% carbon steel I
Temperature Thermal conductivitya Densitya Temperature Specific heatb

(*F) Btu/(hr-ft-0F) (lb/ft3) (*F) Btu/(lb-0F)

32 21 484 32 0.105
212 21 167 0.120
392 21 392 0.135
572 20 752 0.15
752 19 1112 0.17

1112 18 1292 0.20
1472 16

aReference 1.
bReference 2.
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Table H1.5.8 Input data for second sample problem for HTAS 1

htasl sample problem 2

cavity 6.75 5 89 5 39247
inner shell 0.31 1 0.25 1

2 example of overriding the default material for the inner shell by
* explicitly specifying the material and its thermal properties.
material
carbonst

32 21
8 212 21
a 392 21
8 572 20
8 752 19
81112 18
01472 16
484

32 0.105
8 167 0.12
8 392 0.135
O 752 0.15
81112 0.17
81292 0.20
shielding 6.63 5
outer shell 1.25 2 7.25 4 7.75 4

* example of overriding default emissivities of the outer shell for
* the postfire transient and final steady state calculations.
emissivities 0 0 0 0.9 0.9

* example of overriding the default material for the outer shell by
replacing it with a material from the llnl material property library

* (material number 3135 - stainless steel 347).
material
*3135
neutron shield 4.5 4 85.5 86

* example of replacing the neutron shield with a void after the prefire
* steady state calculations. also, override the default emissivities
* for the radiative heat transfer across the resulting gap.
delete prefire -1 0.6 0.6
water jacket 0. 16 1

* example of overriding the default material in the water jacket by
* replacing it with material number 14 from the htasl material property
* library.
material 14
impact limiter 39 5 27.5 5 0 0 11 -

* example of removing the bottom impact limiter after the fire
* transient calculations.
delete fire bottom

NUREGICR-0200,
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I III

Table H1.5.8 (continued)

* example of requesting printed output of the transient temperature
* distributions at selected times.printout times 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60
e 210 230 250 270

* example of overriding the default ambient temperature for the prefire
* steady state calculations.
prefire 130
fire

2 example of overriding the default numerical technique for the fire
* transient calculations. use crank-nicolson with a maximum time step
* size of 5 minutes and adjust the time step size to keep the maximum
* relative change in temperature near 5 per cent over a time step.
implicit

0 0 5 0 0 5
* example of overriding the default duration time and ambient
* temperature for the postfire transient calculations.
postfire 240 130

70 80 90 110 130 150 170 190

example of overriding the default numerical technique for the postfire
transient calculations. use crank-nicolson with a maximum time step
size of 5 minutes and adjust the time step size to keep the maximum
relative change in temperature near 5 per cent over a time step.

implicit
0 0 5 0 0 5

* example of overriding the default ambient temperature for the final
* steady state calculations.
final 130

NUREG/CR-0200,
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